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Tribunal of Inquiry
(Into the fat Is and i in umstam es

surrounding the fatal shooting of

lohnCarth) atAhbeylara. Co Longford

on -if'.Iphl, 2000)
Sole member:

The Honourable Mr. Justice Robert lltirr

2n"' July, 2006

\h  Kieran Coughlan,

Clerk of Dail F.ireann,

Leinster House,

Kildare Street,

Dublin 2

Re: Tribunal of Inquiry set up pursuant to Ihe Tribunal of Inquiry (Evidence) Acts 1921 - 2002 by

the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform consequent upon Resolutions of Dáil and

Seanad Éireann on respectively 17lh and 18,h April, 2002 to inquire into, inter alia, the facts

and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of John Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford

on 20,h April, 2000; to report thereon to the Clerk of Dáil Éireann and to make such

findings and recommendations as it sees fit in relation to these matters.

Dear Mr Coughlan,

I am pleased to inform you that the work of the Tribunal is completed   My report has been prepared

based upon the evidence adduced over a period of 208 hearing days in which 169 witnesses testified viva

vote    By agreement, written statements made by certain other witnesses were admitted in evidence

without formal proof

The report contains, inter alia, an analysis of relevant evidence, including international expert advice

and testimony, my conclusions and recommendations based thereon; an assessment of existing statute

law regarding sporting guns and proposed amendments thereto   The Tribunal also examined and ruled

upon complaints made to it about Radio Telefis Éireann and Independent Newspapers regarding the

contents of respectively a radio broadcast and an article published in the Sunday Independent about

matters of concern to the Tribunal   Both are unrelated to each other, but occurred while the Inquiry was

at hearing

1 enclose three copies of the Tribunal's report. As arranged, 300 copies for distribution to members of

the Oireachtas are being delivered to you also on this date   Copies are being made available now to

parties who participated in the Inquiry, to the media and also to members of the public through

Government Publications.

Tribunal Office
Jameson Building,

12 13 How Street,

Dublin 7

Tel 018175290
Fax  »I S17550I
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

John Carthy was born on 9,h October, 1972 and died on 20"' April, 2000. He was a

single man and at the time of his death was residing with his widowed mother, Mrs.

Rose Carthy, in a dwelling house on the Toneymore road, a rural area outside the

village oí Abbeylara, near the town of Granard in Co. Longford. The house had been

the Carthy family home for three generations from the time when built by the local

authority in or about 1906. It had become seriously dilapidated and unfit for

occupation as a dwelling. The local authority agreed to replace it by a new house

on the site which in the latter part of April, 2000 was almost ready for occupation.

As part of the new arrangement, the local authority required that the original dwelling

be demolished when the new one was ready for use. On 19"'/20"' April demolition

ot the old house was imminent and this had major significance for the deceased.

From in or about 1991 |ohn Carthy suffered from mental illness (bipolar depression)

which had entailed several periods of in-patient psychiatric treatment over the years.

He was liable to substantial manifestations of mental disturbance from time to time

arising out of stress factors in his life. The imminent demolition of the old Carthy

home was one such stress factor. Another, which was related to the latter, was the

imminent tenth anniversary of his father's death. He had died on Holy Thursday,

1990. Holy Thursday, 2000 was on 20lh April which transpired to be the day when

the subject was fatally shot. John Carthy had been close to his father and he

associated the old home with him and with his grandfather. On or about 19lh April

he decided to defend possession of the original dwelling. He possessed a double-

barrel licensed shotgun and a substantial quantity of ammunition. During the

afternoon of that day he fired some shots from the house not at any particular target

and required his mother to leave the dwelling and go to her sister's house nearby.

Mrs. Carthy and other members of the family who reside in the area were concerned

about what John Carthy might do to himself and perhaps to others in view of his

state of mental agitation which was more severe than it had ever been before. It was

decided to report the matter to the police at Granard, the nearest garda station, and

to seek their assistance. Local officers were sent to the scene and shots were fired in

their direction by the subject. Chief Superintendent Tansey and Assistant

Commissioner Hickey, who were the most senior officers in the area, decided at an

early stage soon after the involvement of the gardai, that the assistance of the police

Emergency Response Unit should be obtained. It is a specialist body with particular

expertise in the area of armed sieges. The local scene commanders had no such prior

experience. A detachment of the ERU took up duty at the scene on the evening of

19lh April. It comprised a tactical group of four officers, who took over from local

armed gardai the role of providing an inner armed cordon around the Carthy house,

and a negotiator with an untrained assistant. Three additional tactical officers were

deployed to the scene and arrived there at lunchtime on 20"1 April. Shots were fired
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by John Carthy occasionally. He was not disposed to negotiate with the garda

negotiator or with certain friends who had been brought to the scene from time to

time in the hope that they might be successful in having a dialogue with him.

At about 5:45 p.m. on 20th April the subject left his house armed with the shotgun

without any prior notice or warning. He ignored armed ERU officers who were close

to him when he commenced walking up the road towards Abbeylara. They had

called on him to surrender his gun but he did not do so. A short distance from lohn

Carthy on the Abbeylara side of the road a garda jeep was parked which was being

used as a command post by the scene commander. Beyond the jeep was another

garda car then containing four civilians, including Ms Marie Carthy, the subject's

sister, and his psychiatrist, Dr. David Shanley, who was waiting to be brought to the

scene. There were several local armed officers and also uniformed officers on the

road in the vicinity of the command jeep as the subject walked towards them. Some

of them feared for their lives. At that point two armed ERU officers who were on the

road close behind him fired at lohn Carthy as he walked away from them. He was

struck first by two bullets in the left leg fired by Detective Sergeant lackson, the

negotiator, then by two bullets in the back fired by Detective Garda McCabe, the

second of which was fatal and caused the death of the subject about one or two

minutes later.

I laving been informed of the shooting soon alter it happened, the Commissioner of

the Garda Síochána (hereinafter referred to as "the Commissioner") responded by

appointing Chief Superintendent Culligan to carry out an immediate investigation

into the circumstances of the event and related matters. The latter assembled a team

of investigators and embarked upon his task. He furnished a formal report to the

Commissioner on 30"' lune, 2000.

The circumstances relating to the death of lohn Carthy caused substantial concern

at local and national level. It was also considered by the Oireachtas where it was

referred to the joint Committee on lustice, Equality, Defence and Women's Rights

for investigation. That body commenced a formal hearing into the death of Mr.

Carthy. Early in the proceedings an application was made on behalf of certain

involved garda officers to the High Court, and on appeal to the Supreme Court, for

an Order directing the Oireachtas Committee to discontinue its investigation into the

death of the subject. The application was successful and ein Order was made

providing that the Committee shall discontinue its proceedings.

Arising out of the foregoing judicial intervention, it was determined by the Houses

of the Oireachtas on respectively 17"' and 18"' April, 2002 that a tribunal be

established under the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Acts, 1921 - 2002 to inquire

into, inter alia, the tacts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of John

Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford on 20"1 April, 2000; to report to the Oireachtas

and to make such findings and recommendations it sees fit in relation to these

matters. Pursuant to the foregoing resolutions the Minister for Justice, Equality and

Law Reform by Instrument given under his seal on 1s' July, 2002 appointed me as

Sole Member of the Tribunal. I duly took up office and proceeded with the tasks
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assigned to me. I appointed a solicitor and a team of counsel to assemble evidence,

interview witnesses and assist me in my work.

Preliminary investigations were substantially completed in December, 2002 and the

first formal hearing of the Tribunal took place on 7"' lanuarv, 200 5. It comprised an

Opening Statement by me which included an outline of how the Tribunal proposed

to conduct its investigation; the procedures which it intended to adopt in the

performance of its work, and the facts and issues which the Tribunal perceives arise

out of the fatal shooting of )ohn Carthy. It was specified that they would be dealt

with in a series of modules, details of which were furnished. Applications for legal

representation at the Tribunal were ruled on in course of the hearing. The Opening

Statement is set out in Appendix 1. It was specifically stated that "the Tribunal is not

a court of law hut a Tribunal of Inquiry, the purpose of which in the instant case ;'s to

examine and, where possible in the light of the evidence, make findings on the facts

and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of lohn Carthy . . . The Tribunal's

Inquiry is not a trial of alleged wrongdoing by any particular person or group of

persons. It is an exercise designed to establish, if possible, what circumstances brought

about or contributed by act or omission to the death of lohn Carthy on 20th April,

2000; why that tragedy happened and what might be learned from it." It was stated

that the operation of the Tribunal is inquisitorial in nature rather than adversarial.

The Tribunal sat in connection with evidential hearings and rulings for a total of 208

days and heard 169 witnesses, including certain garda witnesses who by arrangement

were recalled after relevant expert testimony had been given. In addition, the

statements oí evidence oí a number of witnesses were read into the record by

general agreement. An excellent stenographic service was provided by Gwen

Malone Stenography Services Ltd. It included provision of daily transcripts of

evidence: 208 volumes in all were furnished. In addition, there were many volumes

of medical records, expert medical and police reports and assorted other

documentation which were introduced into the system and all of which appeared

on screen in course of the hearings within seconds of being required. The Tribunal

is grateful to Gwen Malone, the technical staff and Pearl Communications for

providing an outstanding service of great skill. It is also appropriate that I should

record my particular appreciation oí the dedication and devotion of the team of

lawyers who acted for the Tribunal and who were invaluable in achieving what I

hope will be regarded as a good result, worthy of the huge effort which has been

made to achieve it. I wish to include also the Tribunal registrar and the secretarial

and management services provided for the Tribunal which also contributed much to

the success of the project — not least their perennial good cheer and kindly

thoughtfulness which I especially appreciate.

There is one other important matter which it is appropriate that I comment on at the

outset of this report. As already indicated, in essence my primary function has been

to review the response of the Garda Síochána to the grievous crisis situation

presented by John Carthy at his home in Abbeylara on 19"' and 20"' April, 2000 and

which ultimately lead to his fatal shooting by a garda officer. As made clear by me

in course of observations at a hearing on 29"' October, 2003, "/ have approached

my task in this Tribunal, in investigating the death of lohn Carthy, from the premise
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thai the crisis presented by |him[ at his home in Abbeylara was unique in Irish police

experience; was potentially extremely difficult to contend with and was a ver) far

cry from the crisis situations for which the ERU and the Carda Síochána are trained

lo contend.

I full) appreciate the gravity and unique difficulty of the problem which faced the

scene commanders and the ERU, who were the officers primarily concerned in

contending with it.

Secondly, the pivotal police witnesses at this Tribunal have been Detective Sergeant

¡ackson, as he then was, the negotiator, and Detective Sergeant Russell, the strategic

tat tit ian, both of the ERU. [Theyj have given evidence at great length and have been

subjected to in-depth examinations by counsel and by me. Two points emerge beyond

doubt in my mind arising out of that evidence. Both of these officers, I am absolutely

satisfied, did their best to bring the situation at Abbeylara to a peaceful end without

loss of life or injury and worked with . . . great devotion in attempting so to do. . . .

Both emerge as honourable, courageous police officers who have endeavoured to

give a fair, balanced account of what they did at Abbeylara, which is, if I nitty say so,

an object lesson for others to follow...".

I have carefully assessed the evidence of Detective Sergeants Jackson and Russell

and other officers. Criticisms contained in this report are not intended to detract from

my foregoing observations on the unique difficulty presented by the late lohn Carthy

at Abbeylara and on the dedication of the latter officers in the performance of their

work.

As will be observed from the Contents, the report comprises 16 chapters. These

include findings of relevant fact relating to the life of John Carthy and to the events at

Abbeylara which culminated in his death on 20"' April, 2000 and also what happened

afterwards. Facts relating to siege management and negotiations at the scene are

reviewed, including the performance of the scene commanders; their senior officers,

the negotiator and the ERU tactical commander. There follows a chapter setting out

my conclusions regarding the shooting of John Carthy, performance of the Garda

Síochána at Abbeylara and related matters.

The remainder of the report comprises chapters which include a review of firearms

legislation; the use of less lethal weapons; police prac tice in other jurisdictions; Garcia

training, rank and structure together with recommendations relating to such matters.

There is also a chapter on problems relating to the media.
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CHAPTER 2

Terms of Reference and Interpretation

1. Resolutions of Dáil Éireann and Seanad Éireann

"By Resolutions passed by Dáil Éireann and Seanad Éireann on respectively

17"1 and 18"' of April, 2002, a Tribunal was established under the Tribunals of

Inquiry (Evidence) Acts, 1921 to 2002 to inquire into the following definite
matter of urgent public importance:

— the facts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of lohn

Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford on 20'h April, 2000;

and to report to the Clerk of Dáil Éireann and to make such findings and

recommendations as it sees fit in relation to these matters."

A full text of the Terms of Reference is incorporated in the opening statement

of the Chairman contained in Appendix 1 to this Report.

2. Opening Statement of the Tribunal

In my Opening Statement of 7th January, 2003, I outlined a number of issues, facts

and questions which it was proposed to address in a series of modules (see Appendix

1 for details). These were stated not to be exhaustive. As the evidence progressed

further issues arose which required to be addressed by the Tribunal from time to time.

It will be observed that my Opening Statement also contained the following passage:

The Tribunal's Report

Having considered all of the evidence, including relevant documentation and

expert advice, the Tribunal will publish a report the first part of which will deal

with the matters raised in each of the first four modules referred to herein and

the Tribunal's assessment of the facts and of the performance of those who

participated in events at Abbeylara up to the fatal shooting of lohn Carthy on

20'h April, 2000. |The aftermath of the deceased's death will be referred to

also in the report.]

The second part of the report will review and may contain recommendations

on two matters which arise out of the events surrounding the death of Mr.

Carthy and matters pertaining to the fifth and sixth modules:

(a) Changes in statute law relating to gun licences and possession of

firearms by members of the public, including the possible

introduction of an obligation on applicants for gun licences (including
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renewals thereof) to furnish written medical reports in a prescribed

form completed b) a medical practitioner in active practice certifying

the mental fitness of the applicant to obtain a gun licence and to

possess a firearm, and possible requirements directed to medical

practitioners and others who have reasonable grounds for believing

that a gun licensee has a mental illness, psychiatric disturbance or

other disability which renders him/her unfit to hold a gun licence and

to possess a firearm having regard to the risk of injury to the licensee

and others.

(b) Possible recommendations regarding the training and organisation of

Garda officers, including the Emergency Response Unit, in dealing

with dangerous situations such as that which was presented by lohn

Carthy at Abbeylara, arising out of mental illness, psychiatric

disturbance or other similar disablement.

3. Media Module

During the course of the evidence to the Tribunal, issues arose in relation to the

media handling of the incident at Abbeylara. Specifically it was contended that an

RTE Radio One broadc ast, being part of the "Five/Seven Live" evening news and

current affairs programme on 20lh April, 2000 constituted an intrusion into the

process upon which the Garda Síochána had embarked in attempting to peacefully

resolve the incident. RTÉ was put on notice of this allegation and subsequently sought

and was granted representation in a ruling of the Tribunal made on 20'h May, 2003

establishing a media module. The extent and scope of the inquiry was further ruled

upon by the Tribunal on 24,h March, 2004 and 9lh )uly, 2004. The matters addressed

by the Tribunal in this regard are contained in Chapter 9. In that chapter the Tribunal

also refers to issues arising out of a story relating to the Abbeylara investigation

published by the Sunday Independent on 31s' October, 2004. The Chairman's ruling

thereon is contained in Appendix 7. K.

All other statements and rulings of the Tribunal are contained in Appendix 7 to

this Report.

4. The Tribunal's Memorandum on Procedures

The Tribunal prepared and adopted a Memorandum on Procedures which is

contained in Appendix 2.

During the course of its preliminary investigations the Tribunal was furnished with

over 200 witness statements, the vast majority of which were taken by members

of the Garda Síochána during the course of an investigation carried out by Chief

Superintendent (now Assistant Commissioner) Adrian Culligan. Potentially relevant

witnesses were furnished with copies of their statements and requested to consider

them and to clarify or add any matter deemed to be of relevance. In addition the

Tribunal was furnished with documentation submitted to the Oireachtas Sub-

Committee established to investigate the Abbeylara Incident. This documentation
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was supplied to the Tribunal following the passing of appropriate resolutions of both

Houses of the Oireachtas. The Tribunal was also furnished with further information

by the Garda Síochána, interested parties, members of the public and by experts

retained by the Tribunal during the course of the investigation.

5. Parties Granted Representation

The Tribunal had power at ils discretion to grant legal representation to individuals

and bodies who appeared to be substantially connected or associated with or

affected by the death of )ohn Carthy on 20"' April, 2000 at Abbeylara, Co. Longford.

Such individuals or groups included the Garda Commissioner; the family of the late

Mr. Carthy; the Emergency Response Unit of the Garda Síochána and other Garda

officers who were present at the scene during events at and about the Carthy home

on 19"' and 20th April, 2000 or who were commanded by officers there at that time;

and medical doctors who had some involvement in events at Abbeylara and/or who

had treated Mr. Carthy for psychiatric disturbance prior to his death.

Some parties granted representation had an interest in a limited amount of modules

only, for example Module 6 relating to possible amendment of existing gun law,

including the possible creation of statutory obligations affecting relevant medical,

legal and sporting organisations. Such bodies were granted legal representation

limited to possible changes in the law affecting those whom they represented.

A full list of parties granted representation before the Tribunal is contained in

Appendix 3 to this Report.

6. Opening Statements of Counsel

Opening statements were made by counsel for the Tribunal on the commencement

of various modules. In the interest of the Carthy family and other friends and

neighbours of the late lohn Carthy, the formal opening of the Inquiry by counsel for

the Tribunal took place at the County Council Chambers in Longford on 12th

February, 2003. The courthouse in Longford was not available as it was closed

pending major reconstruction and renovation. It was not possible to conduct the

entire Inquiry in Longford as there was not sufficient accommodation continuously

available there and consequently the hearings were held in the Tribunal's premises

in Dublin.

7. The Evidence of Police and Medical experts

The Tribunal was assisted by a number of medical experts and also overseas police

experts, details of whom are as follows:

1. Mr. Alan Bailey, firearms expert and retired Superintendent with the West

Mercia Police Constabulary, UK.

2. Dr. Ian McKenzie, retired Superintendent with the London Metropolitan

Police, forensic and occupational psychologist.
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3. Mr. Frederick Lanceley, police negotiator, formerly with the Federal Bureau

of Investigation, USA.

4. Mr.  Ray Shuey, Assistant Commissioner, Victoria  Police, Australia.  Mr.

Shuey retired from that position in 2003.

5. Mr.   Robert  Leatherdale,  former  Assistant  Commissioner  of the   Royal

Canadian Mounted Police.

6. Superintendent Neville Matthews, New Zealand Police Force.

7. Sergeant  David   Lee,  police  expert  in  the  use  of dogs,  West  Mercia

Constabulary, UK.

8. Dr. John Sheehan, Consultant Psychiatrist, Mater Hospital, Dublin.

9. Dr. Douglas Turkington, Consultant Psychiatrist, Royal Victoria Infirmary,

Newcastle upon Type, UK.

10.    Professor  lack  Phillips,  Consultant  Neurosurgeon,   Beaumont  Hospital,

Dublin.

All represented parties were invited to submit reports from experts.

To this end the Commissioner of An Garda Síochána proposed and evidence was

given by the following witnesses who were adopted as witnesses to the Tribunal:

1. Dr.   Harry   Kennedy,   Consultant   Forensic   Psychiatrist,   Central   Mental

Hospital, Dublin.

2. Professor Tom Fahy, Institute of Psychiatry, King's College, London, UK.

The Carthy family proposed:

1. Mr.   Michael   Burdis,   retired   Detective   Chief   Superintendent,   South

Yorkshire Police, UK.

2. Professor  Christopher  Milroy,   University  of  Sheffield,   also   pathologist

attached to the Home Office, UK.

Dr. David Shanley proposed:

1.    Professor Kevin Malone, Department of Psychiatry, St. Vincent's Hospital,

Dublin

A brief synopsis of the Curriculum Vitae of expert witnesses who gave evidence to

the Tribunal (along with an introduction to other key persons who gave evidence) is

contained in Appendix 4 to this Report.

In relation to the reports of the experts retained by the Tribunal, they were prepared

on the basis of documentation provided by the Tribunal, including statements of all

relevant witnesses, transcripts of relevant evidence and, where appropriate,

documents (including training and medical records) discovered to the Tribunal.
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The experts' reports were circulated to .ill represented parties likely to be affected

by the contents thereof. They were invited to propose experts in reply and to furnish

any reports upon which they intended to rely. In addition, parties and individuals

likely to be affected by any observations, comments or conclusions in the reports

were afforded the opportunity to examine the experts and also to address any issues

raised. Further, in the light of the evidence received by the Tribunal, parties likely to

be affected by issues arising therefrom received letters seeking further clarification

and/or answers to various questions posed by the Tribunal. These issues, and matters

arising out of the reports of experts, were addressed by witnesses when recalled to

give further testimony.

The Tribunal acknowledges and appreciates the assistance afforded to it by all

experts, i.e., those retained by the Tribunal and others proposed by the parties.

The Tribunal also wishes to acknowledge with gratitude the assistance of Professor

John Harbison, former State Pathologist, who gave evidence to the Tribunal.
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CHAPTER 3

John Carthy — Background

Introduction

In this chapter consideration is given to events that occurred in John Carthy's life, up

to 19th April, 2000, which the Tribunal considers relevant to its Inquiry. It has been

divided into sections. Section A deals with his family background, health and medical

diagnosis and treatment. In section B, John Carthy's life events in April, 2000 up to

the time of the siege are considered. The confiscation and return of his shotgun in

1998 is considered at sections B and Q in Chapter 8, and his arrest, detention and

interrogation at Granare! garda station in connection with the burning of a large goat

mascot and transporter in September, 1998 is considered at section C in that chapter.

SECTION A: — Family background, health, medical diagnosis and

treatment up to April, 2000

1.    Family background

John Carthy was born on 9"' October, 1972. He was the only son of Mrs. Rose

Carthy and the late John Carthy who died on 12"' April, 1990. He had one sister,

Marie, who was born on 9"' December, 1974. His father was a Bord na Mona

employee.

The family lived in a three bedroomed house situated at Toneymore, Abbeylara,

County Longford. This was constructed in or about the year 1906. Mrs. Rose Carthy

lived there all her married life, lohn Carthy attended the local national school at

Abbeylara. Thereafter, he went to technical/secondary school in Granard, County

Longford. He completed his Leaving Certificate examination at Granard Convent in

1991. Having obtained his Leaving Certificate, he attended agricultural college at

Warrenstown, County Meath in September, 1991. Mrs. Rose Carthy gave evidence

that her son was in good health up to the time he went to Warrenstown. While there

he began to have symptoms of depression.

The background facts relating to the Carthy family home have already been

recounted in Chapter 1. In addition to the demolition of the old house, as part of the

agreement made by the local authority for the replacement of this house by a new

one, it required the transfer to it by Mrs. Carthy of the site on which both the old

and new houses were situated. The provision of a new house was approved by the

local authority on 30,h September, 1997. By letter of 25th August, 1998 Mrs. Carthy

wrote to the county council engineer dealing with the matter, asking that the old

house be retained and that only part of the existing site be transferred. This letter

was signed by Mrs. Carthy but the evidence was that it was written and composed
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by her son. In it she staled thai if the county council was agreeable to this course

she would make "a formal promise" to keep the old house in good condition. This

was followed by a letter from E.C. Gearty, solicitor, Longford on behalf of Mrs. Carthy

making the same request of the local authority. The county council would not agree

to this course and by letter of 5"' October 1998 to the local authority Mr. Gearty

confirmed Mrs. Carthy's agreement to the transfer of the entire site and to the

demolition of the old house.

Mrs. Carthy told the Tribunal that her son "wanted the old house kept", his wish

being that he would stay in the old house and that she would move into the new

house.

2. Health — General

Physical Health

There is no evidence to suggest that John Carthy was other than well from a physical

perspective, but he was involved in two accidents — one at work in 1993 — and the

second, a road traffic accident, in February, 1997. He did, however, suffer from chest

infections/coughs at various times. Dr. Shanley gave evidence that such events, e.g.

colds, flu and infections can have a knock-on effect in terms of psychiatric difficulties.

The post-mortem examination carried out by Professor Harbison on 21s' April, 2000,

suggests that the subject was physically in good shape immediately prior to his death.

Mental Health

John Carthy became depressed in early 1992. He was subsequently diagnosed with

bipolar affective disorder. He was treated with therapy and medication. Medication

primarily consisted of antidepressants and lithium, a mood stabiliser.

3. Key medical personnel

A number of medical personnel gave evidence of either treating or seeing John

Carthy during this period. These were:

Dr. Patrick Cullen, a general practitioner, practising at Coole, County Westmeath.

He qualified in 1980 and spent four years in general hospital medicine. Apart from

general medical training he did not have any specific training in psychiatric medicine.

Dr. Cullen commenced practice in Coole in 1984. )ohn Carthy became a patient of

his in 1988.

Dr. John McGeown, a consultant psychiatrist, attached to St. Loman's hospital,

Mullingar. St. Loman's is a psychiatric hospital. Dr. McGeown's services formed part

of the psychiatric service provided by the Midland Health Board at that time, which

included St. Loman's in-patient hospital and an out-patient or day clinic at Granard.

Dr. Niall Donohoe, a general practitioner, practising at Granard from 1991. Mr.

Carthy was not a regular patient of his but he attended him on a number of occasions
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when Dr. Cullen was unavailable. Dr. Donohoe was aware that the latter was John

Carthy's doctor. He was called to the scene on 20"' April, 2000 and pronounced

lohn Carthy dead at 6:11 p.m.

Dr. Gerard Meagher, a general practitioner, practising with Dr. Cullen at Coole.

Dr. David Shanley, a consultant psychiatrist, attached to St. Patrick's hospital and St.

James's hospital, Dublin. At the time of his evidence to the Tribunal he had been a

consultant attached to St. Patrick's and St. lames's for twenty-five years, treating

public and private patients on a routine basis. John Carthy was referred to him by

his general practitioner, Dr. Cullen, by letter dated 4"' April, 1995.

Following this referral, Dr. Shanley saw the subject for the first time on 11"' April,

1995. He diagnosed him with bipolar affective disorder and prescribed lithium, in

addition to the medication he was already taking. He last saw John Carthy on 1 1 "'

June, 1999, though he had telephone contact with persons on his behalf in

January/February, 2000, when his prescription was changed. In early April, 2000 an

appointment was made by Marie Carthy for her brother to attend Dr. Shanley at

2:00 p.m. on 20lh April, 2000, the second day of the siege. He was contacted by

gardai on the morning of 20th April, 2000. He came to the scene in the afternoon.

He was in a car on the roadway outside Walsh's house when John Carthy was

fatally shot.

Dr. Desmond Bluett, a general practitioner, practising at Castlelawn Medical Centre,

Galway. lohn Carthy attended his surgery during 1999 and 2000 while living in

Galway.

Dr. Dympna Horgan, a general practitioner, practising in Galway. She covered on

an "out-of-hours" basis for Dr. Bluett. She saw )ohn Carthy at a garda station in

Galway on 20"' February, 2000 after his arrest under the Mental Treatment Act, 1945.

4.    Bipolar Affective Disorder, its nature, diagnosis and treatment

Bipolar affective disorder

Bipolar affective disorder is a mood disorder that affects approximately 1% of the

population. It was previously called manic depression. It affects both men and

women equally and is not related to socio-economic status.

The disorder is generally characterised by episodes of elation and depression with a

normal mood in between. The first episode is usually before the age of thirty. The

elation may be described as hypomania or mania depending on the severity of the

mood disturbance, with mania being a more severe form of hypomania. An episode

of elation can last for up to six months. The depressive episodes are classified as mild,

moderate or severe. If depressed, a patient may develop suicidal ideas (ideation) or

actual suicidal intent. A depressive episode can last for up to two years.
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Manic episode

Manic patients are often excited, over-talkative and hyperactive. Their mood is

euphoric but may also be irritable. It may be labile, changing from laughter to

irritability to depression within minutes. Manic patients have a low frustration

tolerance which leads to anger and hostility. Speech becomes rapid and possibly

incoherent due to the rate at which the patient talks. Concentration deteriorates and

the patient is distracted easily. Self- confidence1 increases.

The patient may lose touch with reality developing false beliefs (delusions) of either

a grandiose or persecutory (paranoid) nature. Grandiose delusions include beliefs of

having great abilities or powers. Paranoid delusions include a belief that the patient

is being deliberately persecuted so that he becomes distrustful of others and guarded

in his dealings with them.

However, even when deluded, orientation and memory remain intact. The patient is

not confused or disorientated. The patient is aware of his surroundings but may not

demonstrate a rational approach to difficulties. Impulse control is impaired with many

patients becoming assaultive or threatening. Judgement is also impaired with the

patient demonstrating a recklessness that would not be seen normally. Some patients

spend money excessively whereas others become sexually disinhibited. Excessive

alcohol consumption may occur and may be a sign of the onset of elation. The

patient usually loses insight into the fact that he is ill when manic. Insight usually

returns when the mood reverts to normal.

Depressive episode

Generalised psychomotor retardation with a slowing clown of both thoughts and

movements is seen most commonly in depressed patients. Agitation may occur and

is more common in the elderly. Agitation is characterised by hand wringing or hair

pulling. Typically, the patient has gaze avoidance and a stooped posture with little

active movement. The mood is depressed with a loss of interest and enjoyment.

Social withdrawal occurs. The rate, volume and quantity of speech are decreased.

Delusions and hallucinations may occur. The delusions typically relate to poverty,

guilt, failure or terminal illness. The patient has a negative view of himself or herself,

the world and the future. The patient's thoughts are morbid with an emphasis on bad

things. Hopelessness, helplessness and suicidal thoughts or intent can occur. Possibly

up to 10 to 15% of depressed patients commit suicide.

Rapid Cycling

Rapid cycling is essentially defined as a condition where a patient experiences within

a 12 month period four or more episodes of mood disturbance, be they spells of

elation or depression.

Mixed Affective State

Occasionally, a patient may exhibit features of both hypomania and depression in

the same episode. The term mixed affective state is used to describe such a situation.
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Diagnosis

The diagnosis of bipolar altee live disorder is made on the history given by the patient

and the doctor's examination of his or her mental state. Often, collateral information

is obtained from other sources such as family members. Typically, the patient has a

hisioiA of recurring episodes of depression and elation.

Between episodes of elation and depression, a person may be perfectly well, holding

down a job and functioning normally.

Episodes oí depression are frequently triggered by what are termed "life events" that

occur in the months prior lo the onset oí the depression. Examples of "life events"

include bereavement, loss oí a job and a relationship breakdown.

Treatment

Treatment of bipolar affective disorder is divided into psychological, social and

physical aspects. The psychological treatments include advice and support

(supportive psychotherapy) and specific counselling treatments such as cognitive

therapy. The social aspect of treatment includes addressing the patient's social needs

such as financial and accommodation needs. Physical treatments include medication

or, occasionally, electroconvulsive therapy.

The treatment of the depressive phases is usually with antidepressant medication

such as gamanil, lentizol, surmontil or prothiaden. The periods of elation are treated

by major tranquillizers such as stelazine or melleril. In an effort to prevent episodes,

a mood stabilizer such as lithium is used and this is effective in approximately 66%

of patients. Relapse can however occur while on therapeutic doses of lithium. Minor

tranquillisers (anti-anxiety medications) such as xanax can also be used for

associated anxiety.

Whether elated or depressed, the prognosis for each episode of illness is generally

good. However, episodes tend to recur but in an unpredictable way. Poorer

prognosis is associated with male gender, poor occupational status, alcohol

dependence and depressive and psychotic features.

Relevant medications

The following descriptions were given in evidence as to the nature and effect of the

various medications prescribed for )ohn Carthy. These descriptions are not intended

to be comprehensive, but are set out as a guide to the reader.

Xanax is a minor tranquilliser used in the treatment of anxiety associated with illness.

Gamanil, surmontil and prothiaden are antidepressants used commonly in the years

1990 lo 2000.

Stelazine and melleril are major tranquillisers, which bring a patient's mood clown,

and aie prescribed when a person presents with elation.
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Lithium is a mood stabiliser, which is effective in approximately 66% of patients, but

a relapse can occur while on therapeutic closes of lithium; camcolit is a proprietary

name. It is used as a prophylactic measure to prevent a recurrence of illness, being

more effective against recurrence of mania rather than of depression. It can also

reduce the severity of an episode of mania.

The medical evidence indicated that the medications prescribed for bipolar patients

can be a combination of the foregoing, and the dosages remain under constant

review so as to take into account the phase of the illness affecting the patient.

5.    Medical  history. Diagnosis, treatment and hospital admissions,

1992 to 2000. Chronological analysis

This section is based on a review of lohn Carthy's relevant medical records and

the evidence of his medical attendants, particularly Dr. Cullen, Dr. McGeown and

Dr. Shanley.

Christmas, 1991 to April, 1992

The subject became unwell at Christmas 1991. Dr. Cullen first saw him in relation to

difficulties of a psychiatric nature in February and March, 1992 and referred him to

St. Loman's hospital on 24"' March, 1992. Prior to such referral his depression was

considered by Dr. Cullen to have been severe. He had no interest in activities; he

was feeling low about himself and had poor self-esteem. He was distressed by his

depression and agreed to go to hospital as an in-patient rather than to a local out-

patient clinic. The St. Loman's hospital admission notes for 25"1 February, 1992

indicate that he was feeling "fairly well" until Christmas, at which time he missed his

exams. He returned to Warrenstown College in January, 1992 and felt under pressure

as he had to "make up" for missed time and exams. His mood began to get

depressed in January. He gradually disimproved and approximately six weeks prior

to his admission to St. Loman's he felt "very bad" and suicidal. The notes also reveal

that Dr. Cullen gave him xanax; that he failed to comply with this medication; and

that he later returned to his general practitioner who arranged a private appointment

with a psychologist. He advised him to take xanax and to take a rest from college.

He was found to have been "down" for approximately six weeks and thought of his

father's death and also of his deceased uncle who had died five years previously. He

was preoccupied with his father's death and worried about his sister's Leaving

Certificate.

John Carthy was admitted to St. loman's on lour occasions as a voluntary patient

between March, 1992 and January, 1995. He was first admitted on 25"' March, 1992

and came under the care of Dr. McGeown. He remained there until 6"' April, 1992.

On admission, he was accompanied by his sister, Marie, and a neighbour. A history

of depression/hopelessness and suicidal ideation was recorded. Following his

discharge on 6"' April, 1992 Dr. McGeown reported to Dr. Cullen by letter dated

10"'April, 1l)<)2.
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When giving evidence to the Tribunal, Dr. McGeown had no specific recollection of

lohn Carthy apart from what was contained in thai letter. His report to Dr. (tillen

records the history of the subject's first episode of depression recounted by him to

hospital personnel. He had two episodes at Christmas 1991. He missed two weeks

in college. When he returned there in lanuary, I992 he felt depressed, was low and

was unhappy. His mood tended to fluctuate. At limes he was in reasonably good

form but most of the time he was below par. I le had feelings of being very depressed

and described suicidal ideation. Dr. McGeown's report records thai lohn Carthy "at

times has a death wish. He had suicidal ideas for two months and had thoughts of

drowning himself. . .had thought of going to the nearby lake and ¡Limping in". He was

also noted as having "threatened to drown himself at home today". He is recorded

as having felt that if he was "oui of the way" his sister and mother would have a

better life. He denied ideas oí persecution but felt that people were talking about

him. He had pseudo-hallucinations of his father — being visual and auditory mental

images, but had not experienced external hallucinations. Sometimes he felt

completely hopeless and felt his family would be better off without him. His energy

was impaired and he had lost interest in his studies in college and in his usual

recreational activities. It was recorded that he was Linder a "terrible burden" and

feeling that he had let his late father down because of his loss of interest in college.

Dr. McGeown confirmed that any expression of suicidal ideation was taken seriously

but that the subject, insofar as he could recall, did not express any intent at that time.

He made a diagnosis of "endogenous depressive illness" in a person he described as

"a somewhat diffident, sensitive young man". He prescribed treatment in the form of

oral medication, gamanil and xanax.

April, 1992 to January, 1995

The period between first and second voluntary admissions to St. Loman's hospital,

April, 1992 to July, 1993

The hospital notes of 3rd April, 1992 record John Carthy as "thinking about doing an

apprenticeship as a fitter"; that he preferred not to go back to college "but had not

made a final decision on that". Nevertheless, after his discharge from St. Loman's

hospital, he left college and commenced working in a bakery, loading trolleys. During

this period he maintained contact with Dr. Cullen who stated that )ohn Carthy would

normally attend the surgery for prescriptions for ongoing medication and possibly for

review. The alternative would have been for him to be followed up by the local

psychiatric outpatient clinic but he wanted to go to Dr. Cullen rather than the clinic

at that time. Prescriptions were written, usually on a monthly basis. He attended Dr.

Cullen for approximately three months, once per month, following his discharge from

hospital. Dr. Cullen in his notes recorded that further relapses could not be ruled out.

In July, 1992 John Carthy went off his medication. There is no record of him seeing

Dr. Cullen from 12"' May, 1992 — when he gave him a prescription for gamanil —

until 29,h March, 1993. On 24"' April, 1993 he was involved in an accident at a

bakery where he worked. He got caught between two trolleys while loading one and

suffered a back and left sided injury.
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Dr. Cullen saw him on the 25"' April, 1993 in relation to that accident. He thought

that his patient was not, at that time, continuing to take medication which had been

prescribed at St. Loman's hospital. He formed this opinion primarily because he did

not return to obtain more medication following his initial voluntary admission. Dr.

Cullen was unaware of whether he attended elsewhere during that period. Dr.

McGeown confirmed that he had no other personal contact with him until his

readmission to hospital in July, 1993.

The subject returned to the care of Dr. Cullen on 7"' June, 1993, with a complaint of

low back pain. He described this as being severe and attributed it to the accident at

work. He complained of various symptoms which the doctor did not feel were in

keeping with the physical injuries which he had sustained. Dr. Cullen was concerned

about depression, to the extent that John Carthy had been depressed previously

and would be predisposed to recurrence in adverse circumstances. Therefore, he

recommended an out-patient's appointment with a psychiatrist and this was arranged

for 24"' )une, Ie)1) 5 at the clinic in Granard, although Dr. Cullen was unaware as to

whether the appointment was kept. The reason for the referral was the discrepancy

between the history of what had occurred in the accident when given at an initial

consultation, and the degree of physical complaints. These did not fit together,

according to Dr. Cullen. There is evidence to suggest that he attended the clinic in

Granard. He was prescribed with the medication, lentizol, an antidepressant. Dr.

Cullen thought that this may have been prescribed in Granard. The prescription was

continued by Dr. Cullen. He remained out of work, certified by his G.P., from the

time of the accident in April, 1993 until October, 1993.

Second voluntary admission to St. Loman's hospital, 19'h July, 1993

On 18"' July, 1993, when Dr. Cullen was not available, lohn Carthy called to Dr.

Donohoe, complaining of pain in his back. Dr. Donohoe referred him to Mullingar

general hospital, where he was seen on that date. No serious problem with his back

was discovered. He remained in a "very upset state" and returned to Dr. Donohoe

later on that day. He felt depressed, anxious and was upset about his pain. He

appeared to be tearful and excessively upset. Therefore, Dr. Donohoe thought there

was an element of depression present. He wrote to St. Loman's hospital where John

Carthy was admitted on the following day, 19lh July, 1993. While in hospital, he was

noted not to have suicidal ideas and that his back pain had "much improved". He

was assessed on 4* August, 1993 and was found to have seemingly "recovered from

depressive e/nsinle . . . no back pain, sleep (ves), appetite (yes) mood (yes)". He was

discharged on 4"' August, 1993 on a prescription of gamanil and melleril; and referred

for review at Longford clinic (Granard), on 2nd September, 1993.

Third voluntary admission to St. Loman's hospital, 12lh August, 1993

Dr. McGeown had advised lohn Carthy that he should return if he did not feel well

and he subsequently telephoned Dr. McGeown to this effect. He was once again

admitted on a voluntary basis on 12"' August, 1993. He complained of feeling

withdrawn. As a result he st<ited that he had to stay at home and he could not go to

a G.P. for a prescription. He had not taken his medication for four to five days.
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He was found not to be psychotic or suicidal. He remained in hospital until 31s'
August, I993.

Dr. McGeown wrote to Dr. Donohue on 16" August, I')1)', and described his patient
as being depressed, tearful and agitated. On admission he had been preoccupied

with his back complaints and was virtually unable to talk about anything else.

According to Dr. McGeown, the subject claimed thai he was unable lo bend from

the waist and could only walk very slowly. There was no thought disorder and his

mood was one of depression with "appropriate affect". He had some guilt feelings

and no psychotic symptoms were elicited. He denied suicidal ideation or intent. Dr.

McGeown described a relapse of unipolar depressive illness in a voting man with a

"fairl) strong history of manic depressive illness". Dr. McGeown formed the view that

he was a rather sensitive, insecure, diffident voting man probably relatively easily

upset by any kind of physical or emotional trauma. In Dr. McGeown's letter to Dr.

Donohoe he stated that ";'( is perhaps of some significance that the accident

happened on the precise anniversary of his father's death" (in fact the accidenl

happened on 24* April, l')1) S). At the time he gave evidence, Dr. McGeown did not

know why he had stated this in the letter but said that he thought that "he hail not

entirely gotten over his father's death and that the anniversary at that time of year was a

significant time for him, at a time that he was probably more emotionally vulnerable".

Dr. McGeown felt that he did not talk enough about his father's death. On his
admissions in 1992 and in 11)')3, he continued to express feelings of blaming himself

in some way in connection with his father. This was quite consistent with being

depressed. On 31s' August, 1993, John Carthy was discharged and was in "good

form", with a referral for Granard clinic on 16lh September, 1993. Medical documents

record him as having attended there on that date. The records show that he had no

symptoms of note; that he got a call from Letterkenny RTC to do mechanical

engineering and that he "may go there at the end of the month". The notes record

that he was advised to take the offer. He was continued on stelazine.

Dr. Cullen prescribed gamanil and melleril for his patient in September and October,

1993. Melleril was discontinued subsequently and he was given stelazine. Dr. Cullen

stated that he may have changed the medication because of an allergy or the

possibility that melleril was unsuitable at that time. )ohn Carthy does not appear to

have been seen by Dr. Cullen from September, 1993 to September, 1994, when he

attended on 1 9th September, for soft tissue injuries to his left zygoma, having received

a "box" outside the Final Fence public house on the previous night. In the summer

of 1994, he engaged in seasonal work with Bord na Mona, and then worked from

October to Christmas in Longford.

Fourth admission to St. Loman's hospital, 18lh January, 1995

John Carthy was out of work after Christmas 1994. Dr. Donohoe saw him on 8"'

January, 1995. He referred him to the local psychiatric clinic in Granard though it

appears that he may then have chosen to go to St. Loman's hospital, which he did

on 18"' January, 1995, in what has been described as a "self referral". On this

admission he is recorded as having spoken of rats in the house, from which he stated
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he caught an infection; and spending the previous night in his aunt, Nancy Walsh's

house: "The doors were rattling . . . I thought they wanted to get rid of me — as they

could get the land". The notes also referred to relations feuding "over some land

which was divided between his mother and her sister". However, he was noted to

have "no delusion" — but "has paranoid ideation".

hie was discharged from St. Loman's hospital "against medical advice" on 14"'

February, 1995. At that time his medication was stelazine, surmontil and cogentin.

I le was referred to Granard clinic. On 15* February, 1995, Dr. Cullen made a house

call to John Carthy's home following his discharge from St. Loman's hospital. He was

seen at Granard clinic on 2'"' March, 1995. Discovered records also indicate a further

visit by him to the clinic on either Is" or 6"' April, 1995.

6.    Referral to Dr. Shanley on 4,h April, 1995

On his visit to Dr. Cullen on 4th April, 1995, the subject stated that he was unhappy

about attending St. Loman's hospital. Dr. Cullen stated in evidence that )ohn Carthy

was concerned about his lack of progress and requested to see if anything could be

clone for him. Therefore, Dr. Cullen referred him to Dr. Shanley, who had been

suggested by the patient himself. Dr. Cullen's letter of 4"' April, 1995, reads as

follows:

"Dear Dr. Shanley, I would be grateful for your assessment on this patient. He

has a history consistent with a diagnosis of manic depression. He has been an

in-patient in the local psychiatric hospital on two occasions, most recently in

February this year. He was previously an in-patient in April of 1992. He has

otherwise attended with various aches and pains and back complaints. No

definitive physical reason was found for any of these. I lis medications at

present are: I. Surmontil, 2. Stelazine, i. Cogentin. I have discussed with him

and encouraged him tt> get Ditto a local FAS scheme, whit h is commencing

shortly, and I have also advised him that he should attend the local "Crow''

meetings. He is unhappy about his progress and feels that he would like a

second opinion on his state of mind to see if anything further can be done for

him. I would be grateful for your opinion and advice on him. Many thanks for

seeing him. Yours sincerely, Dr. Patrick Cullen."

First visit to Dr. Shanley, 11* April, 1995

Dr. Shanley saw )ohn Carthy for the first time on 11th April, 1995. On examination,

he was informed by him that he had been working on the bog during the summer,

that he was overactive, had been drinking heavily and had been sleeping poorly.

Ace ording to Dr. Shanley, that indicated to him that the subject almost certainly had

a hypomanic episode of very short duration and did not require any treatment. On

initial presentation to Dr. Shanley, the patient had complaints of difficulty he had ,it

puberty. He was sensitive about that. He felt that he may have had problems in terms

of maturing. He had been drinking a lot. He had heard voices, particularly when he

stopped drinking, including the voice of his cousin saying that he was mad. Dr.

Shanley felt that )ohn Carthy had been drinking excessively for a short period and
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the hearing of voices may have been associated with withdrawal from alcohol. On

this visit Dr. Shanley did not believe that he was psychotic or out oí touch with reality

associated with his illness. He confirmed that he was not suffering from depression

at that time.

Initial assessment is important because it can take up to an hour and Dr. Shanley felt

that he had an opportunity during the course of that interview to get to know his

patient as a person. He confirmed that he was a far better historian than many people

with his illness. Mental health examination is carried out routinely by psychiatrists

every time they see a patient. Some patients with depression may be unable to tell

their stories; their thinking may be slow and they may not be concentrating, lohn

Carthy described his history to Dr. Shanley in detail.

Dr. Shanley's diagnosis

Dr. Shanley made the diagnosis of manic depression or bipolar affective disorder on

lohn Carthy's second visit to him on 4"' May, 1995. Consideration was then given to

prescribing lithium treatment. The subject complained of being tired but his mood

was stable. In view of the fact that he had at least one bout of elation it was felt that

lithium should be considered. His general practitioner was informed that preliminary

blood tests should be taken. He was prescribed surmontil and stelazine. The notes

also record that he was working on a FAS course at that time. Further contact

occurred between Dr. Cullen and Dr. Shanley between May and )uly of 1995. The

evidence of when he commenced on lithium is not entirely clear; documentation

suggests that it was commenced in July, 1995. Dr. Shanley's evidence suggests that

his patient was commenced on such medication sometime between 4'h May and

29"1 June, 1995. Because of the travelling distances involved between Abbeylara and

Dublin it was arranged that lithium levels would be monitored by Dr. Cullen and

blood tests were carried out on a monthly basis between May, 1995 and December,

1996. Lithium levels remained within the therapeutic range.

Although there is evidence that John Carthy may not have been medication

compliant from time to time, particularly in the early stages of his illness, Dr. Shanley

thought that he had good insight and awareness of his illness. His ability to take

medication as requested, and turning up regularly for blood tests, all are factors

which indicated that his performance was "much better than other people whom I

treat". Dr. Shanley observed in evidence thai approximately 1% of the community is

bipolar and holds down responsible jobs; no one would know that such persons,

who respond to treatment, have such an illness. Dr. Shanley told the Tribunal that at

no stage did he witness John Carthy being aggressive. He would not have described

him as having an aggressive personality: "Far from it, lohn was a quiet sort of person,

a very sensitive sort of person".

The subject had long periods in his life when he was perfectly normal — he did not

have rapid cycling. Dr. Shanley said that it would be a mistaken impression for people

to feel that John Carthy was either depressed or elated all of the time. He was liable

to swings. The former agreed that the hearing of voices is a feature which could be

associated with either endogenous depression or bipolar depression. With elation,
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one can get heavy drinking. He agreed that it is relatively common for patients to

present who have heard voices in the aftermath of excessive consumption of alcohol.

With regard to the accident at work in 199 5, Dr. Shanley agreed with Dr. McGeown's

analysis. Holy Thursday was a significant day for John Carthy — his grandfather and

father both died on a Holy Thursday. According to Dr. Shanley these were important

events in terms of )ohn Carthy's reaction to them. It brought up feelings of loss

associated with his father and grandfather and he "would probably be at his most

vulnerable" at that time of the year. The 20"' April, 2000, the second day of the siege

and the day on which John Carthy died, was Holy Thursday.

Dr. Shanley suggested that lohn Carthy return to local psychiatric services. He stated

that the standard of medical and nursing practices operated by personnel in St.

Loman's was the same as in Dublin. He felt thai the subject should continue to attend

St. Loman's and advised him that there was a high standard of care there. I lovvever,

a family relative asked him to take over his psychiatric care and the subject agreed

with that request. Dr. Shanley consented to do so. He wrote to Dr. Cullen to this

effect on 12"' April, 1995.

June, 1995 to February, 1997

Dr. Shanley saw lohn Carthy again on 29"' June, 1995. At that time, he was sleeping

well and his concentration and interests were good. He was on a FAS scheme which

was due to continue until February, 1996. There was no evidence of elation or

depression. Dr. Shanley was not sure whether he had in fact commenced lithium

when seen on 29lh lune, 1995. Stelazine and camcolit were prescribed.

On 3"1 July, 1995, Dr. Shanley contacted Dr. Cullen by letter. He noted that the

subject's mood appeared to have stabilised. He was seen again on 8th September,

1995. On that occasion he had commenced lithium at a dosage of 750mgs. Dr.

Shanley felt that he was taking his illness seriously. He was informed by him that he

had attended lee tures by a psychiatrist who founded the voluntary help organisation

AWARE. According to Dr. Shanley, at that time, September, 1995, lohn Carthy was

doing his very best to overcome his difficulties. On clinical presentation he was

perfectly well. There was no evidence of depression or elation.

There was a further follow-up appointment made for Is1 December, 1995, though he

failed to attend on that day. He did not attend Dr. Shanley during the course of

1996. However, between May, 1995 and December, 1996 he attended Dr. Cullen

monthly for prescriptions and blood tesis.

February, 1997 to July, 1998

John Carthy was involved in a road traffic ac c ident in the early hours of Sunday

morning, 23"' February, 1997 and was seen at Accident & Emergency in Cavan

general hospital. Dr. Cullen saw him on the following day. He had a laceration to his

right forearm which had become infected. As the former had not seen him since

November, 1996, he believed that he may have said something to him at the time

of examination in February, 1997 in relation to lithium/bloods because John Carthy
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returned on 4"' March, 1997 to have his blood level rechecked. Lithium levels
remained within therapeutic range. Dr. Cullen continued to see him in March and

April, 1997 and this was primarily related lo the road traffic accident.

On 2'"' May, 1997 he was once again seen by Dr. Shanley, who noted that the car

crash on 1 Va February, 1997 had been a "very significant" event in his (lohn Carthy's)

life. As a result he had difficulty sleeping and developed psychological symptoms. He

had nightmares and had a phobia about travelling in cars. According to Dr. Shanley,

the subject recounted that he had been 100% well before the accident. The

psychiatrist's assessment, from the point of view of the bipolar illness, was that his

patient was well on that occasion and that the psychological difficulties he was having

appeared to be more related to his experience in the accident rather than to his

underlying bipolar affective disorder. Dr. Shanley made the point during the course

of his evidence that a serious accident as described would very likely, in somebody

that was not on lithium, precipitate a bout of depression or elation. That did not

happen in )ohn Carthy's case. Dr. Shanley thought that he had "some symptoms

suggestive of post-traumatic stress disorder". He provided a medico-legal report

requested by his patient's solicitor. Sleeping tablets were prescribed. Dr. Cullen

confirmed that John Carthy's blood tests were carried out in May, 1997 "as regularly

as they had done previously". The results were within therapeutic range without any

signs of side effects. Dr. Shanley saw him again in June, 1997 when he was noted to

be working in Longford. His notes record that on 17lh July, 1997, his patient's

appointment was cancelled at short notice and that he failed to keep a further

appointment on 29"' August, 1997.

Dr. Shanley stated in evidence that although the attendances in 1997 were primarily

related to his patient's experience in the road traffic accident, he believed that he

would have inquired and would have "kept a close eye on his mental state". If he

had felt that lohn Carthy had been depressed then almost certainly he would have

"followed up on that". He did not follow up on John Carthy's mental state as he felt

that he was not depressed at that time.

Dr. Cullen's records show an entry on 3"' November, 1997 when the level of

stelazine prescribed was reduced. The records also reveal a further visit by John

Carthy to Dr. Shanley — primarily related to the road traffic accident. The psychiatrist

also wrote a prescription for him for stelazine and lithium.

On further review by Dr. Shanley on 9"' January, 1998, there was no evidence of

depression or elation. There was no overactivity or over talkativeness, the key

symptoms in someone who is high or elated. He was still thinking about the accident.

On 25"' February, 1998, he was seen by Dr. Cullen for his prescription and blood

tests.

During the year 1998 the subject was seen by Dr. Shanley at approximately eight

weekly intervals. He was seen on 6"1 March, 1998 when he was somewhat down,

but it "may have been significant that he had flu recently". According to Dr. Shanley,

following flu or a viral infection, one can actually become depressed. People that
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have never had experience of depression in the past can become depressed after a

viral infection, particularly flu. lohn Carthy had some sleep disturbance but he was

"going out to discos".

On further review by Dr. Shanley on 8"' May, 1998, there was little change and the

patient was not depressed. At that time he was working in Longford and was also

recorded as "sleeping well". In May, 1998 his lithium levels remained within normal

limits. In relation to his road traffic accident injuries, he was given a "final cert" by

Dr. Cullen on 15"' July, 1998.

7.    July, 1998 to December, 1998

A number of significant events in John Carthy's life occurred in late summer/early

autumn, 1998. He had a dispute with his then employer and lost his job. His firearm

was taken from him as a result of threats allegedly made by him and he was arrested

and interrogated in relation to a "goat mascot" which had been burned in the local

village. Both the latter incidents are considered in Chapter 8 sections B and C. His

medical condition at that time is considered here.

The subject was seen on 16"' July, 1998 when he informed Dr. Shanley that he had

lost his job and that he felt upset at what he considered the aggressive attitude of

his employer. He also informed Dr. Shanley that he had seen a solicitor. Further, his

court case relating to the traffic accident was settled for £22,000. According to Dr.

Shanley this probably would have been the first occasion when he felt that the

subject was more upset than he had previously observed. However, he did not feel

that John Carthy was at that time clinically depressed, nor was he elated. Clinical

notes also record that he "might move to Galway as his sister was there" and that he

"was working in the Longford area doing a bit of plastering". On 5"' August, 1998,

he was again seen by Dr. Cullen and received a three monthly prescription. He

attended Dr. Cullen once again on 10th August, 1998. He was "high" by which Dr.

Cullen meant he was "speaking excessively" and "in all probability he was also

restless". According to Dr. Cullen it was possible that his condition was beginning to

change at that time. It was "clouded" by the fact that he had obviously had alcohol

over the previous weekend and Dr. Cullen noted that he had "chatted [with him]

about alcohol and medications". Dr. Cullen indicated that alcohol could have the

effect of altering a patient's behaviour and that he or she may also forget to take

routine medication. Dr. Cullen said that it is desirable that such a person should not

drink to excess; any consumption of alcohol should be moderate.

It is to be noted that at some stage during the months of August or September, 1998,

Dr. Cullen was requested by John Carthy to provide him with a letter of support for

return of his shotgun which he did not provide. This is considered in more detail in

sec lion Q of Chapter 8.

The next occasion when John Carthy was seen by Dr. Cullen was on 25"' September,

1998. He was consulted in relation to an allegation of an assault by a garda during
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interrogation al dr.maid station on the previous night. This is considered in section
C of Chapter 8.

Dr. Shanley saw |ohn Carthy on 8th October, 1998 when he found no evidence of
depression or elation. He was reported as sleeping well and "operating normally".

He described himself as working in the Longford area. On that date Dr. Shanley
wrote a letter of support to the local superintendent in Granard for the return of John

Carthy's shotgun (this is dealt with in detail in Chapter 8, section Q). On 22'"'
October, 1998 further medical prescriptions were provided by Dr. Cullen.

Dr. Shanley saw lohn Carthy once again on 30"' November, 1998. He informed him

that he had been elated towards the end of October/early November; that he had

been overactive; had been drinking excessively at that time; that he was sleeping

fewer hours and described himself as being "full of energy". When asked whether

this was a different condition from that observed on 8"' October, 1998 (the day on

which the letter of support was sought), Dr. Shanley said that it was not different,

but there had been, in between, perhaps a period of a week or two when he had

been feeling high or was elated. Indeed, on 30th November, 1998, John Carthy

informed Dr. Shanley that he had been 'Very high at one stage and spent a lot of

money on alcohol and clothes". He told him that he had "spent a few thousand

pounds". Dr. Shanley thought that this was probably some of the traffic accident

compensation he had received. At that consultation, he believed that his patient had

difficulty sleeping and he advised him to stop taking alcohol. He felt that prescribing

prozac may have been warranted if John Carthy was becoming depressed. However

it was not clear to Dr. Shanley whether he was depressed at that time, although in

examination by counsel for the Commissioner, he stated that he was "becoming

depressed". He prescribed lithium and stelazine. He agreed that the circumstances

in which )ohn Carthy presented to him on 30"' November, 1998 constituted a change

in his medical condition from the previous occasion in that he was more depressed.

Dr. Shanley did not communicate with Dr. Cullen in this regard.

8.    December,   1998   —   Galway   —   John   Carthy's   admission   to

University College Hospital, Galway on St. Stephen's Day, 1998

During the Christmas period, 1998, John Carthy and his mother went to Galway to

stay with his sister. According to Marie Carthy, he was feeling a bit down in himself

and "he asked to be admitted or he asked me to bring him to the doctor or the

hospital or whatever, because he didn't want to be admitted back into St. Loman's

again and he knew he was sick himself". Ms Carthy and her mother brought him to

hospital. He was admitted to University College Hospital Galway on 26"' December,

1998. On admission he had complaints of poor sleep for the previous two weeks,

feelings of irritability and exhaustion and poor concentration. The admission note

recounts him as "admitting to abusing alcohol whenever he became elated". His

speech was rapid but he was not suicidal. Objectively he was "mildly elated". No

formal thought disorder was elicited. He gradually settled in the ward. His mood

stabilised. His speech became more normal and coherent. The hospital records noted

that he was "not sleeping well," his mood was "/ab/7e since he arrived in Galway
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yesterday" and that "he feels he lias let everyone down". Under the heading

"significant life crisis" was recorded "death of father eight years ago".

In her evidence Ms Carthy stated that prior to his admission to University College

Hospital, Galway, John Carthy was tired. She also stated that alcohol did not play a

major role in relation to his mood and condition at that time. As far as she was aware

her brother was medication compliant. He was discharged on 6'h January, 1999 and

was followed up as an out-patient. At the time of his discharge, he denied "suicidal

ideation, death wish or thoughts of self harm". The prognosis was described as

"guarded" due to "dubious compliance with medications".

On 11'h January, 1999 he was admitted to the psychiatric day hospital in Galway and

advised to attend three days per week. He was subsequently discharged from

hospital care on 30"' January, 1999. In the hospital discharge he was described as

having no symptoms of mood disorder, no thoughts of self harm and denying

psychotic features.

9.    January, 1999 to 20,h February, 2000

Dr. Bluett is a general medical practitioner practising at the Castlelawn Medical

Centre in Galway. He saw John Carthy on two occasions, i.e., 12"' January, 1999 and

24"' May, 1999. On the first occasion, the subject attended with a respiratory

infection. He informed Dr. Bluett that he had a psychiatric history and had recently

been on treatment for manic depression. He provided him with prescriptions for

both illnesses. He observed: "/ can'f remember him very well, but certainly he didn't

strike me as somebody who was grossly disturbed at the time. He seemed to be c/u/er

and affable, from what I remember of him". Dr. Bluett agreed that lohn Carthy did

not ever show any evidence of being disturbed during his visits.

Dr. Shanley saw his patient on 29"' lanuary, 1999. He informed him that he had been

in hospital immediately after Christmas in Galway and that he had been discharged

on 4"' lanuary, 1999. He had been elated during that admission to Galway and his

elation "cleared up very dramatically". He was discharged on stelazine and lithium

(1,000mgs) to a day hospital which indicated that he was able to reside "presumably

with his sister, Marie, in Galway" while attending the day hospital. The lithium dosage

was relevant, according to Dr. Shanley, because when the subject was seen by him

in November, 1998, he had actually increased his lithium from 750mgs to 1,000mgs,

as a result of his patient informing him of what appeared to be a bout of elation. He

thought that the increasing of lithium levels might prevent bouts in the future. Dr.

Shanley again saw him on 11,h March, 1999, when the patient told him that he was

concerned about his size and his stature; that his concentration was poor; that his

appetite was fair and thai he had not been drinking. Dr. Shanley noted that it was

important to realise that alcohol can be a depressant, and particularly with somebody

drinking, he or she would become more depressed, lohn Carthy, he stated, had not

been drinking but was depressed and he prescribed surmontil, an antidepressant. In

March, 1999 )ohn Carthv moved from Abbeylara to gain employment in Galway.
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I he subject was further reviewed by Dr. Shanley on 22'"' April, 1999, when he was

in Galway and out of work. I le was living on his own, had made inquiries and was

hoping to get back to the building trade. He was sleeping well and was drinking "a
few pints now and again". His appetite was fair and his concentration had improved.

He complained of tiredness in the morning. He informed Dr. Shanley that he was

attending AWARE meetings in Galway. Dr. Shanley thought that he might be a little

over sedated and changed his medication to a less sedating antidepressant,

prothiaden.

On 24"' May, 1999 |ohn Carthy visited Dr. Bluett to have blood tests performed in

order to check his lithium level which was marginally above the therapeutic range.

His treatment was nol changed. He informed Dr. Bluett that he was attending Dr.

Shanley in Dublin.

On 11th )une, 1999 lohn Carthy attended his final consultation with Dr. Shanley. He

informed him that his mood was a little better, he was sleeping well and his

concentration had improved. He described his appetite as not being what it was. He

told Dr. Shanley that he was working a few days a week; he had no problem meeting

people and he was staying in a flat with other men; drinking occasionally and

smoking up to 30 cigarettes per day. Dr. Shanley thought that he seemed to have

adapted to living in Galway and to be getting on well. In his opinion, )ohn Carthy

was not then depressed or elated.

The psychiatrist confirmed that he had no involvement or knowledge of the renewal

of John Carthy's firearm certificate in 1999. He had no specific recollection of any

further contact which he may have had with him between )une, 1999 and April,

2000. He was aware that his sister, Marie, telephoned requesting that he see her

brother a few days before Easter, 2000. He conceded that there may very well have

been a telephone call to his office sometime in early 2000. This is reflected in the

evidence of Dr. Meagher, who was acting as a locum for Dr. Cullen on 1 7th February,

2000, and who made an entry in the medical records on that date that John Carthy

"recently went high. Dr. Shanley decided to stop the prothiaden for the present. He

has been off work since 2 V lanuary, 2000". Dr. Shanley stated that contact may have

been made with him about that incident by either )ohn Carthy himself or another

member of the family. If a patient stated that he was becoming high, "standard advice

would be immediately cold turkey, stop your antidepressant". Dr. Shanley, however,

had no recollection of giving that advice over the phone. He was unaware of the

incident which occurred on 21" February, 2000 in Galway to which reference is

made at paragraph 10 below. He was unaware that Dr. Horgan, who saw John

Carthy on that night, suggested that he be contacted the next day. He did not believe

that he had been contacted:

"Equally, having read the transcript, it would appear that things settled down

and that the family may not have felt that there was a need to contact me. But

I have no recollection of being contacted."

John Carthy once again attended Dr. Bluett's practice to receive a repeat prescription

on 16"' June, 1999. The prescriptions from Dr. Bluett and Dr. Shanley were filled on
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approximately six occasions between June and November, 1999. On 10"' August,

I 999, Dr. Bluett prepared a letter for a medical card renewal.

In September, 1999 Dr. Gerard Meagher first had contact with the Carthy family. Mrs.

Rose Carthy attended to collec i a prese ription for lithium, prothiaden and stelazine for

her son. Dr. Meagher informed her that it would have been preferable if John Carthy

came to collect his own prese ription, because he was on long term lithium treatment

and he would require regular blood tests. Mrs. Carthy mentioned to him that her son

was being monitored in Galway.

On Is' December, 1999, a further prescription was written by Dr. Cullen who could

not recollect if his patient had told him whether he had been on medication while in

Galway or under any other doctors while there. He confirmed, however, that he did

receive a report from University College Hospital, Galway, dated 15"' January, 1999.

Dr. Cullen did not see John Carthy between 24"' November, 1998 and Is1

December, 1999.

In August, 1999, the subject had commenced work as a general labourer with a firm

of building contractors on a site at Edward Square, Galway. Fellow employees on

the site during this time included Martin Shelly (otherwise known as "Pepper"), who

left the site at Christmas 1999, and Kevin Ireland. He was particularly friendly with

both of them. In the week of 16"' January, 2000, John Carthy had a dispute with his

employer. He handed in his notice as he had secured work with a plasterer who

worked on the same site. It appears that he was unhappy in his employment due to

a disagreement he had with another employee. Before he had worked out his notice

it appears that he made an allegation of wrongdoing on the part of another employee

and was then dismissed from work. Mr. Shelly and Mr. Ireland stated that John Carthy

felt aggrieved at being let go from his employment. He mounted an unofficial picket

outside the site and also contacted a Union representative. The matter was

subsequently resolved with his employer.

Mr. Shelly saw John Carthy on a daily basis at this time and expressed the opinion

that he was then elated, or "high". This, he thought, was related to the difficulties he

had at work. Mr. Ireland stated in evidence that at the time John Carthy mounted

the picket he gave him a piece of paper, on which was handwritten the name of a

soIk itor, Michael Finucane, and which also included a Dublin address and telephone

number. Apparently Mr. Carthy gave this to Mr. Ireland, as he was concerned about

the legality of a one-man picket. Mr. Carthy wished Mr. Ireland to call Mr. Finucane

in the event of him being arrested or getting into trouble. Mr. Ireland returned the

piece of paper to his friend some time later.

Kevin Ireland stated in evidence that he thought that lohn Carthy had previously said

that this solicitor was a Republican solicitor who had helped him get his gun back.

On 26"' January, 2000 Rose Carthy collected a repeat prescription for lithium,

prothiaden and stelazine, on behalf of her son, from Dr. Meagher. The latter

confirmed that this was a three-month prescription. It does not appear that it was

tilled until 18'" April, 2000.
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lohn Carthy had an intimate relationship with a young lady (referred to as "Ms X" in

the interest of protecting her right to privacy). He had met her while working in

Galway. The relationship was terminated by Ms X on Sunday, 20"1 February, 2000

arising out of manifestations by )ohn Carthy of his mental illness in the previous

weeks.

10.    February, 2000 to April, 2000

John Carthy's living accommodation in Galway was terminated and he stayed with

Ms X for three nights because, according to her statement, she was told that his

sister, Marie, refused to let him stay with her (in her bed-sit). He went to Abbeylara

for the weekend and returned to Galway on Sunday 4"' February. He stayed with Ms

X for the following two weeks, until 20"' February, 2000, when their relationship was

ended by her. During this period, John Carthy was trying to sort things out in Galway.

At some stage then he returned to Abbeylara as Dr. Meagher saw him on 1 7"'

February, 2000.

This was the first occasion on which Dr. Meagher saw John Carthy. The purpose of

his visit was to obtain social welfare certificates because he had been off work since

lanuary. Dr. Meagher recorded in his notes at that time that the patient seemed

somewhat high. His recollection is that John Carthy mentioned that:

"he had been in contact, or a relative had been in contact with Dr. Shanley as

regards this and that he was advised to reduce or to stop his prothiaden for

the present".

Dr. Meagher's contemporaneous note of 1 7"' February, 2000, records as follows:

"subjective symptoms, recently went high. Dr. Shanley decided to stop the

prothiaden at present. Has been off work since 2/ lanuary, 2000. Needs

certificates to cover him for this. Discussed lithium levels and he is due to have

these taken with Dr. Bluett."

On the evening of 20"' February, 2000 John Carthy was in the company of his sister,

Marie, and friend, Martin Shelly, in Galway city. Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly

joined her brother in a public house. She could not say whether he had consumed

much alcohol prior to their meeting, but their friend Martin Shelly described him as

having had a few pints. Ms Carthy said there was some verbal altercation between

her brother and another customer. Martin Shelly told the Tribunal that lohn Carthy

and the other man were "pushing one another", lohn Carthy, his sister and Martin

Shelly were asked to leave the public house.

On leaving the premises they went to a fast food restaurant in Eyre Square. Marie

Carthy described her brother as being "a bit down on himself" that evening. Mr.

Shelly described him as being "a hit high, a bit hyper in himself... a little hit angr\

.. . he was kind of giving out you know about things." He also described him as being

"giddy ... very uneasy in himself" and that this was a bit more pronounced than he

had seen before. Mr. Shelly stated that he was of the opinion that John Carthy had
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too much drink taken and that he was "high" from drink. This episode occurred after

Ms X had terminated her relationship with )ohn Carthy earlier on that day.

Ms Carthy was worried about her brother and about the fact that other people, not

knowing that he had depression, might misunderstand him. She decided to seek the

assistance of the Garda Síochána. She approached two officers, Garda Mary Ann

O'Boyle and Garda Oliver White, who were on general duty in the Eyre Square area.

She told them that her brother had depression and asked them if they would be able

to get a doctor for him.

(■arda O'Boyle told the Tribunal that at about 11:30 p.m. she was approached by

Marie Carthy who "expressed the fear that he was depressed and she felt he was

suicidal." Garda O'Boyle questioned Ms Carthy on this and informed the Tribunal

that she had replied that her brother "had said to her that he wouldn't be around

much longer". In evidence, Marie Carthy stated that she did not recall saying that

her brother was suicidal: "/ am not saying I didn't say it, I just don't remember saying

that . . .1 could have because they weren't keen to help us in the first place". Ms

Carthy, however, told the Tribunal that the gardai were helpful in the end and that

"they were very good". Garda O'Boyle told the Tribunal that Ms Carthy "was very

worried" and that she could "see the worry in her face". She advised her of the

assistance that the Garda Síochána could give, namely, aiding her in bringing her

brother to the psychiatric unit in the general hospital if he was willing to go there

voluntarily; or to arrest and commit him involuntarily under the Mental Treatment

Act, 1945. The procedures under the Mental Treatment Act, 1945 were explained to

Marie Carthy and she was also informed that she, as a family member, would have

to sign a committal form. Garda O'Boyle advised her that this was a serious decision

to make and encouraged her to give it careful consideration. She said that Ms

Carthy's response was to tell her that "there was nothing left to do . . . she | Marie

Carthyl could find him in the river in the morning". Garda White confirmed that such

a remark was made. Ms Carthy told the Tribunal that she had no objection to her

brother being arrested but that she would not sign him into a psychiatric hospital.

She told the Tribunal that it was her opinion that he was not suicidal that night and

that he had never expressed suicidal ideation. Martin Shelly was not privy to any of

these conversations between Garda O'Boyle and Marie Carthy but thought that Ms

Carthy's concern was not that her brother would do harm to himself but that he

might get into a row.

Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly went bac k into the fast food restaurant accompanied

by the gardai. She approached her brother and told him that the gardai were helping

to get a doctor for him. John Carthy's reply was to ask her "what have you gone and

done?". Garda White gave evidence that John Carthy seemed very upset with his

sister for involving the Garcia.

The subject was arrested under the Mental Treatment Act, 1945 by Garda O'Boyle

and brought to the garda station in Mill Street to be examined by a doctor. Garda

O'Boyle and the other garda drove him in a patrol car to the police station. While in

the car she said that he seemed annoyed at having been arrested and queried her
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as to why she didn't arrest a real criminal instead of someone like him. She told him

that the onlv reason was that she had to act on such complaints. Garcia O'BovIe told

the Tribunal that this was the only time that lohn Carthy expressed any annoyance

at the gardai and that on leaving the station he thanked her and shook her hand.

Garda White similarly did not detect any animosity directed towards him or other

members of the gardai while John Carthy was in the station.

Having ascertained that Dr. Bluett was lohn Carthy's general medical practitioner in

Galway, Garda O'Boyle attempted to contact him; however he was not on call that

evening. Dr. Horgan, who was then on rota duty, was requested to attend the station.

She was informed by Garda O'Boyle of the circumstances of the arrest and that it

had been made at the request of )ohn Carthy's sister who was "concerned he might

be suicidal".

Dr. Horgan told the Tribunal that lohn Carthy presented as a very pleasant young

man. On examination she formed the view that he was "slightly elated". When she

put this to John Carthy he did not agree and said that he was just "rather stressed".

She found no evidence that he was depressed or suicidal and was not "unduly

worried about him". She noted that he was capable of giving an account of himself

and a good account of the medication he was taking. In this regard he told her that

he was taking lithium and stelazine but that he had stopped taking the antidepressant

prothiaden. Because she did not know him and was aware that people were

concerned about him, Dr. Horgan asked him if he was willing to be admitted to

University College Hospital, Galway. The subject indicated, however, that he was

not. Dr. Horgan advised him to increase his stelazine and told him that he should

see Dr. Shanley as soon as possible.

On completion of her examination, Dr. Horgan spoke to Ms Carthy and expressed to

her the opinion that her brother did not require to be committed. She was interested,

however, in ascertaining Ms Carthy's opinion based on her knowledge of him. She

expressed the view that he would not be prepared to be admitted voluntarily to

hospital and in discussion with Dr. Horgan it was decided that it would not be

appropriate to commit him involuntarily. Dr. Horgan questioned Ms Carthy about

whether she was concerned that her brother was suicidal. Dr. Horgan told the

Tribunal that she did not receive an "absolutely direct answer, but she [Marie Carthy)

said she was concerned about him". Dr. Horgan informed the Tribunal that Ms Carthy

agreed to take her brother home with her that night. She informed her that she had

asked )ohn Carthy to increase his stelazine. Dr. Horgan requested him to see his

psychiatrist Dr. Shanley. Ms Carthy stated that Dr. Horgan informed her that she had

advised her brother to see "his own doctor" and that this could have referred to

either his psychiatrist, Dr. Shanley, or his local general medical practitioner, Dr. Bluett.

Marie Carthy has no specific memory of Dr. Shanley being contacted on foot of this

incident. She presumed that her brother saw Dr. Bluett following Dr. Horgan's advice.

The latter contacted Dr. Bluett on the following day to inform him of the incident.

There was a note on Dr. Bluett's file that Dr. Horgan had seen John Carthy. Dr. Bluett

had no recollection of any discussion with Dr. Horgan or anything apart from what
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was contained in the notes — that John Carthy had been seen in the garda station

and that his medication had been increased.

Ms Carthy's evidence is that her brother stayed in her house with her that night.

Martin Shelly said that she and her brother left the station together and that they all
then headed off to their respective homes. The evidence of John Carthy's cousin

Thomas Walsh is that John Carthy told him that he had hitched a lift back to

Abbeylara that night.

Thomas Walsh met John Carthy on the following day, 21" February, 2000 in

Abbeylara. He thought that he seemed "slightly high." He told the Tribunal that the

latter had informed him that he had been drinking brandy and did not remember

much about what had happened but that he had been arrested and brought to the

garda station in Galway. He said that John Carthy appeared frightened by the incident

and told him that when he saw a cell in the station he could picture himself "inside

for years" and that he thought he was going to be committed. Thomas Walsh spoke

to him about drinking excessively while taking medication. They discussed the fact

that he was annoyed with his sister and Thomas Walsh told him that she was acting

in his interests and for his benefit. Thomas Walsh said that his cousin accepted this

although he was still somewhat upset.

Garcia O'Boyle gave evidence that John Carthy was annoyed with his sister for

orchestrating his arrest but that this annoyance dissipated on release from custody

as he realised he was not going to hospital. Ms Carthy told the Tribunal that her

brother was "annoyed for a few days" with the fact that the gardai had been involved

but that a few days later he was grateful to her for the fact that he had seen a doctor.

Martin Shelly felt that John Carthy was annoyed because his sister was worrying

about him and he did not want her to worry.

On 29"' February, 2000 John Carthy was again seen by Dr. Cullen, when blood

samples were taken. The doctor thought that he was elated, restless and agitated but

it did not raise any concern in his mind as there was nothing out of the ordinary to

alarm him. His stelazine was increased.

Entries in Dr. Cullen's records for P1 March, 2000 reveal that his patient's blood tests

were normal. On 7"' March, 2000, he attended Dr. Bluett's practice for the purpose

oí obtaining a fresh prescription. This prescription was for two items (stelazine and

camcolit), with the dosage of stelazine increased from one tablet a day to two tablets

a day; earlier prescriptions had contained four items (stelazine and camcolit, melzine

and prothiaden).

On 10th March, 2000 Dr. Cullen once again saw his patient and noted that he was

coping better. He reduced the dosages of stelazine. Blood samples were tested on

29"' February, 2000 and were within normal therapeutic range. Dr. Cullen felt that

he was much more settled at that time.

On 20"' March, 2000 John Carthy attended Dr. Meagher's surgery to obtain a social

welfare certificate and a final certificate to return to work. He appeared quite well
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and Dr. Meagher's recollection was thai he had been informed by him that he had
obtained a new job in Longford and he seemed content to start that work. Dr.

Meagher felt that he was as good as "/ would have expected him to be and I was

happy that he would return to work". When asked whether he had noticed any

change or improvement in his condition from the previous occasion on which he

had seen him on 17"' February, he stated thai he felt that John Carthy was more

settled and he also fell thai he was quite capable of returning to work. He was able

to discuss his condition and "had things marked out". It was the doctor's recollection

that he was going to "gel on with his life".

Dr. Meagher confirmed that in March, 2000, lohn Carthy did not describe any

subjective symptoms of being high. He seemed a lot more settled and gave an

indication that he had been "restored to normal" and that the high symptoms had

settled.

Dr. Meagher prepared a certificate for social welfare services. Such certificates entitle

patients to payment while they are ill and the Department of Social, Community and

Family Affairs have a process whereby they carry out random checks on patients

who claim social welfare benefits. They employ their own doctors and have a panel

who examine patients and who call them for examination to ensure that illnesses are

valid and are true and that no fraudulent claims are made. For that purpose the

Department frequently issues documents to be completed by the claimant's general

practitioner. Dr. Meagher noted on the form: "has had an episode of mania. Retains

a lot of insight. Anxious to start work as soon as possible". Under the heading "Mental

Health" in the form, Dr. Meagher categorised the condition as severe. This

assessment was based on his analysis in February, 2000, when lohn Carthy described

his subjective symptoms. He felt that the illness had been severe insofar as he could

not work. He assessed lohn Carthy's capacity for learning as "moderate", and that

his illness would have affected his ability to concentrate or take in new skills as

regards work. He noted, in the context of a query as to whether his patient was fit

to attend medical examination, that he was, but commented on the form that "/

don't think it would benefit either lohn Carthy or yourself"; his reasoning being that

)ohn Carthy had returned to work at that point and calling him for examination would

have disturbed his work routine. Such an assessment would primarily have involved

a question and answer session which would have been probing as regards his illness.

Dr. Meagher felt that )ohn Carthy might find such assessment intimidating.

Considering the fact that he was just getting over an episode, he did not think that

that kind of examination would have been helpful to him. Dr. Meagher completed

the form on the basis that the medical assessor would see that there was a definite

very real illness but that he would not call him for assessment, as he had become fit

for work and was back in employment.

Dr. Meagher stated that if his patient was not taking his lithium medication this is

something he would have recorded. He therefore assumed that he was taking the

medication. Dr. Meagher also noted the blood test results of Is1 March, 2000,

appeared to have been normal. With regard to his reference, "recently went high".

Dr. Meagher's impression was that this was in the very recent past. When making
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this entry he was unaware that John Carthy had problems in Galway. Dr. Meagher

confirmed, as far as he could recollect, although he knew him only very briefly, that

John Carthy had a good understanding of his illness. He also confirmed that when

he saw him on 17"' February, 2000:

"John told me more about his symptoms rather than me actually seeing them

on examination . . .so at that particular time on that particular day, I can't be

exactly sure as to whether he was elated, very elated or not elated at all, but

certainly on that date, he seemed to have quite a bit of insight into his illness

and he seemed to be doing the right things".

The last occasion on which Dr. Meagher saw John Carthy was 20"' March, 2000.

At some stage in early April, 2000, Ms Carthy contacted Dr. Shanley to arrange ein

appointment for her brother on 20"' April.

SECTION B: - 1st to 18th April, 2000 - Significant Events

1.    Early April

On 3"' April, John Carthy was employed by Mr. Gerard Delaney as a plasterer on a

job in Mollaghan's store in Longford Town. The job was due to last for three weeks.

For the first two weeks he attended work each day, commencing at 8/8:30a.m. and

finishing at 5:30p.m. Mr. Kieran Lennon worked with him on this job. He told the

Tribunal that while having breakfast one morning in mid-April John Carthy told him

"/ am depressed from drink". He also told him "about his father dying and about the

goat and the guards bringing him into the station". He told him that gardai had taken

his gun from him but that he had got some solicitor in Dublin to get it back for him.

He said that John Carthy named the solicitor but that he could not recall the name.

He also said that the subject told him that "he hadn't much time for the guards after

he was brought into the station". John Carthy said to him that he was getting on well

with his mother and that they were moving into a new house. Mr. Lennon said that

such conversations took place over a number of different days but that on almost

every day John Carthy would mention the gardai.

Dr. Shanley received a telephone call from Ms Marie Carthy approximately two

weeks before the events of 19"' and 20"' April, although the exact date is unknown.

She told him that her brother felt unwell and needed to be seen. Dr. Shanley was

out of the country the week before holy week but he made an appointment to see

him on Holy Thursday as he felt that there was a sense of urgency that he should

see his patient.

Mrs. Patricia Mahon, a cousin of John Carthy, recalled meeting him on either 1 Th or

12"' April. She was driving to Abbeylara and gave him a lift. They chatted about the

new house and he told her that it was his intention to go back to Galway when his

mother was settled in the new house. According to Mrs. Mahon "he seemed to be
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looking toi ward to it". He did not indicate to her any desire or intention to stay in
the old house.

2. Thursday, 13,h April, 2000

On 13"' April, John Carthy received a letter from Mr. Gerard Carthy, a solicitor

working with Mr. Mark Connellan, solicitors in Longford, seeking a fee of £35 in

connection with a letter sent on his behalf to Mr. William Crawford regarding
allegations that John Carthy believed Mr. Crawford had made when the goat mascot

was burnt. Ms Carthy told the Tribunal that her brother complained to her about the

letter from the solicitor and that her mother also made some mention of it. She

believed that he did not mind paying the bill but that the letter reminded him of the

incident. She felt that he was annoyed that people around the village were still

"slagging" him about the goat episode.

That evening John Carthy telephoned his friend Kevin Ireland. The call lasted a little

over four minutes.

3. Friday, 14,h April, 2000

On the Friday before the incident, Mr. Brendan McLoughlin met John Carthy in a

nearby village at around 6:00 p.m. He described him as being in "great form". Mr.

McLoughlin was about to commence foundations for a new house and John Carthy

offered to come down the following clay to give him a hand.

John Carthy also met Mr. Pat McLoughlin, brother of Brendan McLoughlin, that

evening. Pat McLoughlin told the Tribunal that he was "in his usual good spirit. He

was talking and he was giving out, as usual, smoking". They chatted for about 45

minutes.

A little later that evening, around 7:00 p.m., Mr. Patrick Reilly was driving back home

from the village and saw John Carthy walking along the road. He gave him a lift.

They went to Mr. Reilly's house and chatted for about thirty minutes. Patrick Reilly

had seen him previously when he was "a bit down" but stated that on this evening

he appeared in "good form".

4. Saturday, 15,h April, 2000

On Saturday, at about 8:15 a.m., Mr. Larry Boland met )ohn Carthy in the village of

Abbeylara. He said that the subject was in bad form because he had no cigarettes

and that he was blaming William Crawford for this as he was barred from Crawford's

pub. He told Mr. Boland that he would "shoot Willy Crawford, only for his mother

still living in the village". Mr. Boland said that he did not take this threat seriously. He

felt John Carthy was in bad humour because he did not have cigarettes.

At 10:00 a.m. )ohn Carthy went to Brendan McLoughlin's house to assist with the

building work. He remained there until about 3:30 p.m. or 4:00 p.m. Mr. Pat

McLoughlin noticed a change in his humour from the day before. He thought it might
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have- been due to the presence of another man from the village "and seemingly there

was some hit of aggro going on between them"; John Carthy was giving out about

him being there. Pat McLoughlin spoke briefly to John Carthy, who he said, was also

"in a hit of a state about Frank McHugh". Pat McLoughlin felt that he had brought
up the issue of Garda McHugh because he, Pat McLoughlin, and Garda McHugh

were neighbours. Pat McLoughlin felt that )ohn Carthy was "aggravated" about the

«irrest ¡n relation to the burning of the goat mascot and the fact that he was detained

in the station for a number of hours. According to Pat McLoughlin, John Carthy was

obsessed with "this thing about being brought into the garda station anil all this type

of stuff". He told the Tribunal that John Carthy had said something about "McHugh

doing something to him" but that he couldn't be more specific as to the comment

as ¡I was said to him while they were working. However, he was sure that he was

not told that Garcia McHugh had abused him "or anything like that", lohn Carthy

also gave out generally about the people of Abbeylara to Pat McLoughlin. He told

him that they were "a shower of cunts" and that he "would shoot the heap of them".

Pat McLoughlin thought that he was angry with people in general in Abbeylara but

he didn't know why. However, he wasn't particularly alarmed by this comment ant\

felt that lohn Carthy was thinking out loud and did not mean anything by it.

In relation to the subject's humour that day, Brendan McLoughlin said that |ohn

Carthy was "giving out hell" about the delay in the delivery of the concrete and that

he said that a man should be in the pub at 3:00 p.m. on a Saturday, rather than

spreading concrete.

On Saturday evening, Mr. Bernard Reilly met lohn Carthy in McCormack's bar in

Abbeylara village. There were approximately ten people in the pub. John Carthy

joined him for a drink at the bar and told him that there had been some slagging

between himself and Kieran McCormack and that Mickey McCormack had told them

to "calm it down a bit". Bernard Reilly had seen the subject and Kieran McCormack

talking but did not realise there was any slagging as there was no obvious

disturbance.

Later that evening Mr. Carthy went to Kiernan's pub in Longford. At approximately

11:30 p.m. he approached Mr. Bernard Brady, a musician whom he knew well, and

asked him for a lift home. Mr. Brady dropped him home at the end oí the night. He

said that John Carthy seemed "like somebody a little bit mavhe agitated but not

anything serious that you would notice too much, like somebody in bad humour." He

noted that he had been drinking but that he was not drunk.

Throughout Saturday lohn Carthy made numerous telephone calls to his sister.

Telephone records indicate that 19 calls were made from his mobile phone to his

sister's phone between 8:36 a.m. and 4:48 p.m. However, only two of these calls

are of any significant duration (13:43.40 — duration 2 minutes and 59 seconds;

16:56.29 — duration 1 minute and 15 seconds). Marie Carthy could not recall the

precise nature of either of these conversations. However, when asked about the

frequency of calls made that day and over the subsequent days, Marie Carthy told

the Tribunal that the discussion was all about the Easter weekend that she and Martin
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Shelly were planning to spend in Abbeylara. She also explained that her brother

ordinarily telephoned her every day and sometimes several times a clay.

John Carthy also telephoned Kevin Ireland on two occasions on Saturday afternoon.

5. Sunday, 16th April, 2000

For most of the day John Carthy remained at home. At around 8:00 p.m. he

telephoned Bernard Reilly and asked for a lift to Castlepollard. Apparently it was not

uncommon for him to make such requests as he did not have a car, nor had his

mother or sister. He went to the Town and Country Pub in Castlepollard where, at

approximately 8:30 p.m., he met Mr. Sean Farrell and told him that his mother was

giving out to him in relation to drinking when he could not afford it. He also

mentioned something in connection with work, although Mr. Farrell could not

ascertain whether he was looking for work from him or just inquiring about Mr.

Farrell's work in a general way. Mr. Farrell told the Tribunal that he advised him to

go home early that night to keep his mother happy. However John Carthy told him

that he was going to a nightclub in Oldcastle. Mr. Farrell felt that he "looked a little

bit annoyed or a little bit, . . . maybe agitated, or a little bit upset . . . in his face, you

could see a little bit of depression maybe". He explained " ... he looked a little bit

upset like, you know, his eyes, or that type of thing. To me he just wasn't quite himself

from what I would have normally seen him". However, Mr. Farrell did not think that

he sounded upset.

At approximately 10:45 p.m. lohn Carthy got a taxi to Oldcastle. He went to the

Mountain Dew Pub where he stayed until approximately 12:30 a.m. He had four

pints of Guinness. Mr. Noel Clyne met him at 11:00 p.m. and asked him how he was

and what he was doing there. )ohn Carthy told him that he was there for "the

session". Mr. Clyne thought that he looked "quite sober"; he was sitting alone and

reading a paper. He told Mr. Clyne that his stomach was "bad". At midnight, as Mr.

Clyne was leaving the pub, John Carthy asked him for a lift. However Mr. Clyne did

not have a car that night. John Carthy told him that it didn't matter as he had decided

to stay the night. He inquired in the pub if accommodation was available and was

advised to go to the nearby Finn Court Hotel.

John Carthy telephoned his sister twice that evening (5:50 p.m. — duration 7 minutes

and 50 seconds; 7:44 p.m. — duration 1 minute). Ms Carthy told the Tribunal that he

had spoken about the fact that he had been out over the weekend and they chatted

about the forthcoming weekend when both she and Martin Shelly would be travelling

to Abbeylara. She further told the Tribunal, in relation to the telephone calls, that

there was nothing to give rise to concern in relation to her brother's condition.

6. Monday, 17,h April, 2000

John Carthy did not attend work on Monday, 1 7"' April. He had breakfast in the

coffee shop of the Finn Court, Oldcastle at about 8:30 a.m., following which he had

two or three bottles of Budweiser in the bar. The owner of the bar stated that lohn
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Carthy wanted to engage in conversation or general chit-chal and also requested

that the jukebox be turned on. He left the bar at around 11:00 a.m.

At approximately 12:00 p.m. he went to the Napper Arms in Oldcastle. He ordered

a pint of Heineken. He said that he had no money but subsequently he did pay for

the drink. According to the proprietor he had his feet up on chairs and "seemed as

if he was going to sleep". She observed that "he was rough and untidy, he had big

boots on him and he looked like he could be after sleeping out". He snoozed in a

chair and left in the afternoon.

Shortly after midday, John Carthy telephoned the office of Mr. Mark Connellan,

solicitors in Longford. On foot of this call an e-mail was generated stating that Mr.

Carthy would call Mark Connellan on 2nd May, 2000. Marie Carthy speculated that

he called to the office to speak to Mark Connellan about a letter in connection with

outstanding fees, that her brother had received on 13"' April. In her statement to the

Tribunal, Mrs. Rose Carthy stated:

"We were just waiting to go into this house, lohn and myself were worrying

about getting money to furnish the new house. I went to the Bank of Ireland

in Granard for a loan and they wouldn't give it to me. lohn then got on to

Mark Connellan's, solicitor's office and made an appointment for 2.5.00 as he

was away on holidays. He was lohn's solicitor and he thought he might help

him with a loan to furnish the house."

Mrs. Carthy was aware that Mr. Connellan had acted as her son's solicitor.

At approximately 2:00 p.m. John Carthy telephoned a taxi driver, Kathleen Nolan,

and requested to be collected at the Napper Arms in Oldcastle. Ms Nolan went into

the hotel to fetch him. She said that John Carthy was sitting by the fire and that he
"seemed flushed from the fire" and was "very talkative" in the taxi. She did not,

however, notice any problems with him. She dropped him to his home in Abbeylara

at 2:30 p.m.

John Carthy visited the McLoughlins that afternoon where brothers Pat and Brendan

were working on the house. The McLoughlins were attempting to convert metric

measurements into their imperial equivalents. )ohn Carthy walked in on the job and

said to them that they should go and buy an "effing conversion ruler" and make it

simpler for themselves. Pat McLoughlin thought that he made the comment in jest,

fie appeared to be in good form until Brendan McLoughlin said to him "you were

drinking last night" and Pat McLoughlin stated that he indicated to John Carthy "as

a friend" that he shouldn't be drinking. He was aware that John Carthy was on

medication and he felt that he knew him well enough to give him that sort of advice.

Apparently John Carthy reacted and became "very bold about it". He jumped up

and said "you effing insinuating that I cannot drink?" Pat McLoughlin was surprised

by his outburst. He felt that in the twelve months since John Carthy had first left

Abbeylara, "we will say from the time he was in Galway to the time he came back,

he had changed. His tone of voice was completely out of character". He suggested

to the subject that he go for a walk to "cool off."
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Pat McLoughlin, who described lohn Carthy as a decent fellow for whom he had
respect, told the Tribunal that he thought he looked pale that afternoon and that he
may have had a hangover. He also thought that he was "agitated". He told his

brother Brendan, that he should "ring the gardai and get him lifted". No such call
was made.

lohn Carthy's telephone- records show that he telephoned his sister 22 times between
12:19 a.m. and 1:38 p.m. on Monday. Five of these c alls were made in the hour after

midnight but are of no significant duration. At 5:32 a.m. lohn Carthy telephoned his

own voice mail. |us1 before 7:00 a.m. he called his sister three times, two of the calls

were of 15 seconds duration. Between 8:27 a.m. and 9:20 a.m. he called her twice,

and these were again of no signifie ant length. He telephoned her twice just before

midday and six times between 13:13.41 and 13:38.42; however the longest call
lasted for only eight seconds.

John Carthy also telephoned Kevin Ireland twice that day between midday and 1:00

p.m. Mr. Ireland's statement says: "He [John Carthy| rang me at about 12:30 p.m. He

sounded in bad form and said he was in Dublin just for the day". When giving

evidence before the Tribunal, Mr. Ireland could not recollect the specifics of the call

but said that John Carthy would occasionally ring him to tell him that he was in

Dublin. He also said that when lohn Carthy telephoned him from Abbeylara he

would often say that he was in bad humour living at home because it was too quiet

for him and that he wanted to move back to Galway.

Just before 8:00 p.m. John Carthy received a telephone call from Kieran Lennon. Mr.

Lennon was working with him on the building site in Mollaghan's in Longford Town

at this time and they had become quite friendly. Kieran Lennon asked him if he was

coming to work on Tuesday. John Carthy told him that he had had a few drinks on

Monday but that he would be in work on Tuesday morning. Mr. Lennon told the

Tribunal that he did not notice anything wrong with him during the conversation and

that he seemed in "all right" form.

John Carthy telephoned Bernard Reilly at 9:20 p.m. Mr. Reilly felt that he had just

telephoned for "a chat" and that this was not uncommon. He told the Tribunal that

he could not recall what they spoke about but that there was nothing noteworthy

about the conversation.

Marie Carthy telephoned her brother just after 10:00 p.m. that night. The call lasted

for a little over a minute and a half.

7.    Tuesday, 18,h April, 2000

At approximately 7:40 a.m. John Carthy thumbed a lift from Abbeylara to his

workplace in Longford Town. Mr. John Scally, a local electrician, who knew him,

stopped and gave him a lift. They chatted about work and about the place where

Mr. Scally was working at the time. The subject told Mr. Scally that he felt that his

employer and another local businessman, whom he named, did not look after some

of their employees well enough. He said "both of them should be shot." Mr. Scally
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was surprised by this comment, but he told the Tribunal that he didn't take it

seriously. John Carthy then told him about a disagreement with his girlfriend. Mr.

Scally told the Tribunal that he seemed "quite calm, quite cool, and quite normal"

when he made the comments about the local businessmen and that "the only time
his voice did raise or the pitch of his voice slightly changed was when he mentioned

he was having difficulties with his girlfriend". He asked if he could have a lift the
following morning and the witness told him that he would pick him up if he were

out on the road.

The subject arrived at work at 8:30 a.m. From 10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. he had

breakfast with Kieran Lennon. At 11:30 a.m. he telephoned solicitor Mark

Connellan's office and spoke to Ms Ann Doyle, a member of the administrative staff.

He asked to speak to Mr. Connellan but was told thai he was out of the office for a

few weeks. When asked whether he would like to speak lo anyone else he replied

"No, it has to be Mark, I need to speak to Mark". Ms Doyle was familiar with him as

he was "a client in and out of the office" and she had previously taken calls from

him. From the tone of his voice, Ms Doyle formed the opinion that he was "more

anxious than he would normally have been on the phone" and that he "seemed a

little distressed". Marie Carthy told the Tribunal that she was not aware of the fact

that her brother had tried to make contact with Mark Connellan on that occasion.

The subject took his lunch break from work and went with Kieran Lennon to the

Longford Arms, where he had two pints of Guinness. Mr. Lennon told the Tribunal

that they would occasionally have a drink during the working day. After lunch John

Carthy went to the shopping centre. At 3:00 p.m. he returned to work and asked

Mr. Lennon to go back to the Longford Arms with him. Mr. Lennon declined. John

Carthy asked him to tell his employer Gerard Delaney that he, John Carthy, would

not be back to work that day but would collect his stuff at 5:00 p.m. Mr. Delaney

asked )ohn Carthy why he returned from lunch and then left again in the afternoon.

The subject told him that he had a few drinks down town whereupon Gerard Delaney

told him that he didn't want anybody drinking on the job and that he would be better

off going home. He left work and said he would be back at about 5:30 p.m. to

collect his things. He told Mr. Lennon that he "might as well go to the bookies". He

returned to work to get his bag. He said that he was going to the shopping centre

and would get the 6:00 p.m. bus home. He asked Mr. Lennon to telephone him over

the weekend to arrange to meet up. Mr. Lennon thought that John Carthy believed

that he had been let go from work completely but that he did not appear bothered

by this as he was due to finish up at the end of the week regardless.

Sometime during the clay the subject collected medication in respect of a

prescription that had been written in January, 2000. The prescription was for lithium,

stelazine and prothiaden.

That evening Mr. Kevin Ireland called )ohn Carthy's mobile phone. However, Mrs.

Carthy answered the call and said that he was not yet home from work. Mr. Ireland

told the Tribunal that he was trying to contact his friend because he was curious as

to why he was in such "bad form" the day before.
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That evening, Ms Anne Walsh and Ms Alice Farrell were doing some work in the

garden of Farrell's house, cleaning out the pond. At approximately 8:30 p.m. Ms

Farrell went next door to Carthy's house to see Mrs. Carthy. As she was passing the

kitchen at the gable end of the Carthy old house she heard music coming from a
radio lh.it was tuned to Shannonside. She tapped on the kitchen window to let the

Carthys know that she was coming, lohn Carthy met her at the door. Alice Farrell

recounted the conversation she had with him to the Tribunal as follows:

"/ says, / was thinking you were here lohn when I heard the rock music, you

know, joking like. He says 'Alice', be says, 'the party is over, no more laughing

and the guards won't be here anymore'. / took it up, I says, lohn, I never sent

the gardai to you or what are you worrying about? He says, 'the guards won't

be here anymore' ".

Alice Farrell stated that she reassured him not to worry but knew, by looking at him,

that he wasn't well and that it was best to leave it alone. She felt that he was a bit

high. John Carthy told his mother that he was going to Abbeylara to buy some

cigarettes. Ms Anne Walsh, who had overheard the conversation, joined Ms Farrell

and John Carthy on the driveway of Carthy's house. Ms Walsh asked him what was

wrong and he replied, "the guards won't be here anymore, there will be no more

laughing". This was said in a normal tone of voice that was not aggressive or angry.

Ms Walsh felt that somebody may have been teasing him and saying that they had

called the Garda about him at some stage. She reassured him that this was not the

case. He did not respond and walked off towards Abbeylara village.

Ms Walsh told the Tribunal that she believed he was elated at that time but that she

did not pursue it any further as she knew he had an appointment with Dr. Shanley

in two days' time. Prior to this encounter on the driveway, she had not spoken to

him since she had tea with him in Carthy's old house several days before. At that

time he appeared to her to be quite well. He told her he was getting bored around

home and was looking forward to getting his mother into the new house and moving

back to Galway. When asked by counsel for the Commissioner whether she knew

his feelings about the old house being knocked, she replied, "lohn was looking

forward to getting rid of the old house and into the new house". She had not been

aware of his visit to or attempts to contact his solicitor Mark Connellan.

Mrs. Carthy told the Tribunal that she did not overhear the conversation between

Ms Farrell and her son but that he did not mention anything to her about the Garda

that evening. She stated that he was in good form and was playing music in his room.

That evening he went to McCormack's pub in Abbeylara. The proprietor, Mr. Michael

McCormack, refused to serve John Carthy a pint because he "had given cheek" to a

nephew of Mr. McCormack's who had been serving behind the bar on Saturday

night. He had two glasses of 7up instead. Mr. McCormack stated that he was in

"very bad humour and didn't talk very much". Mr. McCormack said that he had

never barred him from the pub but that on occasions he had refused to serve him

and that he had always accepted that. Subsequently, Mr. John Gilligan went into

McCormack's to get some cigarettes and saw John Carthy talking to two men. He
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thought that he appeared to be "sort of narky". He heard him pass some comment

to the two men to the effect that he did not know them and they did not know him.
He told the Tribunal that he remembered noting that John Carthy must have been in
"bad form".

Mrs. Carthy stated that her son returned home from the village after approximately

half an hour. She said that he had not had any alcohol that evening and was in "good

lorm" when he returned from the village.
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CHAPTER 4

The Events of 19th and 20th April, 2000

SECTION A - Prior to the Arrival of the Gardai

Morning events

Mrs. Rose Carthy told the Tribunal that her son got up on 19"' April, 2000 at 10:00

a.m. While they did not talk that morning, she described him as being "in good

lorm". He did not leave the house during the day and was, she said, listening to the

radio and watching television. They remained alone in the house until Mrs. Carthy

left in circumstances described below, sometime before 5:00 p.m.

Lunchtime

At lunchtime Marie Carthy telephoned her brother on four occasions from a public

telephone near where she worked in Galway. She kept getting cut off, which

explained the number of calls. Her brother was, she said, "messing" with her on the

phone, telling her that he had a bottle of whiskey and was "going drinking". Marie

Carthy stated that she knew he was not going drinking because drink was not kept

in the house.

The afternoon

Mrs. Carthy stated that John Carthy got somewhat agitated or upset during the

course of the afternoon, sometime between 3:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. There was a

discussion between them regarding moving to the new house. He stated, she said,

that no one was going to put him out of his house. Mrs. Carthy could not recall

whether he "believed" that someone was going to "put him out" of his house but

he was, she said, against the demolition of the old house. She recalled that her son

had stated several times "during the year" that no one was going to put him out of

the house, that he would remain in the old house and that she would move to the

new one. This, she said, was similar to the plan which he had in 1998. See the

reference to the letter dated 25* August, 1998 to the local authority drafted by John

Carthy regarding retention of the original house — Chapter 3, section A.

Mrs. Carthy confirmed that the new house had just been finished and they were

awaiting a power connection. There was no particular date set for the move. She

told the Tribunal that this was the only topic she could remember them discussing.
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The first shots are discharged

In her evidence Mrs. Carthy recounted that shortly after 4:00 p.m. her son, without

saying anything, went to the locker in the hall where his gun was kept. He got the

gun out of the locker and brought it back to the kitchen. He repeated that "no one

would put him out of the house, he was staying in it all the time". He then proceeded

outside the house and discharged his weapon. Mrs. Carthy did not see where he

went and could not remember how many shots he discharged. He spent a lew

minutes outside the house. According to Mrs. Carthy, her son had never acted like

this previously. When he came back into the house he "just said hello". He sat down

in the kite hen and then he told her to go to her sister up the road for a visit. Mrs.

Carthy had no further discussion with him. He did not say why he wanted her to go

out. This was, she said, the only occasion when he had ever asked her to leave the

house. She stated that she agreed to go up to her sister. He then Seiicl "good link"

or "goodbye". While she did not recall whether the gun was loaded or unloaded

when he came back into the kitchen, at the time that he asked her to go to her

sister's house, he had not reloaded his gun. It was broken open and had not been

reloaded. He left the box of cartridges on the table. Mrs. Carthy then left for her

sister Nancy Walsh's house. She stated in evidence she was afraid that, having the

gun, he would harm himself.

Mrs. Carthy goes to Nancy Walsh's house

Shortly after 5:00 p.m. Ms Ann Walsh was collected from work by Ms Alice Farrell.

She proceeded to Abbeylara to see her mother, Nancy Walsh. On arrival at her

mother's house, she heard noises, which she subsequently discovered were two

shots. She thought that these came from "Burke's next door" and was not startled

by them. As she was in the house talking to her mother, there was a knock at the

door. It was her aunt, Mrs. Carthy, whom she described as being "hysterical" and

crying. Ms Walsh instantly thought of the two shots and asked Mrs. Carthy what was

wrong. She asked, "is it ¡ohne" Her aunt confirmed that it was her son, and that he

had a gun. Ms Walsh stated in evidence that Mrs. Carthy was afraid that "John would

shoot himself" but she did not tell her anything about the background to what had

occurred. Ms Walsh became alarmed. She believed, although she could not be 100%

sure of this, that Mrs. Carthy thought John would "blow his brains out, but not that

lohn had said it". When her aunt settled, she told them that her son had told her to

come up to Mrs. Walsh's for a few hours and not to worry about him.

The contents of a statement made by Mrs. Nancy Walsh to the effect that "he told

Rose to go up to me for a couple of hours and the first garda to come was going to

get it" were put to Mrs. Carthy. In evidence Mrs. Carthy stated that she could not

remember that discussion and stated that her son made no reference to the gardai

before she left the house. She also stated in evidence that she did not tell anybody

in the Walsh household that her son had put her out of the house. She reiterated in

evidence "He didn't put me out of the house." She confirmed, however, that she-

was very upset and agreed that the people in the house were worried.
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Contacts with the Garda

Ms Walsh told the Tribunal that Mrs. Carthy believed that the gardai should be called.

At 5:20 p.m. Ms Walsh picked up the telephone to ring the gardai but rang her sister

Mrs. Rosaleen Mahon in error. She then dialled the number of Granard garda station
and handed the phone to Mrs. Carthy who spoke to a garda for a few minutes. This
was Garda Maeve Gorman.

Mrs. Carthy informed Garda Gorman that her son had taken his gun out and that

she was concerned and afraid that he would harm himself. She confirmed that Garda
Gorman may have been given the impression that she, Rose Carthy, had been "put

out of the house" and further accepted that it would have been reasonable for Garda

Gorman to interpret Mrs. Carthy's communication in that way.

According to Ms Walsh, Mrs. Carthy was not making much sense. Her aunt then

handed the phone back to her and she spoke to Garda Gorman and informed her

that she thought that John Carthy had put his mother out of the house: "/ think I just

wanted to get the gardai out quickly to take care of lohn". She informed the garda

that he had a gun, that he had fired shots and that he was a manic-depressive.

After a few moments, Ms Walsh became concerned that gardai had not arrived

immediately and she was, she stated, "terrified that lohn was going to shoot himself".

She subsequently telephoned the garda station once again and informed Garda

Gorman that she was anxious that the gardai would come out as fast as possible. Ms

Walsh stated that she was assured that somebody was on the way. She also agreed

she conveyed to Garda Gorman that they were worried that John Carthy might shoot

himself. She recounted in evidence that she was concerned about the subject

harming himself because "it was totally out of character" for him to have "taken out

the gun". However, she did not believe Mrs. Carthy had concern for her own safety.

Garda Gorman's evidence of initial contact

On 19"' April, 2000 Garda Maeve Gorman was station orderly at Granard garda

station, having taken up duty at 2:00 p.m. She stated in evidence that she received

a telephone call at approximately 5:25 p.m. from Mrs. Rose Carthy. She spoke to her

for only a few seconds but found it difficult to hear her. She appeared to be very

agitated and upset. It appeared to her that Mrs. Carthy had been crying. The

telephone was then handed over to Ann Walsh. Garda Gorman considered the

matter to be quite urgent. She made a record of the telephone call in the occurrence

book that "the caller had reported that her son had locked himself into the house,

that he had a loaded gun and had fired a few shots". She stated, however, that she

was not informed by the caller that she thought that the gardai might be at risk by

attending at the house. She detailed Garda White and Garda John Gibbons to go to

the scene. At 5:34 p.m. Ms Ann Walsh telephoned Granard garda station inquiring

whether the gardai were on the way. According to Garda Gorman, Ms Walsh "just

said that there was a field between them and they wanted to get out of the house in

case he would come up through the fields to them".
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Contact with Dr. Cullen

When telephoned in error Mrs. Rosaleen Mahon thought that there may have been

something wrong with her mother, Nancy Walsh, and she went to her mother's

house, arriving there shortly after the call was made to the gardai. Her mother

answered the door and there present were Nancy Walsh, Rose Carthy, Ann Walsh

and Alice Farrell. Mrs. Rosaleen Mahon was informed that lohn Carthy was down in

the house and had fired shots. Mrs. Mahon stated thai liiere was concern that he

would do something to himself; she inquired whether anyone had telephoned Dr.

Cullen. As no one had done so, she telephoned him. She explained to Dr. Cullen

that the subject was at home and had fired shots. Dr. Cullen was, she said, "taken

aback". The doctor inquired whether the gardai had been called. I le requested her

to telephone the geircleii and tell them to come out and that he would meet them

there. At that time the gardai had already been contacted. Dr. Cullen confirmed that

he would come to Abbeylara. Al 5:32 p.m. Mrs. Rosaleen Mahon contacted Garda

Gorman and notified her that Dr. Cullen had been contacted, was on his way to the

scene, and would meet them in Abbeylara. She was informed by Garda Gorman that

gardai had already been dispatched. Mrs. Mahon initially thought that she might go

down and speak to her cousin but she was dissuaded by other members of her

family from so doing. She considered telephoning him and got his number from Mrs.

Carthy. As she was putting the number into her phone she then considered that "if

they left lohn until the gardai arrived that that would be the best thing to do". Mrs.

Mahon also confirmed that Mrs. Carthy was afraid that her son would shoot the

gardai. However, Mrs. Mahon's sole worry was that he might harm himself. She was

not worried about her own safety at that time. She was aware of the goat incident

and John Carthy had informed her about the allegations in connection with that

event. This incident is discussed in Chapter 8 section C.

Garda Gibbons and Garda White are contacted

Garcia John Gibbons and Garda Colin White had been on duty in a patrol car on

that day, having commenced duty at 2:00 p.m. Detective (¡arda James Campbell

was, at that time, on his way to work and clue to commence at 6:00 p.m. Garda

Gorman directed Garda Gibbons and Garda White to attend the scene.

SECTION B   — The Arrival of the First Responders

The arrival of Dr. Cullen

Dr. Cullen was concerned initially that )ohn Carthy was going to harm himself. In his

work he had experience of patients committing suicide by gunshot. He told the

Tribunal that he was taken aback when he learned that his patient had a gun and

was not aware that he had received the weapon back. However, he had not

previously thought, based on his experience of John Carthy, that he was likely to

commit suicide. Neither had he witnessed him being aggressive.

Dr. Cullen had just finished his surgery in Coole that evening when he received the

telephone call from Mrs. Mahon. He immediately made his way to the scene and
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drove past Carthy's towards Farrell's house. I le parked his car in Farrell's driveway

and waited in it for the arrival of the gardai. Within a few minutes, "probably within

ten minutes" the gardai arrived. While waiting he heard a number of shols and he

assumed that these were coming from the vicinity of Carthy's old house, though it

was unclear to him at that time whether the shots were coming from inside or

outside. He recounted in evidence that he was concerned for his personal safety

when lohn Carthy was shooting out the window, although he thought it unlikely that

his patient would have been aware oí his arrival at the scene because of where he

parked. He did not attempt to make contact with him before the arrival of the gardai

and he did not go to Walsh's house.

Having knowledge of John Carthy's allegation of assault while in detention in the

garda station in Granard, Dr. Cullen was concerned and stated:

"it was a c oncern that while the gardai obviously were needed on the one

hand to try and remove that gun from him, that there may be a problem with

regard to what happened with the alleged assault in the garda barracks

previously".

He was therefore concerned about heightened animosity on the part of his patient

to the gardai.

Garda Gibbons and Garda White leave for the scene

At approximately 5:25 p.m., Gardai Gibbons and White returned to the station where

they were informed by Garda Gorman that Mrs. Rose Carthy had telephoned and

informed her that she had been put out of the house by her son; that he had a

loaded shotgun; that he had fired a number of shots and had locked himself into the

house. Garda Gibbons was the senior member in the station at that time and was

qualified to carry a revolver. He took oft his uniform and put on a flak jacket over

which he put on "a civilian jacket". In dealing with a firearms incident where shots

were discharged, it was standard procedure that a member authorised to carry and

use firearms would arm him or herself when responding to such an incident. He took

a Smith and Wesson revolver from the station and signed and completed an entry in

the firearms book. Garda White remained in uniform and did not arm himself. Gardai

Gibbons and White drove in a marked car to the scene.

Garda Gibbons's prior knowledge of John Carthy

Garda lohn Gibbons was based in Granard for 27 years at the time of the incident

and knew John Carthy to speak to. He had met him briefly on social terms on a

number of occasions. During the course of his work, he had become aware that a

complaint had been made in 1998 that John Carthy was alleged to have burned the

goat mascot and had been arrested in connection with that event but released

without charge. He had not, however, been involved in the investigation of the

matter. He knew that John Carthy had a shotgun; that it had been taken from him

during 1998 because of allegations that he had made threats against certain members

of the public and he was also aware that the shotgun had been returned to him. He
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was aware of these matters because Garda Oliver Cassidy who had been involved

in the confiscation and the return of the shotgun, had worked on the same unit as

him. He was further aware that John Carthy had a medical history; that he had a

mental illness, that he had experienced "bouts of depression" and that he had been

in St. Loman's hospital "a few times". He was aware of the existence of the gun

restoration file but had not seen the letter from Dr. Shanley, nor had he seen the file

itself. He "presumed" such a file would exist. He stated in evidence that he had

never heard of Dr. Shanley until the morning of 20"' April. He had no knowledge ot

the fact that John Carthy had been upset by what was described as alleged

mistreatment in Granard station; nor was he aware of that allegation.

Arrival of the gardai in Abbeylara

Between 5:35 p.m. and 5:45 p.m., Garda Gibbons and Garda White arrived at the

scene in a white, marked patrol car; one was in plain clothes (Garcia Gibbons), and

one in uniform (Garda White). Dr. Cullen did not know them by name.

Gardai Gibbons and White drove into the driveway of Burke's house and met Mr.

Michael Burke. Mr. Burke confirmed that )ohn Carthy had been firing shots.

The gardai visit Walsh's house for the first time

As Garcia Gibbons was "not sure whether he |)ohn Carthy] had moved into the new

house" they went to Walsh's house. Garda White drove the patrol car in around the

back of Walsh's house. At that stage there were a number of women in the house,

including Mrs. Carthy, Nancy Walsh, Ann Walsh and Alice Farrell. According to

Garda Gibbons there was "total panic". When he went into the kitchen, he stated

that he heard Ms Alice Farrell saying that "he shouldn't have a gun. Why was it given

back to him?" He stated that he told her "to calm down, that that was a separate

issue". They all were "talking at the same time". Mrs. Walsh was panicking and had

to be consoled by her daughter. Garda Gibbons spent approximately ten minutes in

the house. He formed the impression that the women were concerned for their own

safety, although he agreed that their expressions of concern could be equally

consistent with concern for John Carthy's safety. He inquired what had happened.

He stated that Mrs. Carthy informed him that she was put out of the house, that her

son had a loaded shotgun, had fired a number of shots and was on antidepressant

tablets. Garda White asked was there a telephone in the house. He was informed

that John Carthy had a mobile phone. Garcia White stated that Mrs. Carthy reluctantly

gave him the number. He said that she felt that her son might not be too happy with

her for giving out that information. She also told him that "be will know that it was

me who gave you this number" and he thought that she "seemed to be in fear".

Garda Gibbons also accepted that his perception in this regard could equally be

consistent with Mrs. Carthy being anxious for her son's safety. He did not agree that

there was any mention of Dr. Shanley's name, or the mention of a psychiatrist in

Dublin, while he was in the house. Garda White did not recollect any reference to

Dr. Shanley's name being made by Ms Alice Farrell or any other person in the house

during his visit there. He noted that Mrs. Carthy was very upset. He stated that they
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had little meaningful conversation with her. Garda White stated in evidence that it

was either Mrs. Carthy or Ms Farrell who told them that John Carthy had depression

and that he received medication on the first clay of every month. They were also

informed that Dr. Cullen had been called and was on his way.

Garda Gibbons inquired as to who was the best person to talk to John Carthy, and

he was told that Thomas Walsh (a cousin, who worked in Cork) was such a person.

He asked the ladies to telephone Thomas Walsh, which they did, but he thought that

they could not get through to him at that time.

Mrs. Carthy did not know the gardai by name. She had no clear recollection of what

information she gave them, but she stated that she told them that her son was in the

house, he had a gun and she was concerned about him. She could not remember

all the questions she was asked by the gardai but she confirmed that she was asked

about his medication. She could not remember whether there was a discussion about

his depression or whether there was any mention of Dr. Cullen. According to her,

John Carthy liked Dr. Cullen. It should be noted, however, that Dr. Cullen thought

their relationship was "average", although he had not noted any personal animosity

on lohn Carthy's part towards him. Mrs. Carthy recounted in evidence that she knew

that her son would not come out and talk to him; he might think that Dr. Cullen was

"going to put him into St. Loman's hospital", although she could not recollect whether

she mentioned this to the gardai at that time.

Ms Walsh stated that the plain-clothes garda asked "what are we up against here?"

She stated they told him about John Carthy being a manic-depressive, for which he

was on medication. She observed that he stated something about "is it a shoot-out

or what?" Garda Gibbons denies this was said by him. Subsequently, according to

Ms Walsh, all the women participated and everybody was giving their "input". While

Ms Walsh knew that John Carthy was on lithium, she did not know the name of his

antidepressant tablets. She asked Mrs. Carthy for the name of the tablet but "she

couldn't remember". She stated that she informed the guards of John Carthy's

feelings about the police. According to her:

"we told them that the time he was accused of burning the mascot goat, that

he would have had a bad feeling about the guards since. That we didn't know

how he would react".

Ms Walsh confirmed she did not inform the gardai of the conversation that she had

had with John Carthy on the previous evening. She did not recall Garda Gibbons's

recollection to the effect that the persons in the house were frightened and kept

asking why he was given the gun back. Further, she said that no one raised the issue

of the restoration of his gun licence. In fact she stated that she was unaware of that

issue. In summary, Ms Walsh confirmed that she informed Garda Gibbons:

¡.    that her cousin was a manic-depressive;

ii.    that he had animosity towards the guards because of difficulty relating to

the mascot incident;

iii.    that he had a shotgun;
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iv.    that he was tiring shots;

v. that he had never done anything like that before when he was not well and

that it was "totally out of character for him to have gone and taken out the

gun when he would be in a manic-depressive state"; and,

vi.    that there was a fear that he might injure himself.

Ms Walsh thought that in the interview with Gardai Gibbons and White that Mrs.

Carthy said that her son had an appointment with Dr. Shanley on the Thursday ol

that week.

Ms Walsh agreed that in her statement to the Tribunal, she had indicated that Mrs.

Carthy had said that her son had put her out of the house. I lowever, in her evidence

she stated she was clear that Mrs. Carthy did not say that he had put her out of

the house.

Ms I eit i ell said she remembered saving that John Carthy was attending Dr. Shanley

in St. Patrick's hospital in Dublin. She also said that she had told (¡arda Gibbons that

Dr. Shanley was his psychiatrist. While she let the family deal with the matter, she

said she helped with the identity of the psychiatrist, because she knew Dr. Shanley.

In examination by counsel for the Commissioner, she agreed that she did not make

any mention in her statement to the Tribunal of having told Gardai Gibbons and

White about the previous involvement of Dr. Shanley, saying that she was in shock

when she made her statement, and that "we didn't gel that much time to really do a

lot of thinking". She said that she was "never asked and it just never tame into my

head at that time". She also agreed that there was no mention in her second

statement to the Tribunal that she, or any other member of the Walsh or Mahon

family, had mentioned Dr. Shanley's name to the gardai, and said that the reason for

this was "because it was never asked of me and I didn't think of it".

Mrs. Rosaleen Mahon stated that two gardai arrived, a plain-clothes and a uniformed

garda. She knew Garda John Gibbons to see. She stated that when they came into

the house they were told what was happening. They both asked what frame of mind

John Carthy was in at the time and what medication he was on. They were given

this information. While she could not be 100% sure, she thought the gardai were

told that he was suffering from manic depression and that he was on medication.

The gardai were concerned to know how much he had taken — had he taken more

medication or was there medicine missing. She stated that she informed the gardai

that Dr. Cullen was his general practitioner. Mrs. Mahon thought that Rose Carthy

was in shock.

Ms Walsh believed that Mrs. Carthy stated that her son had an appointment with Dr.

Shanley on Thursday and that "/ know I spoke at some stage tt> them about his

psychiatrist". It is a matter of dispute whether Dr. Shanley's name was mentioned at

that steige of the evening. According to Ms Walsh a female garda was informed that

Dr. Shanley was a psychiatrist in Dublin and that her cousin was going to see him in

St. Patrie k's. Ms Walsh gave evidence that there was a further discussion regarding
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Dr. Shanley with the gardai later that night when they were in her sister's house,

though she was unclear as to whom the information was given. Later in her ev idenc e,

however, she agreed she did not refer lo Dr. Shanley's name being mentioned in her

initial statement to the Culligan Inquiry, as she had not recalled it then. She stated

that there were a lot of things that she had since recalled. She also confirmed that in

her second statement she did not refer to informing the gardai about Dr. Shanley.

She accepted that she did not believe she was asked by either of the gardai the

name of the person under whose care John Carthy had been treated. She observed

that her evidence in this regard "may be a bit vague of when it was said but I definitely

know that the psychiatrist. Dr. Shanley, and his medication were told to the gardai".

She confirmed that it was not she who mentioned Dr. Shanley's name but that it was

either Mrs. Carthy or Alice Farrell who did. The name of the garda to whom this

information may have been given remains unclear. It was suggested to her that it

was not until 7:00 a.m. on the following morning that Dr. Shanley's name was

mentioned, when reference was made to an appointment that day. However, she

believed it was also referred to in her mother's house on the previous evening.

Garda White and Garcia Gibbons stated that Dr. Shanley's name was not mentioned

to them.

Mrs. Manon stated she was not quite sure whether it was on the first or second visit

by the gardai that they were told about medication; about the subject having

attended St. Loman's; and that he was attending a psychiatrist in St. Patrick's hospital

in Dublin. She could not be definite whether Dr. Shanley's name was actually

mentioned. She stated in evidence that she was not one of the people who inquired

why he had been given his gun back and she thought it was Alice Farrell who said

that. She knew his gun had been taken. She did not know the reason why and she

was unaware it had been returned. She told the Tribunal she was subsequently

informed by the gardai that it was too dangerous for Dr. Cullen to speak to John

Carthy. Mrs. Mahon stated that when the gardai arrived they were given as much

help as possible by the family.

The gardai leave the Walsh house

Gardai Gibbons and White decided to leave Walsh's and go down to see if they

could talk to John Carthy, and "hopefully get him to talk to the doctor". Ms Walsh

stated that after the gardai left the house she became concerned about the safety of

others in the house, particularly Mrs. Carthy. She did not know what her cousin's

state of mind was at that time. Knowing his feelings about the gardai, she was afraid

he would have known that his mother must have called the guards from Walsh's

house and that he would have been angry with her. She was concerned that there

were only two guards there. She stated that Mrs. Carthy was anxious that the

detective who arrived may have been the officer involved on the night her son was

taken in for questioning in relation to the mascot. She was afraid if it were he, that

John Carthy would shoot at him. However, it is to be noted that Ms Alice Farrell

assured Mrs. Carthy it was not the same detective.
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First approach by gardai to the Carthy dwelling

The two gardai proceeded down to Carthy's. Garda White drove the car up the

driveway of the Carthy house. Before driving into the driveway of the house, the

gardai stated they had not considered or attempted to make contact with John Carthy

on his mobile phone. Garda Gibbons confirmed that he had not, at that time, formed

any opinion as to whether they were dealing with either an aggressive or non-

aggressive individual. He had known that John Carthy was depressed, but this fact

on its own would not necessarily mean that he would be aggressive, he said. At that

time, he (the witness) had no reason to believe that the subject might be aggressive
towards any particular individual or member of the Garda. As the patrol car was

being driven up the driveway, and at a point approximately halfway between the

gate and the old house, two shots were heard coming from the old house in what

was described as quick succession. On hearing the shots, he reversed out ot the

driveway and drove down past Carthy's. As they approached Farrell's house they

saw Dr. Cullen.

The meeting with Dr. Cullen

Meeting Dr. Cullen — Garda Gibbons's evidence

Garda Gibbons stated that they met Dr. Cullen outside Farrell's. He sat into the back

of the patrol car and informed them that his patient was suffering from depression

and, according to Garda Gibbons:

"be also told me that he mightn't be too happy to see the gardai because of

an incident that happened at the time he was arrested in Granard relating to

the mascot".

Garcia Gibbons stated that he had no further discussion with Dr. Cullen as to why

John Carthy might not be happy to see the gardai, nor did he speak to Dr. Cullen

about any animosity that he may have had towards the gardai. When it was put to

him that Dr. Cullen had stated in evidence that he probably "put it more strongly"

than John Carthy not being too pleased to see the gardai, Garda Gibbons stated that

the foregoing was all he could recall. He did not inquire from Dr. Cullen as to why

there might be animosity because, he said, at that point in time, Garda Campbell

arrived on the scene. He thought that it was "possibly" the arrival of Garda Campbell

that led to the termination of his discussion with Dr. Cullen. Garda Gibbons did not

inquire whether John Carthy was having specialist treatment, and did not find out

any more information about his illness, nor did he inquire of Dr. Cullen as to how he

thought it would be best to deal with John Carthy. He did not ask him for advice, nor

did his colleagues ask for such help. Garda Campbell did not speak with Dr. Cullen.

Meeting Dr. Cullen — Garda White's evidence

( ¡arda White stated that Dr. Cullen got into the patrol car and a conversation ensued

about the subject. The doctor told them that John Carthy was suffering from

depression. Garda White was unable to recall whether Dr. Cullen had spoken of

treatment or medication. He was not able to recall any discussion about the subjec t's
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attitude towards the police. He accepted that such conversation may have taken

place but this was his first time to deal with a firearms situation and that he felt that

his sole responsibility was to protect life and property. He told the Tribunal that he

"would not have stood idly by and watched from a distance on the basis that lohn
had a grievance against members of An Garda Síochána". Either he or Garda Gibbons
gave John Carthy's mobile phone number to the doctor and asked him to phone his

patient. This Dr. Cullen did, but he reached the answering machine. He did not think
that the doctor had left a message and, he stated, the caller did not try the number

again. When he had finished attempting to contact John Carthy, Garda Campbell

arrived. Garcia White stayed with Dr. Cullen while Garcia Gibbons and Garda
Campbell approached the Carthy house for the second time. Garda White stated

that he was in and out of the car while Dr. Cullen remained in it during this period.

Garda White also confirmed that the car was out of the line of vision of the house

"unless lohn Carthy stuck his head out the window".

The meeting with Dr. Cullen — Dr. Cullen's evidence

In evidence Dr. Cullen stated that he met the two gardai on the roadway outside

Farrell's house and introduced himself. He then got into the back of the patrol car

and had a conversation with them. He stated:

"My recollection is that I told them that lohn might be high in terms of his
illness".

He was not entirely sure of whether he informed the gardai about the illness, but he

stated that he believed he had referred to the illness as "depression" rather than

"manic depression". He confirmed that the discussion with the gardai took the form

of questions and answers. He told the Tribunal that he informed them that:

"lohn might be aggressive towards them in view of the incident with the

mascot and his detention in the station in Granard".

He was questioned on whether he told the gardai about the allegations that )ohn

Carthy had made, namely, that he had been wrongly accused and that he had alleged

that he was assaulted. He stated he was "not one hundred per cent sure on that". He

did not recollect receiving any reaction from the gardai on this. He was questioned as

follows:

"Q.      Did you tell them about how you thought that the animosity, so to

speak, might manifest itself?

A.        Yes, I said that lohn might not be pleased to see them.

Q.        Did you put it any more strongly than that?

A. Probably".

When questioned whether he was sure that he had gone into that level of detail on

this issue regarding "being accused in the wrong", and of the allegation of assault,

he stated he could not be "sure" but, that to the best of his recollection, he gave the

gardai "an outline of what had happened" and that he "would have assumed that

(he] would have told the gardai that". He believed he answered whatever he was
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asked, though he could not specifically recall the nature of the questions asked. He

also accepted that the gardai who arrived on the scene "tried and did their best to

involve" him to assist in their dealings with his patient. Dr. Cullen also stated that he

informed them that John Carthy might have consumed alcohol because the only

other time that he had seen him so upset, from a medical perspective, was when he

had alcohol taken; that was in August, 1998.

While at the scene he spoke to these two gardai only. The conversation lasted for

"minutes". He did not recall them seeking advice from him but he stated that he

gave them the history "as best I could, which I thought might be of help to them",

and that from his "professional judgment and clinical knowledge of the man" he

"shared with them" what he knew, to the fullest extent he could. Dr. Cullen

confirmed, in response to counsel for the Commissioner, that he told the two gardai

"the salient facts in relation to lohn Carthy, his condition, his possible feelings of

aggression and the fact that he was firing out of the house". Dr. Cullen stated that

while they were in the car, Garda Campbell arrived from the Abbeylara direction in

an unmarked garda car. His name was unknown to Dr. Cullen at that time. Dr. Cullen

was unsure whether he spoke to Garcia Campbell at that time, but believed that he

did not.

Dr. Cullen's attempt at mobile phone contact

Dr. Cullen also confirmed that Garda White had obtained John Carthy's mobile

phone number and that he, the witness, attempted to telephone him but without

success. He believed it was after he had attempted to contact his patient on the

mobile phone that he informed the gardai that he might not be pleased to see them.

Dr. Cullen had never been involved in an incident similar to this which involved

negotiating skills. During the course of his evidence to the Tribunal, Dr. Cullen stated,

that he did not believe that he would be in a position to talk to John Carthy while

he was in possession of the gun, but was hopeful that once the gun had been taken

out of the situation he would be able to communicate with him. He thought that the

subject might be more amenable to listening to him, rather than to a stranger.

Detective Garda Campbell's call to the scene

Garda Gorman received a phone call from Garda White shortly after he and Garda

Gibbons arrived at the scene to say that more shots had been fired since their arrival.

She therefore contacted Garda Campbell at about 5:30 p.m. She informed him shots

had been fired by John Carthy at his home and she required him to go there as

quickly as possible. He drove to Granard garda station where he was informed by

Garda Gorman that Garda Gibbons and Garda White had already gone to the scene

and that Garda Gibbons was carrying a firearm. He got his gun from his locker, put

on a flak jacket under his civilian jacket, and drove to Abbeylara.

Detective Garda Campbell's prior knowledge of John Carthy

Prior to the events of April, 2000, Garda Campbell stated that he did not particularly

know John Carthy. He was unaware of his mental health difficulties, but was aware,
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from records in the station, that he had been arresten! in connection with the burning

of the goat mascot. I le said that he remembered looking at the custody record and

knew that Garda McHugh and Garda Bruen had been dealing with it, but was not

involved in inquiries at that time. I le stated that he knew nothing of the fact that

John Carthy had been wrongly accused and he did not raise this topic with anyone

either when he was c ailed to the incident, or subsequently in the course of the siege.

Detective Garda Campbell's arrival at the scene

When Garda Campbell got to Walsh's house he saw the marked garda patrol car

parked facing towards him — he parked just in front of it. His colleagues got out and

told him that Dr. Cullen was in the car. He knew Dr. Cullen by name, although he

did not know him lo see. Garda Gibbons and Garda White informed him that Dr.

Cullen was lohn Carthy's general practitioner. They informed him that the subject

was suffering from depression and that, as a consequence of his arrest, "that he

mightn't he too happy to see us". Garda Campbell however, did not speak to Dr.

Cullen or pursue this issue with him. Gardai Gibbons and White then told him that

they had spoken to some of the Carthy family members, and had been informed that

Mrs. Carthy was in Walsh's and had been put out of her house. Garda Campbell was

not aware of the relationship between the Walshs and the Carthys at that stage. He

staled that he was told by the two gardai that the people in the house "were in pure

panic" and, "they were afraid". They then had a discussion about the background

information that had been received from Dr. Cullen and from the people in Walsh's.

They were aware that John Carthy had depression, that he was on medication for it,

and that he would not be pleased to see the gardai because of the mascot incident.

He also learned that Gardai Gibbons and White had attempted to drive into the

Carthy house and that they had heard a couple of shots. He thought that Garda

Gibbons might have mentioned that )ohn Carthy's gun had been taken from him

previously and that it was given back to him. He believed that he asked why the gun

was taken and was almost sure that Garda Gibbons informed him that it was as a

result of reports of the threats made by John Carthy. He believed that the panic and

fear among the people in Walsh's house arose from the fact that they were afraid

that the subject might come up with the shotgun. Garda Gibbons expressed concern

that |ohn Carthy might leave the house and go to Walsh's. Garda Campbell stated

that he was concerned that the subject might have injured himself.

The second approach to the house

Garda Gibbons got into Garda Campbell's car and they drove to the boundary

between Carthy's and Burke's where they stopped behind the hedge. Garda

Campbell believed that walking to the house would be too dangerous. Therefore, he

decided to park outside the extension of the old house where there was no window.

This would give them time to get out of the car and take cover around the side of

the house. He did not, however, know the layout of the house. The car was parked

in what Garda Gibbons described as "a safe position". They both got out of the

vehicle, went around the gable of the house and proceeded towards the front door.

Garda Campbell was in front. The latter left the keys of the car in the ignition. Both
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had their guns drawn. It was their intention, to "get up close and talk to lohn and get

him to talk to his doctor". Garda Gibbons did not agree with the suggestion that it

was unlikely that lohn Carthy would discuss matters if he saw the drawn weapons.

Lie believed that lohn Carthy could not have seen whether they had weapons. They

proceeded to the porch of the house. Garda Campbell stated that he intended to

speak to John Carthy to find out what his problem was. As he passed by the gable

window he was in a crouched position. He was not previously aware that there were

windows on the porch side of the house.

Garda Campbell recounted that he stopped just short of the porch, reached around

with his left hand and knocked on the door. He told John Carthy that he was Jim

Campbell from Granard garda station and asked him "are you ok?" In response he

heard glass breaking behind him and then a loud shot from a shotgun. He described

how, at this stage, he feared that he was going to be shot, (¡arda Gibbons could not

say from where the shot came, but it was "right at my left ear". It did not come

through glass, he thought. Garda Gibbons had heard glass breaking behind him. He

was unsure which window was broken. He then heard what he thought was furniture

being moved about inside. They then decided to move to the gable furthest from

the road. Garda Campbell covered Garda Gibbons as he made his way and then

followed him to that gable. He heard what he thought was a further shot coming

from the gable facing the roadway. From this new location Garda Campbell told )ohn

Carthy that they were gardai and they wanted him to throw out the shotgun. He told

him that there was no harm done and that there was nobody injured. According to

(¡arda Campbell, lohn Carthy's response was "fuck off". He stated that he then told

the subject that Dr. Cullen was in the car, and that if he threw out the shotgun he

could speak to Dr. Cullen and everything would be okay. Garda Campbell stated

that immediately after Dr. Cullen's name was mentioned another shot was fired from

the back of the house. This one struck the left front wing of the unmarked garda car

in the driveway. Garcia Campbell once again spoke to John Carthy. He stated that

he tried to assure him that he would be treated well if he came out, and again asked

him to throw out the shotgun. The response to this, he said, was "come in here you

fucker, I'm not going out". Garda Campbell then thought he heard more shots from

inside the house, discharged in quick succession. He heard another shot coming

close to where he was positioned and he saw dust or gravel going up in the air. He

attempted once more, he stated, to reassure John Carthy that there was no harm

done and that all would be alright if he threw out the shotgun. On each of these

occasions the reply he received was "I'm not coming out of here" and "you can

come in here you fucker, I'm not going out". Garda Campbell thought John Carthy

was not acting rationally at this stage. He felt that he was aggressive and believed

that he got nowhere in dealing with him.

Garda Gibbons stated that he gave consideration to withdrawing from the house,

but as he could not go back the way he came, he felt trapped. Although he could

not hear a voice, he heard furniture being knocked around inside the house. He

described feeling that his life was in danger. However, he said, they still wanted to

try to talk to the subject and that even after the shot was fired Garda Campbell asked

whether John Carthy was "okay". When questioned on whether Garda Campbell
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made reference to the shotgun, he said that "he could have told him to throw out

the shotgun at that stage". Garda Gibbons then took cover. Garda Campbell, he said,

continued to try to talk to the subject from a position of cover. Two more shots were

discharged. Garda Gibbons could hear him "mumbling" inside the house, but could
not hear what was being said. He heard Garda Campbell saving that they were there

to help and to throw out the gun. He also heard Garda Campbell mention Dr.

Cullen's name, and that he was there to assist, and to come out and talk to him, "or

words to that effect". I le observed that "when Dr. Cullen's name was mentioned, the

shot was tuecl at the patrol car". Garda Gibbons who, at that stage, was crouched

down behind a mound of earth to the rear of the house saw the car being struck.

He did not have a radio with him; neither did Garcia Campbell. However, Garda

Campbell did have a mobile phone.

Garda Gibbons confirmed in evidence that Garcia Campbell had requested that John

Carthy would first have lo throw the gun out before matters could progress.

Request for back-up

At approximately 6:15 p.m., Garda Campbell telephoned Garda Gorman to inform

her of what was occurring at the scene; to request that the district officer,

Superintendent Michael Byrne, be informed; and, that assistance be sent.

Garda White's observations

Garda White remained near the patrol car, which was parked somewhere between

the entrances to the Burke and Carthy houses, and observed Garda Campbell driving

up the driveway. The two gardai drew their firearms and moved in a "hunkered"

position under the gable window of the cottage, around to the front of the house.

He heard the sound of breaking glass and then observed a side-by-side shotgun

protruding through the gable window. He then heard either one or two shots being

fired in quick succession and he sought further assistance from Granard station.

Garda White considered his location to be unsafe and he reversed the patrol car

back towards Abbeylara. He went as far as Walsh's with a view to evacuating the

house. Garda Brendan McGuinness and Garda Edward Martin had arrived at this

stage. Garda White stated that a number of sergeants then arrived and

Superintendent Shelly followed at a later stage. Garda White remained at the scene

and assisted in check-point duty.

Dr. Cullen's observations

During this time, Dr. Cullen was sitting in the back of Garda White's patrol car which

was parked in the vicinity of the corner of the boundary ditch between Carthy's and

Burke's. The vehicle was facing down the road, from which point Dr. Cullen could

see the unmarked car in the driveway. He saw the two gardai get out and approach

the house in different ways, one from the left of the car, towards its gable end; the

other from the right, towards the rear of the house. Both gardai stated that they
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approached by the- same route. Dr. Cullen could not clearly hear the conversation

between the gardai and John Carthy. He heard what he described as mumbled

sounds. He confirmed that his patient did make a verbal response to the garda but

he could not make out what was being said. He heard his own name being

mentioned. He heard shots from the back of the house, which damaged the

unmarked car, and the noise of the impact with it. He stated that Garda White then

reversed the car to Burke's entrance. Dr. Cullen did not really know what happened

after that. He did not again see or speak to either Garda Gibbons or Garda Campbell

on that evening. He got out of the car and waited near it with Mr. Michael Burke.

Some time later he asked "some member of the Carda" whether it was "okay" to

leave the scene, as he had patients waiting in his surgery in Coole. He could not

recollect which person he spoke to but he was told he could leave.

Dr. Cullen was questioned whether he might have been "useful" had he stayed at

the scene. He thought that "in the event that lohn was disarmed" that "hopefully I

would be able to talk to him, to decide what we would be able to do from there for

him". He would not have been happy to approach his patient before he was

disarmed. In answer to the Chairman, he stated that he would have been amenable

to a situation of meeting John Carthy ".. .at a hallway house. . .if he was persuaded

to leave his gun in the house and tome out to his porch or some distance beyond

the porch . . ." and have a conversation with him ". . . if that would be possible".

However, he thought that such an approach would not have been possible after the

shot was discharged at the car, because "tensions had risen considerably as a result

of that". He could not say what lohn Carthy's feelings were, but from his perspective,

when his name was mentioned, the subject's immediate reaction was to shoot at the

unmarked car. He subsequently agreed, however, that from what he could hear, he

did not know the context in which his name had been used. He believed that by the

time that shot was discharged, any ability he may have had to interview John Carthy

was gone, and his "usefulness" was spent. In a handwritten note made by Dr. Cullen

shortly after the shooting, he recorded that "mention of my name . . .worsened him".

Dr. Cullen felt that his patient was very distressed at that time. He thought that the

firing of the shot when his name was mentioned was more a sign of his patient being

unwell, rather than a sign of possible aggression towards him.

Dr. Cullen leaves the scene

In order to collect his car which was parked near Farrell's, Dr. Cullen stated that

another garda brought him back into Abbeylara and around side roads to the Farrell

side of the Carthy house. He returned to his surgery and arrived there sometime

between 7:20 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. The evidence indicates that he left the scene

before Superintendent Shelly arrived. It also emerges from statements and discovered

documentation that on his return to Coole, someone in his practice made preliminary

arrangements by telephone for John Carthy's admission to St. Loman's. In answer to

counsel for the Carthy family, he agreed that if the incident had not ended tragically,

he would have considered, in conjunction with the family, committing the subject to

hospital "voluntarily or otherwise", as he was a possible source of danger to himself
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or to others and was not very rational ai that stage. John Carthy, he said, "could not
be tieatecl as a rational person".

Garda White returns to Walsh's

Ms Walsh stated in evidence that Garda White subsequently came back to the house.

He told them that her cousin was still shooting. She said thai he inquired again about

the- subject's medication and she said that Garda White was told "again" that he was

taking lithium and an antidepressant ,md "at that stage Aunt Rosie was able to tell

him what antidepressant he was on".

Garda White however told the Tribunal that the purpose of this visit to Walsh's house

was solely to ask the occupants to leave the house for safely reasons. He stated that

he did not go into the house and only spoke to the person who answered the door;

he was not sure1 who this was.

Walsh's house is evacuated

Around 7:00 p.m., having been informed by Garda White that they should leave, the

occupants of Walsh's house went up to Ms Walsh's sister, Mrs. Patricia Mahon's

house located on the Coole road, approximately one mile away. Mrs. Mahon

recounted how she met her sister, Ms Walsh, Alice Farrell, Mrs. Carthy and her

mother at the crossroads in the village and they proceeded to her house. According

to Mrs. Mahon, Mrs. Carthy was very upset and she was afraid that her son was

going to do something to himself with the gun. When she asked Mrs. Carthy what

had happened and why had he become upset, she slated, that Mrs. Carthy just said

that her son kept saying "to go up to Nancy for an hour or two", and that Mrs. Carthy

did not seem to know why he did this. It was completely out of character and "we

just seemed to be at a loss to know why, what happened". The witness said that

nobody could find a reason for it.

Thomas Walsh is contacted

At approximately 5:45 p.m., Ms Ann Walsh telephoned her brother Thomas, who

was in Cork, and left a message on his mobile telephone. The message was to the

effect that she was in their mother's house, that lohn Carthy was firing shots and the

gardai had been called. Mr. Thomas Walsh stated that he picked up this message at

6:20 p.m. and immediately returned the call. His sister informed him that Mrs. Carthy

had come up to his mother's house in a distressed state; that his cousin was firing

shots and the gardai had been called. She was upset and told him that she was

worried that there might be a confrontation with the gardai. Mr. Walsh reassured her

that John Carthy would not hurt anyone and advised her and the others to leave the

house. He told her that he would leave Cork for Abbeylara immediately. Mr. Walsh

in evidence stated that his sister had expressed her concern for John Carthy and a

potential conflict with the gardai; and not for her own safety or the safety of the

other members of her household. Shortly after leaving Cork he telephoned the garda

station in Granard and spoke to Garda Gorman. She informed him that lohn Carthy
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had fired at a garda squad car and that he was still in his house. Mr. Walsh was

advised by her not to attempt to telephone the subject as the gardai at the scene

may be trying to attempt dialogue with him. (¡arda Gorman also stated in evidence

that she told him that others had been inquiring about going down to talk to John

Carthy, but that he informed her that it should be left until he got there because he

was the best person to speak to his cousin. Thomas Walsh then telephoned a friend,

(¡arda David Martin, who was based at Smear, Co. Longford, to see if he knew any

more information about the situation. He also requested Garda Martin to arrange to

have the family moved from Walsh's house as he felt that they sounded distressed.

In addition, he was concerned about his mother, an elderly woman, who had a heart

condition. Garda Martin stated in evidence that he telephoned Granard garda station

and made inquiries. He telephoned Mr. Walsh back informing him that the houses

had been evacuated and confirmed that the family was going to stay with Patricia

Mahon. Garda Martin's evidence was to the effect that Mr. Walsh had informed him

that "lohn had gone berserk in the house".

Mr. Walsh also telephoned Mr. Bernard Reilly to ascertain if he had any further detail.

Mr. Reilly did not know what could have caused John Carthy to act in this way, but

he did refer to an incident in McCormack's public house in Abbeylara the previous

weekend where the subject had a disagreement with another customer at the bar.

Thomas Walsh drove to Abbeylara and arrived there at approximately 9:00 p.m.

Sergeant Dooley and Sergeant Mangan are contacted

Sergeant Tom Dooley was stationed in Edgeworthstown, Co. Longford. At

approximately 6:10 p.m. he received a call from Garda Gorman saying that she

required a member of the Garda Síochána to go to the scene to divert traffic from

the Ballywillin side. Garda Gorman informed him that there were no occupants in

the house other than the person who had discharged the firearm and that he had

put his mother out of the house. Sergeant Dooley detailed Garda McGuinness, also

from Edgeworthstown, to go to the scene. Sergeant Dooley went to the garda station

in Granard. When he arrived at the station he met Sergeant Mary Mangan. He

learned from Garda Gorman that the man involved in the incident was John Carthy.

He did not know the latter personally, and although he was aware of the goat

in< iclent, he was not aware of the subject's alleged connection with the burning of it.

He was also informed that Garda Gibbons, (¡arda Campbell and possibly Garda

White and Garda Martin were at the scene. He learned from Garda Gorman that

shots had been discharged and that one of these shots had struc k the patrol car. He

travelled to Abbeylara with Sergeant Mangan arriving at the scene at 6:40 p.m.

Sergeant Dooley was the senior officer present at the incident prior to the arrival of

Superintendent Shelly; as such he had overall command until Superintendent Shelly

arrived. When he reached Abbeylara he spoke to Garda White who informed him

that the occupants of the houses in the immediate vicinity, Farrell's, Burke's and

Walsh's had been evacuated. He also told Sergeant Dooley that as far as he could

establish the subject was in the front of the Carthy old house, and that Garda
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Campbell and Garda Gibbons were "pinned down at the back of the house".

Sergeanl Dooley was aware that Dr. Cullen was in the vicinity on the Ballywillin side

oi the Carthy house. His immediate concern, however, was his own welfare and the

welfare of his colleagues as he felt that lohn Carthy could leave the house, and with
only two armed members at the scene, he stated that he felt vulnerable. Sergeant

Dooley was also made aware that John Carthy "suffered from depression".

Sergeant Mary Mangan was stationed in Granard and had taken up duty at 6:30 p.m.

She did not know lohn Carthy prior to this incident. When she came on duty she

spoke to Garda Gorman who informed her about the events then taking place in

Abbeylara. She recalled Garda Gorman telling her that the subject had put his mother

oui of the house. Shortly after being briefed she went to Abbeylara with Sergeant

Dooley. They knew that Superintendent Shelly was on his way and that other

assistance had been requested. Sergeant Mangan drove out to the scene in her own

car. She parked it some distance back from Walsh's house in the direction of

Abbeylara. She and Sergeant Dooley walked down to the scene from the car. When

they arrived, she stated that they met three uniformed gardai, including Garda White

and Garda Martin, at a location somewhere between Walsh's and Burke's house.

She could also see Garda McGuinness at this point. Garda Martin and Garda White

briefed the two sergeants in relation to what had transpired at the scene. In particular,

they were told about the approach by Garcia Campbell and Garda Gibbons to the

house. As a result of this briefing, Sergeant Mangan believed Garda Campbell and

Garda Gibbons to be at the rear of the Carthy house with a view of the front door.

Garda White briefed both sergeants in relation to the interview that he and Garda

Gibbons had with the extended Carthy family in Walsh's house. Sergeant Mangan

learned that the family were upset and anxious; that they were worried that he had

the shotgun and were concerned for him. In evidence, she could not recall the

specifics of the briefing, but felt that she hadn't learned anything that she did not

already know.

SECTION C — The Involvement of Senior Officers

First contact with senior officers

When Garcia Gorman was informed by Detective Garda Campbell that shots had

been fired and that a patrol car had been hit, he requested her to contact

Superintendent Byrne, the district officer for Granard. She contacted the latter who

informed her that he was at a meeting in Dublin at the time and would return to

Granard as soon as possible. He asked her to contact Superintendent Joseph Shelly,

the district officer at Mullingar and request him to take charge of the event in the

meantime. Both districts are in the same division. Garda Gorman contacted

Superintendent Shelly at approximately 6:25 p.m. and informed him of the incident.

She stated she conveyed to him such information as she had at that point. On her

own initiative she also made contact with other garda stations at Ballinalee and

Edgeworthstown, to seek further assistance.
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Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly was at his office in Mullingar when he received the call from

Garda Gorman who informed him that a number of shots had been discharged at

gardai who attended the scene of the incident and that a patrol car had been hit. He-

was also informed that nobody had been injured. Because of what he described as

the seriousness of the situation he felt it best to go to (¡ranard garda station first, and

then to the scene. He understood that his function was to take charge at the scene

if the situation was ongoing on his arrival.

Chief Superintendent Tansey is informed

The offices of Superintendent Shelly and Chief Superintendent Patrick Tansey, the

divisional officer, were in the same building in Mullingar. Superintendent Shelly

conveyed such information as he had to Sergeant Feeney, the divisional clerk, for

further transmission to Chief Superintendent Tansey. Superintendent Shelly informed

Sergeant Feeney that there was an armed incident in progress. According to

Superintendent Shelly, the reported incident was an important matter; it was an

emergency and he wanted Chief Superintendent Tansey to be informed of where he

was going. He understood that his chief superintendent would have a role to play

because he was in charge of the division. It was his expectation that he would receive

guidance or advice from him in relation to any matter that would require serious

consideration. If Chief Superintendent Tansey had advice to give him, or to offer,

he would "gladly accept it". He would also follow any orders received. The chief

superintendent received a note from Sergeant Feeney which recorded a number of

matters, including that at 5:30 p.m. one lohn Carthy of Toneymore, Abbeylara, who

was 28 years old, a manic-depressive and on medication, had put his mother out of

the house and started firing shots. It stated that he had fired approximately eight

shots from a shotgun since the gardai had arrived and that his doctor was at the

scene. Sergeant Feeney also informed him that the patrol car had been damaged by

gunfire and that Superintendent Shelly had gone to the scene. Sergeant Feeney also

told Chief Superintendent Tansey that Garcia White and Garda Gibbons, who was

armed, were the first two gardai to arrive and that they were joined shortly afterwards

by Garda Campbell who was also armed. The chief superintendent was informed

that the latter had endeavoured to speak to John Carthy, but had got no response

and that some shots had been tired. Sergeant Feeney also informed Chief

Superintendent Tansey that Mrs. Carthy was sale, and was in the home of her sister

nearby. Sergeant Feeney was not in a position to inform the chief superintendent

whether the gardai had spoken to Dr. Cullen. He- learned subsequently that it was

the family who had called the doctor.

Superintendent Shelly seeks the assistance of further armed gardai

Superintendent Shelly's assessment of the incident was that it required the

attendance of further armed gardai. He contacted Detective Garda Eugene Dunne

and Garda Shane Nolan. Both were armed plain-clothes gardai, one a detective and

the other an "aid". Garcia Nolan worked with the detective unit full time. They
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accompanied Superintendent Shelly to Abbeylara. He also contacted Detective

Sergeant Aidan Foley, Athlone garda station, and requested him to assemble armed

gardai and to go to the scene as soon as he could. While he stated that he had not

given consideration to the number of armed gardai that might be necessary to deal

with the inciden! at that time, he anticipated a requirement of somewhere in the

region of nine or ten armed officers. He was not aware of the number of gardai that

might be available until they arrived at the scene.

Superintendent Byrne contacts Superintendent Shelly. Further assistance

is obtained

On his way to the scene, Superintendent Shelly was contacted on his mobile phone

by Superintendent Byrne who informed him that he had been in touch with Inspector

Martin Maguire who was stationed at that time in Longford. Superintendent Shelly

requested Superintendent Byrne to arrange for armed gardai from the Longford area

to proceed to Granard. It was his understanding that approximately two or three

gardai at most, would be available from Longford. He anticipated getting three from

each source.

Superintendent Shelly arrives in Granard

When Superintendent Shelly arrived at Granard garda station, Inspector Maguire was

present, as were Detective Garda lack Kilroy and Detective Garda Gerard Barrins

from Longford. Garcia Gorman informed him of what had happened at the scene.

Superintendent Shelly did not previously know )ohn Carthy. He was not given any

information on whether he had a criminal record and he did not make inquiries at

that time. He stated in evidence: "to be honest, it was a question of getting as much

information as we could in a very short space of time and to get down to the scene

and to look after things out there".

He did not, at that time, make any inquiries as to any dealings that the gardai may

have had with )ohn Carthy. He later became aware that the subject had a legally

held shotgun. There is no garda station in Abbeylara and therefore people from

Abbeylara attend Granard for renewal of firearm certificates. No information was

brought to Superintendent Shelly's attention in Granard garda station, nor was there

any discussion of the fact that there had been an issue in 1998 regarding John

Carthy's firearm. There was no formal discussion as to what was going to be done.

The main priority, he stated, was to get to the scene to assess what was happening

and to put a strategy in place to deal with the event. Superintendent Shelly directed

the officers there to go to the scene. He requested Garda Gorman to inform the

gardai from Athlone, who had not yet arrived, to follow them to the scene. He was,

he said, concerned about the safety of his officers and was aware of the predicament

in which they had found themselves. He "remembered thinking that Detective Garda

Campbell and Garda Gibbons, because of where they were, might be in some

difficulty".
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Chief Superintendent Tansey contacts Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly received a telephone call from Chief Superintendent lansey

.it approximately 6:50 p.m. He informed the chief superintendent that he believed
the situation to be very dangerous and that he had contacted a number of Stations

looking for armed back-up. He informed his superior that a number of shots had

been fired and that the patrol car had been struck. He told him that when he got to

the scene he would evaluate what was happening and would report back. There was

no discussion regarding the potential involvement of the ERU at that time.

Superintendent Shelly arrives at the scene

The car Superintendent Shelly travelled in was parked outside Walsh's house. He

was met by Sergeant Dooley and Sergeant Mangan, and both he and Inspector

Maguire were informed that lohn Carthy was still in the house, and that he was

alone. Superintendent Sheik stated that he was glad to hear this because he now

knew that he was not dealing with a hostage situation. He was also informed of the

locations oí Garda Campbell and (¡arda Gibbons who were near the gable-end ol

the Carthy house. Superintendent Shelly was not aware of the precise numbei ol

gardai who were present at the scene when he arrived. There were at least two

sergeants, Garda Campbell, (¡arda Gibbons and his own men. However, there were

other uniformed gardai present as well. Adjacent houses had been evacuated by

Garda White and two other uniformed gardai. Check points were established. Garda

White had been on his own in the early stages and had attempted to divert tr.iltic

away from the scone. Superintendent Shelly detailed Sergeant Mangan to make

contact with (¡arela Campbell and Garda Gibbons, to direct them to come back from

the point which they were at, if it was safe to do so. Both gardai then withdrew.

Superintendent Shelly proceeded to the area of the ESB pole at the boundary of the

Carthy and Burke properties and saw the unmarked garda car in the Carthy driveway.

Inspector Maguire stated that he learned from Sergeants Dooley and Mangan that

Mrs. Carthy and the Walsh family had been interviewed and that Mrs. Carthy was

afraid that her son might harm himself and that they were afraid for their own safety.

Garda press office notified

Chief Superintendent Tansey telephoned Sergeant Ronan Farrelly of the Garcia press

office at approximately 6:55 p.m. and informed him of the incident. He told the

Tribunal that he was concerned to ensure that the press office heard of the incident

from him rather than from a radio or television news broadcast. Sergeant Farrelly

transmitted this information to his colleagues in the office and subsequently

contacted the (¡arda Press Officer, Superintendent lohn Farrelly. Calls were received

over the course of the evening to this office from members of the press inquiring

into "what was happening in County Longford". Sergeant Farrelly also confirmed that

it was possible that confirmation of the occurrence of the incident emanated from

his office shortly before the matter was broadcast on TV3 at approximately 7:1 2 p.m.

This is the- first evidence of the matter being broadcast nationally. Sergeant Farrelly

steiteel that the press office did not contact the media in an unsolicited way.

Superintendent Farrelly confirmed to the Tribunal that the Garda Code requires that
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divisional and district officers should promptly notify the Garda press office ol

incidents thai ate likely to attract national or international media attention.

Other senior officers are informed and the services of the ERU are
requested

At approximately 7:00 p.m. Chief Superintendent Tansey contacted Assistant

Commissioner Tony Hickey and discussed the matter with him. The latter raised the

issue of calling in the ERU and referred to a previous incident, which occurred at

Bav\ nboy, Co. Cavan. Chief Superintendent Tansey told the Tribunal that at that time

he had no more detail of the Bawnboy incident than what he had read in the

newspapers, but that Assistant Commissioner Hickey was familiar with it and he went

through it in detail with him. At 7:10 p.m. Chief Superintendent Tansey telephoned

Superintendent Shelly for an update on the situation. He then telephoned Detective

Chief Superintendent Basil Walsh, who was the officer in charge of the Special

Detective Unit in Dublin, whose responsibilities included overall command of the

ERU, and informed him of the position. Chief Superintendent Walsh informed Chief

Superintendent Tansey that he would have to assess the situation and would

telephone him back.

Chief Superintendent Walsh subsequently telephoned Chief Superintendent Tansey

and informed him that he was sending to the scene Detective Sergeant Michael

Jackson, a member of the ERU, who was a trained negotiator. He had just returned

from a negotiating course with the London Metropolitan Police which had taken

place in March, 2000. He also informed Chief Superintendent Tansey that he was

sending members of the ERU with Sergeant Jackson, but did not inform him of the

number of members of the unit directed to attend. At approximately 8:00 p.m. Chief

Superintendent Tansey phoned Superintendent Shelly to inform him that a request

had been made that the ERU be deployed to the scene; which request had been

granted, and that a unit was on its way together with a negotiator, Sergeant Jackson.

Superintendent Shelly agreed that the first occasion upon which he became aware

that the assistance of the ERU had been sought was after the decision had been

made in this regard by Assistant Commissioner Hickey and Chief Superintendent

Tansey. However, he stated that he had "absolutely no difficulty" with that and in

fact "/ was glad to hear it". He agreed that he did not have any involvement in the

request for their services. Superintendent Shelly was not at that stage given

information as to what role the ERU would play at the scene. He confirmed that

Chief Superintendent Tansey just told him that given the circumstances which had

been outlined by him that the ERU "were coming". The intent was, however, that

because of his rank he would continue as scene commander. He did not agree that

the decision to call in the ERU was one which was made "without reference" to him.

He believed that the information which he had earlier conveyed to Chief

Superintendent Tansey was information upon which that decision was based. He

accepted that Chief Superintendent Tansey and Assistant Commissioner Hickey did

not "ring me up and say what do you think? They made it on the information — on

the basis of the information I gave them and I was happy with that". If the situation

had gone on  much further, "maybe I would have suggested it to either Chief
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Superintendent Tansey or Assistant Commissioner Hickey that consideration be given

to it", he- state-el.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey described his operational role as involving the

coordination of operations within his region. While he delegated tasks, he

nevertheless retained responsibility for what happened in any operation or

investigation. The- lac tors that weighed in his mind when he made the decision to

request the assistance of the ERU were that the unit had a trained negotiator;

darkness was eipproaching, and the unit would have additional equipment that lot al

officers would not have; the relative inexperience of the local officers; and the fact

that the ERU would know each other, were used to working as a unit and .1 team,

and had tactics for such situations based on training and experience.

Superintendent Shelly confirmed that he was in contact with Assistant Commissioner

Hickey that evening. He informed him of the situation; that shots had been

discharged, and that the situation was dangerous and volatile. He informed him that

he had a plan of containment in place; that checkpoints had been established, and

that they were going to commence negotiation. He did not receive any advice from

Assistant Commissioner Hickey at that time and he felt that he was happy "that I was

in control and he was happy with the plan that I had in place and we worked on

from there".

Superintendent Shelly is briefed by Garda Gibbons and Detective

Garda Campbell

Between 7:00 p.m. and 7:15 p.m. after Garcia Gibbons and Garcia Campbell were

withdrawn from the area near the house, Superintendent Shelly spoke to them.

According to his evidence they went through the situation with him. (¡arda Gibbons

informed him that they had spoken to Mrs. Carthy and that there were five women

in the house when they first arrived. He was informed that Mrs. Carthy had tolel

Garda Gibbons that her son had put her out of the house and that a number of shots

had been discharged, (¡arda Gibbons also informed Superintendent Shelly that Mrs.

Carthy and the other ladies were in fear of what might happen to them and that they

were eiiraicl that the subject might come back up the road and shoot them, (¡arela

( ¡ibbons slated that he told Superintendent Shelly that Mrs. Carthy was afraid to give

him her son's mobile phone number because she was concerned that he might find

out that she had given it to the gardai. However, she did in fact give them the

number. Superintendent Shelly was also informed that Mr. Walsh was )ohn Carthy's

best friend and his cousin, and that he would be a good person to talk to him. He

also informed Superintendent Shelly that they had spoken to Dr. Cullen at the scene.

Garda Gibbons's evidence was that when he spoke to Superintendent Shelly

sometime after 7:00 p.m., he informed him that Dr Cullen had indicated to Garda

Gibbons that the subject might bear some animosity or might not be pleased to see-

the gardai. He stated, however, that he did not mention to Superintendent Shelly

Ih,il liiere was ei gun restoration file in Granard. Garda Gibbons also recounted in

evidence that when he e ame from the Carthy house he met Superintendent Shelly

at the back of Burke's house and told him "all what hail happened". He informed
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the Superintendent of lohn Carthy's condition; that he had been a patient in hospital,
and how he had discharged shots.

Superintendent Shelly stated in evidence that Dr. Cullen had departed before his
arrival and therefore he did not have an opportunity to talk with him at that time. He

was questioned on whether either Garcia Gibbons or Garda Campbell had informed
him that they had been told by Dr. Cullen that John Carthy might not be pleased to

see the gardai. He stated that there was no reference to that information at that stage

and that he had no knowledge of this at that time. Later in the evening, he said, he
became aware that there was a problem, that John Carthy "might have a problem

with some of the gardai but I didn't know it the first time I spoke to them".

Superintendent Shelly could not say for sure the time at which he became aware of

John Carthy's antipathy towards the Garda Síochána. He stated that he became

aware that there was some difficulty over him being arrested and blamed for the

burning of a goat or a mascot. Although informed of this, he did not make any further

inquiry about that incident. In evidence, he stated that he had arrived at the scene

and "you could appreciate I had a lot of things to put in place".

Garda Campbell stated that he recounted to Superintendent Shelly what had

happened but said that he did not inform him of the information he had received

from Garda Gibbons when he had arrived at the scene. He believed that he probably

told Superintendent Shelly about the shot striking the car but was unsure whether

he mentioned this in connection with the mention by him of Dr. Cullen's name to

John Carthy.

Inspector Maguire meets Garda Gibbons and Detective Garda Campbell

Inspector Maguire met Garda Campbell and Garda Gibbons at the gable of Burke's

house and he was briefed by them. They also informed him of their conversations

with Dr. Cullen and outlined what Dr. Cullen had said. Inspector Maguire stated that

he did not learn of John Carthy's antipathy towards the gardai at that time. Garda

Gibbons informed him of his visit to the Walsh household. He told Inspector Maguire

that he had been informed by Mrs. Carthy that her son had put her out of the house

and that she was in fear for her life. He stated that she told him also that he could

be aggressive and that she had called the guards to calm him down. Inspector

Maguire was also informed that he was a manic-depressive; that he was on

medication and had been to St. Loman's but did not like it there. He was not aware

that John Carthy had been a patient of Dr. Shanley nor was he aware, at that time,

that his shotgun had been taken by the gardai and subsequently returned to him.

At around 9:30 p.m., Inspector Maguire became aware, from conversation with local

officers, that John Carthy's shotgun had been taken from him and subsequently

returned to him some eighteen months previously. Inspector Maguire stated that he

did not form any view or opinion of the subject's attitude towards the gardai when

he learned of the mascot incident and the confiscation of the shotgun.
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Containment by local officers begins — cordons established

Following the withdrawal of (¡arela Campbell and (¡arela Gibbons, Superintendent
Shelly deployed armed gardai to various locations around the house. Garda Kilroy

and Garda Barrins, from Longford, were directed to the gable at the back of the

house. He requested Garcia Dunne to proceed to a position at the hedge between

Farrell's and Carthy's. At approximately 7:15 p.m., Detective Sergeant Aidan Foley

and his fellow officers arrived from Athlone. Superintendent Shelly directed (¡arda

Campbell, (¡arda Gibbons and (¡arda Nolan to take up a position at the end of

Burke's house. Garda Gibbons believed that his function was to make sure that John

Carthy did not come out and harm anyone. He was also told that no unauthorised

people were to be allowed down the road, but his main function was to "keep an

eye on the Carthy household". Superintendent Shelly instructed Garcia Campbell to

remain at Burke's gable. He eliree te-cl Sergeant Folev and ,1 number of his men to

take up positions at the ESB pole between Burke's and Carthy's. He deployed gardai

to live- locations. This was what he described as "the inner cordon of armed peuple

That was the first cordon that was /)(/( in and they were put in place there to contain

the situation". Superintendent Shelly was aware of the type of firearms that each

garda had. A number were in possession of Uzi sub-machine guns and others were

in possession of their standard issue .38 revolvers. When deploying personnel and in

positioning them around the house, he tried to distribute what he described as the

heavier firearm, the Uzi, as evenly as possible at locations around the house. Apart

from flak jackets, they had no other equipment. All of the personnel around the

house were in plain clothes. Superintendent Shelly stated that he was unaware of

whether they had radios with them. Some of the uniformed gardai had radios, walkie-

talkie radios, but "/ don't think that they had [referring to local armed gardai]".

Superintendent Shelly also stated and confirmed that the manner in which orders or

information might be communicated to the armed gardai was by way of mobile

phone, which he knew some of them had.

Instructions to local officers

Betöre deployment, Superintendent Shelly confirmed that he spoke to the gardai as

a group and instructed them as follows:

"/ told them that I wanted to put in place, to at hieve a < onion, an inner cordon

of armed people, and I told them that my strategy was that I wanted to contain

the situation, to contain lohn Carthy in the house. In so doing I believed that

while he was contained in the house the likelihood of danger or risk to

anvbody present was minimised. Then I told them that it was my intention to

start to commence negotiations. I was, as I have said already, satisfied that the

houses were evacuated...".

Superintendent Shelly was also asked what instructions he gave to his men if it

happened that John Carthy emerged from the house. He replied:

"/ told them that two situations were likely. He could come out in what I called

a controlled manner, and if he came out in a controlled manner, he would be

unarmed. We would confront him, subject him to arrest and search in a safe
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manner. The second scenario was if he came out of the house in an

uncontrolled manner. In that situation, lohn ( arth\ would have possession of

his firearm. Again. I told them that in dealing with the uncontrolled exit, we
would confront him, disarm him if possible in safet) and subject him to arrest
and search".

According to Superintendent Shelly the members who were present could not have

been in any doubt as to the strategy to be employed ai the scene.

Inspector Maguire was delegated by Superintendent Shelley to organise an outer

cordon, consisting of checkpoints manned by uniformed gardai. Garda Mc Guinness

set up a checkpoint on the Ballywillin side approximately 200 yards from Farrell's

house. Inspector Maguire later moved the checkpoint back about 600 or 700 yards

and posted Garcia Seamus Barrett to assist in manning the checkpoint. Garcia Martin

and Garcia White had set up an initial checkpoint ai the boundary between Burke's

and Walsh's house and this checkpoint was moved back by Inspector Maguire

approximately 150 to 170 yards towards Abbeylara. I le then directed Garda Thomas

ludge, who was in uniform and unarmed, to take up duty further out into the fields

behind the Carthy house. At this initial stage, Inspector Maguire also directed (¡arda

(hailes Dunleavy to take up duty in the field at the back of Burke's house. The

purpose of stationing unarmed gardai in the fields behind the houses was to prevent

any members of the public gaining access to the scene from that direction. Inspector

Maguire gave instructions to the uniformed gardai that they were to prevent any

person coming into the area anc\ in the event of any developments they were to

seek cover immediately and not present themselves as targets. Inspector Maguire

communicated to the uniformed members that the plain-clothes members would

deal with John Carthy and that their function was to man checkpoints and to prevent

people from accessing the scene. Inspector Maguire also placed another checkpoint

in the vicinity of the church in order to prevent members of the media from

encroaching on the scene. At the same time he informed the uniformed members,

who were at the rear of the houses, to be on the alert for the media.

Inspector Maguire and Superintendent Shelly decided to maintain the presence of

uniformed officers in the vicinity of Burke's and Walsh's houses, and on the roadway

around the two houses. The rationale for so doing, it was stated, was that in the

event of lohn Carthy's emergence he would be "reassured" by the presence of

uniformed gardai and would not be confronted solely by armed plain-clothes gardai.

Inspector Maguire was conscious that there was a risk in positioning these uniformed

officers at that location. However, he did not consider it a major risk at that particular

time and considered that there was a benefit to having uniformed gardai present

there.

Controlled and uncontrolled exit

Superintendent Shelly described a "controlled exit" as one where the subject came

out of the house without his shotgun, or with his arms in the air, or in some manner

by   which   he   was   indicating   compliance   with   instructions.   He   described   an
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"uncontrolled exit" as the subject coming out of the house armed with his firearm.

He stated that he had envisaged two scenarios. First, if his firearm was broken open

John Carthy would be considered less of a threat than if the firearm was closed. He

also confirmed that in his instructions to the gardai at the scene he distinguished

between a situation where )ohn Carthy might come out of the house with the

shotgun broken and a situation where he might emerge from the house with a

shotgun in the ready position. In either event, with the shotgun broken or unbroken,

it would be an uncontrolled exit. The strategy, he stated, was to confront John Carthy,

attempt to disarm him in safety and subject him to arrest and search. It was an

individual decision as to what action members might take, given the degree of danger

they might have felt that they or others were in. Confronting the subject meant that

the gardai would identify themselves as armed gardai, and call on him to submit to

arrest and search and to ask him to drop his firearm. He did not specifically tell this

to the members present because "/ knew that they would understand that. These are

all people who are trained in firearms and that they would readily understand what

was meant". He stated that each member had an understanding of what they were

to do. Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that if John Carthy did not submit to

arrest, that it was his understanding that the members would "have to try" to contain

the situation, to stay with him, pleading with him and asking him at all times to do

what they set out to do — to try to disarm him safely and in a peaceful manner. That,

he said, would "continue for as long as it would continue".

Superintendent Shelly was also questioned whether at that stage, 7:15 p.m. to 7:30

p.m., there was any discussion concerning keeping the area between the outer

cordon and inner cordon free of any unarmed personnel. He said that there was not.

However, he stated that anybody who was there had a function. He confirmed that

he understood that it was important that no civilians could get through the

checkpoints, apart from the people who were living there, but they would not get

further than Walsh's house. He did not consider it necessary to issue an instruction

to keep unarmed gardai out of the area between the inner and outer cordon.

Garcia Campbell's evidence in relation to the instruction he received individually

from Superintendent Shelly was that when he was at the gable wall of Burke's house

he was told that John Carthy was to be contained within the house while attempts

were made to negotiate with him. Containment was to be achieved by placing armed

officers around the house. He was also told that if John Carthy came out on the side

that he was on and gave himself up, he would have to go in and deal with the

situation. He understood that if the subject came out in a "controlled" manner, that

is to say without a gun, he was to be arrested and searched. If he came out in an

"uncontrolled" manner, that is with the shotgun, his instruction from Superintendent

Shelly was to confront him and take whatever measures were necessary to try and

get the shotgun from him. His recollection was that Superintendent Shelly, in his

instructions, did not make any distinction between the situation where the shotgun

was a threat, or not a threat, but he understood that if he came out in an uncontrolled

way, he was a threat. Whether there was an immediate threat or not would be for

him, Garcia Campbell, to decide in accordance with training and the regulations. He
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did not receive any further instructions on this matter when Superintendent Byrne

came on duty at midnight.

Sergeant Dooley and Sergeant Mangan seek further information from
Mrs. Carthy

Following the withdrawal of Garcia Gibbons and Garda Campbell, Superintendent
Shelly requested Sergeant Dooley and Sergeant Mangan to go to the Mahon

household to speak to the family and to Mrs. Carthy "to find out for me as much

information as they could about him and what generally had happened" and to obtain

any information which might assist in the resolution of the incident. They were also

directed to ascertain the layout of the house and any information that might be

available about his firearm and the amount of ammunition which he might have.

Sergeant Mangan rang the Mahon household to alert the people there that they

were on their way to see them.

When they arrived at Mahon's house, Rose Carthy, Ann Walsh, Alice Farrell and

Patricia Mahon were present. Although the two sergeants spoke to the people

present as a group, most of the questions were addressed to Mrs. Carthy. The

sergeants were there for approximately one hour. During this time Sergeant Mangan

left on two occasions. According to Sergeant Dooley, Ms Alice Farrell in particular,

and to a lesser extent, Ms Ann Walsh answered questions. Sergeant Dooley stated

that he reassured Mrs. Carthy that no one had been hurt; that her son was uninjured;

that the gardai would continue to maintain that situation and do their best to get him

out safe and well. Sergeant Dooley inquired as to what had caused him to behave

in the manner that he had, but, he said, the family could not offer any reason for this

behaviour. He was informed that lohn Carthy had been drinking and there was, he

said, talk of the availability of alcohol in the house. The sergeants also inquired as to

who was the best person who might be called on to intervene and to whom )ohn

Carthy might listen. Thomas Walsh was mentioned by the family and Sergeant

Dooley stated that they were told that Mr. Walsh was working in Cork and that he

was on his way to the scene. Sergeant Dooley also stated that they discussed lohn

Carthy's mental health with the family and they were informed that he had manic

depression. They were told that he was on prescribed drugs and the drug lithium, he

said, was mentioned. He further stated that he inquired as to whether )ohn Carthy

had been in a psychiatric hospital and was informed that he had been treated in St.

Loman's on more than one occasion. He was not told, however, the identity of the

treating specialist. Sergeant Dooley could not recall whether there was a discussion

concerning more recent treatment in St. Patrick's hospital under Dr. Shanley. He

stated in evidence that he suggested to the family that a possible motive for )ohn

Carthy's actions was anxiety to avoid going back to St. Loman's. The family agreed

that it was a possible reason why he was behaving as he was. It was indicated to him

that he did not like St. Loman's. Sergeant Dooley did not take notes of this interview.

Sergeant Dooley also made inquiries of the family as to the number of firearms and

ammunition in the house. He was informed that the subject had one weapon, a

double-barrelled shotgun, but those present were unable to be specific about the
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amount of ammunition. Also he made inquiries as to where he purchased his

ammunition and he was informed that it was most likely purchased in Longford. He

also learned that there were a number of local firearm dealers, Jerome Reynolds in

Ballinalee and Deniston's in Longford. From his inquiries, he stated that he had

formed the view that John Carthy probably had about one box of ammunition.

Sergeant Dooley inquired whether the subjec I could do harm to himself or others.

They were unable to give him assurance one way or the other, he stated. He noted

the concerns of the family over media e overage, occurring as it did within two hours

ol the event, which they felt would be very upsetting for Mrs. Carthy.

Sergeant Dooley also asked if they could draw a rough sketch of the house including

a layout of the rooms within. I lowever, he felt th.it the map drawn was inadequate

and confusing and he did not show it to Superintendent Shelly. He ascertained that

there was only one external door to the house ant\ informed Superintendent Shelly

ol its location. Sergeant Dooley informed the Carthy family that the gardai had

professional negotiators available to assist. When he returned to the scene, he stated

that he relayed all of the information received to Superintendent Shelly.

Sergeanl Mangan recounted that Mrs. Carthy could not give any explanation for her

son's behaviour. She got the impression from Mrs. Carthy that it was not unusual for

him to fire shots out the back of the house but that her concern had arisen when he

asked her to leave the house and to go to Nancy Walsh's. Sergeant Mangan learned

that Mrs. Carthy was satisfied that her son was taking his medication as prescribed.

Sergeant Mangan was also told about his sister, Marie, who worked in Galway. The

family were anxious that she should be present. Sergeant Mangan left the house for

approximately fifteen to twenty minutes to make arrangements for the transportation

of Marie Carthy to the scene.

Sergeant Mangan said that there was no reference to Dr. Shanley during her

conversations with members of the family or to the fact that John Carthy had a

psychiatric appointment in Dublin the following clay. She left the house at

approximately 7:40 p.m.

Ms Ann Walsh's recollection of events was that a female garda arrived at the Mahon

house at approximately 7:30 p.m. She state-el that there was a conversation

concerning the incident having been reported in the media and, while she had not

heard the news herself, that this was going to be "absolutely detrimental" to her

cousin, "hearing that on the news". She inquired of the garda as to who had called

the media and it was confirmed to her that it was not the gardai. She stated that later

she informed the garda that the landline had been disconnected and asked "could

they have it reconnected because Aunt Rosie kept saying that lohn's battery would

go flat on the mobile". She stated that she also informed the garda that her brother,

Thomas, was on his way from Cork to talk to the subject and that he was the closest

person to him. Earlier, at approximately 6:30 p.m., her brother had contacted her by

telephone and informed her that he was making arrangements to drive to the scene

from Cork. She stated that she conveyed information regarding his dislike for the

gardai to two "hanghardai". Ms Walsh confirmed that the garda was in Mahon's for
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"possibly an hour, maybe longer". Ms Walsh also stated in evidence, thai at sonic

unspecified time early in the evening, a male garda told her thai the professionals
weie on their way down. She stated that she thought that this was a reference to

psychiatrists and psychologists. Mrs. Carthy gave evidence of speaking to a female
garda (apparently this was Sergeant Mangan) and Sergeant Dooley, but could not

remember the content of the conversations. Mrs. Carthy confirmed that she was

concerned for everybody's safety. Ms Ann Walsh stated also that she told Sergeanl
Mangan that her cousin would be conscious of the gardai using a loudhailer to

communicate with him. Sergeant Mangan did not recall these concerns being raised.

Information from Sergeants Dooley and Mangan transmitted to
Superintendent Shelly

The information which had been obtained by Sergeant Dooley and Sergeant Mangan

from Mrs. Carthy was relayed to Superintendent Shelly. He was told that the subject

was a manic-depressive and that he was on lithium. He was also informed that Mrs.

Carthy had said that she could not give any guarantee that he would not hurt himself,

or anybody else. She informed them that he had been drinking and that he did not

like St. Loman's hospital, Mullingar. Inspector Maguire was present when Sergeant

Dooley and Sergeanl Mangan returned from interviewing Mrs. Carthy and the rest

of the family. His impression was that they found the family to be "vague".

Superintendent Farrelly and Superintendent Byrne are contacted

Some time after 8:00 p.m., Chief Superintendent Tansey received a call from

Superintendent Farrelly, the Garda Press Officer. Chief Superintendent Tansey invited

him to come to Abbeylara to take charge of dealing with the media. Additionally, at

about that time, Chief Superintendent Tansey spoke to Superintendent Byrne to see

if he, Superintendent Byrne, could come to the scene.

Marie Carthy is contacted

Ms Walsh stated in evidence that she spoke to Sergeant Mangan about letting the

subject's sister know about the incident. It appears that no one had contacted her

before this. She was working in Galway at the time. Ms Walsh did not want to call

her until transport had been arranged, as she did not want to have her upset in

Galway, with no transport available. Sergeant Mangan left the Mahon house to speak

to Superintendent Shelly about transport. He directed her to contact the Garcia in

Galway to arrange transport; which she did. She then returned to the Mahon

household. Ms Walsh confirmed that Sergeant Mangan informed her that transport

arrangements had been made and that she could now call Marie Carthy to inform

her of what was happening. It should be noted that at this stage Sergeant Mangan

did not consider herself to have been an appointed family liaison officer, although

she accepted that this situation had developed.
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Martin Shelly ("Pepper") is contacted

Mr. Martin Shelly received a telephone call from Ms Walsh at approximately 8:00

p.m. He stated that Ms Walsh was attempting to make contact with Marie Carthy
and was having difficulty getting through to her on her mobile telephone. Mr. Shelly

also spoke with Mrs. Rose Carthy at that time who he thought seemed anxious to

get in touch with her daughter. Marie Carthy then received a telephone call from Ms

Walsh who informed her of the events in Abbeylara. She telephoned Mr. Shelly who

immediately went to her house. Ms Walsh described Marie Carthy as being very

upset. The latter, she said, wished to come to Abbeylara straight away. Sergeant

Mangan agreed to a request from Marie Carthy that Mr. Shelly be permitted to

accompany her to the scene.

Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly are transported to the scene

At approximately 9:00 p.m., two members of the Garda Síochána stationed in Salthill

collected Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly from her home in Galway and drove them

to Abbeylara. En route to Abbeylara, she attempted to telephone her brother on his

mobile phone, but was unable to make contact as the telephone was not answered.

Shots from the house during this period

Approximately seven shots were discharged by lohn Carthy after the arrival of

Superintendent Shelly and before the arrival of the ERU (14 shots had been

discharged by him before Superintendent Shelly arrived; four of these having been

discharged before the arrival of the first responders). On at least one occasion

Superintendent Shelly noticed dust rising from the wall in front of the Carthy house,

close to where a number of his men were located and that gave rise to concern. He

was asked what action did he take and he stated that the people were instructed to

be careful, and

"they remained in position.. .obviously the degree of fear that was there would

have been heightened. One shot would have been bad enough but to have

that many shots discharged in that manner in a relatively short period of time

would have been cause for concern, but I was quite satisfied that the gardai

on duty, the armed gardai, would he able to contain the situation".

Telephone landline is reconnected

Superintendent Shelly had been made aware that the house telephone landline had

been disconnected. He made arrangements to have the line reconnected. The

reconnection of the telephone line did not entail any physical intervention at the

scene, but was arranged at the telephone exchange.

Attempted negotiations by Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant Dooley

Sergeant Mangan received a call on her mobile phone from Sergeant Jackson who

was travelling to Abbeylara from Dublin and who told her that he was trying to

contact Superintendent Shelly at the scene, but was unable to do so. Sergeant
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lackson, she said, was anxious to give Superintendent Shelly some advice on

negotiation and how to get that underway. She stated that he was anxious that

she would contact Superintendent Shelly with a view to him moving to a different
loc ation where the reception would be better. She drove to the scene and spoke

to Superintendent Shelly. Sergeant Jackson then made telephone contact with the

superintendent, who gave him background information and details of the incident.
He informed him that lohn Carthy was a 27 year old single man who was living
with his mother. He was a manic-depressive, and was taking the lithium which had

been prescribed lor him. Sergeant Jackson was also informed that he had fired
shots, including one at a garda patrol car, and that there were no hostages. He

was told that his mother had been "put out of the house after some argument",

with the subject. Sergeant Jackson further stated that he was informed that Mrs.

Carthy feared for her own safety, and for the safety of others, and that she was

not sure what her son might do. He said that he had been told about Dr. Cullen's

presence at the scene, "but nothing more than that". He was informed by

Superintendent Shelly that negotiations had been attempted but to no avail. He

advised Superintendent Shelly that he should delegate somebody to speak to John

Carthy and he was informed that Sergeant Dooley had undertaken this task.

Sergeant Jackson then spoke to Sergeant Dooley and gave him advice as to how

to initiate .inri carry on negotiations.

Superintendent Shelly informed Sergeant lackson that he was going to talk to John

Carthy through the megaphone. Although the superintendent was aware that the

subjecl had a mobile phone, he did not attempt to contact him via the phone. He

asked Sergeant lackson how he should conduct those negotiations. Sergeant lackson

advised him to address John Carthy on first name terms, to introduce himself to

John Carthy:

"be told me to call him by his first name and to tell him who we were and

what we wanted to achieve. Generally to try to convey to him that no matter

what had happened, we could talk about it and we could sort something out".

Superintendent Shelly agreed that he did not discuss the use of the mobile phone or

landline with Sergeant Jackson. As far as he could recall, he thought that he had

spoken to Sergeant Jackson first, before commencing negotiations. He was not sure

of this and agreed that negotiations may have commenced before he spoke to

Sergeant Jackson. He stated that if he did speak to the subject before the contact

from the negotiator, it was very brief. He confirmed, however, that he knew

"generally" how to talk to people in such a situation:

"what he told me wasn't a whole lot different from what I knew already, but I

suppose when he talked about issues like personalising the thing. . .and you

call yourself loe and refer to him as lohn rather than use garda speak".

These initial attempts at negotiation were conducted from the ESB pole between the

Burke and Carthy houses, because:

"while I wanted to talk to him and I felt it was important that I talk to him and

open negotiations with him, nevertheless, I didn't and I couldn't put myself in

danger, so I felt that I was safe there in that area".
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While Sergeant Jackson was "... far more experienced and better at it than I would

be", Superintendent Shelly's initial communication with John Carthy was along the

same lines as that advised by Sergeant lackson. He introduced himself and informed

him of his identity. He continued:

"I asked him to throw the gun out the window on a number of occasions. I

tried to explain to him that basically no matter what had happened, it wasn't

the end of the world and we could sort something out. At all times I conveyed
to him that it was our wish to bring the matter to a peaceful resolution and I

was hoping that that would be a quick resolution as well".

He confirmed that he asked |ohn Carthy to throw out the gun "almost immediately"

after introducing himself. Superintendent Shelly stated in evidence that the gun would

have to be thrown out, "yes the gun was a problem, and there was no point saying

otherwise, I wanted him to throw that gun out the window". He did not agree,

however, that the impression was conveyed to the subject that the gun would have

to be thrown out before further discussions could take place. The gun, he stated,

was "part of it" but he stated that he was going to "talk to him anyway". He stated

in evidence that if the gun was thrown out they would be "a long way" towards

resolution of the situation. Superintendent Shelly confirmed that he wanted to try to

get through to )ohn Carthy, to connect with him and to open some dialogue with

him. He stated that the subject responded by firing two shots out of the window.

Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that he ceased attempting to negotiate

sometime after 9:00 p.m.

Sergeant Dooley spoke to Sergeant lackson shortly after he had returned from the

Mahon house and the latter told him how best to make use of the megaphone. He

stated that he was informed that it was important to commence dialogue as soon as

possible and that he was told to "call himself Fom" during attempted negotiations.

Sergeant Dooley stated that Sergeant lackson emphasised to him the importance of

assuring )ohn Carthy that no harm had been done; that nobody was injured; telling

him that the gardai were there to help him, and asking him in what way they could

assist him. Sergeant Dooley had no prior negotiation experience. He proceeded to

the ESB pole and commenced attempting to make contact. Sergeant Dooley told

John Carthy who he was. He emphasised, he stated, that no one had been hurt, that

they were there to help him and to listen to what he had to say. Sergeant Dooley

heard two shots being fired in response. He again attempted to make contact but

got no response. He was at the ESB pole for approximately three periods of ten

minutes. He stated that SujDerintendent Shelly and he rotated their attempts at

negotiation during this time. He heard Superintendent Shelly asking )ohn Carthy to

throw out the gun.

Superintendent Shelly's knowledge of the availability of Garda

negotiators

Superintendent Shelly was aware that there were non-ERU trained negotiators in the

Eastern Region, possibly in Carlow and Portlaoise, but none in the Longford/

Westmeath Division. He did not consider contacting those negotiators.
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Members of the Emergency Response Unit are deployed to the scene

Detective Sergeant Jackson and Detective Garda Sullivan

Sergeanl lackson received a call on his mobile phone from his supervisor, Detective

Inspector Patrick I logan. He was informed that there was a siege in Abbeylara and

he was directed to go to the scene as garda negotiator with (¡arda Michael Sullivan

as his assistant. He was told that a man had fired shots, was in his house and was

refusing to conic out. He was also told that there was no other individual in the

house. This information was relayed to Garda Sullivan by Sergeanl lac kson. I le stated

in evidence that he told (¡arda Sullivan that his functions as assistant were to maintain

a log of events in relation to the negotiation ant\ to li.iise with the scene commander

regarding the flow of vital information. He said that in addition they discussed Garda

Sullivan's role of briefing any intermediaries or other non-Garda personnel, who may

become involved in the negotiations. Garda Sullivan stated that he understood that

his duties included note-taking and liaising with the scene commander. He- was

informed by Sergeant lackson that there may be other duties that he would have to

perform, but that this would emerge as the matter developed. He did not anticipate

that he would be personally involved in negotiating. They drove to the scene, leaving

headquarters at Harcourt Square, Dublin at approximately 8:00 p.m. Prior to leaving,

they gathered together their equipment including specialised clothing,

communications equipment, lighting material, a flip chart and tape recorder.

Detective Sergeant Gerard Russell is contacted and travels to the scene

Sergeant Russell commenced duty at 3:00 p.m. on 19"' April and was based in the

Dublin area. He received a call at approximately 7:40 p.m. from Inspector Hogan

and was informed by him that a man had discharged a legally held firearm in the

direction of gardai, who had been responding to a domestic disturbance in

Abbeylara. He did not receive further information concerning the subject's state of

health or background until he arrived at the scene where he was briefed by

Superintendent Shelly. Sergeant Russell was aware, however, that no hostage had

been taken.

He was instructed by Inspector Hogan to select three detective gardai and the

necessary equipment for a situation such as this, which he then believed to be a

barricaded incident, and to travel to the scene.

During the course of his evidence, Inspector Hogan stated that he cautioned

Sergeant Russell in relation to any activity which he might carry out at the scene, by

way of containment or reconnaissance and that he was to avoid confrontation with

John Carthy "at all costs". Sergeant Russell stated that while he could recall being

advised to avoid confrontation, he was unsure about the expression "at all costs",

because it would be difficult for him to accept such an instruction given the fact that

he did not know the circumstances in which he might find himself. He fully

understood, however, that his instructions were to avoid confrontation, if possible.

He understood this to mean that the ERU was not to initiate any tactical response to

engage the subject, or to offer a tactical intervention at that time, such as, for

example, to invade the house. He was also informed that Sergeant lackson and
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Garda Sullivan had been deployed and he stated that he understood, and was

informed by Inspector Hogan, that his role was to:

"provide a secure and safe environment so that negotiations could be carried

on in the safest possible manner, considering the actual situation as it prevailed

which was a serious or dangerous one".

Equipment brought to scene

Sergeant Russell instructed his colleague Detective Garda Roñan Carey to sign out

two Uzi sub-machine guns, one Bennelli semi-automatic shotgun and one Heckler &

Koch .33 rifle, together with necessary ammunition. He informed Detective Garda

Oliver Flaherty, a trained first aider, to take the necessary first-aid kit and technical

equipment for a siege or a barricaded incident, the latter equipment being night-

vision equipment and some pyrotechnics. In his evidence, Sergeant Russell explained

that the latter are distraction devices and are more commonly known as stun

grenades. They are similar in appearance to a grenade, but they do not fragment on

impact. Their function is purely to create noise and flash. They are used to create

distraction and confusion in order to afford a team member time and opportunity to

engage in some other action. Such grenades are thrown by hand and have a pin

reliever which must be engaged. There are two types of such grenade, one with steel

casing and the other with aluminium casing. The latter, according to Sergeant Russell,

had a tendency to be unstable and to move. He preferred not to use it because it

was difficult to control. On this occasion, they brought grenades with steel casing.

Sergeant Russell confirmed that depending on the proximity of the person and the

area where they are thrown, such devices could in fact cause injury. He also

instructed Detective Garcia Tony Ryan to sign out the necessary breaching

equipment required for an incident with "a bank aded suspect or a siege type

situation". Breaching is the technical term for a forced entry to a premises. Cold

breaching involves the use of equipment or implements other than explosives. Garda

Ryan was the unit breacher. He brought cold breaching equipment.

The numbers of ERU team members

Sergeant Russell regarded four tactical officers as an appropriate number of

personnel to respond to the situation, given that they were aware that they were

dealing with one individual. If he had thought it appropriate to have a greater

deployment of members, he would have requested it.

Detective Sergeant Russell's evidence on his role

Sergeant Russell stated that he was aware that Sergeant lackson was a trained

negotiator and that he was conscious of the two distinct roles that he and Sergeant

Jackson would play. His role was that of tactical team leader; Sergeant Jackson was

responding as a negotiator. He stated that he had no real function to play within the

negotiation role and that he had no qualifications or training in that area. He

confirmed in evidence that there was dialogue throughout the course of the incident

between Sergeant Jackson and himself in relation to the strategy to be adopted. In

particular, he stated that he spoke to Sergeant Jackson whenever he had concerns

for safety or security. He was informed by the negotiator that he should be aware of
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the issues that he (Sergeant lackson) was dealing with and to try to respond with

those considerations in mind. In relation to the issue of the location of the negotiation

point he explained to the Tribunal that he would "prefer if it was ... as safe as
possible" but thai he would have to bear in mind Sergeant Jackson's "particular issues
or concerns that he may wish to get as close as possible to engage in dialogue".

Lighting is brought to the scene

Superintendent Shelly believed that John Carthy, if he wanted to, would have a better
chance at getting out of the house under the cover of darkness. He therefore felt

that lighting should be brought to the scene. Lighting was arranged and put in place-

some time shortly after 9:00 p.m. It was placed in the garden of Burke's house and

a further light was placed shining towards the front of the house. Superintendent

Shelly agreed that the generators which powered the lighting created noise.

Arrival of Chief Superintendent Tansey at the scene

Chief Superintendent Tansey told the Tribunal that it was his policy to visit the scene

of any serious incident that takes place or happens in his division and that he went

to the scene to observe- the strategies that Superintendent Shelly had in place for

the peaceful resolution of the incident. He saw his role as "consultancy insofar as

Superintendent Shelly was concerned and to assist him in whatever way I could. I was

also there to support my own people, to support Superintendent Shelly and all of my

people on the ground there." He saw his role as consultative, advisory and

supportive, but not one that had any involvement in the preparation of the strategy

or the operational activities that would ensue therefrom. These were part of the role

of the scene commander, in this case Superintendent Shelly, who outlined his plans

to Chief Superintendent Tansey. He told the Tribunal that if he had not agreed with

those plans, there would be a discussion between himself and Superintendent Shelly

but this did not occur. He saw no reason to add to the plan prepared by the scene

commander.

When asked what he understood Chief Superintendent Tansey's function at the

scene to be, Superintendent Shelly stated that he saw his role as being a consultative

one. Although Chief Superintendent Tansey was now the senior officer at the scene,

Superintendent Shelly confirmed that he continued to be the person with

responsibility for overall operational command:

"Chief Superintendent Tansey ... is in charge of the division but it was my

responsibility, I was in charge. It doesn't follow that because he is the chief,

which is a rank higher than me, that he would assume charge when he came

or if Commissioner Hickey came, that he was in charge then, that is not the

case. I was the one taxed with that responsibility. I was the person in charge

and they would depend on me to see that everything was O.K. and that things

were run properly".

With regard to the role of Chief Superintendent Tansey, Superintendent Shelly

understood that:
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"his role was to ensure to be happy himself, as the divisional officer, that

everything that I was doing and the people under my command was correct,

and that everything insofar as it was possible was running smoothly".

Any decisions to be taken, said Superintendent Shelly, would be based on consensus,

but in any event he said there was no difficulty between the senior officers at the

scene in relation to any decisions taken.

When Chief Superintendent Tansey arrived at the scene at 9:00 p.m. he met

Superintendent Shelly and Inspector Maguire and was updated on the situation.

There was, he said, no pie-prepared plan for dealing with situations suc h as this. He

said that he agreed with Superintendent Shelly that the policy should be one of

containment and negotiation. He also agreed with the establishment of an inner and

outer cordon and with the manner in which Superintendent Shelly had allocated and

positioned his armed officers. Inspector Maguire gave him details of the duties that

had been assigned to the various members that were on duty at the scene and Chief

Superintendent Tansey approved oí these. There was no discussion at that stage

between Chief Superintendent Tansey and Superintendent Shelly as to the

designation oí a command post.

Chief Superintendent Tansev staled that he was present when Superintendent Shelly

began to speak to John Carthy. He observed that after the first two or three sentences

of Superintendent Shelly's attempt, two shots rang out. He was present when

Sergeant Dooley began negotiations and he heard him introducing himself and

asking what the problem was. He then heard Sergeant Dooley ask the subject to

"please throw out the gun and bring this thing to a conclusion". The sergeant, he

confirmed, got no response to these requests.

Thomas Walsh arrives at the scene and meets members of the Garda

Síochána

Shortly after 9:00 p.m. Thomas Walsh arrived in Abbeylara from Cork. He was

allowed through a checkpoint and went to the brow of the hill outside his mother's

house where he met Garcia Gibbons. Garda Gibbons informed him of the

developments to date and of the garda response. The former inquired of Mr. Walsh

whether he knew what was upsetting lohn Carthy. Mr. Walsh stated in evidence that

he told Garda Gibbons thai his cousin had animosity towards the gardai as a result

of his arrest and questioning in Granard garda station in relation to the burning of

the goat mascot. He stated that he further told Garda Gibbons that the subject had

been assaulted while in garda custody and that the gardai calling to the Carthy house

was not going to help the situation, as his cousin did not trust them. This information

had not been in Mr. Walsh's initial statement to (he Tribunal, and was put to Garda

Gibbons. He denied that such a conversation took place. Mr. Walsh also stated that

he told (¡arda Gibbons that his cousin's relationship with his girlfriend had recently

ended and that he had manic depression. Garda Gibbons was also recalled to deal

with the contents of Mr. Walsh's evidence on this point and denied that such a

conversation took place.
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(¡arda Gibbons took Mr. Walsh to meet Superintendent Shelly. I le inquired generally

of Mr. Walsh as to what sort of person |ohn Carthy was. Mr. Walsh told the

superintendent that the subject had manic depression and thai it would aggravate
the situation if he could see gardai. He stated thai he informed Superintendent Shelly
that if John Carthy saw the gardai who were involved in his arrest and e|uestioning

at Granard station, he might shoot at them.

Superintendent Shelly was aware that Mr. Walsh was agreeable to talk to his cousin.

This however, was not in response to a request from the subject to speak to Mr.

Walsh.

In the course of his evidence to the Tribunal, Inspector Maguire stated that he met

Mr. Walsh when he arrived some time alter 9:00 p.m. Mr. Walsh, he stated, gave

him some background information to the effect that lohn Carthy was suffering from

depression; that he had been in St. Loman's hospital on more than one occasion and

that he could be aggressive. He was also informed, he stated, that the subject was

an exceptionally good shot. Inspector Maguire said that he was told by Mr. Walsh

that his cousin was on medication but, according to the witness, he was unable to

prov ¡de a motivation for his behaviour. Inspector Maguire stated that he did not raise

the arrest incident or the gun incident with Mr. Walsh, but did inquire as to what

ammunition he might have. Inspector Maguire discussed the fact that lohn Carthy

was not happy in St. Loman's, but he did not make any inquiries as to his treating

psychiatrist. He said that Mr. Walsh was anxious to talk to his cousin.

Thomas Walsh attempts to talk to John Carthy

Mr. Walsh requested to speak with the subject. Garcia Gibbons accompanied him to

the ESB pole and advised him to try and cheer his cousin up by speaking about

positive things they had clone together in the past. He was advised by Superintendent

Shelly to encourage him to give some sort of sign or signal that he was still alive,

such as switching on and off the light in the house. Mr. Walsh then tried to

communicate by way of a loudhailer. He told his cousin that he was going to

telephone him on his mobile phone. He received no sign or signal from the house at

that stage. After several attempts to telephone him, John Carthy eventually answered.

According to Mr. Walsh, he sounded angry and in response to an inquiry as to

whether he was okay, lohn Carthy replied "what the fuck do you care". Mr. Walsh

reassured him that he did care, but John Carthy responded saying that Mr. Walsh

had not come to visit him while he was in St. Loman's hospital. Again Mr. Walsh

reiterated that he did care and that he had brought Mrs. Carthy to St. Loman's to

visit him on several occasions. John Carthy responded by saying "don't disgust me

Walsh" and hung up the telephone. Mr. Walsh also used the loudhailer to tell him

that his friend Martin Shelly was on his way to see him, and he believed that he may

also have told him that his sister, Marie, was also coming to see him but he was

unsure on this point.
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Mr. Walsh subsequently meets Superintendent Shelly and Inspector

Maguire

After Mr. Walsh returned from his attempts to engage John Carthy, he had a further

discussion with Inspector Maguire. The latter stated that sometime between 9:00

p.m. and 9:30 p.m. he learned from a local uniformed member that John Carthy had

been arrested and accused of burning a goat mascot, had been questioned, and

subsequently released when it became apparent that he was innocent. He told the

Tribunal that he- discussed with Mr. Walsh the burning of the goat mascot. Mr. Walsh
confirmed that his cousin had been arrested; that he was annoyed with the locals for

accusing him of burning the goat, and that he was getting some slagging over it. The

impression that Inspector Maguire had from Mr. Walsh was that his cousin was

annoyed with the locals over the slagging he was receiving, as opposed to being

annoyed with local gardai. He brought Mr. Walsh clown to meet Superintendent

Shelly at the ESB pole. He heard Mr. Walsh suggest that Sean Farrell would be

somebody that lohn Carthy would want to talk to. Inspector Maguire also stated that

sometime that night, between 9:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., he asked Mr. Walsh whether

)ohn Carthy had a solicitor. Inspector Maguire said that Mr. Walsh replied in the

negative and said that he didn't know the family's solicitor. Mr. Walsh has no

recollection of a conversation in relation to a solicitor with Inspector Maguire or any

one else at this time.

Chief Superintendent Tansey meets Thomas Walsh

At approximately 9:30 p.m., Chief Superintendent Tansey was introduced to Mr.

Walsh by Superintendent Shelly. They had a brief conversation. At that time Chief

Superintendent Tansey was aware that the subject had been arrested in relation to

the goat incident, and that he had a grievance about that arrest. He stated that he

had no knowledge whatsoever of his allegation of mistreatment. He believed that

John Carthy's grievance was because he had been arrested for the burning of the

mascot. He was told about this by Superintendent Shelly. Chief Superintendent

Tansey spoke to Mr. Walsh and he stated that he thought that Mr. Walsh was

"downbeat" and "disappointed". He tried to encourage him by saying that he had

done his best.

Thomas Walsh leaves the scene

Mr. Walsh then left the scene and travelled to his sister, Patricia Mahon's house,

where Mrs. Carthy and his mother, Nancy Walsh were staying. He spoke to Mrs.

Carthy briefly who told him of the events of the morning and early afternoon and

that )ohn had said to her "that nobody was going to put him out of the house or take

his gun or words to that effect".

Superintendent John Farrelly arrives at the scene

At approximately 9.50 p.m. Superintendent Farrelly, the Garda Press Officer, arrived

at Abbeylara. He went into a local shop, Farrell's, and sought directions. Shortly

before this, Ms Ann Walsh had returned to the village from Mahon's. She stated that,
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at that time, the area near the church was cordoned and manned by two uniformed

gardai. She saw media vans around the church. She went to Farrell's shop. She stated
that she was annoyed and disgusted that this was happening, "that the media were
there so quickly for lohn". Ms Walsh stated that she recalled telling Superintendent
Farrelly that the media was not going to be any help. She stated that he confirmed
that he was there, "to keep them at bay". She stated that she also informed gardai

on checkpoint duty that the media presence was not helping the situation.

SECTION D — The Arrival of the Emergency Response Unit

Arrival of the ERU at the scene at 9:50 p.m.

Detective Sergeant Russell and three members of the unit travelled to Abbeylara.

Detective Garda Flaherty accompanied Sergeant Russell in a garda jeep, with

Detective Garda Carey and Detective Garda Ryan travelling together in another jeep.

En route to Abbeylara Sergeant Russell informed his colleagues that the matter was

urgent and that when they arrived at the scene they were to get into their safety

equipment and gear as quickly as possible. They arrived at the scene at approximately

9:50 p.m.

Superintendent Shelly's previous experience of working with the ERU

Superintendent Shelly confirmed that he had operated on previous occasions with

the ERU in relation to matters such as searches. This was the first occasion that he

had an active involvement with members of the ERU in "a siege type situation". He

was aware of the capabilities of the ERU. When asked what his understanding of the

role of the ERU would be, when they arrived at the scene, he stated:

"it was more or less the same role that we ourselves were performing up to

that time, that they would assist in the policy of containing and negotiating

with lohn Carthy and that effectively they would be performing essentially the

same role as the local armed gardai".

Detective Sergeant Russell's previous experience of working with those at the

scene

Sergeant Russell knew Detective Sergeant Jackson for twenty years and had worked

with him in Kilmainham garda station. He had also worked with him throughout his

service in the ERU, both as a detective garda and a detective sergeant. However, he

had never worked with him when he was operating in his capacity as a negotiator

on any previous occasion. While he recognised Superintendent Shelly, he never

worked with him previously. He had never been involved in an operation where

either Superintendent Shelly or Chief Superintendent Tansey was involved. He was

not aware of whether he had in fact worked with Superintendent Byrne on any

previous occasions. If he did, he said that it certainly was not work of a substantial

nature.
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Detective Sergeant Russell meets Superintendent Shelly and Chief

Superintendent Tansey

Superintendent Shelly's evidence

Superintendent Shelly staled that he informed Sergeant Russell that he considered

the situation to be very dangerous; that lohn Carthy suffered from manic depression,

did not like St. Loman's hospital in Mullingar and that he did not want to go back
there. The witness told Sergeant Russell that he felt that lohn Carthy had a grievance
against some- gardai, that he felt that he had been wronged and that he had been

accused of something that he did not do. Superintendent Shelly mentioned the

burning of the goat mascot to Sergeant Russell. The superintendent stated in

evidence that he was not then aware of the nature of the grievance other than the

fact that lohn Carthv had considered that he was being blamed for something that

he did not do. Not, he said, at that time had he any details and was unaware of any

complaint made by )ohn Carthy regarding his treatment in the garda station in 1998.

As far as lie could recall, he understood that lohn Carthy was annoyed with certain

gardai and was also annoyed with certain people in the locality who had also blamed

him. He stated that he was also unaware, and had not been informed, that )ohn

Carthy had made a complaint about this to his doctor, Dr. Cullen.

He told Sergeant Russell of the location of the cordons that he had put in place.

Sergeant Russell briefed him on the type oí equipment that the ERU brought with

them, including the nature of the firearms and other devices. Superintendent Shelly

had no input into the type of equipment the ERU brought to the scene. That was, he

said, a matter tor the LRU to decide.

Detective Sergeant Russell's evidence

In his evidence, Sergeant Russell stated that he met Superintendent Shelly who

introduced him to Chief Superintendent Tansey. The information, recounted in

Superintendent Shelly's evidence, was imparted to Sergeant Russell. He was also

informed that )ohn Carthy was suffering from a psychiatric illness; that he was a

manic-depressive, and that a doc lor had attended at the scene. Superintendent

Shelly, he stated, informed him that he had placed an inner cordon of armed

personnel around the house and an outer cordon of uniformed personnel manning

checkpoints. Nearby houses had been evacuated at that stage and the subject was

"now contained within the house".

An exit plan is discussed

Both Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant Russell gave evidence of discussing an exit

plan, which, they staled, anticipated two possibilities: a controlled exit where John

Carthy would come out of the house unarmed, be confronted and subject himself

to arrest and search; and an uncontrolled exit where he would come out with his

shotgun, in circumstances where he would comply with garda requests to put down

his gun, or alternatively where he would not comply with such a request and would

pose a threat or clanger to the gardai present. This plan, it was contended, also made

provision for the cordon moving with John Carthy on his exit from the house in
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circumstances where his conduct was uncontrolled, but where he did not pose an

immediate threat. This exit plan is considered in detail in Chapter 6.

Entry plan

While consideration was given to the possibility of entering the building, an
immediate entry was ruled out. The strategy which had been devised was one of

containment and negotiation and therefore Superintendent Shelly did not consider
the option of entering the building at that time.

Detective Garda Campbell meets Detective Sergeant Russell

Garda Campbell brought two members of the ERU around to the mound at the back
of Carthy's house, through Burke's garden. He was then told by Sergeant Russell that

the ERU were taking charge of the inner cordon around the house. Garda Campbell

returned to a position at the gable of Burke's house. At that time he understood that

the ERU were an inner cordon and that he was now part of an outer cordon. He

stated that no one had specifically instructed him "one way or the other about that".

He also understood that the ERU personnel had moved in closer to the house than

the local officers had been.

Detective Sergeant Russell inspects the area and tightens the inner

cordon

Sergeant Russell carried out a visual inspection of the area. He looked at the house

and the surrounding environment. He carried out a brief topographical assessment

of the area, including the building. Having done so, he informed Superintendent

Shelly that it would be helpful to tighten the cordon as he had concerns that John

Carthy might attempt to leave the house with a shotgun during the hours of darkness.

He stated that should that occur, the ERU would have difficulty in dealing with such

a situation. He suggested to Superintendent Shelly that they, the ERU, should get

closer to the house.

Detective Sergeant Russell's evidence on the purpose of the cordon

Sergeant Russell was specifically responsible for tactics at the inner cordon. He stated

that the purpose of the inner cordon, now manned by the ERU, was to contain the

subject within that cordon and to make sure it was not breached. The outer cordon

was to ensure that no one entered the area from outside. It was also "a back-up to

the inner cordon", he stated. The outer cordon was to ensure that no unauthorised

personnel such as civilians, family members, or others, would gain access to the area,

"everything must be controlled through the scene commander and no one

would enter it without knowledge of the control, which would be the scene

commander".

It was taken for granted, he said, that uniformed personnel might be located between

the inner and outer cordons "it is just a fact of life in dealing with situations that there

will be, as we are primarily a uniformed force . . . and there would always be a
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uniformed presence on any operation, particularly of a public nature like that". He

observed that the outer cordon had two elements, one located close to the house

and close to the ERU, and, the other, part of the outer cordon located further away,

providing checkpoints dealing with road traffic and regulating personnel entering the

area of the scene. He was now "happy" that the local armed men were forming the

outer cordon. It should be noted, however, that the geographical location of a
number of local armed officers effectively remained the same as that which it had
been prior to the arrival of the ERU when local armed officers comprised the inner

cordon around the stronghold.

Relocation of the inner cordon and redeployment of local armed

officers

The two local armed gardai who had been deployed by Superintendent Shelly at the

back of the mound of clay behind the old house were moved further back. Garda

Ryan of the ERU took that position, from which he covered the only external door.

The local armed gardai who had been positioned at Burke's house stayed there and

those at the ESB pole remained where they were. Two local armed gardai present at

the boundary pillar between Farrell's and Carthy's were moved back towards Farrell's

house. Garda Carey of the ERU assumed a position at that pillar. The two local armed

gardai who had been deployed within the bounds of Farrell's house remained in

position. A third ERU member, Garcia Flaherty, was positioned at the front left corner

of the new house. Sergeant Russell stated that he personally retained a certain

flexibility.

Local armed officers are informed of their "back-up role"

Superintendent Shelly stated that he instructed the senior local officer, Detective

Sergeant Aidan Foley, to inform local officers of their change of role and that they

were now back-up to the ERU. Sergeant Foley said that he was told by

Superintendent Shelly that the local armed officers "were then back-up to the ERU

in the event that lohn Carthy exiting the house, the ERU members would deal with

him. We were to move and allow the ERU room to deal with ¡ohn Carthy." Sergeant

Foley stated in evidence that he notified his men that they were now in a back-up

role to the ERU who had taken over the inner cordon. He conveyed this instruction

to Gardai Boland, Nolan, Kilroy, Barrins, Dunne, Faughnan, Mulligan and Quinn.

Communication with the ERU and other gardai

Sergeant Russell stated that he maintained radio contact with the other members of

his unit approximately every fifteen minutes to ensure that they were alert and

updated. With regard to communication with non-ERU personnel, he informed the

Tribunal that arrangements were made with the scene commander to use the

communications equipment in the ERU jeep. Sergeant Russell did not have any direct

radio communications with persons who were not at the jeep. Contact was through

the scene commander, or whoever was manning the command vehicle at any given

time. He did not see himself as having a direct role in communicating with non-ERU
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members which was, he slated, effectively a matter for the scene commander. They

were under the control of the scone commander while he had responsibility for the

inner cordon and his own personnel only.

Arrival of Detective Sergeant Jackson at the scene and the information
imparted to him

At approximately 10:00 p.m., Sergeant lackson and Delee live ( ¡arda Sullivan arrived

at the scene. Sergeant lackson spoke to Superintendent Shelly and was informed

about lohn Carthy's arrest over the goat mascot and that he harboured ill feelings

towards the Garda. I le gave evidence that Superintendent Shelly did not expand in

great detail, but told him thai the subject would have difficulty with gardai because

of this particular incident; that he felt that he had been wronged by the local gardai

and that he believed that he had been arrested in the wrong. There was, he said no

discussion in relation to the fact that )ohn Carthy had made complaints, or that he

had alleged that he had been ill-treated while in Garda custody. Sergeant lackson

stated that on a scale of 1 to 10, he had assessed lohn Carthy's mistrust of the gardai

at 10. This assessment, he said, "wasn't going to be reinforced any stronger . . .if I had

been made aware of the allegation of assault". He contended that he measured the

feeling of lohn Carthv being wronged "in the optimum".

Superintendent Shelly informed him that the subject had lost his job in Galway a

couple of months earlier; that he had difficulty with his employment; that he was

annoyed about this and that he had also broken up with his girlfriend in Galway. He

was also informed by Superintendent Shelly that the landline telephone connection

to the house had been reconnected. Superintendent Shelly gave him )ohn Carthy's

mobile phone number. Sergeant lackson was also informed of Mr. Walsh's presence

and his attempts to make contact with his cousin. He discussed the subject's medical

background with Superintendent Shelly and learned that Dr. Cullen had been at the

scene, but had since left. Sergeant lackson stated that he was of the view that it was

important to find out what phase of the bipolar disorder John Carthy was in, that is

to say, whether he was elated or depressed. Sergeant Jackson believed he was also

informed by Superintendent Shelly that Sergeant Dooley had inquired of the Carthy

family as to the involvement of a specialist, but that there was none such that they

(the family) were aware of. (This could not be true. The family were well aware of

Dr. Shanley's involvement which had been over a period of years and that, ironically,

the subject had an appointment to see the specialist at St. Patrick's hospital in Dublin

on the following day). He learnt that Marie Carthy was on the way from Galway to

the scene. He stated that he was apprised of the contingency plans in relation to a

controlled or uncontrolled exit from the house. He also stated that he discussed with

Superintendent Shelly the strategy in relation to negotiations.

Sergeant Jackson informed the superintendent that he:

i.    was going to attempt to make contact with John Carthy and ascertain what

had caused the crisis;

ii.    was going to try to get him to discuss the issue of the shotgun;
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iii.    was going to try to link in with his motivation for the siege;

iv.    needed to make contact and to talk to him directly to see what his

difficulties were;

v.    would assess what condition he was in; and,

vi.    would   generally   see   if  he   could   make   some   inroads   in   relation   to

communicating with the subject.

Isolation of telephone lines

Sergeant Jackson did not give consideration to the isolation or restriction of the

landline, or to the isolation or monitoring of John Carthy's mobile phone.

Tactical role of negotiators

Sergeant Russell stated in evidence that it was not anticipated by him that the

negotiator and his assistant would form part of the inner cordon and he did not

factor them into the tactical response.

Role of local unarmed officers

After the arrival of the ERU, Inspector Maguire saw his ongoing function as one of

overseeing the uniformed members and of monitoring events on the periphery of

the scene. This role included supervising the outer checkpoints and outer cordon

and evaluating any information that might come into possession of uniformed gardai.

However, he confirmed that up to the time he went off duty at midnight, no officer

had been specifically allocated the duty for collating and gathering intelligence. He

also confirmed that before going off duty he had briefed Superintendent Byrne on

his conversations with Thomas Walsh. Inspector Maguire confirmed that there was

to be no change in relation to the role of local uniformed members. The local

unarmed members were told by Sergeant Murray that the ERU were forming the

inner cordon. Inspector Maguire spoke directly to Garda Carthy, Garda Dunleavy

and Garcia ludge, who were in the vicinity of Burke's and told them and Sergeant

Murray that the ERU were now in command, and that in the event of the subject

exiting or coming close to them they were to protect themselves, take cover and

leave it to the armed members.

Sergeant Mangan prepared a roster for the uniformed gardai.

Command post location is chosen

An ERU jeep was chosen as the command post for the incident by Superintendent

Shelly. It was located on the roadway between Burke's gateway and the ESB pole on

the boundary of Carthy's property. He felt that this was the best place for the

command post as it gave the scene commander a view of the scene. While chosen

by Superintendent Shelly, it was maintained as the command post by Superintendent
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Byrne. No other senior officer, or Sergeant Russell, expressed dissatisfaction with its
location, which is considered in more detail in Chapter 6.

Negotiation post location is chosen

Initially, Sergeant lackson chose as the negotiation position, a point between Carthy's

and Burke's at the pole on the roadway. This gave him what he considered to be a

good view of the house, being at a somewhat higher position than the building. This
is also discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

Meeting of senior officers at 10:15 p.m.

Sometime between 10:00 p.m. and 10:15 p.m., a meeting took place between the

senior officers at the scene, Chief Superintendent Tansey, Superintendent Shelly and

Superintendent Byrne, who had just come on duty. Superintendent Shelly updated

the other two officers on progress. The meeting, he stated, was mainly for the benefit

of Superintendent Byrne. He informed him of the identity of the ERU sergeants; their

roles, and the roles of the other members of the ERU. There was, he stated, also a

discussion about the command structure at the scene. Superintendent Shelly retained

the position as overall operational commander. Sergeant Russell had now assumed

tactical control of the inner cordon:

"which effectively meant that he was in charge of that unit and Detective

Sergeant lackson would have sole responsibility for the negotiation with lohn

Carthy and he would be assisted by a detective garda".

It was agreed that Superintendent Shelly would continue as scene commander until

midnight when that position would be assumed by Superintendent Byrne who would

continue until 9:00 a.m. at which time Superintendent Shelly would resume that role.

Superintendent Shelly commenced a log of the events at around this time.

I

Tactical supervisor

While both superintendents were qualified tactical supervisors, no tactical supervisor

was specifically appointed. Initially, Superintendent Shelly said that he thought that

he had "enough knowledge and expertise myself to deal with it". Later in evidence

he said that a combination of his training as a tactical supervisor and Sergeant

Russell's role at the scene meant that they were more than capable of dealing with

the issue. However, Superintendent Byrne stated that he was satisfied that Sergeant

Russell, who was in tactical charge of the inner cordon, could fulfil this role.

Superintendent Byrne was also of the view that Abbeylara was an emergency

situation, not a planned operation within the meaning of the Garda Code, which

refers to the appointment of tactical supervisors at Chapter 25.45. He considered

that Sergeant Russell was acting as tactical supervisor having been deployed as part

of the ERU. He did not consider it necessary to seek the assistance of any local

officer in that capacity from the division or district.
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Lighting is switched off
Sergeant Russell observed the commencement of the negotiations from his initial

position which was close to Farrell's house and outside the perimeter wall. He could

see John Carthy moving around the room, holding the shotgun. The light was on in

the kitchen. The light, previously positioned by the gardai to the rear of the premises,

lit up the hedge near Burke's, and shone down on garda positions. It was inhibiting

Sergeant Russell's view. He was concerned that this light had a blinding effect and

was serving to highlight the garda position. He did not wish that these would be "a

visible target". He requested that the light be switched off, which was clone.

Detective Sergeant Jackson attempts contact with John Carthy

At approximately 10:20 p.m., Sergeant lackson rang John Carthy's mobile telephone

number, but did not receive any reply. He then endeavoured to telephone him on

his landline, and again received no reply. He used the loudhailer and called out to

the subject as follows "/ am Mick, I work for the gardai and I am here to help". At

10:25 p.m. a shot was discharged from the house.

A shot is fired at 10:25 p.m.

At this time, according to Sergeant Russell's evidence, John Carthy was pacing

around the room holding the shotgun, peeking out the window occasionally in their

direction. At approximately 10:25 p.m., he fired a shot which was stated to be in the

direction of Sergeant Russell and Garda Carey. That shot, said Sergeant Russell, came

quite close to them. They were crouched down behind the wall and could hear the

pellets striking the other side.

Relocation of negotiation position

Sergeant Jackson became concerned that the negotiating position he had adopted

required reassessment. He felt that )ohn Carthy may not have been able to hear him.

A decision was made to move the negotiation point to the pillar at the boundary

wall almost directly in front of the gable window in the kitchen. Sergeant lackson

discussed the repositioning with Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant Russell. This is

discussed in detail in Chapter (>.

Detective Sergeant Russell's role in the negotiation process

Sergeant Russell stated in evidence that his function was to provide safety for those

who might be introduced to the scene as negotiators or intermediaries when coming

to, or leaving the area. It was not part of his function, or duty, to decide on who

should attempt to talk or negotiate, or when that should take place. Further, it was

not part of his function, he stated, to locate those who might be so introduced. These

were functions of the scene commanders and the negotiator. When questioned on

whether his views were canvassed about the negotiations, he stated that the only

advice that he gave Sergeant Jackson was when he learned that lohn Carthy may

have had some difficulty with St. Loman's hospital. He stated that he did not mean
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lins lo be a criticism of St. Loman's, but he informed Sergeant Jackson that John
Carthy may have a difficulty because it was common in rural Ireland that there was

a certain stigma attached to psychiatric illness and in particular to the local hospital,
not just St. Loman's, but any local mental hospital. That, he said, had been his
experience as a policeman. (It is interesting to note that Sergeant Russell trained as

a psychiatric nurse in St. Loman's hospital in 1980 but had not practised as a qualified
psychiatric nurse.) He stated that he did not come across the same problem in Dublin
when he had worked in the Kilmainham area. Sergeant Russell staled that he was

not privy to all of the dialogue between Sergeant Jackson and Garcia Sullivan, or

between Sergeant lackson and lohn Carthy. He did, however, overhear some

conversation and observed a number of matters that took place.

Garda Cunniffe is detailed to liaise with the family

At about 10:30 p.m. Sergeant Mangan directed Garda Sinéad Cunniffe to go to the

Mahon house, as it was considered that it would be of benefit to have a Garda

presence in the house if this was acceptable to the family. Sergeant Mangan then

telephoned the Mahon house and, she stated, the family agreed to her suggestion.

Sergeant Mangan saw Garda Cunniffe's role as being a support to the family and

also a link between the gardai and the family. Sergeant Mangan informed

Superintendent Shelly and Superintendent Byrne of Garda Cunniffe's presence in the

Mahon house. The two superintendents approved of her decision. At 2:30 a.m.

Sergeant Mangan left the scene and went back to the Mahon house. She remained

there until 3:30 a.m. and then she and Garda Cunniffe left.

Garda Cunniffe was a probationer garda at this time, stationed at Granard garda

station. She was directed by Sergeant Mangan to provide them with support and to

relay to the family information that might become available, or to pass on any

information that she learned from the family to the gardai.

She had no prior knowledge of lohn Carthy, or his background. She was briefed by

Sergeant Mangan in relation to the events. She learned from Sergeant Mangan that

he had some mental illness. Sergeant Desmond Nally brought her there at

approximately 10:30 p.m. when she was introduced to Mrs. Carthy.

Mr. Christy Mahon, Mrs. Patricia Mahon, Ms Ann Walsh, Ms Alice Farrell, Mrs. Nancy

Walsh and Mr. Thomas Walsh were present in the house. Garda Cunniffe did not

receive any information from the scene or from Granard garda station to be

conveyed to the Carthy family during her time at the Mahon house. She kept in

touch with Sergeant Mangan and Sergeant Nally and informed the family that there

was "no new information forthcoming". She remained with them until 3:30 a.m.

approximately. During that time she spoke to Mrs. Carthy and asked her about her

son. She formed the impression that Mrs. Carthy was a quiet lady who did not

"appear to be very talkative." She stated that she did not obtain any information from

Mrs. Carthy or from the other members of the family. The impression that she formed

was that they were puzzled by what had happened. Garda Cunniffe stated that she

received no specific information about the nature of John Carthy's illness. At 8:30
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a.m. on 20lh April she returned to the Mahon house. Garda Cunniffe was unaware

of the subject having made specific requests — in particular one for a solicitor and

cigarettes during the night. She was not in a position to give the family any further

information as to what was happening. At 10:30 a.m. Marie Carthy, escorted by

Garda Reynolds and Garcia Carthy, arrived and Garda Cunniffe met her. They had,

she said, no real conversation of substance. Garda Cunniffe subsequently left the

Mahon house at approximately 11:00 a.m. and went off duty.

Superintendent Byrne was aware that Garda Cunniffe had been appointed to liaise

with the family. He did not review this during the night. However, at 8:00 a.m. on

Thursday 20* April, he sent Garcia Frank Reynolds to Mahon's to see how Mrs.

Carthy was and to ascertain whether there was anything new at that stage.

Dr. Cullen makes telephone contact at 11.00 p.m.

Dr. Cullen stated that at approximately 11:00 p.m. he contacted the garda station in

Granard to "see what was happening". He was, he said, informed that there had

been no further developments. He also stated that he felt sure that he had asked

whether he could be of assistance, but that this was not requested at that time.

Further attempts to communicate from the new negotiation position

at 11:00 p.m.

Having moved to that position, Sergeant lackson recommenced attempts at

negotiation and at 1 1 :()() p.m. he spoke to the subject on the loudhailer, and called

out his mobile telephone number. He stated that he said to him again, "/ am Mick, I

am with the guards, I am here to help".

At approximately 11:20 p.m., )ohn Carthy spoke to Sergeant lackson in reply and

said "who are you, are you a guard?" He spoke quickly and appeared agitated.

Sergeant Jackson said "/ am, and I am here to help you". John Carthy replied, "go

away" and "fuck off". Sergeant Jackson said "lohn, you sound very angry, you sound

very upset, what is the problem, what has caused all of this, I am here, I want to hear

about it". Sergeant Jackson went on to say, "/ want to talk to you, it would be great

if we could talk on the phone and maybe if you would just put the gun aside and we

could talk". He did not get a positive reaction to this. John Carthy "mumbled"

something and turned up the volume of the television. He lowered and levelled the

gun at Sergeant lackson who was forced to duck behind the wall.

Marie Carthy arrives at the scene

Ms Carthy and Mr. Martin Shelly arrived in Abbeylara village by garda car from

Galway at approximately 11:00 p.m. They noticed a "strong media presence". They

were driven through the checkpoint at the church to Walsh's house. On the road

outside the house they met some members of the Garcia and the ERU.

Superintendent Shelly was also present. He informed Sergeant Jackson of their arri\ al,

via Sergeant Russell. When Ms Carthy arrived at the scene, Superintendent Shelly
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was aw aie that Garda Sullivan was anxious to speak to her. For safety reasons he

wished to do this at the Ballywillin side. It was understood that Garda Sullivan, rather

than Sergeant lackson, would speak to her at that time. A uniformed garda at the

scene drove Ms Carthy, Mr. Shelly and Mr. Walsh to the Ballywillin side in the garda
jeep. They were driven via Granard as it was considered too dangerous to go directly

past the house. Superintendent Byrne and Superintendent Shelly followed them in

another vehicle. Superintendent Shelly stated that he had only very briefly met Ms

Carthy. He had no discussion with her at that time.

On arrival at the Ballywillin side, a few hundred metres from the Carthy residence,

they met with Superintendent Shelly and Garda Sullivan. Garda Sullivan sat into the

garda jeep with Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly. He asked her general questions

about her brother. She informed him of his depression. In relation to a query as to

what might be annoying him, she said that she referred to the imminent move into

the new house. She believed that he was concerned about ensuring that his mother

would be well settled in the new house. Marie Carthy stated in evidence that she

told Garcia Sullivan that in the context of a person with depression that the best thing

to do was "just to leave him alone and the main thing you don't do with someone

that has depression is confront them". She also stated that she informed them that

he did not like the gardai and that:

"the best thing to do would not be to confront him and give him his own

space for a little while and he would have come out. I told him that with all

the gardai around the house and the media presence, it wasn't very good for

someone suffering from depression and especially for lohn who didn't trust

the gardai".

In evidence to the Tribunal, Sergeant Jackson and Garda Sullivan stated that at

approximately 11:20 p.m. they became aware that Ms Carthy and Mr. Martin Shelly

had arrived. Sergeant Jackson sent Garda Sullivan to speak to them for the purposes

of getting as much information as he could from them. What was uppermost in

Sergeant Jackson's mind at this stage, he stated, was to find out why )ohn Carthy

had embarked on the behaviour which he had demonstrated or was demonstrating.

Garda Sullivan said Ms Carthy and Mr. Shelly informed him that there might be a

number of reasons:

i. that he used to have a job labouring on the buildings in Galway working

with "Pepper", but that he had lost it around the end of lanuary; that he

was upset about this and felt that he had been sacked in the wrong;

ii. that he had broken up with his girlfriend about four weeks before this; that

he had been going out with her for about six weeks and that he was "mad

about" her. They said that this was a "touchy subject" with John Carthy and

to mention it might upset him;

¡ii. that his father's anniversary was a Holy Thursday, his father being ten years

dead, and that he was very close to him. Garda Sullivan said that he was

told that this had been the start of John Carthy's depression and that he

had been in and out of St. Loman's hospital since his father's death;
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iv.    that he had been barred from his local pub, McCormack's, the previous

weekend and that had upset him also.

Garda Sullivan said that this was the "sum total of the information he was given".

In relation to Garda Sullivan's recollection that he was informed that |ohn Carthy's

depression began in and around the time of the death of their father, Ms Carthy felt

that (¡arda Sullivan may have misinterpreted what she said as her brother's

depression did not begin until two years after the death. She believed that the death

of her father meant that her brother took on board duties in relation to his mother

and herself which became too much for him and which manifested itself in

depression.

Martin Shelly confirmed that the information recorded by (¡arda Sullivan was the

information that was given by Marie Carthy, himself and Thomas Walsh. He

specifically informed Garcia Sullivan about the recent employment difficulties that

John Carthy had encountered and the recent break-up of a relationship. He also

believed that either Marie Carthy or Thomas Walsh informed (¡arela Sullivan that

"lohn didn't like the gardai and that it would be best if they kept back and gave him

a bit of room, a bit of breathing space." He also stated that Thomas Walsh told Garda

Sullivan that )ohn Carthy's dislike of the gardai arose out of the incident of the

burning of the goat mascot and his subsequent arrest and questioning in Granard

station where he was abused by the gardai. It should be noted that Mr. Shelly did

not include this information in his original statement made to the Culligan Inquiry,

which had been adopted as his original statement to the Tribunal. It was included in

a statement made subsequent to his first appearance at the Tribunal.

Garda Sullivan thought that Marie Carthy was distressed and that it was difficult to

get a coherent reply from her; he described Mr. Shelly as being quieter, (¡arela

Sullivan stated that he asked them if they would be willing to speak to John Carthy

and they said they would. Garda Sullivan then returned to the scene and, he stated,

conveyed this information to Sergeant Jackson.

John Carthy makes a request for a solicitor at 11:38 p.m.

Sergeant Jackson informed the Tribunal that at approximately 11:38 p.m. he-

telephoned the subject and said "lohn, this is Mick". John Carthy, he stated,

immediately said "where is my solicitor?", followed by "get the fuck out of here".

Sergeant Jackson spoke to him saying "who is your solicitor, lohn; where can we

contact him and we will get him for you". John Carthy replied, "/ want the best, the

best, the best". Sergeant Jackson again asked who his solicitor was and told the

subject that he would get him. He asked him where the solicitor could be contacted.

John Carthy, he stated, did not reply.

Sergeant Jackson then asked the subject to come out and leave the gun behind; that

he would arrange to have a solicitor meet him outside in the garden. John Carthy's

reply to this was that "/ want him to come in here, in here". Sergeant Jackson stated

that he observed John Carthy banging the gun off the table. He then told the subject
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that he was worried about the gun and that it would be a problem for a solicitor to

go into the house. He stated that he asked him to come out without the gun and

the solicitor would meet him outside. John Carthy's reply to this was "No way,
don't bother".

Sergeant Jackson told the Tribunal that he reassured Mr. Carthy that he was not there

to hurt him and that if he came out no one would hurt him. The negotiator said he

believed that the subjecl may not trust the gardai and he slated to him that he would

get a solicitor, friend, priest or anyone he wanted, to meet him outside, lohn Carthy's

reply to this was "/ am not coming out, no way". Sergeanl Jackson then instructed

Garda Sullivan to contact Superintendent Shelly to see whether the scene

commander had any knowledge in relation to John Carthy's solicitor.

At approximately 11:40 p.m., Garcia Sullivan informed Superintendent Shelly that

lohn Carthy had looked for a solicitor. No particular solicitor was mentioned.

Superintendent Shelly stated that he requested Garcia Sullivan to explore with the

subject the identity of the solicitor. Superintendent Shelly agreed that this was the

first occasion that he had bec ome aware that there was a verbal response from John

Carthy since he first attended at the scene at 7:00 p.m. He may have spoken in the

interim to others, but that was the first "request" that he was aware of.

Inquiries of the family regarding solicitors

Superintendent Byrne was questioned on whether, when he came on duty at 12:00

a.m. as scene commander, any direct inquiries were made of the immediate family

regarding the identity of John Carthy's solicitor. He was aware of the conversation

between Inspector Maguire and Thomas Walsh when he had been asked who the

family solicitor was, and that he, Thomas Walsh, had stated that he did not think that

there was one. He confirmed that no such inquiries were made because he was

satisfied that Thomas Walsh, who had been described as John Carthy's best friend

and as someone who "knew everything about him", would have known if John

Carthy had a solicitor, and would have told the gardai willingly. John Carthy had not

requested a solicitor prior to the first two occasions on which Superintendent Byrne

had met Ms Carthy. He was aware of the request, however, when he met her at

2:15 a.m. (which incident is recounted below). He did not ask her about the solicitor

at that time. On further questioning, he accepted that the people most likely to know

who a particular person's solicitor is, are the immediate family, something which did

not strike him at the time. He stated that while he had considered obtaining a solicitor

from the locality, he ruled this out on account of the way that John Carthy had

treated his friends and family who had attempted to speak with him. He felt that "an

anonymous solicitor would be a total waste of time." He did not consider whether it

might have been beneficial to the process to indicate to the subject that there was a

solicitor present, even though that solicitor may not have been the one that John

Carthy wanted. He acknowledged that it had not occurred to him that John Carthy,

or his mother, or both of them, were then possibly in negotiation with a solicitor in

connection with the new house provided by the local authority. Superintendent

Byrne stated that he was surprised to learn that the subject had done business with
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Mr. Gearty and Mr. Connellan. Superintendent Byrne and the gardai were familiar

with those gentlemen on a daily basis, because they were "the most prominent

solicitors in Longford".

Ms Carthy said that when she and Martin Shelly were being interviewed, Thomas

Walsh, who was outside the jeep in which she was seated, opened the door and

inquired as to who was their family solicitor, to which she replied "Gearty's". She

said that Garcia Sullivan was sitting in the jeep when this request was made. Thomas

Walsh thought that this occurred when they had returned to the Abbeylara side of

the Carthy home, but accepted that he was open to correction on this. He stated

that he was approached by a member of the Garda Síochána, whom he thought may

have been Superintendent Shelly, inquiring who John Carthy's solicitor was. Thomas

Walsh said that he would ask Marie Carthy. He stated that he approached the jeep

and confirmed with her that Gearty's were the family solicitors.

In evidence to the Tribunal, Superintendent Shelly said that he did not discuss the

request for a solicitor with any civilian person at that time. The statement of Mr.

Thomas Walsh in this regard was put to Superintendent Shelly to which he

responded:

"The issue and the identity of a solicitor did not arise at that time, I did not say

that to Thomas Walsh. I was aware that earlier that night Inspector Maguire

had spoken to Mr. Walsh when he came to the scene and he was talking to

Mr. Walsh and he was trying to get as much information as he could about

lohn Carthy and his background and his connection with him and I know that

Inspector Maguire asked Mr. Walsh had lohn Carthy a solicitor and he said he

didn't know or know anything about a solicitor".

He stated that he had no conversation with Mr. Walsh regarding a solicitor. Garda

Sullivan was unsure whether it was in this conversation with Superintendent Shelly,

or in a later one, before Superintendent Shelly went off duty, that he was told by him

that )ohn Carthy had no known solicitor.

Ms Ann Walsh, whom Thomas Walsh met later, stated that her brother required

confirmation that Gearty's were the family solicitor because he told her that he had

"asked Marie but he just wanted to confirm it with somebody else as well". Ms Walsh

did not at that time remember that Mr. Connellan had acted for )ohn Carthy.

Garda Sullivan returned to the scene and Sergeant Jackson continued the attempt

to establish the identity of )ohn Carthy's solicitor with him. There was no reply to

these requests.

Superintendent Byrne stated that no decision was made by the gardai at the scene

not to involve a solicitor. He stated that there were "no rules established" that the

family were not to be told anything and there was "no prohibition on anybody telling

the family". He did not agree with counsel for the family that it had been an error

not to contact the family in this regard.
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Q. The question I was asking was, how is it the family weren't told that he
was asking for a solicitor?

A. Because I suppose we believed he didn't have a named solicitor, wrongly,

as it turns out .. . . I would have been so glad of anybody that could

connect with lohn. We offered a solicitor, we offered a parish priest, we

ottered any friend and the people that he accepted were brought to him."

It was contended that there was no particular reason why the family were not told

that John Carthy was looking for a solicitor. The gardai who acted as liaison officers

were not aware of this request. Superintendent Byrne agreed that no solicitor was

brought to the scene. However, he did not believe that it would be beneficial —

"though it would be better for me here today", he told the Tribunal. He did not agree

with the "Culligan point" that it would have been beneficial to bring a solicitor to
the scene and that from the way that John Carthy treated people considered to be

his friends and family, he (Superintendent Byrne) did not believe that he would have

related to an anonymous person. He agreed, however, that if a solicitor had been

brought down to the scene, John Carthy would either accept or reject such solicitor.

Superintendent Byrne said that he had considered bringing a solicitor down but

rejected it. He did not specifically recall discussing this with others.

Marie Carthy goes to Devine's house

Ms Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly were brought back to Abbeylara, via Granard.

They went to Devine's house which is situated directly opposite the church. The

Devines are close family friends of the Carthys. Marie Carthy stated that she informed

the gardai that they would be staying in Devine's house that night, if they were

required. Thomas Walsh was also with them in Devine's at this stage. Mrs. Devine,

she stated, made them one hot whiskey each and some tea. A garda was not detailed

to accompany Mr. Shelly and Ms Carthy after they had left the scene. Their

whereabouts was not logged.

Further attempts to negotiate between 11:30 p.m. and midnight

Sergeant Jackson then spoke to John Carthy again by megaphone and asked him

why he was doing this. He reassured him that no one outside the house wanted to

harm him; that his mother, sister, friends and neighbours were worried about him; all

they wanted was for him to leave the gun behind and come out. Sergeant Jackson

thought the subject appeared to laugh and smirk. He told the Tribunal that he then

said to him that "no one has been injured in this, nothing has happened that can't be

sorted out, so don't worry about coming out". He received no reply to this.

In evidence, Sergeant Jackson stated that he tried to factor in John Carthy's main

worries, such as the fact that he lost his job, that he was worried about being

committed to St. Loman's hospital and that he was worried about the consequences

of his present action. He also said that he was aware from the subject's perspective

that he had extra worries about coming out because of his perceived unjust

treatment by local gardai on a previous occasion. He told the subject that he knew
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that he was a good plasterer and that everyone said that he was a hard worker. This

meant that people were willing to employ him in the future. He reassured him that

when he came out he would be treated fairly by everyone and that things were not

as bad as they appeared and that what was important was that no one had been

hurt, including himself. He told him that his family and friends cared for him and that
he, Sergeant lackson, also cared. He told him that everyone outside would help him

when he came out. He assured him that the best way out of the situation was to

leave the gun in the house and come out. There was no specific reply to this from

the subject but Sergeant lackson thought he saw him mumbling to himselt.

Detective Sergeant Russell's observations

Sergeant Russell observed some of the attempted negotiations at this time. He told

the Tribunal that when Sergeant Jackson commenced negotiations from the new

location he heard some initial responses in the form of mumbling and later responses

such as "who are you? Fuck off and get out of here". He overheard Sergeant Jackson

informing John Carthy of who he was; the reason why he was there; that he wanted

to bring the matter to a peaceful conclusion; that no one had been injured; that he,

Sergeant lackson, wished to reassure the subject that whatever had happened, the

situation was not as bad as it might appear to him, and that it was important that no

one had been hurt, including himself. According to Sergeant Russell, the negotiator

reassured John Carthy that he would be treated fairly if he came out and left his

weapon behind. As one of the panes of glass at the gable-end window was broken,

Sergeant Russell felt that lohn Carthy could have communicated with them if he

wished to do so. When asked whether he had given consideration to placing a

telephone or two-way radiophone into the house, he stated that that would be a

consideration if there was no means of communication in the house. It would take

time for that to develop, he stated. It was a tactic that they might employ in such a

situation. They did not have that apparatus with them. In any event, he stated, that

before considering placing such equipment in the house, they would have to concern

themselves with its safe introduction.

Further shot is discharged — 11:45 p.m.

At approximately 1 1:4"> p.m., a shot was discharged directly at the negotiation pillar.

Sergeant Russell was positioned behind that pillar with Sergeant Jackson and he

regarded this as being an aimed shot. Sergeant lackson stated that he then asked

John Carthy to put the gun clown and stop shooting. He replied, "no way, no way,

no way, come in and get me". Sergeant Jackson said in saying this he was not asking

the subject to surrender the gun. He stated that he then said to John Carthy, that

they didn't want to hurt anyone, especially him, and that they did not want him to

hurt anyone, and asked him to stop shooting and put the gun down. There was no

reply to this. At this point Sergeant lackson thought that implicit in the subject's

remarks was the suggestion that gardai should come in and shoot him. This caused

the witness to consider the question of whether suicide, in its broadest sense, was

an issue. Arising from this he asked the subject whether he was thinking of hurting

himself. He received no reply.
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John Carthy agrees to speak to Mr. Shelly ("Pepper")

After the discharge of the shot at 11:45 p.m., Sergeant Jackson stated that he said to
John Carthy "please put the gun down and let us talk". John Carthy was observed

holding the gun and sometimes banging the table with the butt. Sergeant Jackson

thought that he appeared angry and upset and then saw him drink from a cup and

eat some bread. He sent Garda Sullivan to inform Superintendent Shelly that he was

requesting authorisation to use Mr. Shelly ("Pepper") as a third party intermediary.

Superintendent Shelly agreed that this would be a good idea. Garda Sullivan relayed

this back to Sergeant Jackson. The latter then told John Carthy that "Pepper" was

there and he was willing to speak to him if he wanted to. He replied "get Pepper".

Garda Sullivan was made aware that Mr. Shelly and Ms Carthy had left the scene, and

he requested Superintendent Shelly to locate him and bring him back. In evidence

Superintendent Shelly stated that before he went off duty at 12:00 a.m., he became

aware that "Martin Shelly, the man known as "Pepper", was anxious to talk to lohn

Carthy. I know that was mentioned and that was about it at that time." Superintendent

Shelly finished duty at 12:00 a.m. He had no further discussions with Marie Carthy

or Martin Shelly of a substantive nature that night. Superintendent Shelly was asked

whether Marie Carthy had expressed a wish at that stage to contact her brother. He

replied "no, Mr. Chairman, at that stage as far as I can recall, it was Mr. Shelly that

was anxious and willing to talk to him. Ms Carthy — I don't think that was suggested

at that stage."

Mr. Shelly was in Devine's house and had been there since shortly after he and Ms

Marie Carthy had arrived in Abbeylara from Galway. He was not located, or

contacted, until shortly before 2:00 a.m.

SECTION E:    The Night of 19lh/20,h April

Superintendent Byrne as scene commander

Superintendent Byrne assumed duties as scene commander at midnight on 19th April.

Superintendent Shelly took over from him at 9:00 a.m. on the following morning.

Tactics at the scene — Superintendent Byrne's knowledge

At approximately 10:15 p.m., after arriving at the scene, he met Chief Superintendent

Tansey, Superintendent Shelly and Inspector Maguire. He was briefed in relation to

the ongoing events. All were aware of the fact that the subject had depression.

Superintendent Byrne believed that he heard the words manic-depressive being used

and also that John Carthy had been treated for manic depression in the past; although

when he arrived he was not specifically aware that the subject was still under

treatment. Also he became aware from that discussion that Dr. Cullen was the

subject's general practitioner and that he had been present at the scene at an earlier

time. He was aware, he stated, of the policy/procedures that had been put in place

in terms of isolation, containment and negotiation. He was familiar with cordons,

their nature and their purpose, and was aware that the ERU were now effectively
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manning the- inner cordon, whereas the armed gardai who had originally done so

were being used as a "back-up" to the inner cordon, or as a support for the ERU.

He was also aware that there were uniformed gardai near the scene and stated that

this was because it was considered best practice that a person such as John Carthy

would see that "we were gardai rather than to face only plain clothes people and to

either be confused and to think that maybe they are not the police". Uniformed gardai

were there for reassurance to the subject should he come out of the house unarmed.

And they would only become visible to him once he exited the house.

His knowledge of the role of local officers

Superintendent Byrne did not personally inspect the position of the inner cordon but

he was told where the people were. He was made aware of the instructions given

to the local armed gardai in the event of the subject emerging from the house.

Superintendent Shelly told him that the local armed people knew what they had to

do and that he had informed them, the local gardai, to "leave it to the ERU, they are

there in support of them, as short as that." His understanding was that basically they

were to leave the ERU to deal with the matter and just fall back in support of the

ERU if necessary. He was also familiar with the concept of moving containment,

saying that "if the scene moved" the ERU "would deal with whatever situation

developed". There was no discussion as to whether local gardai should move back

from the jeep should circumstances dictate. Superintendent Byrne stated that he

did not specifically discuss the matter with Detective Sergeant Foley as to what his

instructions were, or provide any directions for them at that time. He accepted that

he was effectively relying on what Superintendent Shelly had told him.

Superintendent Byrne's information and inquiries concerning Dr. Cullen

It was not until later in the evening, Superintendent Byrne stated, that he was

informed that Garda Gibbons had spoken to Dr. Cullen. He told the Tribunal that

the information he received was that Dr. Cullen was lohn Carthy's general

practitioner and that he had known him for a long number of years. He learned also

that either Detective Garda Campbell or Garda Gibbons had made the offer to John

Carthy to speak with Dr. Cullen and that in response he fired a shot and damaged

the patrol car. Questioned on whether he had been informed that Dr. Cullen had

stated to Garcia Gibbons that John Carthy might not be pleased to see the gardai,

he stated:

"/ certainly heard that at some stage now, but I took that in the balance of the

whole situation where lohn wasn't pleased to see anybody at that particular

time, including the doctor".

He was asked if, having received the above information, further inquiries should have

been made to establish the reason for John Carthy's displeasure. Superintendent

Byrne replied that his primary concern was the security of the scene. He said that

by10:30 p.m. he was as content as he could be that the area was secure and was

then asked whether further consideration was given to making inquiries on the
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question of the subjec t's displeasure and the reasons why he was doing what he was

doing. Superintendent Byrne told the Tribunal that:

"certainly consideration was given to trying to discover why lohn was doing

this and we — that is why we looked for family and friends and I was aware

that his sister was coming from Galway. I was aware, Mr. Thomas Walsh, his

first cousin, and I was told his very best friend was present, had arrived from

Cork, so I think we focused in on hoping to gain knowledge from those people

with the hope of reassuring lohn, whatever his problems were, that they could
be resolved".

When asked whether he attached any significance to the fact that the information

that lohn Carthy would not be pleased to see the gardai was a warning coming from

his long-time general practitioner — he stated:

"not particularly, Chairman, no. I could understand anybody in a siege situation

would not be pleased to see the police in any shape or form; they some way

become antagonists or protagonists in a situation like that".

He did not take this as a particular warning because he was surprised "that the

doctor himself wasn't getting on better" with his patient. He accepted that it had not

crossed his mind to inquire into the reason why Dr. Cullen had given the warning.

He told the Tribunal, that having spoken to the gardai involved, he was satisfied that

Dr. Cullen was most helpful, was giving full cooperation and was anxious to assist.

He said that he assumed that Dr. Cullen had given all the information that was

available to him at that time. However, they had, at that stage, no information about

Dr. Shanley. Further, Detective Sergeant Jackson was unaware, at this stage, of the

allegation John Carthy had made in relation to his detention. Superintendent Byrne

was not aware of this allegation at 10:30 p.m. and he stated that he understood from

his discussion with Thomas Walsh "that lohn had many difficulties in his life, I didn't
consider that the garda incident was a particular problem; it was a problem".

Superintendent Byrne did not investigate what Dr. Cullen had on his mind at that

time, or throughout the remainder of the incident.

Superintendent Byrne was further queried on whether it was a coincidence that no

senior officer or member of the ERU, who had known about the warning that had

been given by Dr. Cullen, questioned him about it to find out what really did he

mean. He stated that there was certainly no reluctance on his part and "/ know on

Superintendent Shelly's part or anyone else's", to inquire into it if they felt that it

merited that strong inquiry. The seriousness of the matter as suggested to him had

not occurred to him at that particular time. When asked whether he had considered

interviewing Dr. Cullen he stated that he had been aware that Dr. Cullen had been

present at 6:00 p.m. and he reiterated that he was satisfied that Dr. Cullen had given

full information to the gardai and that if he had any more, it would be forthcoming.

It was put to him that "you just rely on what a junior officer tells you and you don't

think it is necessary to make, on this important matter, any investigation yourself. Nor

did any other senior officer." He replied that Dr. Cullen had spoken with Garda

Gibbons at 6:00 p.m. He did not accept or believe that it would have been an
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embarrassing matter for the gardai for the allegation of assault to emerge and that

this may have- been a reason for the failure to contact the doctor and inquire further.

Both scene commanders denied that there was any deliberate decision or reason,

such as any potential embarrassment associated with an allegation of mistreatment

becoming public, for not interviewing Dr. Cullen.

Superintendent Byrne was unsure as to when he became aware of lohn Carthy's

allegation to Dr. Cullen. Initially he told the Tribunal that he may have learnt of it

during the course of the incident, but later he stated that he was unsure of when this

was. He was questioned by his own counsel as follows:

"Q. When you say you are not sure, did it come to your knowledge during

the course of 19"' or 20"' or in the period afterwards when the matter

was given some publicity?

A. No, it would have come to my notice during the 19"'/20'h, some time

during the night.

Q. The suggestion has been raised by the Chairman that you or the senior

Gardai didn't want that unhappy situation brought in any way into the

forefront of what was going on . . . What have you got to say about that

suggestion?

A. There was no consideration given to that, we had no problem with

discussing anything with Dr. Cullen or anybody eist •

Q. The suggestion is that effectively you were afraid to inquire from Dr. Cullen

into what he had said, because this would bring it all tumbling out, is

there any truth or substance or fact in that?

A.    None whatsoever."

later, referring to the time at which he became aware of the allegation of

mistreatment, he stated:

"/ am not absolutely certain on that Chairman. I concede I may have even

agreed that this morning, but on reflection I am not sure of that, I am aware

that he was unhappy that he was arrested and unhappy about a number of

things, but whether I was aware of any ill-treatment or allegation of ill-treatment,

I am just not completely clear on that now, because when you heard what now

has become an issue because the thing has been gone through so many times."

In answer to his counsel's question as to the extent of his knowledge about the

subject's arrest and detention or any grievance that he may have had about it, he-

stated that he understood that John Carthy was annoyed that he had been arrested

and that he had said that he had not "done it" and that he was blamed in the wrong.

He further stated that had he known of the allegation of lohn Carthy's mistreatment

in custody, it is something that he would have brought to the attention of the

negotiator. He reaffirmed that he had no specific recollection as to when he heard

about the allegation of mistreatment, and he remained unclear on this point. He also

stated that he had spoken to Marie Carthy on several occasions, and also to Thomas
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Walsh and thai she or he would have been in a posilion to tell him of such alleged

ill-treatment if they had been aware of it. He also stated in answer to his counsel:

"Q. The Chairman has charac teiised what Dr. Cullen had said as a warning

to the gardai, at the point in time when you came on duly, did you see

it or assess it as a warning or was it something that to your mind was

reflected in what lohn had ac tuallv clone'

A. I took it as a warning that lohn was dangerous with the gun, not for any

other purpose. I didn't see any extra warning in the remark the doctor

made.

Q. Had you any fear arising out of this, of consulting Dr. Cullen in any

respei t?

A. Not at all. Dr. Cullen was very cooperative and we spoke to him many

times and would have spoken to him — absolutely no fear at all and no

reason to have fear."

Superintendent Byrne's contact with Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly

While Superintendent Byrne formally assumed the role of scene commander at 12:00

a.m., he had been in the area from 10:1 5 p.m. onwards. He was present when Marie

Carthv and Martin Shelly arrived. He spoke to Ms Carthy, Mr. Shelly and Mr. Walsh

shortly after l 1:00 p.m. He spoke with her outside Walsh's house. He stated that he

asked her whether she had any knowledge, or could assist as to what was upsetting

her brother, or why he was doing this. He stated that: "/ asked the same question

four, five or six different ways and her answer at all times was I don't know, I don't

know". Mr. Walsh, he stated, was very forthcoming, most articulate and helpful. He

talked about his cousin's life being in trouble in several ways in the last couple of

months. He had lost his job in Galway, his girlfriend had left him and he was upset

by this. He had been drinking heavily and Mr. Shelly told the Tribunal that he was

concerned for him. Superintendent Byrne felt that Mr. Walsh was giving them full

information, as he knew it at that time. Mr. Shelly was quieter, he stated. The only

words he could remember Mr. Shelly stating was that he felt that John Carthy would

be a bit stubborn.

Attempts to locate Martin Shelly

Sometime shortly before 12:00 a.m. Superintendent Shelly became aware of a

discussion between Sergeant lackson and John Carthy about a reference to

"Pepper". He stated that it took a little time to locate Mr. Shelly because whichever

garda had dropped Martin Shelly at a house had gone for refreshments and, "the

generality" of those present "didn't know where Martin Shelly was for a period of

time". In the log kept by the scene commanders, Martin Shelly and Marie Carthy's

"whereabouts" were described as being "unknown". Superintendent Byrne agreed

thai given the fact that these were friends and family of )ohn Carthy, that it would

have been a good idea to make sure that there was no doubt as to where they might

be and that they should have been requested to indicate where they would be during

the course of the night if required, and a note made of this. This, he said, was
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something that was done later. It was, he said: "a surprise to us, Superintendent Shelly

and I were going back around the Abbeylara side of the scene and he had a few

issues to complete in his log and we were aware that we were anxious to get Martin

Shelly". He accepted that there was a delay in getting Martin Shelly to the scene and

that he would have preferred to have had him there earlier. Questioned by counsel

for the Carthy family, he stated that he was unaware of whether anyone at the

negotiation post, in the two and a half hours that it took for Mr. Shelly to arrive, had

inquired whether there was a problem with locating Mr. Shelly. He had requested

gardai on checkpoints to ascertain where "Pepper" was. He accepted that the garda

who would most likely have been able to assist was the driver who had brought

them away from the scene. This garda was not located and questioned.

Superintendent Byrne did not accept that it seemed like no serious effort had been

made to locate him. He did not have a salisf.u tory explanation as to how it might

take such a length of time to locate the garda who had driven Mr. Shelly away. He

accepted that it was important to comply with this request from John Carthy which

might have had a beneficial result and that it was important to comply with it as soon

as possible. He stated that the gardai who brought "Pepper" to the scene had not

been the ones who brought him away, although he did not know why this was so.

It was thought that it would have taken approximately half an hour to have several

gardai go to the few houses in the area to ascertain the location of Mr. Shelly and

others. He assumed that mobile phones were being used to contact Thomas Walsh

or Marie Carthy but told the Tribunal that "/ was at the command post so I wasn't

personally doing it". Did this not subvert the trust that was sought to be established

between John Carthy and the negotiator, counsel for the family queried?

Superintendent Byrne did not accept that he had subverted such trust and that the

gardai were "most anxious to deliver Mr. Shelly". By approximately 1:00 a.m., he

was most anxious about the situation, but was unaware of whether any members of

the family had been contacted. I le stated that he was in touch with Sergeant Nally

at least twice to inquire of the position. He was not pleased that Martin Shelly could

not be found for a period because:

"/ would have expected that we would have knowledge of where particularly

Marie Carthy was and Martin Shelly . . .1 would have expected that we would

have known where Marie Carthy in particular was".

Further attempts at contact after midnight — a further shot is

discharged at 12:51 a.m.

Between midnight and 2:00 a.m., Detective Sergeant Russell observed John Carthy

occasionally drinking a beverage. He appeared to be agitated and anxious and from

time to time peered out the window pointing his weapon. While observing him

during this period, Sergeant Russell stated that the subject never let the weapon out

of his hand.

Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that in the period after midnight, he repeatedly

telephoned the subject on his mobile telephone, but received no reply. He then

renewed contact through the loudhailer by requesting him to answer his telephone.

His response was one of incoherent mumbling. Then at approximately 12:51 a.m. a
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shot was discharged within the house and immediately after the subject said "Fuck

off". The evidence suggests that with this shot lohn Carthy struck and damaged the

landline telephone receiver in the kitchen.

The negotiator stated that he continued to ask the subject to stop shooting, and to

answer the telephone. He stated that he attempted to keep reassuring him that he

was there to help and that the besl way out for him was to leave the gun down and

come out. He mentioned again how worried his mother, sister, friends and

neighbours were about him and that they cared for him. lohn Carthy replied

"bullshit". Sergeanl lac kson staled lh.it he reassured him that they did care and that

he c ared; that all he wanted was for him to come out safely. John Carthy, he stated,

laughed at this. Sergeant (ackson then said he had told him that he (Sergeant lackson)

felt his anger and resentment, but he needed to know what happened to make him

feel so bad. The subject replied that Sergeant lackson didn't care, as he was a guard.

The negotiator said that he told the subject that his only reason for being there was

to help and that no matter how badly he felt he had been treated previously, he

promised that when he came out he would be treated fairly and would not be

harmed. He told him his family and friends were worried about him and as an

indication of that, Mr. Shelly, he stated, had travelled a long distance to see him and

this showed that he was willing and able to help him out of his difficulties. He asked

lohn Carthy to put the gun down and talk to him, and that he (Sergeant Jackson)

would sort out the problem. There was no reply. Between 1:30 a.m. and 2:00 a.m.,

Sergeant Jackson stated that he continued his attempts to contact the subject by

telephone, but without reply.

Arrival of Martin Shelly and Marie Carthy at the scene for the second

time

The evidence of Superintendent Byrne

At approximately 2:15 a.m. Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly arrived at the scene. They

stated that they were informed that Martin Shelly would be permitted to attempt to

communicate with lohn Carthy. They walked to the scene and were met outside

Walsh's house. Ms Patricia Leavy, a friend of the Carthy family, accompanied them.

In his evidence, Superintendent Byrne stated that he introduced Martin Shelly to

Detective Sergeant Jackson and then went back to talk to Marie Carthy and Ms

Patricia Leavy. As Martin Shelly was being prepared to go down to the scene, Marie

Carthy said to him; "/ want to go down too and talk to my brother". Superintendent

Byrne said "No, not at the moment Marie." He referred to her by her first name as

they were, he said, quite friendly at that stage. This was the third time that he met

her on that night. He told the Tribunal that Marie Carthy attempted to go by him

and that he prevented her from so doing:

"/ put out my arm and I blocked her passage and she went to go to the other

side of me, she made two attempts and I prevented her from going down

because I said it wasn't right at the time. Martin Shelly, he wanted Martin and

we wanted to bring Martin down to him to resolve the situation."
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He confirmed that Sergeant lackson and he had a discussion some moments before

Mr. Shelly and Marie Carthy arrived to the effect that only Martin Shelly would be

allowed down. Therefore, prior to the arrival of either Mr. Shelly or Ms Carthy, the

only person that the officers had considered letting down to the scene was Mr.

Shelly, because Superintendent Shelly said that "John had been told we were getting

Martin for him and we weren't going to bring any surprises to lohn like. We wanted

him to trust us and that was the whole tenor through our entire negotiation".

Superintendent Byrne said: "/ wasn't anticipating that Marie was going to make an

issue of it". Although he was of the opinion that she was drunk, it had been

predetermined, alcohol or no alcohol, that Marie Carthy was not going to be

permitted to talk to her brother at that time.

Superintendent Byrne in his evidence stated that he felt that Marie Carthy was under

the influence of alcohol; that she was drunk. He formed this opinion from his

observation that she was swaying and her speech was "quite slurred". In answer to

counsel for the family, Superintendent Byrne stated that Marie Carthy could stand

up but that she was socially drunk; she was swaying and her speech was not clear.

However, in answer to the Chairman, he stated that he did not smell alcohol and

that she did not have to be supported by Ms Leavy. He had spoken to her twice

previously and she was not drunk when he spoke to her at 11:00 p.m. and at

sometime around 1 1:30 p.m. This was now 2:15 a.m. He accepted that he did not

indicate Marie Carthy's insobriety to any member of the family, "even in the most

discreet way". He did not suggest that she could go off and have a cup of coffee,

which according to counsel for the family, would have been a very discreet way of

dealing with the situation. Superintendent Byrne stated that he had no wish to upset

the family any more than they were already. He did not agree that he had to justify

why Marie Carthy did not speak to her brother. Superintendent Byrne stated that

there was no decision made not to let Marie Carthy clown to the scene:

"Q. One final question in relation to the issue of Marie Carthy being let down

to the se ene: Mr. Gageby [counsel for the Carthy Family| was asking you

when it was decided that Marie wouldn't be allowed to visit; was it on

the occasion when she first came to the scene or was it simply on the

occasion when she tried to get past you, that you made a decision as to

whether she would at tuallv be allowed flown'

A. There was no decision made to prevent Marie ( arthy at any stage, except

when she wanted to go down with Martin Shelly at that time. There was

no othei dec ision to that effect. I was hoping Marie Carthy would go down

and talk to lohn at some stage hut it never happened".

Superintendent Byrne was asked to explain why, in his log, he had made no reference

to the sobriety or insobriety or giddiness in respect of Ms Leavy or Marie Carthy. He

accepted that he had not done so and told the Tribunal that when he was making

his original statement to the Culligan Inquiry he had described Ms Carthy to them as

being distressed. Superintendent Callaghan who had questioned him asked him

"what do you mean by distressed?" Superintendent Byrne said that he replied that
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"she was drunk". He said thai Superintendent Callaghan told him "that is what you
had better put clown".

In evidence, Superintendent Byrne considered that Marie Carthy had a serious family

problem that evening and he had no wish to add to the burden.

Superintendent Byrne also told the Tribunal that Ms Leavy was not under the

influence of alcohol, but she was gidclv.  "She was laughing and chirpy" he said, and:

"she seemed to make light of the whole situation and when I asked her her

name, because I didn't know her - I knew the other two people — she said,

'I'm not going to give you my name'. It was quite an unusual response in the

circumstances we found ourselves".

He stated that subsequently she explained that her name was Leavy and that she

had come from Australia that day. Ms Leavy did not recollect having been reluctant

to give Superintendent Byrne her name. She stated that she did give him her surname.

When Marie Carthy indicated that she was anxious to speak to her brother, did he

rethink the matter of her going down? He replied no; again for the previously stated

reason that John Carthy

". . .was expecting Martin Shelly and it was Martin Shelly we were going to

produce for him at that time or at least, if we were going to change things, we

would have gone down and told him and see could we get acceptance for

somebody else".

Superintendent Byrne confirmed that Martin Shelly went down to the scene at

approximately 2:30 a.m. and arrived back shortly before 3:00 a.m. When Mr. Shelly

left, Superintendent Byrne discussed the matter with Sergeant Jackson. He inquired

as to how Martin Shelly got on and he was told "no good at all". John Carthy did

not respond and they could not get dialogue going with him.

The evidence of Ms Marie Carthy

Ms Carthy told the Tribunal that she was informed that it was too dangerous for her

to go to the negotiation point. She stated that she was anxious to speak with her

brother and felt that he would listen to her if she had the opportunity to speak with

him. She also told the Tribunal that she attempted to get past members of the gardai

so that she could speak with her brother, but was prevented from going down to the

negotiation point. She refuted the evidence that she was drunk, saying that, she had

only one hot whiskey in the Devine house because they had previously been outside

in the cold for several hours. That she had only one hot whiskey when in Devine's

was confirmed in evidence by Mr. Devine, who told the Tribunal that Thomas Walsh,

Mrs. Devine and the Devine's daughter-in-law also had one hot whiskey. His son,

who came in later had another one, and the remainder of the bottle, which was not

full at the outset, was offered to Martin Shelly, who accepted it. He thought that the

group was in his house for two hours, or more, talking. Mr. Devine said that when

Ms Carthy and Mr. Shelly arrived initially, they had "definitely no drink" taken. Marie
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Carthy also told the Tribunal that she had not taken any alcohol before arriving in

Abbeylara at approximately 11:00 p.m. She stated that she made several attempts

during the night to call her brother on his mobile telephone and on the home phone

but she did not make contact with him.

Detective Garda Campbell's evidence

(.arela Campbell told the Tribunal that he was standing on the road near the jeep

when Marie Carthy, Ms Leavy and Mr. Shelly arrived. He thought that Marie Carthy
was agitated and upset and wished to go down to speak to her brother. He stated

that she was persuaded not to, that she then sal into the jeep and he sat in beside her.

Garda Campbell was questioned as follows:

"Q.    Did you form any view as  to whether she was anything more than

agitated, which we can all understand, and upset I presume?

A.    No."

On further questioning, however, his evidence changed and he stated that he got a

smell of alcohol from her and that she was fidgety. He formed the view that she was

"under the influence of alcohol" and formed the impression that she was a bit

annoyed about not being let down to speak to John Carthy. He said that he was

"100% sure" oí the fact that Ms Carthy was under the influence of drink on that

occasion. This contradicts his original evidence about her state at the time he met her.

The evidence of Patricia Leavy

By way of background, it is to be noted that Ms Patricia Leavy is originally from

Abbeylara and worked in Dublin since 1995. Her contact with Abbeylara from then,

she stated, was at holiday times and at weekends. However, her family continued to

live in Abbeylara. She went to school with Marie Carthy and knew her for most of

her life. She knew all the members of the Carthy family. She was aware of )ohn

Carthy's illness from its onset when he was 18 or 19 years of age. She told the

Tribunal that Marie Carthy was somebody to whom John Carthy looked when he

became ill. She recalled being in the house when Dr. Cullen called to see him. She

knew that he was treated in St. loman's hospital and she- visited him in St. Loman's

on occasions. She visited him in Galway also and was aware that he had manic

depression. She knew, too, that |ohn Carthy did not like St. Loman's because "he

told me that himself".

Ms Leavy had been on holidays in Australia in April, 2000. She arrived back in Ireland

on 19th April and returned to Abbeylara between 6:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. She

became aware of the incident and telephoned the Carthy house between 8:00 p.m.

and 8:30 p.m. She wished to speak with Mrs. Carthy. The phone was answered but

she did not know by whom. No one spoke. In evidence she stated that she thought

that she asked whether it was the Carthy household, "knowing that it was". She

introduced herself, and stated that she was Patricia Leavy and wished to speak to

Rose "/ suppose, in a sense, I didn't want to alarm the fact that it could possibly be

lohn". However, she formed the impression that she was being listened to and that
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the phone had not just been left aside because she could hear what she described

as "heav) breathing". She remained on the phone for a while and then whoever was

on the line "just hung up". She said that John Carthy would have known her voice.

She rang again a second time. Once again the phone was answered but there was

no response. She asked for Mrs. Carthy and inquired as to whom she was speaking.

Once again she stated thai she got no reply. The phone was put clown again. These

calls occurreel in quick succession, she said. She thereafter rang Marie Carthy on her

mobile phone at around 9:00 p.m. and was informed that the gardai had called to

see her in Galway and that she was on her way from there with the guards in a garda

car. She arranged to meet her in the village. She thought that Marie Carthy

telephoned her live or six times between 9:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. She met her at

approximately I 1:00 p.m. Ms Carthy informed her that both she and Martin Shelly
were going lo the scene. Ms Leavy knew that shots had been fired from the house.

She stated that she then went to Devine's, opposite the church. In the house at that

time were Mrs. Devine and other members of the Devine family. According to Ms

Leavy, Marie Carthy phoned her:

"to tell me mainly the same thing, that the guards weren't allowing her to speak

to lohn and that she wanted to, she wished to speak to lohn at that stage".

She stated in evidence that Mr. Shelly and Ms Carthy came back down from the

scene shortly before midnight and that they went into Devine's house. She did recall

Marie Carthy telling her that John Carthy had asked his mother to leave the house.

Mrs. Devine made a hot whiskey for anyone who wanted one. It was a cold night.

Marie Carthy had one hot whiskey. Mr. Shelly also had one. Ms Leavy did not have

a hot whiskey. Ms Leavy said that Marie Carthy was not under the influence of

alcohol and that when she had arrived from Galway she had no drink taken. She

observed Marie Carthy having one hot whiskey only and stated that she was in her

company at all times. She stated in evidence that there were no other hot whiskeys

made after that.

Ms Leavy slated that the gardai called to the house at approximately 1:45 a.m. She

told the Tribunal that they were looking for Martin Shelly only and that they wanted

him to go down to the scene because lohn Carthy had requested or agreed to speak

to him. Martin Shelly, Marie Carthy and she, went up to a position just beside Burke's.

According to Ms Leavy, the gardai were proposing that Mr. Shelly would go down

and speak with )ohn Carthy. She understood from a conversation between Martin

Shelly, Marie Carthy and her, that he had requested to speak with Mr. Shelly and

that is why the gardai had asked Mr. Shelly to go down to the scene. She also told

the Tribunal that she could get the "gist" of what was being said between Mr. Shelly

and John Carthy. He spoke to the subject about all the good times and was using a

megaphone. He tried to remain positive and "asked lohn repeatedly to come out of

the house". Ms Leavy did not believe that there was a response.

Ms Leavy told the Tribunal that Marie Carthy:

"would have been very anxious to speak to lohn and requested permission to

go clown. She asked a few times to speak with her brother. They were reluctant
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to let her down and they explained to Marie as to why she wasn't allowed to

go clown".

She said that it was explained that she could not go down because of a concern

". . .around having too many people at the scene at any one time and thai she would

get a chance to speak to John later". Marie Carthy was not happy with that

explanation and, Ms Leavy stated, attempted to walk down the road herself. Ms

I eavv then observed a garda standing in front of her and blocking her way. She said

that she returned to De-vine's house with Marie Carthy and Mr. Shelly, following his

attempts to negotiate, and stayed there for the remainder of the night. She slated

that the gardai gave- them an indication that Marie Carthy would get to speak with

her brother.

She stated that the garda stood in front of Ms Carthy but she did not recall him

pushing her. Superintendent Byrne held his arms out, she stated, but he never pushed

Marie Carthy at any stage. She did not agree that Marie Carthy was agitated whilst

on the roadway. She stated:

"obviously, she was very anxious and very upset that her brother was in the

house and she was concerned for his safety, but to go and say that she was

agitated, where she was at the point that she was getting extremely annoyed

or not listening to what the guards were saying, that did not occur".

Ms Leavy suggested to the Tribunal that Marie Carthy was distressed rather than

being under the influence of alcohol. She was clear that Ms Carthy did not have any

other drink, apart from one hot whiskey. She was in her company at all times. She

further agreed that it would be "fair to say" that there was no blanket decision by

the gardai that Marie Carthy was not to see her brother.

She told the Tribunal that when Ms Carthy sat back in the command jeep she bee ame

calm after approximately one minute. According to Superintendent Byrne, she was

calm and fine for the rest of that half hour, when Mr. Shelly was down at the

negotiation point.

Martin Shelly attempts to make contact with John Carthy

Detective Garcia Sullivan met Mr. Shelly on the road outside Walsh's house and

informed him that he was going to bring him down to speak to John Carthy and that

he had mentioned his name and requested to speak with him. He was told that he

would be brought to the negotiation point and that he would be speaking through

a loudhailer. He was also brought up to date on the general progress of the

negotiations and was informed that John Carthy had been firing shots. Garcia Sullivan

escorted Mr. Shelly to the negotiation point, crouching down to take cover behind

the wall. Mr. Shelly gave evidence that no protective or ballistic shield was used; nor

was he offered the use of any protective clothing. This is denied by members oí the

ERU who were present and who stated that a ballistic shield was used ai all times

when bringing members of the public to the negotiation point. Mr. Shelly was

introduced to Sergeant Jackson and was informed by him that he would tell him
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what to say. He told him to ask John Carthv vvhal was wrong; to tell him that they

all cared about him and loved him; that his mother and sister loved him and that

everyone wanted to help him and did not want him to come to any harm.

Mr. Shelly was crouched behind the wall at the negotiation point with part of his

head over the wall; the loudhailer was on the wall, lie had a clear view of the gable-

end of the Carthy house and could see the kite hen window. Mr. Shelly said what he

had been instructed to say, but received no response. John Carthv came to the

window once or twice while he was speaking. Mr. Shelly repeated himself several

times. Sergeanl lac kson was beside him, prompting him what to say and encouraging

him by saying that he was doing a good job. Martin Shelly was happy to take the

guidance of Sergeant lackson and was permitted to use "his own words" in

attempting to engage lohn Carthy in dialogue. They waited at (he negotiation point

for a little time to see if there was any response. Mr. Shelly was then given a ten-

minute break where he sat in a car to rest. There appears to be some dispute as to

the length of time in total that Martin Shelly spent at the negotiation point. Mr. Shelly

is of the view that he was there for about one and a half hours and at the scene for

a total ot approximately two hours on that occasion. Mr. Shelly was then brought

back to the entrance of Walsh's. Again he stated that no protective barriers were

used. He returned to Devine's house where Ms Carthy and Ms Leavy were waiting

for him.

Dr. Cullen is contacted

Detective Sergeant Jackson's request

Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that sometime between 3:00 a.m. and 3:30 a.m.,

he directed that further inquiries be made of Dr. Cullen. He stated that his inquiries

were twofold; first, specifically in relation to John Carthy's medication and the effects

that could be expected from this; and, second, an open-ended request to Dr. Cullen

for any background, or other information, that might help in the negotiations.

Dr. Cullen's evidence

Dr. Cullen told the Tribunal that at approximately 4:00 a.m., he received a telephone

call from the gardai stating that they wanted to come to his house. Two gardai

arrived. These were Garda Campbell and Sergeant Nally, whom Dr. Cullen knew.

They were seeking "medical records or information which might be of help to them

in the conduct of the negotiation between the negotiator and lohn". Dr. Cullen

retrieved and photocopied certain medical reports and records which were on his

file. These were the reports concerning John Carthy's first admission to St. Loman's

from Dr. McGeown dated 10"' April, 1992, a copy of the report from Dr. Shanley,

dated 12th April, 1995 and a copy of the admission note from University College

Hospital Galway, dated 15"' lanuary, 1999, relating to )ohn Carthy's first admission

to that hospital on 26lh December, 1998. He believed that these records were being

sought because the negotiator thought that "they might be of help to him in resolving

the situation". He thought that the garda who called to his surgery informed him of

this. This was the first time that he had become aware of the presence of the
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negotiator. He staled that he had no recollection of asking the gardai whether he-

could be of further assistance to them at thai stage. He was sure that he "had some

conversation" with the gardai about the nature of his patient's difficulties, but could

in il recollect the detail thereof. I le agi ceci with counsel for the Carthy family that he

did not seem to have been asked "in any partk ular way" to share his expertise with

the negotiating tc-.im or other gardai, apart from the provision oí reports.

Detective Garda Campbell's evidence

Garda Campbell steilecl that in the early hours oí the morning he was requested by

Sergeanl lackson to attempt to make contact with Dr. Cullen. He went out to the

doctor's home- with Sergeant Nally. He asked Dr. Cullen whether he had .inv

information that could assist the gardai in dealing with |ohn Carthy. He said that the

doctor went into his surgery and look out his file and went through it. He saw thai

Dr. Cullen had some reports on lile eincl he .iskeel whether he could bring them away

with him. Dr. Cullen gave him photocopies, lie also staled that he had a general

discussion about the subject's illness and remembered Dr. Cullen mentioning

"lithium", and that his patient had "highs and lows". He staled that he did not hear

the words "manic depression" mentioned at all. (jarda Campbell had never come

,k toss ein incident involving manie rie-pression in his experience- as a garda. Nor had

he ever come across an incident involving someone who was depressed and who

was in possession of a shotgun. Garcia Campbell learned from Dr. Cullen that when

his patient was high he would be agitated. I le diel not inquire from him as to the

severity of the depression. He did not read the reports that were given to him by Dr.

Cullen, nor did he did seek information as to how long he had been treating John

Carthy. He did nol inquire from the doctor ,is to whether his patient had been in

receipt of specialist medical attention. He believed that he subsequently read the

reports and he learned of the involvement of Dr. Shanley. When Garda Campbell

returned to the scene at Abbeylara he gave the documents to Sergeant lackson who

was then at the command post. I le informed the negotiator of what had taken place

at Dr. Cullen's surgery and told him that John Carthy was on lithium and was suffering

from highs and lows. It was suggested to Garcia Campbell by counsel for Dr. Cullen

that on receipt of the three reports the (¡arela Síochána had all the information they

could conceivably need on this subject in relation to |ohn Carthy, to deal with the

situation that had arisen, (¡arela Campbell stated that if all the information in Dr.

Cullen's possession was in the three medical reports, then he was satisfied that that

is what he had got. He agreed that had Dr. Cullen any other information that might

have been of interest he would have given it to (¡arela Campbell.

Superintendent Byrne's evidence

Superintendent Byrne stated that there were two elements to the inquiry sought by

Sergeant Jackson; namely, the effect that the medie ation would have on )ohn Carthy

and, any other matter upon which Dr. Cullen could assist. While Garcia Campbell

was in the vicinity, Superintendent Byrne was unsure whether he was present when

he, Superintendent Byrne, spoke to Sergeanl lackson on this point. He stated in

evidence that he went to Garda Campbell and instructed him to go to Dr. Cullen.

Superintendent Byrne told him:
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"/ said will you go around and see what effect the medication could be having

on him and whatever else, what I meant by whatever else, ¡s a mute point".

Superintendent Byrne confirmed that it had not occurred to him up to then that the

subject may be under special psychiatric care or that a person who had manic

depression may have been in receipt of ongoing care from a psychiatrist. It was not

a matter that was specifically requested to be taken up with Dr. Cullen:

"in relation to a query as to whether one of the matters which may have been

taken up with Dr. Cullen is the question of a specialist psychiatrist . . . not

specifically, no. No more than the issue about the warning, as you say that the

doctor gave us earlier. I didn't address those issues specifically".

Superintendent Byrne confirmed that he had no special medical knowledge, and

thought, without giving it deep consideration, that manic depression was a more

serious form of depression. He stated that Garcia Campbell was gone for

approximately one hour and that on his return he spoke directly to Sergeant Jackson

and not to him.

Superintendent Byrne stated that the specific information that he had asked Garda

Campbell "to find out", was discovered. He said:

"/ asked him to know what effect the medication would be having on lohn

and he asked that question and he responded to me by saying that Dr. Cullen

had answered that he didn't know because he didn't know whether lohn was

taking his medication or not."

When asked what further information he had gleaned from Dr. Cullen,

Superintendent Byrne confirmed that Garda Campbell brought back notes from Dr.

Cullen which Sergeant Jackson read. He (Superintendent Byrne) also read the reports.

"/ did. I noticed the last sentence, when I was concerned that now we have a

psychiatrist, Dr. Shanley, who seemingly got on well with John. That was the

first intimation that I had that he had a particular psychiatrist."

This information was contained in the letter dated 12lh April, 1995 from Dr. Shanley

to Dr. Cullen. He told the Tribunal that what he found progressive, or helpful about

this inquiry, is that they had now discovered Dr. Shanley and in fact "we discussed

that at the time, Detective Sergeant lackson and I, and we said we will see will we try

and get him in the morning; can he help us". He was asked had he known the subject

had an appointment for 2:00 p.m. the following afternoon if that would have been

important information, and he stated that "/ assume it would" as it would confirm to

him that Dr. Shanley was still in touch with his patient. The document he saw was

five years old at the time and he did not know if Dr. Shanley had subsequently met

his patient. He intended to ask him or to have him asked that question in the

morning. He did not consider getting back to Dr. Cullen at that time to ask him if

Dr. Shanley was continuing to see John Carthy. He stated that "/ didn't consider that.

I now was relieved that we had a psychiatrist that may be dealing with lohn, but it

was only a "may" at that stage".
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Superintendent Byrne did not personally visit Dr. Cullen. He told the Tribunal that

Chief Superintendent Tansey had given instructions that the superintendent was to

remain at the scene "but that in itself wasn't necessarily the reason that 1 didn't go

around to Dr. Cullen". He contended that he did not see any merit in bringing Dr.

Cullen to the scene. He had sent Garcia Campbell to Dr. Cullen at his home. In a

further answer to a question as to whether he thought it would have been helpful to

inquire of Dr. Cullen the gravity and severity of John Carthy's mental illness, he stated,

however, "it possibly would, Chairman. I didn't - I accepted that lohn had been ill".

While he understood that there were psychological services available to the Garda

Síochána, he did not at that time consider consulting the psychologist, who may have

been available that night.

Concern is expressed about intermediaries coming to the scene

At approximately 3:25 a.m. a further shot was fired. It hit the wall at the negotiation

point. Sergeant Jackson called on John Carthy to stop shooting and put the gun

down but received no reply. At approximately 3:30 a.m. a further shot was fired at

the negotiation point, hitting the wall. Sergeant Jackson again attempted to speak

but the subject's response was, according to Sergeant Jackson, to smile or smirk and

shake his gun out the window in what Sergeant Jackson described as a "defiant and

challenging fashion". As a result of the shots, Detective Sergeant Russell expressed a

concern to Sergeant Jackson that they may have "to suspend any intermediaries

coming to the scene" at that time. He was more worried about John Carthy's

behaviour then than he had been before. He communicated this view to

Superintendent Byrne. The subject was then seen by Sergeant Jackson "clearing some

stuff off the floor and waving a blanket in preparation for rest". Superintendent Byrne

stated, "/ said that if he rests now, we could be lucky that in the morning when he

comes to again, he will be in much better form".

Consideration of the relocation of the negotiation post

Superintendent Byrne told the Tribunal that he was conscious of, and accepted the

risk associated with, the location of the negotiation post. However he also knew that

Sergeant Jackson felt that it was beneficial to be at that point trying to develop

rapport. The decision to locate the negotiation post was made before he went on

duty as scene commander but it was not a decision which he reviewed at this time

because John Carthy rested until 8:00 a.m.

Sergeant Russell said that he did not at that time discuss with Sergeant Jackson the

question of withdrawing the negotiation post from its then position. It was considered

important, he said, to keep the negotiations going. Sergeant Russell made the point

that if the subject had indicated at any stage that he did not want to have them in

that location, he could have gone to another part of the house and "ignored us

completely". He told the Tribunal that he thought that the "curious thing" about the

whole incident was that on the occasions when the subject did not engage actively

with Sergeant Jackson, he mostly remained near the kitchen window. He agreed,
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however, that there mighl be a possible explanation. If he had moved to some other

part of the house; he would nol be able to see what was going cm and he mighl

consider that he was leaving himself open to invasion.

Issues relating to the location of the negotiation point are considered in Chapter 6.

John Carthy requests cigarettes

This request which was made shortly before 3:25 a.m., and the Garda response to it

are examined in detail in Chapter 6.

The delivery plan

On being informed of the request, Superintendent Byrne spoke with Sergeant Russell

and requested him to advise how they were going to get the cigarettes in to John

Carthy. Sergeant Russell said that there was no problem and that he had a plan in

his head, which he had possibly used on a previous occasion. That plan effectively

was that the subject would stand in full view at the window from which he had been

firing, without the gun in his possession. Another member of the ERU under Sergeant

Russell's command would deliver the item to the step at the hall door and thereafter

move away. The cigarettes would be placed on the hall doorstep and "our person

could get away in safety". If lohn Carthy moved, the plan was to be aborted.

Sergeant Russell stated that he explained to the Superintendent the danger not only

to gardai but to )ohn Carthy of the initiation of action if, for example, they went to

deliver cigarettes and were compromised. That might result in the taking of action

which might lead to a serious confrontation. He also stated that he expressed

concern that a safe method of delivery would have to be agreed. He requested

Sergeant Jackson, in the event that he was going to offer the cigarettes, to get John

Carthy to agree to "just put the gun out of harm's way until he got them".

According to Sergeant Russell, Sergeant Jackson took on board his concerns and

explained them to John Carthy. He stated that he heard the negotiator saying to the

subject that he wanted to give him cigarettes:

"but lohn we have to agree a safe method of delivery and we want you to put

the gun out of harm's way until we get them into to you and. . .we would like

to get you cigarettes but we are concerned about the gun, we are concerned

about the shots being fired".

The prospect of throwing cigarettes over the wall for collection by the subject, near

the house, was not something that commended itself to Sergeant Russell, because

he stated that he was not convinced that John Carthy would leave the gun in the

house and he did not want him coming out into the garden with the gun. It was

obvious from very early on, he said, that John Carthy was not going to throw out the

weapon and he was happier when he remained in the house. He also told the

Tribunal that in so far as Superintendent Byrne's evidence suggested that he, Sergeant

Russell, had stated that delivery would not be a problem, it was not "as simple as
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that'. He accepted that tactically, it would not have been a problem if the subject

understood the implications and agreed to comply. He accepted that a layperson

might find it elitfie ult to understand why the cigarettes were not delivered but he was

aware that there- were reasons from a negotiation perspective. He also accepted thai

if he had been asked to deliver a bottle of milk or a packet of cigarettes in the course

of re< onnaissance, he would have had no problem "none whatsoever Mr. Chairman,

but I wouldn't necessarily involve myself with the merits or whatever of the issue". It

was never canvassed with him whether he would be in a position to deliver an item

without reference- to, or without agreement by, John Carthy as to the means of

delivery. Nevertheless, he contended that it was a matter of negotiation strategy and

thai there was a risk involved.

Covert Delivery

Superintendent Byrne stated that the safe delivery of "any item" was discussed at

4:00 a.m. He discussed with the negotiator whether they might consider leaving the

cigarettes at the door but he told him that it would not be beneficial to leave them

without consent or cooperation.

The three requests — combined effect of delay? Superintendent Byrne's

opinion

The effect of potential perception of delay from John Carthy's perspective concerning

the three issues (the- cigarettes, the solicitor and Mr. Shelly) was canvassed with

Superintendent Byrne. To isolate these issues, he stated, was to pick three negatives

and to fail to appreciate all the positives that had taken place. Sergeant Jackson, he

stated, had reassured and attempted to build up lohn Carthy's confidence.

Removal of car ignition keys, reconnaissance and consideration of entry

At approximately 4:00 a.m. Sergeant Russell learned from Superintendent Byrne that

the key of the unmarked garda car which had been abandoned in the driveway had

been left in the ignition. There was concern that if the subject left the house he could

make use of the car and it was decided that the keys should be removed. At this

time, he was out of sight and Sergeant Russell established, through his colleagues,

that he had not presented himself at any window or other room within the house. In

fac t, as it transpired, lohn Carthy did not appear again at the kitchen window until

approximately 8:00 a.m. However, the light remained on in the kitchen.

"When all was quiet," Sergeant Russell instructed Detective Garda Flaherty to afford

him cover while he attempted to remove the car keys. He decided to use this

opportunity to "learn as much intelligence about the actual site and the area . . .

information that could be useful to us at a later stage". He had discussed this with

Superintendent Byrne who had agreed that if the appropriate opportunity presented

itself to obtain intelligence, thai he should do so. While there was no particular

discussion with the superintendent as to how far he would go, he stated that he was
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relying on Sergeant Russell's experience as to the extenl of the reconnaissance he
W( mid undertake.

At 4:30 a.m. Sergeant Russell began his reconnaissance of the house spending

approximately 15 minutes in doing so. He approached the car and removed the

keys. He then moved along the- house in a covert manner, checking whether the

windows were locked. He arrived at the front door, where he:

"/ paused for a moment and again, I am looking at the possibility that at some

stage there would be a request for us, I know it might seem remote but

nevertheless there c oulcl he a lime when I mighl be asked lo go tac tic al or to

make an intervention, and I saw this as a/7 ideal opportunity to actually prepare

for that".

The Iront door was locked. This was important information for Detective Garda Ryan,

the breacher. He paused at the window on the righl side of the front door. There

was a hole in the frame of thai window, probably the size of an old two-shilling

piece. He peered through the hole and saw the subject lying on a couch on the far

side of the kitchen, with a blanket up to his micl-c hesl area. Sergeant Russell could

not see the gun, however. He observed John Carthv moving, shuffling from side to

side and Sergeant Russell was concerned that he mav nol have been totally asleep.

He observed the physical layoul of the premises and became concerned that nol

only did it have an outer or main door, but there was also a secondary door inside

the porch. The porch/hall area was quite narrow and he was concerned that if they

did enter, they might be caught in what is described as "a choke point" — i.e., a

narrow area between the two doors. Therefore, because he was not satisfied that

the subject was asleep, that he did not know where the gun was and that he was

concerned about the internal layout of the building, he stated that to attempt an

entry at that time would have been highly dangerous:

"If at any stage during our entry he was alerted and attempted to arm himself

with a gun we would have had no option hut to discharge firearms".

In the circumstances, Superintendent Byrne ruled oui covert entry as being loo

dangerous.

Negotiation effort between 4:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.

Garcia Campbell and Sergeant Nally, who had been earlier sent to Dr. Cullen,

returned to the scene and were spoken to by Sergeant Jackson who read the

documents given to them by Dr. Cullen. The negotiator and Superintendent Byrne

discussed Dr. Shanley's involvement and it was decided that the psychiatrist would

be contacted in the morning, at "normal hours", if lohn Carthy's condition had not

improved and if the situation was not resolved at that stage. Detective Garda Sullivan

went for a rest period at approximately 4:30 a.m. Sergeant Jackson tried to contact

John Carthy through the loudhailer but he did not appear at the window. The reason

for this was to assist Sergeant Russell's reconnaissance of the scene, in that he was

anxious to establish whether John Carthy was asleep, and if not, that he may show

himself to the gardai, which would affect any reconnaissance. Between 5:00 a.m.
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and 8:00 a.m. lohn Carthy continued to rest. The scene commander and the

negotiator were hoping that the subject would be in better form in the morning,

(¡arela Sullivan returned to the negotiation point and Sergeant lackson went for a

rest break at 5:30 a.m. Between 5:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., Garda Sullivan stated that

he made three or four requests of John Carthy, by both loudhailer and by shouting

over the wall in the following terms: "lohn, are you awake?" Sergeant Jackson said

in his statement to the Tribunal that he instructed Garcia Sullivan "to continue to

attempt to have dialogue with lohn, with instructions to contact me if lohn began

talking". Garda Sullivan said in evidence that his requests to )ohn Carthy were

motivated by "safety issues." Between 7:30 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. Garcia Sullivan placed

two concrete blocks on either side of the pillar at the negotiation point so as to

provide the negotiation team with some protection and to enable them to get a view

of the subject's position through a narrow gap between the block and the pillar.

Sergeant Jackson returned to the negotiation point at approximately 8:30 a.m.

The television cable is severed

The negotiator became concerned about the fact that John Carthy had television and

by the manner in which he had been turning the volume up and down during the

evening. In Sergeant lackson's view this was hampering his efforts to make contact

with the subject. He was also concerned about media coverage. He stated that he

spoke to Superintendent Byrne and Sergeant Russell and that it was agreed that the

television cable should be severed.

Superintendent Byrne stated in evidence that the "idea" oí severing the television

cable to the house came during the course of discussions with one of the two

detective sergeants. He was concerned about the feasibility of severing the television

cable. Indeed, he stated that he was even considering a covert entry into the house

at that time. These matters were discussed with Sergeant Russell. The last thing that

he wished to do was to "escalate the situation". They were trying to keep things

calm. It was calm at that time of the morning and he had no wish to "up the ante" .

At approximately 6:00 a.m. Sergeant Russell once again approached the house in a

manner similar to his earlier approach. At this stage it was starting to get bright but

"there wasn't too much light". He approached the house and having satisfied himself

that )ohn Carthy was still resting, he cut the television cable which was in the area

of the front gable wall.

Detective Sergeant Russell rests

Following the cutting of the television cable, Sergeant Russell told Superintendent

Byrne that he wished to rest as he was satisfied that the subject was still resting. In

evidence, he said that he made arrangements for members of the ERU under his

control to avail of rest periods. He was not replaced by another detective sergeant

during the incident, though he stated that later in the siege it became a consideration

that he should be replaced when they were heading in to a second night. This did

not occur because the incident ended at approximately 6:00 p.m. Sergeant Russell
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had no discussion with the scene commanders as to what time they had commenced

duty on the previous clay. During the course of 20"' April, Sergeant Russell spoke to

Detective Inspector Hogan regarding his own relief, but he did not discuss that of
Sergeant Jackson.

Detective Sergeant Jackson rests

The negotiator rested from approximately 5:30 a.m. until 8:00 a.m. Sometime

between 4:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. Superintendent Byrne asked Sergeant Jackson how

he was "holding up". He recounted that the latter told him that "he felt that he was

beginning to get to lohn and he hoped to use the situation relating to the cigarettes

in a positive manner later on".

Detective Sergeant Russell's contact with Garda Headquarters regarding

relief personnel

During the course of the night, Sergeant Russell made contact with Garda

Headquarters and kept Inspector Hogan informed of developments. At

approximately 7:15 a.m. he spoke to Detective Sergeant Commiskey and requested

that three additional detective gardai attend at the scene to relieve persons on the

inner cordon who he felt needed rest. Three additional ERU officers arrived at

lunchtime, i.e., Detective Gardai McCabe, Finnegan and Sisk.

SECTION F: — The Morning's Events

Family Liaison

Garda Frank Reynolds is requested to visit the family

Garda Reynolds who was stationed at Granard took up duty at 6:00 a.m. on 20lh

April. He had no previous dealings with John Carthy and was informed by

Superintendent Byrne about the incident. At about 8:00 a.m. Garda Reynolds met

Superintendent Byrne and they were joined by members of the ERU. The

superintendent instructed him to go to the Mahon house to see how Mrs. Carthy

was and to ascertain whether there was any new information. Garda Reynolds said

that Superintendent Byrne instructed him to find out if there was anything in recent

time that would "put lohn in good form". Interestingly, he did not recollect ever

having been told that John Carthy had a mental illness history. Garda Reynolds

accompanied by Garda Carthy went to the Mahon house and was met by Mrs.

Patricia Mahon. Mrs. Carthy was sleeping when he arrived. He waited and shortly

thereafter spoke to her for approximately fifteen to twenty minutes. Two of her nieces

were present during the interview. She appeared upset but agreed to answer

questions. Garda Reynolds asked her whether there was anything that might put her

son in good humour or which might be of assistance to the negotiator. Her response

was that her son was anxious to return to Galway but that she believed that there
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was something preventing him from returning. He appeared to have been happy In

Galway, she state-el. She also informed (¡arela Reynolds that her son had been in

great form, that he had a relationship with a girlfriend, that it had broken up, and she
thought that recently he had not been himself since the break-up. Garcia Reynolds

was told that as the new Carthy house was nearing completion, there had been

discussions about moving into it and that Mrs. Carthy had found that her son was

very reluctant to move from the old house. Garda Reynolds wrote in his notebook

to the following effect — "Marie came up to bring him down to Galway". He stated

thai he got the impression from Mrs. Carthy that Marie Carthy intended to bring her

brother back to Galway but that there had been a reluctance on his part to go on a

previous occasion.

Garda Reynolds inquired about the arresl of lohn Carthy in 1998. Mrs. Carthy

introduced the topic by saving that after her son had been released that he was

getting some "slagging" in the area about the arrest and that he had taken it to heart.

Garcia Reynolds told the Tribunal that Mrs. Carthy felt that moving house; the goat

incident and the breakdown of the relationship were events that had contributed to

that situation. Garcia Reynolds had been aware of the goat incident prior to this

conversation and he understood it to be common knowledge in the locality. He was

aware that lohn Carthy had been exonerated from any involvement in the incident.

He- had not heard of any allegation of assault until after 20,h April, 2000.

Mrs. Patricia Mahon recollée led telling the gardai about Dr. Shanley and that )ohn

Carthy had been due to go for a check-up on that day. The gardai who called to the

house had no recollection of being so informed. Garcia Reynolds said that the first

time he heard of Dr. Shanley, or was aware of his relevance or involvement, was

when Superintendent Shelly asked him to meet the doctor in Edgeworthstown on

the afternoon of 20"' April.

In her evidence to the Tribunal, Ms Ann Walsh slated that she had enquired from

the gardai how things had been during the night and was informed that her cousin

had slept from 4:00 a.m. She confirmed that the gardai "wanted to know if there was

anything he would like to hear when he would wake up". Ms Walsh replied "he was

looking forward to going bac k to Galway after his mother moved into the new house".

She also said that she- told the gardai of his liking for handball.

(¡arela Reynolds returned to the scene about 9:00 a.m. where he met

Superintendent Byrne.

The superintendent confirmed that his officer had come back from Mrs. Carthy with

"three issues". These were that lohn Carthy was very upset about losing his girlfriend;

that Mrs. Carthy felt that the girl had let him down; that he was reluctant to go back

to Galway, although Superintendent Byrne stated that he found this reason difficult

to understand; and that the subject did not want to leave the old house.
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Garda Reynolds returned to Mahon's for a second visit to make inquiries of
Marie Carthy

About 10:30 a.m. Garcia Reynolds returned to the Mahon house hoping to speak to

Marie Carthy. Superintendent Byrne had requested him to make general inquiries of

her. Garda Carthy accompanied him to the house. When they got there Mr. Shelly
("Pepper") was there. Garda Reynolds allowed Garcia Cunniffe, a probationer garda,

to take over at that stage and he returned to Superintendent Byrne. She identified

herself to Marie Carthy and said in evidence that she had no real conversation with

her. Garcia Cunniffe said that she had been at the Mahon house since 8:30 a.m. and

that at 10:30 a.m. Marie Carthy arrived escorted by Garda Reynolds and Garcia

Carthy. The evidence would seem to indicate that Garda Cunniffe was not made

aware by anyone of Superintendent Byrne's instruction to Garda Reynolds. Garcia

Cunniffe left the Mahon house at about 11:00 a.m. and went off duty.

Detective Sergeant Jackson resumes duty

At approximately 8:50 a.m. Detective Sergeant Jackson returned to the negotiation

point. On his return he noted that lohn Carthy was alert and aggressive.

At approximately 8:00 a.m., Detective Sergeant Russell observed the subject banging

the barrel of the shotgun against the vertical wooden bars of the kitchen window.

Sergeant Russell said that during the course of the following two hours more of the

window was broken out. He expressed concern to Superintendent Shelly that the

subject might attempt to emerge through the window.

Detective Sergeant Jackson contacts Colm Regan

At approximately 8:30 a.m. Sergeant lackson contacted Mr. Colm Regan, a clinical

psychologist attached to the Prison Section of the Department of Justice, Equality

and Law Reform. He had already attempted to contact Mr. Regan on his way to

Abbeylara on the previous night. The purpose of the consultation was for Sergeant

Jackson to obtain professional advice about dealing with depressive people such as

John Carthy. The negotiator saw Mr. Regan's role as a dual one of assessing the

subject's behaviour in the stronghold and also advising on negotiation strategy, which

could include the performance of the negotiator. It was on that basis that he

contacted Mr. Regan.

The role of the psychologist and oí psychiatric or psychological support is set out

and analysed in Chapter 6.

Detective Sergeant Jackson resumes the negotiation effort

Shortly after contacting Mr. Regan, Sergeant Jackson resumed efforts to negotiate

with John Carthy. He attempted to reassure him that he had a lot to look forward to

in his life; that he was a respected worker and had friends who cared about him. The

best thing for the future was to come out. He told him what he had done yesterday

was an angry reaction and that he, Sergeant lackson, understood this but that the
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main thing was that no one was hurt. The subject, he said, reacted to this by holding

out his chest and saying "come on shoot me, come on". Sergeant Jackson then said

to him: "lohn, we don't want to shoot you. Are you thinking of hurting yourself? Are

you thinking about suicide?" Sergeant Jackson said that he told John Carthy:

"Think about what will happen if you are dead. Think about your family and

friends and how they will feel. Think about Marie, your mother and "Pepper".

Think about how they would feel if you got hurt or you hurt yourself. Think

about how badly they are feeling at the moment because of what you are

doing".

Sergeant lackson received no reply. He continued:

"Think about how good you would make them feel if you put the gun down

and talk. If you won't come out for yourself lohn, then come out for them.

Come on lohn, come on out".

lohn Carthy reacted to this by putting his head in his hands; he looked confused and

anxious. Sergeant Jackson told the Tribunal that he put his hand over the wall and

asked the subject to come out, saying to him that he would meet him in the garden

if he left the gun clown, he reacted to this by saying "No, No". Sergeant lackson

then went on to discuss the subject's sister Marie, his mother and his friends in the

context of his coming out of the house. He received no reply to any of these efforts.

Superintendent Shelly resumes duty

Superintendent Shelly returned to duty at approximately 8:20 a.m. He met with

Superintendent Byrne, Sergeant Russell and Sergeant Jackson. Superintendent Byrne

went through the log which he had maintained throughout the course of the night.

Superintendent Shelly was informed of the request for cigarettes, the cutting of the

television cable and the visit of Mr. Shelly and Ms Carthy to the scene. He was

informed that Mr. Shelly had spoken to John Carthy and that there was no response.

He was told that the television cable had been severed because it was felt by the

negotiator that lohn Carthy might hear or see media reports on television which

might distract or possibly upset him. This was not something that he had discussed

before going off duty. He was also informed by Sergeant Russell that covert entry

was considered too dangerous and had been ruled out at that time.

He was also informed that Sergeant Jackson had made a request at approximately

3:15 a.m. that information be obtained from Dr. Cullen as to the effect that his

medication might be having on John Carthy. He was told that Garda Campbell had

gone to Dr. Cullen to obtain that information and that the doctor had supplied a

number of reports which were brought back to the negotiator. Superintendent Shelly

did not see these reports at any stage during the course of the day. He did not

inquire into the contents of the reports or the authors thereof. He knew that these

reports were then with Sergeant Jackson. It was at this time that he first became

aware of the fact that lohn Carthy's psychiatrist was Dr. Shanley.
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Superintendent Shelly stated that when he had received this information he

concluded that little progress had been made in the negotiations.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey arrives at the scene and is briefed on

the night's events

Shortly before 9:00 a.m. Assistant Commissioner Hickey arrived at the scene. He had

been in contact with Chief Superintendent Tansey from 8:00 a.m. as he travelled to

Abbeylara. On his arrival he spoke to the scene commanders. He was given a

detailed account of what had happened during that time and he learned about the

request for a solicitor and for cigarettes. He discussed questions of safety and

particularly the location of the negotiation post.

Superintendent Byrne informs Assistant Commissioner Hickey of the

request for cigarettes

Although Superintendent Byrne officially went off duty as scene commander at 9:00

a.m., he remained at the scene until approximately 1:30 p.m. He spoke with Inspector

Maguire and Assistant Commissioner Hickey between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. He

informed Assistant Commissioner Hickey of John Carthy's request for cigarettes. He

explained it in what he described as positive tones and stated to Assistant

Commissioner Hickey that they were hopeful that they could develop it. Assistant

Commissioner Hickey asked him "why didn't you throw them into him?" to which

Superintendent Byrne replied that he " felt we could use the cigarettes and I discussed

it with Sergeant lackson, as a vehicle to get a rapport with lohn, and I felt it would be

a waste of that opportunity if we didn't do that." Superintendent Byrne recounted to

Assistant Commissioner Hickey that Sergeant Jackson was trying to interact with lohn

Carthy in relation to the cigarettes and that if they were delivered without

arrangement that he might regard it as an intrusion: "that the gardai had been

snooping around his house and encroaching on his space".

Assistant Commissioner Hickey told the Tribunal that he discussed the question of

the delivery of cigarettes with Sergeant Russell, Sergeant lackson and Superintendent

Byrne. His initial view was that it was "a pity" that Sergeant Russell had not delivered

cigarettes at the time of his reconnaissance of the house but, he said, having listened

to Superintendent Byrne he could see why they were not delivered during the night.

Superintendent Byrne also believed that during the reconnaissance Sergeant Russell

had "probably gone a bit further than he had wished him to". However, Assistant

Commissioner Hickey was of the view that this was not a "big issue" for

Superintendent Byrne.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey said that his impression from Sergeant Jackson, when

he discussed this issue with him on his arrival at the scene in the morning of 20"'

April was that for Sergeant Jackson "bargaining with the gun" was not the main issue.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey went on to say "that, of course would be ideal, but

it was to get lohn Carthy to focus on some issue and to try and engage with him".
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Assistant Commissioner Hickey stressed that Sergeant Jackson emphasised to him

that his (Sergeant Jackson's) objective was to try to engage lohn Carthy. Assistant

Commissioner Hickey told the Tribunal that:

"For instance : . . if he threw out a cartridge, that would be a step in the right

direction. If he broke the gun, but that in the early stages, that was still down

the road. It was to try and engage with him and, as has been said, I didn't

particularly ask Detective Sergeant lackson why he didn't throw a packet of

cigarettes at the window. I would have thought, and indeed it crossed my

mind, that if cigarettes were left outside the window at any stage, that would

disimprove the situation, because, as it was, lohn Carthy was being contained

in the house. I didn't think that we should do anything to encourage him to

come out in that respect. For instance, if he c ame out with the gun, the situation

would have disimproved."

Superintendent Shelly stated in evidence that he discussed the ongoing situation, the

overnight events and the plan which had been developed, with the Assistant

Commissioner.

Further shots are discharged

At 9:06 a.m. and again at 9:42 a.m. further shots were discharged. They were directed

towards the front boundary wall.

Shortly before the first shot, lohn Carthy broke glass from the frames in the window.

Sergeant Jackson went to the command post and discussed the events that had

occurred since 8:00 a.m. with Superintendent Byrne and Superintendent Shelly and

recommended that the strategy that had been originally set in place be continued.

As part of this strategy Sergeant Jackson recommended that he would continue to

try to engage with the subject and to attempt to develop the issue of the solicitor

and the cigarettes. Sergeant lackson also discussed his own position vis-à-vis the

length of time he had been on duty. The negotiator then returned to the negotiation

post and tried to engage John Carthy in conversation. He was at the window with

the gun in his hand which he levelled, forcing Sergeant Jackson to duck down. A

shot was then discharged with some of the pellets hitting the pillar at the negotiation

point. Sergeant lackson telephoned the subject who answered the phone but did

not speak. Sergeant Jackson then spoke to him on the loudhailer and asked him to

stop shooting. He told the Tribunal that John Carthy's response was to level the gun

again, forcing Sergeant Jackson to once more duc k clown behind the wall.

Superintendent Shelly's actions and observations in relation to the

request for cigarettes

When Superintendent Shelly was informed of John Carthy's request for cigarettes, he

stated, "/ discussed that with Detective Sergeant Russell and I was anxious that the

cigarettes would be delivered to lohn Carthy." However, he stated that a plan had to

be devised, a safe plan, or method to ensure that the cigarettes could be delivered

in safety. Superintendent Shelly was not on duty at the time the request for cigarettes
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was made but he understood that the negotiator had nol reached a stage where the

safe delivery of the cigarettes could have been achieved and he agreed with the
approach adopted by Superintendent Byrne at the time.

Cigarettes are obtained

In anticipation of delivery, Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that at 10:00 a.m.
he arranged for Garcia Michael Carthy to go to the village lo purchase cigarettes. He

had been informed that John Carthy had looked for "Major" cigarettes. He asked
Garda Carthy to purchase 60 cigarettes and some matches. Garda Carthy returned

some time later and informed him that the local shopkeeper, who knew )ohn Carthy,

had stated that "Benson & I ledges" was his brand and he was given 60 "Benson &

Hedges". The local shopkeeper, Mr. Farrell, did not charge for the cigarettes.

Second request for cigarettes

At approximately 10:00 a.m. lohn Carthy again asked Sergeant lackson for cigarettes.

This request and the Garda response to it are set out and analysed in Chapter 6. The

request was as a result of an inquiry by Sergeant Jackson as follows "you mentioned

cigarettes the night before, we want to get you the cigarettes" and "is there anything

else or is there anybody else we can get for you?" )ohn Carthy's reply to this was

"fags". Sergeant Jackson said to him that he wanted to get him the cigarettes but

was worried about the gun that he was firing and went on to say "can we agree a

safe way of getting them into you?" He explained to John Carthy the exact method

that delivery would entail and what he was to do about putting the gun on the floor.

Sergeant Jackson received no reply to this. Garda Sullivan relayed that information

to the scene commander. This request was not recorded in Garcia Sullivan's log.

Sometime later Garda Sullivan collected the cigarettes at the command post and

brought them to the negotiation point. When the cigarettes were brought there

Sergeant Jackson physically showed them across the wall.

The negotiator had, Superintendent Shelly said, done everything in his power to try

and create a situation where the cigarettes could be delivered: "we had them on site

and we wanted to give him the cigarettes. It was a question of trying to negotiate with

him to get a safe method of delivery". Superintendent Shelly confirmed, however, on

more than one occasion, that the gun would have to be out of commission,

otherwise the danger involved would be far too great.

Inspector Maguire returns to the scene and makes contact with Dr.

Shanley

Inspector Maguire resumed duty at about 8:30 a.m. He observed what he described

as a change of atmosphere at approximately 9:00 a.m. He was standing in the middle

of the road opposite Burke's. He heard glass breaking and heard banging noises from

within the house "as if somebody was banging furniture" with what he presumed to

be the butt of the gun. Following this a decision was taken by Superintendent Shelly

to have an ambulance called and for Dr. Cullen to be contacted and brought back
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to the scene. Inspector Maguire spoke to Assistant Commissioner Hickey who

requested him to make contact with Dr. Shanley to see if he could give an opinion

as to John Carthy's likely frame of mind. He telephoned St. Patrick's hospital in Dublin

and was put through to the psychiatrist's secretary. He learned that John Carthy had

an appointment at 2:00 p.m. with Dr. Shanley on that day. Inspector Maguire asked

the secretary to request Dr. Shanley to contact him. He subsequently relayed this

information to Superintendent Shelly and to Assistant Commissioner Hickey.

At approximately 10:00 a.m., Inspector Maguire received a telephone call from Dr.

Shanley who informed him that )ohn Carthy was a manic-depressive and he told him

that he could be either elated or low and either manifestation of the illness could

account for his aggression. Dr. Shanley also informed him that he was unable to give

an opinion as he had not seen lohn Carthy for some time. Dr. Shanley enquired as

to whether the subject had been taking his medication. Inspector Maguire replied

that he did not know. The doctor informed Inspector Maguire that an appointment

had been made for him to see John Carthy by a member of his family for later that

day. The inspector further learned that the subject did not like St. Loman's hospital

and that he should be advised that Dr. Shanley would get him into St. Patrick's
hospital for in-patient treatment. This information was relayed by Inspector Maguire

to Superintendent Shelly. He further advised the inspector that he was going to the

west of Ireland and agreed that he could contact him at 3:30 p.m. when he was on

the road and that he, Dr. Shanley, would make himself available at the scene.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey reviews the gun restoration file at

Granard garda station

At approximately 10:00 a.m. Superintendent Byrne attended Granard garda station

with Assistant Commissioner Hickey who was anxious to read the file in relation to

the firearm. Superintendent Byrne had become aware of the issue concerning the

return to )ohn Carthy of his gun in 1998 "fairly early after arriving at the scene." While

he assumed that there should be a file about that in Granard garda station, he had

not sought it out before his visit to the station with the Assistant Commissioner.

Superintendent Byrne stated that they did not find anything on the file which was

considered to be of assistance at that time. It should be noted, however, that this

file contained the letter of support from Dr. Shanley thereby revealing his name to

the reader.

Marie Carthy visits her mother

Between 9:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly visited Mrs. Carthy

at Mrs. Patricia Mahon's house on the Coole Road. During this time Ms Carthy spoke

briefly with Garda Cunniffe, and exchanged pleasantries with her. Ms Carthy and Mr.

Shelly remained there for several hours until just after lunchtime. They then returned

to Devine's house in the afternoon.
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Thomas Walsh returns to the scene and attempts further contact

Superintendent Shelly became aware that Thomas Walsh had come back to the

scene and that Assistant Commissioner Hickey had spoken to him. It was suggested

(probably by Superintendent Shelly) that, if he was willing, he might talk to his cousin

again. Thomas Walsh was agreeable and arrangements were put in place with the

ERU. The request did not emanate from John Carthy. The senior officers observed

Thomas Walsh being brought down to the negotiation position, protected by a

ballistic shield.

Thomas Walsh's evidence

In his evidence, Thomas Walsh said that he returned to the scene and asked if he

could attempt to speak to John Carthy once more. Garda Sullivan escorted him to

the negotiation point using a ballistic shield. Mr. Walsh then met Sergeant Jackson

for the first time and was informed by him that )ohn Carthy was not engaging in

dialogue but was firing shots. He asked Mr. Walsh to try and convince his cousin

that the picture "wasn't all black looking". The witness stated that Sergeant Jackson

also asked him to try to get lohn Carthy to put down the gun or throw it out. He

asked the negotiator if cigarettes could be given to him and was told that they could

be but that there was no safe means of delivery. Mr. Walsh said that he informed

Sergeant Jackson that the subject was a heavy smoker and that he would become

more agitated if he did not have any cigarettes. The witness stated that he did not

recall Sergeant Jackson telling him that the subject had asked for cigarettes.He was

told by the negotiator that "it was a negotiation practice to look for a few cigarettes

in return to build rapport." Mr. Walsh stated that he told him that John Carthy would

not throw out cartridges in return for cigarettes, "or words to that effect".

Sergeant Jackson however denied that there was any conversation with Mr. Walsh

in relation to cigarettes at any stage during the incident; nor did he discuss

negotiation practice. Inspector Maguire did not recall any conversation with Thomas

Walsh during the course of the morning concerning the benefits of delivering

cigarettes to John Carthy. Specifically, Inspector Maguire refuted the suggestion that

he told Mr. Walsh that "no, he's acting the bollocks, he's not getting his own way

now".

Mr. Walsh told the Tribunal that before he tried to engage with the subject again he

questioned Sergeant lackson about "resting" John Carthy and "using the same

dialogue over and over again", which he thought would just aggravate him more. He

also stated that Sergeant Jackson explained to him that it was a technique that

eventually gets through to people in this sort of situation.

Mr. Walsh attempted to communicate with his cousin with the aid of a loudhailer.

He informed the subject that he was trying to get through to him on the landline but

that he, John Carthy, kept picking up the landline phone and dropping it again. He

stated that he had been given a mobile phone and continually tried to redial the

landline. Thomas Walsh stated that he could hear music coming from the house

through the phone. He spoke to )ohn Carthy on the loudhailer and told him that

things were not as bad as they seemed:
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"I started telling him about an uncle of mine and his grandfather, all of whom

were lough men but who would have known when to give up, that he had

won and that he should throw out the gun".

He stated that he then had a brief discussion with Sergeant lackson regarding the

tac t that he- did not "sound like himself" when he was using the loudhailer. It was

agreed, he stated, that he should put his head up over the wall and ask his cousin

to come to the window and that he would tell him that he did not like him holding
the gun. lohn Carthy then came to the window holding the gun across his waist,

between his chest and his stomach. Mr. Walsh stated that he was shocked by

his appearane e:

"/ was shocked when I saw him. His eyes looked very black to me and his skin

looked very yellow. His mouth looked very tight and his cheeks looked pulled

in. He did not look to me like the lohn Carthy that I knew."

Thomas Walsh told his cousin that because of the fact that he had previously been

admitted to St. Loman's psychiatric hospital that he would not be held accountable

tor this incident and that he was intelligent enough to know that. He tried to say

things that would encourage his cousin to put the gun down and come out of the

house. Mr. Walsh then described him "clicking his head backwards" in a dismissive

manner.

The detective sergeants observed John Carthy levelling his weapon at Mr. Walsh and

they pulled him down behind the wall. Mr. Walsh was, at this stage, emotional and

upset. He did not see his cousin levelling or pointing the gun at him but recalled

hearing Sergeant lackson chiding the subject, saying that "Tom is only down here to

help. Freezing his balls off and levelling the gun isn't helping the situation". This was

denied by Sergeant lackson. He said that he did not use this expression.

Mr. Walsh also said that he told Sergeant Jackson that John Carthy might shoot at

the loudhailer.

He sat with the negotiator for a few minutes and suggested to him that Sean Farrell

would be a good person to speak with Mr. Carthy and that he was someone he

respected and looked up to. He agreed that Mr. Farrell should be contacted but said

that there had been enough dialogue "for now". Mr. Walsh then returned to the

brow of the hill near his own home. He stated that he spoke with Superintendent

Shelly and suggested that lohn Carthy be left alone for a little while and that the

gardai "bobbing their heads up and down was not helping the situation". He

explained that he did not wish to see the gardai withdrawing completely but wished

that they would not be visible. He stated in evidence that he told Superintendent

Shelly that "if lohn had time and rest to think things through, that it might calm the

situation." In his evidence, Superintendent Shelly denied that this was said to him.

Detective Sergeant Jackson's evidence

At 9:42 a.m. John Carthy fired a further shot at the negotiation post from the gable-

window.  Garcia  Sullivan  told  Sergeant  lackson  that  Thomas Walsh  was  at  the
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command post and was willing to speak to )ohn Carthy. The negotiator agreed to

this. Garda Sullivan spoke to Mr. Walsh at the command post. He gave him a brief

outline of the subject's behaviour and the approach that he, Mr. Walsh, should take

to reassure him. Sergeant Jac kson asked John Carthy whether he was willing to speak

to his cousin. At first he received no reply but eventually )ohn Carthy "mumbled"

agreement. Mr. Walsh was then brought down to the negotiation point where he

spoke to Sergeant Jackson who "introduced him" to his cousin.

Using the loudhailer, Thomas Walsh asked John Carthy to answer his telephone.

There was no reply. He began to speak to him through the loudhailer. He spoke of

his cousin's uncles and grandfather, saying they were all tough men but that they

knew when to give up; and that he had won. He told him he had not hurt anybody

and asked him to answer the phone. John Carthy came to the window and Thomas

Walsh asked him to put the gun down. Mr. Walsh told the Tribunal that he tried to

engage the subject and told him that he and the family were very worried about him

and that they did not want anything bad to happen. He reassured him that if he

came out he was not going to be hurt and that if he wished he, Mr. Walsh, would

meet him outside; in case he did not trust the gardai. He told him that he knew that

he may be worried about what happened but that matters were not that bad, no

one had been hurt. He spoke about Sean Farrell, and said he was a tough man but

would know when to put the gun down and come out. Sergeant lackson also

recounted hearing Thomas Walsh saying that John Carthy could trust him; that he

could receive treatment from his own doctor and that they would be "having a pint

and a fag and laughing at this in a few weeks". He also heard Mr. Walsh saying that

if John Carthy came out he would not be hurt and if anybody tried to do so that they

would have to hurt him, Mr. Walsh, also. At this stage Sergeant Jackson observed

John Carthy levelling the gun at Mr. Walsh forcing him to take cover behind the wall

and causing him to become distressed. Garda Sullivan then escorted Mr. Walsh back

to the command post.

Detective Sergeant Russell's observations

According to Sergeant Russell, events took a serious turn at that time. Up to that

point, John Carthy had only pointed and fired a weapon at or in the direction of the

gardai. This time he had pointed the weapon at a person who Sergeant Russell knew

to be a friend or a relation and therefore "/ knew we were in a very difficult

position then".

John Carthy's weapon was not discharged at that time.

Request for an ambulance

After John Carthy fired the shot timed at 9:42 a.m., Sujjerintendent Shelly was told

by the officers near the negotiation point that they thought that the subject was

"particularly agitated" at that stage. This caused him to request that an ambulance

be brought to the scene. This was done and the ambulance remained on stanclbv at

Granard garda station.
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Further inquiries of Thomas Walsh

At approximately 11:00 a.m. Superintendent Shelly, Assistant Commissioner Hickey

and two other members of the Garda Síochána approached Thomas Walsh. They

inquired as to whether he was aware of how many cartridges John Carthy had. Mr.

Walsh suggested that they telephone the local gun shops that sold ammunition to

see if his cousin had purchased any recently. If he had not then, he stated, he would

probably only have one or two boxes of cartridges. Mr. Walsh also stated that he

had a general discussion with Assistant Commissioner Hickey in relation to what may

have triggered the incident. He did not remember the conversation in detail but

accepted Assistant Commissioner Hickey's recollection in this regard. Assistant

Commissioner Hickey and Superintendent Byrne spoke to Mr. Walsh and were told

by him that John Carthy had been accused in the wrong of burning the goat mascot;

that he had been slagged about it and that what really annoyed him was that the

people who slagged him knew that he did not do it and they also knew who actually

did. Also, Mr. Walsh told Assistant Commissioner Hickey and Superintendent Byrne

that his cousin had lost his job in Galway and had "gone on the tear". Assistant

Commissioner Hickey was also told by Mr. Walsh that )ohn Carthy's father and

grandfather had died on a Holy Thursday. Mr. Walsh also believed that he told him

about the break-up of his cousin's relationship.

Subsequently, Assistant Commissioner Hickey was informed by local members about

the fact that the subject had been arrested in connection with the goat incident and

he believed that lohn Carthy was claiming that he had been arrested in the wrong.

Dr. Cullen to the scene after 11:00 a.m.

Dr. Cullen told the Tribunal that at approximately 11:00 a.m. on 20th April he received

a further call from the gardai in Granard, requesting him to attend the scene. He did

not know particularly why his attendance was required, save that they "thought lohn

might be coming out". He went to the scene where he waited for 15 minutes. He

spoke to some gardai who he could not identify. He thought that things were going

to develop, and that his patient was "going to come out." He was then informed

that he was not required and he was free to leave. No one sought specific advice or

assistance from him and he then left the scene. He thought that he might be

contacted again "given the ongoing situation". While at the scene he believed that

he was informed that Dr. Shanley would be attending in the afternoon.

Superintendent Shelly confirmed that the purpose of requesting Dr. Cullen to attend

the scene was to assist in the event of someone being injured rather than to seek

advice in relation to dealing with the subject. As far as he recalled, he brought Dr.

Cullen up to date and informed him that they were finding the negotiation slow and

difficult, and that they weren't making much progress. "Dr. Cullen told me that he

would he available all day if we needed him, which I accepted and appreciated and

I let him go from the scene". This was the last time that Dr. Cullen was at the scene

before the siege ended.
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Attempts at negotiations from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

During this period there was a greater level of communication and response than

there had been previously. This communication is now recounted.

John Carthy is informed of Dr. Shanley's offer of a place in St. Patrick's
hospital

Sergeant lackson continued to speak to the subject by way of the loudhailer and
asked him (and repeated) whether he was worried about what would happen when

he came out. John Carthy said, "/ will have to go back to the hospital". Sergeant
Jackson thought this to be a significant development in that it was the first time the
subject had told him about his fears of the hospital. Sergeant Jackson then told him

that "Dr. Shanley was willing to come and help and if he had to go to hospital, if that

was a possibility, certainly we may be able to arrange St. Patrick's." John Carthy's

reaction to this, he said, was to smirk or grimace. Sergeant Jackson then told John

Carthy that this showed that everyone was willing to help him when he came out.

He continued:

"lohn the right decision and the best way out for you is not to hurt yourself or

anyone else but to put the gun down and come out, the right decision now

makes up for all the bad things that happened yesterday and all the bad things

that happened in your life. The right decision now is what is important, it can

change everything. Come on lohn, come out. It's the right thing to do. It's the

best way out".

John Carthy did not reply to this but put his head in his hands as if he was

contemplating and thinking about what had been said. Sergeant Jackson then said:

"lohn everyone out here is on your side, your family, friends and me. Come

on out and I'll meet you half way. Come on lohn it's the right thing to do; it's

the only thing to do."

He stated that at this stage, the subject had an anguished look and put his head in

his hands. The subject then suddenly broke from that expression and with what

Sergeant Jackson described as an aggressive look shouted "you won't break me",

following which he levelled the gun forcing him to duck behind the wall.

Sergeant Jackson then said: "lohn I'm not trying to break you. I just want you to come

out safely, come on, don't worry about yesterday. Come on out and we can work this

out together."

John Carthy is shown the cigarettes

The negotiator told the Tribunal that he then showed the cigarettes over the wall to

John Carthy and told him that he wanted to give him cigarettes but that it was

essential that a safe way to deliver them be agreed, because he was worried about

the gun and the fact that the weapon was being fired. The reply to this, he said, was

"bring them into me, come on" and the subject beckoned to him. He stated in
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evidence that he believed that this was said in a "sarcastic tone". Sergeant Jackson

reiterated that he wanted to give him the cigarettes but was worried about the gun

that he was firing and sought to agree a safe way of getting the cigarettes to him.

I le .liso asked the subject to suggest a safe way of getting them to him. His reply to

both these issues was, he said, "Fuck off and don't bother". Sergeant lackson then

told him that all he wanted was for him to come out without the gun and the reply
he received to this was "Why?" This was then followed by Sergeant Jackson saying,

"because I want you and everyone else to be safe" to which he received the response

"Why?" Sergeant lackson stated that he then said, "because your family, friends and

everybody, including myself care about you and want you to come out". The response

to this was again "Why?" He replied "/ know you are doing this because you are

angry and not because you are a bad guy". And again the reply to this was "Why?",

in what Sergeant lackson described as an "agitated manner". He then telephoned

lohn Carthy twice. The call was answered and the subject said "rucie off", and hung

up.

Offer of other persons to talk to John Carthy

Sergeant Jackson stated that at 11:18 a.m. he said to the subject that while he did

not seem to trust him (Sergeant lackson), the gardai could get anyone he wanted,

"a solicitor, a ¡wiest, his family, friends, Dr. Shanley or anybody else". The reply he

received to this was "No, there is nobody. I am not coming out. No way; you come

in and get me" followed by "shoot me, come on".

The issue of suicide is raised

Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that at this point he said:

"lohn, we don't want to shoot you, we want to help you. lohn, are you thinking

of hurting yourself, are you thinking of suicide? lohn, think about what will

happen if you are dead, that is not the best way out. The best way out is to

put the gun clown and come on out and we can talk. The right thing to do is

to leave the gun in the house and come on out. Come on out, lohn, please."

Again, there was no reply. At this point, Sergeant Jackson held out his left hand and

beckoned )ohn Carthy out saying "Come on out, lohn. This is the right thing to do. I

know it's the right thing to do and I think you know it too." The reply that he received

to that was "No, it's not the right thing to do" — and with the shotgun held in his left

hand around the barrel and his right forefinger pointing at the trigger area said —

"this is the right thing to do". Sergeant Jackson said, "No, it is not the right thing to

do . . . it only hurts people, doing something like that. The right thing to do is to leave

the gun behind you and come out. That is the important thing." He received no reply

to this but continued addressing )ohn Carthy as follows:

"it doesn't matter how all this started; what is important is that you leave the

gun behind you and come out to meet me. Come on, lohn, I'll meet you

halfway if you meet me halfway. Come on, lohn, just you and me. The right

decision here changes everything".
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There was, he stated, no reply. He told lohn Carthy that "everyone out here - your

mother, Marie, Pepper, Tom and all your friends - that's what they want you to do,

so come on out and leave that gun behind." His reply to this was "no way". The

subjecl then levelled the gun at Sergeant lackson forcing him to duck behind the
wall.

Cigarettes issue raised once more; and further offers to bring other

persons to the scene to speak with the subject

The negotiator again raised the question of the cigarettes and said that he wanted to

get them in to him, but that it was essential that they agreed a safe way of doing

this. The reply received was "No way, bring them in here" and he beckoned with his

hand. Sergeant lackson replied that he wanted him to have the cigarettes but that

they would have to talk about how they were going to be got in to him. The reply

to this was "fuck off". Sergeant lackson stated that he once more emphasised his

willingness to get a solicitor, priest, family or friends, or anyone lohn Carthy trusted,

to come down to the scene and to be there when he came out. There was no

response to this. He stated that he told the subject that his mother was very worried

about him and that she cared for him a lot. lohn Carthy laughed at this and said "you

haven't lived with her for ten fucking years". Sergeant lackson then said to him lh.it

while it may seem to him that people did not care, they did, and that while it may

seem a very bad situation for him there was a way out. He received no reply. He

told the Tribunal that he continued as follows:

"think about this, lohn; think about everyone out here wanting you to put the

gun down and come out. Think about how you are going to do this. Think

about putting that gun on the floor, walking out of the room, opening the front

door and coming out to meet me; please think about it".

Once again he stated that he received no reply. The witness gave evidence of

repeated further attempts to open dialogue without success.

The issue of the solicitor is addressed

Sergeant lackson stated that between 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. he continued to

attempt to obtain details from )ohn Carthy about his solicitor, his identity and how

he might be contacted. In his evidence Sergeant Russell stated that shortly after

midday while at the negotiation point he heard John Carthy asking "where's my

solicitor?" The former stated that the subject was immediately asked if he wanted

any particular one but declined to name any. He was assured that a solicitor would

be got for him and brought to the scene but, he said, John Carthy stated that he

wanted one in the house with him. Sergeant lackson, he said, explained to him that

it wasn't possible to allow a solicitor into the house when he had a gun available to

him; and that he, Sergeant Jackson, also told the subject that he was willing to bring

the solicitor to the negotiation point to which |ohn Carthy replied: "fuck off. Don't

bother".
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Media to the scene at 11:00 a.m.

While the negotiation effort was continuing, Superintendent Shelly became aware

from speaking to Superintendent Farrelly that there was significant media interest in

the incident. He believed that at that time )ohn Carthy had access to the radio but

not to television. He did not at any stage hear the radio playing although there is

evidence from other officers that they heard music and radio news reports.

Superintendent Farrelly received authorisation from Superintendent Shelly to bring

members of the media closer to the scene. This followed a discussion Superintendent

Farrelly had with Mr. Paul Reynolds, the RTÉ Crime Correspondent. Mr. Reynolds

stated that he believed that it was possible that in the absence of an organised photo

shoot near the scene, members of the media who wished to get closer might attempt

to get their own shots, even to the point of hiring a helicopter. Mr. Reynolds accepted

that he informed Superintendent Farrelly "that it was not beyond the bounds of

possibility that some newspaper or television station might hire a helicopter to fly over

the scene to take a picture". Superintendent Farrelly did not query Mr. Reynolds as

to where the information concerning the helicopter might have come from. He

observed:

"/ don't think he was saying it from information that he had in relation to

particular information that somebody was going to hire it. He was putting it

across as a proposition that perhaps somebody may consider getting a

helicopter. . . The helicopter was an issue that he raised, but I would be aware

of that anyway."

Superintendent Farrelly accepted that he did not have knowledge upon which to

base a belief that a helicopter had in fact been hired or might go to the scene. He

had never been involved in any previous incident in this country where members of

the media had hired a helicopter to go to a scene, though this had happened in

other countries. He confirmed that in this jurisdiction the gardai are not empowered

to enforce a no-fly zone. Superintendent Farrelly agreed that the information

concerning the helicopter was conveyed to the people at the scene. He accepted

that the issue of the helicopter may have formed part of the consideration leading to

a decision to permit the media being brought to the scene. He accepted that in the

context of a live operation, as at Abbeylara, bringing the media to the scene and

filming members of the ERU was unique in the context of an armed operation.

Members of the media are brought closer to the house

Superintendent Farrelly stated that after obtaining permission from Superintendent

Shelly to bring members of the media to the scene, he returned to the village where

he gathered around him the media personnel who were then present. He estimated

that there were 25 present, including cameramen, photographers, radio journalists,

and print journalists. He knew most of them by name. He arranged for five cars,

including his own, to be made available for transportation to the scene area.

Superintendent Farrelly led the media, in convoy, to a point short of the command

vehicle. They could not see the Carthy house from that point. Superintendent Farrelly

briefed them and told them that he would bring them down in relays to take camera

shots of the scene. The area in which Superintendent Shelly had given permission to
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take the shots was on the left-hand side of the road, as one travels towards the Carthy
house. This point was close to the ditch approximately three or four feet onto the
roadway itself. This was, Superintendent Farrelly stated, the safest proximate point

for taking pictures. Photo shots had to be taken at an angle. He brought camera
crews first, followed by photographers and then journalists. He permitted each group

to remain at the location for approximately three minutes then called them back and
brought the next group forward. In total, he stated, that the media remained there
for approximately 25 minutes. They then returned in convoy to the village.
Superintendent Farrelly confirmed that this was the only time that the media were

allowed access to the vicinity of the house during the course of the incident.

Safety plan, should John Carthy emerge when the media were present

Superintendent Farrelly stated that he was unaware of a plan or tactic should the

subject have emerged from the house at that time. He had no discussion with the

scene commander in that regard. He had no concerns about his own safety or the

safety of the media. He did not, he stated, give consideration as to what might have

occurred if John Carthy emerged from the house at that time or, as to where the

media would go in that event.

Detective Sergeant Russell's observations

Sergeant Russell stated that he was "consulted" in relation to the media being

brought to the scene. Superintendent Shelly informed him that he was concerned

that members of the media might go into the field and inquired whether it was

possible to permit them to be brought closer to the scene in a controlled fashion.

Sergeant Russell "certainly wasn't happy about that", but he was informed by

Superintendent Shelly that there was concern that members of the media may be

about to try to attempt to get closer to the scene, or that they may do something

inadvertently which may cause difficulty for the Garda operation. Sergeant Russell

stated: "/ wouldn't have been happy being photographed trying to do a particular

thing like this at that time. I wasn't entirely happy about it; that is being perfectly

honest".

He was also concerned that it might upset his members as they had, he said, a

difficult task and he was concerned that the media presence might take from the

members' focus or that they might get unnerved by it. Nevertheless, he told the

Tribunal that he had to weigh such concerns against the interests of all. In the

circumstances he felt that it was correct to agree to them being allowed closer. While

he could recollect the ERU being filmed on such duties in the past he had no

recollection of this being done where there was a threat. He could not recall any

reference to a helicopter at that time but heard it afterwards. His immediate concern,

he stated, was people in the field and possible crossfire and that if a journalist came

up to a hedge he or she may not have been aware of the direction of lohn Carthy's

fire. He had, he said, enough to deal with on the inner cordon at that time. However,

Superintendent Shelly had made a good case for bringing the media down and he

was happy that it was being made in the interest of everyone's safety. To that end,
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he felt that the reasons for bringing them outweighed his particular concerns. He

was advised in advance by Superintendent Shelly as to when they were coming into

the area. He did not pay particular attention to the members of the media when they

were present but he was aware that they were on the roadway near the command

vehicle. While John Carthy was visible to the ERU, Sergeant Russell believed that it
would have been impossible for him to see the cameramen or the cameras.

A public relations exercise?

Superintendent Farrelly believed that bringing the media down in a controlled fashion

would also help to ensure that they continued to exercise restraint. He disagreed

with a suggestion made by counsel for the family when examining Superintendent

Shelly that the filming of members of the ERU might place the gardai in a positive
light. In his evidence Superintendent Shelly stated that promoting a positive view of

the gardai had not been an issue and that media access was permitted to "facilitate

them and to ensure in so doing that no media person would act in an unsafe manner

in or around the scene." Superintendent Farrelly also denied that there was any such

attempt to paint a positive picture of the gardai, or that it was good public relations.

He accepted, however, that a situation might arise that it might be construed as such.

Ann Walsh speaks to Superintendent Farrelly

At approximately 12:00 p.m., Ms Ann Walsh went to the garda checkpoint at the

church where she spoke to a uniformed garda. She asked to speak to someone in

charge and to be brought up to date on what had occurred. The unifcxmed garda

informed Superintendent Farrelly of this. Ms Walsh was in a car in the vicinity of the

checkpoint and stated that the area was "full of press". She said that Superintendent

Farrelly told her that the situation had got more serious.

Ms Walsh stated that the media coverage was very bad for her cousin's situation and

requested Superintendent Farrelly to "call a media blackout". He informed her that

they could not do so and that it was better to feed the media a little information.

This would help to keep them more at bay. She stated that she asked him "about

lohn getting the cigarettes", and he informed her that they were "working on that".

He informed her that the television cable had been cut by the gardai and that her

cousin had no television at that stage. He told her that the subject had requested

cigarettes. She thought that she "would have said" that cigarettes would have been

a help and that they would have a calming effect on him. According to her, John

Carthy was a chain smoker. There was, she stated, no reference by Superintendent

Farrelly to a request for a solicitor. Superintendent Farrelly was the only senior officer

that she met at that stage. It is to be noted that Superintendent Farrelly was himself

unaware of the request for a solicitor at that time.
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SECTION G — John Carthy makes Contact with Kevin Ireland

John Carthy's telephone call to Kevin Ireland

John Carthy telephoned Mr. Kevin Ireland, a friend and former workmate, on his
mobile telephone at 12:24 p.m. This call lasted for one minute 52 seconds. Mr.
Ireland was at work in Galway driving a truck at that time. A work colleague, Mr.
Richard O'Connor, was present in the truck for the duration of the call, lohn Carthy
sounded calm and relaxed and he told Mr. Ireland that he was in the house with a
gun and that there were loads of guards, about sixty, outside with "guns and

everything". )ohn Carthy, he stated, said that he had nearly every window "broke out
ot the house". In response to a request from Kevin Ireland not to do anything stupid

like shooting himself or anyone else, John Carthy said that he "hadn't a notion" and
that he was "just trying to keep them away from the house or something". Mr. Ireland

commented that he was firing shots and )ohn Carthy replied that he was "just keeping
them away from the house". In response to a request to give himself up, lohn Carthy

replied that he would give himself up if he got a solicitor. He asked Mr. Ireland to

get him a solicitor by the name of "Mick Finucane". )ohn Carthy said that his own
family "wouldn't even get him a solicitor". Mr. Ireland told him that he would get

him a solicitor, lohn Carthy ended the phone call abruptly by hanging up. Kevin
Ireland tried to phone him back but his call was not answered. He said that he tried
again throughout the day.

Richard O'Connor's evidence

Mr. O'Connor could only hear what Kevin Ireland said. He thought the tone of the

conversation was calm and relaxed. He overheard Mr. Ireland saying to lohn Carthy

not to hurt anyone, not to hurt himself, not do anything stupid and to give himself

up. He confirmed that Kevin Ireland told him that John Carthy was "kind of laughing

about the 60 cowardly guards outside", that he had sent them for cigarettes and that

he wanted a named solicitor from Dublin; though Mr. O'Connor could not recall the

solicitor's name. Mr. Ireland denied that John Carthy mentioned anything about fags

and stated that the first he, Kevin Ireland, heard about the cigarettes was through

the media.

Subsequent events regarding the subject's phone call to Kevin Ireland

It appears that soon after the event Mr. Ireland informed his mother that he had had

a phone call from )ohn Carthy. She is a part-time worker with Shannonside Radio

and she contacted one of their reporters, Ms Noeleen Leddy who was then at

Abbeylara. She was told that Mr. Ireland had been asked by his friend to contact a

Dublin solicitor called Mick or )ohn Finucane on his behalf. Ms Leddy was not told

that Mr. Carthy had said he would give himself up if he got a solicitor. She informed

Superintendents Farrelly and Shelly about the phone call and of Mr. Carthy's request

to his friend to contact a particular solicitor for him. She gave them Mr. Ireland's

mobile number. Neither superintendent or any other garda officer contacted him but

he called to report the matter to the gardai in Galway and through them had a phone

call with Sergeant Monahan at Granard garda station.
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Kevin Ireland contacts Sergeant Monahan

Mr. Ireland went to Mill Street garda station in Galway at about 2:00 p.m. on 20,h
April to report the phone call from John Carthy having been advised by friends and
family to do that. Telephone records maintained by the Garcia confirm that a call
from Mill Street garda station to Granard took place at 2:21 p.m. Mr. Ireland spoke

to Sergeant Daniel Monahan in Granard who made a note of the contents of the

conversation as follows:

" 12:00 midday received a call from lohn Carthy on his mobile. Appeared calm
and relaxed; advised to give himself up. Mentioned a solicitor by the name ot

Mick or lohn Finucane from Dublin. His mobile phone went dead. Worked on

a building site with him in Galway. Worked as a labourer. Does not know the

mobile number for lohn Carthy. Not to inform the gardai that he had rang. Not

to inform lohn Carthy that he had rang gardai".

The note also included details of Kevin Ireland's mobile number. During the course

of his evidence, the contents of this note were put to Kevin Ireland who agreed that

it reflected what he told Sergeant Monahan. He stated, however, that he had John

Carthy's phone number in his mobile phone but did not have his phone with him at

that time. He did not know John Carthy's number "off the top of his head", and did

not recall being asked for that number. He further stated that he was "nearly I00"A>

sure" that he told Sergeant Monahan that the solicitor could have "republican links

or something like that". When questioned as to whether he made any request of

Sergeant Monahan, he stated that he thought that he may have asked that the gardai

tell )ohn Carthy that they were getting him a solicitor. Initially in his evidence Mr.

Ireland said that he had no discussion with Sergeant Monahan as to why John Carthy

wanted a solicitor but later said that he was "nearly 100% sure" that he did mention

to Sergeant Monahan that lohn Carthy had said that he would give himself up if he

got a solicitor.

Save for the conversation outlined above which he had with Sergeant Monahan, Mr.

Ireland was not questioned by any other member of the gardai about the phone call,

during the incident.

Sergeant Monahan's evidence

Sergeant Monahan told the Tribunal that shortly after 2:00 p.m. he received a

telephone call from Mill Street garda station. He spoke to a person who identified

himself as Kevin Ireland. Mr. Ireland told him that he had received a call from John

Carthy on his mobile phone at 12:00 p.m. Sergeant Monahan learned that the subject

had mentioned a solicitor by the name of "Mick or lohn Finucane" from Dublin. He

also learned that he appeared relaxed, calm, was talking freely to Kevin Ireland and

that at some stage in the conversation his mobile phone went dead. Mr. Ireland, he

said, made no request of him. Sergeant Monahan made a note of the conversation

which has been outlined above. This entry also recorded:

"Garda Oliver Cassidy checked Golden Pages and myself checked Directory

Enquiries   and  lohn   Cunningham,   district   clerk   checked   01   Directory.
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Sergeant I. Folan was present at that time. I could find no name' of a solicitor

by the name Finucane. Informed Superintendent loe Shelly who was at the

scene and passed on all details."

Sergeant Monahan believed that he was on the telephone for approximately six to

eight minutes. He did not accept Kevin Ireland's statement and evidence to the

effect that he was informed that lohn Carthy had indicated to him in the telephone

conversation that he would give himself up if he got a solicitor. Sergeant Monahan

said that Kevin Ireland had not told him that the solicitor "could have republican

links".

Following the phone call Sergeant Monahan directed that inquiries be made in the

station to try and identify the solicitor mentioned. The witness made no contact with

any local solicitor nor did he contact the Law Society or the State Solicitor. He

continued making his inquiries for a further half an hour and then passed on the

information to Superintendent Shelly at the scene and told him that he couldn't

find a solicitor by the name of "Mick or lohn Finucane" from Dublin. He spoke to

Superintendent Shelly at approximately 2:45 p.m. or 2:50 p.m. Superintendent Shelly

directed him to try to find the solicitor. After that Sergeant Monahan continued

checking the 01 telephone directory, but without success. He confirmed that in the

course of their inquiries the gardai did not make direct contact with the Carthy family.

Superintendent Shelly's evidence

Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that he had received information about John

Carthy's phone call to Mr. Ireland from two sources, from Ms Leddy and from

Sergeant Monahan.

Information from Noeleen Leddy

Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that he was informed by Ms Leddy, that:

i.    she had been contacted by Mrs. Mary Ireland who worked in Shannonside

radio station and whom she knew;

ii. she was told that Kevin Ireland knew |ohn Carthy as they had worked

together on building sites in Galway;

iii. Mrs. Ireland informed her that her son Kevin telephoned her that morning

and told her that he had received a phone call from John Carthy and that

he had mentioned that he wanted a solicitor; the name of the solicitor was

not mentioned at that stage; and,

iv. Kevin Ireland had told his mother that John Carthy had indicated that he was

able to make the guards "duck up and down" and that he had mentioned

something about "watching this space".

Superintendent Shelly said Ms Leddy gave him Mr. Ireland's mobile phone number.
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Information from Sergeant Monahan

Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that at approximately 2:30 p.m. he received
a call from Sergeant Monahan who informed him that he had received a phone call

from Kevin Ireland from Mill Street garda station in Galway; and that Mr. Ireland had

mentioned a solicitor named "Mick or lohn Finucane".

Detective Garda Sullivan's evidence

Garda Sullivan told the Tribunal that he joined Superintendent Shelly, Superintendent

Farrelly and Ms Leddy at 1:15 p.m. The superintendents had already been speaking

to Ms Leddy and he understood that he was being requested to speak to her "to get

the information first-hand to bring to Detective Sergeant lackson". He stated that he

did not take any notes of the conversation with her nor did he have sight of her note.

In what he described as a brief conversation, he learned from her that:

i. she had received a telephone call from Kevin Ireland's mother to the effect

that Kevin Ireland had received a telephone call from John Carthy at 11:30

that morning;

ii. John Carthy had discussed the situation with Kevin Ireland and that he, the

subject, had supposedly spoken to friends some two weeks previously

about "doing something big", because life was tough;

iii.    when Kevin Ireland asked him what he was going to do he replied, "watch

this space";

iv. John Carthy appeared to be boasting about being able to make the guards

duck; and,

v.    he had mentioned seeking a solicitor from Dublin.

Garda Sullivan stated that he particularly remembered the phrase "watch this space"

as it "seemed significant" to him, and that it was the "most pertinent point" that he

took from the discussion. On further questioning, he stated that he was not told that

the subject had said that he was going to do something big "that day". However to

him, the phrase "watch this space" indicated that )ohn Carthy was going to do

something "now"; i.e. in the course of the siege — that something was going to

happen that day. Garda Sullivan stated that he distinguished this phrase from the

reference to the conversation the subject allegedly had with his friends in relation to

"doing something big".

Garda Sullivan stated that he did not receive Mr. Ireland's phone number from Ms

Leddy, nor did he ask for it. Mrs. Mary Ireland's phone number was not sought. He

also gave evidence that he did not hear any reference to "Mollaghans".

After the conversation he returned to the negotiation post and relayed the

information to Sergeant Jackson. He did not recollect informing Sergeant lackson

that lohn Carthy had said that "he hadn't a notion of doing anything dangerous" nor

did he recall obtaining such information from Ms Leddy. He stated that the

information  he conveyed was quite the opposite;  that is,  "watch  this space",
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indicating to him that something was going to happen. He told the Tribunal th.it

these words, that is, "watch this space", were specifically relayed to Sergeant Jackson.

It was put to Garcia Sullivan that Sergeant Jackson appeared to have acquired more

information from him on this point than that set out by him. Garda Sullivan re-

emphasized that this was all that was relayed to him from the command post, though

he thought that Superintendent Shelly may have spoken to Sergeant Jackson.

Shortly alter 3:00 p.m. (¡arda Sullivan stated that he was called to the command post

and was told by Superintendent Shelly that he had obtained information that "lohn"
or "Mick Iunui ane" might be the solicitor John Carthy was looking for. While (¡arela

Sullivan did not recall the full extent of how that information had been received he

brought it to Sergeant lackson. He also advised the negotiator that Superintendent

Shelly wished him to attempt to inquire from John Carthy who Mr. Finucane was and

where he could be contacted.

Detective Sergeant Jackson's evidence

Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that Garda Sullivan returned to the negotiation

post with information from Ms Leddy, that:

i. Kevin Ireland had told his mother that lohn Carthy had telephoned him at
approximately 11:30 a.m.;

ii. lohn Carthy was boasting about making all the gardai outside duck up and

down to avoid being shot;

iii.    John Carthy had mentioned to Mr. Ireland that he wanted a solicitor;

iv.    Mr. Ireland said that )ohn Carthy had been calm during the call; and,

v. the subject was going to do something big that day and he said that Garda

Sullivan may have used the phrase "watch this space" and that he

interpreted this as "something was going to happen here today that lohn

had said that — that he was going to embark on some action; that is the

general gist of it".

When asked if the foregoing represented the information he received from Garda

Sullivan, Sergeant Jackson replied that it was, as far as he could recollect, but then

went on to say "sorry, there may have been information in relation to, I am just trying

to recollect, just basically lohn was messing with us, wasn't serious in what he was

doing. That was the tone of it, really, in general terms and that he hadn't a notion of

doing anything dangerous on this day. That was the general tone of it".

Failure to debrief Kevin Ireland

It is evident that Mr. Ireland was not adequately interrogated about Mr. Carthy's

phone call. If that had happened the scene commander and the negotiator would

have learned that the subject had assured his friend that he had no intention of

shooting himself or anyone else and that his purpose in firing shots was to keep the

gardai away from his house. (See Kevin Ireland's account of it, referred to herein).
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They also would have ascertained the crucial information that Mr. Carthy's motivation

for requiring a solicitor at the scene appears to have been in the context ol

negotiating his surrender to the gardai. This was a major development which, it it

had been realised by the police, appears to have opened the door to an ending of

the impasse.

Further information on the Kevin Ireland phone call given to the

negotiator

At approximately 3:00 p.m. Sergeant lackson was told by Garcia Sullivan that Mr.

Ireland had spoken to the gardai in Granard. From this contad he understood that

he had said to Mr. Ireland that he wanted a solic itor named "John or Mick Finucane".

He believed that efforts were being made by Superintendent Shelly to identify who

this person was. He was told that Superintendent Shelly wished him to inquire from

lohn Carthy who Mr. Finucane was and where he could be contacted. He was also

informed by Garda Sullivan that Mr. Ireland had told Sergeant Monahan that John

Carthy had appeared calm on the phone and that Mr. Ireland was concerned that

the fact that he had contacted the gardai was something which was not to be

mentioned to the subject.

Information received by the Tactical Team leader

Sergeant Russell was not provided with any information regarding the phone call

from )ohn Carthy to Mr. Ireland. He was questioned on whether this was important

information for him to assess, concerning the subject's state of mind at that time. He

stated that any information, including this information, which might come from the

subject himself, would be helpful. It would help him form an opinion "or just to

help me".

Contact with the family following receipt of the information from

Noeleen Leddy and Kevin Ireland

John Carthy's family was not informed of his request to Kevin Ireland to get him a

solicitor. It was denied by the senior officers that a decision was taken not to inform

the family of this request.

Contact with John Carthy following the call to Kevin Ireland

On receipt of the information Sergeant Jackson spoke again to John Carthy and

focused on the request relating to a solicitor. He told the subjecl thai he would get

a solicitor; that the gardai would bring him down if he identified him but that they

would need to know who he was. Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that )ohn Carthy

replied that he wanted "a republican one". Sergeant Jackson asked him "what is his

number or where can we contact him" and that "we will ensure you are ok when

you come out", lohn Carthy replied "no fucking way, I want him in here". Sergeant

Jackson went on to say:
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"John, we aie worried about letting a solicitor in there with you because of the
gun you have, but we will get him to meet you outside if that is what you

want, lohn please tell me who he is and where he can be contacted".

lohn Carthy's reply to this was, "don't bother, don't bother". Sergeant lackson
thereafter repeated this request to identify a solicitor but received no reply. The
negotiator did not seek any information as to who the family solicitor might be.

SECTION H —The Events of the Afternoon at the Scene

Continued attempts at dialogue

At about 1:00 p.m. during the course of Detective Sergeant Jackson's attempts at

dialogue, lohn Carthy began to interrupt his efforts; these interruptions being

described in evidence- as an effort to shout him down "with slogans such as 'Free

State bastard, you are just like the Black and Tans' ". This comment by the subject

was repeated during the course ol the afternoon and the frequency increased.

The loudhailer is shot from the wall

At 1:06 p.m., while the negotiator was speaking to John Carthy, the loudhailer, which

h.id been placed between the concrete blocks on top of the wall at the negotiation

post, was shot from the wall.

The location of negotiation post is reconsidered

In the course oí the evidence of relevant garda officers an issue arose as to whether

there was consideration given to the relocation of the negotiation post when shots

were fired by the subject in that direction, thus exposing garda officers to danger.

This issue is considered in Chapter 6. For the reasons referred to there the negotiation

post Weis not relocated.

Numbers of visible gardai — John Carthy's space

Detective Sergeant Russell was asked for his opinion on the number of members of

the- gardai that he thought )ohn Carthy may have been able to see from the window.

He believed that the number was minimal. These might have included Detective

Garcia Carey, Sergeant Jackson, Detective Garda Sullivan and himself. Other persons

on the cordon were kept out of sight, he stated. Sergeant Russell spoke with Sergeant

Jackson and it was agreed that when relief personnel came to that area, they were

instructed to go into the new house. The reason behind this, he said, was that they

did not want to "crowd lohn Carthy out". They wished to give him space. Relief

personnel were told to remain in the house out of sight. He believed that from the

subject's position, he could see probably no more than three or four armed members

of the Garda Síochána at any one time.
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Arrival of ERU relief personnel

Three ERU relief personnel arrived at the scene shortly before 1:00 p.m. These were

Detective Garda William Sisk, Detective Garda Joseph Finnegan and Detective Garda

Aidan McCabe. Sergeant Russell stated that he spoke briefly to Superintendent Shelly

and explained that he would be standing down personnel then deployed at cordon

points.

Instructions to relief personnel

The tactical commander stated that he fully briefed the new personnel on John

Carthy's background and brought them up to date on what was happening, and

where garda personnel had been deployed. He informed them of the policy decision

which had been taken by the scene commander of containment and negotiation.

That would continue. He confirmed that he instructed the three new members in the

same way as he had instructed the other members on the previous evening. He

explained to them that:

"if the subject exited the building unarmed we would conduct a controlled

exit and enable his arrest to be conducted in a safe manner when he would

be handed over to local gardai. If he exited the house in an uncontrolled

manner with a firearm, their objective would be to disarm him and to use

whatever reasonable means at their disposal to achieve this purpose — to

enable them to make an arrest".

However, he informed them that if all means of persuasion failed and if the situation

arose where any person present was in imminent danger of losing their life or at risk

of serious injury, then (and only then) could they use as much force as was necessary,

including the discharge of firearms, "to achieve a legal purpose and to prevent this

happening". He went on to say that he:

"wanted them to have the option — firearms were only to be used here as a

last resort; that every other avenue should be exhausted; that it was incumbent

on them to offer any other possible tactical initiative before they would resort

to firearms and in that, as I said, you are relying on the initiative of the particular

members who are in the situation. I can only set the scene and the plan, it is

up to them to actually deal with the situation as they found it at that particular

time themselves. It is impossible to legislate for his demeanour at the time. We

can describe the possible scenarios, but it is up to them to make an assessment

themselves of the situation, the likelihood of being successful in disarming

him".

Sergeant Russell could not recall whether he went into the specifics of the gun being

broken or unbroken but he believed:

"it would be a consideration in the response of any member as part of their

training, that they would know the difference between a broken gun or an

unbroken gun, these are assessments they would have to make. They were put

through this in their training, to make an assessment".
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Shortly after the relief personnel arrived, the shot timed at 1.06 p.m. was discharged

at the negotiation point and Sergeant Russell remembered saying to those officers:

"you understand now what we are dealing with here, you have to be aware of

your own safety, don't take any i hances or do anything reckless that will cause

you to be injured, one, or cause him to actually respond in a fashion that would

compromise his own safety".

He- stated that he wished to ensure that they understood that they were not to do

anything to precipitate actions resulting in "officer creating jeopardy". He told them

not to do anything that might be reckless or which might precipitate action on the
part ot lohn Carthy. "That was a consideration from the very beginning", he stated.

(Surprisingly, Sergeant Russell's concept of "officer created jeopardy" did not include

local armed and uniformed officers exposed on and about the road near the

command vehicle and who constituted a target for lohn Carthy as he walked towards

Abbeylara holding his gun in an apparently aggressive way.)

Sergeant Russell also confirmed that he discussed the Firearms Regulations with the

relief officers and reminded them of their obligations concerning the rules of

engagement. He checked their personal kit, allocated weapons and deployed them

to their positions around the house.

Deployment of relief personnel

Garda Finnegan, armed with an Uzi sub-machine gun, took up a position at the back

of the house, relieving Detective Garda Ryan. Garda Sisk took possession of the

Heckler & Koch rifle and relieved Garda Carey who was at the pillar on the roadway

between Farrell's house and Carthy's house. Garda McCabe took up position at the

negotiation point. He was given the Uzi sub-machine gun which Sergeant Russell

had been carrying up to that point.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey leaves the scene

At some point prior to 2:00 p.m. Assistant Commissioner Hickey left the scene and

returned to his office in Mullingar.

Attempted contact with John Carthy continues into the afternoon

The negotiator continued to try to telephone the subject but there was no answer.

As the loudhailer which had been shot from the wall was damaged, these calls took

place from the ERU jeep which was at the boundary of the Farrell and Carthy

dwellings. At 1:38 p.m. lohn Carthy answered Sergeant Jackson's call and asked him

"what's with the hundred guards outside and only one of me". Sergeant Jackson

replied:

"lohn there's only a few guards here and the only reason that they are here is

that you have that gun and you are firing at us. If you put the gun down and

come out the guards will go away. I am out here to help you to come out of

the house".
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John Carthy's reply to this was "you are not going to come in and take the gun off

me again". The subject hung up alter this. (It is evident that the latter observation

related to the occasion in 1998 when Garda Cassidy caused Mr. Carthy to hand over

his gun by subterfuge. See Chapter 8.) Sergeant Jackson phoned the subject on a

number of occasions again following this and eventually he answered the phone.

The negotiator said to him: "John, please tell me what has happened to make you do

all this, tell me what it is and I can help". His reply to this was "/ am going to get ten

years for all of this, ten linking years." Sergeant lackson saw this as a statement of

huge significance. It indicated to him that the subject was "beginning, hopefully, to

think with some degree of rationality. I le was worried about the consequences ol his

actions which is obviously what a rational person may do". It also indicated to

Sergeant Jackson that perhaps he was thinking about coming out of the house; and

that, on the issue of suicide, because he was "considering issues to the future", it

may have indicated that "be may not be contemplating harming himself ... at thai

stage". Sergeant Jackson saw this as a positive development. He told the Tribunal

that he tried to reassure him and said to him:

"lohn you won't get ten years, nobody is hurt and thai is good. We understand

what happened yesterday was because you were angry so come out now and

it will be ok".

The subject's reply to this was "Fuck off" and he hung up. Sergeant lackson stated

that he told him that he "should not be worried about getting ten years and things

are not as serious as he thinks, especially as no one has been hurt".

At approximately 1:45 p.m. lohn Carthy telephoned the negotiator. He did not talk

but raised the volume of loud music playing in the background.

A replacement loudhailer was brought to the negotiation post and Sergeant lackson

returned to continue negotiations from that position. He revisited the question of the

"10 years" as he wished to "capitalise as best I could on John's comments." He

reassured him that nobody had been hurt; thai there was no question of prison; and

that it was understood that what he needed was help in his difficulties and that

everybody was there and willing to help him. The subject's response was to raise up

and level the shotgun at the negotiation post forcing the ERU members present to

take cover behind the wall. The negotiator stated in evidence that the subject

continued to bang the table in the kitchen with the butt of the shotgun and that he

moved between the back of the room and the window.

Sean Farrell is brought to the scene

Thomas Walsh made contact with Mr. Sean Farrell, a friend of John Carthy's, as he

believed that he would be the best person to speak with him. Mr. Walsh introduced

Mr. Farrell to the gardai saying that he was someone the subject looked up to.

Superintendent Shelly told Garda Sullivan that )ohn Carthy regarded Mr. Farrell as a

"role model" and that he, Mr. Farrell, was willing to speak with him. Garda Sullivan

relayed this information to Sergeant Jackson. The latter then spoke to Superintendent

Shelly and it was agreed that Mr. Farrell should be utilised. During this conversation
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Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant lackson also spoke about the progress of the

negotiations and decided to continue in the same manner, even with the slow,

limited progress that had occurred. (In fact no progress had been made up to then.)

Sergeant lackson spoke to the subject by loudhailer and told him that Mr. Farrell was

there and wanted to speak to him. The subject replied "bring him down". Garda
Sullivan briefed Mr. Farrell on the process before bringing him to the negotiation

post. The negotiator told Mr. Farrell that he would like him to attempt to capitalise

on his close relationship with lohn Carthy. He stated in evidence that "attempting to

work on the slipstream of Mr. Carthy's comments about being worried about what

was going to happen when he came out", he told Mr. Farrell that he wanted him to

focus on the consequences of John Carthy's actions and to offer him reassurances

as to what had happened in relation to the incident; get him to look to the future;

that there was a good future for him, and assure him that he would be willing to

employ him in the plastering trade.

Mr. Farrell was at the negotiating point from approximately 2:05 p.m. to 2:50 p.m.

He spoke to John Carthy for approximately 20 to 25 minutes. He asked him what

had happened to cause all this and asked him to talk to him. He offered reassurance

that everybody including the gardai were there to help, saying that he would wait

outside and meet him when he came out if that is what he was worried about. He

made it clear to lohn Carthy that he could always have work from him, and that

when he came out there was a job for him — "that was guaranteed". He did not

receive any reply to any of these requests. He then said to the subject that he was

hurt and disappointed that he would not talk to him, and made repeated efforts to

open dialogue, but to no avail. During this period, the subject had the gun levelled

at the negotiation position, but appeared to be listening to what Mr. Farrell was

saying. Mr. Farrell told him that he would ring him on his mobile phone and this he

tried up to six times. The phone was answered but lohn Carthy said nothing.

Mr. Farrell was then brought back to the command post.

Increased agitation — vigilance, glass-breaking and watch-looking

Sometime after Mr. Farrell left, lohn Carthy became quite agitated and, according to

those observing him, his movements became accelerated. He was constantly

checking the window. He appeared to Sergeant lackson to be in a "state of hyper-

vigilance". The negotiator recommenced attempts to negotiate on the loudhailer to

try once more to address the subject's worries regarding the consequences of his

actions. He stated that he "felt it may be fruitful to follow up on that and offer

reassurance on that basis and certainly that is what I did in the hour or the minutes

and hours after thai and right throughout . . . in an attempt to indicate to lohn about

his future and trying to focus in on the fact that he was thinking about the future".

Therefore he spoke to John Carthy about Sean Farrell's offer of employment; Dr.

Shanley and his willingness to help; and, in general terms, about everybody - family,

friends and the gardai — being willing to offer help. He described this as a "geneva/,

broad range reassurance of Mr. Carthy at that stage."
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The subject's reply to all this was: "free State bastards. No way am I coming out.

Come on in and get me". In response Sergeant Jackson told him that the gardai cliel

not want to hurt him and that all they wanted to do was to get him out safely. He

thought that the responses he had received were given in "a somewhat overtly

agitated and boastful way." On this occasion, as on other occasions when he

received responses that he interpreted as "bravado", he addressed the issue of

suicide, asking the subject if he was thinking of hurting himself or thinking of suicide.

At about this time, the remaining sections in the glass of the gable window were

broken out by John Carthy. Further, Sergeant lackson said that the subject began to

check his watch repeatedly in a deliberate way "and nearly, in one sense, as it he

wanted to show us he was looking at his watch." The negotiator asked him why he

was checking his watch. He did not receive a verbal reply but he gave, what Sergeant

lackson described as, a "wry or a sarcastic" smile or smirk.

At this time the negotiator received information from the command post that )ohn

Carthy, in his phone call to Kevin Ireland, had mentioned a solicitor by name. He

therefore told the subject that he was aware that the solicitor he wanted to talk to

was "Mick or lohn Finucane". He asked him to help identify him, and where he could

be contacted. He stated that he assured him that they would get Mr. Finucane for

him, and that he, the solicitor, would be here for him if he wanted to talk to him.

There was no reply to this request which, he stated, was reiterated on a number of

occasions. During the course of Sergeant lackson's requests to the subject to answer

the telephone, he threw the house telephone into the garden. The time was then just

after 3:00 p.m.

Sergeant Russell told the Tribunal that he overheard the subject stating to Sergeant

lackson that he was not coming out of the house and that "if we wanted him, to

come in and get him". According to the negotiator, John Carthy was gesturing at

them to shoot him and shouted "shoot me, shoot me". At that, he would suddenly

pick up the firearm and point it at them in what Sergeant Russell described as a

threatening manner. He stated that the subject had the gun in his right hand, and

was pointing towards his chest with his left hand, saying "shoot me".

Detective Sergeant Russell rests

At approximately 5:00 p.m. Sergeant Russell informed Superintendent Shelly that he

was going to rest in the Carthy's new house. He instructed Garda Flaherty, who was

the next most senior member, to cover for him. He left Garda Flaherty in control of

the inner cordon but said that he was still in overall charge and did not relinquish

responsibility in any form. He requested his junior to summon him if there were

any developments.

Kieran Lennon

Mr. Lennon, a friend and workmate of John Carthy, telephoned him on his mobile

phone at approximately 3:00 p.m. The subject answered the phone and Mr. Lennon
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said "any craie". He said no, and asked Mr. Lennon what he wanted. Mr. Lennon

told him that he was just ringing to see how he was, to which the subject said he

was busy, that he had to go and hung up. Mr. Lennon said that lohn Carthy sounded
"all light" and "calm".

Mr. Lennon had previously attempted to call John Carthy before midday on that day

but there was no answer. Mr. Lennon said that about an hour later he called again

and the phone was engaged, and five minutes after this he called for the third time

and the subject answered the phone but did not say anything. Mr. Lennon heard the

radio playing in the background.

Detective Sergeant Jackson rests

At approximately 3:20 p.m. Sergeant lackson wished to take some rest. He informed

John Carthy of this and told him that Garda Sullivan would be there during his

absence, and that he would talk to him. At that stage Sergeant Jackson believed that

he was still in a position to continue as negotiator, but that if the incident went into

a second night, he would need to be replaced. Sergeant lackson then went to rest

in the official jeep.

Detective Garda Sullivan attempts to contact John Carthy

Garda Sullivan tried to contact lohn Carthy; introduced himself and attempted to

reassure him. These attempts continued on an intermittent basis until

approximately 4:30 p.m. Garda Sullivan thought that the subject was calm.

However, during the period of his attempts to negotiate, Mr. Carthy regularly

levelled the gun at him which forced him to duck. He thought that he enjoyed this,

in that he would smile in what Garda Sullivan described as a "knowing way, that

he was in control". He told the Tribunal that he said to him that "/ can't hear you

if you keep making me duck". At some point during this period, )ohn Carthy, as a

result of a prompt by Garda Sullivan, mentioned the name "Finucane" in relation

to the solicitor request and asked why the gardai had not got him. The witness

pressed the subject on the first name of the solicitor, but did not get a reply.

According to Garda Sullivan, he then started saying things to him such as "Free

State bastards" and "shoot me, shoot me". On one occasion, )ohn Carthy came to

the window with his arms outstretched. He had the gun in one hand, in a pose

that Garda Sullivan took to be a taunt to the gardai, inviting them to shoot him.

Garda Sullivan said to the subject that the gardai were just doing their job and the

only problem was the gun which he had in his hands. He told him that the situation

could easily be resolved by him; by putting the gun down, and coming out, and

that he would be treated well. Garda Sullivan said he received no response,

although he formed the impression that the subject was still listening to him. He

continued to attempt to communicate with him until 4:30 p.m.
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Chief Superintendent Tansey attends at Granard garda station; speaks

with Assistant Commissioner Hickey and returns to the scene

At approximately 3:15 p.m. Chief Superintendent Tansey travelled from his ollic e in

Mullingar to Granard garda station. He read the file in connection with the

confiscation of the shotgun and the subsequent events leading lo its return and the

renewal of John Carthy's firearm certificate. While in Granard garda station, Chief

Superintendent Tansey spoke with Assistant Commissioner Hickev about the current

position and discussed the overall review that they proposed to carry out at around

"tea time". Assistant Commissioner Hickey said that such review would be very much

guided by the advice thev might receive from Dr. Shanley. At 4:20 p.m. he returned

to the scene and spoke to Superintendent Shelly and Inspec tor Maguire at the back

of the jeep "in the vicinity of the command post". Inspec tor Maguire- informed him

that Dr. Shanley was on his way to the scene ant\ Superintendent Shelly brought him

up to date on developments. Chief Superintendent Tansev staled that he though!

that very little progress had been made. I le was also informed of the developments

in connection with the solicitor issue.

John Carthy's arrest is discussed

Assistant Commissioner Hickey and Chief Superintendent Tansey discussed what

steps they should take if lohn Carthy came out of the house, from the point of view

of his arrest, that is to say, whether they should proceed under the Mental Treatment

Act, 1945 or the Firearms Acts. During the course of this conversation ¡I was decided

that the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions should be telephoned for

advice. Superintendent Shelly made this telephone call at approximately 5:30 p.m.

Dr. Shanley arrives in Abbeylara and visits Rose Carthy

Dr. Shanley, who was travelling to the west of Ireland that afternoon with his family

for the Easter holiday, stated that he got delayed in bank holiday traffic. He was met

by Garcia Reynolds and Garda Carthy in Edgeworthstown at approximately 4:1 5 p.m.

and taken to Abbeylara where he met Superintendent Shelly. He recalled that

Inspector Maguire was present and that Chief Superintendent Tansey may also have

been there. Dr. Shanley was informed that the siege was continuing and that )ohn

Carthy had fired a number of shots. When asked in evidence whether Superintendent

Shelly, at this stage, outlined to him what role it was anticipated he might play, Dr.

Shanley replied that he did not, but that from his point of view he "went to Abbeylara

with the hope and expectation that I might be able to talk to lohn. I am not saying

that there would have been any different outcome, but I would have liked to have

had the opportunity to try and talk to lohn, to have been able to offer him, if you like,

sanctuary, in St. Patrick's hospital. That, I felt, was my major role".

Dr. Shanley was anxious to speak with the family. Garda Reynolds and Detective

Sergeant Foley took him to the Mahon house to meet Mrs. Carthy. Dr. Shanley told

the Tribunal that at that time, Mrs. Carthy was "clearly upset" and he thought that she

was sedated. Dr. Shanley thought, but was not "entirely sure" that Mrs. Carthy "may

have indicated that lohn had been taking some alcohol in the lead up in the days
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before." Dr. Shanley learned very little else from Mrs. Carthy other than that her son

was in the house and firing his shotgun. He was then informed by another member

of the family (he thought that it was Mrs. Patricia Mahon) that in the days leading up
to the incident John Carthy had become more irritable; was not sleeping well, and

had been drinking. Dr. Shanley asked Mrs. Mahon did the family think that he was

depressed, and she replied that they "were not entirely sure." Dr. Shanley said that

they also told him that he had been "talking a lot". On foot of all of this information
the doe tor found it difficult to make an assessment of his patient's condition.

Dr. Shanley spent between 25 to 30 minutes in the house before being brought back

to Abbeylara shortly after 5:00 p.m.

Detective Sergeant Jackson returns to duty

At approximately 4:30 p.m. Sergeant lackson returned to the negotiation post, where

he was briefed by Garda Sullivan on events which had taken place in his absence.

He was informed that the subject had levelled the shotgun forcing Garda Sullivan to

take cover behind the wall. The negotiator learned that Dr. Shanley had arrived at

the scene and was anxious to speak to the family. He was also informed that Ms

Carthy was at the scene and wished to speak with her brother. Sergeant Jackson

noted that John Carthy was levelling his shotgun at the negotiation post on a regular

basis. He stated that both he and Superintendent Shelly agreed that Ms Carthy should

be brought to the negotiation post to talk to her brother.

Evidence of John Carthy's increased agitation between 4:30 p.m. and

5:30 p.m.

Detective Sergeant Jackson tells John Carthy that Marie Carthy and Dr. Shanley

are at the scene

At approximately 5:00 p.m., the negotiator using the loudhailer called to )ohn Carthy

to tell him that his sister and Dr. Shanley were present and that they were very

anxious to speak with him. He could see him at this stage at the window with the

gun in his right hand. He saw him smirk, level his shotgun, and then discharge the

weapon. The shot struck a block which fell and struck Sergeant Jackson who had

taken cover behind the wall. The latter told the Tribunal that he asked the subject to

stop shooting, and told him that it was causing a difficulty and a problem for the

gardai. At this stage he became concerned in relation to bringing Marie Carthy to

the negotiation post and spoke with Superintendent Shelly about this. It was agreed

that he would try to persuade the subject on the telephone to "try and engage Marie

Carthy on the phone with her brother inside".

Sergeant Jackson observed John Carthy moving from room to room in what was

described as a very agitated and restless manner. He learned that other gardai had

heard furniture being broken in the house at that particular time. Sergeant lackson

himself only heard him banging the table, he believed with the butt of the gun, and

constantly saying "why?, why?" to any question posed by him.
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Sergeant Jackson was asked whether he thought that the subject's agitation at this

stage was on a different level to that which he had seen earlier in the day. He

replied, "certainly it was more constant at that stage, it was a longer period. There

were intermittent periods of agitation previously but this was a reasonably long period

of agitation from in and around 5:10 up until this point. Probably tor that period,

maybe, 15 to 20 minutes, | there] was an ongoing period of agitation and a lot of noise

coming from the house".

Detective Garda Sisk's observations

Between 4:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. Garda Sisk, who was on the roadway at the

boundary of the Farrell and Carthy properties, observed John Carthy banging the

butt of his gun against furniture and shouting "why?, why?" in response to Sergeant

Jackson's attempts at contact. After approximately 20 minutes, the subject closed the

curtains on the gable window. Thereafter, he was intermittently observed pointing

the shotgun through the holes in the net curtains. On these occasions, Garcia Sisk

stated that he feared for his life and took cover behind the wall. Five minutes later

John Carthy opened the curtains. After firing his weapon at 5:06 p.m., he took a fresh

cartridge from his gun belt, which he was wearing, and reloaded the gun. He again

pointed the weapon out the window. Garda Sisk observed him looking at his watch.

He was doing this more frequently than he had been earlier in the day. Shortly before

5:45 p.m. he observed him point his shotgun at the negotiation post; again Garda

Sisk took cover.

Detective Garda McCabe's observations

Garda McCabe noted that John Carthy had become more agitated since Sergeant

Jackson's return at 4:30 p.m. He was aware that Dr. Shanley and Ms Carthy had

arrived at the scene. Garda McCabe observed John Carthy pacing around the room

and levelling the shotgun out the window. He also observed him knocking the

television set to the floor.

Detective Sergeant Russell is contacted

Having heard the shot fired at 5:06 p.m., Sergeant Russell discussed the matter with

Superintendent Shelly. He told him that he was back on duty. He returned to the

new house at 5:20 p.m and was told that the subject was breaking furniture.

Dr. Cullen contacts the Garda at 5:00 p.m.

Dr. Cullen stated in evidence that, on his own initiative, he contacted the gardai in

Granard at 5:00 p.m. and told them that he would be available at 6.30 p.m., after

evening surgery.

Superintendent Shelly contacts the Director of Public Prosecutions

As the Easter bank holiday weekend was approaching, Superintendent Shelly

contacted the DPP's office to seek advice as to what charges should be preferred

against John Carthy in the event of an arrest being made. He spoke to Mr. David
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Gormally, a professional officer. Mr. Gormally informed the Tribunal that he

disc ussed the powers of arrest that the gardai would have, and the effect that lohn

Carthy's mental condition may have on how he would be dealt with. No suggestion

was made to Mr. Gormally by Superintendent Shelly that, as Mr. Carthy was not

motivated by criminal ideation but by an outbreak of severe mental illness that, in

the interest of ending the impasse, the director might agree to postponement of

arrest and charging of Mr. Carthy provided that he left his house without his gun and

proceeded immediately to Si. Patrick's hospital with Dr. Shanley for in-patient

treatment there under his direction.

During the course of his conversation with Mr. Gormally, Superintendent Shelly told

him that the subject had requested a solicitor by the name of "Finucane" and that

he (Superintendent Shelly) was unable to establish the identity of such a person. Mr.

Gormally told the superintendent that he was aware that there was an individual by

that name in the offices of Garrett Sheehan (Solicitor) in Dublin, who he believed to

be a solicitor's apprentice there. Mr. Michael Finucane, who was in April, 2000 an

apprentice solicitor in that office, informed the Tribunal that he had never met, acted

for, or had any dealings with )ohn Carthy.

Dr. Shanley, Marie Carthy, Thomas Walsh and Martin Shelly are

brought to the scene

Superintendent Farrelly stated in evidence that some short time after 5:20 p.m. he

drove Dr. Shanley and Ms Carthy from the area of the church to a location outside

Walsh's house. Garda Sullivan went to speak to Dr. Shanley. He sat into the car with

the doctor. Marie Carthy, Thomas Walsh and Martin Shelly were also in the car. Ms

Carthy told him that she was anxious to talk to her brother. In the light of this, Garda

Sullivan said that he decided to try and accommodate her request, saying in

evidence, "/ dealt with Marie then". Dr. Shanley understood that the gardai had

decided that Marie Carthy would speak to his patient first and that he would speak

to him afterwards.

Marie Carthy attempts telephone contact with John Carthy

Detective Garcia Sullivan explained to Ms Carthy that her brother had become

particularly agitated at this point, that he had fired more shots and that it would be

unsafe for her to go down. He suggested that she try to contact him by telephone.

Garda Sullivan gave her Sergeant Jackson's mobile phone. She rang her brother's

mobile phone number several times but he did not answer.

Arrangements are made for Dr. Shanley to speak with John Carthy

Garda Sullivan returned to the negotiation post and informed Sergeant Jackson of

what had transpired and the failed attempts to make telephone contact with John

Carthy. The negotiator requested Garda Sullivan to return to the car, to collect Dr.

Shanley and to bring him to the negotiation post. Shortly after 5:45 p.m., Garda
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Sullivan was on his way back to collect Dr. Shanley when he heard a shout "He's

out, he's out".

The sequence of events that followed is set out in Chapter 5.

SECTION I - The Subject's Mental State During the Siege

Expert opinion on the subject's mental state at that time

Introduction

lohn Carthy had a history of bipolar affective disorder, which had been diagnosed

and for which he was receiving treatment. From the evidence of his medical history

it is clear that notwithstanding his treatment he had experienced episodes of mental

illness, in the form of bouts of depression and/or elation, for which on occasions he

required to be hospitalised.

In early 2000, the evidence has been that )ohn Carthy was going through a major

period of crisis as a result of the effects of a number of significant adverse life events.

As previously outlined, the subject had had a traumatic relationship break up; had

recently lost his job, was the butt of local slagging (in relation to the goat mascot

episode arising out of his wrongful arrest) and was concerned about moving to the

new house. There is also evidence that he had consumed alcohol in the days before

the incident. Further, Holy Thursday was a day which had particular significance for

him in that his father and grandfather, both of whom had been intimately connected

with the old home which was about to be demolished by the local authority had

died on a Holy Thursday. His father died on 12"' April, 1990 — a Holy Thursday. The

second day of the siege, 20"1 April, 2000 was a Holy Thursday. His father had featured

in some earlier episodes of bipolar disturbance as a person close to the subject whom

he believed he had failed and let down. It is noted that opinions were expressed in

evidence by Dr. Sheehan, Dr. Turkington, Professor Fahy and Dr. Kennedy on the

connection between the major relapse suffered by Mr. Carthy in his bipolar illness

and the anniversary of his father's death at this time. The following observations were

made by Dr. Sheehan:

"The pattern was that when Mr. Carthy experienced depression, a feature of

that was a sense of guilt that he had failed his father, so I would see the

symptoms in relation to his father as being part of his depression as opposed

to long-standing what we call morbid grief".

"I think certainly the father's death and the anniversary is very relevant. ... we

know that anniversaries are particularly relevant in a normal sense first of all,

but also they can have particular resonance or implications for individuals

predisposed to mental health problems, so we know that Holy Thursday would

have been of special significance for him".
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In his evidence Dr. Turkington stated:

"It is just worthwhile mentioning that the onset of Mr. Carthy's bipolar disorder,

that his manic depression, is actually caused by his father's death . . . that is the

event that triggers him into manic depression and this is so because of his

genetic vulnerability through the family line and also because of his personality.
He was actually unable to grieve and get over the death. I don't think that he

ever does properly grieve over the father's death and this sets him up with a

propensity to an anniversary depression, at the anniversary of the death eat. h

year. Fhat is really where his bipolar disorder all starts".

It seems reasonable to conclude that the tenth anniversary of his father's death

coinciding with the imminent demolition of the old home, which was intimately

connected with him in Mr. Carthy's mind, would underline the significance of both

events in a particular way and escalate his violent response to them.

It is commonly agreed by all of the psychiatrists who gave evidence to the Tribunal

that in the period leading up to 19lh/20lh April, 2000 John Carthy had a relapse in his

illness and that during the course of the stand-off at Abbeylara he was seriously

mentally ill.

The psychiatrists agree that the form of illness experienced by lohn Carthy was likely

to have caused him to have symptoms of both depression and elation during the

incident. His behaviour was likely to have been influenced by a combination of

mental illness, his personality, and the adverse effects of life events.

What follows are the views expressed in evidence by the psychiatrists in relation to

the subject's mental state over the period 19"V20'h April 2000. The evidence of Dr.

Shanley in this regard is also recorded, although he was not called to give evidence

to the Tribunal in the capacity of an expert witness but rather as a witness to fact. It

is appropriate to bear in mind that none of the psychiatrists (other than Dr. Shanley)

who gave evidence ever met )ohn Carthy or had any connection with him during his

life. They were reliant on the evidence of others and on medical records for their

assessment of him. Dr. Shanley had known the subject and had treated him as a

patient for psychiatric illness over a period of about five years.

Dr. Sheehan

John Carthy's mental history

Dr. Sheehan's diagnosis of John Carthy's mental condition was that prior to the

events of 19,h/20,h April, 2000 he had bipolar disorder. From time to time he endured

a mixed affective state wherein he experienced symptoms of both depression and

elation contemporaneously.

John Carthy's mental state during the incident

Dr. Sheehan believed that during the course of the siege in April, 2000 the subject

was  probably  manic   and  delusional. The  event  he felt was  spontaneous  and
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unplanned. I le noted that )ohn Carthy was behaving in an aggressive manner before

and during the stand-off. The subject was verbally aggressive, irritable; he laughed

inappropriately; his speech was rapid, almost incoherent at times, and he was noted

to be hyperactive. Had he been depressed his speech would have been slower as

would his actions.

Dr. Sheehan felt that the subject had also become paranoid, and was feeling

persecuted, particularly in relation to the gardai. Paranoia is often associated with

mania. He was, he stated, elated and paranoid at the time of the siege:

"... be was elated and paranoid. Suicide by and large is associated with

depression and hopelessness, so the exact opposite to what we were seeing.

When you look at assessing risk, the patient who is depressed, hopeless, sees

no way out, no future for themselves, in the context of depressive illness, that

is the risk factor. Whereas Mr. Carthy's mental state was that he was elated

and paranoid".

Insight

Insight refers to the extent the patient is aware that he is ill, recognises the nature of

his illness and recognises that his behaviour may be a product of his illness.

lohn Carthy had lost insight into his condition in the past when he became

hypomanic. It is therefore likely according to Dr. Sheehan that he lost insight into his

condition at the time of the stand-off. This loss of insight remained in all probability

for the duration of the incident. (It appears that that opinion does not take fully into

account John Carthy's phone call to Kevin Ireland on the second day (20th April)

which suggests that he had significant awareness and understanding of what he was

doing and that he had no intention of shooting himself or anyone else. His

explanation regarding use of his gun at the scene seems credible and does not

appear to indicate a loss of insight. It is reasonable to conclude that the subject had

understandable grounds for his antagonism towards and distrust of the police arising

out of past experiences, i.e., wrongful arrest and physical abuse under interrogation

and also the obtaining possession of his gun by deception without investigation of

alleged complaints and fears (see Chapter 8). The evidence appears to indicate a

probability that his antagonism was accentuated by the renewed manifestation of

his bipolar affective disorder; one indication of the aggravation being a vehement

determination that he would not surrender to the gardai and, in particular, that he-

would not again hand ewer his gun to them. He was surrounded by armed gardai,

including a negotiator who was seeking his surrender. In these circumstances it does

not seem to be surprising that he would use his gun to keep the ERU at bay, but not

to shoot them, and that is what he did. It is also significant that Mr. Ireland described

Mr. Carthy as being "calm" and not distressed when speaking to him on the phone.

He was similarly described as such by Mr. Kieran Lennon who spoke to him by

phone at about 3:00 p.m. on 20"' April, i.e., less than three hours before his fatal

shooting. Furthermore, it seems that the subject's objective in asking his friend, Kevin

Ireland, to contact a named solicitor to attend the scene was in the context of a

possible negotiated surrender. This is consistent with the reality of the situation facing
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Mr. Carthy at that time: that is, that he was near the end of his tether - having

exhausted almost all of his ammunition — and in practical terms he may have realised

that it was not possible lo c ontinue the stand-off for much longer).

Because of loss of insight, Dr. Sheehan felt that it was unlikely that Dr. Shanley would

have been able to talk lohn Carthy down. The subject was too ill, he had failed to

respond to the presence of his sister, and in those circumstances he felt that it was

unlikely that he would respond to his psychiatrist. It was unlikely that the offer of a

bed and treatment in St. Patrick's was going to be of any tangible value because of

lohn Carthy's paranoid ideas and his disturbed mental state and his consequent

complete lack of insight. (The statement that )ohn Carthy had failed to respond to

the presence of his sister is not factually correct. After the Kevin Ireland phone call,

he tried to contact his sister by mobile phone but to no avail as inadvertently he

used a number which had been recently changed).

Delusions

Delusions are associated with mania and not hypomania. A person in a hypomanic

state will not suffer from delusions.

Dr. Sheehan felt that John Carthy had a delusional belief that he was engaged in

defending the family homestead from attack. The motivating force for his abnormal

behaviour was the delusional belief. The difficulty for the negotiator was that John

Carthy wouldn't have believed any concession that was made to him — such as an

offer to stay the demolition of the house. The negotiator wouldn't have been in a

position to debate the issue and present evidence because the abnormal belief was

so powerful.

Rationality

Dr. Sheehan noted that a person in a similar mental state to that of John Carthy had

a reduced ability to reason and the more agitated and disturbed the person was the

more difficult they were to reason with. John Carthy's behaviour over the course of

the event was erratic and irrational. (This assessment does not seem to take

cognisance of the fact, which also emerged in the Kevin Ireland phone call, that Mr.

Carthy's object in requiring a solicitor at the scene was the possibility of negotiating

surrender. As already stated, that seems to indicate that he was capable of a realistic

assessment of his difficulties in the context of continuing the stand-off at that time.)

John Carthy's mental state on leaving the house

Dr. Sheehan believed that John Carthy had a motive for leaving the house. However,

like the other medical experts, he agrees that it is a matter of pure speculation as to

what the motivating factor was. The subject's behaviour was consistent with his

elated and paranoid state. He had displayed unpredictability, impulsiveness and

invincibility after he left the house. Dr. Sheehan's opinion was that the subject's

behaviour at that time can be best understood in the context of his mental illness

(mania). He acted impulsively, in an unpredictable manner either oblivious to, or with

a disregard for, the dangers which surrounded him.
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Dr. Sheehan's view was that on leaving the house lohn Carthy's behaviour was

unpredictable, impulsive and that, in all the circumstances, he posed a real risk to

the gardai. Having already discharged his firearm on many occasions, it was

reasonable to conclude that he was likely to discharge it again after leaving the

house. Having taken the safety catch off the gun outside the house there was a high

risk that he was going to use the weapon, and in his paranoid state he was likely to

misinterpret somebody's actions as being threatening, which would actually result in

him using his weapon.

Dr. Harry Kennedy

John Carthy's mental history

Dr. Kennedy diagnosed lohn Carthy as having a bipolar affective disorder with a

schizo-affective element to it.

Schizo-affective disorder

Dr. Kennedy explained that there was little difference between bipolar affective

disorder and bipolar disorder with a schizo-affective element to it. The schizo-

affective element to the illness reflected the prominence of an oversensitivity or

paranoia in John Carthy's presentation.

Paranoia

Paranoia causes an oversensitivity to real or imagined slights and causes a further

tendency to view interactions with others as being more persecutory in nature than

they are intended to be.

John Carthy's mental state during the incident

Dr. Kennedy believed that in the lead up to 19"'/20"' April, 2000 John Carthy suffered

a relapse of his illness and bee ame hypomanic or manic. This relapse may have been

caused as a result of him adhering to his antidepressant medication (which may have

precipitated an elevation of mood) but at the same- time- failing to take his stelazine,

a prescribed anti-psychotic drug, which would have helped to control his elation,

irritability and associated delusions.

Dr. Kennedy's view was that anger was the dominant feature of lohn Carthy's

presentation, an anger derived from an abnormal mental state. As time went on he

became more angry and more irritable. He was disturbed and likely to have been

suffering from delusions.

Dr. Kennedy in his evidence discussed the process by which natural inhibitions to

violence may be overcome leading a normally non-violent person to do a violent act.

There were three stages to the process; fantasy, rehearsal and then escalation.

Fantasy is imagining what one would do; rehearsal is thinking of some way of testing

out that plan, i.e., breaking something, throwing a plate, breaking a window, and
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then ese alalion is raising the level of violence in preparation for the act contemplated.

Examples would be lohn Carthv breaking out the glass in the kitchen In the early

stages of the incident and prior to leaving the house he was seen to act in an agitated
fashion beating the butt of the gun against the table and smashing windows. Dr.

Kennedy was of the view that these acts represented rehearsals and escalations In

preparation for further acts of violence.

In his conclusions Dr. Kennedy noted that at the time of his death lohn Carthy was

aroused, angry and exhibiting escalating threatening behaviour. (This opinion does

not seem to take into account the evidence that the subject did not threaten or take

any action against the armed ERU officers who were in his immediate vicinity

shouting at him to drop his gun (i.e. to surrender) from the time when he left his

house and headed up the road in the Abbeylara direction. It seems clear that his

conclue t bore out his calm assurance to Kevin Ireland a few hours earlier that he had

no intention of shooting himself or anyone else.)

Rationality

Dr. Kennedy's opinion was that lohn Carthy was mentally intact in relation to his

capacities — he could perceive his surroundings; he was able to reason, based on

those perceptions, and was able to form intentions based on his reasoning. However,

his capacity to perceive and to correctly interpret his social interactions and his

capacity to reason and make rational decisions were all profoundly impaired. (This

assessment does not seem to accord with the factual evidence — particularly the

content of the Kevin Ireland phone call and Mr. Carthy's conduct on leaving the

house which are already referred to herein. Dr. Kennedy did not address these facts.

He also did not refer to the subject's apparent rationality in requiring a solicitor at

the scene in the context of a negotiated surrender.)

Dr. Kennedy further concluded that more than likely lohn Carthy was deluded and

may well have been experiencing hallucinations. As a result of the foregoing the

subject was likely to be reasoning in a deluded confused way, which gave rise to

difficulties in interpreting his behaviour. An overt act when committed by a rational

person may have a very obvious motivation; however, the same act committed by a

person reasoning in a confused, deluded and psychotic manner may be the product

of an entirely different motivation. Dr. Kennedy's view is that it is impossible to

interpret lohn Carthy's behaviour in a rational way. (For the reasons already stated,

that conclusion does not appear to be well founded.)

The effect of the Garda presence

Dr. Kennedy felt that whereas it might have been helpful from a psychiatric-

perspective for the gardai to pull back and hope that John Carthy would calm down

(undoubtedly the correct strategy when dealing with an angry aroused normal person

whose anger in time would recede), one had to bear in mind the fact that for a

person with mental illness the anger may not abate.

". . . It is on a natural history of its own, often relatively unrelated to external

events and he may simply continue getting more and more manic and angry

and disturbed because of the nature of the illness."
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The likelihood is that if everyone had just withdrawn it wouldn't have made any

difference to his mental state; he would still have been angry, aroused, suspicious,

grandiose and armed.

It was suggested that a de-escalation of the situation could be viewed by lohn Carthy

as a triumph such as would lead to the dissipation of his anger. Dr. Kennedy

explained that the concept of triumph was already present as part of the grandiosity

associated with the manic menial stale. )ohn Carthy already had this sense of triumph

— he had the gardai ducking up ,\nd clown in response to his gun.

A normal person who takes exception to something done or said by somebody else

will claim that his or her angry irritable state was provoked by the other person.

Much the same response may be expected in mania except that the ill person already

has anger present inside him or her and the exceptional event is used as an

explanation tor internal anger "... / feel angry, it must have been because you

provoked me . . .". Thus the ill person may attribute all of his or her internal anger in

a disproportionate manner to a real or imagined slight. This often leads to the onset

of delusions.

It was suggested to Dr. Kennedy that in addition to the withdrawal of the gardai,

something ought to have been clone to alleviate lohn Carthy's fear about the

destruction of the family home, to which he responded that in the early stages of the

relapse of an illness such as |ohn Carthy had, reasonable problems can be dealt with

reasonably — the problem is the relapse will carry on anyway and offering him

whatever he wanted in relation to the house would not necessarily have relieved the

situation and would certainly not have relieved his mental state:

"It might not have relieved the situation because of the circularity I was

mentioning before, that the theme is seized on as if it was the cause ol the

problem when actually it is not the cause".

John Carthy's mental state on leaving the house

Dr. Kennedy was of the view thai at the time John Carthy left the house his thinking

was dominated by delusions and hallucinations anc\ that in those circumstances any

act by him might have no significance or might have some delusional symbolic

significance only he would understand, saying that:

"Mr. Carthy may also have been acting in an impulsive, unpremeditated way

which lac keel any premeditated plan or purpose other than the expression of

some strong emotion, though the precise emotion may have been anger, fear,

despair or elation, or any combination. If this was so, anger seems the most

likely".

It was suggested to Dr. Kennedy that Dr. Sheehan found no particular evidence of

hallucinations. Dr. Kennedy advanced as evidence for the presence of hallucinations

the fact that John Carthy had been mumbling to himself, wandering around

preoccupied, which Dr. Kennedy felt was a common external sign that somebody

was responding to hallucinations; the other evidence being John Carthy's turning up
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of the radio which he fell may have been an attempt to drown out hallucinations.

Dr. Kennedy's possible eviden« e of hallucinations is tenuous. I prefer Dr. Sheehan's
assessment.

Dr. Kennedy expressed the view that however disturbed and deluded John Carthy

was, nevertheless he remained a potent threat in th.it all the indicators are th.it he-

was angry and hostile in mood and disposition, with angry and hostile intentions and

that he remained capable of the accurate use of his gun. (That assessment appears

to be contrary to the subject's conduct in not shooting at or threatening any of the

armed ERU officers who were close by and shouting at him to surrender after he left

the house; his calm assurance to Mr. Ireland a lew hours before his death that he

had no intention of shooting anyone; and, his apparent rationality in requiring a

solicitor at the scene in the context of a negotiated surrender to end the impasse.)

Professor Fahy

John Carthy's mental history

Professor Fahy diagnosed lohn Carthy as having bipolar affective disorder. His view

was that the relapse experienced by him in the early months of 2000 was

predominantly hypomanic in type although he accepted that during acute periods of

his illness that he was affected by a mixed pattern of symptoms including, arousal,

irritability, elation, and depressive elements, all of which were exacerbated by his

adverse life experience.

His mental state during the incident

Professor Fahy felt that at the time of the incident the subject was in a predominately

hypomanic state with some depressive themes interwoven, consistent with a mixed

affective disorder. In such a state the symptoms of elation and depression can

alternate or co-exist. In )ohn Carthy's case the mixed state was a combination of

elation, anger, irritability with some depressive features. He stated:

"My own simplest interpretation of what has happened in this man's case is

that it is the coalition really of his bipolar disorder, his personality and a series

of life events coming together, that culminated in this remarkable outcome".

Mixed affective state

A mixed affective state is a mix of different themes and emotions. The simplistic

notion of hypomania is that while affected by that state a person feels good. Rather

it is often the case that a person affected in that way may feel angry, unhappy, deeply

distressed, giving rise to the mixed affective state. John Carthy was predominately in

a hypomanic state deteriorating over the course of the event.

Insight and rationality

Professor Fahy expressed the opinion that the subject had diminished insight into his

illness over the course of the event. He made the point that insight is a dynamic
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variable and that the more severe the disturbance the greater the loss of insight, lohn

Carthy had probably never been so unwell in all his life.

Professor Fahy agreed that Kevin Ireland was the only person that lohn Carthy

communicated with in any meaningful way. However, he found the subject's

conversation with him to be quite striking and said that:

"/(   seems   almost   out   of place   when   one   looks   at   the   rest   of  those

communications".

He stated that it was surprising that Mr. Carthy appeared as calm as he was reported

to have been in that conversation, but it was not incompatible with the diagnosis of

a hypomanic episode. Professor Fahy went on to say:

"So it is not necessarily a state that affects the individual every minute of every

hour of every day that they are in it, there is going to be an element of

fluctuation and an ability to engage in sensible conversations at times."

Professor Fahy thought that the fact that John Carthy was shooting the megaphone

off the wall approximately half an hour following the phone call was the type of

fluctuation that one would expect to find in a person in John Carthy's condition. (It

appears that it could be interpreted also as an act of amusement.)

Professor Fahy was asked how he saw the conversation between John Carthy and

Kevin Ireland fitting into the pattern of his illness, as exemplified on that particular

day. The witness described the conversation as being one that:

"fits into a pattern perhaps of energised, possibly grandiose thinking. As I have

said earlier, it seems to be an island of sort of coherence when all around, it

seemed to be very chaotic".

Professor Fahy was then asked whether it was unusual to have an "island of

rationality" in circumstances where mania was the "primary thing being exhibited",

and replied:

"No, it is not and I think that it is an important point, that the patient's mental

state can fluctuate, again depending on external Stressors, whether they are

being provoked, whether they feel they are getting their own way or not, so in

that sense, it is interesting, but it certainly does not undermine the suggestion

that he was entering into a more severe state of mental illness during the course

of the siege".

Professor Fahy said that the more one enters a hypo-manic or manic state the more

inaccessible and perhaps less insightful the person is.

This does not seem to take into account that the Kevin Ireland conversation did not

take place until midway through the second day of the event, i.e., just six hours

before John Carthy was shot. More particularly, it does not take account of the

subject's purpose in making the phone call to his friend, i.e., asking him to contact a

solicitor on his behalf to come to the scene and engage in negotiating with the police
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an end to the siege. This does not appear to be indicative of a worsening of the

illness or of the "inaccessibility" referred to by Professor Fahy.

Professor Fahy agreed that it was unlikely that John Carthy would have surrendered
the gun to the gardai as he would have viewed this course of action as a defeat. He

may have surrendered it to someone whom he knew well and trusted, provided that

he retained the capacity to think things through clearly and strategically; but the
witness felt it was unlikely that he retained this ability towards the end. Professor

Fahy felt that John Carthy was unlikely to respond to Dr. Shanley in relation to an

offer of a bed in St. Patrick's hospital because his behaviour was so irrational. He

considered it unlikely that such an approach would meet with success when dealing

with someone who was agitated, manic: and irritable. In these circumstances one was

not dealing with a rational man and it was unlikely that there would be a voluntary

committal. He noted that in this episode, unlike in previous episodes, there had not

been the same demonstration of insight. This assessment does not appear to be

borne out by the facts. The purpose of the Kevin Ireland phone call (as already stated)

would appear to have been a cogent demonstration of insight by the subject within

hours of being shot.

Professor Fahy thought that, because of his illness, by the time John Carthy left the

house, he was no longer capable of being reasoned with in a rational manner. His

opinion is difficult to understand in the light of the subject's assurance to his friend,

Kevin Ireland, that he had no intention of shooting himself or anyone else — a course

of conduct specifically borne out by the fact that he did not threaten any of the

armed ERU officers he encountered at close range on leaving his house. He was also

well aware that he needed mental treatment and, ironically, he had had an

appointment to consult Dr. Shanley in St. Patrick's hospital on the day of his death.

Alcohol

Professor Fahy said that if John Carthy had been drinking on the morning of 19lh

April then the contribution of alcohol to his subsequent behaviour may have been

through behavioural disinhibition, rather than the effects of alcohol withdrawal.

However, given the lack of information on John Carthy's alcohol consumption prior

to and during the incident it was difficult to gauge the effects of it, if any, on his

overall condition.

Indifference

Professor Fahy expressed the view that during the latter stages of 20"1 April, John

Carthy was becoming manic. He was angry and irritable and had a combination of

different emotions including, very possibly, some self-destructive ideas. During the

latter stages of the siege he, lohn Carthy, didn't value his life very highly. He was

also extremely reckless in his behaviour and in his comments. Professor Fahy agreed

that it might be more accurate to state that John Carthy was indifferent rather than

reckless as to his welfare. He stated that towards the end of the incident he seemed

to have reached the point of indifference about his own welfare and his own life.
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John Carthy's mental state on leaving the house

By the time the subject exited the house his mental state had deteriorated to such

an extent that he only had a limited awareness of what he was doing. Professor Fahy

regarded the watch-looking prior to his emergence as indicative of a degree of

agitation and impatience on the part of lohn Carthy rather than an indicator that he

was about to undertake something specific. His behaviour during the latter stages of

the siege- particularly on leaving the house were driven, in Professor Fahy's view, by

his mental illness. He was in an acute state of mania, with incoherent thought

processes. In Professor Fahy's view John Carthy was unlikely to have been working

to a coherent plan and was unlikely to be capable of formulating such a clear definite

plan. Instead his mental illness was causing him to act through impatience and a

disregard for his own safety. He explained that when someone was in an advanced

state of disturbance he or she may no longer be able to assess risk because of

confusion.

Dr. Turkington

John Carthy's mental history

Dr. Turkington observed that John Carthy's bipolar illness was initially predominately

depressive, involving repeated depressive episodes interspersed with a lesser number

of manic episodes. He noted that at times he experienced mixed affective states (i.e.,

episodes with mania and depression present at the same time).

The subject, in addition to being psychotic during his illness, also had to contend

with a paranoid trait to his personality. This trait led him to have paranoid ideas and ,

ideas of reference as part of his personality.

Paranoid personality

It is clear that )ohn Carthy had a paranoid trait within his personality. He was certainly

sensitive to any real or imagined teasing or taunting and there was evidence that he

tended to take things personally. He tended to respond to such taunting in a

combative manner. The paranoid personality, according to Dr. Turkington, will

typically be stubborn, brooding and argumentative. Such an individual is likely to be

resentful, brooding and angry over teasing and taunting, and to react to slights in an

argumentative and threatening manner. John Carthy had a paranoid trait as part of

his normal personality.

Ideas of reference

These are psychotic symptoms, which include the idea that comments on television

or radio refer to the individual in question. Casual remarks made within earshot of

the individual by others can be understood to relate to him or her and may be

interpreted as being critical, accusatory or insulting.

Dr. Turkington distinguished between paranoia and psychosis and explained that a

person with a paranoid personality has paranoid ideas and ideas of reference as pari
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of their personality but these ideas are only thoughts and not beliefs. A psychotic,
on the other hand, who becomes delusional, actually harbours false beliefs.

John Carthy's mental state during the incident

At the time of the siege )ohn Carthy, was suffering from a mixture of hypomania,

irritability, intermingled lowering of mood and anger with some suicidal ideation
expressed. (The subject told Mr. Ireland in his phone-call on 20* April that he had
no intention of injuring himself. This does not appear to have been taken into account

by Dr. Turkington.) John Carthy was disinhibited, overactive and with pressure of

speech. The witness also expressed the opinion that the subject appears to have had

intermingled paranoid ideas concerning the gardai.

The break-up of his relationship, according to Dr Turkington, was a major life event

for lohn Carthy and was probably part of the reason that he went into a form of

mixed affective state with episodes of depression and slight elation during the week

of the stand-off.

Dr. Turkington believes that the subject did not appear to have had an endogenous

rhythm to his illness. In some people affected by bipolar disorder, the trigger for their

illness are chemical imbalances that affect the brain. These triggers are caused from

within or are endogenous. In others, the triggers for illness may be as a result of

external negative life events known as exogenous factors. In )ohn Carthy's case it

was more likely that exogenous factors tipped him into illness.

He expressed the opinion that during the siege there was evidence of emerging

hypomania in )ohn Carthy, but he was not severely manic. He had no flights of ideas,

no grandiose delusions, no hallucinations. The subject was a bit overactive but there

was a coexistence of some depressive symptoms. He was in a mixed affective state,

which was more hypomanic than depressed. He started to become elated as the

siege began and by the end of it he was hypomanic, but had not become manic,

which is a very disturbed state.

Rationality

Dr. Turkington believed that whereas )ohn Carthy was angry, abusive, irritable with

impaired sleep, he was not laughing inappropriately and all of his comments were

understandable and rational. The content of his speech was not typical of mania — it

was typical of a paranoid personality. In mania the speech can become so pressured

and with such accelerated tempo that even the subject cannot follow it and nor can

anyone else. John Carthy's comments were flavoured by a belief that he had been

wronged by the gardai, but he was not incoherent. In addition, he was able to have

a normal calm rational phone call with Kevin Ireland, as well as appearing at the

window and having suicidal ideation.

The life events, including the "slagging", the loss of his girlfriend, the perceived ill-

treatment by the gardai, the barring from the pub etc., were not only the triggers for

his mental illness relapse, but were also perpetuating and aggravating factors feeding

his anger and irritability.
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Dr. Turkington stated that John Carthy's suicidal intent was personality driven and

did not arise from his depression. Had it arisen from his depression he would, more

than likely, have just shot himself as soon as he possibly could. Dr. Turkington stated:

".. .on balance, I think the lead up to this, I would take it as seventy per cent

personality and only thirty per cent the emergence of this mixed affective

picture. So, I think a lot of what happened here was driven by his personality,

life events, the slagging, all the various things which were accumulating at that

point in time".

Dr Turkington felt, that the request by )ohn Carthy for the gardai to shoot him, was

a typical development in a "suicide by cop" stand-off situation of a "disturbed type"

(see Chapter 14 Victim Provoked Police Shooting — "Suicide by cop"). In the

"disturbed type" a moderate level of suicidal intent is present together with a degree

of ambivalence. The outcome, he said, depended on how the situation was handled,

i.e., whether steps were taken to diffuse the situation or whether matters were

allowed to escalate. Unfortunately the situation did escalate and over the course of

the siege John Carthy's illness worsened and on the day of his death he was

becoming more hypomanic. A hypomanic person is rational, knows what he or she

is thinking, doing, and saying.

John Carthy's mental state on leaving the house

By the time of his exit John Carthy was in a mixed affective state; he was not

delusional, in fact Dr. Turkington believed he was highly rational. He was asked if

the actions of John Carthy on leaving the house were those of a rational being doing

what an experienced gunman would do or those of somebody trying to get himself

killed. He replied:

"/ think it could well be the act of somebody who is trying to get themselves

killed, but not the actions of somebody with severe psychotic mania. These

acts are purposeful, they are organised. He communicates a very clear message,

he looks at the gardai quite clearly as he goes out there. He either thinks that

he can just walk out of there and have no problem, but then again he is

cradling the gun and his finger is on the trigger mechanism, so he knows that

he is giving out all the information, that he is going to be a danger to other

people. The only conclusion I can make is that he is doing this to be shot".

He thought that )ohn Carthy was quite rational in what he was doing at this time;

rational enough to know that he was about to be shot. He enjoyed having control

over the gardai during the siege. He enjoyed making them jump about and duck and

he made eye contact on the way out, staying in control until he was shot dead.

Dr. Turkington's assessment of the situation presented by )ohn Carthy is of particular

interest. However, I have difficulty in accepting his conclusion regarding the subject's

motivation in leaving the house, i.e., that his conduct indicated an intention to bring

about a situation whereby he would be shot by the police. If that had been his object,

he could have achieved it readily by turning his gun on one of the armed ERU men

who were within  feet of him.  If he did  so,  an  officer would  have to  respond
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immediately by shooting him dead. It also seems to be significant that while walking

on rough ground near his house-, he- did what an experienced, careful shooter should

do, i.e., he broke open his gun until he reached the road at his gateway. I have no

difficulty in understanding that in his advanced slate of mental distress at that time,

Mr. Carthy was probably reckless for his own safety and that he did not realise the

gravity of the risk he was taking; bul I am not convinced he appreciated that he was

about to be shot or that he had any intention of bringing that situation about.

Dr. Shanley

John Carthy's mental history

Dr. Shanley had diagnosed )ohn Carthy as having a bipolar disorder as discussed

elsewhere in this report (see Chapter  i).

John Carthy's mental state during the incident

Dr. Shanley gave evidence to the Tribunal in April, 2003. He felt unable to sav

whether his patient was suffering from a mood disorder at the time of the incident.

His intuition was that he was probably more high than low.

In response to a question concerning the gravity of lohn Carthy's mental condition

on 19"'/20"' April Dr. Shanley responded as follows:

". . . however based upon the events of the I')" and 20th April 2000, and the

accounts of close relatives and members of the Garda Síochána, lohn Carthy

appears to have been very disturbed on the 19th and 20'h April 2000. Those

events suggest that lohn was probably clinically depressed".

When Dr. Shanley returned to the Tribunal to give- further evidence in October, 2003

he confirmed that there was a reasonable likelihood that the subject was in fact

depressed during the incident. All of the life events affecting him would have

aggravated the depression.

Finally, in response to questions put to Dr. Shanley in cross-examination, while

reiterating that any retrospective diagnosis was speculative, he conceded that there

was evidence to suggest the presence of both poles in )ohn Carthy's behaviour, i.e.,

mania and depression, known as a mixed affective state.

Insight and rational thought

Dr. Shanley's view was that one would not have any insight into one's own condition

during periods of elation or depression.

He thought that during 19lh/20'h April, John Carthy was unlikely to have anything like

the same degree of insight that he would ordinarily have and that his ability to reason

would be compromised; the extent of such compromise depending on the severity

of the bout of elation or depression.
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The subject may not have realised that he needed help and may not have contacted

Dr. Shanley in circumstances where he was clearly elated or severely depressed. He

would have liked to have had an opportunity to talk to the subject but stressed

that, even if he had had such an opportunity, the outcome might not have been

any different.
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CHAPTER 5

The Final Minutes — John Carthy's Exit from the House

and Subsequent Fatal Shooting

SECTION A: — Introduction and Summary

At approximately 5:55 p.m. John Carthy, without prior warning, exited his house

through the front door. He was in possession of his shotgun, which he had in the

broken-open position. He immediately turned to his left, walked down by the side of

the house, rounded the corner, passed the gable-end, paused momentarily at the

next corner and proceeded down the driveway. As he passed through the gateway

he closed the gun. Having moved on to the road he then opened the weapon,

discarded one of two cartridges from it and closed it once more. He then turned up

the roadway and proceeded to walk in the direction of Abbeylara with his shotgun

closed, loaded with one cartridge and pointed in the eliree tion of the command post,

near which non-ERU members, armed and unarmed, were on the road. Moments

later he lay fatally injured, having been shot four times by two members of the

Emergency Response Unit. What occurred during those fateful few moments is

now considered.

On his exit, the manner of John Carthy's walk was described by Detective Garda

Finnegan, who was observing the house door from a mound at the rear of the

building, as a "very set walk", "a very determined set" and a "mid-march" pace. He

issued a radio message to all ERU officers that lohn Carthy had exited his house.

According to the witness the subject, on exit, did not stop or look right and he

seemed unaware of anything that was around him. He was carrying his gun which

was broken open and he followed the path by the gable end of the house. When he

exited, Detective Sergeant Jackson was down behind the front wall of the house at

the negotiation post. He had been in a crouched position because, prior to his exit,

the subject had been constantly raising and levelling the shotgun in his direction but

without firing. Detective Garda McCabe was on one side of Sergeant Jackson and

Detective Garda Sisk on the other. All three were close together. Immediately on

hearing the radio message the negotiator stood up and looked over the wall. He saw

the subject on the front pathway near a small gravelled area, walking by the gable

window. Sergeant Jackson observed that he had the shotgun on his right side, the

butt was tucked under his right elbow and his right hand was in the area of the

trigger mechanism. The shotgun was broken open "similar to a hunting stance, a

safety stance". His left hand was under the front portion of the barrel and he was

then walking at a reasonably brisk pace past the gable window towards the driveway.

According to Sergeant Jackson:

"Obviously this was a serious development, Mr. Chairman, lohn had exited the

house. It was an uncontrolled exit. His exit was sudden, but not unexpected,
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and certainly a dangerous situation prevailed at that stage, so I drew my Sig

pistol at that stage, hut he had the gun in his possession so I felt he may be

going to do harm to somebody. That was my initial assessment. I also made

the assessment certainly he was a threat but not an immediate threat; the gun

was broken, which was obviously something we took cognizance of. Certainly

I perceived him as a threat but not an immediate threat at that particular

stage...".

When Garda McCabe heard the radio call, "he is out, he is out", he too was

crouched behind the wall at the negotiation point near Sergeant Jackson. 1 le stood

up from behind the wall and cocked his Uzi sub-machine gun by pulling back the

cocking lever and selecting the repetition mode. He brought it to his shoulder, to the

ready position, and looked over the wall. All of this was clone in one motion. There

are three selectors on the Uzi. These are "safe", "repetition" and "automatic";

repetition meaning that discharges from the weapon will be shot by shot, and that

as the trigger is squeezed, one bullet only will be fired. The trigger must be released

and squeezed again for a second discharge. An automatic selection will produce a

burst of fire in one action.

Detective Garda Carey had come out of the new house on hearing the radio

message of the exit. He proceeded quickly to an area between the abandoned patrol

car and the sheds at the side of the old house. John Carthy entered the driveway

and momentarily paused when he saw Garda Carey, who pointed his weapon at him

and called on him to put down the gun. The subject proceeded down his driveway

and at some point as he was passing through the gateway on to the road he closed

the gun. Members of the ERU were at this time calling on him to drop the gun and

informing him that they were armed gardai.

As he moved on to the roadway lohn Carthy looked to his right in the direction of

Sergeant lackson, Gardai McCabe and Sisk. He momentarily paused. The look on

his face was described in evidence as a "blank stare". Nevertheless, they thought

that he was aware of their presence. At this stage the gun was closed and pointing

straight across the roadway to the field opposite, lohn Carthy's left hand was under

the barrel, his right hand was in the trigger area and the butt of the gun was tucked

under his elbow. Sergeant lackson has described the subject's gun, at this stage, as

being in a firing position. As he reached the middle of the road he paused and broke

open the gun with his right hand. He removed a cartridge from the right barrel and

threw it to the ground in the area of a ditch, on his right, and slightly in front of him.

This was described by Sergeant lackson as "a very quick movement". Immediately

on closing the gun, he turned towards Abbeylara. He was now at the far side of the

road, that is, the side furthest from Carthy's house and no more than three feet from

the grass verge on that side. The gun was held as before, left hand under the barrel,

right hand in the trigger area and the butt of the gun tucked under his elbow. He

proceeded to walk up the road in the Abbeylara direction.

Detective Sergeant Russell was in the new house, having been on a rest break, when

he heard of the exit. He proceeded through the front door. The first time that he saw
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the subject was when he, John Carthy, was heading through the pillars at the

gateway. He, the witness, ran diagonally across the garden in the general direction

of Burke's hedge, halfway between the hedge and the pillar. He ran towards the

roadside boundary wall and jumped onto it. John Carthy was to his right and was

still walking. Sergeant Russell stated in evidence that the subject was not, at that

stage, "far away" and that he was on the far side of the roadway. He did not see

him progress through the gateway, nor did he see him remove the cartridge from

the barrel of the gun. The witness had accelerated a short distance and it took him

a while to compose himself. I le was standing on top of the wall. He remembered

trying to keep lohn Carthy in view "bul at the same time he heard [the] panic of

people" to his left. He knew that there were people in positions around the

command vehicle. He heard some panic and in the corner of his eye observed

movement of people fleeing to his left, up towards the Abbeylara side. While on the

wall he had his pistol drawn and trained on the subject.

Detective Garda Sullivan, who had gone up the road to fetch Dr. Shanley, drew his

pistol and went back towards the se ene. I le went to a position on the road just past

the hedge dividing Burke's and Carthy's. He saw John Carthy emerging onto his

driveway heading towards the road. He heard colleagues shouting to him, "armed

gardai, drop your gun", and pleading with him, "drop vour gun, lohn". He could see-

the shotgun in his hands and he, Garda Sullivan, took a number of steps backwards.

He was concerned for his own safety and the safety of other people, some of whom

were gardai in uniform and were "gathered in this area". He turned and formed the

impression that there was a hesitation in that people may have been initially making

their way towards the scene when the crisis happened. "There was a hesitation there.

I just decided to shout to alert them". He shouted at everybody generally to "get

back and get into cover". He turned around and jumped the wall into Burke's garden.

Immediately before this, he heard Sergeant lackson appealing to the subject and

using his first name, saying, "lohn, please drop the gun".

At this time there were people, armed and unarmed gardai, on the roadway in the

vicinity of the command vehicle. There were also civilians in a car further up the road

in the vicinity of the Walsh house. Sergeant Jackson, fearing that the subject was

about to discharge his weapon at people in the area of the command post, decided

that he was left with no option but to discharge his weapon. He fired a shot from his

Sig Sauer pistol into John Carthy's left leg. This bullet struck him and the material of

his jeans was seen to "flicker". The shot was described as having no effect on his

demeanour or on the manner in which he held his gun, and he continued to walk.

Sergeant lackson, continuing to fear lor those on the- road, discharged a further shot

to the left leg area. He was unaware of whether this shot struck the leg. Again no

effect was noted. Garda McCabe, also fearing that John Carthy was about to

discharge his weapon at people in the vicinity of the command vehicle or further up

the road, fired a shot, the third in all, and his first, which struck the subject in the

lower torso. Garda McCabe saw no reaction and thought that he may have missed.

The subject was described by the ERU members as continuing to walk with the gun

pointed at the command vehicle. Garda McCabe discharged his second shot, the

fourth in all, which struck slightly higher on the lower torso. )ohn Carthy immediately
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fell to the ground. The evidence of witnesses at the scene indicates that the entire

incident from the time the subject exited his house to the time he was shot dead
was brief, perhaps no more than one minute. The time-lag between the first and

fourth shots was also very short; the evidence being that there were no more than

seconds between these shots. Witnesses close to the scene gave varying accounts

of the number of shots that they heard. All four shots struck John Carthy, the first

two in the left upper leg and the last two in the torso area. The shots to the leg

caused sofl tissue injuries and did not damage any bone.

Having been struck by the fourth and fatal bullet, he turned, faced Sergeant Russell,

who at that stage was still standing on the boundary wall of the Carthy house almost

opposite him, and fell backwards and "somewhat to his right". Having fallen to the

ground on his back, he attempted to roll over on to his right side. His head was

towards the grass verge and his legs were diagonally across the road. Garcia Finnegan

was the first to reach him and in carrying out what he described as the "standard

procedure" of "cover and contact", he placed his foot on the subject's foot and

trained his gun on him. He immediately saw that he was badly injured. First aid was

administered by Detective Gardai Flaherty and Sullivan (who rolled )ohn Carthy onto

his back) with the assistance of Detective Garcia Ryan. Resuscitation was attempted

by means of an air vent and by cardiac massage. An ambulance, which had been

based at Granard garda station, was summoned. Dr. Donohue was also called to the

scene. He administered adrenalin. All attempts at resuscitation failed and at 6:11 p.m.

lohn Carthy was pronounced dead.

The core of the evidence- from the relevant gardai is that the subject was perceived

to be- a threat, and continued to be so when he turned and walked in the direction

of Abbeylara. ERU witnesses felt that, earlier, when he had been shooting at them

from inside the house he was displaying threatening behaviour and therefore would

not agree that Mr. Carthy had not threatened them at any stage. After his emergence

from the house, however, he did not point his weapon in the direction of any

member of the ERU before he was shot. The evidence suggests that while all

members of the ERU were concerned in a general way for their safety, in that )ohn

Carthy could have turned the weapon on them in a "split second", their primary

concern was for the safety of the people on the road in the vicinity of the command

vehicle and further up the road. The area within range- of John Carthy's weapon was,

at that stage, populated with armed and unarmed local officers, including

Superintendent Shelly, the scene commander; and, somewhat further back, civilians

who had been brought to the scene to attempt to assist in negotiations or to speak

to John Carthy, including Ms Marie Carthy and Dr. Shanley who were in a police car

on the road at Walsh's house, a short distance away. The statements, evidence and

actions of many of the garda witnesses on the road at that time establish thai they

were caught entirely unawares and unprepared for what had happened and feared

for their own safety.

The evidence of Professor lack Phillips, a consultant neurosurgeon, indicates that the

subject was capable of forward motion between the final two shots, as his central

nervous system was not compromised by any of the first three bullets. The first two
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shots struck lohn Carthy in the upper left leg and comprised soft tissue injuries only.

This was unfortunate as the medical evidence- suggests that had a bullet struck a

bone, he probably would have lallen. The third bullet struck the deceased's pelvis

and deviated at an angle in a downward direction, entering and exiting his right c all.

While the evidence of a fifth wound raised the prospect of a fifth bullet, the Tribunal

has previously ruled that it is satisfied that John Carthy was struck by four bullets

only, notwithstanding the pathologists' original doubts in that regard.

SECTION B: — Eyewitness Accounts

When John Carthy emerged from his house, more than 20 gardai and other

personnel were present in the vicinity of the house or on the roadway nearby.

1.    ERU members at the scene

Nine members of the ERU were in the vicinity of the house: one at a mound behind

the old house (Detective Garda Finnegan); four in the new house (Detective Sergeant

Russell and Detective Gardai Flaherty, Ryan and Carey); three on the road in the

vicinity of the negotiation post (Detective Sergeant lackson, Detective Gardai

McCabe and Sisk); and one (Detective Garda Sullivan) further up on the roadway

near Burke's boundary.

Garda Finnegan was behind a mound at the back of the old house, from which

position he had a side view of, and was covering, the front door. He neither saw nor

heard the door open. He first observed John Carthy, from side on, stepping through

the door area and emerging from the porch. The subject did not announce the fact

that he intended to exit before so doing. Garda Finnegan relayed the fact of the exit

by radio, to other ERU members. He had no means of communication with the scene

commander or any of the local officers at the scene. On exiting, John Carthy

promptly turned left. At no time did he look in Garcia Finnegan's direction. He was

in "mid-march" and had a very determined set about him, meaning, according to the

witness, that as he emerged from the house, he did not stop, and "was unaware of

anything that was around him". He had the shotgun in his left hand, holding it at the

point where it breaks open. It was broken, but Garda Finnegan could not, at that

stage, see if it was loaded. He, and each of the other ERU officers in the general

vicinity, described in evidence what they saw and what they did when the subject

vacated his house. On reaching the gate piers he closed his gun; walked to the

middle of the road or thereabouts; then opened the gun again and removed one

cartridge which he threw into the ditch on the far side of the road. He closed the

weapon again with one cartridge remaining in it and commenced walking in the

Abbeylara direction towards the gardai who were on the road in the vicinity of the

command vehicle (which was between Burke's gate and the ESB pole). He was then

about three feet out from the grass margin on his right side. As he walked he held

the gun across his chest and his right hand was close to the trigger mechanism. He

was described as being in a position to fire the gun instantly. It was perceived by

witnesses that he was a danger to the lives of gardai on the road in the vicinity of the
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command vehicle. From the time when he left the house ERU officers had shouted at

John Carthy on numerous occasions that they were armed gardai and called upon

him to drop the gun. He ignored them and did not respond in any way. Inner cordon

otlic ers and others who had been in the Carthy new house followed the subjec t and

took up positions along the Carthy boundary wall. There was insufficient time for a

strate-gy of moving containment to be put into effect as the subject had taken only a

lew paces in the direction of the command vehicle when he was fatally shot. (The

concept of moving containment is discussed in Chapter 6.) He was still in line with

his own boundary wall when he fell. As already stated, the time-lag from when he

left his house until he was shot appears to have been no more than one minute.

The- evidence- of four ERU officers is of particular significance in the context ol John

Carthy's final movements, i.e., Sergeants Russell and Jackson and Gardai Sullivan

and McCabe.

Detective Sergeant Gerard Russell

At the time of lohn Carthy's exit, the team leader, Sergeant Russell, was in the new

house having completed a rest break. Shortly alter a shot was discharged by the

subject at 5:06 p.m., he (Sergeanl Russell) went down to Superintendent Shelly to

discuss the situation and to let him know that he was "back on duty". He returned

to the new house at 5:20 p.m. and was informed by Garcia Flaherty that the subject

had been seen breaking furniture which signified to him that he was frustrated or

angry with something. Sergeant Russell had a brief telephone conversation with

Detective Inspector Hogan and reported thai there were no breakthroughs and that

everyone was safe. Shortly after this he heard the radio message from darda

Finnegan that John Carthy "was out".

While Sergeant Russell accepted that the exil was unexpected at that particular time,

he stated that it was not unexpected in the overall context. He also stated that

he was not disadvantaged by being in the house at that time because he was in

radio communie ation.

Sergeant Russell followed his colleagues, Gardai Carey, Flaherty and Ryan, out of the

house. When he got to the front door of the new house he could see John Carthy

walking down the centre of the driveway, "just going through the gate". From his

position he could not see whether he had a weapon in his hands, but he heard

shouts directed at him to "put the gun down". He heard Sergeant Jackson "deliver

the command" to the subject in what he described as a calm, non-threatening

manner:

"There were a number of shouts lo put the gun down but I heard, in particular,

Detective Sergeant lackson speaking . . . he is not jn excitable individual and

on this particular occasion I was amazed, he was so calm, his voice, it was just

'put the gun down John'. That was the fashion that struck me that he was still

adopting the same attitude he adopted right through the negotiation and it

was very clear. It wasn't in a threatening manner or it was very — like some

people would put it more1 forcefully, and I put it more forcefully, hut I

remember his voice being distinguished from all the other shouts and calls, but
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Detective Sergeant lackson was very calm and was very levelled, the actual

wa) he delivered the command".

Sergeant Russell ran diagonally across the front garden to head in what he described

as the general direction of the "outer cordon position". He drew his pistol from its

holster. He accelerated towards and jumped onto the boundary wall. It took him a

while "to compose". I le tried to keep |ohn Carthy in view. He heard the panic of

people to his left:

"/ knew that there were people in position around the command vehicle. I

heard some panit and. in the c orner of my eye now, I observed movement of

people fleeing to my left or up towards the Abbeylara side".

He had not seen, nor was he aware of the actions of lohn Carthy on the roadway.

When he got onto the wall he- saw the subject to his right, walking on the other side

of the roadway. He could now see the shotgun under John Carthy's arm; with the

butt tucked under his right arm, the right hand in the trigger area and the barrel being

supported by his left hand. It was pointed in the direction of Abbeylara. He agreed

with counsel for the Carthy family that John Carthy never held the shotgun at

shoulder height. At no stage did he see him point his weapon at any member of

the ERU.

lohn Carthy was now moving at a brisk walk. There was "purpose" to the walk,

according to Sergeant Russell. He did not at that stage see the subject's face. He

was looking at the gun and at his profile. The first occasion that he saw his face was

when he was struck by the last bullet. The witness was aware of the presence of his

colleagues behind the subject, because he could hear their voices, though he could

not at that stage, say for definite, who was there. He was concerned that "maybe

people had left it to the critical point". He stated that he was aware of the danger

and felt that they had now reached that point. He stated that he was in no doubt

that "some person there [on the roadway] was in immediate danger" and that he

"feared for the safety of people on the roadway". From the corner of his eye he could

see people "fleeing". He stated that he knew, at that time, that John Carthy had

pointed his gun in the direction of those people. That is what he meant by using the

word "critical". He was concerned not only for the safety of those who were fleeing,

but also for "anyone" in that area, including people at the command post, whom he

knew were armed, and also the members of the ERU. He continued:

"... / suppose there is a certain onus on us, we were the people tasked with

providing security . . . without sounding bravado about it, the onus was on us

to deal with the danger and there is a certain inherent danger in the job and

one is more concerned about other persons at that stage".

The moment |ohn Carthy emerged from the house, he observed: "the safety of

everyone was compromised".

Sergeant Russell had his mind made up that he was going to have to take action but

was, at the same time, "somewhat puzzled" that John Carthy had walked past people
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in the area. He did not know at that time that he had walked past some of his men

without evidently "taking any interest" ¡n them. The subject was holding the gun in

a dangerous manner, but Sergeant Russell knew he was a sick man and was trying

to assess all of these considerations. He proceeded to take aim. He steadied himself,

trained his pistol on John Carthy and aimed at the lower portion of his body. He was

hopeful that if he had to take action it would be the minimum amount. He wondered

why someone had not taken ac tion earlier and whether he was reading the situation

correctly. He was in the process of "taking a squeeze on the trigger" when he heard

the first shot being disc barged. The subject continued to walk, "maybe two steps".

I le was not sure whether the first shot had struck. He then heard a second shot. The

time between the first and second shot was "about a second". He did not see any

reac tion lo the second shot. John Carthy continued moving and Sergeant Russell did

not notice any change in the pace- of his walk. When he heard the shots, he was

expecting the firearm to be dropped but that did not happen. He heard a third shot,

but the weapon was still ¡n John Carthy's hands and he continued to move. He then

heard a fourth shot. While he could not be certain of the time-lag it seemed "a

second or two seconds". I le did not see or notice the subject's upper body position

move between the second and third, or the third and fourth shots. I le did not "even

know whether he had been hit". His recollection was that the subject was walking

in an upright position between the shots and he did not notice any movement in

terms of crouching or falling between those shots. He was focusing on the shotgun

and was expecting it to be discharged at "any minute". I le observed that )ohn Carthy

walked a pace or two between the third and fourth shots. He was then approximately

fifteen feel from him and he still had the gun in his hand:

". . . at the fourth shot he almost paused and turned around in my direction,

almost opposite, in my general direction, and that is the first time I got a look

at his face. I remember him groaning as if that had caused a pain. I had no

knowledge at that stage hut I knew that he was hit, I knew that that shot had

hit him, I had no knowledge that he had been struck by shots up to that".

There was a "short space" of lime between the first and the last shots. He heard a

number of his colleagues call out warnings to lohn Carthy but could nol say whether

such warnings were e ailed out between the shots. However, he himself had shouted

such a warning between the first and the last shot.

lohn Carthy then fell bac kwards, "almost lac ing me as it I was the last person he had

eye contact with". I le fell with his head to the ditch and his feet out across the road.

The gun fell from his grip. The witness knew at that stage that he was badly injured.

He saw the colour draining from his face. He shouted for an ambulance.

After Dr. Donohue arrived, Sergeant Russell spoke to Superintendent Shelly and told

him thai they had "no other option".

Detective Sergeant Michael Jackson

According to the evidence of Sergeant Jackson, John Carthy had been constantly

raising and lowering his weapon prior to his exit. For this reason, he was down

behind the wall at the negotiation point when the subject emerged. He received a
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radio mess,ige from (.arda Carey. Ile stood up and looked over the wall, at which

stage )ohn Carthy had reached the gable window. He observed that he had the butt

ot the- shotgun tucked under his right elbow, with his right hand in the area of the

trigger mechanism. The gun was broken open, "similar lo a hunting" or "safety"

stance. His left hand was under the barrel. He was walking at a "reasonahh busk

/).)<('" towards the driveway. Sergeant lackson regarded this as a "serious

development". The exit was sudden, but "not unexpected", according to the witness.

The situation was now dangerous. The exit was uncontrolled. He drew his pistol. His

initial reaction and assessment of the- situation was that |ohn Carthy had the shotgun

in his possession and may be going to do harm to somebody, albeit that the gun

was broken open. He was a threat, but because the gun was broken, he was not an

immediate threat. He heard other members calling to him. He initially shouted "lohn,

we are armed guards, drop the gun". The subject continued walking and as they

"came to a closer degree of contact and communication", he said "lohn, this is Mick,

please, please drop the gun". He had been present for 19 hours and had been

assessing lohn Carthy's condition:

"His actions now were not of a rational man . . . going through my mind was

. . . if the possibility did arise thai we were able to confront lohn and disarm

him in an unarmed fashion, that was certainly going through my mind also at

that stage, that the opportunity may arise when he exits, thai we ma) get an

opportunity to disarm him at some point as he was exiting

Sergeant lackson thought that there was still some prospect that he might be able to

negotiate and to get him to drop the gun at that stage, (¡arda McCabe, who had an

Uzi sub-machine gun, was to his right, slightly behind him; with Garcia Sisk, who was

in possession of a high velocity weapon, also behind him.

Sergeant Jackson was now three to four feet out from the front boundary wall. He

moved towards the gateway. Garda McCabe was three or four feet to his right,

walking in tandem with him. The shotgun remained open as lohn Carthy crossed the

path onto the driveway. When he emerged onto the roadway, the gun was closed.

Sergeant Jackson did not, however, see him close the gun. His left hand was under

the barrel; right hand in the trigger area and the butt was tucked under his elbow.

The gun was pointed straight across the road in the direction of the field opposite,

in the direction John Carthy was facing. Sergeant Jackson moved slightly up to

"engage" with the subject, constantly calling on him to drop his weapon and saying:

"lohn, this is Mick, it is over, please drop the gun". He was very concerned about

John Carthy's action of closing the gun. The level of threat was now heightened

substantially as the gun was in a firing position. However, the direction in which the

gun was pointed, across the road, gave him some limited leeway to "attempt to try

and induce lohn to drop the weapon".

When the subject reached the middle of the roadway, Sergeant lackson was between

10 and 13 feet from him and approximately three feet out from the wall. Sergeant

Jackson had his pistol pointed at him. While lohn Carthy did not point the shotgun

at the witness, he still feared for his own safety, but was prepared to maintain

communication with him to attempt to "implore him" to drop his gun.
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The subject did not respond, nor did he appear to be reacting to anything that was

said. He stopped on the roadway and looked in the direction of Sergeant lackson

and his colleagues:

".. .he certainly was looking in our direction, I won't say with any discerning

indication that he was aware of what we were doing or what we were asking

him to do, but certainly he did appear to be aware of our presence and that

presence appeared to impact on him, but I can't say he was responding to

what we were saying. I lis behaviour appeared to take into account the position

we were in".

Sergeant Jackson observed that as lohn Carthy turned his head "ever so slightly" to

his right that he could:

"... see behind lohn, people' at the command post, there was a group ot

members at the command post. I knew some of them were uniformed

members. I was obviously taking them into consideration there, I was just aware

of them and I could see them behind lohn at that stage. . . . lohn, as I have

described, had the gun facing towards the field on the far side of the road. We

had our guns trained on lohn. I knew it was a critical point in this particular

situation. We were still calling on lohn to drop the weapon, but it was going

through my mind at that stage that lohn may turn to fire the weapon at us and

we may be forced to discharge our weapons at him at that point. That is how

I perceived the situation at that stage".

The gardai on the road were slightly out from and to the rear of the command

vehic le. Sergeant Jackson was concerned for their safety.

John Carthy then broke open his weapon and in a "quick movement" removed the

right hand cartridge with his right hand, and threw it on the ground to his right. He

then closed the shotgun.

On the closing of the gun the subject immediately turned towards the command

vehicle. He crossed from the centre of the road to the side opposite his house. The

butt of the weapon was under his right elbow. His right hand was under the area of

the trigger mechanism. His left hand was under the barrel. The gun was now "pointed

at" the group of people at the command vehicle and he marched "towards them at

a brisk pace" and in a "determined and purposeful fashion". Sergeant Jackson

observed quick movement from people, in the vicinity of the command post, going

for cover. There was, he said, concern but not panic. He was 10 to 12 feet from

John Carthy, still on Farrell's side of the gateway, and about three feet out from the

wall, lohn Carthy gained some ground and Sergeant lackson moved with him,

attempting to maintain his position on the road, calling on him to drop his weapon.

At that stage he was aware that Garda McCabe, who was slightly to the rear, to his

right, also moved with him as they walked up the hill in the Abbeylara direction.

The shotgun was, at this stage, pointed slightly diagonally across the road at the

people at the command post.
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Sergeant Jackson feared and believed that lohn Carthy was in the "final act of firing

the shotgun". He was aware that people on the road were moving for cover. He was

also aware of the capabilities of the shotgun and of the damage that a round of shot

could do. The shotgun, he said, is an indiscriminate weapon. The people moving for

cover "obviously perceived the same danger I did". He felt that he had no option
but to discharge his weapon at lohn Carthy.

"/ followed lohn up the road as he was advancing on the command post. I

know I called on him once, maybe twice, but I know one last time to try and

get him to drop the weapon because it was a critically dangerous stage at that

point in time and lohn wasn't responding to any of our exhortations to him to

drop the weapon. So, because of the danger I perceived, lohn in my mind was

going to fire his weapon at the people at the command post, I called on him

to drop the weapon and he wasn't responding. I felt I had no other option at

that point in time other than to discharge a round from my firearm in order to

prevent and stop lohn from killing or maiming one of the people at the

command post. That is what was going through my mind at that point in time.

I discharged a shot, Mr. Chairman, from my Sig pistol. I aimed at John's higher

left leg area of his body. As I've described, I discharged a shot to prevent John

from killing or injuring one of the people at the command post. I aimed at this

particular part of lohn's body in an attempt to achieve that objective of

stopping lohn killing or maiming one of the people at the command post. I

aimed at this particular part of John's body to try and minimise the risk to

lohn's life and minimise the harm done to lohn, while at the same time

preventing him, or stopping him, from killing or maiming one of the people he

had his gun pointed at, Mr. Chairman."

The bullet struck the subject in the left leg. He knew this because he could see a

"slight flicker" in the material of the jeans. The shot did not, however, have the effect

of stopping him. He continued to move in a similar, determined and "purposeful"

fashion, according to the evidence of the witness, advancing on people at the

command post. )ohn Carthy maintained his position, two to three feet out from the

grass margin on the far side of the road, and he did not cross diagonally towards

people at the command post. According to Sergeant Jackson the route he was taking

was potentially more dangerous than if he had walked directly at the command

vehicle. It offered him a greater view of individuals there because the angle was

closing. The threat Sergeant Jackson perceived was immediate and "the further Mr.

Carthy walked up on that side of the road the more people that were exposed to the

barrel of his gun".

John Carthy was still being called upon to drop his weapon. Sergeant Jackson felt

that he had no option but to discharge his weapon for a second time.

"As I have described, I had fired a shot, the same situation prevailed; lohn was

advancing on the right-hand side of the road, he had the gun in a firing position

pointed at the people at the command post, his right arm was in the trigger

area, as I described before, his left arm was under the barrel and from lohn's

movements, he appeared determined, as I have described previously, to use
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the weapon. I came to the conclusion at that stage, Mr. Chairman, that I had

no option other than to discharge another round at Mr. Carthy because ot the

danger he posed to the people at the command vehicle. I decided to tire a

second round at Mr. Carthy, to aim it in a similar area as I fired my first shot. I

decided to fire that second round because I believed lohn was about to tire

his weapon."

While remaining in the conventional shooting position, Sergeant Jackson fired at the

same, higher left leg area. He was approximately 25 feet away from lohn Carthy

when he discharged that round. Sergeant lackson thought that the subject took one,

"possibly two", pac es between these two shots. There was no change "in the status

of the weapon or indeed in Mr. ( arthy's demeanour from the time I fired my first and

second shot". The gun was maintained in the same direction. He did not see that

shot strike the victim.

"//)e possibility that I had missed him obviously entered mv mind, so I just

didn't know whether I had hit him or not. Ihere was no change in Mr. Carthy's

demeanour at that stage, he was still advancing towards — up the road on that

side ! of the road, as I have described, up the hill and still maintaining his position

oi pointing the firearm at the individuals at the command post .. .."

Sergeant |ae kson felt that the same immediate threat posed by lohn Carthy was

maintained after he had discharged the second shot. He took a decision to fire again

— which he was about to do when he heard a shot coming from his right-hand side.

He assumed Garda McCabe had tired that shot. Of this third shot, he stated:

"/ heard the shot, Mr. Chairman. I didn't see it hit, it didn't have an effect on

Mr. Carthy whatsoever. Mr. Carthy continued after the third shot, he continued

to advance in the fashion as I have outlined to you. The weapon was still in

the same position pointed at the individual at the command post and lohn was

still advancing up the hill at that particular stage after the third shot was fired".

The same situation prevailed after the third shot. The witness continued to believe

that there was an immediate threat to the people at the command post. He felt that

he would have to discharge his weapon once more. He was now about 30 to 35

feet away from John Carthy. Having decided to discharge his weapon, he heard

another shot, again from his right.

When the fourth shot rang out, he observed that the subject appeared to swivel, by

turning towards the wall of the Carthy house, and then immediately fell on his back.

He did not see any stumble, falling forward or crouching motion by the subject after

the third shot, and before the fourth and fatal shot.

Sergeant Jackson stated that he did not discharge his weapon because of panic. He

did not detect panic by the ERU members or local members. He was questioned

as follows:

"Q.    Did you shoot at lohn Carthy by virtue of any panic that was then

prevailing ?
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A. No, Chairman. I think, as I have described at length in my evidence, to

some degree it was a relatively long period of time with which we had to

react with Mr. Carthy. Certainly, it was only as a last option when Mr.

Carthy became an immediate threat to the lives of people at the Command

Post and I was left with no other option, after all the various processes of

calling on him to put down the weapon, pleading with him, had failed

that I discharged the weapon. So, on no other basis did I discharge my

weapon."

Could it be that John Carthy had no intention of disc barging his weapon, given the

fact that he did not do so after having been shot at and struck? Sergeant lackson did

not believe this to be the case.

"Mr. Chairman, I firmly believe that but for our action, Mr. Carthy would have

fired the weapon. I am not saying that in any subjective way, I am basing it

and trying to be as objective as I can. I know I am one of the individuals

involved in the incident, but I think I have outlined the pattern of behaviour. . .it

is those factors that were taken into consideration, that the only action which

I believe Mr. Carthy was about to take was to fire the weapon, and that the

only thing that prevented him from doing it was action taken by myself and

Detective Garda McCabe. That is what I believe, Mr. Chairman."

Detective Garda Aidan McCabe

Garda McCabe was behind the wall at the negotiation position when he heard that

the subject was out of the house. He stood up and cocked his Uzi sub-machine gun,

selecting the repetition mode which discharges one shot per action. He observed

him walking along the gable wall from the corner, moving in the direction of the

gable window and carrying the shotgun which was broken open. The butt of the gun

was underneath his right arm and he had his hand in the trigger area. His left hand

was underneath the barrel and he was walking "quite fast" at that stage. After walking

along the remainder of the gable, he came to the driveway. As he passed the kitchen

window, Garda McCabe called upon him to put his gun down, but got no response.

John Carthy then paused at the driveway and looked around, though the witness did

not feel that he was specifically looking at him. The subject then proceeded down

the driveway.

He considered that the emergence of )ohn Carthy with the broken open shotgun

constituted an uncontrolled exit. He was a threat, though not an immediate threat.

In view of the fact that the gun was broken, the witness was hopeful that maybe he

was "giving up".

Garda McCabe lost sight of lohn Carthy momentarily when he passed by the pillar

of the gate, which obstructed his view somewhat. Other than that, he had a clear

view of him at all times. As he emerged through the gateway Garda McCabe could

see that the shotgun was now closed, though he did not see him closing it. With the

closing of the weapon, the witness considered that the level of threat had increased.
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After the subjecl had gone through the gateway, Garda McCabe once again called

upon him to drop his gun, saying "armed gardai, ¡nit the gun down". He could hear

Sergeant Jackson also call on him: "lohn, lohn, put the gun clown". While on the

roadway and approximately 10 to 12 feet away from the three ERU gardai there, the

subject momentarily paused and looked in their direction. It did not appear to Garda

McCabe that he was looking or staring at any one of them, though he thought that

he "was possibly looking at me . . . we would be the first thing that he would see and

that is what I imagine he saw". When |ohn Carthy was about a "step or two" away

from the centre of the roadway, he looked in their direction, opened the shotgun,

and withdrew the cartridge from the right-hand barrel and threw it away to the

witness's right. He knew that it was a live cartridge. He saw the brass of the cartridge

in the left-hand chamber of the shotgun. The- subjecl then closed the gun, walked

towards the other side of the roadway and began walking up the road towards

Abbeylara.

Garda McCabe had his weapon at his shoulder in the ready position and pointed at

John Carthy. While- tearful that the subject would turn the shotgun in their direction,

it was, at that stage, pointed towards the field opposite the house-.

Garcia McCabe moved a lew paces from the wall and in the Abbeylara direction. He

again called on John Carthy, saying, "armed gardai put the gun clown". He had, he

said, no doubt that the subject could hear him, but he got no response, lohn Carthy

then turned and commenced walking up the hill. Garda McCabe had his weapon

trained on him. Sergeant lackson and he continued to call on the subject to put the

gun down. He was now standing behind John Carthy and to one side of him. He

began moving after him, and the distance between them increased. He could not

see his face but he saw him holding the gun with the butt Linder his right arm and

the top end of the butt under "his oxter". His left hand was under the barrel of the

gun and it was pointed at, or in the direction of, people at the command vehicle. He

could see people running and moving in different directions, seeking cover. John

Carthy moved approximately 10 paces on the right-hand side of the roadway, close

to the grass margin. As he walked along the road he was equidistant from the margin.

He walked along "quite purposefully" — by which the witness meant the manner in

which the gun was being held and the manner in which it was pointed at people.

He described the position in which it was held as menacing.

Garda McCabe did nol at any stage observe Sergeant Russell standing on the Carthy

boundary wall. He did not walk up the roadway directly behind John Carthy but was

behind and to the subject's left, approximately five to six feel from the margin, at the

gate opposite the Carthy dwelling. It was at that stage that he saw people "running

in different directions" scattering on the road ahead. The subject, stated Garda

McCabe, was pointing his gun in the direction of the people at the command vehicle.

The gun was not aimed from the shoulder, but it could be fired from that position.

He did not see the gun tracking any particular individuals. John Carthy was now

getting closer to the people at the command vehicle and Garda McCabe believed

that he was about to pull the trigger and possibly kill or injure some of those people.

He decided that in order to achieve his "legal objective" in saving the lives of those
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officers that he should prepare to discharge his own weapon. He believed that all

other means of stopping the subje-e I had been exhausted. He was about to discharge

his weapon when he heard a shot coming from his left-hand side. He could see the

movement or "linker" of mate-rial on the left thigh of )ohn Carthy's jeans and

therefore "saw" the shot hit his left thigh. He was not aware, however, that this was

where- Serge-ant lackson had aimed. From the time he closed the shotgun and turned

in the direction of Abbeylara before the first shot was discharged, the subject had

walked approximately ten paces on the- right-hand side of the road, close to the

gr.iss margin.

lohn Carthy continued to walk a number of steps. I he shot did not seem to have

any effect. The subject may have taken three, lour or five steps - though in later

evidence he stated that this m.iv have been two or three paces. He stated that he

wasn't counting the number of steps and he also accepted that other witnesses gave

varying accounts of the number of steps taken. He decided that he was going to

discharge a shot in order to save- the lives of "those gardai that were at the command

post". As he prepared to discharge his weapon, he heard a second shot being

discharged from his left. He could not see, nor was he aware whether the second

shot impacted on the subject. Lie saw no reaction to this shot. He stated that the

subject continued walking in the manner described with the gun pointed at the

people at the command post. He believed that he was about to discharge his weapon

and kill or seriously injure those people. The witness took an "aimed shot" through

the sights of the weapon and discharged it at the lower torso area.

On firing the shot, he thought that he had hit )ohn Carthy's torso but when he

lowered the sight line of the gun, to look over the top of the weapon to see the

effect of the discharge of the shot, he saw no reaction to it. This surprised him. He

thought he may have missed.

The subject continued to walk and had the gun pointed at the people at the

command post. His upper body position may have moved slightly more forward, but

he ascribed th.it to the fact that the subject was walking up the hill further away from

him. He continued to fear for people at the command vehicle.

"/ believed that John Carthy only had to pull the trigger on the shotgun and

because the shotgun was pointed at the members at the command post, I felt

that in order lo save their lives and achieve my legal objective of preventing

lohn Carthy killing those people, a shot had been fired at his leg, another shot

had been fired, I had discharged a shot, the danger was still, the imminent

danger was still what I had described previously."

The shotgun was still pointed at the people at the command vehicle and Garda

McCabe believed that they continued to be in imminent danger. He believed that

he had a duty to save the lives of those people and therefore discharged his weapon

for the second time. He took "the same sight line" but, on this occasion, aimed the

shot higher in the general area of the lower torso.
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Before he discharged his weapon for the second time, he did not notice any

movement or difference in the angle of the subject's upper body or any falling action

on his part, apart from the fact that his body was slightly more forward, as he was

walking up the hill. He "certainly was not stooping or crouching". Further, he was

looking from behind, not from the side. He did not count the number of steps taken

by John Carthy between the two shots. He disagreed with counsel for the Carthy

family that the subject was falling over when the fourth shot was discharged and

further disagreed with counsel who suggested that "tragically the decision was

unnecessarily taken to discharge that fourth shot".

He then saw lohn Carthy fall to his right, went to him and moved the shotgun away

from his body.

Detective Garda Michael Sullivan

Shortly after 5:20 p.m. Garcia Sullivan went to the police car on the road outside

Walsh's house and had a discussion with the occupants, Dr. Shanley, Thomas Walsh,

Marie Carthy and Martin Shelly. He returned to the negotiation point to Sergeant

Jackson, who requested him to bring Dr. Shanley to the scene. At approximately

5:40 p.m. he commenced making his way back up to the car, having passed the

command vehicle on the road near Burke's house, when he heard shouts of "he's

out, he's out" over his radio. He drew his pistol and headed back towards the Carthy

house and got into a position on the roadway near the hedge that divides Burke's

and Carthy's, in the vicinity of the ESB pole. He heard a number of his colleagues

call on )ohn Carthy to drop his gun. He saw him coming down the driveway. The

gun was in his hand and was broken open and when he saw this he took a number

of steps backwards and turned. He was concerned for his own safety and that of the

people on the road, some of whom were uniformed gardai "who were gathered" in

that area. He shouted at everyone to "get back and get into cover". As he turned

around he noticed that there appeared to be some slight hesitation among the gardai

and people may have been "initially making their way towards the scene". However,

he disagreed with counsel for the family's description of the scene as being one

of chaos.

When he turned back he could see lohn Carthy emerging on the roadway. Three

members of the ERU, who were behind him, spread out on the road. He noticed

that the gun was now closed. He did not see the discarding of a cartridge or the

closing of the weapon. However, when he was a "couple of feet" from the grass

margin on the far side of the road, he saw him turn. The barrels of the gun were now

facing in his direction. He did not make eye contact with )ohn Carthy, and therefore

he could not say if the barrels were pointed at him; but they were in his direction.

The subject's left hand was under the barrel and the butt of the gun was "up near

his shoulder", but under the shoulder area. His right hand was in the trigger area.

The moment he turned in his direction, Garcia Sullivan felt that he was in danger:

"having regard to what I had seen lohn doing earlier. . .his dexterity and what I

perceived to be his willingness to shoot". He could see some of his colleagues behind

the subject. He considered that if he were to confront him from where he was and

were to open fire, the possibility of a "stray bullet hitting my colleagues was in my
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mind"; because of their proximity "there could be a crossfire situation". Considering

that his colleagues had the situation under control, and fearing for his own safety, he

immediately jumped over Burke's boundary wall and into Burke's garden. He heard

his colleagues shout at John Carthy to drop his weapon, stating they were "armed

gardai". He then lost sight of the subject. He did not see anything further until the

shooting had ceased. It happened "pretty quickly". He was unaware of the position

ol his colleagues who had been around the house, and while he could hear

movement, his attention had been focused on the subject. He found it difficult to

recall how many shots he heard, though he thought he heard "three or four". The

first shot may have been discharged as he was jumping the wall, the other three

afterwards, but he was unsure of this. They all seemed evenly spaced, with a small

break between each. He peered over the wall and saw John Carthy lying on the

road. He approached him. He saw the gun being moved away by one of his

colleagues, lohn Carthy was lying on his right side. He was then rolled onto his back.

Garda Sullivan, a trained first aider, administered first aid, in the form of cardiac

massage, but to no avail. Garcia Flaherty gave mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, again to

no avail.

2.    The evidence of non-ERU members concerning the exit of John

Carthy from his home.

At the time of the exit of John Carthy from his home, apart from and in addition to

the members of the ERU, there were a number of plain-clothes and uniformed

members of the Garda Síochána present on the roadway at the ESB pole at the

Cai thy/Burke boundary or nearby in the vicinity of the command vehicle. Some were

armed and a number were unarmed uniformed officers. The armed members

included Detective Sergeant Aidan Foley and Garda Eugene Boland, whose evidence

is referred to hereunder.

There were two armed officers on the road at the Ballywillin, or Cavan, side near

Farrell's house: Detective Garda Joseph Faughnan and Detective Garda Shane Nolan.

There were also a number of officers in the vicinity of Burke's and Walsh's houses.

These were Garda Christy Connolly, Garda Frank Bohan, both armed; and Garda

Maeve Gorman and Garda Colin White who were unarmed.

A number of senior officers were also present, primarily on the roadway at the

Abbeylara side of the Carthy house and beyond the command vehicle. These

included Superintendent loseph Shelly, Inspector Martin Maguire and Chief

Superintendent Patrick Tansey. Other gardai who were present included Garda

Michael Carthy, Garda Gerard Newton, Garda Eugene Waters, Garda P.). Diffley,

Garda Thomas Farrell and Garda Frank Reynolds.

It is to be noted that during the course of his evidence to the Tribunal, Garda Sisk

stated that some of the uniformed members, who were on the road beyond the

command vehicle, actually came down towards the area as they "had heard

commotion". The impression that he formed was that some of these people were

coming down to see what was happening. The evidence of Garda Sullivan already
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considered would tend to support this assessment. According to Garda Sisk they

began to run for their lives. A number of them ran in the direction of Burke's. The

evidence of these officers, particularly those who were unarmed, concerning the

events which occurred when )ohn Carthy emerged from his house lends substance

to Garda Sisk's observations.

Detective Sergeant Aidan Foley

Sergeant Foley, Athlone, was at the ESB pole approximately 25 feet forward from the

location of the command vehicle on the Carthy side. Some time prior to the

emergence of )ohn Carthy, he had heard him shouting "Why? Why? Why?" He

formed the opinion that he was becoming more agitated. At 5:46 p.m. he was

speaking to Sergeant Alan Murray in connection with reliefs. Garda Boland was

standing beside him while Garda Quinn was seated in the command vehicle. "An

ERU man" (presumably a reference to Garda Sullivan) walked by him, while he was

speaking to Sergeant Murray, and headed towards the negotiation post. Sergeant

Foley then heard a shout to the effect of "get back, take cover". His attention was

immediately drawn to the Carthy household. He saw Mr. Carthy coming out his

gateway between the two pillars. Members of the ERU were also on the roadway at

that stage. He saw an ERU member coming across the garden from the new house.

As he looked down the road, past members of the ERU who were on the road, he

could see Garda Nolan and Garda Faughnan, both of whom were armed. The ERU

members were now situated between him and those- gardai.

Sergeant Foley moved backwards and sideways at a brisk pace, but he said, not

running, from the ESB pole to the command vehicle, a distance of some 25 feet. He

kept John Carthy under observation while he was doing this. When he observed him

exiting through the gateway, he drew his firearm. He proceeded down by the side

of the jeep. Garda Boland was to his right and moved back with him. He had "a full

view down the road" before he took up position behind the jeep. He was aware of

other ERU members coming across the grass towards the front boundary wall. He

was also conscious of other persons behind him moving away from the vicinity of

the command post. Sergeant Foley and Sergeant Murray, who was unarmed and in

uniform, had been standing at the ESB pole beside the wall and Sergeant Murray

"just hopped over the wall" of Burke's house.

Sergeant Foley could not recollect seeing )ohn Carthy stop when he opened the gun.

He saw the cartridge enter the ditch. When )ohn Carthy got to the far side of the

road, he closed the gun and he then "veered in my direction". He was holding the

gun waist-high. His left hand was on the barrel and his right hand was on the trigger

mechanism and he appeared to be walking within a step of the grass verge, lohn

Carthy veered and turned and faced in his direction causing him to move further in

behind the jeep. He appeared to be coming straight up the hill walking at what

Sergeant Foley described as "a normal pace". There was nothing in his walk which

he observed to be strange. Members of the ERU continued to call on him to leave

down his gun saying that they were "armed gardai". When he started coming up the

hill he was followed by members of the ERU. When the subject turned in his

direction, he, Sergeant Foley stated that he was "solely focused on lohn Carthy".
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Sergeant Foley was now at the back of the vehicle on the outer side, and when the
subject "was coming towards" him with "the gun pointed" at him, he moved in and

told Garda Boland to move in. Garcia Boland had to move in to make room for him.

The two of them were now behind the jeep and, according to Sergeant Foley, they

had "cover from the jeep". The witness could see John Carthy's face:

"He was an unusual yellow colour. That is the only way I can describe his face,

and he was fixated . . .. He had a stare, a dead stare, Mr. Chairman".

It was his opinion at that time that John Carthy was staring in his direction, but not

necessarily directly at him. Whilst he had taken cover behind the vehicle, he could

see John Carthy and the latter could see him. He was crouched behind the jeep but

out to one side, "peeping out", and had John Carthy under surveillance. He

continued to walk up the roadway. ERU personnel were still calling on him to drop

the gun but without any reaction.

John Carthy appeared to be quite close, a number of yards away. Sergeant Foley

stated: "/ felt I was going to be shot, Mr. Chairman, that was my belief".

After he had asked Garda Boland to "move over and to take cover", when John

Carthy proceeded to walk towards them Sergeant Foley decided that he would have

to discharge his weapon. He said to Garda Boland "move in Eugene, we are going

to have to do it". This was, he said, to make Garda Boland aware of his intention

that he intended to discharge his firearm. He clarified that there was a slight pause

between the comment "move in Eugene" (which took place when John Carthy

turned towards him) and "we are going to have to do it" (which took place when

the subject commenced walking towards him).

Questioned on his belief that he was going to be shot, in view of the fact that John

Carthy had passed other armed gardai and paid no attention to them, Sergeant Foley

stated that "what was going through my mind was the fact that lohn Carthy was

walking towards me with what I believed to be an armed gun".

"Q.    Have you any idea why he would select you to shoot at and not the

other officers that he had passed by.

A.    I didn't give that thought at that stage."

He believed he was in immediate danger. At this time he was, he stated, concerned

for his own life and those of his colleagues. His gun was aimed at )ohn Carthy, he

had his finger on the trigger and there was no further action for him to take other

than to pull the trigger.

Sergeant Foley disagreed with counsel for the Carthy family's description of events

as dramatic, but rather described them as being tense. He agreed with his own

counsel that the implication of his remark to his colleague Garda Boland was that he

might have to take some action himself. He confirmed that his remark was to make

him, Garda Boland, aware of what he was thinking namely, that he was going to

have to shoot the subject. His assessment was that he would have to shoot him to
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disable him. He had, he said, observed John Carthy firing shots at gardai. He was

now on the roadway, a short distance away, with a loaded firearm pointed in his

direction and walking towards him. He felt his life was in danger. He felt he was

going to be shot by the subject and there was no other action open to him. It was

not an option for him to do as Sergeant Murray had done, to avoid the danger by

"sprinting and jumping, vaulting the wall and lying down behind the wall". When

lohn Carthy came out on the roadway, Sergeant Foley stated, he posed a danger

and it was his duty to observe him, to "cover lohn Carthy". That was the "job" he

was given by Superintendent Shelly, to "provide back-up". Had the subject passed

him by without being disabled, people behind, including Dr. Shanley, Marie Carthy

and Thomas Walsh would have been in immediate clanger. He was aware that they

were waiting in a car located further up the road.

He was within a "split second" of discharging his weapon when he heard a shot,

followed by two or possibly three shots. When he heard the first shot he could

not see any reaction from John Carthy. Following the last one, John Carthy fell to

the ground.

A specific written query was put to Sergeant Foley by the Tribunal as to whether the

remark "we will have to do it ourselves" was intended as a criticism of the ERU, and,

if so, to clarify the nature of that criticism. In answer to the Tribunal he stated that

his remark was not intended as a criticism. In his original statement to the Tribunal,

Sergeant Foley stated that he was "concerned as to when the ERU unit would

respond". He was asked to explain what he meant by this statement, to which he

replied:

"What I meant by that, Mr. Chairman, that it was the ERU's responsibility to
deal with John Carthy. At that stage, lohn Carthy was approaching me with a

firearm pointed in my direction and I feared for my life, Mr. Chairman".

When asked whether he was worried that the ERU unit was not going to respond,

he stated that he was "just concerned" as to when they would respond.

The thought had come into his mind that the response of the ERU unit might be too

late, insofar as he was concerned. Sergeant Foley confirmed in evidence that he did

not at any stage during the course of the incident at Abbeylara discharge his firearm.

Furthermore, he confirmed that no local officer discharged his firearm after John

Carthy left his house on 20lh April.

Garda Eugene Boland

Garda Boland, Athlone, armed with an Uzi sub-machine gun, was located at the ESB

pole, in the company of Sergeant Foley. He became aware that efforts were being

made to bring Dr. Shanley and Ms Carthy to the scene. He observed a concrete

block being shot off the wall shortly after 5:00 p.m. He noticed that John Carthy

became more agitated in the minutes that followed. He could hear shouts coming

from the house. He heard the sound of breaking glass. He also heard furniture being

moved and the only words which he could discern were "Why? Why? Why?", which
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weie said by John Carthy in a loud voice. He could see the barrel of the shotgun

protruding through the window, causing the negotiator to cluck clown.

Whilst at the ESB pole, at approximately 5:45 p.m., he saw a member of the ERU

coming back down to the scene from the Abbeylara direction. He then heard him

say "get back, get back". He saw John Carthy emerging from the gable-end of the

house, walking "normally" along by the gable-end window and carrying a firearm,

though he- could not state whether it was opened or closed.

On hearing the warning to get bac k, he retreated, walking backwards, to the

command vehicle, at which stage the subject was somewhere in the driveway of the

house. He observed:

"/ was walking backwards and when I reached the back of the jeep, I turned

around and saw a big rush of members going up the road running for their

lives".

He saw an officer, Sergeant Murray, jumping over the wall and others going back up

the road at pace. He did not, however, see any armed people running on the road.

He stated that he did not observe panic. There was no panic at the command post

at any stage during the incident, he said.

Garda Boland did not have the subject under full observation for the entire period.

He thought that he appeared to be walking "just above normal pace". Having taken

cover behind the jeep he next observed the subject exiting through the gateway;

and when in the vicinity of the gate he closed the shotgun. )ohn Carthy then walked

across the road and because he was behind the jeep, Garda Boland momentarily

lost sight of him. Sergeant Foley and Garda Quinn were behind the jeep at that time,

with him; Sergeant Foley to his left, Garda Quinn to his right. He looked around the

left-hand coiner of the rear of the vehicle and he could see John Carthy. Sergeant

Foley was slightly to his left at that stage, having moved a small bit further out. Garda

Boland thought that Sergeant Foley was there, slightly beyond the cover of the jeep.

Garcia Boland next observed )ohn Carthy when he turned left and started walking

up the hill "walking in my position" with his gun carried waist-high. He stated in

evidence that "/ saw that it was pointed in my direction", that is, in the direction of

"myself and Detective Sergeant Foley". His focus was now on the subject:

"He had his right hand on the trigger section of the gun with his left arm under

the barrel. Mr. Chairman, this gun was pointed in my direction. I noticed a fixed

stare on Mr. Carthy's face and also I remember his face was a yellow colour".

When questioned on the meaning of a fixed stare, he stated: "/ took it that he was

looking in my direction". Counsel for the Carthy family put it to Garda Boland that

at all times John Carthy was heading towards Abbeylara rather than heading towards

the vehicle behind which they say they were taking cover. Garda Boland disagreed;

he stated that lohn Carthy was "heading towards me". He was asked:
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"Q. Isn't that because in taking a view of him, yourself and your colleague,

Sergeant Foley, you both stepped out from the cover of the vehicle where

you had initially taken cover?

A.    I would not agree with that Mr. Chairman, no".

He disagreed with the suggestion that he and non-uniformed armed members of the

gardai stepped out from behind the command vehicle and confronted lohn Carthy.

It was put to him that this was done in circumstances where he had neither

announced himself to John Carthy, nor warned him that he was armed, nor invited

him to put the gun down. In response, Garcia Boland stated that he had heard

members of the ERU on numerous occasions saying to John Carthy "armed gardai,

lay down your weapon". He agreed that he did nol "announce- his status to lohn

Carthy" and that neither he nor Sergeant Foley addressed John Carthy at all, or at

any time. He denied he "confronted" the- subjec t.

As the subject got closer, he stated: "/ was waiting for something to happen", which

he later clarified as his hope that lohn Carthy would put down the firearm. Then "/

thought that I would have to he the one to shoot him". He continued:

"lohn Carthy was walking towards me with a shotgun held waist-high pointed

in mv direction. I genuinely feared for my own life. I had wati heel lohn Carthy

during this incident and I had seen him disc harge shots at gardai. I had seen

him shoot the loudhailer off the wall. I had seen him knock a concrete block

off the wall, Mr. Chairman. This man was now facing me with a firearm pointed

in my direction. I genuinely feared for my own life and that of mv colleagues,

especially Detective Sergeant Aidan Foley".

He agreed with the Chairman that lohn Carthv had paid no attention to members of

the ERU when he came out on the roadway.

When at the back of and to the side of the jeep Sergeant Foley said to him: " 'move

in Eugene, we are going to have to do it ourselves', or words to that effect". The

tone used by Sergeant Foley was one of concern, an "urgent" tone. He took it that

Sergeant Foley was referring to the fact they would have to shoot John Carthy

themselves. At that stage Sergeant Foley had moved in somewhat to the right. He

was in a crouched position. Garcia Boland feared for his life and that of Sergeant

Foley but, he said, was not concerned that no action had been taken up to that point

by the ERU. He denied that he had lost confidence in the ERU's ability to deal with

the threat posed at that stage by John Carthy. He feared for the uniformed members

of the gardai further up the road.

At this time, members of the ERU appeared to have been to John Carthy's right

according to Garda Boland. He did not see their exact position as he was

concentrating solely on the subject. He heard them shouting to him "armed gardai,

lay down your weapon — down your gun" or words to that effect. He put his hand

on the cocking mechanism of the Uzi sub-machine gun but did not release the safety

catch. His gun was not prepared for firing and he did not raise it to his shoulder. He

did not discharge his weapon. I le agreed that what he had described to the Tribunal
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was a mental state of consideration as to how grave the situation was but that he

had not yet got to the point of making a deliberate decision to discharge his weapon.

3. Other local officers (armed and unarmed)

Seventeen local officers (6 armed and 11 unarmed, including 10 in uniform) who

were at the scene on and about the road in the vicinity of the command vehicle;

also near the Carthy entrance on the Farrell side and in the curtilege of the Burke

and Walsh properties, gave evidence about what they saw and heard when John

Carthy vacated his house and walked in the direction of the command jeep. In the

main, their testimony broadly accords with the evidence already described in this

chapter. When the subject emerged onto the road they took cover or ran away from

the scene. Most stated that they were put in fear by his conduct. All of the armed

local officers denied having fired their weapons at the scene and the only shots which

any witness heard appear to have been those fired by Sergeant Jackson and Garda

McCabe. There is no evidence that any other ERU officer fired his weapon.

4. Senior officers at the scene

A number of senior officers, Chief Superintendent Tansey, Superintendent Shelly and

Inspector Maguire were on or about the road on the Abbeylara side of the command

vehicle. Their evidence is summarised as follows:

Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly had been in the area with Dr. Shanley. Garda Sullivan had

gone down to arrange to have Dr. Shanley brought to the negotiation point. As he

was coming back, events unfolded. Superintendent Shelly was standing on the road

near the entrance to Burke's house on the Abbeylara side of the command vehicle

waiting for Garda Sullivan to come back from the negotiation point. He saw "some

commotion and people moving about down at the — around the area of the front of

Carthy's house". He saw John Carthy cross the road. "Unconsciously", he took a step

or two forward. He then realized that the subject was armed and he turned to take

cover. He did not see John Carthy take the cartridge out. He observed him in a

somewhat stooped position, walking up in his general direction. He turned to take

cover. Chief Superintendent Tansey who was with him did likewise. It all happened

very quickly. He did not have time to take cover behind Burke's wall. He got to the

area of the pillar. He then heard a number of shots followed by silence. He could

see gardai moving towards an area at the ditch. He knew then that John Carthy had

been wounded. He went down the road and saw ERU personnel rendering

assistance. Superintendent Shelly heard "a number of shots being fired. I can't put a

definite figure on it".

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey was at the gate of Walsh's house, when he heard shouts

directed at John Carthy to drop the gun. He noticed that people in the area of the

ESB pole were "coming back, scattering back with a great sense of urgency", and
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thought that they were coming from the ESB pole to take cover behind the jeep.

According to Chief Superintendent Tansey, there was a great sense of urgency and

also a sense of fear. He became- alarmed for his own safety and felt that his own life

might be in danger. He went into the gateway of Walsh's house and took cover

behind the hedge. He did not see lohn Carthy. He heard a number of shots but

could not give- precise details. He thought that there were a number of seconds

between the shots.

Inspector Maguire

Inspector Maguire was walking down towards the scene when he heard ERU

members shouting at )ohn Carthy. Examined as to whether there was any degree of

panic or surprise demonstrated by the shouting he said:

". . . the shouting was in a very loud controlled voice, they were shouting at

lohn, they weren't shouting in an uncontrolled or panicky voice, it was

controlled and measured and they were actually emphasising the words for

lohn".

He was in the middle of the road by the entrance to Burke's house and could see

that the men at the negotiation point were now in a different mode, no longer

crouched along the wall and that they were extremely alert. He saw (ohn Carthy

walking past the kitchen window at the gable-end of the house and he could see the

gun broken open. He then made his way to the back of the command vehicle for

cover so as not to make himself a "presentable target". He took one more fleeting

glance from behind the command vehicle and could see that the subject had moved

out onto the road. The ERU were fanning out behind him. At that stage the witness

ran up along the gravel by the wall to the entrance of Burke's house and "flung

myself into the entrance of Burke's", as close as possible to the pier, hugging the wall.

He then heard shots. He heard four shots being fired. The shots were not in quick

succession; they were distinguishable sounds.

5.    Civilians in the police car at Walsh's House

There were four civilians in a car on the road at Walsh's house when lohn Carthy

emerged. They were his sister, Ms Marie Carthy, his psychiatrist Dr. David Shanley,

his cousin Mr. Thomas Walsh, and his friend Mr. Martin Shelly. The following is a

synopsis of their evidence.

Dr. David Shanley

Dr. Shanley was sitting in the front seat of the car when )ohn Carthy emerged from

his house. He saw people running and then heard shots. These were very rapid —

within seconds. He did not see )ohn Carthy walking on the roadway. His view was

obscured by the command vehicle and by police personnel on the road.

Ms Marie Carthy

Ms Carthy was also in the car, sitting on the back seat:
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"Then there were a load of shots, they were in very quick succession, straight

after each other and just all the gardai started running and getting out of the

way because there were a lot of unarmed gardai there...".

Mr. Martin Shelly

Mr. Shelly stated that from his position in the middle of the car outside Walsh's house

he was able to look down through the- back window of the command jeep. He could

see people running and he could see lohn Carthy's legs. He saw him coming out

but he couldn't see him after that. He then heard a body of shots; about four or

five shots.

Mr. Thomas Walsh

On noticing a lot of commotion Mr. Walsh jumped from the car and told Martin

Shelly, to keep Ms Carthy in the car. "/ heard what I thought were two shots but I

could be wrong." He ran towards Carthy's house. His attention was focused on the

right-hand side of the road because a lot of people were running towards that wall

and one person jumped over it. He saw )ohn Carthy falling to the ground.

SECTION C: - Relevant Training

Preparation for the taking of fundamental decisions, including the discharging of

weapons, is grounded in both experience and training. At Abbeylara, there was very

little experience, and none of a similar incident involving a mentally ill man who

emerged armed from a stronghold. The training and instruction received by officers

is, therefore, of major importance.

1.    Legal obligations

The use of a firearm by a garda officer in course of duty is regulated by Chapter

25.42 (4)of the Garda Code, which is in the following terms:

"In order that the discharge of firearms may be justified in any particular case,

it must be shown that the intention of the member firing was to achieve a legal

purpose and that all other means of achieving this purpose had been exhausted

before firing".

The law requires the armed officer to assess the risk presented by the subject; to

decide whether his or her own life or safety or that of another person or persons is

endangered thereby; whether all other available means of lawfully achieving that

purpose have been exhausted before firing and that the officer, in the interest of

saving life, has no other reasonable alternative but to use his or her firearm to remove

the risk presented by the subject. The officer is obliged to assess the situation created

by the subject and to decide whether in all the circumstances he or she has a

justification, or obligation in law, to shoot him or her in order to protect himself,

herself or another from the risk of death. The decision whether or not to use a firearm

is that of the armed officer and no one else.
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2.    Where to fire — the central body mass

Ireland

In Ireland gardai are trained to shoot at the central body mass.

Gardai must achieve proficiency in the use of firearms before they are permitted to

carry and use such weapons. The standard required of members of the ERU is higher

than that of local armed officers. The scoring system used to assess the proficiency

of a trainee in firearms consists of a target in the shape of an upper torso. Higher

marks are awarded for shots closest to the centre of the torso. Members of the ERU

must achieve an 80% mark; other gardai, 65%. Detective Superintendent Hogan

stated in evidence:

"The centre mass provides the most likely area where you will more or less

disrupt or effectively stop any threat posed by a person by firing into that centre

of mass. It is taught throughout firearms training in most of the countries I have

visited that that is the generic form of training where you shoot at the central

mass because you shoot for effect and you will achieve the most efficient effect

from the shot by hitting that particular area and that is where you are trained

to shoot at".

Gardai were not trained to discharge shots "at limbs" He said:

"No, it is not taught, no . . .. You may practise, you may practise. As I have said

to you, there may be situations where people are in cars and point a firearm

at you or people during a hostage rescue scene where you have people

blocking your view, that in those situations it would be only correct that

officers, sent out to deal with those situations, would have some understanding

that the availability of the target area, on the opponent posing the threat, may

not always be in the very favourable silhouette that is presented here this

afternoon for training".

Superintendent Hogan stated, by way of further explanation:

"As a matter of understanding the complicated nature of this process, there is

a study in England.. . in 1993 . . . in relation to the discharge of shots by police

in England, Scotland and Wales and out of the number of shots there fired in,

say, the range of 10 to 15 metres away from the opponent. There were 10

shots fired in that particular study that was undertaken and out of them only

one shot hit the target. So my point here is that it is very necessary for us to

teach people to shoot at a place where they will more than likely hit the target,

when you introduce the likes of threat, risk, .. . the officers' safety, fear of being

shot yourself".

Superintendent Hogan emphasised the necessity of "neutralising the threat":

"... people are trained to shoot at the central mass. That is the most likely area

where you will neutralise the threat, thereby maybe negating the necessity to

fire a second round".
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On further query as to whether this should be done in every circumstance, he replied:

"Mr. Chairman, people are taught to fire at the central mass. The individual

otticer has to assess a justifiable circumstance that he is going to fire his or her

gun and they must assess individually the particular situation but they are taught

on the basis that if you are firing your gun, you shoot at the central mass".

International practice

The training in the UK, at the time of evidence to the Tribunal, was to shoot at the
central body mass. Mr. Bailey, the firearms expert engaged by the Tribunal, stated:

"The usual point of aim that an officer in the UK would be trained to take

when confronted with an individual whom they believe is about to fire would

be the head or the central part of the chest. This is because when shots are

fired as a last resort there is a need to achieve immediate incapacitaron which

only comes from a shot that hits the central nervous system. It is my

understanding that, in common with most democratic countries, this is the

training in Ireland also".

The position is the same in New Zealand, and Victoria, Australia. Mr. Lanceley, the

negotiation expert engaged by the Tribunal, noted that in the United States, once a

decision has been made to shoot, an individual must be stopped with certainty. It is

a life-changing event for all concerned: "there is no way to make that situation nice".

It is always a "nasty situation". To his knowledge, no US law enforcement agency

permits or trains officers to shoot to wound.

3.    When to shoot, not shoot or withdraw — judgmental shooting

In addition to training where to shoot and the ability to shoot, in addition, training is

intended to assist a member, in an operational capacity, about "when he should

shoot. . .". In this regard, Superintendent Hogan outlined the concept of judgmental

shooting, the assessment of whether to shoot or not, which forms part of the training

of ERU officers:

"judgmental shooting is where you instruct the people who are going to be

armed and placed out in the operational scene; is a question of basing their

assessment of the threat presented to them in a particular situation . ... It is a

shoot, or no shoot, situation training . . .. You must base your judgment on

whether the threat is sufficient enough that you are legally entitled to use lethal

force and you are complying with the Garda code and regulations in relation

to the use of firearms. So basically it is a shoot/no shoot instruction on that

particular skill".

Judgmental shooting training is not confined to "shoot or no shoot" but also

encompasses situations of whether, "/ should withdraw from [the area] and not

present a firearm at all". He noted that, as an instructor, one could not possibly

envisage and lecture on all combinations and permutations that an officer might find

himself in at a future date. For this reason there is both an "academic and

operational" content to the training, with operational personnel being rotated onto
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the training courses. It is part of the training that "each individual shot is assessed

prior and after, before any further action is taken".

4. An individual decision — the role of the senior officer

Superintendent Hogan emphasised the fact that, in training, officers are taught that

the decision to fire is an individual one and is based on the officer's assessment of

the situation. He was directly questioned on whether, in training or otherwise, one

armed officer should seek advice from another as to whether to fire. He stated that

individual officers "must fake responsibility for the discharge of firearms on an

individual basis". This, he said, was regardless of what his senior officer, who may be

close by, might do. There was nothing in training, or in his experience, which would

indicate or dictate that the senior officer has authority over how, where and when,

the junior officer might shoot.

A senior officer cannot order a junior officer to discharge his weapon. In certain

situations, he can order a junior officer to withdraw from the area. However, even if

a senior officer perceived that it was not necessary to shoot a potentially fatal shot,

he would not be entitled to instruct his junior officer, not to shoot at the torso.

Even if there were available "seconds" as opposed to "milliseconds" to make such a

decision, it was still down to the individual officer making the assessment. Continual

assessment of a threat is part of the firearms training process.

5. The  actions  of Detective  Sergeant Jackson,  in  the  context  of

training received, in shooting at John Carthy's leg

In his evidence, Sergeant lackson stated that he aimed at the subject's leg and that

the sole purpose of his action was:

"to try and minimise the risk to lohn's life and minimise the harm done to lohn,

while at the same time preventing him, or stopping him, from killing or maiming

one of the people he had his gun pointed at".

As already stated, the evidence adduced in relation to training, indicates that police

officers are trained to aim at the central body mass. Sergeant lackson was questioned

about his actions in this regard.

He accepted that the actions he took were not, strictly speaking, in accordance with

his training, but he had attempted to stop )ohn Carthy and at the same time minimise

whatever damage might be done. He informed the Tribunal:

"Certainly, you take cognisance of your training; you take cognisance of your

experience and obviously your own individual perception on the day. I think it

is important to bear in mind there may be environmental factors that affect

how your own training is implemented on the ground and, certainly, in An

Garda Síochána we are trained to use our own initiative to some degree. So

accepting the point, the rigid training in relation to the use of firearms is the

central mass, as we have discussed, would cause the best chance of immediate
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incapacitation, and also offers the best option in relation to a target,

notwithstanding that, in this particular situation, I think, I brought to bear my

own training, as you have set out there . ... My own experience in relation to

police work generally, but also in relation to this specific incident, and I think

bearing in mind my option was to use the weapon hut to minimise the harm

to Mr. Carthy, whilst at the same time achieving my objective. So number one,

my objective was to prevent Mr. Carthy from discharging his weapon. I believe

the best way to do thai and, at the same time attempting to ensure that the

risk to the subject was minimised, was to fire at his upper left leg area. Factored

into that also was the fact that Mr. Carthy was actually moving at the time he

was posing a threat, which was an additional aspect that may have helped me

achieve the objective of stopping him. So there were various considerations.

Primarily was the risk Mr. Carthy posed to other members, but also, I would

have to concede that I certainly wanted to minimise whatever damage was

done to Mr. Carthy. On that basis the action I took is strictly speaking not in

accordance with training, but these are the peripheral issues in relation to

training that may or may not be applied on the day in a particular action,

Mr. Chairman".

His training, he said, did not prevent "individual initiative":

"I suppose 'rigid' is probably a bad word, to those areas in relation to stopping

a potential threat, but I think that does not stop an individual member of the

gardai, if he is firing a weapon, to use his own individual initiative and to try

and achieve the same objective. It is the ultimate objective of stopping the

individual, at the same time taking cognisance of the risk to Mr. Carthy himself".

He stated:

"/ think, in the sense that it is the individual member who makes the decision

to fire; it is the individual member who will be held accountable for firing his

weapon. It is in that context, and certainly the training in relation to firearms is

not to the extent where we aim for extremities or anything like that. I think that

goes back to experiential learning in relation to firearms that in situations of

high stress, there is a high miss rate . . .. But I suppose what I am saying there

is that there are other environmental issues that may impact ejn the member

firing. If he feels he has a capability of neutralising the threat, whilst at the same

time preventing or attempting to prevent serious injury to the individual that is

what you are trying to achieve. Ultimately, I suppose, the raison d'etre for An

Garda Síochána is to save life where possible, and I don't think the imposition

rigidly of a particular regulation in relation to the use of firearms would

supercede that, whilst it is not specifically in the training".

And further:

"In my estimation at the time, Mr. Carthy was a moving target, with respect, so

my assessment was if I fired at his legs it would minimise the harm done to Mr.

Carthy and at the same time would knock him to the ground and neutralise

the threat without the need to seriously injure him".
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Mr. Bailey considered the actions of Sergeant lackson in discharging his weapon at

John Carthy's left leg. Armed police, he said, are usually taught to fire at the centre

of the body mass presented to them. They aim for the biggest target area which

increases the likelihood of them hitting what they are aiming at. Mr. Bailey fell that

if Sergeant Jackson believed that a second shot to the leg would remove the threat

pose-d, that he was right to try it. He observed, however, that it could be argued that

having seen the first shot fail to remove what Sergeant lackson believed was an

immediate threat to life, then it would have been logical if he fired into the central

nervous system in order to achieve instant incapae itation. He was not, however,

critical of Sergeant Jackson's actions in this regard.

6.    The actions of Detective Garda McCabe in light of training received

Garda McCabe confirmed that his training was that he should aim at the central

body mass. He stated that he discharged his weapon in accordance with his training.

This, in common with the training of all officers, was based on an objective-

assessment of the threat. What might motivate a person in carrying out certain

actions was not a factor in training. He was questioned about the fact that Sergeant

lackson did not discharge his weapon at the central body mass or torso, and the

evidence of Sergeant lackson's explanation in this regard was put to him for his

observations and comment. He was also questioned cm whether his decision to fire

at the torso area was influenced by Sergeant Jackson's aiming at the leg of lohn

Carthy. He stated that while he was aware that Sergeant Jackson struck lohn Carthy's

leg, he was not aware that that was where he aimed.

Whe-re the entirety of the body is presented lo him, it was his understanding oí his

training that, in order to achieve the objective of stopping the individual, he should

shoot at the central body mass.

He did not consider shooting at the legs:

"... because of the fact that he had already been shot, two shots had been

fired, one I had seen hitting him in the leg and that had not stopped lohn

Carthy. So therefore the threat had increased but I felt that I had no choice but

to fire at the central body mass. I didn't rec kon on firing at a limb".

He stated that the decision to fire is an individual decision, and that it was not part

of his training or instruction to receive any guidance from any particular officer in a

situation like this. His consideration was the perception of an immediate threat to life

from )ohn Carthy and that received "my greatest consideration and consequently

governed my actions". That was his assessment of the situation.

In answer to the Chairman he stated that a shot to the leg could be fatal, though he

also accepted that it was unlikely to be so. If he discharged his gun at the limb which

was required to hold the weapon, he agreed that il might cause the limb to cease to

function as a gun holding mechanism, but he felt that John Carthy would still possibly

be in a position to discharge the firearm. It would only take a second to pull the

trigger. However, the subject was moving, and he needed to have an "assured shot".
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An arm or a limb is a smaller target and when it is moving the chances of missing

are greater. It was suggested to him that one would not expect to miss at short range,

but he stated that in a lot of scenarios in police shootings it is at short range that a

lot of shots are missed. He re-stated that his training was to shoot at the torso, and

that there was a high incidence of missing targets at close range.

Garda McCabe was questioned on why he considered that John Carthy might fire at

someone in the vicinity of the command post, when he had not responded to the

first three shots. He stated that it was because of the way he was holding the shotgun:

"// be pulls the trigger then at that moment, even after I fired the third shot, if he had

pulled the trigger then, those gardai could have been killed or seriously injured". It

was hard, he said, to pul into words how dangerous that situation was for those

members who were there.

That was whal he was "fathoming" into his thinking at that time. He was questioned

on why John Carthy might be intent on doing injury to someone in the area of the

command post and not, it seemed, to ERU officers who were nearer to him. He-

replied that while he could speculate on what John Carthy was thinking, he could

only deal with the immediate threat to life as he saw it. His intention was to "stop"

John Carthy from killing those persons at the command post.

7.    The warning

Detective Sergeant Russell, when questioned as to why John Carthy was not

informed what would happen him if he did not put down his weapon, stated that it

was not the practice of, or in the instructions to, the gardai to do so. The gardai are

not encouraged to threaten persons that they will shoot them. The Garda Code does

not require that such a warning be given. Sergeant Russell felt that such a warning

as "put down your weapon or you will be shot" could be perceived by the subject

to be a threat by the person giving the warning.

Superintendent Llogan in relaying to the Tribunal evidence in relation to Garda

training stated that officers are trained to give a warning to the subject prior to

opening fire. The training is expressed in this form: "Armee/ gardai, put down your

gun" or a requirement to comply with some other request. The training does not

include an instruction to inform the subject that if he does not comply he will be

shot. To do so would indicate that a pre-emptive decision had been taken by the

officer involved. He stated that the giving of the warning advised in training leaves

open the possibility of issuing a second, third or fourth warning allowing a continuous

reassessment of the situation. There is also a danger, that if an officer says words to

the effect of "stop or I will shoot you", that the subject may react by shooting first

as an instinctive survival response.

International experience

Mr. Lanceley told the Tribunal that in the US a "line would have been drawn in the

sand". He said that in the US a person in John Carthy's position would be told not
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lo come out of the house with the gun in his hand, and that if he did so he would

pre-sent an imminent threat to police officers and his safety could not be guaranteed.

In Victoria, Australia and New Zealand, police practice is to give a warning that
informs the subject that the police are armed and may involve an instruction of some

type, depending on the circumstances of the incident, such as to leave down a

weapon. At no stage would the subject be warned that failure to comply with an

instruction may result in their being shot. However, Mr. Shuey, former Assistant

Commissioner of the Victoria Police, said that the practice in Victoria is such that

"the intonation in what is being given would leave the offender or suspect in no

doubt that there would be some dramatic consequences for failure to comply with

the action".

It is interesting to note that both Mr. Bailey and Mr. Burdis, a retired Chief

Superintendent proposed as a witness by the Carthy Family, were aware of incidents

in England and Wales where a variety of warnings were given depending on the

specific circumstances involved. Neither criticised the warnings given by members

of the ERU at Abbeylara.

SECTION  D: - John  Carthy's  Body  Position when the  Fourth
Shot was Fired

1. Eyewitnesses' accounts

None of the ERU witnesses who observed )ohn Carthy between the third and fourth

shots noticed any, or any obvious, crouching or falling motion on his part, nor indeed

did they see any change in his upper body position, between those shots. Their

evidence in this regard has been recounted in detail.

2. Evidence of opinion of Professor Jack Phillips

From a medical perspective, was John Carthy capable of forward motion following

the discharge of the third shot?

Professor Phillips, consultant neurosurgeon, who gave evidence to the Tribunal,

noted that one bullet, which evidentially coincided with the third bullet, entered the

lower lumbar area, traversed the abdominal cavity and exited the genitalia. On his

review of the evidence available, particularly the radiographie evidence, he

concluded that this bullet did not transect the spinal cord. It did not shatter the spinal

column. He did not believe that it damaged the sacral plexus.

The spinal cord emits various nerves at multiple levels called the sacral plexus. From

the autopsy photographs, he was of the opinion that the sacral plexus appeared to

be intact. The motor function which was transmitted from John Carthy's "brain to his

spinal cord, through the sacral plexus to his legs, was intact, allowing him, so to speak,
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to send messages from his brain to his spinal cord to his legs, to propel himself
forward".

The fourth bullet entered the lumbar area, went forward at a trajectory or an angle

and lacerated the left ventricle of the heart, this being the fatal injury.

Professor Philips stated that neuroscience teaching is that a person with an altered

state of mind is capable, to varying degrees, of ignoring outside stimuli, even painful

stimuli. He noted that there were clinical situations, in emergency practice, where

people came into hospitals in psychotic states having withstood "amazing tissue

injuries" and not complaining of the pain, walking around in an agitated state,

oblivious to significant soft tissue injuries. That is a phenomenon which he personally

had observed in practice.

With regard to the first two injuries to his leg, if a person, not in an agitated state,

were to receive a very painful stimulus to the flesh of a limb, his immediate reaction

would be reflex, to reach for the wound. As it was his leg, he would be caused to

stumble. The third bullet must have been a "severely noxious or painful stimulus"

inducing pain of a very severe nature. The third wound, in a normal person, not in

an agitated state, would have felled that person instantly.

However, the position in relation to someone who is in a heightened state as a result

of mental illness is somewhat different. He stated that "it would be reasonable to

interpret that lohn Carthy was in an altered state of mind", while he ignored two

initial stimuli and then a third stimulus of a severe nature. On the basis of witness

evidence that he remained upright, he would have to conclude, in a layman's words;

John Carthy must have been in a "frenzy". John Carthy's agitated brain overrode the

painful stimulus which he felt. He ignored the pain because of his state of mind. He

did not do what an ordinary person would have done which would have been, with

regard to the first two wounds, to stop and hold his leg. He just marched on. It would

be reasonable for a person to conclude that if John Carthy proceeded to move after

having been shot, that he was not reacting to painful stimuli in the way a normal

person would. The evidence suggested that John Carthy's nervous system was intact,

so the stimulus from the first two bullets which went to his brain was overridden by

him, using his frontal brain to suppress it, and to allow him to keep going forward.

That John Carthy was capable of voluntary movement after the third shot was

because he had full nervous spinal system control.

Thus, he concluded that, from a medical perspective, )ohn Carthy had an intact

peripheral nervous system which allowed him to maintain motor function in his lower

limbs, thus enabling him to propel himself forward or to be capable of forward

locomotion. He was capable of voluntary, or intentional, forward locomotion after

the third shot.
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3.    Evidence of opinion of Professor John Harbison

In his report, Professor Harbison, who performed the post-mortem examination on

John Carthy, described the- track of the fourth bullet as entering to the right of the

midline of the back at the level of the first lumbar vertebra, passing upwards into the
abdominal cavity, passing through the left psoas muscle and then lacerating the left

kidney. It penetrated the fullness of the stomach posteriorly and anteriorally and

then penetrated the diaphragm into the left ventricle of the heart. The bullet then

passed through the left Ungular of the lung exiting through the front of the chest. This

was 2.5 cm to the left of the nipple. The wound was 12.5 cm, from the midline and

1 34 cm from John Carthy's heel. Anatomically, this wound passed forward from right

to left approximately 6 inches and upwards approximately 9.5 inches. This was the

fatal wound to the heart. Professor Harbison expressed the opinion, that )ohn Carthy

was either falling forwards or stooping when this wound was inflicted. The angle was

in the order of 45 degrees, so he would have had his body angled forward for the

bullet wound track to occur. As the bullet travelled from right to left, John Carthy's

body must have rotated; his left shoulder moving forwards and/or his right shoulder

backwards. These findings were consistent with his crouching, or falling away to his

right and forwards as the last shot was fired. He commented that "as far as I can

deduce, therefore, Mr. Carthy was therefore crouching somewhat when struck by this,

the immediately fatal bullet". He stated:

"Because the first bullet rose from where it entered the back and rose to a

much higher position on the front of the body, nevertheless the injury in the

back was a proper entry wound, fairly neat and circular. The exit was a bit

more irregular because it would have struck soft tissue and probably some

bone on the way. As the bullet must have been travelling more or less parallel

with the ground, the implication is that the deceased was leaning forward so

that the entry and the exit were roughly on the same /eve/".

The extent of such movement, however, could be affected somewhat by the hill, the

manner in which the shotgun was held by the deceased, and the fact that John

Carthy's right leg was shorter than his left. Professor Harbison also stated: "perhaps

he was stooping at the time, I am not sure". He felt that John Carthy was 40 degrees

out of the vertical leaning forward tor the fatal shot on his heart. He also agreed that

blood staining on his shirt might be indicative of standing following the fourth shot.

Professor Milroy did not accept that significance attached to such blood staining.

Professor Harbison also accepted the possibility that there could have been some

deflection in the flight path of that bullet. I le thought that the track through the body

seemed to be straight but advised that there may be confusion between the track of

the bullet and the orientation of the bullet: "Of course the bullet could, and did from

the appearance of the exit wound, deviate, not going straight nose first, come out

sideways", though his recollection was that the trajectory was straight. Counsel for

the Commissioner reminded Professor Harbison that the evidence suggested that

John Carthy had his left hand under the barrel of the shotgun and his right hand in

the trigger area. Professor Harbison described that as being the normal way for a

right-handed person and that this would be what is often called "the ready position".

He accepted that this could also result in a degree of rotation of the body from the
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hips and that rotation and movement of his body from the hip was consistent with
the manner in which he held the shotgun.

He was also asked whether the upward nature of the trajee tory, in his opinion, was

consistent with a combination of the upward nature of the terrain and some leaning

into the gun or over the gun. He stated: "Yes, in other words, il wasn't just the terrain,

that he must have leaned forward to get the upward trajet lory inside the body".

4.    Evidence of opinion of Professor Christopher Milroy

Professor Milroy, in his original report to the Tribunal, expressed the view that John

Carthy was falling away from an upright position when struck by the fourth and fatal

bullet, and that this accounted for the trajectory of the bullet which passed through

his body. None of the bullets lodged in his body, which Professor Milroy thought

typical of "full metal jacket bullets". He agreed with the analysis of Professor Philips

that John Carthy was capable of forward ambulation, of voluntary movement,

following the infliction of the third wound.

On his analysis, the trajectory of the third bullet, as noted at post-mortem

examination, suggested that lohn Carthy was standing upright and that the person

who was discharging the gun was at approximately the same level. The bullet wounds

were consistent with the officer being behind )ohn Carthy and on the road with him.

Professor Milroy stated that as the fatal bullet "went upwards 9 inches" and thus, "it

has got to come down 9 inches for it to be horizontal and in doing that that would

mean the body leaning forwards". He thought that the angle of leaning was

approximately 45 degrees. It therefore followed that there was some movement of

his upper body position between the third and fourth shot. He also expressed the

view that there was some rotational movement of the upper body at this time. In

order for the bullet to travel from right to left required rotation of the hips. When he

prepared his opinion, his state of knowledge was that John Carthy had been holding

the gun across his body. He was questioned whether, if he had been holding the

gun with his left hand outstretched under the barrel and the right hand in the trigger

area, with the right shoulder being back and the left shoulder being more forward,

that that would involve rotation from the hips. While it depended on how John

Carthy was holding the weapon, he accepted that if he had been holding the weapon

with his left hand towards the top end of the barrel, right hand in the trigger area

and the weapon pointing forward; that his body position would be slightly rotated.

He further accepted that in walking up the hill, there possibly could be forward

movement of the limbs and arms. When one leg is shorter than the other, a person's

gait can be affected, lohn Carthy had a slightly "short right leg syndrome". This also

could in fact cause a slight tilt in the pelvis and he may have had an abnormal gait

as a consequence of the short leg syndrome.

John Carthy may have been further away from the "firer" for the fourth shot, and

further up the hill. If the evidence established that the weapon was pointed in front,

he accepted that rotation could occur. When questioned as to whether this would

form a reasonable basis for attributing the movement of a bullet from right to left

across the body, he stated:
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"anatomically that will change the pathway so that it appears to be going from

right to left when it is apparently going — you know, the bullet is discharged

straight, yes".

He accepted that in walking up the hill, it was possible that there could be forward

movement of the limbs and arms. Movement and rotation could be accounted for it

lohn Carthy was turned sideways. However, he reiterated that a simple leaning

forward or crouching, without any upper body rotation, such as the turning of the

shoulder, would not account for the lateral anatomical movement or direction of the

track of the fourth bullet as observed at post-mortem examination.

There was no evidence of a deflection of the bullet occurring after the bullet entered

John Carthy's body from the rear and there was no obvious bony damage to indicate

that it struck any bone at that point. He did not agree with Professor Harbison, that

the point of entry was to the right of midline. If it was to the right of midline, it would

have hit and shattered bone and there would have been an obvious injury. It may

have appeared to have been on the right but was in fact on the left.

Questioned whether a bullet going into the right of the midline made sense in the

context of a bullet moving from right to left, he disagreed. For the bullet to thus

move "would have taken an extraordinary deviation and it would have smashed to

pieces the spinal cord, the spinal column. It has done no such thing and it can clearly

be seen entering to the left of the spinal column. It must have had its entrance wound

to the left of the midline of the back". He thought that the bullet must have entered
to the left. It "may fit in with the short right leg syndrome" oí having a slightly curved

spinal column and, therefore, he thought the bullet must have entered to the left of it.

Would the position be altered and his opinion change if the person discharging the

shots had changed position between the shots? He agreed that if either the person

firing the weapon, or the subject changed positions or moved to the left or right,

then the position would be "clearly altered". However, in this case the bullet exited

through the upper part of the torso and therefore, "we must have the person falling

forwards or stooping forwards unless the officer has . . . ducked down or gone into a

crouching position, when that would give you an upward shot". Detective Garda

McCabe had discharged both bullets in the direction of the lower part of the torso,

the second one being aimed somewhat higher on the lower torso. Garda McCabe

had given evidence that "the aim was different, so I raised the gun slightly in that

regard". Professor Milroy felt that it could not just be the "re-sighting of the gun" by

Garda McCabe on the body; there must have been "movement of the victim" as

well. He agreed that it was reasonable to take into account at least two other factors,

namely the possibility of body movement by John Carthy, in that he could have gone

up the hill "a bit more", or the fact that he may have either taken a pace or was

stooping. This was, however, a "significantly upward movement", or as Professor

Harbison had described the bullet as having taken "an altogether different pathway".

It was not just a "simple case" oí a slightly raised gun; that would still give a "fairly
horizontal track". The subject must have changed his position as well, "by bending

over or falling". He could, of course, have moved forwards, but "he must have flexed
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forward on his hips", for whatever reason, either because he was stooping or he was

falling. It was also, in his opinion, entirely reasonable that lohn Carthy started to fall

after being struck in the pelvis by the third bullet and as he fell, another bullet was
discharged; one with a similar trajectory to the third but because he is falling

forwards, and away to the right, this fourth bullet had a different track through the
body.

What of the external bleeding patterns as noted on the garment? Would these

provide assistance? Professor Milroy thought not. It was suggested to him that the

absence of blood above the entry and exit wound and the preponderance of the

great majority of blood below the wound would suggest that he was in an upright

position after he was shot. He did not believe that John Carthy falling after the fourth

shot would have alte-red the external bleeding pattern on the T-shirt. Most of the

bleeding was internal and "one must be careful about interpreting blood patterns of

clothing because blood can leak into them afterwards". He would not have expected

to find bleeding all around the wound, or any difference in bleeding whether John

Carthy was upright or whether he was falling. When a person is being resuscitated,

blood can leak "all over the place". One could not say from the blood patterns that

he was vertically upright or leaning forwards when he was shot. Blood pattern

analysis, which emerges from small wounds do not distinguish between those two

propositions, he stated.

The wound inflicted by the third bullet must have been excruciatingly painful, he

observed. Several parts of the body were affected by the bullet: the pelvis, the rectal

passage, the testicle and penis. One such wound would have been very painful.

Adding them together meant that the whole area would have generated substantial

pain, though it didn't necessarily mean that there was an increment in pain.

Nevertheless, he accepted that such pain would become the "principal conscious

priority". Mechanical movements are related to conscious decision making and, as a

basic proposition, "if your conscious decision making is concentrated entirely on pain,

what you can do mechanically is relegated". He echoed Professor Phillips's

sentiments, however, in relation to pain in persons who are in an agitated state.

Professor Milroy referred, additionally, to the phenomenon of "temporary cavitation",

which he concluded, did not apply in this case. This phenomenon is connected, inter

alia, with the velocity of the bullets used. Professor Milroy thought that there was

"no evidence from the nature of the bullets used that . . . |)ohn Carthy] ... would

have suffered incapacitation in respect of the spinal cord".

5.    Reconciliation of eyewitness evidence and the pathologist's evidence

Professor Milroy's observations

Gardai at the scene stated in evidence that they did not notice any falling or

crouching motion between the third and fourth shots. Was there an explanation, in

Professor Milroy's opinion, for the fact that no garda observed movement between

the third and fourth shots?
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Professor Milroy thought it likely (but not certain) that the third bullet, inflicting the
pelvic wound, would have caused )ohn Carthy to fall to the ground. People do not

always collapse immediately from gunshot wounds. Depending on what part of the

anatomy is struck, they can carry on moving. When struck in the chest, a person

would collapse very quickly. It was possible, he said, that when struck in the pelvis,

as lohn Carthy was, that one could move a step or two, and then collapse. He could

have had voluntary movement after the infliction of that wound, enabling him to

walk forward or to move his own body position, despite the gravity of the pain

described. As has been observed, Professor Milroy echoed what Professor Phillips

had noted in relation to pain in persons who are psychiatric ally agitated. A person in

a very agitated state does not always respond in the- same way as "a normal person".

He stated:

"... some psychiatric patients, if they are in a high state of agitation, may have

a higher pain threshold and a higher ability to c ope with pain, or not respond

as normally as you would expect".

This adds to their physical capacity and they carry on in a way that you might not

expect, he observed. The fitter, vounger and healthier one is, the more one is capable

of activity such as "fight or flight".

"But certainly lohn Carthy could, in my opinion, have continued his activity. I

think the likelihood is that he would collapse but I cannot exclude him being

able to take voluntary movements."

This was due to a combination of a higher pain threshold and a delayed reaction to

pain. His action may be so "pumped up" by psychiatric disorder that he may not

observe or appreciate the effect of the pain; he may carry on, not for very long, but

for a significant length of time. Another piece of evidence, which in Professor Milroy's

opinion supported this, was his failure to respond when shot twice in the thigh.

As the person is falling another shot is discharged. This sequence of events occurs

very quickly and would account for the failure to observe the falling, or crouching,

between shots. Witnesses may not have realised where the subject had been hit —

or that he had been hit in the pelvis and would collapse. Accordingly Professor

Milroy stated that he was "not surprised that people don't see a change in the

movement". II the officer discharged two bullets "relatively quickly, he wouldn't

necessarily realise that the person was falling". Counsel lor the family further queried

Professor Milroy as follows:

"Q. Put another way, had there been a slight delay between those shots,

even of a couple of seconds, the last shot might well have been

redundant because it would have already been on the ground?

A. If it was a long gap and the person was falling from the third, then, yes,

the person would then be on the ground. But if the shots are relatively

close together or if the shot delivered as the person starts to fall, that is

the point, then the person may not realise that they are falling as they

discharge the gun".
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If the sacrum injury had caused the- person to fall, then had there been a delay on

the fourth shot, it may well have been "hitting air". Garda McCabe stated that
following his first shot, he could still see that lohn Carthy was taking steps and that

the gun was pointed at the people ,il the rear of the command post. The position of

the shotgun had not changed. I le was aware that if lohn Carthy pulled the trigger

there was an immediate threat to their lives "at that stage". Those were the factors

that he had in mind between his first and second shots. When asked to comment on

Professor Milroy's evidence that had there been a further delay between the third

and fourth shots, that the fourth shot might not have been necessary he st.Hcri:

"/ think Professor Milroy mightn't necessarily be thinking about the lac I that

the shotgun is still pointed at the people and there is still an immediate threat

to lite. I am sure that when Professor Milroy said that, he may not have been

factoring that into his answer".

He stated that his overriding consideration was the continuing immediate threat. That

was the reason why he did not delay or why there was no further delay on his part

in taking action.

Mr. Bailey's observations

Commenting on Garcia McCabe's evidence that he was surprised that he did not see

any reaction to his first shot; to the extent that he thought that he may have missed,

Mr. Bailey observed that other police officers involved in incidents, where they had

discharged their weapons at people, have also expressed similar surprise. Believing

that they have missed, many police officers in such situations have proceeded to fire

another shot. In order to aim a weapon using the sight, which Garda McCabe did,

one must focus one's eye on the front sight. The eye can only hold focus on one

point at a time. The back sight of the weapon is slightly out of focus and the target

more out of focus because it is further away from the point in focus, being the front

sight. This, he said, is the normal sight picture that armed officers are taught to use:

"it is a biological fact that the human eye focuses in this way. Once on aim, a

shot could be actually fired in less than a second, and at such a short distance,

the bullet strike would be almost instantaneous. It is therefore possible for the

target to move while the tirer aims and fires a shot, but because the target

remains out of focus and every detail is not registered by the eye, the firer

could be unaware. I have been involved in other cases of shootings by police,

where the subject of the operation was moving and the officer believed that

he had fired at a man facing them, but the shots hit the suspect in the ba< k

or side".

The padded, blue jacket that John Carthy was wearing, if anything, would render

movement less distinct and more difficult to notice when the focus of his, Garda

McCabe's eye, was on the front sight. Mr. Bailey thought this consistent with Garda

McCabe's reply when asked if there was any change in the upper body position after

his first shot. In evidence, in answer to the question of whether this position had

changed, Garda McCabe had stated that the body position may have changed

slightly and that it may have been slightly more forward. He put that down to the
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fact that lohn Carthy was walking up the hill further away from him. Mr. Bailey

commented that the significance of the slight adjustment and the position of )ohn

Carthy were nol appreciated by Garda McCabe and that this was consistent with

the level of physical and mental activity required in making a judgment to fire, and

the need lo focus his eye on the front sight of the weapon. That Garda McCabe

attributed this "s//ght adjustment" to the subject moving up the hill was

understandable, according to Mr. Bailey, because in his view, the brain rapidly fills

any gaps in knowledge to make sense of the situation. He also felt that it was possible

to reconcile the evidence of Garcia McCabe, that he was not aware of John Carthy

falling when discharging the fourth shot, with the opinion of the forensic pathologists.

In order to aim the weapon for a second time using the sights, he would have to

focus on the front sight. This would place the subject out of focus, allowing his body

to move into a position consistent with the opinions expressed by the pathologists,

before the bullet struck. As he previously observed, the padded jacket worn by lohn

Carthy would make it more likely that this movement could pass unnoticed.
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CHAPTER 6

The Management of the Incident at Abbeylara — Siege

Management Principles

Introduction

The objective of the Garda Síochána in relation to crisis incidents, such as that -it

Abbeylara, is to achieve a peaceful resolution of the incident in as safe a manner as

possible, where the risk to the subject, the police, and the public is minimised. The

strategy adopted to achieve this end is one of isolation, evacuation, containment

and negotiation. This strategy has been adopted in many countries and was used al

Abbeylara. However, it has been observed by expert witnesses that there is no

"perfect system" for the resolution of incidents such as that under review.

Tactical measures to achieve isolation, evacuation and containment include the

formation and implementation of a cordon system, strategically placed and

appropriately staffed by trained, experienced officers who are properly instructed

and adequately resourced. During the evidence to the Tribunal it became clear that

the negotiation leg of this strategy is a crucial one. The isolation and containment of

the subject, while in the first place being for the purposes of public safety, after that

aim has been achieved, is to provide an appropriate environment for the peaceful

resolution of an incident through negotiation.

Tactical measures adopted internationally and in Ireland are considered in this

chapter.

In section A the principles of isolation, evacuation and containment are discussed.

Section A.1 sets out the observations of international policing experts in relation to

cordons and containment. The training of the Garda Síochána in relation to siege

management is considered in section A.2. In section A.3 the application of these

principles to the incident at Abbeylara is addressed. Section A.4 considers the role

of local officers and the potential for police cross-fire, a "blue on blue" shooting. The

response of officers to issues raised is dealt with in section A.5.

An important aid to the negotiation process is the gathering of information and its

analysis and assessment for the purpose of providing intelligence to the officers

involved. Section B deals with this matter, and includes the training received by

members of the Garda Síochána, the experts' views and observations, and the

responses thereto from the appropriate officers.

Section C deals with the principles of negotiation, their application at Abbeylara; the

training received by the relevant officers in these principles; the implementation of
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the principles and training at Abbeylara; the experts' views and observations; and,

the relevant officers' responses thereto.

The Tribunal also considered the previous operational experience of the Garda

Síochána in responding to crisis incidents similar to that at Abbeylara. Evidence was

received in connection with an incident at Bawnboy, Co. Cavan in January 1997.

The features of the operational response to this incident are set out in section D.

SECTION A: — Isolation, Evacuation and Containment

SECTION A.1 — Cordons and Containment — Observations of

International Policing Experts

1.    Containment

Mr. Bailey noted that the definition of containment is "the action of keeping

something harmful under control or within limits". He referred to international

consensus, that where an armed individual poses a threat to life, armed police-

physically restrict such individuals' movements and isolate them from the public. This

process is called containment. It is a well-accepted principle of siege management

and requires the establishment of a number of cordons, which consist of an inner

cordon of armed officers, whose focus is the individual at the centre of the incident

(and who will also obtain intelligence on the subject's movements); and an outer

cordon, whose function and focus is to exclude members of the public from the

area. The outer cordon provides the inner cordon with a sterile area within which to

operate. Members of the public and unauthorised police officers should be excluded

from the sterile area. Mr. Bailey said that access for police personnel should be

restricted to armed officers going to and from the stronghold for specific operational

tasks, or unarmed specialist personnel escorted by armed officers. The scene

commander dictates who is allowed to enter the scene. In the United Kingdom, it is

the practice to maintain written records of persons allowed through the outer cordon

to the scene. The purpose of the visit is also recorded. This prevents officers

congregating near the stronghold as bystanders.

Containment — a solution?

Containment is not a solution to an incident. Mr. Bailey explained that it provides

police with the "control" necessary to ensure public safety; "time" to work towards

a negotiated solution, to consider tactical options and to prepare detailed plans. The

area contained by police will vary with the location and circumstances of the

incident. Containment may be overt or covert. Overt containment ensures that the

subject is aware that police are present. This may result in an immediate surrender

or a change in behaviour thereby reducing the threat posed by his or her actions.

When the subject does not surrender, the presence of police restricts movement and

often assists in stabilising the situation. Covert containment allows for the

organisation of personnel and the preparation of tactical plans before the subjec t is
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made aware of police presence. Such containment usually provides greater safety

for the first police responders. Mr. Bailey considered that, at Abbeylara, John Carthy

was aware of police presence, but could not have seen the sort of numbers that he

mentioned in his phone call to Kevin Ireland. As far as he could determine, the

containment was effective but visually discreet. None of the evidence, of which he

was aware, indicated that John Carthy could have seen gardai, other than those at

the negotiation point.

Personnel at inner cordon

Mr. Bailey explained that no one should be allowed at or inside the inner cordon,

other than armed officers putting into effect a tactical option. Exceptions to this rule

include police dog handlers who are normally unarmed. Other specialists may also

be permitted. These are people who require access to fulfil their specific role, such

as personnel from a technical support unit who may be charged with putting into

place appropriate specialist equipment. He reported that when such persons are

unarmed each dog handler or specialist will require a dedicated armed officer to

provide for his protection.

Containment — an illusion?

Mr. Lanceley, whose primary expertise is as a negotiator in crisis negotiation and not

as a tactical scene manager, commented that when tactical personnel devised the

concept of inner cordons or perimeters, what was really in mind was a combat or a

hostage type situation. He observed that, in reality, what keeps a person contained

is the fear of coming out. If he does not have such fear, he is not contained. Only

persons who perceive a threat outside will stay inside, and thereby be contained. He

commented that containment at Abbeylara was largely an illusion. Short of nailing

the doors and windows closed, he queried how containment was possible to achieve.

He felt that John Carthy was contained for as long as he chose to be so contained.

When he chose not to be contained he walked out of the residence with a shotgun

in his hand. He was not contained, he was "merely surrounded"; containment

prevents an escape. Mr. Lanceley believed that in the absence of proper containment

the police would have to resort to tactical options, something which he had advised

against on many occasions before. Reassurance to the subject that there would not

be police encroachment is standard practice in the United States; something which

he observed Detective Sergeant Jackson did "on almost every communication".

Mr. Bailey agreed with the psychology of the concept of containment. He did not

agree, however, that containment at Abbeylara was largely an illusion. The

containment at Abbeylara was similar to almost every firearms situation worldwide.

Effective containment is achieved when police maintain their position, do not

advance and the subject remains where he is. He had no criticism of the deployment

of the ERU officers at Abbeylara, but highlighted what is considered good practice

in the United Kingdom of deploying officers in pairs. This, he said, was for a variety

of reasons including the requirement of continuing observation. He expressed the

opinion that containment was effective at Abbeylara.
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Containment — spontaneous incidents and planning

Pre-planned operation — Garda Code

The Garcia Code makes specific provision for what are known as pre-planned

operations. The evidence to the Tribunal suggests that the provisions of the Code, in

this regard, are designed to deal with situations which are planned in advance.

Personnel involved in pre-planned operations will have adequate time to make plans

in advance- of their participation in that operation. Generally speaking, such plans will

be operation specific. Non pre-planned operations or spontaneous incidents include

emergency situations which require immediate response, such as the incident at

Abbeylara.

Initial response — planning — generic response plan

The evidence of Mr. Bailey is that in the initial stages of a spontaneous firearms

incident, the police operation will be based primarily on a generic response plan.

Such planning is normally limited to the selection of pre-learned tactics that provide

the most likely solution to known events. He stressed the desirability and necessity

of making plans, and of writing those plans down. Once a spontaneous incident

stabilises, plans are made and written down to assist in the resolution of the incident.

Contingencies are identified and plans are prepared to address them. These

contingent ies are sometimes known as the "what its", and involve thinking through

what could happen in the particular incident. As the incident develops, the plans will

be reassessed and may be amended, if required. They are also used to brief new

personnel and enable senior officers to be informed of ongoing developments. He

was of the view that, at some stage, an ongoing incident which commences

spontaneously becomes a planned operation.

Tactical response defined by strategy

The response, tactical and otherwise, to any incident is defined by the strategy which

has been set for the operation. The strategy which was adopted at Abbeylara was to

evacuate, isolate, contain and negotiate. Such a strategy requires planning. It may be

that there are standard plans that will be required at any siege. It is likely that these

will be prepared in advance by the tactical team. According to Mr. Bailey, this will

afford the team the opportunity, in training, to put plans into effect and to ensure

that they have the necessary equipment available when responding to an incident.

Such plans may also be generic and may include delivery plans, exit plans, break-out

plans and a surrender plan. However, they should be adapted for use at the particular

incident. In respect of any novel contingency which emerges, a specific plan should

be prepared.

Planning — exit plan

One such plan, being an exit or break-out plan, has been described by Mr. Bailey in

evidence as a moving containment plan. It is noted that during the course of the

evidence at the Tribunal, this plan has been referred to as "moving containment", or

"flexible or moving cordon" plan. It is a plan which allows a cordon of officers to

move with the subject. It does not of itself provide a solution to the incident. It
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provides more time- to resolve the situation before there is a requirement to resort

to lethal force, if necessary. The scene commander develops the- plan in eonjunc tion

with the tactical team leader and the negotiator, if appropriate. The plan may include

such things as how the person will surrender, a consideration of how he or she may

come out, taking into account whether the subject is to be allowed come out with a

lire-arm, and the instructions thai are to be given to the subject in sue h e in umstane es.

2.    Moving containment — the appropriateness of the tactic

Moving containment as a tactic — diverging views

Considerable evidence was adduced at the tribunal in relation to the moving

containment, or flexible cordon plan, as a tactic which was purported to be

employed at Abbeylara. Different views were expressed by various overseas policing

experts as to whether it is an appropriate tactic to be adopted or employed in

circumstances such as those that prevailed at Abbeylara. Some regard this tactic as

being too dangerous, resulting in the transfer of the problem to a different location.

It is a plan which is not favoured in certain jurisdictions, such as the United States

and Victoria, Australia. Mr. Lanceley was particularly critical of the use of moving

containment as a tactic, stating in his view, that a moving cordon is close to being

an oxymoron: "if law-enforcement is moving the cordon with the subject, then he has

already breached the inner cordon. There is no containment. There is no perimeter".

However, Mr. Bailey was of the view that if the cordon is moving around an

individual, he is still within the cordon. He has not breached the inner cordon. He

remains contained. It may not be as satisfactory as if he were static in a building.

There is still a perimeter, that perimeter is the outer cordon. It is providing a sterile

area in "permitting the movement that the moving cordon creates".

Moving containment — a spreading of the threat? — sterile area

Mr. Lanceley in his report and evidence observed that containment and perimeters

serve several purposes and functions. These include preventing the spread of the

threat. A moving cordon does not accomplish this objective. If the subject is moving,

the threat is moving with him to new areas. Another objective of the cordon is to

prevent the escape of the subject. The experience in the United States is that subjects

have escaped when moving cordons were attempted. Mr. Lanceley also expressed

the view that, as the subject moves to new areas, the threat moves. Mr. Bailey agreed,

but for him the real issue was whether those new areas were sterile. If the area is

sterile, the threat is not increasing or changing; there is no one who might be subject

to that threat. A sterile area is required so that the likelihood of confrontation

between the subject and other police personnel is reduced. Mr. Bailey emphasised

that if you have a sterile area with no one in it, this allows movement. The exclusion

of the public from this area is of greater importance than the exclusion of police-

personnel. However, police personnel who are present should:

"only be those that need to be there to provide the armed c ontainment of the

individual and those same individuals that would be providing the moving

containment. If you have additional police personnel, the likelihood is that they
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get in the way, they become potential targets themselves and reduce the

distance that somebody can be allowed to move".

He accepted that it was more difficult to plan and allow a moving containment in an

urban environment. However, it has occurred. The greater the distance the subject

of the siege can be allowed to travel, the more time police have to deploy another

tactic or to succeed in negotiation. To be most effective, alternative tactics,

particularly less lethal ones, should be available to resolve the incident, before the

subject reaches a point where the threat he poses to others requires police to use

lethal force. Thus, in the United Kingdom, police dogs are an essential part of the

cordon system.

Mr. Lanceley also observed that another function of containment and perimeters,

namely the prevention of the entry of unauthorised persons to the operational area,

is compromised when moving containment takes effect. Because the operational

area moves, it becomes much more difficult for the authorities to prevent the entry

of unauthorised persons into that area, particularly if the authorities do not know

where the subject of the incident is going. Further, the subject effectively controls

and determines the direction of travel. Mr. Bailey was in general agreement with

these sentiments. Nevertheless, his view was that this also comes back to the

question of a sterile area. If the area is sterile there is no problem. If it is not sterile,

there is a problem:

"It comes back to my point in relation to the location of the outer cordon ,i.e.

the point at which no innocent parties could pass or get into it. Providing you

have a sufficiently large sterile area, it is still safe and controlled by police

because no one can get into it, there is no one there .... and you can allow

the movement. If you were unable to make the area sterile, you wouldn't be

able to operate the containment system, hence you wouldn't be able to

operate a moving containment."

It is to be observed that in those circumstances the necessity to shoot an armed

subject might be unavoidable.

Moving containment — isolation

Mr. Lanceley stated that a further purpose of the cordon was to isolate the subject

from the outside world. When moving containment takes place, Mr. Lanceley

expressed the view that the subject is no longer isolated. Mr. Bailey agreed but

thought that this point was more significant from the negotiator's perspective. In a

moving containment, the subject is still isolated from the outside world in terms of

posing a threat, which is the tactical firearms officers' consideration. Psychologically,

the subject may not be isolated from the outside world and this could be significant

to the negotiator. It does not, however, create a reason for not adopting a moving

containment, if it is safe to adopt, Mr. Bailey told the Tribunal.
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Moving containment — pressure on the subject

Mr. Lanceley further noted that a purpose of moving containment is that it puts

pressure on a subject and that while putting pressure on a hostage taker may be

advantageous, putting additional pressure on someone such as John Carthy is not

advantageous: "He is already undei a lot of pressure". Mr. Bailey agreed, but stated

that when one considers the alternative (being the use of lethal force to prevent him

from leaving the curtilage of his house), the option of not shooting and attempting

to peacefully resolve the situation has to be the option to be selected.

Moving containment — shape of cordon

Containment enables a disciplined controlled response of emergency resources by

facilitating the establishment and placement of staging areas, command post,

perimeters, and checkpoints. With moving containment or moving cordon, Mr.

Lanceley was of the view that all of those advantages were lost. Further, he did not

know what an ideal moving cordon looked like; thus, in his view an L-shaped cordon

is extremely dangerous if anyone discharges a weapon. There was risk of crossfire.

Many situations in the United States that ended tragically were moving situations. In

other situations the subject escaped.

Moving containment — cover

A moving cordon requires personnel to leave cover and move to the next position

of cover, if there is any. Mr. Lanceley visited the scene at Abbeylara and, from what

he observed, there was no cover for gardai to use in a moving incident. Mr. Lanceley

queried how a moving cordon was to be safely achieved, with an obvious

requirement for officers to maintain cover. The concept of moving containment

achieves two things, Mr. Lanceley concluded — it leaves the decision to a lower

ranking individual, and endangers lives. While a "lovely idea", the concept "horrified"

him. He had never seen a single incident in his career where the concept worked.

While he understood why the gardai wanted to perform a moving containment, he

did not agree with counsel for the Commissioner's suggestion that "on his own

analysis", it was appropriate to try to have a form of moving containment, instead of

an earlier and more potentially lethal option. The risk was too high. Gardai put their

own lives at risk:

"once he came out the door with his shotgun, .. . any likelihood of a peaceful

resolution had just evaporated".

He accepted that what had occurred was an ongoing deferral of the use of lethal

force. The big difference between Ireland and the United States, he surmised, was

"who makes the decision". In the United States the senior man makes the decision

as to where to draw the line in the sand. In both the United States and Ireland, the

use of lethal force is a last resort, but this is where the situations differed — when do

you arrive at the point of last resort? He felt that the law and culture in Ireland was

expecting a "whole lot from police officers". He agreed with counsel for the 36

named gardai that the difference in culture and law (i.e. the taking or non-taking of

advanced decisions whether to shoot or not) may provide a possible explanation
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why moving containment is an option preferred in this jurisdiction. Perhaps it was a

question of experience. Perhaps, he queried, the culture here will evolve but gardai

may die before such an approach is changed.

It was not entirely clear to Mr. Bailey how the ERU intended to safely achieve a

moving cordon. From a training perspective people- are trained to make as much use

ol ( over as possible. Where you cannot make use of cover, officers are taught tactics

to make themselves smaller targets. He noted that local officers and ERU officers

demonstrated this when they moved into and out of the containment area during

the course of the incident. The evidence demonstrated that they understood that

buildings and objects provided them with cover. He expected that their training

would have taught them to move from cover to cover.

Moving containment — planning for cover

Thus, in planning for moving containment one must consider the availability of cover

and provide for cover if it is sparse or if none exists. For example it is possible to go

to the opposite side of a wall as the subject moves to the other side. It is also possible

to plan in advance by pre positioning cover such as police vehicles. Generally

speaking, the engine compartment, the wheels and the- back axles of motor vehicles

provide cover from bullets, but not necessarily cartridges. However, ballistic

protection and cover can be provided by placing a ballistic or "Kevlar" blanket on a

vehicle. A Kevlar blanket is made of the same material as body armour and would

stop a shot from a shotgun. Therefore, with additional planning it would have been

possible to position cover for officers, even in the absence of having a specialist

armoured vehicle at the scone. In planning, if the point at which officers have no

cover is identified, a risk assessment should be carried out and attempts made to

reduce the risk. This is done by providing some cover. There is, however, a downside

to providing cover in the middle of the road in that the subject may make use of this

cover for himself. However, that, at least, would mean that the subject had stopped

and had created a more static situation. In either eventuality, therefore, Mr. Bailey

expressed the opinion that the provision of cover can only lead to an improved

situation.

Mr. Burdis spoke about putting bulky obstacles in the way such as large bales of

straw, sandbags etc., which might not only provide cover for officers but would also

make life more difficult for John Carthy to walk along a straight path. However, he

agreed with the Chairman's observations that you would need an awful lot of

obstacles in order to confine John Carthy, who was a fit young man, to the curtilage

of the house or even within the garden. He agreed that he could not say you should

put obstacles in every particular place. He saw benefit in putting an obstacle across

the front gateway. Ultimately, Mr. Burdis was not critical of the fact that obstacles

were not put in the way. "One must apply common sense in the circumstances".

Essentially it came to a question of giving proper consideration and analysis as to

whether obstacles could be of benefit.
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Moving containment — a line in the sand

In his evidence to the Tribunal, Sergeant lackson stated that the gardai did not

operate a policy of drawing a line in the sand; or that such a line could not be

crossed regardless of the level of threat posed by the individual. In the United States,

Mr. Lanceley stated that "a line would have been drawn in the sand". Mr. Carthy

would have been told not to step over that line because "it would be just too

dangerous for everyone". In the United States, he would have been told not to come

out of the house with the shotgun, that if he came out of the house with the shotgun

in his hand, he would be considered as presenting an imminent threat to officers. He

would have been told that "you are going to get yourself hurt, Mr. Carthy. Do not

do that".

Mr. Bailey commented that what was proposed in moving containment is to move

a "bubble" around the subject maintaining the sterile area. No member of the public

is present, there is no threat, and the police can keep a degree of control over the

individual. He further agreed that it would be unreasonable and impossible to have

a situation where the subject is permitted to "walk miles". There are few

circumstances where that could be sustained and still maintain public safety. Most

circumstances, in which moving containment operates, are measured in yards not

miles, but is determined by the point at which the subject poses a threat to the lives

of others. That becomes the point beyond which the subject cannot be permitted to

pass. Thus, the immediacy of a threat may become apparent where a person is still

in the building and in certain circumstances he may be justifiably shot. Similarly, such

a "line" may be near the outer cordon, but, Mr. Bailey said:

"it has to be drawn effectively where the outer cordon becomes part of the

risk unless you can move your outer cordon, and that is considerably more

difficult to do than moving your inner cordon or adjusting the deployment of

your inner cordon".

Such a point is one that the scene commander identifies as being one where the

subject is likely to confront unarmed personnel or endanger the public. He agreed

however, that in placing containment on an individual who poses a potential threat

to the public and others that you must identify where the line in the sand is. What

permits a moving containment is when you can place the "line in the sand" next to,

or extremely near, the outer cordon, and not the inner cordon.

Stopping John Carthy without risk to others

Mr. Lanceley observed that "unfortunately there is no technology, device, lactic or

procedure that could have stopped Mr. Carthy without further risk to innocent

parties". Mr. Bailey did not agree with this. He was "totally convinced" that a police

dog would have been an option had the incident occurred in the UK. However, no

such option, including the police dog option, could give any guarantees. The use of

dogs in the potential resolution of incidents, such as at Abbeylara, is considered in

Chapter 11.
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Moving containment — inner cordon — specialist intervention

Mr. Burdis essentially agreed with Mr. Bailey's observations on moving containment.

Mr. Burdis accepted that it was a tactic which was difficult to deploy depending

largely on topography and cover. In the circumstance that obtained at Abbeylara, he

believed that it could have been used to good effect. There has got to be "quite a

lot of space" in the sterile area especially if one is contemplating any form of moving

containment. It was, at least, a means of securing more time and changing the

circumstances and opportunities for a peaceful resolutie>n.

Mr. Burdis also expressed the opinion, that where there is time to prepare for such

eventuality, it was good practice to rehearse or at least to try out some of the

thoughts and plans pertaining to the situation. Every officer concerned with the

moving containment plan requires careful briefing and each needs to know precisely

what the other is intending to do. He stated that it was not usual to use officers from

the inner cordon to perform this function. He observed that it can be too difficult for

them to move from their post quickly enough to maintain control over the subject,

and to do so with proper regard for their own safety. Thus, if the entire inner cordon

was in a fixed place they are not easily able to respond to a particular moving

containment, especially in a breakout situation. Some of them will not be in positions

where they are able to respond quickly:

"having to run very quickly down the garden, for instance, is not really the best

way of being able to respond to an incident. Whereas had the officers been

located in very close quarters, but not responsible for actually manning the

inner cordon, they would have been much better able to move — and much

more quickly — and freer to move than they were in this instance".

However, he described that as a "luxury" which did not often apply.

Mr. Bailey agreed that in certain circumstances such a difficulty may arise. However,

he remained of the view that it was possible for officers on the inner cordon to

involve themselves in moving containment. He made the point that if one was to

deploy officers to be available to do a moving containment, four separate teams of

officers might be required to cover each side of the house. That could create a

"logistical nightmare". It may well be that there is a requirement for additional officers

but Mr. Bailey did not think that it should be said, as a matter of policy, that officers

on the inner cordon should not be allowed to move. Further, it was appropriate to

re-deploy officers who are no longer achieving their objective. Mr. Bailey's comments

in this regard were put to Mr. Burdis, who noted that certain officers arrived and

were put in place at approximately 10:15 p.m. on the first night, and did not have

an opportunity of talking together about how they might, as a unit, deliver moving

containment if it was ever required:

"they may well have talked on the radio to each other, but very much a face

to face conversation and being part of a properly devised plan was never an

option that they were able to take part in".

He felt that in this case it could be argued that there was sufficient time and resources

for such an exercise to take place especially if the ERU had not been engaged almost
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from the moment they arrived in the manning of the inner cordon. The ERU should

have spent its time planning to manage the eventuality of an uncontrolled armed

exit. He commented as follows:

". . . once the subject moves up the lane, then you have to think about how

you get r/om that property into the next door's property and whether you allow

him to go to the next door property or go beyond that. What action you are

going to do and where you draw the lines at that are going to prevent him

moving any further."

Mr. Burdis also thought that officers engaged on both cordons require a brie-ling

because the subject could easily approach their position. The officers also require to

be briefed as to the limit of territorial boundaries and their legal duties in such

circumstances where those boundaries might be breached.

SECTION A.2 — Training of Members of the Garda Síochána in
Relation to Siege Management

1. Evidence of Chief Superintendent Ludlow, Detective Superintendent

Hogan

Evidence relating to the relevant training of gardai was given to the Tribunal by a

number of officers, including Chief Superintendent Kevin Ludlow, the director of

training and development at the Garda College in Templemore, and Superintendent

Patrick Hogan, who has overall responsibility for the ERU. The evidence of Chief

Superintendent Ludlow and Superintendent Hogan is now considered in subsections

1 and 2.

Cordons

Officers of all ranks receive training in the operation of cordons. Chief Superintendent

Ludlow stated in evidence that a "building block system" is utilised in training for a

number of issues — cordons being a specific example of one of them. Insofar as

student/probationer gardai are concerned, they are first introduced to the concept

of cordons by way of general discussions when considering issues involving major

emergency planning. While there are no specific lectures on cordons, Chief

Superintendent Ludlow stated that as they touch upon many areas of day-to-day

garda activity, training is interwoven in those areas. Training in cordons is

considerably more specific in the sergeants' development programme. Furthermore,

detailed training is given to inspectors and superintendents in their promotion

courses which is directly related to the additional responsibilities that those officers

have. The evidence proffered to the Tribunal indicates that in an incident of the type

that occurred at Abbeylara, the system, as taught to officers envisages two cordons,

an inner cordon looking inward, and an outer cordon looking outward. The former

directs its attention to the stronghold; the latter ensures that unauthorised persons

and vehicles do not trespass upon the scene. This is accepted by the gardai as

reflecting good international practice, and is reflected in the training received by
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garda officers of different ranks. Chief Superintendent Ludlow also stated that the

purpose of the outer cordon is to keep the area between the two cordons sterile.

The concept of a sterile area is explained in training to the student/probationer gardai

in the context of the requirements of a response to a major emergency.

Flexibility within cordons

With regard to the concept of moving containment as referred to by various experts

at the- Tribunal, Chief Superintendent Ludlow stated in evidence that he was unaware

of the term "moving containment". Flexibility within cordons arises from the concept

that cordon plans should be sufficiently flexible to provide for changing

circumstances. This was echoed in the evidence of Superintendent Hogan who stated

that the concept of moving containment is not taught in the Garda Síochána. What

is taught is movement/cover within the training on the concept of cordons. The

concept in general is based on issues of movement, cover and flexibility as to where

cordons are placed. He confirmed that local detectives are aware of the concept of

having to move during the placement of a cordon, and they receive training in

connection with this. Members of an inner cordon, he stated, should not allow

breakout from that cordon, because it lessens police control. Flexibility in the cordon

system prohibits such an occurrence.

Back-up cordons and sterile areas

Superintendent Hogan was also questioned on the concept of a back-up cordon, as

dealt with in training. This, he said, was addressed in the context of allocation of

available resources and was dealt with in the practical aspect of the Superintendents

Development Course. He observed that the training in the practical aspect of the

Dc-tec tives Training Course is that such officers are taught and know that "they are

resources" and will be allocated to such duties as the scene commander sees fit. He

explained in evidence that while the sterile area required the exclusion of certain

people, it did not prevent the reallocation or movement of personnel between the

inner cordon and the outer cordon. That is a police operational area. It was

important, he said, that officers understood the concept of the outer cordon,

providing an area where policing can operate. In firearms incident training emphasis

is placed on danger within the sterile area. Gardai are aware, through training, of the

need to keep cordons intact; and of the necessity to maintain the credibility of the

cordon. However, he stated that the flexibility required to manage a scene must take

cognisance of the fact that you may need to move resources in or out — or "whatever

you decide on".

2.    Training — siege management

Senior officers — Operational Commanders Course

Chief Superintendent Ludlow provided evidence of the training received on the

Operational Commanders Course, which is part of the Superintendents Development

Course. It includes information and training on such issues as cordons and armed

operations which are carried out on a theoretical and practical basis. In relation to

the formulation of plans, preparation for contingencies, the keeping of logs, and the
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gathering of information, contributions to the courses are made by officers who have

expertise in specific operational areas or who have- had training expertise in those

areas. Training in relation to the interaction between the local commander and the

ERU was done by way of table-top exere ises. Log keeping was addressed in training

connected with armed operations. The advice on the recording of logistical

information such as duty times, entry and exit times from the cordons etc., he noted,

was delivered in the lectures on "Siege Theory" and in the "Siege Practical" lee ture.

In his experience, the importance of intelligence and information gathering is

explored in practical exercises. Teaching in relation to the- location of the command

and negotiation posts, and the safety of officers was also addressed in the context of

the practical scenarios. Assessment of risk in connection with officer safety was

taught in a number of differenl modules on the Superintendents Development

Course.

The Chief Superintendents Development Course contains a lecture on "Principles of

on-Scene Command, Including Hostage Negotiation and Management Development

Programme". This lecture is given by a Detective Inspector from the ERU. As is

appropriate to the role of Chief Superintendents, the training and discussion here is

at a more strategic level.

In evidence Superintendent Hogan outlined the input of the ERU to the training of

senior officers on scene management techniques. As a detective garda and a

detective sergeant within the ERU, he was involved "on the ground" during practical

exercises forming part of the Superintendents Development Course, though not in

delivering lectures. As a detective inspector in charge of the ERU, he delivered

lectures on the Superintendents Development Course from 1996 onwards. His

involvement was in the theoretical aspects of siege management; what the ERU could

bring to a siege; and in the broader assistance the ERU could be to district officers

in their general policing role. ERU members took part in the practical exercises

forming part of the course. These lectures, he said, provided an opportunity for

interaction between the management of the ERU and district officers, and for

informing the latter as to the specialist function which the ERU could bring to

incidents. Such lectures also covered the key principles of "evacuate, isolate, contain

and negotiate". In connection with cordons advice was given by the ERU participants

on the necessity of establishing a sterile area between the inner and outer cordons;

the purpose of this area being to exclude unnecessary people from the scene for

safety reasons. The establishment of this area provides a working environment for

the police to perform whatever tactic is required.

It was impressed upon the new superintendents that the cordon system is a key

element to any major incident.

Joint training

It is not common practice for non-ERU detectives to train with ERU personnel in

relation to tactical manoeuvres such as movement and cover. However, joint training

opportunities may arise during tactical training courses for local detectives, and do

arise in the practical siege scenario on the Superintendents Development Course.
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Superintendent Hogan stated that local detectives are aware that they may form pari
of an inner cordon with the- ERU. Thus, they have an academic knowledge from their

training together with practical applications of this knowledge in the course ot their

training, of such a requirement.

Role, training and involvement of the ERU

Role at scene

Superintendent Hogan outlined the role of the ERU at a siege or barricaded incident.

Its first role is primary containment; an additional role is lo facilitate the negotiator

in whatever tactic he or she adopts. The scene, however, remains under the control

of the scene commander and ERU personnel operate under his or her control.

Decision making rests ultimately with the scene commander. The scene commander

receives advice which he or she is free to accept or reject from the tactical unit

leader. Superintendent Hogan said that the primary response of the Garda Síochána

is to facilitate a peaceful resolution through negotiation. The gathering of on-scene

intelligence, safe delivery of medicines and food and the implementation of release

and surrender procedures are- part of the overall response. He also stated:

"As the ERU provides a specialist armed response to a wide variety of incidents,

the firearms training element is emphasised. From this base other skills are

added, such as first-aid, rope access, special entry techniques, driving and self-

defence methods. Physical fitness also forms a major part of training as the role

is demanding both physically and mentally. These various elements are

combined in the development of tactical and operational methodology".

ERU training

Dealing with ERU training, Superintendent Hogan observed:

"Approximately 25'%, of ERU time is scheduled for training, this compares

equally with similar full-time police tactical units. In addition, each of the four

units must attend bi-annual training weeks at the Garda College where fitness

tests and firearms qualifications are undertaken, along with general training.

The specialist school Garcia College supervises this training".

He further stated in evidence that:

"Prior to allocation to ERU each applicant must complete a two week pre-

selection process. Those successful undergo a six week training module

consisting of; qualification in pistol and Uzi, driver training and basic tactical

skills. The latter module introduces trainees to the basics of siege management

and the roles played by the various elements that compose the garda response

to such incidents. Applicants are then allocated to an operational unit where

they must complete a two year probationary period, prior to appointment as a

detective in the ERU. It takes approximately eighteen months for new members

of the ERU to qualify in all basic skills courses prior to specialisation. Following

this, members may train to instructor level in skills such as firearms, rope access

and first aid, with selected members specialising in other skills and equipment".
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The training which members of the LRU receive is dealt with in more detail in

Chapter 10.

The relationship between the ERU and the scene commander at the scene

Superintendent Hogan explained that ERU Headquarters does not interfere with
what is going on at the scene of an incident, but is available to give advice to the

scene commander. Headquarters' involvement is confined to being familiar with

what is happening at the scene, so as "to keep an eye" on the logistics ant\ the use

of resouu es.

3.    The evidence of Detective Superintendent Maher

Superintendent Timothy Maher gave evidence in private session. It is therefore not

intended to deal with his evidence in detail. Superintendent Maher lectured on

relevant Garda training courses.

Much of what was stated by Chief Superintendent Ludlow and Superintendent

Hogan is echoed in the evidence of Superintendent Maher. He observed that it was

acknowledged within the Garda Síochána that superintendents, as district officers

taking over the management of a siege, would not have had substantial expertise or

exposure to the management of such incidents. Therefore the primary objective of

the course was to engender an understanding of the concept of siege management.

In particular superintendents were made aware of the expertise that was available to

them (negotiators, ERU, technical personnel etc.) and given an understanding of the

format or structure of siege management. Superintendent Maher lectured on the

course together with members of the ERU. The following is a brief synopsis of his

evidence in relation to the training of scene commanders.

Command structure

Training emphasises that the scene commander retains overall responsibility for the

incident and it deals with the skills necessary in bringing together a team of different

experts or specialists and managing them in a coordinated way. He must maintain an

integrated command structure so that all actions contribute to the overall objective.

Preparation — establishment of a forward control base

The superintendent of the relevant district (or someone delegated to act in his

absence) should go to the scene of the incident and establish a forward control base.

Forward control is located between the inner and outer cordons.

The scene commander should locate himself or herself at the forward control base

from where all instructions will be issued. If the siege occurs in an isolated area the

forward control may be situated in an official vehicle which has radio communication

with the base station or headquarters; a steady stream of precise and accurate

information should be relayed from forward control to the base station.
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Assessment of required resources

Initially, the primary role of the scene commander is the development ol an

operational strategy for the resolution of the incident. This will involve contingency

planning, the rapid evaluatiem of the situation, making decisions on the capability of

the resources currently available to him or her and deciding whether extra expertise

01 resources are required. Appropriate officers should be selected to take charge of

(linen ni lacéis oí the operation (such as cordons, negotiations, firearms, etc.)

together with dedicated liaison officers between Ihese facets and the scene

commander. The delegation of intelligence gathering is another important function

anc\ such intelligence should be available at forward control.

Contingency planning

This is described as asking "what it" and making arrangements accordingly. The

"what its" common to most sieges (and suggested required measures) include:

• The possibility of injury — ambulant e anc\ medic al assistance on standby.

• The possibility e>l a tire in the stronghold — lire brigade on standby.

• Relatives will arrive al the scene — appointment of a liaison officer.

• Arrests may be necessary — appointment of an arresting officer.

• What will happen when darkness falls — arrange lor lighting at the scene.

• Arrange for ground and area photographs of the scene — may assist in

planning to resolve incident by force.

• Requests may be made for food etc. — make delivery plans.

• Intermediaries may be requested — plan accordingly.

• A breakout plan should be considered which may involve considering the

multiple ways in which a subject may leave- the stronghold. The placement

of the inner cordon is the- first step in contingency planning for a breakout

by the subject. A plan must be prepared in relation to surrender as soon as

possible. Liaison with the firearms team in relation to the plan is critical, as

well as liaison with the negotiator. The agreement of the subject should be

secured in relation to the precise method of surrender.

Superintendent Maher observed that when the ERU are involved, a member of the

ERU is in charge of the inner < ore Ion which must operate at all times in a disciplined

manner. They are told nol lo move around unduly in order to avoid "spooking" or

intimidating the subject. There should be the least amount of visibility, from the point

of view of the subject, in order that the subject is not c rovvded either deliberately or

inadvertently. If this is happening there is a risk that il may interfere with negotiations

and the negotiator may request the members to move back out of sight of the

subject. The members of the inner cordon may play a role in intelligence gathering.

The members of the inner cordon should liaise, through an officer, with the scene
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commander, the head of the inner cordon and the negotiator (especially in relation

to any movemenl in the stronghold). This liaison officer is part of the lire,inns team.

Containment

Superintendent Maher was asked to describe what would happen in the event lh.it

the ERU were brought in to participate in a siege type operation. He outline-el thai

the ERU would ordinarily take responsibility for the inner cordon subject to the

direction of the scene commander who retains ultimate control of the entire-

operation. It was acknowledged that in a situation ofthat type the scene commander

normally utilises the resources of local armed officers prior to the arrival of the ERU.

When the ERU arrives local armed officers may be withdrawn to fulfil some other

function such as intelligence gathering. He observed that it was preferable that the

ERU, who are trained as one unit, operate as a team alone; but this is subjee t to .1

decision about the redeployment of the local armed gardai which wcjuld be made

by the scene commander in conjunction with the leader of the ERU. In response to

a question by counsel for the Commissioner, Superintendent Maher staled that there

was nothing in training forbidding the scene commander from retaining the local

armed officers in whatever capacity he or she deems appropriate and that there is

nothing wrong or inconsistent with their training if a scene commander decides to

deploy them as a back-up to the inner cordon.

4. Observations on training

Mr. Bailey stated that the material provided in evidence by Superintendent Maher

demonstrates that the gardai were as knowledgeable of the current thinking of siege

command prior to April, 2000 as police in the UK and elsewhere. In his view it

would stand the test of international benchmarking and should be considered a good

practice model. The material that was provided to the Tribunal was appropriate for

the command role at a firearms siege and likely to produce commanders who could

be considered properly trained. However, Mr. Bailey found it difficult to reconcile

the course material with some aspects of the incident at Abbeylara. He highlighted

some issues of best practice that were explained in evidence by Superintendent

Maher but that appeared, in Mr. Bailey's view, to have been dealt with differently at

Abbeylara. Such issues are referred to in this chapter.

5. Superintendent Shelly's training

Operational Commanders Course

Superintendent Shelly underwent a three day Operational Commanders Course as

part of his Superintendents Development Course at the Garda College between 7'

April, 1997 and 10"' October, 1997. He confirmed that the course aims dealt with a

number of objectives, including:

"Operational Commanders Tactical Course Aims:

1. To appreciate the role/function of the operational commander.

2. To have an appreciation of the effects of firearms in different situations.
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i.  To understand the concept of operational planning.

4. Be able to plan and put into effect a tactical operation of any scale

or size.

Objectives:

1. Be capable of assimilating information with a view towards assessing

the requirements for any operation and devise an effective tactic.

2. Be capable of taking overall charge of any serious incident, such as a

siege, hostage taking, a search.

I. Be competent to plan, organise, control and lead a pre-planned garda

action involving firearms.

4. Be  able  to  identify  and  effectively  deploy  the  various  skills  and

resources available at a serious incident".

This course also included a lecture described as "the siege — practical" where issues

relating to cordons, negotiations, the media, equipment, assault, debrief and

discussion were considered. It also covered topics such as firearms incidents and

operational planning.

Superintendent Shelly also underwent the Tactical Supervisors Course between the

12lh January, 1991 and the 21s' January, 1991. He told the Tribunal that he underwent

basic firearms training "a good many years ago".

Cordons

In his evidence to the Tribunal, Superintendent Shelly confirmed that he understood

from his training that the inner cordon looked inwards, its function being to contain.

Because it is nearer the subject and the stronghe)ld, it also has an intelligence

gathering function. The outer cordon, he stated, was to prevent unauthorised access

to the scene. He also accepted that the area in between is a sterile area; or as he

described it, a "buffer zone". His understanding is that this:

"is to allow the people on the inner cordon to perform their function. As I

have already referred to the command post, in whatever shape or form it would

take, would be between both cordons as well and, as scene commander, I

would obviously be operating in that area".

Back-up cordons

Superintendent Shelly was queried on whether the concept of a back-up to a cordon

featured in his training. He stated:

"/ believe it did. I believe that it is the responsibility and ¡t is left to the resources

of the person in charge as scene commander to deploy resources at a scene,

as has been described in cordons. There is certainly nothing in my training that

I can recall, that would prevent me from doing what I did."
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6.    Detective Sergeant Russell's training

General

Sergeant Russell received training in line with that received by other members of the

ERU as outlined in Chapter 10. He was trained in the use of the Uzi sub-machine

gun, the .38 Smith & Wesson revolver, the Sig Sauer 9 mm. pistol, the Heckler and

Koch 33 rifle and the pump action shotgun. He attended numerous tactical training

courses including a rural operations course at the Garda College, Temple-more.

Further, in line with other members of the ERU, he spent one week in every four

undergoing tactical, physical and firearms disciplines training with his unit.

Cordons

Sergeant Russell also confirmed, in evidence, that the purpose of the inner cordon

was to contain the subject within that cordon and to make sure there was no breach

through it. The outer cordon was to make sure that no one entered the actual area

from outside. It was also "a back-up to the inner cordon". The outer cordon was also

to ensure that no unauthorized personnel such as civilians, family members etc.,

would gain access to the area "everything must be controlled through the scene

commander and no one would enter it without knowledge of the control, which

would be the scene commander". It was, he said, taken for granted that uniformed

personnel would have occasion to come into the area. He had no difficulty with the

fact that uniformed members of the garda might be located between the inner and

outer cordon: "it is just a fact of life in dealing with situations that there will be, as we

are primarily a uniformed force An Garda Síochána, and that there would always be

a uniform presence on any operation, particularly of a public nature like that".

7.    Training of other senior officers

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne underwent a three day Operational Commanders Course as

part of his Superintendents Development Course in the Garda College during the

period 22'"' November, 1999 to 281'1 January, 2000. He also underwent the Tactical

Supervisors Firearms Course, as a sergeant, in 1990/91. This course was similar in its

contents and form to that which was undergone by Superintendent Shelly.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey underwent a three day Operational Commanders

Course as part of the Superintendents Development Course between 21"' January,

1991 and 7"' June, 1991. When appointed to the rank of Assistant Commissioner, in

1993, he underwent a Chief Superintendents Development Course.

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey retired from the Garda Síochána in February, 2003.

In 1990, he attended the Superintendents Development Course including a 1 clay

Operational Commanders Course for senior officers which took place on 9lh March,
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1990. He also underwent the Chief Superintendents Development Course towards
the end of mo beginning of 1997.

8.    Technical support and equipment

General

The Garda Síochána has a technical support unit. Technical equipment available

includes field phones where the incident is one that requires a trained negotiator.

Other relevant equipment may include various visual aids such as cameras,

televisions, closed-circuit television and sound devices. Cameras or closed-circuit

television are important for securing sight of the stronghold. All such devices are

relevant to the gathering of intelligence. Technie al support unit personnel participate

in training exercises. They are also involved in setting up the equipment on-site and

providing ongoing technical support and upgrading of equipment as necessary.

Personnel

Inspector Michael Flynn, an inspector attached to the technical support unit of the

Garda Síochána, stated in evidence that the unit, as at present constituted, was

developed as a result of an amalgamation of two units in January, 2000. It is part

of the Telecommunications Sec tion at Garcia Headquarters under the control of a

superintendent based there. The services of the unit are available to all members of

the Garda Síochána. It provides support for activities ranging from video

enhancement, video processing and recording to more specialised operations.

Requests for technical support unit assistance are normally made by a scene

commander to the superintendent in charge- of the technical support unit.

Involvement in training

As a member of the technical support unit, Inspector Flynn has an input in relation

to scene commanders training. He has contributed to both the Negotiators Training

Course and the Scene Commanders Course. Such training is both theoretical and

practical. He has provided presentations on the availability and capability of

equipment.

Request for equipment to be brought to Abbeylara

Inspector Flynn confirmed that from January, 2000, when the unit was formed, until

June, 2000, he was sergeant in charge in the technical support unit at Garda

Headquarters. Specialist telephone and CCTV camera equipment was available. He

did not receive any request for equipment to be taken to Abbeylara; no such request

was made.
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SECTION A.3 — Containment and Flexible Cordons at Abbeylara

1.    Containment

Expert opinion

According to Mr. Bailey, containment at Abbeylara was successful for most of the

incident until lohn Carthy emerged from his home. Initial containment was achieved

by Detective Garda Campbell and Garcia Gibbons. When Superintendent Shelly

arrived, he deployed armed gardai in a more comprehensive containment. ERU

members were thereafter placed on containment duties at the inner cordon. It will

be recalled that six members of the ERU were deployed to Abbeylara, with two of

those being the negotiator and his assistant. Therefore, four, including the tactical

commander, were initially deployed to tactical duties. Three additional tactical

officers arrived at approximately 1:00 p.m. on 20"' April, 2000.

Flexible Cordons — moving containment at Abbeylara — the evidence of senior

officers

The evidence of senior officers and others is that an oral contingency plan was

devised to the effect that in the event of John Carthy exiting the house in an

uncontrolled manner, but not posing an immediate threat to life, he should be

allowed to move within the inner cordon. Superintendent Shelly stated that he and

Sergeant Russell discussed the principle that the inner cordon could be maintained

in a flexible manner and move with John Carthy if he came out of the house; the

inner cordon of ERU members would move with him in whatever direction he went.

According to his evidence, some possibilities were considered for the role of the

local armed members i.e., that if a member of the ERU was shot or injured, the local

armed people, who were "back-up", might become involved. They might also

become involved if they "saw that the ERU people needed assistance". What they

were to do in these circumstances does not appear to have been considered.

When asked whether instructions were given to the local armed members as to what

they were to do in the event of the ERU moving with John Carthy, Superintendent

Shelly stated that it was conveyed to the local armed officers that they were now a

back-up to the ERU. He stated that "they will understand that":

"You expect that in the event of the cordon moving" that "all of them would

take some sort of cover and in effect allow matters progress. They knew that

they were back-up and for their own safety they would take cover".

They did not receive any more detailed instructions and at least one of them (Garda

Campbell) received no instructions at all.

Questioned on whether he gave instructions to local armed officers to move or to

remain flexible, Superintendent Shelly stated that as soon as the ERU had taken over

the inner cordon, he instructed local officers that they were back-up; and in doing

that "it would have been conveyed to them that obviously they would have to move

back from their positions,  if that was possible".      This instruction was given  to
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Detective Sergeant Foley by Superintendent Shelly. It was his duty to inform other
members that their role had changed somewhat in that they were now back-up and

that if a situation arose where the inner cordon of the ERU people had to move in a

flexible manner, that they would "obviously react to that by taking cover and allowing

it to develop along those lines". Superintendent Shelly stated that he discussed the

question of flexibility and that the non-ERU members might have to operate in a

flexible manner. He was questioned as follows:

"Q. / can understand that you may have told your own people that the ERU

might move in a flexible manner, but what I am concerned about is,

what instructions were they given as to actions they should take in those

circumstances, where the ERU were moving in a flexible manner with

lohn Carthy?

A. As I said, that they would move back, allow it to progress and obviously

take cover and ensure that they were safe themselves, but they would

take that action anyway, but I had told Detective Sergeant Foley that

once, if it was to move and that scenario was to happen, that that is what

would happen. That is as far as it went".

Containment — evidence of Detective Sergeant Russell

Sergeant Russell was questioned as to what containment meant in the context of

what occurred at Abbeylara. Containment, he said, was an attempt to ensure that

lohn Carthy did not leave the cordon area and pose a threat to other persons.

Containment existed to enable negotiations to be conducted in as safe a manner as

possible and to provide as secure an environment as possible considering the danger

the firearm posed. He said that it would have been desirable if John Carthy had

slaved in the house. The ERU could not have barricaded him into the house- as that

would be totally contradictory to what the negotiator was trying to achieve. They did

not wish to cemtribute any further to any "siege mentality" that John Carthy may

have possessed.

Exit plan — possibility and foreseeability of exit

The evidence of Sergeant Russell and Superintendent Shelly, suggests that a plan

making provision for the exit of )ohn Carthy was discussed. Sergeant Russell stated

that he- had an in-depth discussion with Superintendent Shelly as to what the

response should be if the subject left the house and attempted to escape. A number

of issues had to be considered in relation to such a plan. One was lohn Carthy's

possession of the firearm. The second was his ability to use that firearm (in that

regard he understood that this was his own shotgun and that he was satisfied that

he had expertise in its use). A further factor was the ERU's capability as a trained

tiiearms team.

When he learned that they were dealing with a person with a mental illness he

considered it likely that lohn Carthy might act in an irrational manner. It was therefore

a consideration that he might come out of the house. He had been informed by

Superintendent Shelly, that the subject's mother, in reply to a query as to whether

he would be capable of harm, said that she didn't know what her son would do.
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I le agreed with the Chairman that )ohn Carthy had been behaving irrationally for
some time.

Controlled or uncontrolled exit — the evidence

Detective Sergeant Russell explained in evidence that the two possibilities of either

a controlled or uncontrolled exit were- considered. An exit is controlled if the subject

is  compliant  and  responding  to  the  instructions  of the  gardai.  Otherwise  it  is
(lese libe-rl as uncontrolled.

He stated that if )ohn Carthy left the house he could still be contained:

"Absolutely, the cordon is designed to contain, that is the whole idea of putting

a cordon in in the first place".

Confrontation on exit

Detective Sergeant Russell stated that it was discussed that should )ohn Carthy come

out of the house with the shotgun in his hand, the ERU's function was to confront,

overpower and apprehend him, if that was possible, considering the safety of the

gardai and the safety of the subject. He stated in evidence that he explained to his

men that there were a number of possible exits. The plan for John Carthy's exit was

"generic in that respect". He indicated that he could not have a plan so rigid that he

would suggest or even nominate any particular individual to approach or disarm him.

Any member of the unit who found himself in that position:

"would know from their training that the first individual that came in contact

would make an assessment and would ask for support or cover and the cover

would train the weapon on an individual until the first member had a chance

to overpower".

His primary function was to bring the matter to a peaceful conclusion and to avoid

confrontation if possible. They did not want to engage in anything which was

reckless.

Sergeant Russell also explained that built into the exit plan was a degree of flexibility

regarding moving with )ohn Carthy should he leave the house. He stated that he

discussed the concept of flexibility of the cordon with his team and with

Superintendent Shelly. Only members of the ERU would be involved in such a

movement. He did not discuss this with any non-ERU gardai but he understood that

Superintendent Shelly, who agreed the plan with him, was to convey it to the local

members. When asked whether he would have had any concerns if it transpired that

one or more members of the local gardai at the location of the telegraph or ESB pole

were not familiar with the possibility that he would have to be flexible, he stated:

"well, they were all familiar with the regulations, the same regulations covered

the local members as members of the ERU, there is no more latitude built into

the regulations to cover members of the ERU, you still have to operate within

the same regulations. They are familiar with it themselves, any person who
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would be issued with a firearm would be familiar with that or they wouldn't
have one".

His evidence was that this was part of the training of the individual officer. In such a
plan, there is no line drawn in the sand. It is an extremely difficult and dangerous

procedure. Echoing the expressed opinions of policing experts, he stated that he

understood that one purpose of moving containment was to afford the subject more

time to consider his position. The greater the distance over which it could operate,

the greater the time that the subject may have to consider his position. He stated,

however, one could not take the view that this could go on indefinitely.

There was no discussion between Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant Russell, or

indeed anyone at the scene, as to how far in geographical or territorial terms moving

containment would be allowed to happen, if it arose:

"/ did not indicate any distance or draw any line to suggest that beyond that

point we can't achieve a flexible cordon."

How far it would be allowed to continue would depend on a number of fa< tors,

primarily safety. If at any stage the moving containment plan compromised the satetv

of the gardai or of members of the public, then a different situation would arise.

2.    Expert evidence on the propriety and effectiveness of the adoption

of the moving containment plan at Abbeylara

An aspiration? — Mr. Bailey's opinion

Mr. Bailey expressed the opinion that the ERU and Superintendent Shelly were right

to have planned for the eventuality of moving with John Carthy. It was a logical

option for a rural area. Therefore, he did not criticise the "principle" oí moving

containment as a tactic. It was appropriate, he said, to allow )ohn Carthy move onto

the road; and for officers to continue to attempt to call on him to put the gun down

and not to point it at anybody. To the extent that officers were still in contact with

him whilst he was on the roadway, he remained contained. They were still exercising

some degree of control over him. Although an appropriate tactic, Mr. Bailey observed

that in his opinion, moving containment at Abbeylara was not developed beyond an

"aspiration". He observed that a written plan should have been prepared to ensure

that such persons knew precisely what to do. In his opinion, there was a lack of

detailed planning for this contingency. (Thus, by way of example, Mr. Bailey quoted

from the evidence of Detective Garda McCabe as effectively identifying a particular

tactic that would be used, but which did not detail how it would be put into effect.)

If armed officers are expected to act in concert as a team in a high-risk tactic,

everyone expected to fulfil a role should know exactly what he has to do. The higher

the risks involved in a tactic, the greater the level of planning and practice required.

At no stage was the plan committed to writing and at no stage was an analysis done

to be able to anticipate how officers would move. For him, it should have been

proceeded with in a more formalised way; and "hopefully have had a slightly different

deployment of officers at or around the inner cordon". Further a written plan would
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have established beyond doubt what had been considered and discussed by the
officers. Having listened to his evidence and seen his training records, he believed

that Detective Sergeant Russell was a competent tactical officer and could achieve

any task set by the commander. The evidence of the instructions given to ERU

officers demonstrated Sergeant Russell was aware of his duty as a firearms
commander, he said.

Mr. Burdis's opinion

Mr. Burdis commented that the "what if" of lohn Carthy coming out armed or

unarmed was considered by all of the senior officers and Sergeant Russell. For him,

however, the plan was generic and not specific enough. A plan would have "looked

at where officers would go ahead of where lohn Carthy ultimately went". As far as he-

was concerned, no one knew "who was going to take what position" in the plan

discussed. It was suggested to Mr. Burdis that the ERU officers had to go into

operation straight away when they arrived, and this thereby created a predicament

for Sergeant Russell. He was questioned as follows:

"how could it be possible for one to do what, I think you describe it as the

"what if" dialogue and go through not a generic plan, but a plan that was

specific to all of the possible contingencies that could emerge were lohn to

emerge armed . . . isn't that the predicament Mr. Russell found himself in?"

He replied as follows:

"Absolutely, and the first thing that should have come to his mind is that, we

don't have the space, we don't have the opportunity to plan correctly here, so

what do we do about changing that situation? How can we achieve more time

and more space to undertake that type of planning? That does not appear to

have happened. I would suggest that they didn't actually need to go into

operation the moment they arrived at the scene; that the premises were well

enough contained, There was no immediate threat of any emergency response

that was required and there were opportunities there to start the process of

thinking through, what about the various plans? There was no reason why those

officers that came at lunchtime on the second day, couldn't have been part of

the planning process for an emergency exit. All I am saying is that they

obviously, if they went through the process, that you have just gone through,

they would have realised that there were various issues that they were not

able to address, and they were not able to address them because they were

immediately put into action. That should have rung some bells, particularly with

Mr. Shelly and with Sergeant Russell".

It was suggested to Mr. Burdis, that the planning was as specific as it could be and

that one could not predict exactly what John Carthy was going to do. Mr. Burdis

thought that, for example, three or four officers came from the house and arrived at

the wall, following John Carthy's exit. Had the incident developed beyond that, and

had John Carthy moved further up the road or in a different direction "how would

each of those four officers arriving at almost the same point at the same time, how

would they have known who was going to move where? What would have been the
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¡ilan (ai to retain a containment of a particular part of the wall and (b) to be able to

move and develop the way that lohn Carthy was actually moving, if he moved in a

particular direction? No one seems to know and no one seems to have been told who

was moving where and who was expected to move where". Mr. Burdis was of the

opinion that what occurred were discussions and "not a plan". He felt that they were

merely "highlighting" the sort of problem that might arise. This was only one part of

the process of planning.

A short-term option

Mr. Bailey contended that clue to the lack of detailed planning, moving containment

could only be a "short-term option". Personnel were allowed into what should have

been the sterile area between the inner and outer cordons. Inner cordon members

were not briefed on specific actions and their deployment made a confrontation near

the gate likely. These factors reduced the distance John Carthy could be allowed to

travel to just a few feet, before he was considered to present an immediate threat to

life. The officers on the road at the command post were too numerous and had a

difficult route to "move out of the way". Once John Carthy exited the house and

turned in their direction he presented a danger to them.

A written plan would have helped to identify the potential conflict between the

location of some of the local officers and the aspiration of the moving containment

plan.

Mr. Lanceley commented that the plan regarding the uncontrolled exit seemed to

him to be "vague and lacking in specificity", but that if it did it was because "there

was not much that they could do in the event of an uncontrolled exit". The plan

seemed more like a hope.

The command post — diminished value of moving containment/flexible cordons

plan — location of command post

Mr. Bailey reiterated that the value of moving containment is to provide additional

time to persuade the individual to surrender peacefully. For moving containment to

be a viable proposition, there was a requirement to have a situation whereby the

subject was not hemmed in and that he could proceed in one direction for a

substantial space, without encountering anyone. The containing officers are behind

him and are containing in that way. In Mr. Bailey's opinion, greater latitude could

have been given to John Carthy had local officers and the command vehicle been

located further away from the house. This is considered in more detail below.

Establishment of the command post — prior to arrival of the ERU

From the time of his arrival until the arrival of the ERU, Superintendent Shelly

operated from the ESB pole at the boundary of the Carthy and Burke properties. He

described this as a "semi-official" command post.
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Establishment of the command post - subsequent to the arrival of the ERU

Superintendent Shelly gave evidence of a discussion with Detective Sergeant Russell

and Detective Sergeant lackson following the arrival of the ERU. Sergeant Russell

had looked at the area and satisfied himself about it's topography.

There was cover at that location in the form of a wall, a pole and a mound of earth.

The ERU jeep became the command post. This was located further back from the

ESB pole, on the roadway, near Burke's house. It was not possible to see the Carthy

house from the jeep but "those of us that were operating in that area were able to

operate without any problem or difficulty, by leaving the jeep, and walking a short

distance." Superintendent Shelly continued:

"it was very important for me that I could see everything that was happening

from that location. I was satisfied and I needed to be in a position where I

could see what was happening; see the people; the ongoing negotiations. In

other words, to have a visual contact and a visual overview of the whole scene

and I had that from that position".

Further, communication with ERU personnel was possible from the jeep which had

a radio capable of communication with ERU personnel — but not with local gardai.

Consideration was not given to establishing the command post in any other location

as all were agreed that it was in the best location.

Appropriateness of jeep as command post

In his report to the Tribunal, Mr. Bailey advised that there were different views in the

United Kingdom about the most appropriate command post for a firearms incident.

There are specially designed and equipped command centres, in central police

stations; they are used for all critical incidents. Certain city police forces have the

benefit of a suite of offices in a central police station which are used for all incidents

that require deployment of a silver commander (i.e. a scene commander in Ireland).

In other circumstances use is made of mobile control vehicles located nearer to the

scene. In rural areas, police have specific vehicles designed to fulfil that function.

Such vehicles may vary in sophistication and equipment; the minimum provided

being a place where notes can be taken, radios controlled, telephone calls made and

logs maintained. The essential point is that effective command is made easier if the

commander has a warm, dry, safe location with a seat, desk, means of

communication, space for support staff and equipment to record and document

events. According to Mr. Bailey, commanders must be able to communicate with all

officers at the scene and with others, outside the containment area who have a role

in events. Commanders should be accessible to those who need to consult or be

consulted by them, particularly in a firearms incident when rapid decisions might be

required. In the absence of a specially designed command vehicle, he considered

that it was appropriate to use the ERU jeep at Abbeylara as a command post. This is

good practice. In his experience, commanders in the United Kingdom frequently use

such vehicles as an initial command post. The jeep was dry and provided radio

contact with ERU personnel.
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The position of the jeep/command vehicle

Mr. Bailey's main concern, however, was the positioning of this vehicle vie a vis the

stronghold. His experience in the United Kingdom was that the overall commander

would not locate the command post in a firearms incident where he can see the

stronghold. It may be an appropriate position for the officer in charge of the inner

cordon. He expressed the opinion that the command post should not be within sight

of the stronghold and close lo the scene. To do so potentially places it in line of fire.

It has happened that police officers standing close to a command vehicle have been

shot at, when the subject discharged his weapon in the direction of the sound ot a

radio message emanating from such vehicle. He accepted that the jeep at Abbeylara

was out of the line of fire from the house to the extent that, short of leaving the

house, to fire on the jeep, lohn Carthy would have to lean across the table in front

of the window in the kitchen; and aim diagonally out of the window. In the United

Kingdom, officers receive instructions through training courses, such as negotiators

courses, siege commanders courses and firearms commanders courses. The advice

given to persons who wish to use a command vehicle, such as a jeep, is that it should

be located just inside the outer cordon. This prevents unwanted visitors, whether

police or members of the public. It is usually sufficiently far away from the stronghold

to be in a safe place. It is usually out of line of sight; and for that reason CCTV is

often added to the vehicle. Many such vehicles have CCTV monitors. In protracted

incidents, such as at Abbeylara, a commander in the United Kingdom would not

expect to have a constant view of the house, although he would have CCTV views

available to him. He would also expect to have radio contact with all members

deployed at the incident and mobile phone contact with key personnel at the scene

and elsewhere; all armed officers being on one channel and all other officers on a

different channel. Both channels are linked into the command vehicle; and controlled

from there by a dedicated operator who logs messages and events. Thus, for

example, information coming from the inner cordon (which is part of the intelligence

gathering operation) will be logged in order to keep the commander aware of events

at the scene. At such place, meetings will be required at predetermined times,

involving key personnel. Decisions are taken and recorded. In his view the ESB pole-

was initially a rendezvous point. While agreeing that it was an appropriate point for

armed members in charge of the inner cordon to be placed, it was too close to the

scene to be used as an overall command post. In the absence of a dedicated vehicle,

the commander in the United Kingdom would position the jeep over the brow of

the hill or perhaps in the vicinity of the church. In that location it would have been

out of the line of fire and have been safe for unarmed personnel.

While Mr. Burdis accepted that Sergeant Russell might have used the jeep as a

forward command post, the difference between that and the use of the vehicle as a

overall command post was that where there were a number of unarmed officers at

the command post, including Superintendent Shelly. If one is planning to allow an

armed and uncontrolled exit by the subject to move in the direction of a command

post and a location where there are people who are not properly protected, then

that results in an unsafe position: "you can't do that, you shouldn't do that". In his

view, it was not the vehicle which was the problem; it was the people that were in

the area of the vehicle.
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SECTION A.4 - The Role of Local Officers and the Potential for
a "Blue on Blue" Shooting

1. "Blue on blue" shooting

A "blue on blue" shooting occurs when one group of police officers find themselves

in a crossfire situation with their colleagues, a weapon is discharged and a colleague

is struck. A matter which has been investigated by the Tribunal is whether such a

situation, or the potential for such a situation, occurred at Abbeylara. This involves

an investigation and analysis of the role of local armed officers following the arrival

of the ERU; instructions given to them; their understanding of those instructions and

functions; and their locations and the positioning of the command post at the time

of the emergence of |ohn Carthy onto the roadway. The risks associated with

potential for crossfire form part of the training of armed garda officers and scene

commanders. In his evidence to the Tribunal, Superintendent Shelly confirmed that

he was aware that the potential for crossfire is always present in any operation

involving the use of armed gardai. The possibility of crossfire exists, regardless of the

particular unit of armed gardai that may be involved in any given operation. He

stated that steps can be taken to reduce the risk of crossfire, including, the training

of officers in the use anc\ effects of their firearms. In a written reply to questions

posed by the Tribunal, Superintendent Shelly stated that as the scene commander,

he ensured that each group of armed gardai present at the scene were aware of their

respective positions throughout the operation. Notwithstanding any contingency that

might arise, local armed gardai were instructed to act as back-up and, if necessary,

to take cover if )ohn Carthy exited the house in an uncontrolled manner; and to allow

the ERU to carry out their instructions. The distinct and separate function assigned to

each group was intended to ensure, in so far as was possible, that any potential risk

of crossfire was significantly reduced, he observed. On the deployment of the ERU

as the inner cordon, Superintendent Shelly stated that a reassessment of the situation

was carried out by him, which indicated a requirement as scene commander that

local armed members should be deployed in strategic positions as a back-up cover

for the inner cordon. Consequently, he stated, consideration was not given to

removing the local armed members from the scene.

2. Deployment of local armed officers prior to arrival of the ERU

Prior to the arrival of the ERU, Superintendent Shelly had deployed armed officers at

a number of locations around the Carthy dwelling. These local armed officers formed

the inner cordon from the time of their arrival at the scene at approximately 7:15

p.m. and the arrival of the ERU a few hours later.

Mr. Bailey stated in evidence that he had no criticism of the strategic placement of

local armed officers in terms of achieving the objective of providing containment. He-

considered that the inner cordon placed by Superintendent Shelly was well thought

out, at appropriate locations, in pairs and provided effective containment. As far as

he was concerned, everybody responded in an "absolutely appropriate manner".
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3. Numbers of officers on containment duty

Mr. Bailey observed that in the United Kingdom it is considered good practice to

deploy armed officers in pairs, particularly at night and when working long hours. In

certain forces in the United Kingdom, where only small numbers of tactical team

members are available, they may be deployed with local first responders, to provide

an appropriate number of officers for such an incident: "A sufficient number is one

that allows members to be stood down for a break from the constant concentration

required of the inner cordon". Therefore, at Abbeylara, he suggested that eight

persons should have been on inner cordon duties. This would have allowed officers

to be paired, and to take rests. This, in fact, was consistent with the numbers that

Superintendent Shelly was able to deploy when he placed local armed officers in

position. In his experience, the usual number deployed ranged between eight and

twelve. These persons could be part of a dedicated team brought together centrally,

or local officers, who train and operate together anc\ who are mustered for the

incident. It could be a combination of both local and centrally deployed officers. In

the latter situation, local officers receive additional training relating to team tactics.

Where it is known that a combination of local and centrally based officers may be

brought together to resolve incidents, forces ensure that they train together and that

their equipment is compatible. They have the same radio system, the same firearms

and the same protective equipment. He noted that there was a difference between

Ireland and the United Kingdom in this regard. Ireland has one police force. There

are 43 police forces in England and Wales. These are smaller units.

4. New role for local officers after arrival of ERU

Local armed officers at the scene became back-up to the inner cordon when the

ERU took over that role. Superintendent Shelly, having discussed the matter with

Sergeant Russell, informed his senior local armed officer, Sergeant Foley, at

approximately 10:15 p.m. on 19"' April, that the inner cordon was being taken over

and manned by the ERU who had arrived at the scene, and from then, the local

officers would act in a back-up role to that inner cordon. In evidence Sergeant Foley

stated that following the arrival of the ERU he spoke with Superintendent Shelly who

informed him that the ERU would take up positions closer to the Carthy household

and that the local gardai were "then a back-up to the ERU". Sergeant Foley could

not remember Superintendent Shelly's exact words, but he recalled being informed

that ERU members would take up closer positions at the front and rear of the Carthy

house: "we were then back-up to the ERU. In the event of lohn Carthy exiting the

house, the ERU members would deal with him. We were told to move and allow the

ERU room to deal with lohn Carthy". He was questioned on what he understood by

the expression back-up and he stated "back-up in the event of the ERU requiring

assistance, we were there to assist them".

He was directed by Superintendent Shelly to convey that instruction to other local

armed officers. He spoke to Garda Boland, Garda Kilroy, Garda Barrins and later

Garcia Nolan, Garda Dunne, Garda Faughnan, Garda Mulligan and Garda Quinn.
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The two armed local officers at the rear of the Carthy house were withdrawn. ERU

personnel took up position there. Other than the two armed members at the rear of

the house, no one else change-el their physical position. Sergeant Foley was aware

that members of the ERU had gone to the rear of the house, though he was not

entirely sure ol their exact position. I le could, however, observe the position of other

members of the LRU at the front ol the house.

5. Evidence of Detective Garda Campbell

During the course of his evidence, Garda Campbell stated that he had not heard

anything, or received instructions, in relation to the necessity for moving cordons; he

was not told that containment needed to be flexible. Superintendent Shelly agreed

thai it was clear that he was not told. He, Superintendent Shelly, understood that

everybody had been told. He himself did not discuss the matter directly with Garda

Campbell. He accepted that it was important that everyone at the scene should be

aware of the position in relation to flexibility. He agreed that if he had been aware

that Garcia Campbell was unaware oí the need to be flexible this would have caused

him concern. But he stated:

"/ would have thought that, by the very event happening, that flexibility would

come into play anyway and I would — that nobody wouldn't move, that once

the subject moved and the ERU moved with him, that there would be

movement all around and that people would move back and move into, what

I would describe, as safer positions. I can't see any situation where people

would just remain static."

6. Evidence of Detective Sergeant Russell — back-up

When questioned as to what he understood by the expression "back-up", Sergeant

Russell stated that it was:

"to cover any eventuality, but in particular if for some reason lohn Carthy had

actually breached the cordon and for whatever reason we were not in a

position to respond, that there would be some other line of defence in place

to prevent him threatening any member of the public".

7. The role of local officers to intercept John Carthy

In the context of their understanding of their back-up role, many of the local officers

gave evidence that they understood that if John Carthy breached the inner cordon,

they would attempt to intercept him. This appears contrary to Superintendent Shelly's

instructions that they were to stand back and the ERU would deal with the situation.

On his understanding of the use of cordons, and the cordon system in the United

Kingdom, Mr. Bailey felt that this would be the role of a response team to a

contingency and was the role of armed personnel. However, if it is feared that the

inner cordon might be breached, the correct tactic is to reinforce that cordon with

additional personnel. It is good practice to deploy to prevent a breach of a cordon

rather than to respond when it has happened. In the context of the definition of
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cordons, inner and outer, as previously discussed by Mr. Bailey, he noted a degree
of confusion amongst both local armed officers and also members of the ERU, such

as Sergeant Russell, as to the description of their (the local armed officers') role.

8. "Poorly defined role"?

Mr. Bailey indicated that from the arrival of the ERU and their takeover of the inner
cordon there was a poorly defined role for the local armed gardai which remained

ill-defined for the remainder of the operation. The concept of a back-up role was not

one with which he was familiar. He expressed the opinion that the role that they

were required to fulfil was not clearly defined by them in their actions or their

evidence. Thus, there were local armed officers on the inner cordon before the arrival

of the ERU, who returned to the same positions after the arrival of that unit, and

explained to the Tribunal that they were then on the outer cordon. In his experience

cordons operate in "two", not "threes". When questioned as to whether there was

anything wrong with having a second defensive line of armed officers, under whose

control the subject may come, if either the inner cordon is breached or if moving

containment commences; he stated:

" Yes, there is . .. if you have two groups of officers and put them into circles

around the premises, each of them has guns and the man moves in between

the two circles of armed officers, the potential for one group of armed officers

to shoot the other has to be dramatically increased. That is why you have one

group of officers and they are then under the same command, they are co-

located and they would move to deal with any problems that occur. You may

have a reserve and if the question you are asking me is, is it in order for a

commander to keep a reserve of officers and to keep that reserve very near to

the scene, then clearly the answer has to be, yes. The officers were the armed

officers resting in the Carthy new house . .. in the latter part of the siege, that

would be quite an appropriate place to have a small number of officers on

constant relief, so that they are able to rest themselves and then relieve others.

Those officers could be drawn down to deal with any incident, as indeed they

did, in reality, when lohn Carthy exited the house. Tactically there are a number

of potential difficulties in having more than one group of armed officers".

Mr. Burdis had experience of an armed back-up cordon operating in Yorkshire, and

saw nothing wrong in principle with it — though it depended on the type of incident.

However he deferred to Mr. Bailey's greater experience in this matter. His concern

was the distance between the two cordons "which I think was much too close to

each other".

9. Risk of crossfire increased

Mr. Bailey reiterated his concern that by placing two rings of officers with firearms

around the premises, with the subject of their actions potentially being between

them, there is a real risk of officers facing each other; and one or other of them may

open fire and hit one of his colleagues. That is why there is the tactic, and one which

Mr. Bailey described as a fairly standard tactic worldwide, to have one group of
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officers looking in (inner cordon) and one group of officers looking out (outer

cordon). If there are reserves, or if there are officers ready for contingency planning,

they should be part of the same team and under the same command as those

persons comprising the inner cordon. The danger exists when you have two separate

groups of armed officers. According to his understanding of the situation, two groups

of armed officers moving towards each other is a high-risk tactic. In order to reduce

risk, all personnel should be under the same command, on the same radio channel

and briefed in detail as to exactly how they would move to effect an interception.

He was of the opinion that there was "little evidence of a plan to ensure the safety

of these groups of gardai and to avoid a 'blue on blue' shooting". Evidence was given

by all armed officers that they were aware of the risks associated with crossfire; that

it was part of their training; and that they were conscious of this risk at Abbeylara.

They denied that a crossfire situation occurred and pointed to the maps illustrating

the positioning of officers on the roadway when )ohn Carthy was shot, as

demonstrating that such risk did not materialise. They did not accept that there were

two groups of armed officers "moving towards each other". Mr. Bailey accepted

what was put by counsel for the Commissioner that training includes the tactical

planning not to position oneself where you might be in a position of crossfire. To the

extent that officers on the road in front of John Carthy did run away, he accepted

that concerns about crossfire were taken into account. However, Mr. Bailey felt that

if, in the early stages, a better definition of the role of the officers had been

established, they would not have been there, or needed to have run away in the

first place.

10.    Deployment of armed officers — placing of local armed officers

under same command as ERU members

Mr. Bailey stated in evidence that local armed personnel were more of a liability than

an asset, positioned as they were near the command post. It would have been better

practice, he noted, either to include some or all of these local members within the

inner cordon (placing them under the command of Sergeant Russell) or to have

removed them from the immediate area of the house. However, he agreed with

counsel for the Commissioner that while the best trained officers should be deployed

as the inner cordon, that there could be training issues or difficulties, in marrying up

local officers with those best trained officers. He also agreed that the ERU personnel

at Abbeylara had achieved the highest level of skill at arms in training. He accepted

that there was nothing wrong, in principle, in retaining local personnel for a firearms

role, but what he considered one should not do is to position them so that they are

neither one thing nor the other. He thought that it may have been possible that the

location of local armed personnel at and around Burke's house and the command

post occurred by default, because no instruction was given to prevent them gathering

there after the arrival of the ERU. Mr. Bailey accepted that the deployment of local

officers may have been dictated by the positioning of the command post, "if their

role was to be at the command post".
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11. John Carthy's exit and the significance of the need to exclude

personnel

Mr. Bailey observed that the significance of the need to exclude personnel from the

area of the stronghold became "all too obvious" when )ohn Carthy exited the house.

He queried, whether, with hindsight, what actually happened could be attributed to

the failure to exclude non-inner cordon personnel from the sterile area between the

cordons? The exclusion of non-essential personnel is something that should have

been understood by the commanders. It is good practice. The reason that armed

officers had discharged their weapons at John Carthy was because they feared for

the safety of some of the gardai near the command post jeep. Nevertheless, Mr.

Bailey pointed out, that it could not be assumed that the outcome of the incident

would have been any different, because there would still have been gardai present

when he left the house and they would have been at risk. He did not agree with the

suggestion put by counsel for the Commissioner that the decision by Superintendent

Shelly to foresee the possibility of a breach of the inner cordon, in circumstances

when John Carthy may have been non-compliant but not threatening, and to provide

a second line of armed officers, was an example of thinking ahead and could be

proper contingency planning for an event that might occur. The option that was

selected of allowing local armed officers to remain where they were originally, as an

inner cordon, did not provide for the objective that Sergeant Russell and

Superintendent Shelly had identified and were trying to achieve. Mr. Bailey did not

have any difficulty with a contingency plan of having a number of officers available

to deal with the eventuality which had been identified, namely that should
containment not be effective, )ohn Carthy would then potentially come under the

control of local armed officers. However, the manner of their deployment did not, in

his view, meet that eventuality. If local armed officers had been deployed in a

different way with a stated objective, particularly if it had been a written documented

plan, then he would have been in a position to agree with the suggestion. That was

not done, however, and Mr. Bailey maintained his opinion that there was some

confusion as to the role of the local officers.

12. Significance of location of the command post at the end of the

incident

Mr. Bailey expressed the opinion that the significance of the location of the command

post, at the end of the Abbeylara incident, could not have been anticipated when it

was chosen. However, the closeness of the command post to the house should have

been recognised by commanders and tactical officers, and caused them to relocate

it further away. The location of a command post at the beginning of an incident is

often selected by one individual. It is appropriate, however, for the scene commander

to review the position from where the incident is being commanded. This is

particularly so as the incident progresses and involves more personnel. He accepted

that the evidence indicated that both Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant Russell had

reviewed the position of the command vehicle; and moved it forward somewhat, to

enable Superintendent Shelly to have an overview of the situation. He reiterated that

he disagreed with the criteria that they used in making that decision.
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13.    Deployment — a command issue

The establishment of a single commander to command all armed personnel at the

inner cordon means that one individual deploys his officers to achieve the tactical

objective. In Mr. Bailey's opinion a potential difficulty at Abbeylara was that the

officer who commanded the inner cordon, Sergeant Russell, only had command of

ERU personnel. There were other individuals at various times commanding local

armed officers. The only true chain of command that he was able to identify was

directly to either Superintendent Shelly or Superintendent Byrne, the scene

commanders. It was, he observed, this command aspect that was important:

"/ think that is really the kernel of what would have ensured that only those

officers required to be part of the armed aspect at the scene would be

deployed, it is that command aspect".

Mr. Bailey saw no confusion in terms of where the outer cordon was positioned.

That cordon was positioned at an appropriate distance. It provided exclusion for

everybody from the scene, other than those who were allowed through. However,

in his opinion, how the officers were deployed at the inner cordon was not best

practice. He was questioned as follows by counsel for the 36 named gardai:

"Q. Addressing the overall arrangement adopted by Superintendent Shelly,

which permitted and indeed was designed to allow and provide for non-

garda personnel to come to the scene to participate in negotiation, and

fixing lohn's exit, looking at lohn's exit coming up to 6.00 o'clock, in the

context of Dr. Shanley, Marie Carthy, Mr. Shelly being in the car, adjacent

to the Walsh house just up the road, wasn't it perfectly right that there

should be armed personnel adjacent to the command post to ensure

that should lohn Carthy escape, he could not get to such civilians to

hurt them.

A. My answer to that question, Chairman, is that the principle that it is the

responsibility of armed officers at the scene of an incident to ensure that

the subject of the incident is unable to harm anyone, yes, that is quite

correct. Whether in order to achieve that, there needs to be armed gardai

at the command post or whether they should have been deployed

elsewhere, could be discussed, as could the point that if there is a risk to

people such that they need armed police to protect them, certainly in

the UK that would be flashed in big warning signs to the commander as

to whether it would be an appropriate tactic for them to approve. That

is what leaves me in the difficulty in providing a simple yes or no answer

to the question, in that the premise on which it is asked is one that I

wouldn't have anticipated occurring in an incident had I had the

command function or indeed, had it occurred in the UK because I think

that the decision would have been not to provide armed gardai to take

people to the scene, because it was so vulnerable but not to have taken

them there at all. I accept the constraints that that would have placed on

the process of negotiation.
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Q. It was one of those hard decisions, wasn't it, Mr. Bailey, either to facilitate

the negotiation by the bringing of the individuals or simply to exclude
them and lose that option of persuading lohn, through friendly local

negotiation, to come out.

A. Yes, Chairman, I think that would be or that is absolutely a correct analysis,

it is one of the hard decisions. I hope that any of the answers I have given
haven't implied that these are easy choices, easy decisions for commanders

to make because they certainly are difficult decisions to make".

SECTION A.5 — Observations of Garda Senior Officers and

Others Regarding the Evidence of International

Experts and Matters Arising from Training

In response to the observations of the experts and in the light of training received,

senior officers and others were invited to respond and to provide further evidence

in relation to a number of issues which had been commented upon.

1.    Superintendent Shelly

Location of command post

Superintendent Shelly was trained as a tactical adviser and accepted that as part of

his training he was aware of the capabilities of a shotgun. He was aware of the range

of a shotgun. He accepted that a shotgun of the nature that )ohn Carthy had, had a

lethal range of about 55 yards and could cause serious injury up to a range of 200

yards. He accepted that people at the command post and the command post itself

were within the lethal range of the shotgun, should John Carthy emerge on the

roadway:

"They were, as were everyone else, the first people who met lohn Carthy were

the ERU people who were dealing with him".

He was therefore questioned as follows:

"Q. In the context of your knowledge of the capability of the shotgun, in the

context of the plan which you had devised concerning the uncontrolled

exit and in the context of moving containment as a tactical option, in all

of those circumstances, Superintendent, why did you not remove the

jeep and other people out of that area, outside the lethal range of the

shotgun?

A. It wasn't removed for the simple fact that while the operation was

ongoing, as I have already described how, I hope I am very clear in this

— the command post, the jeep was at a location, first of all, lohn Carthy

couldn't see it from the house. It was safe and I felt safe there. If I didn't

for one second feel safe operating there, I wouldn't have left it there. The

other people who were at the scene, some of them were there by
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necessity, some of them at our request and people wanted to talk to lohn

( arthy or whatever, they would be in that area, it was dangerous. I'm not

saying it wasn't dangerous, and we took every precaution that we could

to protect those people, particularly when bringing these people down

to speak to him. I didn't see for one second or believe that the command

post was a danger, was in a dangerous area, or causing danger, had the

ability to cause danger, I didn't believe that".

He accepted that the evidence of the ERU personnel was that there was a concern

for the safety of the people at the command post and on the roadway beyond the

command post. In those circumstances, and in the context of contingency plans to

be put into place, he was asked whether the removal of the local personnel from the

area was considered. He said it was not considered because he did not consider it

to be a dangerous place or to add to the danger. People who were there took cover,

he said — "In doing so they did the right thing."

The evidence of expert witnesses, that the command post should have been located

over the hill or in some other location, was put to Superintendent Shelly. He stated

that he had to "call it" as scene commander at Abbeylara, and he believed that the

command post was in the right position. He certainly did not wish to do anything in

the nature of siting the command post with a view to consciously or otherwise

making it a source of danger. That didn't arise, and he wouldn't do that, he stated.

Safety was paramount to him.

He had discussed the location of the jeep with his superiors. "/ did tell them that I

felt it was safe and it was appropriate to work from there. There wasn't any difficulty

with that". If somebody had said to him that he should not have it there, he would

have taken that view into consideration.

Plans

Superintendent Shelly stated that one of the issues considered was the "what if" oí

John Carthy coming out the gate and turning in the Abbeylara direction. When asked

whether he had made a plan as to what would happen he stated that Sergeant

Russell and he had agreed that the ERU members would deal with the situation and

that his officers would take cover and allow the situation to develop. They would not

be involved unless, perhaps, a member of the ERU got injured. He was reluctant to

call the moving containment plan aspirational, as he believed that moving

containment had in fact happened, but "admittedly not for ver)' long".

Deployment of local officers

Superintendent Shelly was queried on whether, following the arrival and deployment

of the ERU, there was now a cordon of armed ERU officers looking inwards and then

another cordon outside of them, of armed local officers also looking inwards. He

stated: "certainly, you could take that from it". He was also asked whether the

additional "back-up" cordon might have had any effect on the concept of the sterile

area which he understood from his training. He stated:
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"No, I didn't, because I knew from training that it is called a sterile area, bul

people have to operate within it and I didn't see any contradiction with that

and what I was told in training and the positioning of those people".

While he could not say that the concept of a back-up cordon was addressed directly

during the course of his training, it was however made clear at training exercises that

the scene commander would take whatever steps he or she would deem necessary

to deal with the situation. It wasn't said: "don't ever put in a back-up cordon or that

should never happen". It was left up to the person in charge. His understanding of

his training was that he was left an element of discretion and that each situation had

to be dealt with as you found it. He considered that the positioning of the local

armed gardai in the locations where they were situated was "within my right" and

was the correct thing to do. Superintendent Shelly further noted that when ERU

personnel arrived and took up their positions, they did not have a difficulty with the

positioning of the cordon by him; "and they would be a lot more highly trained than

I would be, or the local people".

It was suggested to him, and he accepted, that discretion is exercised on the basis

of either training or experience gained. He accepted that he had training but no

experience. He saw no difficulty about exercising discretion as to where the back-up

cordon might be located, or whether there would be a back-up cordon in

circumstances where he had no experience and little training. It was a call that had

to be made, he said, and he observed that many people are trained to do things in

which they never have to engage in practice.

He did not agree with the comment of Mr. Bailey that local armed personnel may

have found themselves at the command vehicle because no one gave an order as to

where they should go or that their positioning occurred by default. They were, he

said, properly deployed "and advised as to where they were now going and doing".

Number of personnel

He did not have any concerns about the number of ERU personnel that arrived at

the scene to take over the inner cordon. He did not have any concerns about the

reduction in the numbers of personnel who were manning the inner cordon. When

asked whether he had no such concerns, why it was that it was felt that there was a

requirement for a back-up, he stated that he felt that it was the proper thing to do.

The local armed people had a role to play in this back-up role.

Moving containment

Superintendent Shelly had a knowledge of moving containment, that it was a "very

dangerous task". He accepted that moving containment gave more time to people

to assess the situation and more time to the subject himself to consider his own

position. And that is one of the reasons that you put the moving containment plan

into action "if it is considered appropriate and safe to do so". He also stated that he

knew, in advance, that it was a tactic that might have to be engaged.
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Role of local officers in moving containment

Superintendent Shelly gave evidence that the local officers had no role to play in the

moving containment plan. He was queried as to whether this meant that they, the

local officers, knew that they would have no such role to play and whether it was

the case that they were unaware of what any moving containment plan would entail.

Superintendent Shelly stale-el that at approximately 7:00 p.m., or thereabouts, the

local officers were aware thai lohn Carthy might emerge in a controlled or

uncontrolled fashion. They were aware that they would have to confront him and

totally diseirm him, if he was armed in the uncontrolled scenario:

"// not, that they would move with him as well. I think I said that as well, and

tried to resolve the issue as best they could, given the training and the expertise

that they had".

Thus, before the ERU arrived, local officers were aware that they might have to take

p.ut in such a tactic.

After the arrival of the ERU, it was not envisaged that local officers would take part

in moving containment. At no stage, did Sergeant Russell suggest to him that the

local officers would so take part. In evidence, Sergeant Russell had stated that he did

not consider involving the local officers in the moving cordon; and therefore he did

not think it was necessary to explain to the local officers how they would go about

moving. From the perspective of Sergeant Russell, Superintendent Shelly accepted

that the local armed people were not told what the moving containment plan would

entail. He stated that they were told that the ERU would deal with the issue, and that

they would be back-up. When the ERU took over, the local officers were not

informed of what the plan was, because the ERU were going to deal with it.

It was put to him that he should have explained that the plan would have

consequences and that if moving containment commenced that the ERU would be

on top of the local armed gardai "in quick time". If that had been done, it was

suggested to Superintendent Shelly by counsel for the family, that it was "cryingly

obvious" that that would have alerted them and his men that "we are too close".

Superintendent Shelly stated, however, that he did not think that they were too close.

Each and every officer knew the position of everyone else, he observed. They knew

what they were doing. He did not specifically tell anybody how to take cover or

where to take it. People act on their initiative and judgement. The officers were

experienced and trained in the use and carriage of firearms. They would know what

to do in the event "of that unfolding". He accepted that taking cover in the context

of firearms had specific meaning. When asked whether he had any specific discussion

with his men as to what they should do or where they should go in the event of a

moving containment commencing, he stated that he did not specifically tell them.

He accepted that the local officers would be safe, from a ballistic perspective, behind

the wall, unless lohn Carthy approached that wall. He agreed with the Chairman that

they would not be safe behind the command vehicle, ultimately, because John Carthy

would overtake the command post and then they would have no cover.

Superintendent Shelly felt that the jeep would give some reasonable cover in the
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circumstances. He accepted that nobody gave the officers any instructions as to the

nature of the cover they should seek but stated that they would take that on their

own initiative.

Crossfire — "blue on blue" — sterile area

Superintendent Shelly was aware of the dangers of crossfire and the potential for a

"blue on blue" shooting, which ought to be avoided. He thought, however that "the

measures put in place avoided that insofar as was possible." Though he could not

speak for the ERU, he stated in evidence that he felt sure that the ERU had positioned

themselves in an "L" shaped manner to avoid that risk.

In the context of crossfire, Superintendent Shelly did not accept that when Sergeant

Foley was contemplating taking action, that it involved the potential discharge of his

weapon down the hill towards the Carthy house, or straight down the road:

"/ don't believe when Detective Sergeant Foley was contemplating taking that

action, . . . it is my clear understanding that lohn Carthy was over at the ditch

on the far side of the road, walking towards where they were, but nevertheless

over, as you come out, I think, it would be on the right hand side of the road

as you come up the road."

With regard to Mr. Bailey's comment that there was little evidence of a plan to

ensure the safety of two groups of gardai and to avoid a "blue on blue" shooting,

Superintendent Shelly accepted that whilst none of the plans were recorded,

nevertheless, he stated he had a good understanding of what he was doing. His

own people clearly understood what he was doing, what was anticipated and what

was planned.

When asked whether he actually considered the question of crossfire at the scene

he stated that he did "in the context of ... every garda officer who is qualified to

carry a firearm, obviously they have qualified to a high standard and they are trained

. . . everyone of those people would be aware of the concept and the dangers of

crossfire and if they weren't, they shouldn't be carrying cardholders, as we call them,

and qualified to carry firearms on duty". He stated that the local gardai knew exactly

where the ERU people were and what they were going to do. The ERU people

likewise knew where the local armed officers were and what they would do.

Superintendent Shelly stated that you can never rule out crossfire or the danger of

crossfire. It exists where groups of people with firearms are operating, but "/ think

everything that we did at the scene helped to alleviate, insofar as is possible, the

danger of crossfire". He believed that the crossfire situation did not exist at the scene.

In view of the fact that it was accepted that the local gardai did not specifically know

what the ERU intended, he was asked how he could say that the local gardai were

aware of what the ERU were going to do. He stated:

"from their training on how you would confront somebody in such a situation

and they had been specifically told, before the arrival of the ERU: lohn Carthy

could have come out of the house at any hour, at any minute, and from the
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time that we were in position ourselves, they would be aware of that concept

as well, and I believe that from their experience and training that the LRU

would conduct a similar type operation".

2.    Superintendent Byrne

Location of command post

Superintendent Byrne stated that the choice of location of the command post at the

outset and during the operation was and continued to be under constant review. It

was not considered appropriate to move its location. He could not say that he had

any continuing discussion with anyone about the command post or its review. In a

written answer to the Tribunal he stated that it's position was under constant review

though in oral evidence, he slated that he thought about it once or twice during the

night. He did not think that the command post should be located over the brow of

the hill or the back of the church. He felt that it was placed where they could best

make use of the management of the scene and could bring third parties down to

meet the negotiator. He did not agree with the observations of experts in relation to

the positioning of the command post.

He was questioned:

Q. "Would you agree with this, superintendent, that had the command post

been located further back as has been suggested by a number of the

experts, if that had occurred, would you agree that the risk which was

perceived by the two armed officers who discharged their weapons, that

they may not have had that fear or risk at that time, do you understand?

A. I hear what you are saying, but it wouldn't have been there at that

moment, but it was only a couple of steps away until the next issue arose

if lohn was pointing the gun at some person and it was believed he was

going to fire".

Plans

Superintendent Byrne accepted that one of the responsibilities of the scene

commander was to approve of plans, including break-out plans. The potential for an

uncontrolled exit by )ohn Carthy was planned for at a very early stage of the

operation, he stated. Inbuilt in this plan were considerations in respect of what

direction John Carthy proceeded in and also how all officers should be deployed in

that eventuality. He noted that no specific instructions were given to local armed

gardai as to where they should move. However, they were told to move away to

allow the ERU to deal with John Carthy but there was a "but" in that had one of the

ERU people been injured or worse, that they would have been expected to assist.

When he arrived at the scene, at 10:00 p.m. on Wednesday, 19"' April he did not

have any discussion with any member of the ERU regarding the plan, though he did

discuss it with Superintendent Shelly. When he was scene commander, he had a

discussion with a local garda (who came on duty sometime after 1:00 a.m.) about

the break-out plan. He told him that if lohn Carthy came out of the house, that the
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ERU were to "deal with him" and he was to fall back, take cover and not get in the

le was not going to be part of the moving containment plan. He was conscious

that other officers had been briefed earlier because Sergeant Foley informed him

of this.

Deployment of local officers

Superintendent Byrne was of the view that the most appropriate method of

command for each group of officers was a "separate supervisory process". He saw

no difficulty, however, with highly trained personnel being in the same area as local

armed officers because "everybody knew their position, their job".

Superintendent Byrne stated that it was always considered best practice for the

subject of a siege to see "members of the gardai rather than to face only plain-clothes

people and to either be confused or to think maybe they are not the police". This is

not something which was discussed with Sergeant Russell. It was something that

Superintendent Byrne decided himself. He also stated that uniformed gardai were

not visible unless John Carthy vacated the house.

Number of personnel

He was satisfied that the ERU had sufficient personnel at the scene to maintain the

inner cordon. He did not have any input into the relocation of local armed personnel

once ERU personnel came on duty. However, he was told about it and accepted it.

It made sense to him and he did not attempt to change or interfere with it. He had

not previously come across the concept of a back-up to a cordon on any previous

occasion, or in his training. He had not been in such a situation before but it seemed

reasonable to him. It was a contingency plan that had something gone wrong — such

as the shooting of an ERU officer — that there was a second phase of a back-up in

order to ensure that John Carthy did not come in contact with and shoot some

civilian: "Without having back-up the question would have been why didn't you have

back-up, so the fact is we did have a back-up." He was also asked that if there was a

third armed cordon that this would mean that some persons would be pointing

inwards with their weapons. He agreed that that cordon was inward-looking but they

were supporting the inner cordon.

Moving containment

Before Abbeylara, he did not have any experience of the operation of moving

containment. It was mentioned as an issue in his training. He could not recollect any

prac tical exercise. He assumed that the ERU were familiar with it because of their

higher level of training. However, he was never involved in any practical training

incident. He was questioned on whether it was the case that moving containment

could operate for a very short space of time only given the location of the command

post. Superintendent Byrne accepted this point given that )ohn Carthy walked in the

direction of Abbeylara. He stated, however, that had John Carthy gone in any other

direction, there was going to be more time assuming that he did not point his gun

at another person, be it a garda or otherwise. He, Superintendent Byrne, did not

agree that the  moving containment  plan was effectively "aspirational".  It was
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suggested that this was the case because it could not operate for any great length of

time given the set up and given where people were located. He stated:

"No. Had lohn left his gun open, he could have walked past the command

post. It was the fact that lohn presented a danger with the gun closed pointed

at people that resulted in what we are here about today".

He was asked whether anybody "Really thought about it at the time? - i.e. what

would happen or what should be done if lohn Carthy came out on the roadway".

According to Superintendent Byrne:

"We had to be there. In my view, we had to be there, there was no question

of not being there, because I thought that was a greater evil altogether to

abandon lohn. So we were never going to do that".

Role of local officers in moving containment

There was no specific discussion with local officers as to where cover might or should

be taken. That was left to the individual officers "because we couldn't tell them where

to take cover because we didn't know where the danger would be coming from."

Superintendent Byrne did not agree that the plan could have been any more detailed

from the point of view of what local officers should do in the circumstances.

Crossfire — "blue on blue" — sterile area

Superintendent Byrne acknowledged that in all firearms operations, it is recognised

that risk of crossfire is present and where possible this should be minimised. In

addition, individual armed members are given training in respect of this. People who

carry firearms are very conscious of crossfire, he stated. He was familiar with the

principle of a sterile area and he said that the evidence of Superintendent Hogan

accorded with his training, that is, that the sterile area provides a working

environment for police to "perform whatever tactic is required".

Superintendent Byrne did not agree that the tactic of two armed groups of armed

gardai moving towards each other was employed at Abbeylara. That did not occur,

he contended.

3.    Detective Sergeant Russell

Location of command post

Sergeant Russell was asked to consider Mr. Bailey's evidence that the location for

the command post was something that should have been recognised both by the

commander and the tactical officers. He stated that the reason for selecting that

position was to afford Superintendent Shelly an overview of the situation. It would

also provide him with communication to the inner cordon. Sergeant Russell could

remain within the immediate area for the purpose of liaising with relevant personnel.

He agreed with Superintendent Shelly that the ERU should provide the jeep.

However, he did not involve himself in more detailed discussion regarding other
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persons in the area. Final selection rested with Superintendent Shelly. Sergeant

Russell's immediate concern was with the inner cordon.

Plans

He did not believe that it was possible to make a number of written plans for how

or what exit lohn Carthy was going to take. Sergeant Russell stated that it may be

obvious with the benefit of hindsight that he took the most obvious route. But he

wouldn't necessarily agree that it was the most obvious route at that time. They had

no indication that John Carthy had intended to come out. He did not state "/ am

heading into Abbeylara." He did not accept that the ERU had not made appropriate

arrangements or contingencies.

He did not write down plans. While acknowledging that it might be part of the policy

in the UK he stated that it was not the policy of the Garda Síochána. However, he

agreed, from a transparency point of view, that this appeared wise. He told the

Tribunal that he did not write down the plan and he could not put the matter any

further than that.

Sergeant Russell did not believe that any plan could have been written down for

what lohn Carthy did when he came out of the house. There was, he said a

".. . dramatic change out on the roadway. I don't think that anyone in this

room would believe that you could consider all those variables in your plan."

He expressed the view that he was somewhat wary that if you do write a plan and

put it into place and present it to people, that in some ways they become constrained

by the plan and thereby initiative is removed. He would have a concern in relation

to rigidity. The Chairman stated that there was no way that the minutiae of what

occurred when John Carthy came out on the roadway could have been anticipated

— however, the Chairman observed:

"Mr. Bailey is saying that there should be a plan if he leaves the house and

heads towards Abbeylara armed, what should happen."

Sergeant Russell stated that he catered for that:

"We talked about that in the original testimony, about the generic plan and

what I had given consideration for."

He agreed that it would be useful to have a written plan in the event of people being

replaced. In that regard, he stated:

"/ do accept in theory what Mr. Bailey is trying to achieve there in relation to

a written |plan|. / would have to defer to that. I have no difficulty with that."

He was asked, bearing in mind that there were three or four more likely scenarios

on exit than others, whether he considered discussing with his officers that if he goes

in a certain direction that "this is the way we will organise ourselves." He stated that

he did not. The plan was generic in that sense. They would rely on their training and

rely on their experience in that regard.
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It was put to Sergeant Russell that the reality of the situation is that when John Carthy

walked out of the house at 5:45 p.m. he had breached the inner cordon within 15

seconds. "However, he did not agree that the cordon was breached. He agreed that

if the cordon remained "in a static position", the subject would have moved out of

the inner cordon but, he had briefed his officers "a flexible cordon would prevail."

Sergeant Russell stated that when John Carthy walked down the driveway with the

gun broken open, it was a reasonable interpretation that he was indicating that he

wished to bring the matter to a peaceful conclusion:

"/ think if anyone had actually taken action that might have militated against

that, it would have been unwise. I think the officers did the right thing. What I

asked them to do was not to do anything reckless."

If John Carthy arrived at the gate and put the gun on the ground, officers would have

acted in the right manner, he stated.

He accepted that it was a reality that within 15 seconds, John Carthy was on the

roadway heading towards the opposite side of the road. However, in that 1 5 seconds

John Carthy used the time to indicate another possibility, that he may be bringing

the matter to a peaceful conclusion. The situation changed dramatically in a number

of seconds from the gateway to the time that John Carthy was shot. That was a very

short space of time. He felt it would be impossible to legislate for that scenario and

to put such a plan into action. It is only fair, he stated, to recognise that people

understand the difficulties that men were faced with at those cordons. The gardai,

he stated, exercised considerable restraint. He thought it was fair to accept that if

lohn Carthy had carried out the actions in another jurisdiction, that he would have

been shot immediately.

Deployment of local officers under a single command

Sergeant Russell did not give consideration to advising that local officers be deployed

under his command. He did not agree with Mr. Bailey in this regard. As the member

in charge of the ERU personnel, he knew what he was bringing to the scene and he

knew the capabilities and training of his personnel. He was tasked with the role of

providing containment at the inner cordon. It would have been unwise to include a

person about whom he had no knowledge, albeit that they would have been trained

to some extent and that they would have had their training in relation to firearms.

He felt that they had a more useful role as back-up:

"What caused me some concern in this is that Mr. Bailey goes on at some

stages to talk about moving containment and the principle of understanding

and training and all this, and I cannot understand how he could suggest that

they should be in place there on the inner cordon and then what happens

when one has to move with moving containment? It would be very difficult to

choreograph the process, so far as I am concerned".

Those local officers were under the control of Superintendent Shelly. There was never

a question of any member of the ERU taking control of such individuals. He did not
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recall that ever happening in the past. His task was to put in place the inner cordon.

He felt that there were risks involved in any such scenario, but such risks would be

heightened if local officers were included under his control in the inner cordon and

had been expected to perform a duty they were not familiar with.

Number of ERU personnel

Sergeant Russell felt that he had sufficient personnel at the scene when he carried

out a topographical assessment of the situation. I le made an assessment ot the

stronghold, selected positions that he felt would afford the best opportunity to

observe lohn Carthy and to observe the exits.

He took the view that four officers was adequate. The more people you add to the

inner cordon, the more confusion one would create: "effet lively we are talking about

a unit of 48 personnel. You can't just throw infinite resources at these situations."

Moving containment — role of local officers

Sergeant Russell was asked whether he recognised the risk identified by Mr. Bailey;

namely, that because of the different level of experience of local officers, that he

may not have been in a position to ensure that moving containment could be carried

out in safety, as the local officers may not know exactly what they were expected to

do. He stated that that is why he was surprised that Mr. Bailey had suggested in the

first place that he place them at the inner cordon. If they were at the inner cordon,

they could get involved in moving containment. Local members would only become

a member of the inner cordon in extreme circumstances if someone was hurt. It was

never envisaged that local officers would carry out the flexible cordon alter the ERU

arrived. However, he felt sure that Superintendent Shelly had discussed such a role

with them before the ERU arrived. The model under which the Garda Síochána

operates is that they all perform under the control of a scene commander. Risk

cannot be precluded. It was their function to cater for the- risks and to identify with

and try to plan for them.

Moving containment — shape of the cordon

With regard to the concept of an "L" shaped cordon, Sergeant Russell did not know

if he graphically illustrated its shape at the scene; but, he said, the people under his

control and command would be aware of it. They would not go into an area where

they would inhibit a colleague from taking action. It would be impossible for him to

spell out each individual eventuality and he also observed that he could only explain

to his men that they have to have a consideration in their mind. It would be next to

impossible to legislate for every possible scenario:

"It brings me back to the thing about the plan being generic in that respec t. It

one took all the exits that were available for lohn Carthy, the windows and the

door, the areas around the house that he c ould have travelled to it would be

impossible for me to say 'well you have an "L" shape here if he goes in this

way'. That is why it is in their training that they know how to fit into gaps and

fit into the area that has to be covered.
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Q. Chairman: You really have to, as I understand your evidence, to wait and

see what he does and then you apply the moving "L" shape containment

in the context of the terrain, the location where you have to operate in

view ot what he has done. Does that sum up what you are saying to me?

A.    That would be a fair assessment".

He agreed with the Chairman that there was no doubt that John Carthy did what he

did without prior warning and that his officers had to tailor their response in the light

of what he actually did. He agreed that this is what underlines the value of specialist

training. They could only react to the situation as it was unfolding within the plan. If

for some reason John Carthy escalated the situation, then they had to react to his

actions. If he decided to point the weapon there was no question of the original

shaped cordon continuing:

Q. "So the fact that someone was in danger from the very point when he

started walking up the road, that meant that moving containment was

over, is that right?

A. I think in the manner in which lohn Carthy presented the weapon,

certainly, the danger was too great, I accept that".

He felt that the "L" shaped cordon would have worked had John Carthy gone in the

opposite direction: "If you noticed the position that Detective Garda Carey and

Detective Garda Ryan and myself took at the wall, we would have ended up going in

the opposite direction". The other officers would have followed him.

It was suggested to Sergeant Russell that the fact of him getting on the wall "and not

following your training here" is indicative of a fact that this wasn't consistent with a

planned "L" shaped operation. He answered as follows:

"Can / just go back to what I've said about lohn Carthy leaving the household

with the weapon open? Members actually believed, and rightly in my view,

they took the view that this could become, this could be coming to a peaceful

resolution, it is quite reasonable for them to assume that. I had cautioned

against them actually, to be still concerned until the weapon was out of harm's

way, until lohn Carthy was restrained or overpowered. That left us in some

respects with less time because he had arrived at the gate, and you now know

what happened. The weapon was closed and they knew it to be loaded, so

the time to react is decreased significantly, and we didn't have the luxury of

having some more time that would be helpful in that regard as a result of

his action".

He did not accept that the jumping on the wall was an instinctive reaction, rather

than being indicative of the planned "L" shaped operation. It arose as a result of the

dynamics of the situation. He could not legislate for every factor in a dynamic

situation when a person is moving with a gun.

He was also questioned on whether his actions sat comfortably with the contention

that this was a planned and carefully organised and detailed system of moving

containment:
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"What I can say is that the plan that I put in force, while it could cater, there

is no guarantee that if one was going to achieve the ultimate of overpowering

him. It is a plan you pul in place to cater for the possibility, but there are

no guarantees".

The solicitor for the Carthy family made the point that the "L" shaped cordon was

not expressly referred to until day 76 of the Tribunal when Delec live Garcia Sisk gave

evidence in relation to same. Sergeant Russell stated that "I " shaped cordons have

been used for many years. The "L" shaped cordon plan was generic. He did not

suggest to Garcia Sisk that this is a position to take or thai Garda Me (abe should

take such and such a position "as long as we understand that people will fall into

position and have cognisance of crossfire, that is what the) would be i onsidering".

Crossfire — "blue on blue" — sterile area

Sergeant Russell noted that the risk of crossfire is present when firearms are used

and that:

"you < an't eliminate- that risk but \ ou have to get people to address it. and b)

explaining it to them beforehand or endeavouring to heighten then awareness

in that regard, one hopes they address it".

Members of the Garda Síochána who carry firearms have a fundamental knowledge

of the risk of crossfire. I le slated:

"/( is a basic principle, that you wouldn't discharge a firearm without taking

into consideration crossfire implications and the risk to other persons. That is

covered in basic  training".

This is further addressed in more advanced training in which members of the ERU

have partie ipaled. A person carrying a firearm always analyses his or her position.

While it was true that officers may never have to discharge their weapons, he

doubled that il would make them either more or less aware ot the dangers of

c rosslire, due lo their training.

lie aeceplecl and agreed with the Chairman that it is regarded as advisable not to

have two groups of armed officers facing each other with a subjecl in the middle

and he also accepted Mr. Bailey's observations that it is desirable that one should

never have a crossfire situation or "blue on blue" scenario, but he did not believe

that that occurred at Abbeylara. fie stated as follows:

"When Mr. ( arthv was pointing his weapon at Detective Sergeant lac kson and

Detet tive Garda McCabe, I don't believe that we had a situation as described

by Mi. Bailey. I le is saying that it is desirable that you don't have a "blue on

blue". I don't believe it was a "blue on blue" situation, insofar as that I don't

believe that the local members advanced on our position. It is my

understanding that they took cover, as agreed with Superintendent Shelly, and

they remained as back-up to the ERU".
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He did not believe that there was a risk of crossfire or that crossfire was a major

concern at that particular time. What if John Carthy had proceeded further up the

road? "We don't know how it would have transpired . . . if lohn Carthy moved further

up"; he could only assume that people would take the necessary precautions

against that.

Sergeant Russell stated that he briefed his own personnel extensively, that they

wouldn't put themselves in a position of crossfire. They understood that they should

avail of cover, and that they should not put themselves in a position whereby they

heightened the risk of crossfire. The issue of crossfire was addressed by him when

he was placing the inner cordon personnel in their various locations.

He was also asked as follows:

Q. "In terms of the actual scenario that you are faced with, is it your belief

that what you did in positioning the members of the inner cordon and

giving the instructions, and indicating the positions of the local armed

gardai that, that was in part intended lo deal with not just containment

but any risk of crossfire?

A.    That would be correct."

He confirmed that he was satisfied with the position in which Superintendent Shelly

had stationed the bcal men. There was always the risk of crossfire but he was happy

that the ERU and other gardai addressed the issue and that members were cognisant

of that fact and that they would make the necessary arrangements. The actions of

Garda Sisk in adjusting his position, "/ think demonstrated that he acknowledged the

risk and took alternative action" and that movement by him was in accordance with

his training.

Sergeant Russell stated that what he understood by sterile area was:

"that there be no movement at all between the inner and outer cordon, that

the whole area would be completely excluded from personnel, any personnel

. . . that if there was an exit, that we would have an area to operate in that

area, without the difficulty of people involved".

He accepted that Mr. Bailey was correct in theory in saying that a sterile area is

desirable. He agreed with the concept of maintaining a sterile area, but it had to be

predicated on the fact that it was Superintendent Shelly's main concern and decision

that negotiations "should be driving this". That was the key to resolving the situation.

He had in fact expressed concern about bringing people in, "/ think thai is evident".

He weighed up the merits of such a strategy, and he agreed that there was a risk.

They would, he said, under the circumstances have to take some risk in order to

resolve the situation. On that basis civilians (used as third party intermediaries in the

negotiation process) were on occasions brought into the area to try to negotiate, or

to have some dialogue with John Carthy.
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Sergeant Russell accepted that once third parties entered the area it was no longer

sterile. The difficulty which he had at the scene was trying to accommodate the

process. He could not "wave a magic wand" and get a third party intermediary to

appear in front of the wall. There is a risk in bringing anyone down. He accepted that:

"Mr. Bailey takes the view that It shouldn't happen. I am merely saying is that

I accommodated it. I knew that there was a risk. I felt that the taking an

overview of the whole situation, that it probably was the right thing to do

because it could have resolved the situation. Any of these people could have

made a connection with lohn Carthy and we might not have this whole process

now. I think that if I precluded it, if I said no, it can't happen under any

circumstances, and we had the eventual outcome, I think we would have come

under severe criticism and I may have a lot of difficulty in that regard".

He was asked whether he advised Superintendent Shelly or Superintendent Byrne as

to whether it was prudent to ensure that any unarmed member who was in the

sterile area, including in the command post, should be there for a specific purpose.

He advised Superintendent Shelly that they should avail of cover and take

appropriate action in the event of an exit:

Q. "Yes, I think we heard evidence about that, but what I am asking you,

really is, were you concerned that any unarmed local officer, uniformed

or otherwise, who was present at the scene, would be there for a specific

purpose and his entry into the sterile area would be specifically controlled?

A. Well again, I had no control over that, but I assume that any person there

had a role to play".

Sergeant Russell stated that people were in the sterile area for good reason. Mr.

Bailey, he said, had given an ideal scenario where there would be no one there. He

stated that they engaged "in a process where negotiation was the ultimate, the key

to unlocking this whole situation." He did not think it was fair that on the one hand

they would be open to severe criticism if they didn't provide third parties to try and

unlock the situation and bring the matter to a peaceful resolution and on the other

hand suggest that there should have been nobody there:

"While he suggested we have this sterile area, you have to take it in the overall

context why these people were here. I don't think you can isolate one."

From the time the negotiator arrived, Sergeant Russell was aware of the dangers

involved. In the overall strategy he accommodated people entering the area. He felt

that he had to defer to Superintendent Shelly who was in charge of the operation.

He could merely point out the dangers involved and say that there is a risk. That was

the strategy that had been adopted in the beginning and that is what he wished

to accommodate.

Sergeant Russell was asked whether there was any discussion about the concept of

sterile area. He stated that a sterile area could not have been achieved in the total

sense that Mr. Bailey referred to. They discussed cordons and the fact that people
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were not to enter the area unless they served a purpose. It was not discussed in

great detail after that.

The fact that there were uniformed officers in the area did not give him cause for

concern. The Garda Síochána is primarily an unarmed force, he said. It would not be

an unusual feature that uniformed people would be present for all sorts of reasons

for example to reassure John Carthy. He was not directing operations up at that area

and he had to leave that to other persons. He was, however, concerned for

everyone's safety at the scene. He could not recall whether he made any enquiries

as to what those individuals were doing. Sergeant Russell agreed that he did not

speak with Sergeant Foley. He was asked whether with the "benefit of hindsight" he

felt that he should perhaps have spoken to Sergeant Foley and with the local armed

members who were in position. He stated that he would not accept that, and

contended that he should report to his superior, the scene commander, which is

what he did. Sergeant Foley was working under Superintendent Shelly.

He was aware that there were unarmed persons in the area as he had seen a

uniformed presence. Being armed did not mean that you were not exposed to

danger; the firearm provided you with a chance to defend yourself; that was the

difference.

Sergeant Russell did not see any of the local gardai exposed to a risk of crossfire

following the exit of John Carthy. He believed that while a risk of crossfire always

exists at such incidents, he did not believe that it happened in this case.

He did not agree with Mr. Bailey that the officers should have been further back on

the roadway.

4.    Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Location of command post

Assistant Commissioner Hickey in his written reply to the Tribunal stated that the

location of the jeep, which became the command post, was at the most suitable

location in the prevailing circumstances. The eventuality of John Carthy's exit from

the house was considered. He was conscious of various options open to John Carthy

in relation to direction of travel and behaviour. The ERU tactical team was deployed

to deal with him. The garda response would have to be governed by John Carthy's

actions and behaviour. In the event, the ERU dealt with the threat posed by John

Carthy, and the local gardai took cover, as provided for in the plan. He felt that in

this case people concerned did what they were expected to do.

People who were there present were trained and he thought that what he saw, in

terms of the location of the command post, was appropriate.
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Plans

Plans are made by scene commanders. Other more senior officers may be consulted

and intervene if there is something in the plan with which they do not agree. He told

the Tribunal that there was no disagreement at Abbeylara.

Deployment of armed officers — placing of local armed officers under the same

command as ERU members

Assistant Commissioner Hickey was asked whether consideration was given to

re-moving local armed gardai from the scene after the deployment of the ERU. He

stated that local armed gardai were deployed to support the ERU, if required, and

the tactical team were deployed to deal with lohn Carthy's exit from the house,

controlled or otherwise. Therefore, consideration was not given to removing the local

armed gardai. I le was asked whether the local officers, armed and/or unarmed

should have been in the immediate vicinity when John Carthy was walking up the

road with his loaded gun. He answered:

"sooner or later John Carthy was going to encounter somebody on that road,

and if the command post was never at that location we had personnel posted

at the ESB pole. That was Detective Sergeant Foley and two other officers".

He did not agree with Mr. Bailey that two groups of armed officers were moving

towards each other. He felt that Mr. Bailey's comments were obvious but, "that did

not happen in this situation. They were not actually moving towards each other." He

accepted that while it was a "possibility" that the two groups could move towards

each other, it did not happen in this case, and it was catered for where the local

people were told to take cover. He was asked whether the risk of unpredictable

behaviour was addressed in the context of a situation where there was a risk of a

"blue on blue" shooting, and he stated that it was addressed in that the ERU were

delegated to take charge of the situation and local people were told to take cover.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey also stated that the option of having local gardai

under the command of Sergeant Russell was not considered. He stated that in the

deployment at any operation there was a rule of thumb that the sergeant takes

charge of between four and six officers depending on the circumstances.

Number of ERU personnel

Assistant Commissioner Hickey stated that he had no concerns in relation to the

number oí tactical officers used. The geography of the location was such that the

premises were covered front, side and back, and this seemed to him to be adequate.

Moving containment — shape of cordon

Moving cordon, he said, was not a new concept and the shape of the cordon at

Abbeylara provided that people did not get into situations of crossfire.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey was questioned about whether when John Carthy

came out of his gateway and presented his weapon it meant that at that point it was

too dangerous to operate the "L" shaped operation, being the only plan that had
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been conceived. He accepted that il was a short time frame and a short distance;

"Any plan was onl\ as good as first contact". If you have a plan and whoever you

are dealing with does some-thing unpredictable, you have to react "as Sergeant

Russell has accepted", in relation to what is happening on the ground. He stated that

from the start that there were various elements of the plan, but they were predicated

on |ohn Carthy's actions and behaviour. Assistant Commissioner Hickey stated

further, that in some jurisdictions it may be part of the culture of police operations

that a person may not be allowed under any circumstances to come outside a gate

with a loaded firearm, broken or otherwise. That is not how the gardai work. It is not

part of their regulations and "it was impossible to predict what might happen if he

came out other than in a c ontrolled situation".

Role of local officers in moving containment

He was not concerned about the position of local officers because they had "ready

cover and they did take cover". Their very presence- al the location was not

something which at that time he visualized as being a partit ular problem. He stated

that "there is a lot of talk about "blue on blue" shooting hut there wasn't ac tually and

people did what the) were trained to do and what the) were instructed to do and

were conscious of crossfire". It was his understanding that what actually happened

with lohn Carthy was that when he- proceeded up the roadway, Sergeant Jackson

and Garda McCabe were behind him, slightly to his left, anc\ the other ERU people

were up parallel to him and one ahead of them. Sergeant Russell was up on the wall

to his left; the other members had "got ahead of lohn Carthy on his left". He felt that

the ERU members had moved in an "L" shape and had not stayed static.

Crossfire — "blue on blue" — sterile area

Assistant Commissioner Hickey stated that an integral part of firearm training is the

inherent danger of crossfire in any armed operation. He indicated that the training

highlights the absolute imperative of availing of cover where necessary. In this case

the officers concerned, because of their positions, relied on their training and

intuition, and despite lohn Carthy's non-cooperation, and in particular his behaviour,

avoided crossfire. In all operations you depend on people to behave as they are

trained and he felt that that is what happened in this case. Crossfire was given

consideration. In relation to the- formulation of a plan to deal with the risk of crossfire

he was happy with the situation as it existed. However, "it is predicated on when

you are dealing with a subject who is armed and possibly moving, and that is an

element that complicates the situation."

5.    Chief Superintendent Tansey

Location of command post

The command post was "a convenient location for meeting and communication

between the scene commander, the negotiator and tactical commander." The thinking

was that it was necessary to have the command post there, primarily because of the

lack of interaction or engagement by lohn Carthy insofar as the negotiation post was
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concerned. The tactic of moving containment was taken into consideration, but it

was a balancing act:

"The way I looked at it was that it was important to have the command post

in reasonably close proximity to the negotiating cell because of the fact that

no progress had been made. I mean, I think I mentioned earlier on that it

progress or substantial progress had been made insofar as negotiation process

was concerned, then the negotiator and the scene commander and the

command post could have been moved back."

He was questioned on whether: "If the people at the command post had not been

there, the decision to shoot by Detective Sergeant ¡ackson and Detective Garda

McCabe may not have been made at the particular point it was made." Chief

Superintendent Tansey said that he did not accept that proposition.

He did not agree that the positioning of the command post minimised the moving

containment option, but he stated that certainly it was a balancing act. In the context

of the moving containment plan, he was asked why they had not considered having

the command post further away. He stated that when the actual plan for moving

containment was put in place, there was no guarantee which way lohn Carthy was

going to exit, if he did exit: "You could not say that the coming out on the roadway

was an obvious option and you had to plan for every eventuality."

He stated that there was no consideration given to moving the command post from

its original position; it was out of range and out of the line of fire. It was a position

from where activity at the scene could be observed. It was available for

communication and consultation with the negotiator and the tactical leader.

It was put to the witness by the solicitor for the Carthy family that, assuming the

command post was not there, )ohn Carthy would have continued walking up towards

Abbeylara and would not be in a position of confrontation with local members.

He responded:

"if you are associating the three armed members, local members, as being posted

at the command post, that is not correct. They were actually posted at the ESB

pole. So regardless of whether the command post was there, they would have

been there. That was their positioning. They weren't posted at the command

post, which was, I would say thirty feet at least back from the ESB pole".

He was also asked:

"Q. Isn't it the case that once lohn Carthy was out onto the roadway, that

effectively the cordon had been breached and there were going to be

difficulties, isn't that the case?

A.    Well, you see, the cordon wasn't breached in the strict sense.

Yes, he came through the inner cordon as such, but I mean the members

of that cordon — they were the people who were detailed to actually

take on the moving containment."
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Plans

In relation to committing plans to writing, it was not part of his training that strategic

plans ought to have been written down. It was his experience that for major events,

such as major sporting events, a plan would be written down.

He felt that you could not actually "dot your i's and cross your t's" insofar as an

operation like moving containment was concerned. It is predicated to a great extent

on what action the subject is going to take so that it is impossible to plan for every

possible scenario.

As far as Chief Superintendent Tansey was aware, the question of potential risk of

crossfire was not specifically addressed when plans for the uncontrolled exit were

drawn up and implemented because it was part and parcel of and inherent in any

operation of this nature. All armed members received very detailed instructions in

this regard during the course of their training and refresher courses.

Deployment of armed officers — placing of local armed officers under the same

command as ERU members

Chief Superintendent Tansey agreed that when the ERU arrived, they took over the

inner cordon and the local armed officers were withdrawn to the extent that they

had no further participation in that cordon. He outlined in a written reply to the

Tribunal, that the precise deployment and positioning of personnel, both ERU and

local armed members, by the scene commanders in this case contributed to a

reduction in the potential risk of crossfire. Positioning of local armed members as

back-up to the ERU, after they were deployed to man the inner cordon, was a

necessary strategy in this case. For that reason, the withdrawal of local armed gardai

was never considered.

He was asked by the Chairman whether it was advisable that there should have been

one tactical commander in relation to the whole scene that would include all armed

officers. In response he stated that the ERU were a specialised and highly trained

unit. Local members would have training, but not necessarily to the same degree,

and consequently to put them under the same command as the ERU was something

that would not be recommended because of the training that was involved. In any

team people have strengths and weaknesses. The commander who was familiar with

his own officers would know precisely what the strengths and weaknesses of his

team were and he could use them as he saw fit.

Moving containment

Chief Superintendent Tansey confirmed that a moving containment was a tactic of

which he was aware. He said:

"/ am sure I did receive some instruction on it, insofar as theory was concerned,

but I was never involved in a practical situation where it was actually

implemented".
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He stated that he was nol spec ¡tie ally lectured on the concept of moving

containment in either his Superintendents Development Course or Chief

Superintendents Development Course. But it:

"would be in the ordinary course of garda operations, il would be something

that we would be very conscious of. I am talking about firstly in the wider

circle, in other words, that one would contain a suspect in a particular area, a

wider area, and then obviously you break that down as time goes on to a

smaller area, and that is all to do with cordons".

He had never been involved in a practical exercise involving moving containment

though he accepted thai it was going to be a difficult operation. It required

everybody knowing their part. He agreed that one of the advantages of having the

ERU present was their rigorous training regime. The programme of training one week

in a month is an advantage. Moving containment was necessary because of the

regulations which allow for the disc harge of weapons only in certain circumstances:

"if, as in this instance, John ( arth) came out, initially when he came out he

was not an immediate threat to life, so it was absolutely essential thai the

moving cordon system be brought into operation".

With regard to the involvement of local officers and moving containment, he

understood that they were to be involved only in an emergency situation. They were

not to take ein active part in it: "thai was a matter spe< ifu ally for the LRU members".

Chief Superintendent Tansey thought that the local officers would have had some

training in respect of moving containment.

Role of local officers in moving containment

Chief Superintendent ransey was questioned on whether it should have been an

important part of the plan regarding the uncontrolled exit that local officers would at

all times remain under safe cover behind walls or buildings. He stated as follows:

"well, what they were retained for was as back-up. They weren't actually told

that, Mr. Chairman. What they were told was that in the event of him coming

out, they were to stand back and take cover. That is the actual instructions

they got".

He further stated that:

"every day of the week, ordinary armed members are back-up to the ERU. The

LRU is a small unit and it they are carrying out an operation, there would

always be back-up from other units".

Crossfire — "blue on blue" — sterile area

Chief Superintendent Tansey stated that there is an element of risk in all armed

operations. The potenti.il for crossfire is ever present. However, that potential in all

tactical operations is significantly reduced with effective firearms training; an acute-

awareness of safety at all times; the knowledge of the use and effect of the discharge
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of a firearm and the deployment and positioning of personnel. He contended that

such a crossfire situation did not occur and was never likely to occur.

The two armed units were, he said, assigned specific but separate roles and briefed

accordingly. The fact that John Carthy emerged onto the roadway with his loaded

shotgun and turned in the Abbeylara direction did not alter the potential for crossfire

in any way. The same level of potential risk of crossfire existed regardless of what

route John Carthy decided to take, once it was an uncontrolled exit and he was

armed with a loaded shotgun.

To say that there was a "blue on blue" was "simply not true", he stated. The

instruction to local members was to stand back and take cover and let the ERU

proceed with the operation. They would only become involved in an emergency

situation.

In relation to the position of Sergeant Foley, Chief Superintendent Tansey did not

agree with the Chairman's suggestion that this was a "blue on blue" situation: "//

Detective Sergeant Foley was firing, then he would have been firing across into the

field, he would not have been firing down the road".

Chief Superintendent Tansey agreed with Mr. Bailey's observation that two groups

of armed police moving towards each other was a high-risk tactic. However, he

contended that such an occurrence did not take place. Plans for the uncontrolled

exit ensured that the situation would not occur.

In relation to sterile area, Chief Superintendent Tansey understood that the inner

cordon was a completely sterile area and in between the inner cordon and the outer

cordon is also known as a sterile area. It allows, however, for police to be in that

particular area and for civilian people who are assisting in the actual negotiation.

Chief Superintendent Tansey stated that he would be concerned that Garda Gibbons

was in this general area. He was, he thought, some distance behind the command

post and he was not between the command post and the Carthy household. He

agreed that Garda Gibbons was in the sterile area, but it was the sterile area to which

police would normally have access. It is "not the sterile area inside the inner cordon

where there is absolute sterility insofar as that is concerned." He accepted that Garda

Gibbons had no function in the area and that he was not part of the back-up. He-

had just arrived in a patrol car a few moments before that and wanted to speak to

someone in that general area: "it would have been much better if Garda Gibbons

wasn't there, no question or doubt about that".

6.    Detective Sergeant Jackson

Crossfire

Sergeant Jackson observed that the risk of crossfire arises in most operations

involving armed gardai. At the outset of the operation, crossfire was a concern, "since

members were required to operate in a cordon system and at reasonably close

proximity   to   one  another."   These   concerns,   he   noted,   automatically   became
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heightened when John Carthy emerged onto the roadway with his weapon. Part of

the training of the ERU involved movement and cover, and an appreciation of the

difference between concealment and cover. In group deployments of armed

personnel there is a consciousness among officers that you do not "place yourself at

the opposite side of your colleague" and that you take cognisance of crossfire. It is

a concept expanded upon as people develop and get more proficient in firearms.

Sergeant lackson stated that while the risk of crossfire in armed situations is always

present, he was of the opinion that when John Carthy emerged from his home, the

risk was "minimal". "From a positional perspet tivc", Garda McCabe and he were, he

stated, out of the line of fire of those armed members who were at the command

post. From a training perspective, the risk was also minimal because people there

were trained to take cognisance of the effects of their weapon and the dangers of

crossfire before discharging their weapons. The fact that local officers may never

have discharged their weapons did not alter this because the bulk of gardai, even in

the ERU, have never fired a weapon in a live situation. Further the plan at Abbeylara

was that the outer cordon was a back-up cordon. They were not designated to

intervene except in the contingency that something happened to an ERU person.

When questioned as to whether panic in an officer who feared for his life, might

result in his not being accurate when discharging his weapon, he stated:

". . . with respect, I was one of the central figures on the roadway and I did

not observe any panic".

If other evidence was accurate, and there was panic, would this add to the risk of

injury by crossfire? The risk of crossfire was present when you have highly trained

individuals. He reiterated that he saw no evidence of panic, but if persons did panic

that would be a concern to him. However, the issues of crossfire and dynamics at

scenes are addressed in training. He would therefore be surprised if a member

carrying a firearm did display signs of panic. He did not observe panic, he did not

panic, nor did he shoot John Carthy by virtue oí any panic.

His action in discharging his weapon, he stated, was not precipitated or influenced

by a potential danger or risk to himself from crossfire from a local armed officer. He

discharged his weapon solely on the basis of the threat posed by John Carthy.

Discharging a weapon on the basis of a risk of injury from crossfire was not

compatible with the firearms regulations, he observed.

7.    Other non-senior officers

( )ffi< e-rs who stated that they engaged in the moving cordon observed that they had

formed an "L" shaped cordon. They also addressed the issue of crossfire, and stated

that while there is a risk of crossfire in relation to armed incidents, it did not occur

at Abbeylara. Local armed officers who were at the scene gave similar evidence. All

officers recognised the inherent clanger of crossfire where two groups of armed

police face each other, but none conceded that any such risk had arisen at Abbeylara.

All gave evidence of their relative positions vis à vis other officers and John Carthy,
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as indie aliv e- that the risk of crossfire did not exist at the time the subject was moving

up the road or when he was shot. ERU officers gave evidence of the more advanced

training which they received in relation to both crossfire and moving/flexible cordons.

Other officers also provided evidence on these issues.

SECTION   B: — Information   and   Intelligence   Gathering,   Log

Keeping and Family Liaison

1.    Information and intelligence gathering

Introduction

It was accepted by all witnesses that the gathering of information and its assimilation

into intelligence is essential to a properly run police operation.

This was succinctly put by Detective Superintendent Hogan:

"when things are happening very quickly, you want to get as much intelligence

as you can from whatever source you can. I think the nature of policing is such

that intelligence and knowledge of what is happening is an essential part of

policing in a way, but particularly in a stressful situation or if you are going to

deal with a stressful situation . . . In a reactive situation, you need intelligence

quickly, so you get it from whatever source".

In strict terms, information is what is gathered and intelligence is the product of the

analysis and assessment of that information, including an assessment of its likely

accuracy. In the course of the evidence and submissions made to the Tribunal, these

definitions were sometimes used interchangeably and in particular on many

occasions what should be more strictly called "information" was referred to as

"intelligence", but in these cases the sense of what was meant was clear.

The approach taken by the scene commanders

Superintendent Shelly informed the Tribunal he was the person who received

intelligence from the various officers and he was the person to assimilate all

information. He assumed responsibility for any intelligence that came into the scene.

He said he "felt comfortable" that he was "well able to manage that" and he "was

happy with the decisions he made". He did not think that in the light of his other

responsibilities, taking on the intelligence function himself was onerous. He said that

he "didn't feel under pressure", and that he felt he was "more than able" to handle

the responsibility.

It will be recalled that Superintendent Shelly was not the local District Officer; he

assumed the position of scene commander on 19"' April as Superintendent Byrne,

the District Officer with responsibility for the Granard area, was in Dublin attending

a course.
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Superintendent Byrne said that when he came on duty as scene commander at

midnight on 19th of April he looked at the question of the scene commander being
responsible for the gathering of information and the assimilation and assessment of

the information gathered, and decided that the scene commander "could manage

the intelligence gathering". In his review of this issue he stated that he discussed the

matter with Chief Superintendent Tansey, Superintendent Shelly, Inspector Maguire
and others.

Superintendent Byrne said intelligence gathering was co-ordinated initially by

Superintendent Shelly, while he was scene commander, and then by himself when

he took over.

When asked whether he was concerned that the scene commander was taking on

the burden of gathering and collating intelligence, Chief Superintendent Tansey said

that the scene commander had plenty of people around him to assist and he gave

as examples, Sergeants Dooley and Mangan and later Garda Gibbons and that it was

not unusual for the scene commander to take on this role.

Keeping of a log and recording the information as gathered

Superintendent Shelly commenced the keeping of a log of events at approximately

10:00 p.m. after the arrival of the Emergency Response Unit. This log was taken

over by Superintendent Byrne when he came on duty and was again taken up by

Superintendent Shelly when he returned to duty as scene commander on the

morning of 20"' April. The entries include some factual matters, certain instructions

given to various officers and some of the information received from other parties,

both gardai and civilian; it is not complete.

Log entries were not always made contemporaneously in the wider context of it

being a scene commander log and in the narrower sense of it being an intelligence

log. It was subjected to criticism by policing experts, which is dealt with herein.

Training

The evidence of Chief Superintendent Ludlow

Chief Superintendent Ludlow informed the Tribunal that in the Operational

Commanders Course given as part of the Superintendents Development Course, the

importance of intelligence and information gathering was emphasised; particularly in

the practical exercises that are conducted as part of this course.

On such courses instructions are given on the keeping of logs and the recording of

information, particularly in aspects of the courses involving armed operations.

The evidence of Detective Superintendent Maher

Superintendent Maher lectured on the Superintendents Development Course. He

said that in the context of discussions and lectures on the scene commander's duties,

instructions  were  given  on  the  importance of the  scene  commander selecting
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appropriate officers to Like charge of different face-Is of the operation (such as

cordons, negotiation, firearms, etc.,) together with the appointment of dedicated

liaison officers. The- delegation of intelligence gathering was stated by him to be an

important function and that such intelligence as gathered should be available at the
forward control point.

Superintendent Maher referred to the concept of an intelligence cell which was dealt

with as part of a lecture delivered by him on the Hostage Negotiation Course. This

is a cell where all relevant intelligence in relation to an incident could be gleaned

and analysed and from which it could be disseminated. Relevant intelligence would

include all information in relation to the subject of a siege so that a profile of a

person could be created and developed. Superintendent Maher said that local

detectives would be ideal persons for this role in a rural setting as they are the

personnel who usually have knowledge of the individuals involved. The intelligence-

operation should be co-ordinated by a senior police- officer typically the local

detective sergeant, and he or she should have a responsibility for feeding the

information and intelligene e to the scene commander. He said that the intelligence

cell may be located at the base station and the information se-nt forward to the scene

commander by the intelligence coordinator. The base station would more than likely

be the local garda station.

The evidence about their training on questions of information and intelligence

gathering given by Superintendents Shelly and Byrne

Superintendent Shelly said that he was told during his Operational Commanders

Course as part of the Superintendents Development Course that the gathering of

information was very important in an operation and the guidelines as to how to deal

with that were explained to him. He said that:

"basically the establishment of an intelligence cell at the scene may be

something that would be considered or should be considered by the people

in charge, basically the operational commander". There was nothing written in

stone he explained but, "obviously the principle of being aware of what was

happening and gathering as much intelligence as you could was paramount to

the success in any operation".

When questioned on whether he received guidance as to the circumstances in which

it would be advisable to establish an intelligence cell, he stated that every case would

be different. He explained that the length of the operation, and the likely continuing

length of the operation were important factors in determining whether an intelligence

cell would be required. He understood from his training that it was for the operational

commander to reach a decision on that matter based on these i,u tors and also on

the amount of intelligence with which one would be required to deal.

Superintendent Shelly said that specifically in a siege type situation such as that at

Abbeylara, guidance was given during the course of his training as to the

circumstances when it would be advisable to establish an intelligence cell.

Circumstances would depend on the particular incident that one was dealing with,

and that a scene commander "would have to make a judgement call on thai, as I did
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at Abbeylara when I was dealing with the issue there". He stated that that is what he

understood and took from the training he received. He agreed that the importance

of gathering intelligence was stressed on the courses and he described the gathering

of intelligence as a "fundamental principle". He agreed, echoing the evidence of

Superintendent Hogan, that when a situation is "foisted upon you as Abbeylara just

happened, then obviously you want to get intelligence, as quickly as you can get it,

and find out as much as you can, as quick as you can". It was within his training, he

said, and it was open to him to establish an intelligence cell and to appoint an

ollic er to take charge of that cell. When asked as to whether at Abbeylara he gave

consideration to the establishment of an intelligence cell, he stated that he took on

the responsibility himself, and that any intelligence that came into the scene, came

to him as scene commander, and that he dealt with it. When questioned whether

there were benefits in establishing an intelligence cell headed by an intelligence

officer, and whether any such benefits were explained to him during the course of

his training, he stated that they were so explained to him. However, he repeated that

what he took from the course was that there "was nothing written in stone in relation

to it". He contended that he was "well able to deal with the intelligence that came

to me". The benefits in the establishment of an intelligence cell that were described

to him in the course of his training were, he said, that if one was getting a lot of

intelligence from a lot of different sources, that there is someone to deal solely with

the information.

Superintendent Byrne stated that his training was similar to that received by

Superintendent Shelly.

The Experts' views on information and intelligence gathering

Mr. Bailey

Mr. Bailey stated that in the United Kingdom scene commanders appoint individual

intelligence officers for the incident. Their role is to gather information about the

subject of the operation, the location, the weapons, motivation, family, friends,

medical history, etc. Gathering of information is both self-initiated and in response to

tasks set by the scene commander, to whom the intelligence officer reports. The

intelligence officer gathers and collates information which is subjected to a process

of cross-checking and assessment, the intention of which is to provide the

commander with a view of its likely accuracy.

Mr. Bailey stated that information specific to the incident begins when the police first

become aware of the incident. There is, however, often information and intelligence

in the form of personal knowledge of individual officers and official records that

exists before the incident begins. Collecting such details and actively seeking further

intelligence are a significant contributing factor in the decision-making process. In the

early stages of an incident, he stated, information may be recorded at the scene, at

the radio control centre or at the initial command centre. As the incident develops,

he stated that it was good practice to entrust the collection, evaluation, storage and

retrieval of information and intelligence to one individual.
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An illustration of what he perceived as a failure in the intelligence system was the

fact that Detective Sergeant lackson sought medical information in the early hours

of Thursday 20"' April, although Dr. Cullen, from whom he was seeking that
information, was one of the first on the scene when the incident commenced. Mr.

Bailey thought that a successful intelligence officer would have obtained medical

information from the doctor at the beginning of the incident and arranged to recall

him in the event of additional information being required. He also believed that some
information was obtained from Dr. Cullen in the early stages of the siege but it was

not recorded in a way that could have been used at the command post to inform

the decision-making process, e.g., Dr. Cullen's understanding about lohn Carthy's

antagonism towards the police and his partial information on the subject's mental
history.

Mr. Bailey explained that in his opinion the absence of an intelligence cell rendered

more difficult the gathering of information in a structured manner, but also rendered

it more difficult in deciding which information was significant and which should have

influenced decisions taken. An example which he gave of this was that in the early

stages of the siege little or no significance was attached to the link between Detective

Garda Campbell telling John Carthy that Dr. Cullen was outside in the car, and the

shot fired which struck the wing of the patrol car in the driveway. It was not until

some time later that it was established that John Carthy was reluctant to return to St.

Loman's hospital, which was what he might have considered the likely result of seeing

Dr. Cullen.

Mr. Bailey explained his view that the analysis of information gathered early in the

incident is one of the roles of the intelligence officer and involves "looking for links"

with other intelligence or events that occur later. A successful intelligence cell should

review intelligence and events and inquire why any particular individual "did this" or

"said that". Trying to obtain answers to such questions is illustrative of the tasks of

the intelligence cell. He believed that the scene commander should have the

intelligence cell co-located with the command post whenever possible, so as to

facilitate the continuous flow of intelligence which would inform the decision-making

process. The intelligence officer is an adviser to the commander and attends meetings

to review the progress of the operation and to provide reports of intelligence

gathered. At such meetings he also receives requests for information required.

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis was particularly concerned about the failure of the senior commanders to

properly establish a formal intelligence gathering mechanism and an intelligence cell.

He thought that, in fairness to Superintendent Shelly, "it is the system" that should

have "automatically required an intelligence cell to be established". Superintendents

Shelly and Byrne, he observed, carried intelligence in their heads, having appointed

themselves as intelligence officers. He pointed to difficulty in relation to this in that

the specific pieces of information that had been obtained by Garda Reynolds from

Mrs. Rose Carthy on the morning of Thursday 20th April were not recorded in the

scene commander's log. Additionally there was no record in Superintendent Shelly's

log of Inspector Maguire's conversation with Mr. Walsh on the question of a solicitor.
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Mr. Burdis believed thai the scene commanders failed lo make use ot senior

detectives. Iluis, lor example, an officer should have gone to the local authority to

see if a plan of the house existed, particularly when Sergeant Dooley failed to gel

any reliable plan from the family. Mr. Burdis believed that there was considerable

information to be obtained from the family, John Carthy's friends, his medical advisors

and from records of the Garda Síochána which were nol obtained or recorded in a

collective way. He pointed to the fact that it should not have been the responsibility

of senior officers to look al the gun restoration file. This was a function for an

intelligence officer. He also thought that by failing to appoint an officer or offic eis to

collate and analyse any of the intelligence available, the operation was always going

to "struggle", tie thought that there appeared to have been no general management

of the data; no assessment of what was effective and what was not, and no indication

that intelligence played any part in assisting Superintendent Shelly and others to

determine their strategies. Additionally there was little evidence to indicate how

material was provided to Sergeant Jackson, other than to say that he was meant to

"make of it what he c ould". Mr. Burdis thought that because much of the information

was not developed or documented in a way that could be properly analysed, it was

clinic Lilt for the senior officers to look at the advantages or disadvantages ol adopting

a particular line, and of allowing Sergeant lackson to think through the best way of

raising issues ,uid opening topic s of conversation during his negotiation. I le thought

thai on many occasions Sergeant Jackson was left totally alone to determine how

best to deal with a particular issue. An example he gave of this was the question of

Kevin Ireland. He was concerned there was no attempt to properly debrief Mr.

Ireland and there was little, if any, analysis made of what John Carthy had actually

said insolar as il may have reflected his state of mind.

In relation to the officers who were asked to speak to the family, Mr. Burdis thought

that they were not properly briefed. He believed that no proper record was

maintained of conversations with the family. There was no collective record of whal

the family had said to the gardai and no means of maintaining a record of what the

negotiator had said. He was concerned that there was no written record of who Mr.

Carthy's friends were, and what they had to say about him. Insofar as the request for

a solicitor was concerned, Mr. Burdis thought that an intelligence' officer would nol

have been satisfied with a "I don't know" type response from the family members

and would have probed beyond that, particularly as the family was likely to have

retained a solicitor in connection with the provision of the new house. Further, Mr.

Burdis noted that there was no proper evaluation of the written material available in

the garda station, insofar as this was read or examined.

Both Mr. Bailey and Mr. Burdis were of the view that the local officers released

from cordon duty by the arrival of the ERU were ideally suited to be employed as

information gatherers.

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley said that in the United States a formal intelligence gathering effort

would have been established at the command post and an officer assigned to

oversee and co-ordinate that effort. As intelligence was gathered, it would be placed
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on situation boards and disseminated to each component of the various management

teams, i.e., the negotiation team and the command staff. This would apply even in

simple incidents and situations. He pointed out that the benefit of adopting this

approach is that everyone has access to the same information.

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie stated in evidence- that best practice suggests that the gathering of

personal and sometimes intimate information about a subject in a siege is of critical

importance. He thought that information about the most effective way of dealing

with John Carthy was available from his family who had some years of experience of

dealing with him in times of mania and in periods of depression. Details were

available of solicitors used by lohn Carthy and his family. He thought that best

practice would dictate that following the delayed transmission of information about

the telephone call from John Carthy to Kevin Ireland, and regardless of the reliability

of his reporting of that conversation, Mr. Ireland should have been urgently

interviewed and debriefed, if only to deal with the problem of what amounted to

hearsay at third remove.

Other matters which emerged in the evidence

In the course of the evidence on the issue of information gathering and intelligence,

a number of specific areas of criticism emerged on certain key issues. Some of these

have been referred to in the summaries of the experts' views. Specific areas that

were identified and explored by both the experts and by counsel for the Tribunal,

and the parties, included the fact that Superintendent Shelly alleged that he did not

learn at an early stage of Dr. Cullen's comment to Garda Gibbons about )ohn

Carthy's attitude to the gardai; the fact that Dr. Cullen was not interviewed in a

comprehensive way as a matter of urgent priority; the fact that the gun licence file

in Granard garda station containing Dr. Shanley's letter was not examined until the

following morning; the fact that the file in connection with John Carthy's arrest for

the burning of the goat mascot was not identified and examined; the fact that Kevin

Ireland was not interviewed; the fact that Dr. Shanley's involvement was not

ascertained or identified at an early stage; and the fact that none of the solicitors

who had acted on )ohn Carthy's behalf in the past or solicitors who had acted for

the family were identified.

That Mr. Ireland was not contacted or debriefed represents a focal point of criticisms

made in this area, in that this led to reliance by Superintendent Shelly on the

information conscientiously given to him by Ms Leddy, which information he treated

as accurate, notwithstanding that it had come through a circuitous route and was

third or fourth hand. Two aspects of this were relevant; the first being that Kevin

Ireland stated in evidence that in response to a request from him to John Carthy not

to do anything stupid like shooting himself or anyone else, that the subject said to

him that "He hadn't a notion" and that he was "just trying to keep them away from

the house or something". The second point is that Superintendent Shelly said that

Ms Leddy reported to him that Mrs. Mary Ireland, Kevin Ireland's mother, from whom

she had received the information, had told her that her son had informed her (Mrs.
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Ireland) thai lohn Carthy had said something about "watching this space". It seems

that this was not said in the telephone conversation between John Carthy and Mr.

Ireland but rather in an earlier conversation between John Carthy and Mr. Ireland

prior to 19"1 April and in the passing from person to person the two conversations

had become confused. In relation to the first point, i.e., that John Carthy hadn't a

notion of injuring anyone; this was not communicated to Superintendent Shelly or

to the negotiator; and the second, insofar as it purported to have occurred in a

telephone conversation that day, which was not so, was communicated to the

negotiator Sergeant lackson.

It was suggested in examination, most particularly of Superintendent Shelly, that the

erroneous steps in relation to this information that were taken on foot of incomplete

knowledge of the telephone conversation between John Carthy and Mr. Ireland

could have been avoided if Mr. Ireland had been properly debriefed by an

experienced officer who was familiar with events at Abbeylara and the intelligence

thereby gleaned, analysed and assessed by an intelligence cell. It was urged that this

was a stark example of the benefit of setting up such an intelligence cell as suggested

by the experts and by the training provided by the Garda Síochána. Sergeant

Monahan who had spoken to Mr. Ireland when he telephoned Granard station, had

not been involved in the Abbeylara siege and had no contact with Ms Leddy or

Mrs. Ireland.

On this topic Superintendent Shelly agreed that it would have been better to have

checked out the information by contacting Mr. Ireland.

In relation to many of the criticisms and comments from the experts, Superintendents

Shelly and Byrne purported to deal with these by saying that they believe that they

had complied with their training in that it gave them a discretion as to whether or

not an intelligence cell and a dedicated intelligence officer were necessary, and they

decided that they were not; a judgement with which they remained content. They

formed that opinion and did not comply with the training they had received though

neither had any prior experience as scene commanders or an armed siege situation

or any experience of contending with a dangerous person motivated by mental

illness.

2.    Log Keeping

Introduction

The experts, particularly Mr. Bailey and Mr. Burdis, had criticisms and comments to

make on the style and standard of log keeping at Abbeylara. These criticisms were

not confined to the failure to keep a separate intelligence log, but were broader in

their application, in that they dealt with the overall question of the logs, including the

fact that they were kept by the scene commander. Accordingly, insofar as it has not

been dealt with already, it is convenient to deal with the general question of log

keeping here.
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The Experts' views

Mr. Bailey

Mr. Bailey thought that there were only so many things that can happen at a firearms

incident and he said that it was accepted good practice to prepare record books in

advance. These could be pre-printed in bound volumes and provide a chronological

log of the incident and act as an aide mémoire to controllers and commanders. This

"firearms log" would contain details of the original call to the police, the immediate

response, subsequent actions, intelligence required, plans made and decisions taken.

This record would be dated, timed and include options considered and rejected as

well as the information and intelligence on which the decisions for selection of tactics

chosen were based.

Mr. Bailey said that this documentation process should continue throughout the

incident with each piece of intelligence being considered against the plan and

contingencies to ensure that the appropriate decisions were taken. He said it was

usual for the scene commander in the three tier system of "gold, silver and bronze"

(this is discussed in detail in Chapter 10) to call meetings at regular intervals to review

the progress of the incident and obtain the views of those able to advise him about

the suitability of the plans, contingencies and tactics currently agreed. These

meetings, he said, should be documented and the decisions recorded, thereby

adding to the audit trail of the decision making process. In referring to the evidence

of Chief Superintendent Ludlow, to the effect that the importance of keeping logs

and recording information was a feature on which newly promoted superintendents

would receive training in the course of their Superintendents Development Course,

Mr. Bailey found it hard to reconcile the evidence given by Chief Superintendent

Ludlow with what he thought was the failure to keep proper logs during the incident

at Abbeylara. He thought there was poor quality in the details of what "passed for

logs" at Abbeylara, which was not consistent with the description of the training

given by Chief Superintendent Ludlow.

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis expressed the opinion that the log keeping was very intermittent and

incomplete, and that what notes were kept by Superintendents Shelly and Byrne

were open to different interpretations. He thought that it was impossible for

Superintendent Shelly to assimilate all the information he was receiving, and to

evaluate and determine policies single-handedly. He believed that Superintendent

Shelly had no prospect of ever being able to maintain a comprehensive log, and that

a full time log keeper would have resolved the problem of recording the data and it

would also have had the benefit of providing access to the data for a wider variety

of senior and junior officers, and would form the basis of developing an intelligence

strategy which would have allowed contingency plans to be worked on by a number

of officers at the same time. Mr. Burdis said that a paper or computer based log

would have ensured that every officer received the same material of briefings and

that those briefings would have been available at all times, not just when

Superintendent Shelly could find time to give them. He- thought that as a senior
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Commander, pressures of the moment are often too demanding and too great to be

constantly stopping to make notes.

The evidence about their training on the question of log keeping given by

Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly said that in his training during the practical exercises, the

person playing the role of scene commander had a loggist with him. His training

informed him to maintain a written log but that the appointment of a loggist was an

option open to the scene commander, depending on the circumstances with which

he was dealing. Superintendent Shelly took the view that the log that he maintained

met the requirements given to him during training by keeping a note as accurately

as possible of everything that was happening, and of the information coming into his

possession. He did not agree that it was difficult for him to keep a log, in

circumstances where he had other duties and functions to perform. He said that as

he was the person who was getting the information, he was the person to make the

record and that that "was the best way to do it".

In summary on the question of log keeping, Superintendent Shelly said:

"/ think that, it is my own view you can either agree with it or disagree with it,

but I think anyone who had a look at the log that we maintained at the scene

— when you talk about future such incidents, or whatever — that they would

say that they were well kept and they were detailed and they did have a good

overview of what had happened"

When Mr. Bailey's criticisms of the log keeping, as outlined above, were put to

Superintendent Shelly he said that "well, I don't agree with him, it is as simple as that.

I believe I kept a proper log at the scene, as did my colleague, Superintendent Byrne",

and the former went on to say that he believed that the log that was kept was

consistent with the training that he received. When it was put to Superintendent

Shelly that it would have been more effective to have a loggist doing all this for him,

he replied: "you could argue that, but as I said, I felt comfortable with what I was

doing and I certainly felt that the log that was maintained was detailed and, indeed,

was effective".

Other matters which emerged in evidence — the log kept by Detective Garda

Sullivan

The other log that existed was that kept by Garda Sullivan. He informed the Tribunal

that he was directed by Sergeant Jackson at the outset of the operation that he

(Garda Sullivan) would be an aide to him and that this function would include note

taking and liaising with the scene commander, together with such other duties that

might arise when they arrived at the scene and became familiar with requirements.

Garda Sullivan did take a note. He was asked in evidence the purpose of the note

and the reason why it came into existence. He said that the notes were "not meant

to be a detailed account of what happened in the totality of the event and that is not

what I understood my role to be in taking a detailed note, they were not meant to be
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.in evidential log of events. The) were taken, if you like, under difficult circumstances

and I did my best to record as i ontemporaneously as possible some of the events thai

I was present for during the course of the event". He explained that an evidential log

is one that consists of a complete and accurate- record of everything that occurs .it

the negotiation point - this was not the type of note he was taking.

He went on to state that he confined himself to recording events that occurred or

comments that were made while he was there, or comments made by lohn Carthy

of which he was informed by Sergeant lackson. He said that there were many

happenings that were not recorded by him in that he didn't see that it was possible

for him to record every utterance- and every movement that )ohn Carthy made.

He was aware that standard operating procedures required the scene commander

to keep a log, but he never saw that log, even to the time when he gave evidence

to the Tribunal. He saw his log as providing some sort of time-scale of happenings

as witnessed by him or events for which he was present, recorded so as to .issisl

Sergeant Jac kson while he was negotiating.

3.    Family liaison

Introduction

Mr. Burdis described the historical perception from which the concept of family

liaison grew. The current position in the United Kingdom is that family liaison olfic eis

are appointed where there is extreme trauma to family members. The intention in

the appointment of family liaison officers is that they have a dual role. The first role

is of reassurance to the family about the process and what is taking place. The second

role is that such an officer, in the course of conversations with the family over a

period of time, may gather intelligence and identify areas that might require further

explanation, or that might provide further information and intelligence for the

operation, whether from the point of view of negotiations, or tactical strategy.

Sergeant Mangan, one of the officers who spoke to members of the family, including

Mrs. Rose Carthy, in the Mahon house over the period of the incident, appointed

Garda Cunniffe as the family liaison officer. Garcia Cunniffe had no experience or

training as a family liaison officer. She had recently qualified as a police officer and

Granard was her first assignment. She received no instructions on what her function

was with the family. She was inappropriate for the role of family liaison officer. She

did not know what information she should seek or might be able to obtain. She took

up duty at approximately 10:30 p.m. on 19"1 April. Garda Cunniffe's involvement and

the state of her knowledge has been dealt with in Chapter 4.

While giving evidence in connection with this appointment Sergeant Mangan said

that she "saw her [Garda Cunniffe's] role as being a support to the family. That if the)

had any questions or any worries or whatever, that she would be able to either answer

the questions or get the information they were looking for, and also that information

would be fed back through her to the family as a link and she would become a

familiar face to the family. "
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The evidence of Superintendents Shelly and Byrne

In his evidence Superintendent Shelly agreed with the general proposition that a

family liaison officer was someone who not only imparts information to the family

but also acquires information from the family. He said that this was a concept that
was well known within the Garda Síochána; a point which is also clear from the

evidence of Superintendent Byrne.

The evidence on family contacts

In addition to the appointment of Garcia Cunniffe as liaison officer, a number ol other

officers had contact with the family gathered at the Mahon household. These

included Sergeants Dooley and Mangan and Garda Reynolds. Their evidence has

already been outlined.

In particular it should be noted that when Garcia Reynolds went to the Mahon house

at approximately 8:30 a.m. on 20"' April, he did not know at that time that John

Carthy had a mental illness.

The Experts' views

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis thought that both Sergeant Mangan and Garda Cunniffe had been helpful

in supporting the family but they provided little real intelligence. He believed there

was no indication that either Sergeant Mangan or Garda Cunniffe were briefed in

détail as to their role or about the importance of any focused intelligence gathering

that could have been of value to the negotiator in bringing about a peaceful

c one lusion to the situation. He said that he found no indication that any form of log

or note was being kept of the discussions with the family by members of the gardai.

He thought that a full-time family liaison officer should have been appointed. He

noted that Garcia Cunniffe came off duty at approximately 3:30 a.m. on 20"1 April,

2000.

An illustration of the failure to fully brief Garcia Cunniffe, who had been appointed

as the liaison officer, was that during her time in the Mahon house she did not

receive any information from the scene. She relumed to the Mahon house at

approximately 8:30 a.m. on 20lh April and remained there until 11:00 a.m., but

neither at the time of her re-turn was she aware, nor during the period of her stay

there did she become aware-, that John Carthy had made specific requests, in

particular requests for a solicitor and cigarettes. She said she was not in a position

to give the family any further information as to what was happening.

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley said that in the United States sometimes a family liaison officer is

assigned to the family and in some cases may even move into their home for the

duration of the incident. This officer stays with the family to pick up on information

of use to the crisis management team and relay the information to the intelligence

of fie er.
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He said that another useful purpose for assigning an officer to the family is to gain

the trust and confidence of the family. A final benefit of assigning someone to the

family is that no one "gets lost". He instanced here the "losing" of Mr. Martin Shelly.
This has be-c-n addressed in detail in Chapter 4.

The scene commanders' evidence on, and their response to, the criticisms

Superintendent Shelly .igre-eri that Garcia Cunniffe was not told that John Carthy had

made a request for a solicitor, which request had occurred approximately an hour

after her appointment as family liaison officer. It was suggested to Superintendent

Shelly thai the full use and benefit of a family liaison officer would only arise if he or

she was fully briefed and fully informed about what was going on at the scene. He

agreed and said he thought that Garda Cunniffe knew exactly what was happening,

explaining that in his view her knowledge came from the fact that she had been at

the scene and should know what was happening, saying that "everyone there knew

about it, what was happening, so I am sure Garda Cunniffe was no exception".

Superintendent Shelly agreed that the police officers who brought Ms Carthy and

Mr. Shelly to Devines' house should have been instructed to inform the scene

commander of their whereabouts.

Superintendent Byrne said that during his period as scene commander he did not

pass any information to either Serge-ant Mangan or Garcia Cunniffe to convey to the

family, and he did not receive from them any information from the family. He was

unable to comment on whether Sergeant Mangan or Garda Cunniffe were fully

briefed, in that they had been appointed by Superintendent Shelly before his arrival.

He did say that he did not have any discussions with either Sergeant Mangan or

Garcia Cunniffe during the night.

Superintendent Byrne did not have a satisfactory answer as to why Mr. Martin Shelly

could not be located after John Carthy had agreed to speak to him or what efforts

were made to locate the witness.

SECTION C: - Negotiations

Introduction

When asked in evidene e as to what he saw as the essence of negotiation, Detective

Sergeant Jackson said that in relation to incidents such as Abbeylara:

"it is about interai lion with the individual; getting involved with them and

trying to open up a reasonable degree of dialogue with him. Having said that,

if there is a difficulty in that area, it may involve, as I said, some degree of

teasonably constant dialogue to try and reassure the individual inside as to the

motivation of the guards for being there and an acknowledgement of the

person's fear of the consequence of their action and maybe of coming out. So,

in this particular case, that would be the essence of it".
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He then went on to agree with some general principles which had evolved for the

conduct of negotiations, such as empathy and building rapport; building trust; being

able to deliver on what you say you are capable of delivering on, as best one can;

not misleading or telling the subject anything that is untrue or a lie; a willingness to

compromise with the subject, in the context of an assessment of the individual factors

and dynamics in each case; clear lines of communication; obtaining as much

accurate information as possible, by way of background, from the subject himself;

and ensuring that the negotiation did not deteriorate into a contest of wills.

The experts who dealt with negotiation issues were Mr. Lanceley, Dr. McKenzie and

Mr. Burdis and to a limited extent, Mr. Bailey, who had certain comments to make

on the location of the negotiation post.

1.    The techniques

Sergeant Jackson said that at various times in the course of his negotiations he utilised

the following techniques in his attempts to engage with John Carthy:

• A strong sense of empathy, showing that he understood anc\ appreciated

lohn Carthy's feelings.

• Attempts to defuse the subject's intense emotions, to try and reduce him to

a more rational working level so as to allow him to interact with Sergeant

Jackson. This involved engagement with John Carthy by displaying patience

and understanding.

• An attempt to identify his state of mind and his feelings, then repeating them

to him to show that he (Sergeant Jackson) was listening, and understanding

the way the subject was feeling. Technically this is known as "emotional

labelling". By way of example, Sergeant Jackson illustrated how you would

effect this, when he said to John Carthy:

"lohn, you sound very angry, you sound very upset, what is the problem

and what has c ausc-cl all of this, I am here, I want to hear about it".

He said that he utilised this method throughout the incident.

• An attempt to allay any fears John Carthy had in relation to the presence of

the gardai at the scene.

• On issues, such as the subject's requests, revisiting them if there was no

progress in other areas and being proactive to some extent, so as to achieve

something positive out of them.

• Reassuring John Carthy and acknowledging his worries and fears.

• Giving Mr. Carthy time to consider and think. He said that silence is part of

the process.

Sergeant Jackson drew a distinction between how a negotiator deals with a

conventional  hostage  incident,  where  the  hostage  takers  normally display  goal
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oriented and purposeful behaviour; and a non-hostage incident, where the person

involved deals in a very self-destructive and senseless way, driven by anger as

opposed to any particular demand for any advantage. In dealing with a hostage

incident, the accepted police thinking is that the police should operate a high visibility

containment by the firearms team, with negotiators rigidly playing for time,

attempting to convince the person of the benefit of surrendering and that their course

ol action is not to their advantage. In the latter non-hostage situation the strategy

should be based on low visibility containment together with engagement with the

subject; allowing him to vent his anger; listening to the subject and providing him

with problem solving solutions particular to the individual. The evidence indicates

that the negotiator did nothing to provide )ohn Carthy with problem solving solutions

particular to his situation — such as his fear of a long prison sentence; his desire for

a solicitor at the- scene and his repeated requests for cigarettes.

From the evidence before the Tribunal it would appear that in the early stages of the

development of the concept of a dedicated negotiator, police forces concentrated

upon the utilisation of the negotiator in hostage type incidents. This arose as a

response to such incidents as the Iranian Embassy siege in London in 1980. However,

it appears that the current common experience is that the majority of incidents dealt

with by police forces which require the use of negotiators are non-hostage type

incidents. In response to this, in recent years there has been greater concentration

on the separate techniques and skills that are required for this latter work, leading to

the broader concept of a "crisis" negotiator rather than a "hostage" negotiator.

It is also worthwhile noting that Mr. Lanceley in his evidence illustrated another broad

distinction that has evolved in the thinking in recent years — with particular reference

to the position at Abbeylara — when he drew a distinction between crisis negotiation

and crisis intervention. He said that negotiating by its nature would suggest that one

or other of the parties could back out of any agreement reached, or of the

negotiations themselves. He said that this could not happen in a situation where a

police force is called to intervene in a siege. A police force cannot back out of the

scene. In those circumstances, Mr. Lanceley believed that effectively the police are

not negotiating but rather they are intervening in a crisis situation. He thought that

negotiation was a term more particularly relevant to hostage scenarios. Effectively,

Mr. Lanceley was of the view that in non-hostage situations one is dealing at root

with crisis intervention. In a hostage situation, one is dealing with crisis intervention

together with the use of bargaining; in hostage situations it is difficult to get away

from bargaining.

Dr. McKenzie, differentiating between the principles and the techniques of hostage

negotiation and non-hostage negotiation, said that the principles of hostage

negotiations were firmly based on behavioural psychology. As an example of a

practical illustration of this, he said that requests for such things as food, cigarettes

and medicine would only be complied with following a positive response from the

subject. He said that where hostages are being held and demands being made the

practice of delay and prevarication followed by some reward for an acceptable piece

of behaviour on behalf of the subject, such as allowing medical assistance, or
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releasing a hostage, is perfectly correct. These are known as "positive reinforcers".

They are based upon the sound behavioural principle that the reinforced behaviour

will be repeated and that in turn the repeated behaviour may be further reinforced.

The aim here is the negotiator will manipulate the behaviour of the subject leading

in clue course to a satisfactory outcome. Although he thought that this approach

provided some useful strategy in a single-barricaded-subject situation, its excessive

application in those circumstances may be unwise. In circumstances where there are

no hostages and no demands (and in this regard he distinguished demands from

requests) and "little to negotiate upon", the key feature is to keep matters under

control.

Mr. Lanceley illustrated the practical distinction between hostage and non-hostage

situations, by drawing attention to the question of "demands and goals". In a hostage

situation, the hostage is being held for the fulfilment of "substantive demands", those

being ones that the subject could not fulfil through legitimate means. In contrast

what are described as "non-substantive demands" are ones that a subject can obtain

through legitimate means. Demands that frequently arise in non-hostage situations

are non-substantive demands, and when these arise in a non-hostage situation a

negotiator has to ask why the subject wishes to have these non-substantive demands

fulfilled. This is the question that the negotiator will more than likely have difficulty

in answering and illustrates the difference in the skills required to deal with a non-

hostage situation.

2.    Detective Sergeant Jackson's experience

Sergeant Jackson has been a member of the Garda Síochána since 1980. Prior to

that he had worked in Dublin Corporation, Dublin County Council, and for a

manufacturing firm. He had about two years' employment experience before joining

the Garda Síochána. His first posting was Harcourt Terrace station in Dublin and in

1982 he was transferred to Kilmainham station also in Dublin where he did general

beat and patrol car duties dealing with a broad range of general police work. His

period in Kilmainham also included some work in the local drugs unit.

In 1985 he joined the Special Detective Unit and was posted to Harcourt Square in

Dublin, specifically to the Special Task Force in which he received firearms training.

In 1986 he joined the Emergency Response Unit and underwent the assessment and

training procedures which are outlined in Chapter 10. He was promoted to the rank

of sergeant in June, 1991 and returned to uniform attached to Store Street station in

Dublin (where he remained, carrying out mainly personnel/supervision duties) until

his transfer in January, 1994 to Blanchardstown station in Dublin where he was in

charge of the local Crime Prevention Unit involving a broad range of work in criminal

investigation and prevention.

In August, 1996 he was transferred to the Special Detective Unit as a detective

sergeant and was a member of the Inquiry Unit for the North Dublin area, working

primarily in intelligence gathering on subversive and serious crime. In September
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1998 he rejoined the Emergency Response Unit. In October, 1998 he received

tactical training in Germany and in August, 1999 attended the FBI hostage rescue

team centre at the FBI headquarters at Quantico, Virginia. He said that negotiation

was an element of this course but was not the specific reason for the training. It was

broadly base-el, covering all the elements of hostage and rescue. His attendance at

this course was primarily from a tactical team perspective.

In March, 2000, Sergeant lackson was chosen to attend the London Metropolitan

Police National Negotiators Course, a two week, full-time course. On return from it

he was appointed national negotiator in the ERU.

Prior to this appointment Sergeanl Jackson's practical experience relevant to the

matters that arose at Abbeylara came primarily from dealing with domestic violence

issues, particularly during his period at Kilmainham garda station. In evidence

Sergeant Jackson made the point that most garda personnel who are in the front line

end up with a degree of experience in dealing with individuals in crisis states. In his

evidence Sergeant Jackson drew the Tribunal's attention to one incident in particular

that occurred while he was stationed in Kilmainham. He was called to a business

premises in Inchicore where an armed man had taken employees hostage; had fired

shots and had refused to come out. This individual turned out to be a disgruntled

employee who had been dismissed. The area was cordoned off and negotiating

commenced leading to a surrender after five or six hours.

In 1990 Sergeant lackson was part of a unit involved in the containment of an armed

gang who were holding staff members hostage in a bank at Athy, Co. Kildare.

All of this having been said, the incident at Abbeylara was the first of its kind at which

Sergeant Jackson attended with the designation of negotiator. In that capacity he had

never before dealt with a live incident, and had not been involved in a siege type

incident concerning an armed man motivated by mental illness.

3.    Detective Garda Sullivan's experience

As already stated, Garda Sullivan was appointed by Detective Inspector Hogan as

Sergeant lackson's assistant. He was his only assistant, and together they made up

the negotiating team.

Garda Sullivan joined the Garda Síochána in 1982 and became a member of the

Emergency Response Unit in 1994. Prior to that he was stationed in Clontarf Garda

station and in the Divisional Task Force located at Santry, both in Dublin. His ERU

experience included firearms duty, and he was part of the inner cordon team

involved in the incident at Bawnboy, Co. Cavan in January, 1997. During training

with the London Metropolitan Police in 1998 he served with a unit similar to the

Emergency Response Unit for two weeks; the training he received being on the

tactical side. In 1998 he also completed the firearms instructors course in the

Garda Síochána.
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( ¡arda Sullivan had no training in, or experience of, negotiations. He had never acted

in the capacity of assistant to a negotiator before.

4. Other qualified negotiators

It appears that in April, 2000 there were a number of negotiators available within the

Special Detective Unit in Dublin — approximately five in number. Additionally, there
were In the region of 25 to 30 trained negotiators spread countrywide.

5. Detective Sergeant Jackson's knowledge of mental illness

In his basic training Serge-ant lackson attended the lecture given in the Garda Training

College, in Templemore on the Mental Treatment Act, 1945. Other than the

knowledge that he gleaned on the London Metropolitan Police Negotiators Course,

his knowledge of mental illness was derived from his own general reading and life

experience.

In relation to his knowledge of manic depression, and in particular the distinction

between it and depression simpliciter, he said that:

"/ had a general knowledge from, I suppose, my own general expenenc e and

reading in relation to manic depression. I also had knowledge from my training

in the UK I was aware manic depression is a serious form of depression. I was

aware that it involved swings between elation and depression. From my reading

I was aware a lot of famous people, artists, writers, poets, suffered from manic

depression. Abraham Lincoln, Winston Churchill, I think, were all sufferers, so

in a general way from reading I was aware of the illness, that it was a serious

illness. I was aware that during periods of elation people can have ideas of

grandiosity and I remember reading at one stage, people tended to spend

money above and beyond their means during periods of elation. I was also

aware of the depressive state; people having morbid thoughts. Suicide was an

issue when a person was in depression. Generally, thoughts of death, loneliness,

low self-esteem, these were all in peoples' minds when they were depressed. I

was aware also that either in the elated phase or in the depressive stage, people

in these particular instances, can lose touch with reality and ma) suffer from

hallut inations or delusions during a bout of this particular illness".

6. Training

Detective Sergeant Jackson

Sergeant Jackson attended the London Metropolitan Police Negotiation Course

which ran from 5"' to 1 7* March, 2000. This course dealt with hostage and non-

hostage situations, given that at that time 70% of incidents in the United Kingdom

were of the "non-hostage" variety. As already stated, prior to attending that course

the training Sergeant Jackson had received was primarily on the tactical side, and

although it gave him some general knowledge of negotiation, the London

Metropolitan   course  was  the  first  one  which  was  specifically  concerned  with
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negotiations. At the outset candidates were required to undergo psychometric testing

to assess their overall suitability for the course, and their capability to act as a
negotiator.

The evidence established that the London Metropolitan Police Negotiation Course

is one of a high standard and calibre, which is held in particular regard by police

lore es worldwide.

The topics and skills covered by the course included:

• The identification of the type of individual you are dealing with and setting

out some information about various types of mental illnesses and conditions.

From Sergeant lackson's evidence, it appeared that there was no specific

reference in the London course to "elation" in the manic phase of bipolar

disorder, or instruction on how to deal with such a phase.

• Appropriate negotiation strategy with people with depression.

• The art of active listening.

• Styles of communication — emphasising empathy and honesty.

• Dealing with demands with an emphasis on the distinction between hostage

and non-hostage situations, i.e., that in a non-hostage incident a demand, if

reasonable, may be worth fulfilling without requiring something substantive

in return and should be acceded to, provided the item can be delivered

safely.

• The importance of the tone of voice, and body language.

In practical terms the course laid emphasis on the need for information and

intelligence and the method of managing the use of the material generated, including

as much relevant information as possible about what has motivated a person; what

sort of person they are; their background, and state of health. The course stressed

the importance of:

• Maintaining close contact with the stronghold.

• Ensuring an ability to record matters vital to the negotiations.

• Ensuring that negotiators operate as a team, ideally three or more in number

but never less than two. In this connection Sergeant Jackson said his training

taught him that the ¡deal situation was to build up a negotiation cell at a

remove from the scene.

• While negotiations may start in "face to face" mode, the ¡deal position is a

negotiating cell. In this regard his training indicated that "face to face"

negotiations were to be avoided, if possible.

• In the event of "face to face" negotiations, secure cover should be sought

and   any  display   sheet  on   which   relevant   records  of  information   and
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intelligence have been made should be mobile, to allow for movemenl in

the- event of a retreat.

• That the negotiation cell established should:

o   Be outside the inner cordon but near the forward command post;

o Be in a temporarily occupied building or a purpose-built or adapted

police vehicle, capable of holding at least six people;

o Be comfortable, not in the line of fire and be protected from the

elements;

o Be selected on the basis of long-term involvement rather than short-

term deployment.

• That the negotiation team be as follows:

o Number 1, the principal negotiator, engages in conversation with the

subje-c t;

o Number 2, gives direct support to number 1 in interpretating ant\

implementing the strategic commander's overall strategy through a

negotiating tactic. This negotiator is also responsible for the safety of the

principal negotiator when both are engaged in "face to face" situations.

o Number 3, provides a communication link between the negotiator and

the remainder of the command structure and also supports the role of

number 2 in implementing the overall strategy and in the pursuit of

shorter-term objectives in terms of intelligence gathering. Additionally,

this individual is responsible for maintaining a detailed log of the events

and may have to manage the visual displays as well.

o Number 4, is responsible for the maintenance of a visual display of all

information relevant to the negotiations such as deadlines, demands,

delivery or collection plans, the surrender plan, a break-out plan, and

the general intelligence gathered.

In addition Sergeant lackson stated that the London Metropolitan Police training

stipulated that a negotiation coordinator, who is an experienced and competent

negotiator with sound operational skills, should be part of the negotiation cell. His

responsibility is to ensure that the cell is properly sited, equipped and run, and that

the negotiators actively and accurately implement the overall strategy. He is also

responsible for advising the scene commander on the best negotiating strategy and

steers the team of negotiators by working closely with the other teams. He is

responsible for arranging the deployment of a complete new team, normally after a

twelve-hour shift has been completed, but this may vary according to the

circumstances and should take account of the length of time each individual has

already been on duty, prior to the incident comment ing.
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In his evidence Sergeant Jackson stressed that this is the ideal situation, and that his

training indicated that "it is really on the basis of the primary resources of the int idenl,

assessing the dynamic s as to how many negotiators you actually need or want in that

environment and really it would be very cumbersome to bring three or four negotiators

on a " lac e to lac e" and thai is some of the issues that are disc ussed in training".

In this context Sergeant lackson said his training provided that the roles as outlined
can be compacted to suit a particular scene. He said that the role of number 1 acid

number 4 negotiator can be compacted into the role of number 1 negotiator; and

that he rc-ceiveel training on this topic. He was of the view that at least two

negotiators should be used, and that if the circumstances allowed, then more could
be- employed.

• Also the London course stressed the benefit of other specialists such as a

psychiatrist, medical advisors or clinical psychologists, who may be able to

provide guidance- in terms of negotiating and also advise on the welfare of

the negotiating team. On the broader question of medie al advisers, Sergeant

lac kson said: "/ think the common sense approach indit ates that it would be

ver) good practice to contact an individual's medical specialist, either through

the ( finical psychologist retained, or directly, if necessary. So yes, thai would

be lair lo say, it is something that should be considered and should be done

on thai basis, yes".

• The importance oí maintaining a negotiating log. It was not done at

.Abbeylara.

• That, if possible-, negotiations should be recorded.

7.    Scene commander training

Introduction

The document entitled "The Siege Operations" which was prepared by Detective

Superintendent Maher and used by him in his lectures was referred to in evidence.

I le said that the primary objective of this lecture was to engender the overall concept

of siege management in district officers, who may not have had substantial expertise

or exposure- to the management of major incidents previously. The purpose was to

make these officers aware of the expertise that was available to them and to give

them some instruction as to how to manage a scene.

Superintendent Maher stated in evidence that the contents of the presentation arc-

now given by Inspector Michael Jackson in his lecture on "Principles of incident and

on-scene command'' as part of the Operational Commanders and Superintendents

Development Course and are similar to those that were given by him when he

lee tureel on this course.

In relation to negotiations, these lectures involved instructions on various methods

of communication, that is by way of telephone, loudhailer or direct contact and a

discussion   of   the   disadvantages   of   each   of   these   methods.   In   particular,
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Superintendent Maher said that instruction was given on the fact that "person-to-

person" negotiation "places the negotiator in obvious physical danger".

The course also included instruction in the concepts of a negotiation cell and a

negotiation coordinator.

Participants on the Superintendents Development Course were also informed ol the

availability of technical resources, including specialised telephones, and advice on

the availability of the services of a clinical psychologist. Superintendent Maher's

course notes state that "his professional advice would be very valuable in a siege

type incident".

8.    The negotiation post and its location

The evidence

Detective Sergeant Jackson

The evidence was that the initial attempts at negotiating were conducted by Sergeant

Dooley and Superintendent Shelly before the arrival of Sergeant Jackson and the

Emergency Response Unit. On his way to Abbeylara, Sergeant Jackson had given

advice to Sergeant Dooley and Superintendent Shelly about the conduct of the

preliminary negotiations being carried out by them. It was during their negotiations

that Mr. Thomas Walsh had his first contact with his cousin by mobile telephone.

Sergeant Jackson was not asked his advice in that regard.

During his journey to the scene from Dublin, Sergeant Jackson received the

information already alluded to from Superintendent Shelly. Included therein was the

brief partial information that had come to Superintendent Shelly from Dr. Cullen

through Garda Gibbons. No details were furnished by or sought from the doctor.

Superintendent Shelly did not interview him or arrange for any other officer to do

so. Sergeant (ackson stated that he was not aware what specific information had

come from Dr. Cullen, but that he took the information he received from

Superintendent Shelly in "a block".

Sergeant Jackson agreed that making an assessment of the then current phase of

John Carthy's illness would be part of his overall investigation.

On his arrival at the scene Sergeant Jackson learned that Sergeant Dooley and

Superintendent Shelly had carried out their attempts at negotiation from the ESB pole

at the boundary between the Carthy and Burke properties. When Sergeant lackson

commenced negotiations he also occupied that position and he remained there for

approximately ten minutes. Initially he thought that this was a point that was far

enough out of )ohn Carthy's line of sight and range to be able to talk to him in

reasonable safety. It was on high ground, looking down at the house and it also

afforded good cover to anyone speaking to the subject from that point.
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Soon afterwards Sergeant Jackson reassessed the situation. The main reason for

doing so was his concern that John Carthy could not hear him unless by phone

or loudhailer and Sergeant lackson would have difficulty in hearing any response
from him.

The witness believed that verbal communications were extremely important. In

addition he thought that it would be helpful to be able to see how the subject
was behaving which would allow him (lackson) to "interact with him verbally on
that basis".

He made it clear that he was wary about close contact with lohn Carthy, in the nature

of "eye to eye" contact, because that can cause an adverse reaction in people who

are depressed or in a crisis state. He described contact with the subject as "face to

face" rather than "eye to eye". In the context of moving the negotiation post closer

to John Carthy, he saw his physical closeness to him, and the danger of provoking

an adverse reaction as a negative point, but he thought it was one that needecl to

be offset against the potential benefit of having communication with the subject.

Various alternative locations were looked at and a position at the pillar near the

centre of the roadside boundary wall of the Carthy house was chosen. This pillar is

shown marked as X on photograph numbers, 3, 8 and 11 in the series of photographs

which are contained in Appendix 5. It was in a direct line with the gable window of

the Carthy house, being the window of the kitchen. This was where the subject spent

nearly all of his time during 19lh and 20"' April. The distance from the kitchen window

to the pillar in the wall is in the order of 38 feet. It was within the firing range of )ohn

Carthy's shotgun.

Sergeant Jackson said that he thought that the advantages of this location were that

the subject could hear him when he was using the loudhailer; that he was able to

see his reactions to what he was saying and that he had the ability from this point to

speak to him without the loudhailer unless he was threatening and firing shots.

Sergeant Jackson stressed that he saw the new location as a temporary measure.

Because it was at the centre of the inner cordon it created an extra difficulty for the

tactical team. It was identified as one of necessity rather than choice. He agreed that

it was not ideal but that his thinking was that if and when he established telephone

contact with John Carthy he would withdraw to a better position, such as one of the

nearby houses. In general, Sergeant Jackson thought it was the best of a poor

selection that was on offer.

He said that he discussed the matter with Detective Sergeant Russell and with

Superintendent Shelly and it was agreed between them that he would move to the

new location.

It was accepted by Sergeant Jackson that communication by loudhailer was not

satisfactory for a number of obvious reasons, in particular that the subject did not

have the benefit of a loudhailer and there was the unhappy situation that if private

and intimate details were discussed by loudhailer, he would have the impression that
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they were being broadcast generally. Sergeant Jackson and the other relevant garda

officers agreed that the new negotiation post was physically unsatisfactory, requiring

Sergeant Jackson to crouch behind the wall when John Carthy levelled his gun or

fired shots, thus interrupting the flow of communications and cutting short any

potential dialogue, leaving Sergeant Jackson exposed to the elements and creating

difficulty in the recording of information, intelligence and events occurring at the

scene, as well as causing significant further difficulties for the tactical team in that

this new post was located within the "sterile area", a practice generally to be

avoided. Probably the most serious disadvantage relating to the relocated negotiation

point was that it gave John Carthy the opportunity, which he frequently enjoyed, of

causing ERU officers there to duck up and down by levelling his gun at them (vide

his telephone conversation with Kevin Ireland). He also availed of the opportunity to

shoot a megaphone and a loose concrete block off the top of the wall. The latter fell

on Sergeant Jackson who was crouching behind the wall at the time. The new

negotiation point was severely criticised by the police experts — see hereunder.

Aside from one short period referred to below, Sergeant Jackson carried out all his

efforts at contact and negotiation with John Carthy at the new negotiating point from

about 10:30 p.m. on 19"' April until he emerged from the house on the following day.

Sergeant Jackson never achieved sustained communication with the subject by

telephone, much less his agreement to communicate in that way. His telephone

contact was brief and intermittent and was only on the subject's mobile phone. The

negotiator never achieved any contact at all on the landline in the Carthy household.

Sergeant Jackson's only other contact with him during this period was either by direct

speech over the wall or by the loudhailer. In summary, he was of the view that he

never established a level of satisfactory communication with the subject that would

have allowed him to move from his cramped and unsatisfactory location at the pillar

of the garden wall.

He said that consideration was given to the suitability of the relocated negotiation

post in discussions which he had with Superintendent Shelly and Superintendent

Byrne, particularly in the context of the shots fired by John Carthy. During Sergeant

Jackson's watch eight shots were fired. Seven were in the direction of the pillar

behind which the negotiation post was located, and there is photographic evidence

of damage to the inner side of the wall at or about the pillar. There is no evidence

that Mr. Carthy intended to shoot any police officer there. His subsequent telephone

conversation with Kevin Ireland clearly indicates the contrary. It appears that the

shots were fired after he caused the officers to duck behind the wall.

Detective Sergeant Russell

Sergeant Russell stated in evidence that he selected the negotiation position behind

the pillar which was in direct line with the gable wall of the Carthy house. He said

that in selecting this position he considered the safety options and had to weigh up

a number of factors, believing that he was responsible for providing Sergeant Jackson

with the opportunity to bring the incident to a peaceful conclusion. He said that it

was "incumbent on us to take some risk to resolve the situation. If that meant exposing
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ourselves to some degree of danger, well, we were prepared to do that if it meani
thai Michael lackson could continue with his negotiation and hopefully bring it to a
peat elul c onclusion".

The experts' views on and analysis of the location of the negotiation post

By way of general explanatory note, on each of the topics on which the experts gave

their views, which were critical of the actions or decisions of any garda officer, each

of the latter was given an opportunity to deal with such opinions and their attention

was directed to certain specific areas by letter from the Tribunal. Their written replies

were then amplified in evidence by the appropriate officers. In this chapter the letter

written to each officer is referred to as the "recall" letter, and the evidence given by
each as the "recall" evidence.

Introduction

The experts' opinions on the location of the negotiation post were connected with

their comments on the issues of officer and third party safety; risk assessment; the

wisdom of "face to face" negotiations; the use of the loudhailer; the use of a

separately located negotiation cell and the use of specialised equipment. It is

convenient to consider all of these related issues under one heading.

It is also important to note that while the question of the location of the negotiation

post is one that is firmly within the scene commander's remit; in this instance the

appreciation of the criteria involved in the selection of a negotiation point were

matters of which Sergeant Jackson would be acutely aware, having just completed

his London Metropolitan Police course. It was a number of years since

Superintendent Shelly underwent his Superintendents Development Course, which

contained limited instruction on the principles and techniques applicable to

negotiation. Accordingly, Superintendent Shelly and subsequently Superintendent

Byrne naturally relied on the advice they received from Sergeant lackson, while at all

times making clear in their evidence that the final decision on this, as with other

operational issues within their remit, was made solely by them and if they were of

the view that any suggestion on this or other topics from any relevant officers

subordinate to them were ones with which they did not agree, they would have had

no hesitation in rejecting such advice.

The distinction between the roles of the scene commander and the negotiator was

illustrated by Mr. Bailey in his evidence when he said, in connection with the

relocation of the negotiation post to the pillar in the boundary wall:

"/ think the negotiator quite rightly has focused on how best can they fulfil what

is a difficult and complex role at the scene. It is also, I think, the responsibility of

the scene commander to ensure that their safety is not compromised by their

eagerness to fulfil that role. Therefore, whilst the commander should attempt

to provide the negotiator with the negotiation point that they are seeking, they

have to provide an overview of safety and effectively overrule the negotiator if

safety is going to be compromised by the location that the negotiator would

be in.
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In the UK we have had shots fired that have hit negotiators, not fatally I hasten

to add, and negotiators have positioned themselves in positions which

commanders have reviewed and withdrawn them from. So it is not an unusual

situation. It is, I think, on the basis of the different focus of those two

individuals, the scene commander's overview of safety and the negotiator's

desire to conduct the negotiations in such a way that they will be successful".

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley thought that from the outset of the negotiation response, there did not

seem to have been an appreciation of the level of danger inherent in the incident.

He said that the negotiation position, at the pillar, left negotiators and third party

intermediaries too close to the Carthy residence and too vulnerable to hostile fire.

He was of the view that the negotiators presented themselves as a target and John

Carthy availed himself of the opportunity, firing on at least six occasions at the

negotiation post. He said that the safety of the negotiators is a negotiation problem.

He thought that it is not only that the negotiators are risking their lives but also that

they are setting back the negotiation. He said that every time the negotiators exposed

themselves to gunfire, John Carthy shot or aimed at them. He thought that John

Carthy was amused by his power to make the gardai duck for cover and that he

boasted of this to Kevin Ireland in his conversation with him. In view of the fact that

the negotiators could see the subject and he could see them, they had to be, at the

very least, exposed to hostile fire. He said that there were a limited number of ways

that negotiators could establish a dialogue. The first of these and the preferred

method in the United States is the telephone whether it is a hard line telephone,

mobile phone or telephone designed for law enforcement agencies in siege

situations. The second and next best method is direct voice from cover with or

without a loudhailer. The third method, and one that he was strongly of the view

should be avoided especially with suicidal individuals, is exposed "face to face"

negotiations. He thought that at Abbeylara a combination of all three methods was

used. In the use of exposed "face to face" negotiations, cover was only used when

Sergeant Jackson felt threatened or John Carthy was shooting in his direction. He

said that in the United States negotiators are taught not to use "face to face"

negotiations with armed subjects, including suicidal subjects, in that they are

considered far too dangerous. As an illustration of the inherent dangers in this

approach Mr. Lanceley drew attention to the fact that on one occasion when the

subject fired the shotgun at Sergeant lackson's position, forcing him to take cover, a

minute later Sergeant Jackson thought it safe to look over the wall again. Mr. Lanceley

posed the question as to what had changed in that short period of time, from it not

being safe to look over the wall to it being safe. He could find nothing that had

changed. He thought that in the United States the scene commander, the tactical

team leader or the negotiation team leader would have told Sergeant lackson to find

another negotiation position. He was strongly of the view that, in the United States,

Sergeant lackson would not have been allowed to negotiate from behind the

boundary wall. Interestingly, he said that he saw it as a good measure of Sergeant

Jackson's skill as a negotiator that he almost convinced Mr. Lanceley in his evidence

that being by the wall was a good idea. He said it was not a good idea because it

was not safe. The witness said that if he had been in the position of the negotiation
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team leader he- would have deemed the negotiation position behind the wall to be

clearly unsafe and would have attempted telephone contact from an alternative

point. He said that in the United States if the subject did not answer the telephone
immediately, and often this is the position, negotiators would keep calling until he-

did answer even if it took hours or clays. In the context of being asked whether he

believed that the scene commander, Sergeant lackson and Sergeant Russell

concerned themselves with officer safety, Mr. Lanceley said:

"/ (/<>/)', think they discounted it. However, at the same time I tend to think

that then assessment was unrealistic. They were overly optimistic. If a negotiator

can't find a safe place from which to negotiate, that does not mean he goes to

an unsafe place from which to negotiate. What he then does is he doesn't

negotiate at all. I would have preferred, Sir, that Inspector lackson would not

say anything to Mr. Carthy than have Inspector lackson where he was. I would

have preferred, Sir, that everyone just kept out of sight and said nothing at all

to Mr. Carthy. That would be my preference. It might even have helped the

negotiation process because I believe after several hours with nothing

happening, Mr. Carthy may have said something. Where Inspector lackson was,

it was just a very dangerous place to be".

He went on to say that depending on the precise circumstances, he probably would

have withdrawn from that point when )ohn Carthy either pointed or fired the gun.

Mr. Lanceley said that by giving the subject the target of the negotiation post it

allowed him to "self-enrage". The witness stated that with all the personal problems

going on in his life, it would have been more appropriate to talk to him over the

telephone. The loudhailer may be suitable at the beginning of an incident to gain the

subject's attention, but in the United States, concerted effort would have been made

to transfer the negotiation to a more private form of communication, such as the

telephone. He noted that very private issues were being discussed and he said:

"shouting and using a loudhailer is not conducive to discussing and resolving

such intimate and private issues as Mr. Carthy's mental disorder, suicidal

ideation, love life, job loss, loss of possible self-esteem and self-worth, anger,

slagging he had been receiving, the feelings about the garda, guilt over self-

inflicted blame for his father's death, the loss of his family home, etc."

Mr. Lanceley said that any conversation under the Abbeylara circumstances would

have been difficult but, "with a person who has been described as sensitive and

diffident it would have been especially so".

Mr. Lanceley expressed the view that because John Carthy did not answer the

telephone initially, this did not mean that he would never have done so. Even if it

took him hours or days to answer the telephone, that extra time was likely to "pay

big dividends". If no other means of communication were being employed, John

Carthy would have eventually picked up the telephone realising that the incident was

going to be worked in that way. He stated that "by using only the telephone Mr.

Carthy would have been educated as to how things are done in an incident such as

this". The very fact that he had to shout to be heard kept his arousal levels high.
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Mr. Lance-lev accepted that Sergeant Jackson went to "extraordinary lengths" to

contact the- subject by telephone. The latter rebuffed those attempts and he agreed

that in those circumstances, it must have been very difficult and frustrating for

Sergeant Jackson to try and establish telephone contact. He agreed that the use of

the telephone and the attempts to make use of it presented eliftieult issues for

Sergeant lackson in the circumstances in which he found himself. However, he did

say that no time limit should be placed on the attempts to at hieve telephone c ontact,
but that as the establishment of communication with the subject is the first step in

trying to build up rapport with him a negotiator should keep calling.

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie stated in evidence that the key problem in the negotiations, which

was identified by Sergeant Jackson, was that the first position selee ted as a

negotiation point was too far from the Carthy house-, and the second was too close.

However, regardless of any well-intentioned desire to develop a bond with John

Carthy, any question of rapport/empathy development was severely damaged by the

need to use a loudhailer to make contact with the subject. Even the alternative —

shouting over the wall — was beset with problems. He said that he- accepted that the

circumstances surrounding Sergeant Jackson's negotiation attempts wore plagued by

difficulty and danger. In his opinion the loudhailer is not commensurate with any

effort to strike up rapport or to demonstrate empathy. Furthermore, if tone of voice

and "echoing and feedback" are important, efforts to use such devices are rendered

futile by the need for shouted "conversations". Subtleties of tone or voice- (on either

side) are non-existent. He said that he thought il was clear from the negotiator's

evidence as well as from the evidence of others at the scene, that Sergeant lackson

was a skilled, thoughtful and knowledgeable negotiator, and that he did his best in

trying to display the skills of "active listening", but most, if not all of his efforts were

thwarted by a lack of adequate (suitable) equipment. He said that in the absence of

a proper facility for communication, however much the negotiator might wish it nol

to be so, a loudhailer produces a one-sided monologue approach.

He thought that it was of critical importance that such communications should lake-

place on a person-to-person basis and, in the absence- ol a telephone line, it should

be undertaken using a "throw phone" or a "field phone" or some similar form of

equipment. He said that such equipment not only provides an effective form of

rapport building through intimate communication (he described that "one can hear

a smile" in a person's voice on a telephone), it also provides the opportunity for

gathering of intelligence. The issue of equipment is dealt with in more detail below.

Dr. McKenzie said that in the context of loudhailer use and the associated poverty

of communication, it is important to consider what the situation looks like from the

viewpoint of the subject inside the building. He may view him or herself as the

print ipal negotiator and will expect, as a matter of course, responses to observations,

questions, comments and demands that are made by him or her. Where, because of

inadequate communication, the police negotiating team cannot hear responses or

demands, any expectation of rapport is defeated. This almost inevitably leads lo

growing frustration in the subject. Dr. McKenzie was asked, in the context ol the
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numerous attempts that were made by Sergeant Jackson to make contact by

telephone with John Carthy and in the context of the responses that he received,

what he (Sergeant Jackson) was to do. Dr. McKenzie replied that the answer was

simple — "keep on trying". In this context he drew the Tribunal's attention to the fact

that there was telephone contact between Sergeant Jackson and the subject in the

early afternoon after the loudhailer had been shot from the wall at 1:06 p.m. This is

a point which was elaborated upon by Mr. Burdis in his evidence. Dr. McKenzie

thought that fairly subtle use of words and language should be used in repeatedly

pointing out to a subject that the police officers conducting the negotiation are

having difficulty outside in hearing what is being said. He stressed a negotiator should

not be overbearing in such a situation.

Mr. Bailey

Mr. Bailey thought that it was unlikely that many commanders in the United Kingdom

would have agreed, on the grounds of safety, with Sergeant Jackson's request to

move the negotiation post to the pillar at the boundary wall. Furthermore, he was of

the view that if such agreement had been allowed, a negotiator would have been

withdrawn immediately John Carthy aimed the shotgun at him, let alone fired shots

at the wall. He said that he could understand Sergeant Jackson's reason for making

the request to negotiate from the wall, but thought that from a commander's

perspective the risk was too great to adopt the wall as the negotiation position. In

his view it was a command responsibility to ensure the safety of the negotiator. He

said that the safety of the negotiator should take priority over the effectiveness of

the negotiation, if that choice needs to be made; and that if the contrary view is

taken, eventually a negotiator will be shot by the subject of an operation.

He thought that in addition to the safety considerations, an additional reason that a

scene commander in the United Kingdom would not have adopted the wall as the

negotiating position is that it provided )ohn Carthy with more control over the

process than they would have wanted. Simply by pointing the shotgun he could stop

the negotiation when he wished. He also believed that a scene commander in the

United Kingdom would not have allowed non-police personnel to go to any

negotiating point where there is a risk of them being shot. A further concern for a

United Kingdom scene commander would have been that if a member of the inner

cordon shot the subject through the window because they feared for the safety of

someone at the negotiating post; it could be argued that the decision to negotiate

from the wall contributed to the need to fire.

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis was of the view that the location of the negotiation post put Sergeant

Jackson in a very difficult situation. He would have to be in a crouched position most

of the time while he was there, trying to receive information and having to assess

whether it was safe for him to expose his head above the wall at all. Mr. Burdis

thought that if one wants "face to face" negotiation, it has to be in circumstances

where it is consistently safe to be able to do so, not relying on whether the gun is

pointing in one's direction  or not at any particular moment. The difficulty that
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presented itself was compounded by the requirement to use the loudhailer which

was unsatisfactory for a number of obvious reasons. Mr. Burdis believed that

Sergeant Jackson was in a very dangerous situation, and he (Mr. Burdis) would have

wanted to move from that position as quickly as possible to a neighbouring property,

or even a vehicle, but certainly away from the situation where he was under the

threat of fire at any moment. He said that a necessary ingredient in such movement

would have been the establishment of telephone contact with )ohn Carthy. Mr.

Burdis thought that not enough time was spent in trying to get him to use the

landline. In echoing the point made by Dr. McKenzie, Mr. Burdis said that after the

time when he shot the loudhailer from the wall, there was a period of communication

which contained significant exchanges between Sergeant lackson and John Carthy,

which took place by way of mobile phone. Mr. Burdis thought that there was more

depth to the conversation which took place at this time, and that these conversations

were an opportunity to develop a relationship whereby Sergeant lackson might

continue to make contacts by use of the mobile phone. Mr. Burdis commented that

it appeared as if Sergeant Jackson was only using the mobile phone on a temporary

basis until a replacement loudhailer could be brought, and that once that had arrived

he went back to using the loudhailer.

Mr. Burdis believed that by daylight on Thursday, 20"' April, he would have seen it

as a priority to move the negotiation post from the wall, even in circumstances where

Sergeant Jackson had not succeeded in establishing reliable telephone contact. He

said that the scene commander should have given consideration to moving the

negotiation post from the dangerous position it was in, being one where there was

the risk of an officer exposing his head at the wrong moment and being killed.

The evidence on recall

Detective Sergeant Jackson

Consequent upon the evidence on training and also that from the experts, Sergeant

Jackson was asked the following question by letter from the Tribunal:

"Did he consider advising the establishment of a manned and equipped

negotiation cell at a location removed from the immediate vicinity of the Carthy

old house? If not, was there a reason tor this1!"

His reply was:

"At the outset and throughout the incident the potential for the establishment

of a negotiation cell at a remove from the old house was a consideration that

could arise if substantive phone contact took place with Mr. Carthy. In these

circumstances the scene commander would be advised accordingly. The goal

of substantive telephone contact was pursued from the outset of the operation

and continued throughout, but was never achieved."

In further examination Sergeant Jackson justified choosing and remaining at the

negotiating point at the garden wall. He said that:
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"a lot flowed from the position at the negotiation post in relation to limited

communication with Mr. Carthy, bringing the intermediaries down to the scene

and extracting, as best we could, some form of dialogue between the

negotiator and the third party inside. That was only possible from that

negotiation position, either on the loudhailer or verbally and also intermittently

on the phone; but none of that would have been possible if we had decided,

as the experts have suggested, to remain at a remove until Mr. Carthy answers

the phone".

He answered the criticism made of the empowerment of John Carthy by accepting

that he (John Carthy) had a degree of control over the negotiator's actions but that

this was accepted by the gardai on the basis of having limited options in relation

to communication.

He said that it was a matter of checks and balances in relation to living "with the

level of threat that existed" and he said that "in our assessment we could".

During the course of the evidence the following exchange took place between the

Chairman and Sergeant Jackson:

"Q. Chairman: Would it come down to this, Inspector lackson, as to the

positioning of the negotiation point when it was moved to the wall

opposite the kitchen, that there were considerable downsides in

connection with that? Negotiating by megaphone, I take it you would

probably agree with Dr. McKenzie, is far from being an ideal mode of

communication. You would agree with that?

A.    Yes, Chairman, yes indeed.

Q. Chairman: Secondly, looked at from the point of view of the negotiators,

I think the weather situation wasn't too difficult, fortunately, but if it

had been bad, it would be very uncomfortable and unpleasant for the

negotiators, to say the least of it, perhaps even impossible to persist in

using that particular site. That is another downside to it. A preference, I

suppose, would be to be able to use somewhere such as, for example,

the Burke house, which would give you the comfort of having a roof

over your head. It would enable you to negotiate more easily with lohn

Carthy, insofar as you wouldn't be posing a threat to him or an attraction

for him, whichever way he was looking at it, causing you to jump up and

down and so on, as he has described to Mr. Ireland in his conversation;

but, the big downside about moving the place for negotiation was to be

able to communicate, because that is the essence of the whole thing. It

would really depend on being able to persuade him to communicate

with you by telephone?

A.    I think you have that in a nutshell, Chairman.

Q. Chairman: If that had been possible, then to negotiate from, let us say

Burkes' house, would have been a far more preferable arrangement than

that which was actually used?
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A. Absolutely, Chairman. In addition to reaping the rewards of very good

verbal contact, you remove the difficulty for the tactical team in relation

to the negotiating position. You do not have that dynamic within the

inner cordon, of people attempting to communicate.

Q.    Chairman: Yes, that is another advantage that is there in it.

A.    Yes.

Q. Chairman: It all turns on communication, and being able to persuade

him to communicate?

A. Absolutely. Some of the experts have criticised the amount of time we

have spent attempting to persuade Mr. Carthy to talk on the phone, and

that was done at the start of the incident and throughout because I was

very conscious of attempting to move the negotiation team back from the

scene and to be able to talk on the phone with Mr. Carthy. Unfortunately,

substantive phone contact, whilst there was intermittent contact on the

phone, there was nothing substantive in order to allow me to remove

myself back to a more suitable position, Chairman. That is the essence of

it, I think you are quite right.

Q. Chairman: Yes. It would necessitate agreement with lohn Carthy to use,

to be prepared to use the telephone?

A.    That is correct, Mr. Chairman.

Q.    Chairman: Without that, you probably wouldn't get very far?

A. It is impossible, and I think as we discussed before, technically I could be

in Dublin and still be able to communicate with Mr. Carthy. Now, that is

an extreme case but as long as he spoke on the phone I could select my

position away from the immediate confines of the inner cordon."

As to Dr. McKenzie's concern about the use of the loudhailer, Sergeant Jackson said

that it was not the most beneficial means of communication but that it was the best

form on the basis of what he was trying to achieve, that is, reassurance of and

engagement with John Carthy.

On Dr. McKenzie's and Mr. Burclis's point that a significant passage of interchange

occurred when the loudhailer was shot from the wall, Sergeant Jackson thought that

similar parcels of communication took place in other periods during the incident and

he did not see this particular exchange as standing out. For this reason he did not

attach any significance to the fact that it took place by telephone and at a time when

Sergeant Jackson was not within John Carthy's view.

In relation to the main thrust of the experts' criticism to the effect that the strategy

in relation to the negotiation post, as initially adopted was not producing any

significant benefit and that nothing new was tried, Sergeant Jackson said that the

method and position that they had adopted was the only method "of realistically

being able to bring to bear any sort of verbalisation with Mr. Carthy".
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In relation to the establishment of a re-mote negotiation cell, Sergeant Jackson said

that the key element in the establishment of such a cell was the existence of

telephone contact with )ohn Carthy. He said that throughout the incident during the
"face to face" negotiations he attempted to establish and maintain telephone contact
with a view to setting up and moving to a remote cell, but without success.

Superintendent Shelly

The Tribunal wrote to Superintendent Shelly and the other three senior officers,

requesting a statement in relation to whether they had considered the establishment

of a manned and equipped negotiation cell on a location removed from the

immediate vicinity of the Carthy house? If not, was there a reason for this?

Superintendent Shelly replied as follows:

"The potential for the establishment of a negotiation cell at a remove from the

old house is a consideration thai could arise as a result of substantive telephone

contact with the subject, lohn Carthy. If this had happened we could have

moved to a location away from the vicinity of Carthy's old house. At the outset,

Detective Sergeant lackson had attempted to engage lohn Carthy by telephone

from the ESB pole at Burkes' house. However, this did not materialise and it

was agreed to move the negotiation point to the pillar on the wall in front of

the Carthy's old house".

Superintendent Shelly outlined his training in relation to the location and siting of a

negotiation cell as being in line with the foregoing statement. He stated that

unfortunately they never got to a stage at Abbeylara where they could move the

negotiation post from where it was. Having outlined the efforts made by Sergeant

Jackson to make telephone contact with John Carthy he explained that he had agreed

to the negotiation post being moved to the pier opposite the gable window of the

Carthy residence so that the negotiator "could have eye contact at least with the

subject and talk to him from there". Superintendent Shelly agreed that no

consideration was given during the course of the operation to siting the negotiation

cell in another locality because of the difficulty in establishing ongoing direct

communication with the subject. He stated "had it been otherwise it could and would

have been done."

He differentiated the incident at Bawnboy (referring to an incident which occurred

in January, 1997 — see section D of this chapter), where a negotiation cell was

established, from Abbeylara in that at Bawnboy there was telephone communication

between the subject and persons outside from an early stage.

Superintendent Shelly was asked, in the context of his training, what planning was

put in place for the establishment of a negotiation cell had )ohn Carthy made the

requisite amount of telephone contact. It was suggested to him that such an element

of pre-planning did not appear to be present. Superintendent Shelly replied that the

plan was to try to make contact with the subject through negotiation and if that

happened the negotiation cell would have been moved to a remote location from

the Carthy house.
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Superintendent Shelly was asked whether he took the issue of safety into account

when agreeing to the relocation of the negotiation point at the Carthy wall. He

replied that the nearer you go to such a situation the more danger there is but thai

the ERU are specifically trained in relation to this.

Superintendent Shelly was asked to comment on the evidence of the expert

witnesses that they would have been reluctant to allow the negotiation post to be

located where it was. In particular Superintendent Shelly was directed to the

evidence of Mr. Lanceley who felt that the officers located at the negotiation point

provided John Carthy with "a target" to shoot at and that this had the effect of

allowing him to get an adrenalin rush and "self-enrage". While Superintendent Shelly

accepted that negotiating is a dangerous job, he stated that he was happy that the

pillar of the wall provided Sergeant Jackson with adequate cover. He did not accept

that Sergeant Jackson was a target or that he intended himself to be a target.

Superintendent Shelly was specifically asked whether he felt that in agreeing to the

siting of the negotiation point at the Carthy wall the risk of the safety of the negotiator

and other officers concerned was increased. Superintendent Shelly agreed that there

was a substantial risk but told the Tribunal that he was satisfied that there was good

cover and that the negotiator was in a position to conduct negotiations, albeit with

difficulty and with an element of danger. He stated that for this reason he did not

consider moving the negotiation point at any time during the operation. He agreed

that safety was a fundamental principle of any operation.

The Chairman stated that he understood the use of a negotiation point at the Carthy

wall for a comparatively short period of time. However, he questioned

Superintendent Shelly as to what the situation would have been if there had been a

deterioration in the weather conditions and how this would have affected persons

exposed to the elements at the negotiation point. Superintendent Shelly stated that

officers are trained to operate in difficult conditions and repeated that the purpose

of the negotiation post at that location was to try and make contact with John Carthy;

had this happened they could have repaired to another location.

It was put to Superintendent Shelly by counsel for the Carthy family that he,

Superintendent Shelly, had departed from his training in relation to the issue of the

location of the negotiation point. Counsel enquired of Superintendent Shelly as to

where in his training it is said that a "remote negotiation cell with a negotiation team

is merely an aspiration?" Superintendent Shelly replied that he understood from his

training that negotiations should be conducted from the place which the negotiator

believes is best. It was suggested to Superintendent Shelly that one should apply

what is in a training manual unless there are very good and substantial reasons for

its non-application. Superintendent Shelly did not accept the assertion that he or his

colleagues put some form of a gloss on the training or treated them as mere

guidelines that did not require to be adhered to. In response to this Superintendent

Shelly was asked by counsel for the Commissioner whether or not he agreed with

the evidence of Chief Superintendent Ludlow that training programmes developed

by the Garda Síochána are generic in nature, noting that the unique nature of policing

is such that no generic training model will provide a tailored response to meet the
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challenge ol every situation. What the generic approach allows, in conjunction with

experiential learning, Chief Superintendent Ludlow explained, is the creation of a set

of skills and abilities that can be drawn on to provide a balanced response to diverse-

incidents. Superintendent Shelly agreed that this was the nature of the training
received.

During the course of the evidence the- following exchange took place between the

Chairman and Superintendent Shelly:

Q. Chairman: Is it the situation, Superintendent, that looking at the problem

thai you are faced with, you try to comply with the guidelines thai you

have received, insofar as it is possible to do it, but that there may be

elements of a guideline, for instance, that is in the special circumstances

not possible to comply with? For example, in the Abbeylara case to have

a negotiating position removed from the house?

A.    That is a very good example, Chairman, of what I was saying.

Q. Chairman: You couldn't do that, your evidence is that you couldn't do

that, unless and until Mr. Carthy agreed to use a telephone?

A.    Yes."

Superintendent Shelly was questioned as to why recourse was not had to any of the

26 other trained negotiators in the country throughout the duration of the siege?

Superintendent Shelly explained that he felt that Sergeant Jackson and Garda Sullivan

were "more than up to the task and able to continue on with it . . . and that there

was sufficiency of them there to do it"

Counsel for the Carthy family repeatedly explored a suggestion that Superintendent

Shelly's reasoning for not relocating the negotiation post was part of a wider pattern

of blaming lohn Carthy for the actions or inactions of the Garda Síochána. He

suggested that it was "part of a wider pattern, a pattern of culture of blame, of

spreading blame to detract attention in a way from the shortcomings of the gardai in

this operation". This was strongly rejected by Superintendent Shelly who agreed that

such a tactic would be most unfair, and said that it was not adopted by him or

anyone else at the scene.

In relation to officer safety, Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that he considered

the position of the negotiation post to be as "as safe as was reasonably possible in

the circumstances" and that if that position became unsafe in any way he would not

have authorised the officers to be there. In relation to the proposition that such

officers were presenting a target for lohn Carthy to shoot at, Superintendent Shelly

spoke of the benefit of the negotiators being able to recommence negotiations after

each shot. He also spoke of the fact that they allowed for periods of reflection during

the negotiations for both John Carthy and themselves. "They didn't bombard him

continually with questions" he stated, "they were very measured, I thought, in the

type of question that they asked and the content of it insofar as we could hear w hat

was happening".
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Superintendent Shelly also told the Tribunal thai he was happy with the location of

the negotiation post vis a vis the third party intermediaries who were brought down

to this point to speak to lohn Carthv. He stated that he considered all this and was

happy with their safety.

Superintendent Shelly said that from his training he had an understanding of the role

of the negotiating coordinator, and that he saw Garda Sullivan as occupying that

role. He went on to say that he interpreted the role of assistant to the negotiator and

the role of coordinator as being one and the same thing. I le- said that this was

notwithstanding the fact that he knew that Garcia Sullivan had no training as a

negotiator, but that "when he was with Detective Sergeant lackson that he would

understand the concepts of everything that was happening on negotiation". It was put

to Superintendent Shelly that training documentation seemed to indicate that the

role of the coordinator was thai of a strategic adviser, and he was asked whether he-

saw Garcia Sullivan in this role. Superintendent Shelly said that he saw him as a

coordinator even though he was untrained, saving that:

"When he was with Detective Sergeant lackson, I understood that he would

understand and have knowledge of the hasu s of what was happening at least.

I le appeared to have that to me."

Superintendent Byrne

In response to the question put to the four senior officers as to whether they

considered the establishment of a manned and equipped negotiation cell at a

location removed from the immediate vicinity of the Carthy old house, and if not,

was there a reason for it, Superintendent Byrne replied:

"Given the method of communication which occurred during the incident,

mainly face to face negotiations requiring proximity between the negotiator

and lohn Carthv, the- issue of a remote negotiating cell did not arise".

However, questioned later as to whether it was ever in his mind to pull back out of

the negotiation area he stated, "it crossed my mind hut no, we decided, it was never

a decision I made to pull back".

Superintendent Byrne was aware that during the period that he acted as scene

commander John Carthy discharged shots in the v ¡c inity of the negotiation point, two

of which were discharged al Î: SO a.m. on the morning of 20"' April. He was asked if

he gave any consideration at that time to moving the negotiation point. He said thai

he did not consider that then, but there was ongoing consideration given to the

issue. He explained the rationale lor not moving the negotiation post as the following:

"lohn was an ill man. If we had backed off and left him there, there was a

great fear that lohn could harm himself and our anxiety was to help him and

to try and talk him out, that was the rationale for all our activity".

He accepted that the- positioning of the negotiation posl was dangerous, but stated

that he did not give any consideration to whether it was in some way interfering with

the negotiation process. He felt that it was their "only hope",having failed after tour
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hours at the ESB pole to make any meaningful contact with John Carthy. He

reiterated Superintendent Shelly's belief that the Carthy wall provided cover to the

negotiators from shotgun tire-. He state-el that "all those matters were thought ol and

addressed and seriousl) < onsidered".

In response to Mr. Burdis's criticism that there appeared to have been no objective

plan to move from the- front of the wall once a more suitable means of

communication was established (an issue that should have been very much in the

mind of the scene commander), Superintendent Byrne conceded thai he probably

wasn't thinking ahead in that regard. I le didn't have "plan B ready". His efforts were

focused on initiating dialogue with the subject and utilising third parties to try and

achieve this, and he was motivated by the fear that the subject may harm himself.

Superintendent Byrne said that in his view Sergeant lackson took on the role ol

negotiator and coordinator. He did not regard Garcia Sullivan as a e oordinator. While

he was scene commander he did not see any necessity for a negotiating coordinator

to assist Sergeant Jackson in the role of negotiator. This was not something to which

he gave any consideration.

Superintendent Byrne thought that Sergeant lackson and Garcia Sullivan had set up

"a negotiation cell" at the- pillar of the- garden wall.

The witness said in examination by counsel on behalf of the Commissioner, that it

was not part of his training that you should establish a remote negotiation cell or

should not attempt any other method of negotiation.

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey responded to the question posed by the Tribunal to the

four sc-nior officers by saying:

"A manned and ecjuipped negotiation cell at a location removed from the

immediate vicinity of the Carthy old hcuise was a consideration, provided the

negotiation process progressed to the level that facilitated allowed such a

move to take place, with benefit to the negotiation process. This situation was

never arrived at."

Chief Superintendent Tansey's training did not familiarise him with the concept of a

formal "negotiation cell"; such phraseology was not utilised during his training;

however he was familiar with the concept of conducting negotiations at a remote-

location.

He had no conversation with the other senior officers or the scene commanders in

relation to the provision of a negotiation cell. He stated that having requested a

trained negotiator he believed that when such a person arrived together with an

assistant that "that was sufficient to do the job that had to be done".

Chief Superintendent Tansey told the Tribunal that he gave consideration at the

outset to locating a negotiation post at a remove from the scene. However, in the
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absence of meaningful contad having been made between the negotiator and the

subject, he did not see the point in removing the negotiation post to a remote

location. He concluded that there was little point in having such a cell with all the

facilities if "there is nobod) to negotiate with". While accepting that safety is the

"number one issue",he assessed the element of risk involved in the location of

Sergeant lackson at the Carthy wall and decided that it was "an acceptable risk to

resolve the incident peacefully". He had regard to the fact that the negotiator and his

assistant had body armour and ballistic helmets.

Chief Superintendent Tansey stated that they could have certainly moved back if a

breakthrough had been made in the negotiations and further, that he would not have

sanctioned the location of the post at the wall if there had been ongoing dialogue

with lohn Carthy. However in the absence of any breakthrough he did not agree

that they should have moved back having regard, inter alia, to the fear that they held

that lohn Carthy may harm himself and/or othe-rs.

In relation to the possible- risk to members of the public who were brought to the

negotiation post, Chief Superintendent Tansey stated that any risk was acceptable

given the need to initiate negotiations. In assessing the risk he had regard to the

cover provided by the wall and the fact that such persons were under the guidance

of Sergeant lackson at all stages who, he stated, was extremely cautious regarding

the situation and took the necessary precautions. Examined by counsel for the

Commissioner, he asserted that the issue of third party intermediaries was specifically

the responsibility of the scene commander in an operational sense. He would not

expect to be consulted on matters in relation to the assessment of danger or risk.

I lowever, he stated that if something came to his notice with which he did not agree

he would of course point it out.

In response to Mr. Bailey's criticisms in relation to the location of the negotiation

post (namely, officer safety; the element of control that it afforded lohn Carthy and

safely concerns in relation to members of the public brought to the post), Chief

Superintendent Tansey reiterated his reasons for not removing the post and stated

that "it was an acceptable risk that was taken for honourable reasons . . . I would

disinite the fact that it wasn't a safe location, within certain limitations".

Chief Superintendent Tansey said that "a negotiation cell" was set up at the wall by

Sergeant Jackson and (¡arda Sullivan. It was suggested to the witness that the

negotiation cell as described in the training documentation is nothing to do with

people talking on the telephone or otherwise, but rather the purpose of the cell is to

provide a dedicated bat k-up team as described in the training documentation to

improve the quality of the negotiation and the negotiator's chance on the front line,

whether it be at the wall or on the telephone line or by whatever means, to which

Chief Superintendent Tansey replied that the difficulty was that Sergeant lackson

would have to leave his position at the wall on occasion and should lohn Carthy

have wished to communicate at that precise moment there was nobody there to

engage with him. Chief Superintendent Tansey thought that this was totally

inappropriate.
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Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey responded by saying:

"The purpose of the Carda operation was the safety of the local community;

the safety of Carda personnel involved and the safety of lohn Carthy. There

were early concerns that he may harm himself. It was vital that he should not

be allowed in any situation with his shotgun where he would put any citizen

at risk. In order to achieve these objectives, because lohn Carthy did not

engage on the telephones available to him, the negotiator was lot ated as i lose

as possible taking safely issues into ac c ount".

Assistant Commissioner Hickey was not asked to sanction the relocation of the

negotiation post from the ESB pole to the wall on the night of 19"' April. This was a

decision that would be within the competence of the scene commander in

conjunction with the tactical commander .mel the negotiator.

In light of this statement, Assistant Commissioner Hickey was questioned as to

whether he was concerned for the safety of members of the public who were

brought clown to the negotiation post. He replied, that he considered it to be a "risky

situation" but that having spoken with Superintendents Shelly and Byrne and

Sergeant Russell he knew that an assessment had been made of the risk: "It was

considered an acceptable risk. There were precautions taken and I was anxious that

we should do anything humanly possible to try and resolve the situation".

Prior to April, 2000, Assistant Commissioner Hickey was not "acutely" aware of the

concept of a "negotiating cell" but he was aware of the expression. He told the

Tribunal that ideally in Abbeylara they would have removed the negotiating point to

a remote location, but that this was dependent on telephone interaction between the

negotiator and the subject. In response to the criticisms by Mr. Lanceley in relation to

the location of the negotiation post he believed that some advantage was to be

gained from the location at the Carthy wall in that the negotiator was able to tell the

subject, via the loudhailer, who was ringing and was able to ensure that the phone

was in fact ringing. He further thought an advantage was gained by the negotiator's

ability to see John Carthy in the house. Admitting that there was an element of

danger in the positioning of the post, he emphasised the cover that was provided by

the wall.

Questioned as to what he identified as sufficient progress by the afternoon of 20,h

April to justify the risk of remaining at the Carthy wall, Assistant Commissioner Hickey

stated that it was his belief that John Carthy had fired less shots after the arrival of

the ERU. He also had regard to the fact that he would eventually run out of

ammunition. He questioned Thomas Walsh as to the amount of ammunition that

John Carthy may have in the house and he was aware that there are restrictions on

the amount of ammunition one may have depending on whether the shotgun licence

is limited or unlimited. He further discussed this point with Sergeants Russell and

lackson. Another justifying factor was that lohn Carthy was not using the telephone.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey felt that the location at the wall was the ideal location

to hear him if he responded by way of shouting.
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9.    Equipment

The evidence

Detective Sergeant lackson brought with him to Abbeylara his ballistic protection

equipment, radio units, lighting material, flip charts, pens and a tape recorder. In

relation to the tape recorder it was his intention to use it if possible at the scene. His

assessment at the scene was that because of the position he was in at the garden

wall, with movement up and down and to the side it was not possible to record the

various conversations. Other relevant equipment discussed in evidence during the

course of the Tribunal, which may have been of use at the scene, were the "field

phone" and "closed circuit television" (CCTV).

Sergeant lackson and the relevant senior officers were aware of the availability of

this equipment.

Field Phone

Sergeant lackson did not bring a field phone with him to Abbeylara. He said that he

would not consider the use of a field phone at the outset of the incident, as he-

needed to attend the scene and make an assessment of what was happening prior

to deciding whether to request a field phone. He said that the field phone was

available from the Technical Support Unit of the Garda Síochána. His evidence was

that the seeking of a field phone would only arise at the instigation of the negotiator

and after detailed and substantive verbal contact and subsequent telephone contact.

He thought that at the time he set out for Abbeylara from Dublin the question of the

use of a field phone was at a relatively far remove. He said that he wished to see

how he progressed with the equipment that was already at the scene. He knew

that the landline had been reconnected to the house, and that Mr. Carthy had a

mobile phone.

Senior Officers

In the letter of recall written by the Tribunal to the relevant senior officers, they were

each asked the following:

"Were they aware of the availability of a field phone and of its possible uses?

If so, did they request or consider requesting that a field phone be brought to

the scene? If not, was there a reason for this? In this regard I direct your

attention to the evidence of Inspector Michael Flynn on day 108."

Inspector Flynn was in charge of the Technical Support Unit at Garda Headquarters

in the year 2000. He- told the Tribunal that a scene commander or the divisional

officer at an incident could request equipment or personnel from the unit and a

decision would be made on the deployment of such equipment or personnel by the

appropriate officers in the unit in conjunction with the requesting officer.
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Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hie key's re-ply to this request was:

"/ was aware of the availability and possible use of a field phone ¡here was

never a consideration that il be brought to the scene as John Carthy had a

landline and a mobile phone, neither of which were used to engage with

the negotiator."

Assistant Commissioner I lie key went on to state that he was not concerned about

any third party, over whom the gardai would have no control, such as the media,

contacting Mr. Carthy. He said he had no evidence that such was a risk. In accepting

that he never considered the possible use of a field phone- he also accepted that

there was a possibility that Mr. Carthy could have contad arid be contacted by

persons other than the gardai and over whom the- gardai had no control.

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey said in reply to the letter:

"I was aware ol the availability of a field phone. The use of a field phone is

contingent on a number of issues, the arrival of a stage of substantial

engagement in the negotiation process and if that is achieved, which was not

achieved in this case, then secondly agreement with the subject on the safe

delivery of the field phone to the stronghold. There are already two telephones

in the house, but lohn Carthy would not engage".

He said that if the subject did engage on the telephone, either the landline or the

mobile phone, he could not foresee a situation where a field phone would be

mentioned to him for a number of hours into that interaction. Lie thought it would

have the effect of possibly putting back the negotiation process. Accepting that there

may have been a place for a field phone down the line had good interaction been

established, Chief Superintendent Tansey pointed out to the Tribunal that a field

phone had never been used in Ireland in any siege operation. He said that while a

field phone was not at the scene, it could have been obtained within a short period

of time.

Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly replied as follows:

"Yes, we were aware of its availability and its use. However, the use of a field

phone is dictated by a number of factors:—

consistent and substantive degree of engagement of the subjet I:

securing agreement on the method of delivery of the field phone.

In this particular case neither of those considerations were present. The gardai

were aware that lohn ( arlhy had two phones in his house".

He said that the delivery and use of such an item would depend on the degree of

engagement with him and that this was of paramount importance in that it would be
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a question of getting a field phone into the house safely so that he could use it.

Superintendent Shelly said that in his view they never arrived at that situation. He

said that the use of such equipment was dependent upon the level of co-operation

that they received from )ohn Carthy.

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne's answer was:

"Yes, I was aware of its availability and its possible uses. No, I did not consider

the field phone be brought to the scene. The requirement for the field phone

at the scene did not arise".

Detective Sergeant Jackson's evidence

Sergeant Jackson stated that a dedicated phone would only be introduced after a

substantial period of engagement, so as to reduce the risk of undermining the

negotiation dialogue because of John Carthy's suspicions. He took the view that he

had not got to the first leg of this in that there was no real engagement by telephone.

He said that the fact that any telephone would have to be brought from Dublin did

not concern him greatly because of the time it would take to introduce the topic of

a field phone with the subject and within which agreement would be reached with

him for its delivery. He also thought that contact by mobile telephone would be as

good, and if this could be achieved, it might cause further difficulty trying to get

another dedicated phone to John Carthy.

CCTV

In the Tribunal's letter of recall, each of the senior officers was asked the following:

"It is understood from the evidence of Superintendent Brown (Day 113) that

video equipment/monitors were available in the Cavan/Monaghan Division of

the Garda Síochána in 1997. Were they aware of whether such video

surveillance equipment was available to the Longforcl/Westmeath Division in

April, 2000. If so, did they consider or discuss with anyone any potential

benefits which this equipment might have at the scene."

Senior Officers

Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey replied as follows:

"/ have been involved in operations using video at remote locations and would

have no difficulty in requesting such equipment if required. Even at this stage I

can see no benefits of using such equipment in the circumstances that prevailed

at Abbeylara."

Assistant Commissioner Hickey said in evidence that the benefit of the negotiation

point at the wall was that Sergeant Jackson could see what was happening in the

house and what John Carthy's movements and demeanour were, and he thought that

this was not something that could have been easily catered for by video equipment
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or CCTV. Assistant Commissioner I lie key expressed concern ,is to where such a

camera would be located and whether it could provide ei target for John Carthy.

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey replied:

"Video equipment monitors wore not available within the Longford/

Westmeath Division in April 2000. I was aware that it was available from the

Technical Support Unit. The use of it was not discussed. Had progress been

achieved in the negotiation process that facilitated the establishment of a

remote negotiation cell, and a remote command post, then the possible

benefits of using such equipment would have been considered".

He said that as far as he was concerned everything revolved around the negotiating

point and the progress of the negotiations. If that had been achieved, "then we

would have considered moving to a remote base and certainly the introduction of

monitors would be live in so fai as that was concerned". I le went on to say that he-

had postponed consideration of the issue to see how matters progressed.

Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly in answer to this query said:

"/ knew that this equipment wasn't available in Longford/Westmeath Division

in April, 2000. However, it could have been obtained from Garda

Headquarters. On the basis of the method of command which I employed at

the scene, I was of the view that managing the scene at a remote location with

the use of technical equipment was not a consideration. Detective Sergeant

lackson remained at his negotiation position because lohn Carthy did not

engage in any meaningful way by the use of the telephone".

He said that while he accepted that this equipment could have been installed without

John Carthy's knowledge, the disadvantage was that the negotiator would be looking

at a monitor where nothing would happen and nothing could change. Accordingly,

he didn't see the reason for it.

Superintendent Shelly was asked whether he considered contacting the technical

support staff in Garda Headquarters and requesting them to dispatch such technical

equipment as a field phone, listening devices or monitors or CCTV monitors? He

stated that he did not because the level of engagement with John Carthy was never

such that any suitable method of delivery of such equipment could have been arrived

at nor could officers retreat and rely on such equipment in circumstances where

there was no substantive contact with the subject.

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne said that:

"/ was aware of the equipment and monitors and their potential use. I did not

consider their deployment at Abbeylara".
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He said that in the context of trying to make contact with John Carthy and

communicating with him, he could not see that going away and leaving a camera

fixed on him would be of any benefit.

Dedicated Equipment

Dr. McKenzie thought that best practice would suggest that a box should be available

for negotiators containing:

• specialised telephone equipment and other sensors.

• laminated A5 sheets, outlining signs and symptoms of common mental

disorders, with broad warnings about and/or indicators of possible

negotiation strategies.

• a supply of specially designed logbooks for use by key personnel at incidents

such as Abbeylara.

• portable, voice-activated tape recorders together with a supply of tapes

and batteries.

He also said that it should be the responsibility of a designated member of the

negotiation team to collect the box from its central storage point and transport it to

the scene.

10.    Duty times

Detective Sergeant Jackson's evidence

Sergeant Jackson took up duty on 19"' April at 7:00 a.m. at Castlerea, Co.

Roscommon. His duty involved the escort of a prisoner from Castlerea Prison to the

High Court in Dublin. At approximately 12:30 p.m. he terminated this escort duty

and returned to Harcourt Square Garda station in Dublin for refreshments. He said

that he took up duty again at 3:00 p.m. on a VIP escort in the Dublin area and

remained on this escort until 7:40 p.m. approximately. At that time he received a

telephone call from Inspector Hogan who informed him that he was sending him to

Abbeylara to act as the garda negotiator. He arrived there shortly after 10:00 p.m.

From the time that Sergeant Jackson commenced his negotiations he remained at

the scene, primarily at the negotiation post until 5:30 a.m. on 19lh April. He then

took some rest in a vehicle that was on the Abbeylara side of the command post

and returned to the negotiation point at approximately 8:00 a.m. At approximately

3:20 p.m. on 20"' April he left the negotiation point again and went to a garda vehicle

for a rest period returning to the negotiation point at 4:30 p.m.

In evidence Sergeant Jackson said that at some time prior to his going to rest at 3:20

p.m. on 20"' April he had spoken to Superintendent Shelly who had asked him how

he was coping or holding up and he told him that he was happy to continue. He

said that while it wasn't discussed at that stage, it was on his mind that if the incident

proceeded into a second night, he would need to be replaced.
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Detective Garda Sullivan's evidence

Garda Sullivan took up duty at 7:00 a.m. on 19th April at Harcourt Square Garcia

station in Dublin. He said that he was detailed for duty for VIP escort in the Dublin

area, and was clue to finish duty at 3:00 p.m. on that day, but his recollection is that

he continued with that work after !:()() p.m. He thought that he was joined by

Sergeant lackson some time alter  >:()<) p.m.

The Experts' views and analysis

Mr. Bailey

Mr. Bailey said that the overriding responsibility to initiate enquiries as to the hours

worked re-sts with the scene commander. I le said:

"In my opinion, the hours worked l>\ members of the IRU who were deployed

to Abbeylara on Wednesday were excessive although I have not seen any

evidence thai the hours worked by individual members played any part in the

outcome of the incident. In my view, it is best prat tice lor the tactical or scene

commander to have responsibility to ensure that all personnel deployed to the

incident are replaced when appropriate and do not work excessive hours."

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis thought that as a matter of good practice, Sergeant Jackson and Sergeant

Russell should have told Superintendent Shelly that they had been on duty for twelve

hours when they arrived at Abbeylara. He thought that the senior officers should

have taken much greater care over the welfare requirements of Sergeant Jackson

and his colleagues. He thought that they remained on duty in close proximity to the

scene for far too long. He also said that in his view Superintendent Shelly should

have required that there was an adequate programme for the replacement of officers

put in place from the time of the initial response.

It was his belief that as a general guide a negotiating team should work a twelve-

hour shift, the coordinator having the responsibility for arranging replacements for

himself and the team. The training received by Sergeant lackson, suggested that as a

general guide a new team should be deployed, as arranged by the coordinator after

a twelve-hour shift has been completed. This may vary according to the

circumstances and should take account of the length of time every individual has

already been on duty prior to the incident commenc ing.

Mr. Burdis was also concerned that in the light of the fact that Sergeant lackson

tailed to make any real impression on John Carthy in the course of the negotiations,

some consideration should have been given by the scene commanders as to whether

or not he was too weary to try new ideas, ploys or tactics. Mr. Burdis thought that

this difficulty could also have arisen from Sergeant Jackson's inexperience, and this is

something that should have been to the forefront of the minds of the senior officers.
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Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley said that in the United States, in an incident lasting 24 or 25 hours,

three to four negotiators would be used per shift. The number used would depend

on the intensity of the negotiations and the negotiating effort. He said that in the

United States twelve-hour shifts were generally operated, although he himself thought

that a twelve-hour shift was too long and he had observed negotiators making

mistakes through tiredness and frustration. He himself would prefer ten-hour shifts.

He thought that the length of time of duty was to a large extent dependent on a

number of factors including the intensity of the negotiation effort.

The evidence on recall

In the letter of recall each of the senior officers was asked the following:

"Was consideration given to requesting that the tactical team or negotiators/

negotiation team should be relieved, changed or that their numbers be

increased? If not, was there a reason for this?"

Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey replied to this question as follows:

"/ was aware that consideration was given to relief for personnel involved in

negotiation and tactical aspects. On the Thursday morning I became aware that

Detective Sergeant lackson had a rest period earlier. I was present when three

members of the ERU arrived at lunchtime and I had been aware that they were

on their way".

Assistant Commissioner Hickey, by virtue of his position was not involved in the

management of the issue of reliefs, but said that he was concerned about welfare

issues when he arrived on the morning of 20lh April. He asked Superintendent Byrne

whether or not the officers had been in a position to have any rest during the night.

Superintendent Byrne confirmed that this was so.

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey replied:

"/ was not present at the scene cm the morning of the 20lh April. However, I

was aware that the scene commanders' training course would have prepared

the scene commanders and made them conscious of the possible necessity to

relieve members of the tactical team and negotiation team. The continuous

assessment of the performance of individual team members would be a priority.

I knew that members of the Emergency Response Unit were accustomed to

working long hours in stressful situations and were trained for such operations.

I know that they are trained to a very high standard of physical and mental

fitness. I am aware that their training prepares them for situations that require

great stamina, sleep deprivation etc. I knew that the leaders of the tactical and

negotiation teams would arrange reliefs for their team members in conjunction

with the scene commanders as the necessity arose. Three extra members

arrived on the 20"' April and were suitably deployed. At a conference to be
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held at h.00 p.m. on 20"' April the subjet l of the changing of the tactical team

and negotiation team were sub/ei ts for c onsicleration".

In relation to the criticism voiced by Mr. Burdis to the elk-el that there was no

indication that Chief Superintendent Tansev was aware how long the members of

the ERU and the negotiator had been on duty, and that this is a normal type of

welfare matter that senior officers address as a matter of course (which also involves

planning at least 12 to 24 hours ahead as part of preparing contingencies beyond

the immediate situation), Chief Superintendent Tansev said that he assumed that the

ERU personnel sent by Detective Chief Superintendent Walsh were fit to do their

job and carry on through the night. He himself did not make any enquiries from

Superintendent Shelly as to the position in relation to the hours worked by the

members of the ERU.

Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly replied as follows:

"The issue of reliefs and replacement of all members at the scene, including

the tac tical team and the negotiators, was considered throughout the incident

by me as scene commander. I was aware that members of both teams were

taking rest periods. Where possible, I maintained regular contact with both

D/Sergeants lackson and Russell in this regard. The issues of reliefs and rest

periods was addressed directly with both D/Sergeants lackson and Russell. As

the on-scene commander, I had first-hand knowledge of how all members were

performing and as such I was able to assess the standard of their performance

on the ground. In this regard I gave particular attention to the standard of

performance of the tactical team and the negotiation team, and I was satistied

that they were equal to the task. Three additional ERU personnel were assigned

to this duty on 20"' April, 2000 and I had discussed with both D/Sergeants

lackson and Russell the issue of relief on the 20'h April, 2000, as I was

contemplating a complete change of personnel from 8:00 p.m. ot that

evening".

Superintendent Shelly did not know how many hours the members of the ERU had

worked prior to coming to the scene. His only knowledge at the time of their arrival

was that they had worked all day.

Superintendent Shelly said that subject to his intention to change personnel at 8:00

p.m. on 20"' April, he was entirely reliant on the ERU to advise him as to when they

would change personnel.

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne answered the question as follows:

"In respect of rest and relief; a short time after the commencement of my tour,

I enquired as to the status of all members at the scene including the ERU

tactical and negotiating teams. As the incident progressed, consideration was
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given to the requirement of having additional ERU personnel attend at the

scene".

In evidence he said that his enquiry was "bon are they for sleep or how long were

they working and that some of them had worked a good proportion of hours on the

day of the PC as I had myself".

He said that he made this specific enquiry from Sergeant Russell and Sergeant

Jackson, and was told by them the specific duties that they had carried out earlier in

the day. He said that he was "reassured by the two sergeants that everybody was

mentally and physically very fit, and from what I observed the two sergeants certainly

were. So I had no real concerns at that time." He said that as a matter of practice

and subject to finding that there was some need to intervene, the local

superintendent, who is the scene commander, leaves the question of the ERU reliefs

to the ERU themselves.

11.    The Negotiating efforts

Negotiation team make-up

The experts' views and analyses

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis told the Tribunal that negotiating is the art of persuading angry people to

comply with strategy set by the scene commander to give up peacefully. In order to

achieve this outcome, there must be a predetermined method for the gathering and

management of information and intelligence. He stated that any negotiating situation

requires a team comprising of at least two trained negotiators together with a loggist

known as "a boardman". In addition there should be a coordinator who is also

trained in negotiation.

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley said that in the United States a typical crisis negotiation team would

have a primary negotiator who is the principal communicator with the subject. There

would also be a secondary negotiator whose responsibility includes monitoring the

negotiations and maintaining a negotiation log; providing the primary negotiator with

discussion topics; providing support for the primary negotiator, and relieving the

primary negotiator as required. He also said that a negotiation team leader would

supervise and monitor the team and would act as a liaison officer with the scene

commander and tactical team leader.

He said that regardless of the size of the law enforcement agency concerned, finding

a secondary negotiator should be a priority. He thought that Sergeant Jackson had

the absolute minimum number of negotiators for a siege of short duration, "but

no more".
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Detective Sergeant Jackson's approach

The experts' views and analyses

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley thought that Sergeant lackson attempted many standard < risis

techniques with John Carthy and that those approaches were "well clone". Mr.

Lanceley stated that he "would have been proud to have Mr. lackson on his hostage

negotiation leant tomorrow". He said that he appeared to be a mature, well-trained

officer and he skilfully applied the crisis negotiation techniques that he was taught.

Mr. Lanceley described ",i< live listening" as a key technique. This technique involves

the negotiator communicating to the subject that he is not only listening to the factual

contents of what the subject is saying to him, but also to the emotional content

behind the facts. He thought that this technique was reflected in many of the

approaches adopted by Sergeant lackson such as reassurance of lohn Carthy;

expression of concern lor his personal welfare; attempts to build him up in positive

statements about him; attempts to inject some help and hope into the situation;

confronting the issue of suicide directly, and the fact there was no requirement for

any quid pro quo in the situation as there might have been in a hostage incident.

From the point of view of developing rapport, Mr. Lanceley thought that the subjec t

was actively avoiding its establishment.

As set out earlier, Mr. Lanceley's primary criticism of Sergeant Jackson was in relation

to the siting of the negotiation post.

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie thought that Sergeant Jackson clearly understood the importance of

active listening, empathy, echoing and feeding back. He thought that he was a skilled,

thoughtful and knowledgeable negotiator who did his best to try and display the

skills of active listening.

Dr. McKenzie thought that at some points in the negotiation process Sergeant

Jackson was "winning"; causing John Carthy to respond by trying to disengage

himself from that situation "as rapidly as possible, quite often by firing his shotgun, to

try to emphasise the separation of himself from what had just happened to him", as

a demonstration "of his intention not to engage".

Dr. McKenzie had a number of criticisms which he described as very minor. The first

of these related to an exchange after 8:00 a.m. on 20"' April when Sergeant lackson

discussing the help that his family could be to John Carthy, asked him to "think about

how good you would make them feel if you put the gun down and talk. If you won't

come out for yourself lohn then come out for them. Come on lohn, come on out".

Sergeant Jackson said that his response was to put his head in his hands; he looked

contused, and had an anguished look. Dr. McKenzie described it as an example- of

what is known in the literature of the "psychology of selling" as a "buy sign". This

non-verbal  behaviour suggested  a  moment of indecision which,  Dr.  McKenzie
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thought that Sergeant Jackson failed to capitalise upon. Initially, Dr. McKenzie

described this as "one of the few mistakes" that Sergeant Jackson made. In

subsequent examination by counsel for the Commissioner, Dr. McKenzie accepted

that categorising this as a "mistake" was probably too high.

Sergeant Jackson answered Dr. McKenzie's criticism on the issue of this failure to

recognise the "buy sign" by saying that he did recognise it as such and followed

it through.

Dr. McKenzie also referred to an exchange that took place between Sergeant

Jackson and John Carthy at 1:44 p.m. on 20,h April when the negotiator said "lohn,

please tell me what has happened to make you do all this, tell me about it, and can I

help?" te> which he received the response "/ am going to get ten years for all of this,

ten fucking years." Dr. McKenzie referred to this response as being one of "negative

fantasizing", in that lohn Carthy's future prospects filled him with fear rather than

enthusiasm or any positive thoughts. Dr. McKenzie thought that Sergeant Jackson

failed to recognise that this was a negative admission by the subject and that he was

apprehensive about his future.

Sergeant Jackson's reply to this point by Dr. McKenzie was that his belief that John

Carthy was contemplating or thinking about something that might happen

subsequent to the siege, albeit negatively, was to some degree positive for two

reasons; the first being the whole question of the suicide issue, and secondly that he

may have been considering his position in relation te) emerging from the house.

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis thought that after the loudhailer was shot from the wall on 20,h April there

was a period of communication which contained significant exchanges between

Sergeant Jackson and John Carthy. These took place by way of mobile phone. Mr.

Burdis thought that there was more depth to the conversations that took place at

this time, and that they offered an opportunity to develop a relationship whereby

Sergeant Jackson might continue to make these contacts by use of the mobile phone

rather than by the loudhailer. Mr. Burdis said that it appeared that Sergeant Jackson

was only using the mobile phone on a temporary basis until a replacement loudhailer

could be brought, and once that had arrived he went back to using the loudhailer.

In relation to particular aspects of the negotiations; Mr. Burdis thought that Sergeant

Jackson should have explored John Carthy's animosity towards and grievance with

the gardai. He would have wanted to explore levels of trust by opening a

conversation about the grievance. In relation to Sergeant Jackson's assessment of the

grievance as "10" on a scale of "1 - 10", Mr. Burdis thought that the difficulty with

this was that Sergeant Jackson did not know the nature of the grievance. Mr. Burdis

said that it is a negotiator's role to reduce the level of antipathy. He thought that

what Sergeant Jackson should have been trying to develop was trust between Mr.

Carthy and himself rather than trust between John Carthy and the Garda Síochána.
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In reply to this Sergeant Jackson said that he had raised the issue of the animosity in

a "more general sense." He said that not withstanding the fact that the issue of the

alleged assault was not known by him during the course oí the negotiations he had

measured John Carthy's mistrust of the g,irelai at "the optimum".

12.    Contact with Dr. Cullen

The evidence in connection with the initial contact between Garda Gibbons and Dr.

Cullen at the outset of the incident, and the subsequent contact made by Detective

Garda Campbell in the early morning of 20th April is already specified in Chapter 4.

Superintendent Shelly

In this context Superintendent Shelly was written to by the Tribunal and asked the

following question:

"The evidence indicates that there was knowledge from early in the evening

of the 19lh April 2000 of the following facts:

(a) That lohn Carthy suffered from mental illness and had had periods

of in-patient psychiatric  treatment at St. Loman's hospital;

(b) That   Dr.   Cullen   was   lohn   Carthy's   general  practioner   who

prescribed regular mental health medication for him;

(c) That the doctor had warned ( \arda ( Ytbbons that John ( arthv was

antagonistic towards the police.

Why did Superintendent Shelly not interview Dr. Cullen personally, or arrange

for a senior officer to do so as a matter of urgent priority (vide the evidence of

Superintendent Hogan, Superintendent Maher, Mr. O'Mahony and Insp.

lackson), to ascertain full information of the deceased's stale of mental illness

and other related matters to enable the negotiator to plan a strategy? And also

to ascertain the reason for the warning given to Garda Gibbons about lohn

Carthy's antagonism towards the police. When did Superintendent Shelly first

learn that lohn Carthy had been medically examined bv Dr. Cullen for personal

injuries, allegedly sustained by him while under interrogation in police custody?

Is there an explanation for the failure to interview Dr. Cullen promptly on 19"'

April, or at all, prior to 4 a.m. on the following morning and never by a senior

officer?"

Superintendent Shelly replied as follows:

"/ was aware that Dr. Cullen had been at the scene from the outset and I was

satisfied that he had been debriefed by Garda Gibbons. Dr. Cullen had been

interviewed and I was satisfied that he had given all the information that he

had to the gardai.

At the time I believed that Dr. Cullen had attempted to engage lohn Carthy to

no avail.
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/ learned sometime after the incident on 19/20-4-00 that lohn Carthy had been

medically examined by Dr. Cullen for injuries allegedly sustained by him in

garda custody.

I don't accept that there was a failure to interview Dr. Cullen on the ll)-4-00

for reasons as already stated.

• Interviewed by Garcia Gibbons at the outset of the incident on 19-4-00.

• Interviewed by Garcia Campbell early on 20-4-00.

• I interviewed Dr. Cullen on 20-4-00 at the scene.

I had requested Dr. Cullen to come to the scene on 20-4-00".

Superintendent Shelly's evidence, i.e., that "Dr. Cullen had been interviewed [by

Garcia Gibbons] and I was satisfied that he had given all the information that he had

to the gardai" is patently untrue. The information furnished by the doctor to Garda

Gibbons was sparse (see Chapter 8).

It did not include:

i.    any amplification of or explanation for the warning given by Dr. Cullen

about his patient's antagonism towards the- police;

ii.    the involvement of Dr. Shanley as the psychiatric specialist treating the

subject;

iii.    the furnishing of relevant medical reports in Dr. Cullen's possession; and

iv.    ascertaining whether the doctor had any advice which mighl be helpful to

the negotiator.

None of the foregoing matters were put to him by Garda Gibbons, Garda Campbell

or by Superintendent Shelly in their interviews with him. Garda Gibbons's debriefing

fell far short of what was required as Superintendent Shelly ought to have been well

aware. Knowledge of the involvement of Dr. Shanley and the medical records in Dr.

Cullen's possession would never have come to light but for the intervention of

Sergeant Jackson circa 1:00 a.m. on 20"' April which led to Garda Campbell's visit

to the doctor at that time. The negligence- ol" both scene commanders (particularly

Superintendent Shelly) in this crucial area is manifest.

The passages from the evidence of Mr. O'Mahony, the director of psychological

services in the Prisons Division of the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform

(about the importance of obtaining information from a subject's treating doctor,

referred to in the question posed to Superintendent Shelly and set out in more detail

below), were put to him in examination, and he agreed that this was part of his

training. He agreed that the benefit of obtaining this information soon, and as quickly

as possible, allows the negotiator to plan a strategy.

Superintendent Shelly said that the reason he did not direct any person to further

interview Dr. Cullen on that date was that the doctor had been there and he had

spoken to the gardai. He said the gardai had also spoken to members of the family.
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He said the situation was ongoing and he believed th.it at that stage of the incident,

that the doctor had given as much information as he had.

When asked in the context of the fact that lohn Carthy had serious mental illness ¡n

the past, necessitating in-patient treatment in St. Loman's hospital, was it not

important to have someone interview Dr. Cullen to ask him for further information
that he may have. Superintendent Shelly said:

")es, it was important. \s I said, it was done in ¡he manner il was, I wasn't

underestimating it, Chairman, but that was how I managed it at that lime".

In relation to the warning Dr. Cullen gave to Garda Gibbons about the fact that lohn

Carthy might be "aggressive towards" the gardai in view of the incident with the

mascot goat and his detention in the station in Granard, Superintendent Shellv was

asked why Dr. Cullen was not asked about the source of, or the cause for this

antagonism, and said:

"As I said, I have tried to explain this as best I can. I here was no reason why.

I mean I spoke to the man, he was very helpful and he wanted to be helpful.

I could say that had I been told I would have known bul I didn't ask him and

I cannot put the matter any further than that. There was no reason why I didn't

do it, we had learned, come a good way at that time, as you said with the

communication with Dr. Shanley and that. That was done and I presume — I

probably did speak to him about that, and that communication had been made

at that end, but that is as far as I can put the other issue for you. I am sorry,

but I cannot put it any further".

Superintendent Shelly agreed that it was part of his role to make inquiries and when

it was put to him that asking Dr. Cullen the reason for John Carthy's antagonism

towards the gardai might have been a suitable inquiry to make, his reply was, "Ves.

/ didn't make it, that is all I can say".

He went on to agree that it would have been an appropriate and suitable inquiry to

have made.

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne was asked whether it had crossed his mind that it might be

beneficial to inquire from Dr. Cullen why he gave the warning to Garda Gibbons

and what was the reason for it in his mind. Superintendent Byrne replied:

"No, it didn't. Having spoken to the gardai and from what I had gleaned and

heard from several people, I was very satisfied Dr. Cullen was most helpful and

was giving full — call it cooperation, for want of a belter word - anxious to assist

us. I assumed that he had given us all that was available to him at that time".

When asked whether it was fundamental to the issue as to how the gardai might deal

with )ohn Carthy, that they would need to know why he was antagonistic towards the

gardai, Superintendent Byrne said:
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"Now, / wasn't aware of that, we will say, on 19"' at 10:00/10:30, but I

understood from my discussion with Thomas Walsh that lohn had many

difficulties in his life, I didn't consider that the Garda incident was a particular

problem; it was a problem".

Superintendent Byrne further stated that:

"Dr. Cullen was promptly interviewed on the I')"' \pril and re-interviewed at

4 a.m. on the 20 April 2000 by Garda Campbell and subsequently interviewed

aftei 9 a.m. on the 20     \pnl b\ Superintendent Shelly".

Detective Sergeant Jackson

Sergeant lackson agreed thai at the outset of the incident it was important to

ascertain the phase of the bipolar disorder that John Carthy was in at the time when

negotiations were about to start. In that context he was asked whether it might have

been prudent for him to have asked Superintendent Shelly to arrange to have Dr.

Cullen interviewed to see whether he had any views on this, more particularly

bearing in mind the fact that Dr. Cullen had already been al the scene and had

observed John Carthy's behaviour. His reply to this was that he was in possession of

a substantial amount of information in relation to Mr. Carthy at that time, and it was

not to the forefront of either his or Superintendent Shelly's mind to be "crossing every

t and dotting every i". He went on to say that it was felt that the initial information that

they had was enough to go anc\ talk to John Carthy, and to try and make contact

with him. He said that intervention at that stage was the primary c oncern, and that he

relied on the people thai had dealt with Dr. Cullen, he being the front line negotiator.

In this context, on his recall, the view that Mr. Burdis had that Sergeant Jackson

should have been a prime mover in securing the attendance of Dr. Cullen, Dr.

Shanley and Mr. Regan at the scene was put to Sergeant lackson. In response he

said that in his belief the:

"issues that Mr. Burdis raised were addressed, maybe not to his satisfaction as

he has indicated, hut I think I was a prime mover in aspects of those".

Sergeant lackson agreed that from his arrival al 9:50 p.m. on 19'" April, to 3:30 a.m.

on 20'" April, the medical information that he had was that lohn Carthy had serious

ongoing manic depression for which he was being medicated on lithium. This was

part of a "block" oí information that he had received from Superintendent Shelly. He

agreed that this information was not exhaustive but stated that his primary concern as

a negotiator was to begin talking to John Carthy out of fear for his, John Carthy's

safety, and for that of Garda personnel.

13.    The role of psychiatric or psychological support

Introduction

The role of an independent psychiatrist or psychologist in a siege situation was
explained by Dr. McKenzie in his evidence as follows:
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"Il is increasingly common for psychologists and 01 psychiatrists to be called

by the police to the si ene o\ an incident such as this at an earl) st,ioe. The

purpose of so doing is to provide a triple-pronged resource Firstly, the

psychologist may be able to provide useful cues to the negotiator and possible

negotiation ploys. Secondly, he or she ma) provide a professional oversight of

the negotíator(s) who are not exempt from psychological risk when building

rapport and i ondin ling negotiations. Thirdly, such a professional ma) be able

to provide beneficial links to others, both in the criminal justice system and in

the psychiatric/psychological services world."

Mr. Lanceley echoed this in his evidence saving that the mental health professional's

input would have been reassuring to the officers, help them understand what they

were up against and, possibly, even help them in peacefully resolving the incident.

He also said:

"One of the ways an M.H.P. |mental health professional! can be very helpful

is with patient confidentialit) problems. In the U.S., it can be difficult for a

police officer to call a doctor and gel information that would generally be

considered privileged. If an M.H.P. telephones a doctor and they can speak

doctor to doctor, it is easier to get the information. Additionally, while looking

for useful information for the crisis management team, many law enforcement

officers would not know what to ask an M.H.P. and would not know what

information was of importance"

Dr. McKenzie explained in evidence that psychiatrists and psychologists associated

with the police would be people not only with an understanding ai^\ expertise in

negotiation and the work of negotiators, but also a significant knowledge ol the

organisation of the police force that they were working with, preferably having

trained with that force.

Evidence was given to the Tribunal that the position regarding the employment of

psychologists by police forces varies internationally. Some police forces engage-

psychologists on a contract basis and maintain a panel, while others employ

dedicated full-time experts in that area.

Training evidence

Superintendent Maher (in the course of his evidence about the lectures he gave on

the Operational Commanders Course, during the time of his involvement in the

training provided as part of the Superintendents Development Course, which was

attended by Superintendents Shelly and Byrne), stated that the relevant lee lure

indicated that the services of a clinical psychologist were available to the Garda

Síochána in siege operations, if required. The name of Mr. O'Mahony, clinical

psychologist, was referred to in the lecture. Mr. O'Mahony was the director of
psychological services in the Prisons Division of the Department of lustice, Equality

and Law Reform. He held that post from April, 1980.
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The evidence of Mr. O'Mahony

Mr. O'Mahony's evidence on his involvement with the Garda Síochána was that in

late 1988 or early 1989 he was asked to offer assistance to the Garda Síochána in

the area of hostage negotiation. He agreed to help, the arrangement being an

informal one. He took part in a hostage negotiation course of two weeks' duration

in lanuary, 1989, and he was asked to offer professional advice on the behaviour

and personalities of hostage takers and also to support negotiators. He attended a

further day-long training exercise for negotiators some time later. He said that his

input to the course was brief and he lectured about areas such as depression; suicidal

behaviour; and persons who may be suffering from stress or threat arising out of a

domestic situation. In his lecture he concentrated on behaviour from a psychological

perspective and also to some extent various types of illnesses that one could expect

to encounter. On this course he learned about the system and the process by which

negotiation takes place. I le was of the view that his participation in the course was

somewhere between that of lecturer and student; the line was blurred. He had no

further contact with the organisers of this course until a further course was held in

March, 1993. This included a day-long exercise at Dublin Airport. Again, he said he

attended both as student and observer. He stated that it was his belief that he was

involved as part of a national hostage negotiation team. He had no further contact

with that team after the course in 199.3. He was never called to an incident. In 1996

the Department of Justice set up a working group to oversee the development of

protocols for hostage taking incidents within the prison system, and Mr. O'Mahony

assigned Mr. Colm Regan, a member of the Department's psychology service to

undertake the psychological component of this work. In doing so he told Mr. Regan

that he had been involved with the hostage negotiation team for the Garda Síochána,

but that as far as he was concerned "/'( had been a dead letter for a very long time".

He did not assign anything to do with the Garda Síochána to Mr. Regan, because he

(Mr. Regan) had no experience or training. Mr. O'Mahony retired from the Prison

Service on 31s' December, 200 I.

Mr. O'Mahony said that it was important that a subject's treating doctor should be

fully consulted regarding the state of the patient's mental health and his assessment

of him, as "that is a source from which the best available information is to be found

so it will be absolutely essential. It would be a matter of urgent priority". He said the

negotiator has one hand tied behind his back if he doesn't have the kind of

information that will emanate from the treating doctor. He observed that if a mental

health person on the team is there, he is a vehicle through which information from

the treating doctor can be translated to the negotiation team. He agreed that it would

be difficult for a non-medical person to ascertain all of the relevant medical

information and that a psychologist or psychiatrist would be able to speak to the

treating doctor in his own language and be able to assess what is important and

what perhaps is not very important.

Mr. Colm Regan's involvement with the Garda Síochána

Mr. Regan stated in evidence that in 1994 he took up the position as clinical

psychologist at the Department of Justice; the psychological service forming part of
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the then Prisons Division which is now the Irish Prison Service. I le has contributed

to the hostage management programme for the prison service since 1996. His

competence and experience relating to the psychological aspects of hostage-

situations is in the prison context. Mr. Regan never attended a Garda Síochána

hostage negotiation course nor has he ever been requested to attend such a course.

He was never involved in a situation where he had been called upon by the Garda

Síochána to attend at or eissist in relation to an incident taking place outside the

confines of a prison. He was never given any role or assigned any role in the context

of training, lecturing to or assisting the Garda Síochána in their hostage negotiation
courses.

The events of 19lh and 20lh April, 2000

It was against this historical background that Mr. Regan was contacted by Sergeant

lackson in the course of the incident at Abbeylara. Sergeant Jackson said that he-

knew Mr. Regan was a clinical psychologist working in the prisons section of the

Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform. He thought that he was involved in

their negotiation team. He said that on his way down to Abbeylara from Dublin on

19"' April he had endeavoured to contact Mr. Regan by telephone and left a message-

on his answering machine. At approximately 8:30 a.m. on 20"' April, Mr. Regan

contacted him.

The evidence of Detective Sergeant Jackson

Sergeant lackson said that the purpose of this consultation was to obtain professional

advice about dealing with depressive people such as John Carthy and he was looking

for any advice that Mr. Regan could offer, if he could offer it. He was not sure

whether or not Mr. Regan would be able to offer him help or guidance. Sergeant

Jackson said that he was aware of the psychologist's role being a dual one, namely

assessing the subject's behaviour in the stronghold and assessing the negotiation

strategy and even the performance of negotiators. It was in that general sense that

he contacted Mr. Regan to invite him to tell him (Sergeant Jackson) if he felt he could

offer any advice or help in the matter. He described his contact as being purely on

a "consultatory basis". Sergeant Jackson said that he was looking for professional

help about dealing with depressive people. When asked whether this was so, why

he had not contacted Dr. Cullen and subsequently Dr. Shanley, he said that Mr.

Regan was someone who had a degree of experience in relation to "negotiation

strategy etc." Sergeant Jackson did not mention anything about John Carthy's request

for cigarettes or for a solicitor to Mr. Regan. He. said that the latter told him that he-

was not able to offer "any huge assistance" given the fact that he was removed from

the scene and as such was not able to offer advice. Sergeant Jackson said that when

he made Mr. Regan aware of the possible psychiatric problems affecting John Carthy,

Mr. Regan advised him to make contact with the relevant psychiatric services.

Sergeant Jackson thought that Mr. Regan's position on the matter was that as he was

at such a far remove from the situation and was not in tune with the dynamics of it,

it would be inappropriate and unwise for him to offer any specific advice. Sergeant

Jackson said that he believed Mr. Regan was available "for him to contact on an

advisory capacity in the Department". Sergeant Jackson said that there was no panel
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of designated psychiatric specialists available to negotiators. Sergeant Jackson did

not ask Mr. Regan to attend the scene or to contact Dr. Cullen. When Sergeant

lackson was asked whether it would have been a wise course to ask Mr. Regan to

contact Dr. Cullen on the basis of his professional knowledge and understanding, he

agreed that this was a "a very valid point" and said that in other jurisdictions this is

the mechanism that is utilised by police psychologists.

The evidence of Mr. Regan

Mr. Regan gave evidence on the conversation which he had with Sergeant Jackson

on the morning of 20'" April as follows:

"/ think it was a brief conversation regarding an ongoing incident at Abbeylara

that Detective Sergeant lackson was involved in trying to resolve. We spoke

generally about the c ire umstances of the siege and the person involved and I

exiilained to Detective Sergeant lac kson at the time that being at such a remove

from the scene, nol being on scene and not having any role with it that, I

couldn't really comment on it and it would be unwise or inappropriate to do

so. He indicated to me that there may be psychiatric issues involved or that

the person may have a history of psychiatric consultation and I advocated or

ad\ ised him that he should refer to that person's psychiatrist and get assistance

from there, that that was the most appropriate course of action and the person

who would be most helpful".

He did not receive any request to go to the scone and he had never been involved

in a situation where he has been requested by the Garda Síochána to attend any

scene that was not in a prison. He said that he never had a role as a psychologist

within the Garda Síochána and he was not aware of any agreement between the

Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform and the Garda Síochána for him to

act in such a role. He said that in his conversation with Sergeant Jackson he spoke

generally of the importance of actively listening to John Carthy and of providing him

with alternative options to help resolve the situation.

Experts' views

The experts were critical of the fact that there was no psychologist on hand to

support the scene commander and Sergeant lackson, and also that the relevant

arrangements for having such a psychologist on hand were not put on a formal

footing. Mr. Burdis thought that in particular it would have been helpful for Sergeant

lackson to have had some assessment of whether or not )ohn Carthy intended to

cause himself some physical harm. He thought that the failure to secure the services

of Dr. Cullen, Dr. Shanley or Mr. Regan at the scene was a serious shortcoming in

the operation. He thought there was an obvious value in having professional

psychiatric advice on hand, but there was no evident assessment of this by the

senior officers.
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The recall evidence

In the recall letter the senior officers were asked the following:

"Were they aware of whether the sennes oi a clinical psychologist were

available to the Garda Síochána at thai time? If so, did the) give consideration

to arranging the attendant e of suc h a /»-/son or expert at the s< ene."

Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey replied as follows:

"/ was aware ot the existence ol sut h a service undei the auspices of the

Department of Justice. I did not personally know Mr. Regan, bul I discovered
shortly after arriving in Abbeylara thai Detective Sergeant lackson had made

contad with him. In the event, he was not in a position to provide assistant e".

Assistant Commissioner Hickey said that his impression from the training that he was

involved in was that Mr. O'Mahony was available to give advice. Mr. O'Mahony

never attended any training or practical exercises in which Assistant Commissioner

Hickey was involved. When asked as to whether he saw a role in asking Mr. Regan

to contact Dr. Cullen, he said that he would find it difficult to visualise Mr. Regan

finding out any more from Dr. Cullen or Dr. Shanley than was found out in any event.

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey's reply to the question from the Tribunal, was as follows:

"/ became aware that Detective Sergeant lackson had endeavoured to make

contact with a clinical psychologist on the evening ol 19 \pril without success.

I became aware that Detective Sergeant lackson had made contact with Mr.

Regan, clinical psychologist, on the morning of 20"' April and that he had said

that he was at a loss in respect of giving advice or becoming involved in the

negotiation process. He advised to contact the relevant psychiatric services."

Chief Superintendent Tansey said that his training course did not refer in detail to

the benefit of having a psychologist speaking to the treating doctor in his own

language and knowing what type of c|uestion should be asked of that doctor. While

Chief Superintendent Tansey was not at the scene at the time this telephone

conversation took place, he did not subsequently direct Sergeant lackson to contact

Mr. Regan again to see could he assist by contacting lohn Carthy's doctors.

Chief Superintendent Tansey did not accept Mr. Burdis's criticisms about the

assessment of the value of having professional mental health advice on hand and

reiterated the contact that had been made with Dr. Shanley in support of his rejection

of this criticism.
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Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly replied to the question as follows:

"Ves, / was aware of the existence of the services of a clinical psychologist to

the Garda Síochána.

The advice of the clinical psychologist was sought through Detective Sergeant

lackson, the negotiator; however, he could be of no particular assistance to us

in this matter.

Consequently, the negotiator, Detective Sergeant lackson did not request his

attendant e at the scene-".

Superintendent Shelly said that he was aware from his training that a psychologist

was available to liaise with the negotiator and assist him.

Superintendent Shelly was not aware that such a psychologist could also provide a

professional oversight on how the negotiator was performing. Nor was he aware that

such a person could provide a link between any medical personnel treating the

individual and the police. He understood that that would be between the negotiator

and the psychologist. Superintendent Shelly thought that any contad that would

occur with a psychologist who was available in the Department of Justice would be

made by a negotiator. Superintendent Shelly did not know the identity of the

psvchologist. Superintendent Shelly did not speak to Sergeant Jackson about the

desirability of contacting the psychologist or bringing him to the scene at any stage-

prior to Sergeant Jackson contacting Mr. Regan. When he learnt of the fact that

Sergeant Jackson had contacted Mr. Regan he did not suggest that the negotiator

should contact him again and ask him to attend the scene, the reason being that he

was informed that the negotiator and Mr. Regan had discussed the matter and that

Mr. Regan could be of no particular assistance.

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne replied to the question as follows:

"/ was aware of this service; through the- negotiator e ontat t was made with Mr.

Regan with a view to ast ertaining what assistance he c ould be".

Superintendent Byrne said that he had been informed during his training of the

availability of a psychologist attached to the Department of Justice, Equality and Law

Reform. He did not know his name and had never met him. He was aware of the

potential role that a psychologist could play at the scene. He said that he understood

that Sergeant Jackson had spoken with the psychologist and that he (the

psychologist) "wasn't available or he just couldn't come, he had no role to play was

the word I got hack." He thought that Mr. Regan had advised contacting the local

psychiatric services. This was the reason why Superintendent Byrne did not direct

that Sergeant Jackson request Mr. Regan to come to the scene.
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Detective Sergeant Jackson

In the Tribunal's letter of recall, Sergeant lackson was asked the following:

"Did he give consideration to requesting the attendance of a clinical

psychologist al the scene?"

His reply to this was:

"The expertise that the clinical psyt hologist could provide was considered and

Mr. Regan was c ontat ted on thai basis. This may take the form of a telephone

contact, continued phone contact or attending the s< ene. In either ease, it must

be predicated by making verbal < ontat t with the psy( hologist and ascertaining

his views on the int ¡dent. On making contact with Mr. Regan he felt at a loss

to assist and indicated that it would be unwise for him to offer an opinion and

he recommended the psychiatrk services relevant to Mr. Carthy be contacted".

On his recall Sergeant lackson reiterated his earlier evidence on this topic as already

set out and went on to say that he did not consider asking Mr. Regan to contact Dr.

Cullen or Dr. Shanley. When Mr. Regan told him that he did not see himself in a

position to assist, that aspect of the conversation did not "go any further".

14.    Third party intermediaries

Introduction

The expression "third party intermediaries" or "TPIs" refers to the use of persons,

other than members of a police force, who are involved in the resolution of an

incident, to attempt dialogue with a subject as part of a negotiation strategy. Such a

person may typically be a friend or family member of the subject. At Abbeylara,

several TPIs were utilised in an attempt to engage John Carthy in dialogue. These

were Thomas Walsh, Martin Shelly (Pepper) and Sean Farrell. Other people were

mentioned to John Carthy by name and his response to them noted, namely: his

sister, Marie, his mother, Rose and his psychiatrist, Dr. Shanley. Immediately prior to

John Carthy exiting his house, arrangements were being made by the officers at the

se ene to facilitate dialogue between lohn Carthy and his sister, Marie, and with his

treating psychiatrist, Dr. David Shanley.

Training

Sergeant Jackson gave evidence to the Tribunal on the training he received in March,

2000 in relation to the use of TPIs. Guidelines on the London Metropolitan Police

course established that the use of TPIs is likely to arise for consideration

approximately four hours into a siege-type situation. The training divided TPIs into

two categories - "high risk TPIs" and "high gain TPIs". "High risk" relates to such

persons as emotionally involved relatives, diplomats, politicians and the media. "High

gain" refers to such persons as legal representatives, detached professionals and

respected relatives.
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In relation to emotionally involved relatives, his training stressed the need to acquire,

and independently assess, as much background information as possible on the nature

of the relationship between the parties and what help they might be in a position to

give. The scene commander should be "careful and cautious" in using emotionally

involved relatives and be alive to the fact that the subject may utilise such a relative

as an "audience for suicide." It follows that any potential intermediary should be fully

assessed in terms of their relationship with the subject and their potential impact on

the scene.

When an intermediary is proposed, regardless of whether the subject has requested

them or not, the subject must be aware of what is being planned and must accept

and be willing to speak with the intermediary proposed. Sergeant Jackson, in

explaining that the introduction of an intermediary necessarily involves the negotiator

relinquishing a certain degree of control, stressed the importance of briefing the

intermediary in relation to what they will find at the scene; the method of

communication to be employed and the areas or subject matters that they may

discuss with the subject. It is also important to check that the proposed intermediary

is willing to act in this capacity and that they understand that difficulties, such as

abusive comments, may occur. The intermediary should be informed that they will

be guided in what to say and how to respond to the subject. A contingency plan

should be agreed in advance should the need to terminate the discussion or

interaction arise.

The training envisaged that most interaction between an intermediary and a subject

will occur over a telephone or in a face to face scenario. In relation to face to face

negotiations, training emphasised the safe management of the intermediary given the

fact that they are entering an environment that is unstable. Whether the intermediary

will have eye-to-eye visual engagement with the subject or just dialogue from behind

a ballistic screen or other form of cover will depend on the dynamic of the situation.

Sergeant Jackson was aware of another situation that is utilised in the United States

whereby messages from an intermediary are recorded, either on audio or video

cassette, and played to the subject.

Experts' views and analyses

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley was sceptical of the benefit of using TPIs at Abbeylara. As a general

proposition he believes that TPIs should not be utilised in negotiations. He explained

that in the United States negotiators make a concerted effort to avoid the use of

third party intermediaries and that it is in a situation like Abbeylara that he would be

least likely to use them. "The avoidance of TPIs may appear to be unkind or counter-

intuitive, but the practice is based upon cruel experience."\n the United States, he

explained, TPIs have prompted homicides and suicides and, in some circumstances,
have themselves been killed. Mr. Lanceley was not aware of any four-hour time frame

or guideline after which the likelihood of using TPIs may arise for consideration.
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Mr. Lanceley noted John Carthy's responses to the third party intermediaries and

potential third party intermediaries at Abbeylara. He invited the Tribunal to consider

the response of John Carthy to each individual, setting it out as follows:

"Tom Walsh: Met with hostility . . . ¡and on the second attempt at dialogue!,

. . . Mr. Carthy's shotgun, intentionally or unintentionally was pointed in Walsh's

general direction."

"Martin 'Pepper' Shelly: No response."

"Sean Farrell: no response though Mr. Carthy looked distressed. Detective

Garda McCabe reported that Mr. Carthy appeared to be sniggering during this
time. He at one stage levelled the shotgun and pointed it at the negotiation
position."

Mr. Lanceley also invited the Tribunal to consider the response of Mr. Carthy to the
mention of the following individuals:

"Dr. Patrick Cullen: Extreme hostility and shot fired at the mention of his
name.

Rose Carthy: When Mr. lackson told Mr. Carthy that 'his mother is very worried

about him and that she cares for him a lot.' Mr. Carthy laughs and says, 'you

haven't lived with her for ten fucking years'."

"Marie Carthy: No response. When his sister Marie is mentioned, he 'smirks'

and fires a shot and on another occasion, he merely laughs. Mr. Carthy

discharges a round when told that Marie is on-scene."

It is pertinent to note that in the early afternoon of 20"1 April, the subject endeavoured

to contact his sister by mobile phone after his call to Kevin Ireland.

"Dr. David Shanley: at the mention of his name Mr. Carthy makes no response

other than a smile and a laugh."

The primary problem identified by Mr. Lanceley and Dr. McKenzie in using TPIs is

that the negotiator cedes control of the negotiations to a person who is not trained

in negotiations and the management of sieges. One way of maintaining control that

has been used in the United States (in the rare circumstances when TPIs are used) is

to tape-record the message from the TPI to the subject. "If you just put someone live

on the telephone", Mr. Lanceley warned, "you can't control what they say and often

they say some outrageous things". "The problem is," he explained, "sometimes they

work very well, sometimes there is no response. Sometimes they set back the

negotiation and sometimes their use leads to disaster and you never know ... third

party intermediaries always bring extra baggage". With this caveat firmly expressed,

Mr. Lanceley was of the view that the TPIs that were used at Abbeylara were "briefed

very well", in that they had been briefed as to their responsibilities and what areas

they should cover and what areas they should avoid, and that they "performed well

... I didn't see any of the TPIs say anything that was particularly harmful to the

negotiation". However, he was critical of what he perceived to be a lack of

appreciation for the level of danger inherent in the incident and especially of the
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position of the negotiation post which he believed left the negotiator and third party

intermediaries "too close to the Carthy residence and too vulnerable to hostile fire".

Considering the use of third party intermediaries at Abbeylara, Mr. Lanceley

concluded that:

"it did not appear that the use of TPIs was leading to anything other than

possible agitation, danger and emotional upheaval to both the TPIs and Mr.

Carthy. Yet, the Garda persisted in trying to find someone to solve the problem

for them. Detective Sergeant Russell seems to have recognised the problem.

Russell said that he was concerned that Mr. Carthy's conduct had become

what he described as "erratic" and for this reason, recommended to

Superintendent Byrne that no further visits by non-gardai should be considered

at that time. TPI individuals are always convinced of their ability to assist and

are always shocked and hurt when the subject rebuffs their loving attempts to

assist. The incident ceased being a family problem when Mr. Carthy took up

his shotgun and caused his mother to leave the house. It then became a law

enforcement problem".

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie was equally concerned by the use of third party intermediaries at

Abbeylara. saying that the "commonly held view, rigidly adhered to for many years

by those engaged in teaching negotiation techniques, is that third parties, including

friends and families, should not be involved in direct negotiation with the sub/ect/'He

told the Tribunal that this is "doubly true when mental illness is known to be a

dynamic. In some mental disorders", he explained, "tense or equivocal family

relationships can be a key factor in their aetiology. Such matters are beyond the ken

of the police, particularly in the opening stages of an incident, and for that reason, the

use of family members should be avoided."Accepting that there are some

circumstances in which the use of third party intermediaries may be acceptable, Dr.

McKenzie stated that "their use is to be carefully considered". He was particularly

concerned by the early use of TPIs at the scene. He stated that it is a core principle

of negotiation that in the early stages of a siege the only person with whom the

subject has contact is the police negotiator; "it is only from him or her that

reinforcement should emanate".

Dr. McKenzie said that there may be a lack of control over TPIs in the absence of

specialised police equipment such as a secure phone, or field phone. Like Mr.

Lanceley, he did not see that the use of TPIs at Abbeylara caused any particular

problems but he regarded their use as "unfortunate . . . there was what I can only

describe as an unseemly haste to try and involve family members . . . There was no, I

think, real consideration given to the fact that the family members could easily (a)

have said something which was beyond the control of the police; or (b) might have

been the very cause, the trigger in fact of what was disturbing lohn Carthy at that time.
Nobody knew".

Dr. McKenzie also referred to John Carthy's response to the mention of his mother's

name as an indicator of the potential danger of introducing third parties including
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family members. He told the Tribunal "besi practice would suggest that, in the

absence of comprehensive information about friends and family gathered over an

extended period, the unpredictability of such encounters, regardless of the nature of

any ad-hoc briefings, is at best unwise and at worst counter-productive".

Detective Sergeant Jackson's response on recall to the expert analysis

Sergeant Jackson told the Tribunal that he was satisfied that "it was the correct

decision; that it did not hamper negotiations in any shape or form and there was a

potential benefit to be derived from their use". He recognised that certain difficulties

can arise in relation to the use of family and friends as TPIs, but was adamant that

no such issues arose at Abbeylara. Lie stated that the capabilities of the TPIs were

assessed along with an assessment of their willingness to act in this capacity. He

informed the Tribunal that background information was obtained about each person

and an assessment was made of the relationship with John Carthy. He stated that no

adverse or potentially adverse effects were ascertained. Further, relatively strict

control was administered from the negotiating post. Stressing that nothing was said

or done that inflamed the situation, Sergeant Jackson stated that:

"the proof has to be in what actually occurred. It did not cause a difficulty at

the scene. I think outside of training and outside of best practice, I think you

do have environment factors. Rural Ireland is a veiy family-orientated society.

People were concerned for John's welfare, and I think the unnecessarily rigid

application of a rule in relation to all intermediaries may not have been

appropriate in this case".

Potentially successful TPIs?

Introduction

Consideration was given at the Tribunal to whether a person, other than a member

of the Garda Síochána, whom Mr. Carthy had confidence in and trusted, was likely

to have the best prospect of meaningful dialogue with him. In particular the Tribunal

considered the role of Ms Marie Carthy and Dr. Shanley in this regard.

Psychiatric evidence on this issue

Dr. Sheehan

Dr. Sheehan, having considered this proposition, stated: "Mr. Carthy was mentally ill.

He probably had no or limited insight. He was probably manic, paranoid and suffering

from both alcohol and nicotine withdrawal. His mother had left the house because of

his behaviour. [Not so. She left at his request.) He was antagonistic towards the gardai.

He was probably paranoid about them. It would have been very difficult for anyone

to gain his trust and confidence".
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Professor Fahy

Professor Fahy was asked if, in his view, anyone might have been effective in

communicating directly with John Carthy. Professor Fahy stated that he saw little in

the evidence to give any cause for optimism in this regard:

"approaches from friends and so on were rebuffed in very firm terms. He

pointed a gun at a friend . .. I suspect that as the events progressed, he was

becoming more inaccessible, especially towards the end, where it seems

communication virtually shutdown. In general," he told the Tribunal, "/ would

have felt quite pessimistic at the prospect of a professional or a relative being

able to entice Mr. Carthy into a very constructive exchange or resolution".

Professor Fahy was further questioned by the Chairman in relation to whether, in

light of lohn Carthy's known antagonism towards the Garda Síochána, it may be

feasible to consider that he would have decided or entertained the thought of

surrendering his gun to someone whom he trusted and had high regard for, who was

not a member of the force. Professor Fahy explained that such consideration would

have to be premised on the assumption that John Carthy was thinking clearly at the

time and he, Professor Fahy, was not sure that he was thinking strategically and

clearly at the end.

Potential use of Marie Carthy as a TPI

The scene commanders, Superintendents Shelly and Byrne, together with Assistant

Commissioner Hickey and Chief Superintendent Tansey were asked by the Tribunal

whether they considered the possibility of bringing Ms Carthy to the negotiation

point, and, if not, why not?

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne was acting scene commander when Ms Carthy first arrived at

the scene in Abbeylara at approximately 11:00 p.m. on 19'" April, having been

brought by the gardai from her home in Galway. At this time she was interviewed,

along with Martin Shelly and Thomas Walsh, in relation to the possible motivation

for her brother's behaviour. Ms Carthy and Martin Shelly repaired to a nearby house

owned by Mr. and Mrs. Devine, opposite the church in Abbeylara where it was

intended that they would spend the night. At approximately 2:00 a.m. on 20'" April,

Mr. Shelly was brought to the negotiation point to try and initiate dialogue with John

Carthy. The latter had agreed with the negotiator's suggestion about two hours earlier

that "Pepper" should be brought to the scene. There was substantial delay in finding

him although he had been delivered to Devine's in a garda car. Ms Carthy,

accompanied by her friend Patricia Leavy, also attended at the scene with him. Marie

Carthy told the Tribunal that she "practically begged" the police to allow her to speak

with her brother. However, she was not allowed down to the negotiation point at

this time. She stated that she was worried and upset about lohn and conceded that

she may have tried to push past Superintendent Byrne in an attempt to get down to

the negotiation point. Superintendent Byrne prevented her from getting past.
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Superintendent Byrne said that Ms Carthy was not brought to the negotiation point

at this time because the negotiation effort was concentrated on arranging for Martin

Shelly to speak with )ohn Carthy. In response to a direct request from Marie Carthy

to speak with her brother, Superintendent Byrne replied, "No, not at the moment,

Mar/e."He went on to explain:

"/ was c ailing her by her first name; we were quite friendly at that stage because

I had met her three times, [since her arrival from Galway| twice before and

this was my third time to meet her. She did attempt to go by me and I

prevented her. I put out my arm and I blocked her passage and she went to

go the other side of me, she made two attempts and I prevented her from
going down because I said it wasn't right at the time. Martin Shelly, he wanted
Martin and we wanted to bring Martin down to him to resolve the situation

... lohn had been told we were getting Martin for him and we weren't going

to bring any surprises to lohn like. We wanted him to trust us and that was the
whole tenor through our entire negotiation".

Superintendent Byrne, having given evidence that, in his opinion, Marie Carthy was

under the influence of alcohol at this stage, was of the firm view that, alcohol or no

alcohol, she would not be brought to the negotiation point at that time and that such
decision had been made prior to her arrival at the scene early on the morning of

20* April.

Superintendent Byrne's allegation that Ms Carthy was allegedly drunk when she was

brought to the vicinity of the negotiation point with Martin Shelly and Ms Leavy at

circa 2:00 a.m. on 20lh April, was not borne out by the latter witnesses and was

strongly denied by Ms Carthy herself. As already stated in Chapter 4, there is

uncontroverted evidence that when Ms Carthy was in Devine's house before retiring

for the night, Mrs. Devine suggested that she (Ms Carthy) and others might have a

hot whiskey. She agreed and had one such drink only. This was confirmed by Mr.

Devine. There is no evidence that that single drink affected Ms Carthy's sobriety then

or later when brought by the police to the scene with Martin Shelly and Ms Leavy.

She also denied having had any other alcohol that day. In that regard Mr. Devine

stated in evidence that when Ms Carthy and Mr. Shelly arrived at his house, they

"had definitely no drink" taken. I am satisfied that he was a credible, truthful witness.

Superintendent Byrne did not detect any smell of alcohol from Ms Carthy. He was

unable to explain why no reference was made in his log to her sobriety or insobriety

when brought to the scene circa 2:00 a.m. He conceded that there was no question

of insobriety when he met and spoke to her on two other occasions in course of the

previous three hours.

Garda Campbell gave evidence of having met Ms Carthy when she arrived with Mr.

Shelly and Ms Leavy at the scene. He described her as being agitated and upset and

anxious to go down to the negotiation point to speak to her brother. He stated that

he did not form any view that there was anything else (other than agitation and

upset) wrong with Ms Carthy at that stage. He was then asked by counsel "could

you form a view as to whether or not she was under the influence of alcohol or she

was being affected by alcohol or under the influence?" to which he replied "/ would
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have formed that opinion, yes". This is contrary to the answer he had already given

to Q. 969 in the transcript for Day 14. His change of evidence indicates that his

testimony is unreliable. I do not accept Superintendent Byrne's allegation of Ms

Carthy's alleged drunkenness. (See also my observations on Superintendent Shelly's

evidence hereunder.) However, I do accept that Ms Carthy may have a volatile

personality; that she was upset and distressed about the tragic situation in which her

brother was at that time and that she was anxious to speak to him as soon as possible.

It is reasonable that the negotiator dec ided not to introduce her then, as she had not

been prepared by the gardai for that function, and that he would concentrate on

Martin Shelly only as a potential intermediary at that time as his presence had been

specifically sought by Mr. Carthv.

As to the use of Ms Carthy; it is evident that the appropriate course would have

been to postpone availing of her as an intermediary until she had been carefully

questioned and briefed by an experienced officer, who was familiar with events at

Abbeylara, and her opinion had been canvassed on how her brother's anger and

fears might be defused. Her thoughts in that regard and other background

information she might have been able to give had potential significance in planning

negotiation strategy. It was also important to prepare her for her function as an

intermediary with her brother. There is no evidence that any steps were taken

regarding the interrogation of Ms Carthy on the foregoing matters or to prepare her

for participation in negotiations. Although it had been made clear to the gardai that

she was the person her brother turned to when distressed by outbreaks of mental

illness, her potential was never availed of by the negotiator or the scene commanders

— an extraordinary omission by them which has not been explained. I note that

strenuous efforts have been made in the interest of the gardai to downgrade Ms

Carthy's potential importance as an intermediary with her brother. This has extended

to dishonestly obtaining erroneous press coverage suggesting that she did not have

a good relationship with him. That matter is dealt with in my Ruling on 19'"

November, 2004 which is contained in Appendix 7.K to this Report.

Superintendent Byrne confirmed that prior to Ms Carthy's arrival at the scene he had

consulted with Sergeant Jackson as to whether she should be allowed to attempt

dialogue with her brother. It was agreed that the introduction of Martin Shelly as a

third party intermediary should be the focus at that time since John Carthy had

responded positively to the suggestion that he be brought to the wall. Sergeant

Jackson explained how he had mentioned Marie Carthy to the subject in the context

of exploring what third party intermediaries could be of benefit at the scene. He was

specifically asked, given that he was aware of a closeness between brother and sister,

if he had given any consideration about whether Marie Carthy was an appropriate

person to mention to the subject as someone that he could speak to rather than

Martin Shelly. He replied that, as part of assessing the position in relation to

intermediaries, they had background information to suggest that Ms Carthy, along

with various other persons, would be potentially beneficial. If, he told the Tribunal,

the mention of Marie Carthy's name to lohn Carthy had produced some form of

engagement with the subject whereby he agreed to speak to her or even asked for
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her then this would have been facilitated as appropriate. He specifically mentioned

Marie Carthy's name in the hope of achieving this level of engagement.

Superintendent Shelly

In relation to whether or not he considered the possibility of bringing Ms Carthy to

the negotiation point, Superintendent Shelly replied as follows:

"The question of bunging Miss Marie Carthy to the scene was considered by

me early in the incident as we recognised the potential value. It was arranged

to have Miss Carthy brought from Galway on the evening of 19"' April and she

was accompanied by her friend Martin "Pepper" Shelly. At the scene the

assistant negotiator, Detective Garda Sullivan spoke to Marie Carthy and

enquired from her if she would speak to her brother and she agreed, lohn

Carthy was informed of her presence at the scene. However he didn't respond.

On the following day, 20lh April 2000, we were aware that she was available
to speak to her brother and this information was conveyed to lohn Carthy by

the negotiator. Miss Carthy was an important person in her brother's life and

the offer to have her speak to him was made to lohn Carthy; however, he

didn't respond positively. Other persons close to John Carthy and respected

by him did, in fact, speak to him at the scene, Tom Walsh, Sean Farrell and

Martin Shelly and he was positive towards them. [In fact, he failed to respond

to any of them as the superintendent, as scene commander, would have

known.] However, the same response wasn't forthcoming for his sister Marie,

from lohn Carthy".

Superintendent Shelly clarified what he meant in relation to Mr. Carthy being

"positive" towards others at the negotiation point in that he had agreed to or was at

least agreeable to speaking with them and did in fact have some form of interaction

with them. It was "regrettable" he said "that he didn't respond in any way to allowing

or wanting Marie, his sister, to speak with him".

This observation is contrary to John Carthy's unsuccessful effort to contact his sister

by mobile phone in the early afternoon of 20"' April after his phone call to Kevin

Ireland, a few hours before he left home and embarked on his fatal journey towards

the car where his sister and Dr. Shanley were at the time. (He failed to contact his

sister because he used an old number which had been recently changed.) This matter

was investigated by Chief Superintendent Culligan and the following passage is at

paragraph 62.4 of his Report:

"087-6708137

Marie Carthy's - refers to this as her old mobile. The fact that this number

appears as the second number on the list of calls made from lohn Carthy's

phone suggests that this number was called by lohn Carthy at some time after

he called Kevin Ireland at 12.24 p.m.".

However, it is appreciated that in course of the siege Superintendent Shelly would

not have been aware of John Carthy's unsuccessful effort to phone his sister after his
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conversation with Kevin Ireland on 20"' April, nor would he have been aware then

ol the subject's own assessment of his sister and of her importance in his life as

appears in his correspondence with Ms X in February, 2000. (See Chapter 8 where

the correspondence is quoted in full.) Nonetheless, the scene commander knew, or

ought to have ascertained if Ms Carthy and other family members had been properly

interrogated by experienced, well briefed officers, that she had a very close, loving

and caring relationship with her brother as borne out by her efforts on his behalf in

Galway in the previous January/February and early April when he had exacerbations

of his mental illness. Failure to prepare Ms Carthy for possible contact with her

brother during the morning of 20th April and failure to ascertain what information or

opinion she might have about his motivation for violent conduct in defending the

old family home, and her observations on how his anger might be defused, deprived

the negotiator of potentially important information which could have been ol

significant advantage. Ms Carthy, her mother and other close family members were

aware of crucial facts which had coalesced at the time of the siege in )ohn Carthy's

mind i.e. the significance of the old house in the history of the Carthy family, in

particular its association with the subject's deceased father, who died on Holy

Thursday ten years previously; the intended imminent demolition of the old home

and lohn Carthy's unsuccessful effort in correspondence in the name of his mother

to prevail on the local authority to allow the family to retain the old house because

of its particular significance to them. The gardai were aware that )ohn Carthy had

intimated to his mother at the commencement of the incident that he was not going

to surrender the old home to anyone and would defend it against all comers. Bearing

in mind the imminent demolition of the building, this ought to have prompted the

scene commander or negotiator to arrange with the county manager to postpone

demolition pending further consultation with the subject and his solicitor on

completion of his in-patient treatment under Dr. Shanley at St. Patrick's hospital. That

course might have defused the situation sufficiently to end the impasse. It was not

adverted to by the gardai. No explanation has been given about why Ms Carthy was

not interviewed in depth or on why she was not utilised as an intermediary with

her brother.

Superintendent Shelly was further questioned in relation to what level of

consideration was given to bringing Ms Carthy to the negotiation point. He stated

that consideration was given to allowing her to speak to her brother on the night of

19"' April and that this was in fact conveyed through the negotiator to John Carthy

but no response was forthcoming. "We were anxious that that would be achieved, if

at all possible," he told the Tribunal. Superintendent Shelly was adamant that no

decision was made to prevent Marie Carthy from speaking with her brother. In fact,

he- said, it was believed that it would have been a positive thing; they were hopeful

that such contact could be arranged. He stressed this by pointing to the fact that

Garda Sullivan was, to the end, trying to facilitate communication between brother

and sister. Patricia Leavy told the Tribunal that she- believed, both from hearing what

Superintendent Byrne said to Marie Carthy and from her own discussion with the

gardai at the scene, that the intention was that Marie Carthy would have the

opportunity to speak with her brother at an appropriate time.
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Superintendent Shelly told the Tribunal that in April, 2000 his state of knowledge in

relation to the use of third party intermediaries was that they "< ould be very helpful".

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey, when questioned in relation to what level of

consideration was given to bringing Ms Carthy to the negotiation point stated that
he was not involved in such deliberations nor would he expect to be; this was a

function of the scene commander. However, he stated his belief that it would have

been necessary to get lohn Carthy to consent to any such arrangement.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey shared a similar understanding as Chief

Superintendent Tansey. "/ have no doubt," he told the Tribunal, "that she would have

been brought to the negotiating post, the same as the other friends, if lohn had agreed

to talk to her". However, he felt that the use of third party intermediaries was most
properly a matter for the scene commander.

Experts' views and analyses

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley, noting John Carthy's response to being told his sister is at the scene

(smirks; fires a shot; laughs), posed a rhetorical question as to whether any thought

was given to the possibility that bringing Marie Carthy to the scene might lead to

disaster? As pointed out already, he does not seem to have been aware of the

subject's attempt to contact his sister in the early afternoon of 20lh April.

Dr. Sheehan

Having regard to the potential involvement of Marie Carthy as an intermediary, Dr.

Sheehan stated his belief that the person most likely to have been able to have

dialogue with )ohn Carthy was his sister, Marie. "It was to her that he had turned

when becoming unwell in early April 2000", he explained. "She had also been with

him in Galway in February 2000 at the time of his arrest. She had sought help for him.

Furthermore, in his letter to his girlfriend in February 2000, he mentions only one

family member by name, his sister Marie." Dr. Sheehan also cited a solicitor and Dr.

Shanley as other possible intermediaries. However "ultimately," he said, "clue to the

severity of Mr. Carthy's mental state, even though I have suggested that Mr. Carthy's

sister, Marie, a solicitor — or even Dr. Shanley — may have been able to intervene

successfully, I do not think that they would have succeeded in de-escalating the stand-

off to a safe level leading to a peaceful outcome".

Dr. Sheehan was asked his views in relation to the use of family members generally

as intermediaries in situations where mental illness is involved. "In terms of general

principles," he replied "one would frequently involve a family member and more

often than not that is very helpful, but when considering the situation with Mr. Carthy

and his responses to, for example, the mention of her [Marie Carthy's] name, and
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firing the gun subsequently, on balance I don't think — and it never happened so one

can't be sure — but I don't think that she would have been successful in talking

him down".

Potential use of Dr. Shanley as a TPI

Detective Sergeant Jackson

Sergeant Jackson was questioned in relation to his understanding of what Dr.

Shanley's role at the scene would be. "/ suppose it was twofold," he- said, "firstly,

obviously, Dr. Shanley was lohn's psychiatrist. He certainly could come and give us

advice in relation to lohn's background and in relation to what he would feel his areas

were, we could try and encourage lohn into dialogue. Also, I was aware from the

previous night from reading the report that lohn appeared to have a reasonably good

relationship with Dr. Shanley and may be it may be possible that they may engage

with one another. So, really, there was a dual role, as I saw it, for Dr. Shanley that if

the circumstances prevailed that we could engage him with Mr. Carthy at that stage".

Dr. Shanley

Dr. Shanley was specifically asked his opinion as to the likelihood of a person who

lohn Carthy knew, had confidence in, trusted and respected, having the best

prospect of meaningful dialogue with him. "/ find it very difficult to deal with this

question," he said, and explained to the Tribunal:

"In an abstract sense, one would expect that a person who lohn knew, had

confidence in, trusted and respected, would have had the best prospect of a

meaningful dialogue with him. However, this was a siege situation. I have only

ever seen lohn in a clinical sense. I have no experience or expertise in the

conduct of siege negotiation. However, it appears from Dr. Cullen's evidence

given to the Tribunal that his arrival on the scene on 19th April, 2000 did not

elicit a positive response. Given lohn Carthy's reaction to Dr. Cullen, I cannot

say whether there was anyone else who might have had a better prospect of

meaningful dialogue- with him. Quite clearly, neither I nor any lay person would

have any of the training or expertise of the specialist Garda negotiators".

Professor Fahy

Professor Fahy told the Tribunal that he could

"find little evidence from review of the medical records and transcripts that Mr.

Carthy would have been amenable to interventions by his GP or psychiatrist

during the siege. His mental state was highly irritable, he was overtly aggressive

(firing his shotgun approximately 30 times), and he ignored or was critical of
the overture of friends and close family ... at the time of his death Mr. Carthy

was only minutes from an overture from Dr. Shanley, but there was no good

reason to suppose that that would have been effective in calming Mr. Carthv
or preventing his subsequent self-destructive behaviour".
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In agreeing with Dr. Kennedy that )ohn Carthy's unwillingness to engage in any

sustained communication of any sort rendered the situation unusually difficult or

impossible to bring to a sale and controlled conclusion, Professor Fahy thought it

extremely unlikely that a clinician, even one known to John Carthy, would have had

an impact in bringing the situation to an earlier or safer conclusion. However,

Professor Fahy believed that Dr. Shanley would have been a helpful resource to the

garda negotiating team in helping them to understand the nature of his mental illness.

Mr. Lanceley

In relation to using a subject's own mental health professional as a TPI, Mr. Lanceley

explained that this is not something which would be done or encouraged in the

United States. A negotiator would consult with such a person but would not allow

him or her to spe-ak directly to the subject.

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie viewed Dr. Shanley as a third party intermediary and, as such, was

mindful of the problems associated with their use. He was of the view that "Dr.

Shanley should not, save in extreme circumstances, communicate directly with lohn

Carthy". However, he thought that the presence of Dr. Shanley at the scene, or at a

minimum in repeated and regular contact via telephone, would have been a valuable

resource; especially if a mental health professional had been present at the scene at

Abbeylara to engage in "peer-to-peer" contact with Dr. Shanley. Dr. Shanley's role

at the scene should have been as a resource to "brief the police," he explained: "to

assist the police, but not actively to negotiate, unless and until it became crucial, by

which I mean a specific request made by the subject of the siege that he wants to

speak to his own psychiatrist or something of that kind". Dr. McKenzie introduced a

further note of caution in relation to allowing Dr. Shanley to speak with John Carthy.

Referring to the "ironic or sarcastic laugh" that emanated from the subject on the

mention of Dr. Shanley's name, Dr. McKenzie cautioned against assumptions that

there is always a positive relationship between a psychiatrist and his or her patient.

Noting the evidence that Dr. Shanley believed he had a positive relationship with

John Carthy, Dr. McKenzie stated:

"the only person who can ever really tell us whether that is really true is lohn

Carthy himself. The ironic, sarcastic part of the laughing that Inspector lackson

refers to, suggests that Dr. Shanley might not have been quite the person that

others, from an external point of view, think that he was, in relation to lohn

Carthy . . . I don't mean to denigrate the relationship between lohn Carthy and

Dr. Shanley";

and Dr. McKenzie explained:

"/ a/77 ;77ere/y talking about the circumstances at this particular moment in time

on the 20"' April during the course of the siege . . . the assumption that Dr.

Shanley would necessarily be the appropriate person to help him, may be

mistaken".
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15.    John Carthy's requests

Cigarettes

John Carthy made two requests for cigarettes, the first at approximately 3:25 a.m.

and the second at approximately 10:00 a.m. on 20'" April.

The 3:25 a.m. request

At the time of the first request Superintendent Byrne was the scene commander.

Sergeant Jackson and Sergeant Russell gave evidence that prior to the first request

they had discussed the question of how a delivery would be affected, should some

request come from John Carthy.

Sergeant Jackson said that they had agreed that the best course of action for a

delivery would be to maintain engagement and contact with John Carthy, "hopefully

put the gun out of commission", and during this period while Mr. Carthy was

engaged, effect delivery to the house from the rear.

"Putting the gun out of commission"

Sergeant Jackson said that this involved saying to John Carthy:

"lohn, put the gun on the floor, come to the window, show us your hands

and we will deliver the cigarettes around the rear, to the front door. We will

move back".

Sergeant Jackson's initial response was to explain to him that getting cigarettes to

him should not be a problem, but they needed to talk about getting them to him, to

which he received the response, "Fuck off and don't bother".

In this initial engagement Sergeant Jackson explained to him that he wanted him to

agree a safe method of delivery with the object being to engage him in dialogue and

to try and develop a degree of trust. He described this as his first purpose, with the

second being the actual delivery, involving John Carthy's agreement to put the gun

down on the floor; to come to the window; to show his hands and for the cigarettes

to be left at the door.

At the time of this request Sergeant lackson did not know that John Carthy was a

heavy smoker. He viewed the request as significant with "substantial potential".

The witness said that he repeated these instructions to John Carthy on several

occasions before a shot was fired at approximately 3:30 a.m. In evidence Sergeant

Jackson accepted that the detailed instruction he said he gave to John Carthy was

not in his original statement made to the Culligan Inquiry and adopted by him in the

Tribunal. He furnished two supplemental statements to the Tribunal dealing with his

visits to the scene after 20'" April, 2000, but he did not include any reference to the
instruction that he said he gave to John Carthy. Sergeant Jackson said that the broad

position was set out at the start in his statement, and only became highlighted when

the issue of the cigarettes as "a bargaining tool" arose after Dr. Shanley's evidence.
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(This latter matter is dealt with below.) Sergeant lackson thought that this led to
his position being misinterpreted, and that he was the only one who was able to

articulate it.

He said that in giving his original statement he believed that its purpose was to assist

in the official assessment of the garda actions in relation to the shooting of John

Carthy; that assessment being carried out by Chief Superintendent Culligan and it
was not an assessment of specific negotiation techniques.

Evidence of Detective Garda Sullivan

Garda Sullivan did not hear the actual request. He thinks it occurred when he was

on refreshment duty. He said that on his return to the negotiation post, Sergeant

Jackson was pursuing the issue with John Carthy.

On the question of the safe delivery Garcia Sullivan said that he remembered

Sergeant Jackson trying to agree a safe method; telling John Carthy that "be was very

anxious to get him whatever he wanted and that cigarettes weren't a problem but the

gun was a problem".

Evidence of Detective Sergeant Russell

Sergeant Russell said:

"/ expressed concern that we would have to agree a safe method of delivery

and I asked him [Sergeant lackson] could he get lohn to agree to just put the

gun out of harm's way until we got them, if he was going to offer him the

cigarettes. He took my concern and he explained that to lohn Carthy himself.

I heard him saying, he said he wanted to give him cigarettes, 'but John we

have to agree a safe method of delivery and we want you to put the gun out

of harm's way until we get them into you'".

Sergeant Russell went on to say that Sergeant Jackson asked John Carthy to "put the

gun to one side" while they got the cigarettes to him, by which he meant, that if "be

left the gun down and remained at the window, that we would be able to get the

cigarettes in".

Sergeant Russell agreed that he explained this to Superintendent Byrne, and said that

he would be able to get any item to him "provided we were satisfied that he would

accommodate us in some fashion by just leaving the gun to the side". He agreed that

if he had been given assurances in relation to safety, that he would have delivered

the cigarettes to the door or the window.

"Bargaining Tool"

The evidence to the Tribunal was that "bargaining" is a ploy more appropriately used

by negotiators in conventional hostage incidents rather than a single subject incident

such as that at Abbeylara. In the view of the experts, particularly Dr. McKenzie and

Mr. Lanceley, it is what distinguishes hostage negotiations from crisis intervention.
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The evidence was that, as a general principle, bargaining should not be used in a

single subject incident.

The first specific reference to "bargaining" was in Dr. Shanley's evidence on

examination by counsel for the 36 named gardai when the following exchange-

took place:

Q. "/ think also, you mentioned earlier, Dr. Shanley, the c/t/est/on of cigarettes

and getting cigarettes to Mr. Carthy. In fact, that came about I think, in

response to a question from Detective Sergeant lackson. Was there

anything he wanted; how was he for hod; was there anything he could

do lor him and he said he wanted lags - 'Majors' - and arrangements

were immediately set in train In Detective Sergeant lackson to get

cigarettes to the scene?

A. I entirely accept that but it did appear to me, Mr. Chairman, on reading

the transcript that it was very difficult for lohn to get those cigarettes and

that it became a sort of bargaining tool and I understand that strategy, but

I feel it might have defused the situation and demonstrated the good will

of the gardai if, without any conditions, cigarettes had been allowed earlier

rather than later".

It should be stated that in all of Dr. Shanley's evidence he emphasised that he was

not familiar with the principles of police negotiations in armed incidents of the type

that presented at Abbeylara.

When asked to comment on Dr. Shanley's evidence, Sergeant Jackson said:

"The term "bargaining tool"/s normally associated with, as I would regard it, a

conventional siege situation where you have maybe rational individuals inside

who request an item or request some-thing and nothing should be given

without getting something tangible in return. For instance, a released hostage

or some weaponry or ammunition, so that, in the broadest sense, is a

bargaining tool. This case, as I have said already, was different to a conventional

siege. Cigarettes were a means to engage lohn in dialogue. There was nothing

tangible required for lohn to give, other than a degree of engagement with me,

in order to deliver the cigarettes and that is as far as it went. There was nothing

required for lohn to do in relation to the weapon, other than make it safe

temporarily, to allow us to deliver the cigarettes. In a sense it is described by

Dr. Shanley as a bargaining tool, it certainly wasn't. As I have said, nothing was

required from lohn, other than a degree of engagement. Nothing tangible was

requested from him in relation to delivering the cigarettes. From lohn's

perspective - which is the key perspective here in relation to what I am trying

to do - he didn't give- e//) anything for the police to deliver the cigarettes".

The following exchanges then took place:

Q. "You have told us there that you saw it at the initial stages as a method

of building rapport and trust with him and also that it was another avenue,
whereby you could engage with him, isn't that so?
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A.    That's correct, Mr. Chairman, yes.

Q.    From a number of points of view, ibis was an attrat tive proposition?

A.    Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Q. Did those attrat tive areas thai you were going to be dealing with, did they

overwean - sort of overpower - any question of getting, actually getting

the cigarettes to him or was thai of equal significance, the fact thai the

cigarettes should be gol to him rather than dragging this out as a method

ol engagement, if you understand the question I am asking you?

A. Our position from the start was, we were going to give lohn the cigarettes,

we wanted to give John the cigarettes. Nothing was required in return

from lohn. All we needed to do was engage with him and deliver the

cigarettes. It is as simple as that and that was the position on the day.

Q. I am just asking you at this stage, what did you see as the primary intention

that you would have had at this, was it building rapport was it building
trust or was it actually getting the cigarettes delivered'

A. It was an opportunity for both, it was an opportunity, no. 1, to build trust

with lohn, by proving to him we were willing to deliver the cigarettes. It

was an opportunity to develop rapport between myself and lohn. As I

have said already it was a strategy that was embarked on with this in mind

and the first part of that strategy was to invite a request from John which

was successful and he did request cigarettes. The second part of that

strategy was to engage him and talk to him and deliver the cigarettes to

him, so it was a two-pronged approach and we had every reason to

believe that, with a bit of perseverance, that could be achieved".

Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly, who was not the scene commander at the time of the first

request was asked in evidence about the concept of bargaining and seemed to be

unclear as to whether or not the cigarettes should be used as a bargaining ploy, but

thought that this would be part of the exercise. This exchange was as follows:

"Q. But you have told me that the cigarettes were being used as a bargaining

ploy. This man so needs a smoke, that he will trade the gun for the

cigarettes, that seems to have been the hope?

A.    That would be part of- yes, yes, Mr. Chairman - if that was achieved, and

that has been, in my experience, successfully attained in other operations.

Q.    That means, you will get your cigarettes and satisfy your need for a

smoke, provided you surrender?

A.    Not necessarily, Mr. Chairman.

Q.    Or part with the gun, in practical terms was surrender, was it not?
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A. It certainly was, that would be part of the equation that I am sure was in

Detective Serge-ant lac kson's mind and certainly in my mind as well, yes."

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne said that he understood the position was that all that was

required of John Carthy was that he would co-operate in the safe delivery of the

cigarettes and that:

"we wouldn't have liked to see the gun in his hands but that we could see

lohn himself while the situation was developed, that another member could
deliver the cigarettes or anything else, as I explained earlier, around to the

doorstep".

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey who was not at the scene at the time of either of the

requests, stated in evidence that all of the issues surrounding the cigarettes were

matters for the scene commanders he had appointed. He was asked the following

question:

Q. "Chairman: I am just wondering whether the only thing that was of interest

to the negotiators was the gun and/or the ammunition and they were the

only bargaining counters that they wanted to talk about.

A. Well, that would be the situation — the situation was that the negotiator

was anxious that the gun would be put beyond use. Great if he threw the

gun out the window. But if he didn't, if he actually threw some ammunition

out the window or broke the gun and left it where it could be seen and

he moved away from it. That is my understanding of the arrangement the

negotiator was trying to enter into."

Chief Superintendent Tansey only learned of the request for cigarettes made by John

Carthy, from Superintendent Shelly at some stage late in the morning of 20'" April.

He thought that he learnt of the second request for cigarettes before, if not at the

same time as he learnt of the first request.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey said that his impression from Sergeant Jackson, when

he discussed this issue with him on his arrival at the scene in the morning of 20'"

April was that for Sergeant Jackson "bargaining with the gun" was not the main issue.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey went on to say "that, of course would be ¡deal, but

it was to get lohn Carthy to focus on some issue and to try and engage with him".

Assistant Commissioner Hickey stressed that Sergeant Jackson emphasised to him

that his (Sergeant Jackson's) object was to try and engage John Carthy. Assistant

Commissioner Hickey told the Tribunal:

"For instance . . . if he threw out a cartridge, that would be a step in the right

direction. If he broke the gun, but that in the early stages, that was still down
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the road. It was to try and engage with him and, as has been said, I didn't

particularly ask Detective Sergeant lackson why he didn't throw a packet of

cigarettes at the window. I would have thought, and indeed it crossed my

mind, that if cigarettes were left outside the window at any stage, that would

disimprove the situation, because, as it was, John Carthy was being contained

in the house. I didn't think that we should do anything to encourage him to

come out in that respect. For instance, if he came out with the gun, the situation
would have disimproved."

In the examination of Assistant Commissioner Hickey the following passage from
Sergeant Jackson's statement, which was confirmed in evidence, was put to the
witness:

"/ told Superintendent Byrne about lohn mentioning cigarettes. I said that it is

my opinion that it may be an area that can be developed when lohn finishes

resting. I was of the opinion that delivery and discussions with lohn about the
delivery ot cigarettes would be beneficial in the process of building rapport

and interaction between us and, thus, aid the negotiation process. In addition,

the successful delivery of the cigarettes, after agreement with lohn, on a

method of delivery would help build trust between us. The giving of cigarettes

to lohn may also entice him into giving something in return, maybe agree to

throw out some ammunition or maybe even the gun. Superintendent Byrne

agrees with this assessment."

This passage relates to a conversation between Detective Sergeant lackson and

Superintendent Byrne after the 3:25 a.m. request for cigarettes.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey was asked whether that statement would represent

a fair assessment of the various strands of benefit that Detective Sergeant Jackson

communicated to him at the time of their conversation on the morning of 20lh April,

and he replied:

"/ would accept that, Mr. Chairman, but he did emphasise to me about

engaging him, trying to engage him."

Sergeant Jackson was asked about the last two sentences of that part his statement

quoted above and said in evidence:

"As is said at the outset, our position or my position and the Superintendent's

position, was nothing tangible was definitively required from lohn in order to

achieve the delivery of the cigarettes. If engagement took place with lohn either

on one or possibly various other occasions, if trust was gained with lohn, it

may also entice him in order to progress the process further to actually give

out something tangible at a later stage and maybe even bring the situation to

a peaceful conclusion. That was a strategy that was embarked on at the very

beginning to engage with lohn, to try and develop a rapport with him. Once

that rapport was developed about the pure delivery of cigarettes, with nothing

required in return initially other than engagement. I stressed the words in my

statement 'may entice him' so there was no suggestion of the necessity for that
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to happen in order to get the cigarettes. But, as a negotiator and as somebody

whose strategy should be ultimately aimed at brining the situation to a peaceful

resolution, these were all things that need to be in your mind when you are

trying to progress an incident. For instance, if in the exchanges lohn did agree

to throw out some ammunition, really the value of that to us on the ground

tactically is basically nil. But, what it does mean is that in John's mind he has

agreed to give us something back and that in itself would mean a lot more

may flow from it. So, that is really what was intended in those lines after that."

In further answer to a question from the Chairman Sergeant Jackson said that the

fact that "he may throw out some ammunition and eventually may give us the gun on

that basis" was the objective which would be a consequence of the build-up of

rapport between them.

The evidence as to why the cigarettes were not delivered after the 3.25 a.m.

request

Sergeant Jackson said that at approximately 3:50 a.m. he spoke to Superintendent

Byrne about the request telling him that the subject did not engage but he looked

as if he was going to rest and appeared relatively calm. He said that he told

Superintendent Byrne that this was an area that could be developed and progressed,

but that the question of delivering cigarettes at that stage did not arise. He was

hopeful that when John Carthy finished resting he would agree some degree of

engagement in order to deliver the cigarettes.

Superintendent Byrne said that he had a discussion with Sergeant Jackson about

leaving the cigarettes at the door or at the window while John Carthy was resting

and said that Sergeant Jackson told him that it would not be beneficial to leave them

without his consent or co-operation.

Superintendent Byrne said that it was not specifically a safety issue, the consideration

being based upon whether or not the delivery would be beneficial, rather than

whether it could be done safely, an issue that was to be considered in the context

of the negotiation and negotiation technique.

Sergeant Jackson said that the primary reason for not delivering the cigarettes while

John Carthy was resting was that it was an issue that could lead to engagement with

him when he woke, but also said that if a covert delivery was made and he was to

discover the cigarettes in the morning he may believe that his security had been

breached leading to an undermining of his trust. Sergeant lackson said that he was

trying to conduct an assessment, balancing the advantage of delivering the cigarettes
at that time, thai is, that John Carthy's nicotine dependency and his craving for
cigarettes would be dealt with, and the disadvantage being a risk of the loss of the
ability for further engagement, arising from the invasion of his space.
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The 10:00 a.m. request

Detective Sergeant Jackson

Sergeant Jackson said that at approximately 10:00 a.m. on 20"' April John Carthy

asked again for cigarettes, he thought by shouting out the window. This was as a

result of a general query from Sergeant lackson as to whether there was anything

that he wanted, together with a specific reference to his earlier request for cigarettes

the- night before. Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that John Carthy's actual reply

in answer to the query was "fags".

Sergeant lackson said that he told John Carthy that he wanted to deliver the

cigarettes to him but the gun was the difficulty saying "what I want you to do is to

put the gun on the floor, come to the window, show me your hands and while you

are there, we will get someone to put the cigarettes at the front door. Then we will

move back, the cigarettes will be there and you can come out and collect them". He

said that he received no reply to this.

In his original statement made to the Culligan Inquiry and adopted for the

purposes of the Tribunal, Sergeant Jackson said the following in connection with

this request:

"At approximately 10.00 a.m. lohn asked me again for Major cigarettes. I told

lohn that this should not be a problem. As I have already mentioned I was

anxious that we should get him the cigarettes as it would be a positive police

action and may help build up some trust. I asked lohn to agree a safe way of

getting the cigarettes into him. I said, 'I want to get you the cigarettes but I

am worried about the gun you are firing at us. Can we agree a safe way of

getting them into you?' No reply from lohn. Garda Sullivan relays the request

for cigarettes to the command post. My advice to the scene commander was

to allow the cigarettes to be delivered if a safe way is agreed for the delivery.

Superintendent Shelly agreed. A delivery plan was formulated between the

scene commander, Superintendent Shelly, Detective Sergeant Russell and I in

the event of John co-operating".

Detective Sergeant Russell

Sergeant Russell said he discussed safe delivery with Superintendent Shelly, and told

Sergeant lackson that they would have to agree a safe delivery. He told the

negotiator to ask John Carthy to leave the gun aside or "put it out of harm's way"
and that was duly explained to him. He said that the considerations for the delivery

were the same as in the earlier request but with the added difficulty that they were
dealing with daylight at the time of the second request.

Detective Garda Sullivan

In his original statement made to the Culligan Inquiry and adopted for the purposes
of the Tribunal, Garda Sullivan said:

"at approximately 10.00 a.m. lohn Carthy makes a passing request for
cigarettes. Detective Sergeant lackson tells him that wasn't a problem. He told
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him that we would get them for him. I relayed this request to Superintendent

Shelly and sometime later I collected the cigarettes at the command post and

brought them to the negotiating point. Detective Sergeant lackson informed

Carthy that we had the cigarettes for him. Detective Sergeant lackson

emphasised to Carthy that it was too dangerous for us to bring them in while

he had the gun, but if he put the gun down and came out he could have

his cigarettes".

Garda Sullivan was asked in evidence whether it was the case that what he reported

Sergeant lackson said to lohn Carthy, about the cigarettes, occurred after he (Garda

Sullivan) returned from the command post with the cigarettes? Garda Sullivan replied

that this was something that was said by the negotiator at all times while pursuing

the issue of cigarettes and, in particular in relation to this occasion, he heard him

saying it at the time when the request was first made at 10:00 a.m.

When asked specifically whether he heard Sergeant Jackson saying to John Carthy

"If you put the gun down and came out he could have his cigarette", he said that

that sounded "very harsh. It wasn't said in that fashion. It sounds like an ultimatum

and certainly wasn't said in that way. It is perhaps badly worded".

When asked to describe the way that he recollected this being said, Garda Sullivan

said:

"Detective Sergeant lackson was pursuing the issue and trying to agree with

lohn how the cigarettes could be delivered. He was emphasising that it was

too dangerous, that he had a gun and he couldn't possibly deliver the cigarettes

to him while the gun was in his hands. That the gun was an issue and it was

just too dangerous for anybody to attempt to bring them in. I recalled him

trying, over protracted periods, trying to agree with lohn if a safe method could

be arranged, that he would have no problem giving him the cigarettes. A lot

of this time lohn was not responding and I don't recall lohn making any

suggestions in reply. Certainly Sergeant lackson kept emphasising that the gun

was a big issue in relation to the safe delivery and if there was any way we

could agree a safe delivery, that we had no problem giving him the cigarettes.

It was along those lines, Mr. Chairman".

Garda Sullivan was extensively examined on this topic, and in particular the fact that

he did not include, in his statement made to the Culligan Inquiry, a passage that what

was said by Sergeant Jackson to John Carthy was "along the lines" of "put your gun

down and stand at the window and put your hands up and we will deliver them".

Garda Sullivan said that he did not recall those particular terms at that time. He said

that these terms were "consistent with a lot of the conversation he had or the dialogue

he had in relation to cigarettes". He went on to say that the first time such a passage

arose for consideration by him was when he heard Sergeant lackson give evidence
of it in the Tribunal.
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Aftermath of the 10:00 a.m. request

Superintendent Shelly said that he learned of this request when he returned to duty

on the morning of 20"' April. He was anxious to obtain the cigarettes, and arranged

for Garda Michael Carthy to go to Abbeylara village to purchase three packets of

Major cigarettes and some matches. It emerged that the local shopkeeper said thai

Benson and Hedges were John Carthy's brand. These were given to Garda Carthy.

This was at about 10:00 a.m. on 20"' April. In relation to the question of delivery

Superintendent Shelly said that the safety of all concerned was of paramount

importance and the issue of the gun had to be dealt with before any other plan could

be proceeded with.

When the cigarettes arrived on the scene at approximately 10:50 a.m. they were

delivered to the negotiation post. At approximately 11 :()() a.m. Sergeant Jackson

showed the cigarettes to John Carthy and again described the proposed method of

delivery as previously described by him. He asked John Carthy to "please put it [the

gun] down on the floor and come to the window and put his hands up at the window,

we would deposit the cigarettes at the door and pull back and he could collect

them there".

He responded by saying "bring them in" and beckoned to Sergeant lackson with his

hand. Sergeant lackson said that this was said in "a sarcastic tone".

In evidence Sergeant lackson said that he reiterated to him the need to agree a safe

method of delivery and repeated the method he was suggesting. He said that in reply

to this )ohn Carthy said "fuck off and don't bother" which he repeated when

Sergeant lackson again described the proposed method of delivery.

Medical Contact

The evidence also established that there was no contact between either of the scene

commanders or anyone on their behalf with any of the medical professionals on the

question of the desirability, or otherwise, of the delivery of cigarettes to lohn Carthy,

or the obtaining of advice on how from a medical viewpoint such a request should

be dealt with.

Nicotine withdrawal

Dr. Sheehan

Dr. Sheehan stated that maximum withdrawal symptoms occur between 24 and 48

hours following cigarette deprivation, and went on to say that:

"... the absence of cigarettes was likely to aggravate his nicotine withdrawal

and further increase his agitation, reducing the likelihood of him cooperating
with the negotiator".
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And that:

"the symptoms of nicotine withdrawal would have started about two hours

after his last cigarette reaching a peak between twenty-four to forty-eight hours

later. In other words, Mr. Carthy could have been developing symptoms ol

irritability, restlessness, difficulty concentrating, anxiety, depression and

insomnia after stopping his last cigarette. Symptoms would have been

increasing in severity and almost reaching a peak over the twenty-two hour

period. From a medical viewpoint the probability of a nicotine withdrawal state

would have exacerbated Mr. Carthy's already disturbed mental state. Clearly, it

was not wise to allow the situation to develop. The possibility of nicotine

withdrawal must be considered as a motivating factor in Mr. Carthy walking

out of the house. If he had not smoked a cigarette for twenty-two hours, he

would have significant withdrawal symptoms".

Dr. Sheehan was asked whether he considered nicotine withdrawal to be a

predominant motivating factor driving John Carthy's behaviour. He replied that it was

impossible to say what the motivating factor was and that nicotine withdrawal was

simply a possibility; one of a range of possibilities. He stated that in favour of nicotine

withdrawal as a motivating factor was the fact that there was increased agitation in

the number of hours before John Carthy emerged from the house and that the onset

of the maximum withdrawal symptoms would also have coincided with the time that

he left the house. Nicotine withdrawal would have disturbed further an already

disturbed mental state.

Dr. Sheehan agreed with the Chairman that it was relevant that on exiting the gate

John Carthy turned left and was walking in the direction of both the shop (supply of

cigarettes) and his sister's location.

Dr. Sheehan was asked to comment on Dr. Kennedy's report in terms of nicotine

withdrawal, where the latter expressed the view that nicotine withdrawal would have

added little if anything to someone who has already reached maximum arousal. Dr.

Sheehan stated that while he respected Dr. Kennedy's view he felt it was a judgement

call and that in his view the irritability and agitation and tension that comes with

nicotine withdrawal would exacerbate the pre-existing agitation, arousal and

irritability caused by the mania.

Dr. Sheehan was asked whether he agreed that lohn Carthy had a heavy dependence

on cigarettes. Dr. Sheehan agreed. It was put to him that from the first request for

cigarettes in the early hours of the morning of 20'" April to the time of his exit from

the house that evening that John Carthy had not hit the peak withdrawal effect of 24

hours. Dr. Sheehan agreed. It was suggested to Dr. Sheehan that John Carthy's

agitation and discharge of some 26 shots before he made his first request for
cigarettes was unrelated in any way to their absence. |In fact 24 shots had been
discharged prior to the first request for cigarettes at 3:25 a.m. on 20'" April. The 25th

shot was discharged at the negotiation post immediately thereafter.| Dr. Shee-han
agreed that this was so. The witness stated that he felt that the question of nicotine
withdrawal becomes more relevant as the hours go by because one is adding a
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further irritant to somebody who is already irritable anc\ aggressive in the context

of mania.

He agreed that the mania would be the dominant factor rather than the nicotine-

withdrawal. Dr. Sheehan further agreed that if the first request for cigarettes

coincided with John Carthy's last available cigarette that his nicotine withdrawal

symptoms had not peaked by the end of the siege; it would have been about two

thirds of the way there.

Dr. Kennedy

Dr. Kennedy stated that nicotine withdrawal:

"would in my view have represented a relatively minor irritation to Mr. Carthy.

lie was ahead) so amused and so cognitively impaired in his perception and

reasoning that nicotine withdrawal t ould have addetl little, if anything".

Dr. Kennedy explained nicotine withdrawal in the context of psychological arousal

and its effects on mental processes and performance. This he described as the

"Yerkes Dodson Law". He explained that:

"the state of deprivation leads to increasing physical arousal. Up to a certain

point increasing physical arousal improves one's performance, . . . but beyond

a certain level of arousal performance falls off and one begins to make mistakes.

In a manic state, the arousal is maximum, it is as high as it can be and

performance in various mental functions falls off, all sorts of mental capacities

begin to be impaired. ... A manic state is pretty near to the maximum of

arousal that one can have".

He went on to say:

"the irritability, the adverse affects of nicotine withdrawal . . . is a much milder

effect than could be described by mania. So what one is considering is the

extent to which nicotine withdrawal would further exacerbate the arousal and

further impair the already impaired performance of someone in a manic state.

So what I am suggesting is that one is adding a feather to a brick, it would

have an effect but not a great effect".

The aggravating effect could not be discounted but it would be small. He differed in

his view from Dr. Sheehan on the extent to which he stated that irritability and

agitation is increased as a result of not having cigarettes.

Professor Fahy

Professor Fahy agreed with the evidence given by Dr. Sheehan that withdrawal

symptoms from nicotine begin about two hours after the last cigarette and that it

reaches a peak between 24 to 28 hours after the last cigarette. Professor Fahy said

that, if John Carthy was a heavy smoker, he would definitely have experienced

unpleasant withdrawal symptoms. Professor Fahy did point out however that

although  he  may have  been  extremely  uncomfortable,  as a  result of nicotine
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withdrawal, it would not have explained his destructive, inaccessible, irrational

behaviour. Professor Fahy agreed with Dr. Kennedy that an acute psychotic or an

acute hypomanic episode is of a totally different order of magnitude in terms of a

mental state disturbance compared with nicotine withdrawal. However he did accept

that the nicotine withdrawal could only have made things worse and not better.

Professor Fahy agreed that if there was a question of nicotine withdrawal it had not

got to the stage of peaking when John Carthy exited the house on the evening of

20" April. He said however that it could have been uncomfortable for him.

Professor Malone

Professor Malone undertook a study in the late 1990s while at Columbia University

in New York to explore the association between cigarette smoking and suicidal

behaviour in major psychiatric disorders. Up to that time it had been assumed that

the apparent link between smoking and suicide attempts among people with severe

mental illness was coincidental. Professor Malone anticipated that, if indeed the

connection were coincidental, then one would expect to find no difference in the

levels of cigarette smoking in a group of patients with severe mental illness, such as

schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, between those who had not attempted suicide

and those who had attempted suicide at some point in their history. In the course of

his study Professor Malone discovered that cigarette smokers with depression had

lower indices of the neurotransmitter serotonin. He explained that serotonin is one

of the key brain neurotransmitters involved in the regulation of mood, appetite and

also impulsivity and restraint. Professor Malone's study led him to hypothesise that

the effects of chronic severe cigarette smoking are more profound than previously

thought. In addition to the serotonin neurons being harmed, there was evidence that

dopamine neurons were also affected. Dopamine, he explained, is a neurotransmitter

involved in the experience of pleasure. Using his knowledge gleaned from this study

Professor Malone posed two hypotheses; the first that because John Carthy smoked

so heavily, nicotine craving and withdrawal would be likely to have occurred (a)

earlier and lb) with greater intensity than had he been a mild to moderate smoker.

The longer that John Carthy had gone without cigarettes the greater his vulnerability

to the unpleasant and undesirable effects associated with nicotine withdrawal.

Secondly he opined that as a result of the foregoing he had "greater vulnerability to

centrally mediated, unpredk table behaviour".

Should the cigarettes have been delivered? — the experts' views

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley thought that John Carthy's requesl was a non-substantive demand but

questioned whether or not he really wanted the cigarettes, in that he did not
demonstrate any willingness to co-operate in their delivery.

Having said that he thought that the benefit of providing cigarettes would include
the likelihood of rapport being established as he would now see the gardai and

specifically Sergeant Jackson as being willing to work with him. Another benefit he
saw was that the cigarettes may have helped calm him down, at least marginally.
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He also thought that to allow )ohn Carthy to believe that cigarettes would be

delivered and then to decide, rightly or wrongly, that the delivery would not be done,

was bound to cause problems.

Mr. Lanceley was of the view that generally speaking he would etc cede to such a

demand "if he could do it safely". He thought that one must leave the safety

decisions to the personnel at the scene and allow them to determine for themselves

the level of threat to the personnel especially as they took enormous risks throughout

the incident.

Finally, he thought that if a packet of "Benson and Hedges" cigarettes (rather than

the "Major" brand requested by John Carthy) had been delivered this would have

caused great difficulty, and would show that the negotiator was not listening and did

not care about what he wanted, or knew better than he did about what he wanted;

he thought that this could be seen as showing disrespect.

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie said:

"where there are no hostages, no demands and little to negotiate upon, the

key feature, seems to me, is to keep matters under control, thus, the situation

relating to lohn Carthy, the delay and possible prevarication in the delivery of

cigarettes may have been unwise".

He thought that the cigarettes issue presented an opportunity for the police to use

the cigarettes as positive reinforcers for acceptable behaviour. He said that:

"the reinforcement process commences with a delivery of the reinforcer,

unattached to a specific behaviour to create a need and is then gradually

associated with positive behaviours".

He thought that appropriate delay and prevarication on the part of the authorities in

responding to a request or a demand in a hostage taking situation may well prove

counter-productive in a siege situation and that meeting the request of a subject may

well assist the authorities in their efforts to establish contact with him or her. He-

thought that in the instant case the provision of two or three, perhaps no more than

five cigarettes at the earliest opportunity would be seen as positive behaviour on the

part of the gardai and from then on the provision of further cigarettes should be

conditional on the receipt of something in return from the subject. Thus the second

supply of cigarettes would only be given to the subject if, for example, he threw

some ammunition out the window at the request of the negotiator. The cigarettes

would then be used as reinforcers. He said that each further supply of cigarettes

would require a repeat of the admitted good behaviour on the part of the subject.

The effect of delivering some of the cigarettes to him would have the dual benefit of

meeting a part of his request and, also, giving an opportunity for rapport building

and contact between the police and him.
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Dr. Sheehan

In the course of the Tribunal's request to Dr. Sheehan, he was asked the following

question:

"To that end, and bearing in mind his antagonism towards the police, was it

desirable to meet promptly as a gesture of good will, any reasonable request

which he might make, such as the provision of cigarettes and the production

of a solicitor?"

Dr. Sheehan replied:

"In my opinion, it was certainly desirable to quickly meet Mr. Carthy's request

for cigarettes and a solicitor. The absence of cigarettes was likely to aggravate

his nicotine withdrawal and further increase his agitation, reducing the

likelihood of him co-operating with the negotiator. The request for a solicitor

was an opportunity to provide him with a person of his choosing who may

have been able to act as intermediary between him and the gardai".

Dr. Kennedy

Dr. Kennedy thought that a meaningful response to lohn Carthy's request for a

solicitor or cigarettes would have been helpful in establishing some element of

rapport between him and the negotiator. He said that the request for cigarettes

should have been met if the cigarettes could have been safely delivered.

The delivery of cigarettes — the experts' views

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie expressed the view that it would have been possible for the delivery

of cigarettes to be negotiated in some way. He said that there was a need for the

negotiator to take the lead and be prescriptive. He said that the cigarettes should be-

at the scene and shown to the subject who should then be told, in descriptive terms,

how the delivery is going to be achieved while meeting the needs of police safety.

He thought that Sergeant lackson was not prescriptive enough in telling lohn Carthy

how the cigarettes were going to be delivered. He thought that he should have been

told how the cigarettes were to be delivered rather than the issue being left for

negotiation, thus leaving it in the hands of John Carthy.

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis thought that Sergeant Jackson utilised ploys that were more appropriate

to hostage negotiation particularly in relation to the cigarettes delivery question. Mr.

Burdis thought that the issue of "encroachment onto territory" is very much a part of

the hostage situation where there is a danger of a hostage taker causing injury or

carrying out retaliation.
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Dr. Sheehan

Dr. Sheehan said that from a safety point of view it would be appropriate for the

negotiator to be- prescriptive in his approach to the delivery of cigarettes.

Dr. Sheehan was asked whether such a delivery would have the potential to increase

lohn Carthy's grandiosity. He said that he thought that this was already present and

that in granting his request by delivery of the cigarettes this was likely to help the

rapport between himself and the negotiator.

Covert delivery

Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie acknowledged that in the interest of safety and to deal with the

problem of John Carthy's failure to agree a method of delivery, covert delivery of the

cigarettes would have been an option. However, he said that best practice would

suggest that this was an unwise strategy. Dr. McKenzie illustrated this by setting out

the psychological thought on the concept of interpersonal space, which he described

as being broken down into three sub-levels:

i.    Intimate space.

ii. Personal territory; which includes home territory with a special sub-set of

this being a person's house which has specific societal rules about how it

is to be approached, which involve well-established traditions about

knocking on doors, ringing doorbells, lines of approach and marked

pathways, and entry to appropriate, identified access points. Dr. McKenzie

said that failure to comply with these rules and traditions may well be

considered by people inside the property as an unjustifiable breach of their

privacy and personal/home territory. As with other invasions of personal

space, the likely outcome is at very least agitation, and sometimes even

overt aggression.

¡ii. Defensible space which extends to areas that the occupier properly can

see from the premises and according to the psychological literature that

area which they psychologically need to "defend" from illegitimate

incursion.

Dr. McKenzie thought that the question of a covert delivery of cigarettes was

properly treated with circumspection by the negotiation team. He said that there was

some evidence to suggest that those suffering from various kinds of mental illness

are much more conscious of an invasion of aspects of personal space than others

and it seemed to him very likely that a demonstration that the Garda were capable

of invasion of personal space (that is John Carthy's home territory) might well have
provoked an unwanted reaction. He thought that it was likely in the circumstances

that any covert delivery would have provoked, at the very least, annoyance on the

part of lohn Carthy and it would have certainly have created difficulties in the cause

of trying to build rapport. He thought that it was likely that lohn would have viewed
any such delivery as a breach of trust.
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Mr. Lanceley

He thought that if the cigarettes had been delivered while John Carthy's attention

was diverted, or while he was sleeping that would not have helped the situation. He

said that for him to find cigarettes suddenly and inexplicably appearing on his

windowsill after they had been surreptitiously delivered would have exacerbated

the incident.

Dr. Sheehan

Dr. Sheehan said that in his view what was at issue was not a covert delivery of

cigarettes but rather that |ohn Carthy had asked on two occasions for cigarettes.

Therefore the delivery would in fact be a response to an expressed request. He

thought that a covert delivery of cigarettes to someone who had not requested them

would be an invasion of personal space but here the issue was that lohn Carthy had

requested the cigarettes. Though possible that the covert delivery of cigarettes, even

though they had been asked for, would be regarded as an invasion of personal space,

he felt that the likelihood was that he would not see it like that. He thought that it

was c learly desirable that any request for cigarettes be made by an overt delivery;

however, he thought that it was reasonable for them to be delivered covertly because

this met the request. In considering whether a covert delivery would be seen by John

Carthy as an invasion of personal space, he said that his view was based upon the

presence of severe mental illness.

Dr. Kennedy

He agreed that the concept of defensible space as described by Dr. McKenzie was

appropriate in the circumstances. He thought that the introduction of cigarettes in a

covert fashion could rebound badly, because of lohn Carthy's paranoia and the

invasion of his personal space. Dr. Kennedy thought that the distinction between

responding to a request by covert delivery, and delivering something that was not

requested was one that was less significant because of his psychotic state. When

asked to comment on Dr. Sheehan's view that as John Carthy had asked for the

cigarettes a delivery in those circumstances was not a unilateral act by the police, he

responded by saying that such a situation presented a risky judgement call because

the subject is aroused, manic, irritable, and very easily provoked. In the circumstances

the emphasis must be on the safety of the police and while there may be some virtue

in delivering the cigarettes, there was a risk that even then the subject might view it
as a provocative act.

Professor Fahy

Professor Fahy said that in circumstances where a person is paranoid and he

becomes aware that his space is being infringed, this can cause him a great deal ol

insecurity. He thought that while a delivery that had been asked for was much less

likely to provoke a suspicious response, any covert infringement of a mentally ill

person's space carries risk. He thought that the risk posed by a covert delivery would

be reduced to some extent, if that delivery was in response to a request. He said

that one could not rely on John Carthy to have a rational response to an issue such
as covert delivery of cigarettes. He also said that one could not assume that he would
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be grateful for a delivery of cigarettes, as it was impossible to know how he was

going to react because in the first place he had a mental illness and in the second

he was at times a "querulous" person. He said that people who are mentally ill and

in an agitated state often misinterpret signals and often react in a hostile and

suspicious manner to helpful overtures, and therefore in dealing with an acutely

disturbed patient one should put safety first.

Solicitor

The evidence of Detective Sergeant Jackson

Sergeant lackson telephoned lohn Carthy's mobile phone at 11:38 p.m. on 19"' April.

He greeted the subject and told him who was calling, whereupon John Carthv said

"where is my solicitor", followed by, "get the fuck out of here". Sergeant Jackson

said that John Carthy's tone was very quick and barely coherent and that he felt it

was possibly a challenging or taunting tone. John Carthy then hung up the telephone.

Sergeant Jackson saw this as a significant development; it was an exchange that

introduced something new into the equation which he was anxious to develop. While-

viewing it as "a breakthrough of sorts," Sergeant Jackson thought that it was

something that he had to work on with the subject. He attempted to telephone him

once more but the telephone was not answered. Sergeant Jackson called out to him

over the loudhailer and asked him who his solicitor was and where he or she could

be contacted. The reply was: "/ want the best, the best, the best". Sergeant Jackson

felt that this was again said in a barely coherent but challenging way. He told the

Tribunal that he viewed this exchange as something to build on and develop. He-

attempted once more to find out details in relation to what solicitor John Carthy

wanted.

The negotiator suggested that he put down the gun and that the solicitor could meet

him outside if that is what he wanted. John Carthy was reported to have banged the

gun on the table and to have said "excitedly" that he wanted the solicitor to come

into the house. Sergeant lackson told him that it would be a problem for a solicitor

to go into the house and again repeated the suggestion that he put down the gun

and meet a solicitor outside. He explained to the Tribunal that he was attempting, at

this stage, to put options before lohn Carthy; the suggestion to put down the gun

and come and meet a solicitor outside was presented as an option for him to

consider and not as a demand. Sergeant Jackson was adamant that he was not

delivering some sort of "mantra" in relation to putting down the gun. He explained

his hope that if John Carthy considered what was being said to him, he may realise

that the gun was causing a problem and that his behaviour was not in line with what

he should be doing. However, he replied by saying "no way, don't bother".

Sergeant Jackson attempted to reassure the subject by telling him that they were not

there to hurt him and that if he came out no one would hurt him. He then spec ¡fi< ally

said to John Carthy that he believed he may not trust the Garda and offered to get

a solicitor, a friend, a priest or anyone he wanted to meet him outside. He replied,

"/ a/77 not coming out, no way". Sergeant lackson explained that he was using the
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request for a solicitor to build on the possibility of finding any intermediary that was

acceptable to |ohn Carthy.

Sergeant Jackson was asked what level of importance he attached lo ascertaining il

John Carthy did in fact have a solicitor and, if so, making initial inquiries from that

solicitor and/or bringing him or her to the scene. The negotiator reiterated that the

mention of a solicitor was a "breakthrough", but that some development or further

action was required on behalf of the Garda Síochána in relation to it. He described

his response as a "two-pronged approach". First, he continued his attempts to

communicate with John Carthy about the identity of the solicitor and, secondlv, he

instructed Garcia Sullivan to relay the request to the scene commander, i.e., lo be

explored by him.

Garda Sullivan returned some time later and informed Sergeant Jackson that, as far

as the scene commander was aware, John Carthy did not have a solicitor but that

he wished the matter to be explored further with him. Sergeant Jackson told the

subject that they really wanted to get him his solicitor and tried once more to initiate

dialogue in relation to the matter of who his solicitor was and how he or she may

be contacted. He stated that it was important to get whoever John Carthy had in

mind at that stage. He made no reply but Sergeant Jackson described him as moving

about the room and coming to the window and looking out. He said that he was

mumbling to himself and he felt that he was not taking cognisance of whal was

being said.

The negotiator was asked if he considered that a solicitor might have been engaged

in some manner concerning the building of the new Carthy residence. Sergeant

Jackson stated that he was aware of the new house but that such a thought did not

occur to him. He told the Tribunal that it was obvious to him that John Carthy had,

or appeared to have, someone particular in mind, and that his focus was on trying

to ascertain precisely who that person was. However he agreed that his demand for

"the best, the best, the best", might suggest that he did not have a particular solicitor

in mind; a fact that occurred to both himself and the scene commander at the time.

Sergeant Jackson thought that what John Carthy was saying was somewhat

"incoherent and to some degree . . . not concise or rational", and that the request

needed to be developed particularly in light of the fact that he wanted the solicitor

to come into the house.

Shortly after 3:00 a.m. on the morning of 20"' April, Sergeant Jackson spoke with

Superintendent Byrne, then acting scene commander, in relation to the issue of the

solicitor. It was agreed with Superintendent Byrne that Sergeant Jackson should try

raising the issue again with John Carthy in an attempt to move the negotiating

process forward. The negotiator asked John Carthy once more what solicitor he

wanted and reiterated that the Garda were willing to get anyone he trusted to come

to the scene. There was no reply. Sergeant Jackson then informed him that they were

willing to get any solicitor for him and bring him to the negotiating post but that they
couldn't allow the solicitor to go into the house. He asked lohn Carthy if he was

agreeable to this. Again there was no reply. Sergeant Jackson stated that he was
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trying to "move lohn from that position of wanting the solicitor in the house if at all

possible to try and progress [the negotiations]".

When asked specifically if they, at this stage, considered bringing any solicitor to the

scene, such as a well-known local solicitor, Sergeant Jackson explained to the

Tribunal that, as with bringing any intermediary to the scene-, some degree of

agreement was required from John Carthy: "It was predicated on lohn saying 'this is

okay, I will agree to that and I will talk to him'. . . if John said 'okay, any solicitor will

do, bring him to the negotiating point and let him ring me', that is what it was

predicated on, not necessaril) John expressing exactly who and what he wanted". He

felt that in the absence oí developing it further with John Carthy some "further

difficulty" might be- caused by bringing any solicitor to the negotiating post

whereupon the subject may demand that he be allowed into the house. "/ did try to

make it clear to Mr. Carthy," he told the Tribunal, "that we were willing at any stage

to facilitate, within the boundaries of safety, the attendance of any solicitor at the

scene and unfortunately there was no reply to that".

At approximately 9:00 a.m. on the morning of 20"' April Sergeanl Jackson had a

meeting with scene commanders, Superintendents Shelly anc\ Byrne-. Superintendent

Shelly instructed him to re-explore the- issue of the solicitor, along with the issue of

the cigarettes.

Attempts to engage John Carthy in dialogue about the solicitor again took place at

approximately 12:00 p.m. Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that he dealt with the

topic in the same manner as before, lohn Carthy's response is recorded as "fuck off,

don't bother". (That response would have coincided approximately with the subject's

phone call to Kevin Ireland in which he asked him to contad a particular solicitor on

his behalf and to reediest him to come to the scene. He also indicated to his friend

that he might end the siege if he had the benefit of a solicitor to advise him.)

Sometime after 1:00 p.m. on 20"' April, Sergeant Jackson received information in

relation to the telephone call that John Carthy had with Kevin Ireland. In light of the

fact that the issue of a solicitor had arisen during the course of that conversation,

Sergeant lackson sought once more to initiate dialogue around this area. Having

regard to the nature of the phone call as relayed to him, he felt that lohn Carthy

might at times have been thinking rationally; something he hoped to capitalise on.

Sergeant Jackson again informed him that they would bring a solicitor to the

negotiating post if he could identify a solicitor for them. John Carthy replied that he

wanted a "Republican" solicitor. Sergeant lackson informed him that they would get

one for him and requested the name and number of such a solicitor. Further words

of reassurance were offered in relation to the fact that everything would be okay

when he came out of the house, whereupon )ohn Carthy retorted, "No fucking way;

I want him in here". Sergeant Jackson reported that the subject then smiled, in a

taunting way. Sergeant Jackson again suggested to the subject that he come out of

the house to meet the solicitor and further explained his concern in relation to

allowing a solicitor into the house when he had a gun. John Carthy replied, "don't

bother, don't bother".
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Sergeant Jackson was questioned, having regard to the fact that any attempts to

engage lohn Carthy in relation to a solicitor had failed, whether they considered at

this stage bringing any solicitor to the negotiation point to see if he would in fact

engage with one. He reiterated his previous evidence in relation to requiring a degree

of agreement from John Carthy before any intermediary could be brought te) the

negotiating post and further that they needed to move him away from the position

of wanting the solicitor in the house; "as with all intermediaries, and a solicitor is

similarly in that position, we needed to try and develop with John that this course of

action we were going to take would achieve something. We never got to that position

with Mr. Carthy in relation to the solicitor issue".

Sergeant Jackson accepted that the request for a solicitor was an important

development in that it was a request which emanated from John Carthy himself; one

ol the very small number that did.

At approximately 3:00 p.m. on 20'" April, Sergeant Jackson felt that it may be

beneficial for Garcia Sullivan to attempt negotiations with Mr. Carthy. Shortly before

he commenced negotiating Superintendent Shelly informed Garda Sullivan that the

solicitor that John Carthy was requesting may be called "lohn or Mick Finucane".

Garda Sullivan relayed this information to Sergeant Jackson at the negotiation post.

During the course of his attempts at negotiation with John Carthy, Garda Sullivan

introduced the issue of the request for a solicitor. John Carthy mentioned the name

"Finucane" and asked Garda Sullivan why the police did not get him. Garda Sullivan

told the Tribunal that he tried to push John Carthy further on this point in an attempt

to get clarification as to who the solicitor was and how he may be contacted. The

witness explained that he thought John Carthy was listening lo him and that it was a

good opportunity to try and engage him in dialogue. He was also anxious to find out

who this person called "Finucane" may be. However, the subject was very

"dismissive" oí such attempts at dialogue responding with, "fuck off out of here".

John Carthy then became more aggressive saying: "Free State bastards . . . shoot me,

shoot me".

The evidence of Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly identified three main difficulties in relation to John Carthy's

request for a solicitor, which the Garda attempted to resolve through the medium of

negotiation. The three areas that needed to be resolved were:

• The identity of the solicitor;

• Agreement on the method of communication with a solicitor; and

• The fact that he had stated that he wanted the solicitor to enter the house.

"Fhat just couldn't happen on safety grounds," he told the Tribunal, "/, as

scene commander, would never agree to that. I would never agree to allow

anybody else into that house because it just wasn't safe to do so".

Superintendent Shelly was further of the view that an exploration of these issues may

have helped to build up some degree of trust and communication between John
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Carthy and the negotiator and therefore the issue of the solicitor involved more than

the mere provision of a solicitor at the scene.

Superintendent Byrne

Superintendent Byrne, in considering the request for a solicitor, thought thai it would

be beneficial if lohn Carthy was willing to talk to anybody, irrespective of the

profession or employment of that person. "That was our whole purpose", he told the

Tribunal, "to try and gel lohn lo talk to somebody, be it the negotiator or somebody

else, so that we could resolve this issue of him in there with the live firearm". He-

agreed that in particular a solicitor may often be seen as a bulwark between the

citizen and the Garda and is a person who can receive information in coniidene e.

Sometime between 3:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. on the morning of 20"' April,

Superintendent Byrne himself thought about the possibility of bringing a local solic ¡tor

to the scene but decided "rightly or wrongly" not to.

Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey told the Tribunal that he was informed shortly before

1:00 a.m. on 20"' April that lohn Carthy was looking for a solicitor. He believed that

Sergeant lackson was trying to establish from the subject the name of the solicitor

that he required. Chief Superintendent Tansey believed that the plan in relation to

the solicitor was "straightforward"; if John Carthy named a solicitor then that solicitor

would have been brought to the scene. However, if they had thought that any

solicitor would have done, Chief Superintendent Tansey stated that they would have

ensured the attendance of any solicitor at the scene, but that he, and others at the

scene, were of the opinion that the solicitor who was most likely to assist in the

negotiation was a solicitor named by )ohn Carthy himself. When the name

"Finucane" became known to the Garda as the possible solicitor that John Carthy

was referring to, Chief Superintendent Tansey believed that all possible- attempts

were made to identify him further. The obvious step of contacting the Law Society

was not adverted to by anyone. He also stated that no decision had been made, the

effect of which would be to deny him access to a solicitor.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey informed the Tribunal that he first became aware of

lohn Carthy's request for a solicitor when he attended the scene on 20"' April. He

was made aware that ongoing efforts were made throughout the negotiation process

to find out what solicitor )ohn Carthy in fact wanted. Assistant Commissioner Hickey

told the Tribunal that he could not at that stage see any benefit in having a solicitor

not known to John Carthy in attendance at the scene. He was aware of Inspector

Maguire's evidence in relation to his conversation with Thomas Walsh as to whether

or not lohn Carthy had a solicitor. Interestingly Assistant Commissioner Hickey stated

that in his mind the focus of the issue of the solicitor changed when )ohn Carthy

requested the presence of a solicitor in his house and when the name "Finucane"

was mentioned. "/ thought he was hallucinating and referring to the late well-known

Pat Finucane. I still think it is significant ", he told the Tribunal, "that Mr. Michael
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Finucane never had any dealings with lohn Carthy and in fact was not a solicitor at

the time-". Assistant Commissioner Hickey was then aware that the negotiating effort

was proving difficult and that little rapport had been established.

Experts' views and analyses

General

It is important to understand that both Mr. Lanceley and Dr. McKenzie viewed the

issue of whether a solicitor should have been brought to the scene to negotiate with

John Carthy as a third party intermediary issue. Therefore, their comments in relation

to TPIs are relevant here, especially in relation to the dangers or downsides they

identified in using TPIs as part of a negotiating strategy.

It is pertinent to comment that none of the experts referred to Mr. Carthy's phone

call to Kevin Ireland in which he intimated that his purpose for seeking a solicitor at

the scene was in connet tion with possible negotiation of an end to the impasse. He

was also described by his friend as being "calm" and clear in what he was saying.

That was about five hours before his death.

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley was adamant that in the United States a solicitor would never have

been allowed to enter the house to speak with a subject. In relation to whether or

not ,1 solie ¡tor would have been allowed to attempt dialogue with the subject, Mr.

Lanceley felt that this would be unlikely but that it would depend entirely on the

circumstances of the particular situation. Mr. Lanceley agreed with the approach

adopted by Sergeant Jackson in that he too would have emphasised that )ohn Carthy

could speak to a solicitor if he came out of the house without the gun; he would

also have reassured him in that regard. Mr. Lanceley told the Tribunal that he would

have given consideration to bringing a solicitor to the scene as a source of support

and confidence to John Carthy and may have even considered tape recording a

message from the solicitor to him; thereby retaining Garda control over what was

being said. He accepted that the presence of a solicitor at the scene might have

helped the situation.

Mr. Lanceley agreed with Mr. Burdis's assessment that John Carthy's requests for a

solicitor were centred on helping him out of the predicament of the moment rather

than some deep-seated personal problem. Mr. Lanceley stated that one of the

questions he would have explored with lohn Carthy is why he wanted to see a

solie ¡tor. Mr. Lanceley further believed that if he really wanted a solicitor present he-

could have phoned one himself, rather than relying on the Garda, whom he did not

appear lo trust, to get one for him; the subject had access to a phone and used it to

contact others during the- siege. (In fact Mr. Carthy had ascertained shortly before

the event that his own solicitor, Mr. Connellan was out of the country at that time

on vac ation.)
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Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie believed lh.it a solicitor should have been brought to the scene,

despite the la« t that no particular solicitor had been adequately identified by John

Carthy. The arrival oí a solicitor could then have been announced to him. He fell

that the failure to bring a solicitor to the scene was likely to have been excessively

frustrating for the subject and might, when coupled with the issue of the cigarettes,

have lead to some degree oí distrust, in that his requests were not being responded

to. I lowever he emphasised that the purpose of the presence of a solicitor would

not have been to speak directly with John Carthy but to act as a resource lor the

police, for example in the provision of information in relation to the demolition of

the Carthy old home or any other such matters. All would however be channelled

through the negotiator. The solicitor should, under no circumstances, be permitted

to enter the house.

Dr. McKenzie highlighted a further role in that the solicitor could provide a link to

other lawyers that may be required; this is similar to the peer-to-peer communication

envisaged with mental health professionals at a scene.

Dr. McKenzie was asked if he- agreed that it would have been an option for lohn

Carthy to simply pick up the telephone and call a solicitor if he in fact really wanted

one present at the se ene. While agreeing that that may have been a possibility, he

viewed the requests for an unidentified solicitor as "part and parcel of an absein e of

desire adequately to negotiate the exit with police officers. It does not mean", he

explained, "that there is not an intentional request for a solicitor being made, but it

does mean, that there is every possibility that there is a kind of — I can only use the

word 'game', thai is being ¡clayed, where requests are made, which are not at tuallv

important in any proper sense of the word, because it is already formulated in Carthy's

mind that there is going to be an end to this". (This is at variance with Mr. Carthy's

explanation to his friend, Kevin Ireland, for wanting the benefit of a solicitor at the

scene, i.e., in the context of negotiating an end to the impasse.I

Mr. Burdis

Mr. Burdis viewed the issue of the provision of a solicitor at the scene in a slightly

different light from Mr. Lanceley and Dr. McKenzie. Mr. Burdis, while sharing the

view in relation to the downsides of TPIs, saw professional persons such as doctors

and solicitors as fitting into a different category. He explained that although they

should never end up in a position where they are undertaking the police function of

negotiating, they may be used to reassure a subject in a supportive way. Mr. Burdis

told the Tribunal that he would personally have had little difficulty in providing a

solicitor to be available to speak to John Carthy and all the more so in circumstances

where there was a known distrust of the Garda and a reliance (that should have been

known from an early stage had files and records been properly accessed) by John

Carthy on professional supports to aid his cause. Mr. Burdis agreed with the other

experts that no solicitor could have been allowed enter the house unless it could be

determined that it was safe so to do. Mr. Burdis was of the view that had a solicitor

been brought to the scene it would have allowed Sergeant Jackson to open up a new
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avenue of negotiation which may have been fruitful; it would have been identified as

a positive police- action.

Dr. Sheehan

Dr. Sheehan identified such utterances as "the best, the best, the best" and the

request for a "Republican" solicitor as being a typical display of "grandiosity".

Grandiosity, he explained, is a symptom of mania; it involves abnormal beliefs or a

sense of enhanced self-esteem. Therefore what John Carthy wanted was something

out of the ordinary, something that he considered as special. Dr. Sheehan initially

expressed a view that John Carthy may have responded to a solicitor had one been

introduced as an intermediary, especially a solicitor who had acted for him before

with a successful outcome and had a degree of credibility in John Carthy's mind

separate from the Garda; a body he was paranoid about. However, he ultimately

concluded, that, due to the severity of his mental state, he did not think a solicitor

would have succeeded in de-escalating the stand-off to a safe level leading to a

peaceful outcome. Agreeing that it might have been useful to attempt to get John

Carthy to respond to a solicitor, Dr. Sheehan reiterated his view that "the way he

interacted with so many of the other people there between not responding, between

letting off a shot, that is why my conclusion there was, that I think at the end of the

dav, I don't think he was actually going to cooperate or collaborate with anybody".

Dr. Sheehan believed that the failure however to meet such requests as the solicitor

and the cigarettes was likely to increase John Carthy's antagonism towards the Garcia

and the negotiator and would not have helped establish or promote a sense of

rapport with the negotiator.

Dr. Kennedy

Dr. Kennedy told the Tribunal that a request for a solicitor from a patient in a clinical

setting would be responded to in a similar manner to the approach adopted by

Sergeant Jackson at Abbeylara. He explained that the clinician would first try and

address what solicitor or what type of solicitor was wanted. He or she may then

explore how the patient would wish to communicate with the solicitor. However, he

stressed, if dialogue is not built up between the clinician and the patient it would be

cliffic Lilt to progress such a request further. In the absence of any such dialogue he

accepted that it would not be unhelpful to try and bring any solicitor to the scene,

even if not the solicitor envisaged by the patient, but he remained of the belief that

"until there is some kind of dialogue, it is not going to be as helpful as it could be".

Dr. Kennedy, while agreeing with the Chairman that it may have been reasonable to

bring a solicitor to the scene and allow him to attempt dialogue with John Carthy,

doubted that it would have led to his safe exit from the house and a peaceful

resolution to the siege. However, Dr. Kennedy did accept that a meaningful response

on the part of the Garcia to the request for cigarettes and a solicitor would have

assisted in establishing or endeavouring to establish some element of rapport as

between the negotiator and the subject. Dr. Kennedy agreed with Dr. Sheehan that

the manner in which a solicitor was requested was evidence of grandiosity. He

further referred to the fact that John Carthy had told Kevin Ireland some months
previously that a solicitor by the name of Finucane had assisted him in getting his
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gun back from the Garda. Dr. Kennedy was of the view that lohn Carthy believed

that he had been and could be assisted by a solicitor of renown and that such belief

was delusional in that Mr. Finucane had never met him, let alone offered him any

legal assistance.

16.    An armed negotiator

Sergeant lackson, being a detective, was armed.

An issue which arose in the course of the evidence arising from the expert reports,

was the question of the propriety of an armed negotiator.

Evidence

Detective Sergeant Jackson

Sergeant lackson told the Tribunal that he did not have "what I would call a tactical

role, i.e., I did not form part of the flexible cordon that was to encompass lohn if,

indeed, he did emerge". He said that at the outset of his involvement on his arrival

at Abbeylara he had discussed his role and function with Garda Sullivan in the event

of an uncontrolled exit by )ohn Carthy. He said that he told Sergeant Russell that he

was anxious that he would stay negotiating with John Carthy as long and as far as

possible, having due regard to his safety and that of Garda Sullivan, and said:

"/ was anxious that if there was a possibility, in an uncontrolled exit, that my

intervention vis à vis negotiation may convince lohn to put down the weapon,

I was anxious that that should be maximised. It was agreed between myself

and Detective Sergeant Russell and Superintendent Shelly, that I should try and

remain negotiating with lohn as long as possible in the event of an

uncontrolled exit".

Experts' views

Mr. Bailey

Mr. Bailey told the Tribunal that in the United Kingdom negotiators are not drawn

from tactical officers and with the exception of members of the Police Service of

Northern Ireland, they are never armed. He thought that in countries where there is

an unarmed policing tradition it is very undesirable to have armed negotiators. Mr.

Bailey thought that there was an argument that an armed negotiator might have

confidence in his ability to protect himself which would make him more likely to take

a risk that an unarmed negotiator would not take. Mr. Bailey thought that because

of his view that it was not desirable that negotiations should be carried out from a

position that is in the subject's line of fire, there was no need for negotiators to be

armed for their own protection. He said that while he thought it would be unfair to

be too critical of Sergeant lackson, he believed that it is not in the interest of

negotiators or the likely success of future operations for the negotiator to be involved

in shooting the subject of a siege. He thought that if John Carthy had been wounded
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and remained on the road it would be extremely difficult for Sergeant lackson to

re-commence any negotiations with him if he had been involved in the shooting. He

was of the view that it would be more difficult for negotiators in the future to gain

the trust and confidence of the subject of a siege, if that subject is concerned that

they might be shot by the negotiator. He thought that arming the negotiator would

lose one of the advantages that an unarmed negotiator has, i.e., that he or she is in

a position to say, in reply to a statement from the subject of the incident that "you

arc- here to shoot me" — "I do not have- a gun, I c annot shoot anyone".

Mr. Lanceley

Mr. Lanceley said that in the- early 1970s in the United States, the thinking was that

negotiators should go "face to face" with the subject unarmed. He said that

experience showed police forces that in doing so they were putting their negotiators

in very grave danger. He went on to say that the arming of the negotiator is not a

topic for discussion in the United States in that there is public knowledge- that all

police officers are armed while on duty.

SECTION D: — Previous Operational Experience — Bawnboy

Introduction

The scene commanders at Abbeylara had no prior experience- of commanding an

armed siege type situation or any incident involving an emotionally disturbed or

mentally ill person who was in possession of and using a firearm.

The question therefore arises whether the Garda Síochána, as an organisation, had

any such experience. Documentation discovered by the Commissioner suggests that

they had some prior experience. However, it should be noted that no two incidents

are the same. Perhaps, the most analogous incident to the subject matter of this

Inquiry was one al Bawnboy, Co. Cavan in January, 1997. The evidence in relation

to it reveals that significant differences and circumstances existed, particularly in

relation to the negotiation process. The principal difference was that, unlike

Abbeylara, the subject of the incident at Bawnboy had no mental illness, was willing

from an early stage to engage in telephone communication with the negotiator, and

in fact, on occasions initiated contact. Evidence as to what occurred at Bawnboy was

given to the Tribunal by district officer, Superintendent P.J. Browne, who was the

scene commander for the duration of the incident.

1.    Circumstances

On 15"' January, 1997 between 12:15 p.m. and 12:30 p.m. the County Registrar for

Cavan, his assistants and members of the Garda Síochána, (whose duty it was to

prevent a breach of the peace) arrived at a house at Bellaleenan, Co. Cavan, which

was located in a rural setting, approximately two miles from the village of Bawnboy,

for the purposes of executing a Court Order for the eviction of the occupier, a Mr.

Jan Isenborger and his mother. Following a short conversation outside the house
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between the County Registrar and Mr. Isenborger, he re-entered the house and re-

emerged with a rifle type firearm and began firing shots in the direction of the County

Registrar, his assistants and the gardai. A number of persons were injured. A stand-

off subsequently ensued which lasted approximately 24 hours and involved local

gardai and members of the ERU. It appeared at an early stage during the course of

the siege that Mr. Isenborger's actions were motivated by his concern for his

terminally ill mother who resided with him in the house, and whose death occurred

during the course of the incident. Mr. Isenborger was not mentally ill.

2. The initial Garda response

Inspector Tadhg Foley and a number of other gardai went to the scene. In the early

stages of the incident, the occupier of a neighbouring house contacted Mr.

Isenborger by telephone and requested, and received, permission for an ambulance

to go to the scene. During the course of this contact Inspector Foley was in the

neighbouring house. He spoke by telephone to Mr. Isenborger. This facilitated the

commencement of negotiations. Inspector Foley had not received any specific

training as a negotiator.

On his arrival at the scene shortly afterwards, Superintendent Browne became aware

that Inspector Foley had already commenced negotiations, and he took the view that

he should continue. A trained negotiator, a detective superintendent stationed at

Monaghan garda station, was called to the scene. He was also of the opinion that

Inspector Foley should continue with negotiation attempts, assisted by a trained

negotiator. Subsequently negotiators arrived from the Special Detective Unit. In the

words of Superintendent Browne they were "there to help formulate questions and

record answers to the various questions that were being put to ... [the subject] . ..

questions that he was posing back to the negotiators and the responses coming from

both sides". The services of the ERU were requested and obtained.

The local house from which the negotiations were conducted was evacuated and

made available to the gardai. A command post and negotiation cell was established

at that location, which was about five hundred yards away from the subject's house

and in an elevated position above it.

The scene commander, Superintendent Browne, said in evidence that he spent most

of his time in the room of the house that served as the negotiation cell, listening to

the negotiations.

3. Cordons

Inner and outer cordons were established. The inner cordon was around the subject's

house for the purpose of containment. The outer cordon was established at a

perimeter area to prevent unauthorised entry. The outer cordon consisted of

uniformed gardai and detectives. In the early stages armed local detectives formed

the inner cordon with the senior detective taking charge. A local sergeant took

charge of the outer cordon. All roads with access to the scene were sealed off. The
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area between both cordons became the operational area. The neighbouring house

in which the command post and the negotiating cell were located was situated

between the inner and outer cordon.

Following the arrival of the ERU, the local officers were withdrawn from the inner

cordon and the ERU took charge of it. No unauthorised personnel were allowed

between the outer and inner cordons. Superintendent Browne decided who was to

be permitted to enter through the outer cordon.

4. Tactical commander

On the arrival of the ERU, a detective inspector attached to that unit assumed the

duty of tactical commander at the request of Superintendent Browne, the scene

commander.

5. Inner cordon numbers

There were two sergeants anc\ eight detective gardai from the ERU manning the

inner cordon. While the detective inspector from the ERU had command of this unit,

it was subjec t to overall command by the scene commander. Eleven members of the

ERU were present, including the detective inspector who was in charge.

Superintendent Browne stated that the decision on the number of ERU personnel

brought to the scene was one within the remit of the ERU itself. During daylight,

members of the inner cordon were relieved for rest periods, which took place in the

house that had been established as the command post.

6. Communication with the subject

The only means of contact with Mr. Isenborger was by means of a landline from his

neighbour's house. Communication was two-way, not only was the subject contacted

by telephone, but he also made telephone calls to the negotiators. Superintendent

Browne said that the subject "engaged from the very beginning". It was thought by

garda officers present that Mr. Isenborger did have contact with someone outside

the area of the scene during the course of the negotiations. The subject showed no

animosity towards the local gardai and indicated that he would not shoot any

uniformed member but that he was afraid of plain clothes' officers coming into his

house and trying to overpower him.

7. Demands and requests

Mr. Isenborger demanded that plain clothes members be kept away from his house.

He also demanded that the media be taken out of sight of his house and this was

complied with. It should be noted that any contact with the media was dealt with by

the scene commander, Superintendent Browne.

8. Deliveries

Through the regular contact that took place between the garda negotiator and the

subject, deliveries were arranged to the subject's house. These consisted of deliveries
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of cigarettes and Coca-Cola, and the deliveries were orchestrated by agreement

between the negotiator and Mr. Isenborger. On two occasions Mr. Isenborger

handed over firearms to the gardai and on one of these he also handed over a

quantity of ammunition. He was a collector of firearms and had a number of guns in

his house together with ammunition. Delivery plans were not committed to writing.

In connection with the general question of a delivery, Superintendent Browne said

in evidence that he would not take a decision to put an officer in danger to make a

delivery which had not been negotiated. He said that a delivery of any item would

not have taken place without agreement "because without engagement and without

agreement, I was not going to send my people in to an area where they could maybe

have lost their lives, and finally that was going to be my decision."

9. Equipment brought to the scene

Video equipment and monitors were available locally from Monaghan garda station,

and were requested and brought to the scene. The sergeant in charge of

communications at Monaghan travelled to Bawnboy and during the hours of

darkness he placed a video camera overlooking the operational area and a television

monitor at the command post. A total of nine video tapes were produced during the

incident. A "walkie-talkie" system was also used. In addition the ERU brought

specialist equipment such as night vision glasses and lighting to the scene.

10. Logs

A scene commander's log and a negotiator's log, which were both extensive, were

maintained at the scene. Mr. Burdis calculated that there were 45 pages of rough

notes, which he described as "evidential", and 49 pages of a formal negotiator's log.

The negotiator's assistant checked all logs, which were kept by the negotiator himself

or by the scene commander. Superintendent Browne said that he personally did not

take notes at the scene but there was another officer delegated to take notes for

him. He said that this responsibility was given to a number of officers who relieved

each other at various times. The negotiators who came from the ERU brought pre-

prepared, blank logs with them. These negotiators assisted the front-line negotiators

and made notes on flip charts.

11. Command structure

The logs produced to the Tribunal referred on at least one occasion to "Gold I

— Chief Superintendent Rooney", the local divisional officer; "Silver 2 — Detective

Superintendent Somers", the negotiator who had come from Monaghan garda

station, and "Silver I — Superintendent Browne", the scene commander. The

expression "zulu I" was given to other officers. Superintendent Browne when

questioned as to whether these notes were referable to a tiered command system,

such as that of "gold, silver, bronze" as operated in the United Kingdom, said that

this was not the case, but that they referred to call signs for the relevant officers.
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12. Third party intermediaries

At the request of the Garda, Mr. Isenborger's neighbour, whose house served as the

command post, made initial contact with him and obtained his agreement to the

attendance of an ambulance at the scene to care for the injured. She knew Mr.

Isenborger "exceptionally well". Another man who knew him and had befriended

him since his arrival in the area also spoke to him on the telephone, after it had

been established by the negotiators that Mr. Isenborger wished to speak to him. This

conversation was conducted from the house in which the command post was

located.

13. The psychologist

A psychologist was not brought to the scene. The local gardai knew Mr. Isenborger.

He had no history of mental or psychological difficulty, although he was greatly

distressed about his dying mother's medical condition.

14. Exit plan

A plan was prepared to deal with the issue of a controlled or uncontrolled exit. This

was discussed between the scene commander and the officer in charge of the ERU.

It was not committed to writing, the reason for this being, according to

Superintendent Browne that there were "a huge amount of imponderables".

Superintendent Browne said that "all units and patrols were aware of the situation

arising in the event of an uncontrolled exit. If such an exit took place it was to be

prevented. Patrols circled the perimeter roads continuously and radio communication

was available, and any unit could be told to go to any particular location."

Superintendent Browne did not give any specific instruction in relation to a flexible-

plan, he said "because every plan has to be flexible because of the situation that could

evolve at any time". Contact with the inner cordon was through a radio system

dedicated to the use of the ERU, a radio set being located in the negotiator's room.

Superintendent Browne as scene commander had use of that. An ambulance and a

fire tender were brought to the scene and located at the outer cordon. The fire

tender was brought to the scene because Mr. Isenborger was observed setting a fire

in his back garden.

15. The decision to fire

Superintendent Browne said that in giving instructions to the inner cordon as to how

to deal with Mr. Isenborger if he came out of the house, armed and non-compliant,

he told them that the subject was not to be allowed to leave the area of operations.

He said that he instructed the tactical commander that it was a matter for each garda

officer "to assess the impending situation themselves and that they would, having

regard to the Garda Síochána firearms regulations, have to make up their own mind

and their own assessment as to what amount of force they would have to use in the

situation that confronted them at the time". He went on to say that he "could not
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tell them to shoot or not to shoot because that is a completely individualistic area

where you have to make up your own mind on the situation that is confronting you."

16. Conclusion of the incident

On the evening of 16th lanuary Mr. Isenborger told the gardai that he wanted to

spend the evening with his mother but that he would "finish" the siege at 8:00 a.m.

the following morning. Further negotiations then took place that led to Mr.

Isenborger agreeing to hand over the other guns in his possession before coming

out of the house. On foot of this agreement three officers went to the house at

approximately 8:30 a.m. on the morning of 17* lanuary, spoke to Mr. Isenborger

and entered the house. He was subsequently arrested.

17. Observation of police experts

Mr. Alan Bailey

Mr. Bailey said that the manner in which Bawnboy was managed was more like that

by which an incident in the UK would be handled in terms of the positioning of the

command vehicles and negotiating cells.

Mr. Michael Burdis

Mr. Burdis said that the evidence at Bawnboy indicates that "there are practices

within the management of An Garda Síochána that cover the formal handling of such

a situation". He went on to say: "it begs the question as to why Detective Sergeant

lackson, newly trained and appointed as a negotiator, was not provided with the

correct support and formal documentation". He said that it was clear that the

following were present at Bawnboy:

i.    a clear command structure;

ii.    a clearly identifiable negotiating cell with proper records being maintained

in log form;

iii.    the command post was located in a safe place;

¡v.    a scene commander's log was maintained;

v.    CCTV was available to the scene commander; and,

vi.    significantly more ERU officers were available, particularly on the inner

cordon.

He said that the two incidents were quite different, but their one similarity was that

they were both siege situations and that "there is a methodology in the way that you
approach a siege situation" and "that methodology should be there in whichever

scene you are attending and the approach to it should be the same each time".

He said that it is "only how the situation develops that changes, because of the

response and the way that the individual who is the subject of the siege, behaves. The

methodology should not be different. It should be the same every time." Finally he
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observed that at Bawnboy there were "all sorts of facilities available that didn't seem
to apply or were even tried to be applied at Abbeylara".

i
:
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CHAPTER 7

The Aftermath — Post-Mortem, Forensic and Ballistic

Examination

SECTION A: — Post-Mortem Examination

1.    Evidence of Professor John Harbison

At approximately 7:00 p.m. on 20'" April, 2000, Professor Harbison, State Pathologist,

was contacted by the Garda and was told that there had been a fatal shooting in

Longford. Before leaving Dublin, Professor Harbison made arrangements to have

lohn Carthy's body removed to hospital in Mullingar and he subsequently arrived

there at approximately 10:25 p.m. As the time of the shooting was known, he

considered that it was not necessary to examine the body at the scene. He deferred

his visit to the scene until after the post-mortem examination. He visited the location

on the following day, Friday, 2T' April, 2000.

Professor Harbison instructed the radiographer on duty to have x-rays taken of the

skull, chest, abdomen and thighs. No fractures were detected. The body was

identified by Mr. Thomas Walsh at 12:30 a.m. The post-mortem examination was

carried out later that day.

The clothing on the body was examined, three holes in the front of the jeans were

seen, lohn Carthy had been wearing a padded navy blue jacket and examination of

it also revealed a number of holes made by the bullets. Holes and blood staining

were also noted on other garments worn by him, including a football shirt.

There were a number of wounds on the front and back of the body, and Professor

Harbison ascribed a numbering system to them, referable to entry and exit wounds

from the top of the body down. The entry wounds were identifiable by virtue of their

shape and the existence of what were described as "abrasion collars". These wounds

were on the back of the body and were numbered 1 to 4. The exit wounds which

were on the front of the body were irregular in shape and were larger than the entry

wounds. The nature of the exit wounds was consistent with the bullets "tumbling"

through the body before exit. The wounds were as follows:

• Wound No. 1 — An exit wound of the bullet which had entered John Carthy's

back at the level of the first lumbar vertebra, corresponding with entry

wound No. 5. Exit wound No. 1 was an oval wound 1 inch above and to

the left of the left nipple and over the left fourth rib. Entry wound No. 5 was

circular, over the first lumbar vertebra just to the right of midline of the lower

back. It was 7mm. in diameter and surrounded by a "slightly oval abrasion

collar." Between entry and exit there was a rise of 9| ins. between 50 and

60   degrees   from   back   to   front   in   a   person   standing   erect.   These
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measurements were approximated from the differences between the heights

above John Carthy's heels. The pathologist inferred that the subject was

"crouching somewhat" when struck by the fatal bullet, inflicting damage to

the he-art. While this wound did not "absolutely have to be the last to go in

chronological order, it was common sense that it was the last one". Therefore,

this equated with the wound inflicted by the fourth shot. Internal examination

revealed that this bullet passed through the left psoas muscle at the level of

the body of the twelfth thoracic vertebra, thereafter passing through the

upper pole of the left kidney. It went through the stomach and the

diaphragm; and then through the left ventricle of the heart.

• Wound No. 2 — An exit wound on the anterior surface of the scrotum

corresponding and connected with entry wound No. 6 over the sacrum or

base of the spine. The wound went forward and ultimately exited through

the scrotum and the penis. The entry wound was over the sacrum, 11mm.

from upper left to lower right.

• Wound No. 3 — An exit wound on the left thigh. There was also a slightly

open entry wound on the postero medial aspect, or outer surface, of the left

thigh with an abrasion collar on its inner and upper margins. This

corresponded to entry wound No. 8, a wound which was on the inside of

the left thigh.

• Wound No. 4 — An exit wound, just below the buttock corresponding to

entry wound No. 7 which was a slightly oval wound, 6mm. by 5mm. on the

postero lateral aspect (outer surface) of the left thigh. Entry wound No. 7

had an abrasion collar: it was 2ft. 6ins. above the left heel. It was thought

that there was some slight difference in the trajectories of the two bullet

wounds to the thigh.

• Wound No. 9 — An injury to the right calf was labelled wound No. 9 by

Professor Harbison. This wound consisted of two superficial lacerations at

the back of the right calf with a communication track through the

subcutaneous tissue.

The abrasion collars on the wounds at the back of the body were evidentially

consistent with 9mm. bullet entry wounds.

There were no other injuries to )ohn Carthy's hands or legs. Professor Harbison

confirmed that he found no marks or indicators on the subject's face which might

suggest that it came in contact with the road. He thought that the entry wounds for

the first three bullets suggeste-el an intention to fire "at a low trajectory".

He described the body as that of a lean, relatively young male. Professor Harbison

stated that from his post-mortem examination, John Carthy was in a reasonably good

state of health and fitness, although he stated that this did not necessarily mean

athletic ally fit, rather, disease free.
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The source of wound No. l) was considered in detail. Professor Harbison informed

the Tribunal that he had received information from gardai, whose names he could

not recall, that four bullets had been discharged. Initially, he was not sure that the

source of the wound was a bullet and described it as a "projectile". He found it

difficult to make a diagnosis of this injury, because it did not look like a bullet wound.

The possibility therefore arose of a re-entry and exit wound. It was not certain in

which direction this wound was inflicted. I le favoured the view, that the upper was

an entry wound and the lower an exit wound. I le had no doubl thai the other bullet

wounds entered from the back and exited the front of the body. A difficult but

possible explanation for the fifth wound was that the leg was raised to an almost

horizontal position. He thought it very unlikely that this was a ricochet from the road,

because a bullet ricocheting off a hard surface would distort whereas the oval wound

at the upper end of the tract and also the one at the lower end implied a cylindrical

object passing through. This was also difficult to explain in the absence of injury to

the thigh area. One therefore had to postulate, he said, that the bullet or projectile

may have deflected slightly in the soft tissues from its entry as it went through. He-

could not see how the wound c ould have been inflicted from the front, as there was

no wound to the front of the leg. The only other possible explanation was a high

stepping gait on the deceased's part. It would have been easier to explain the wound,

as a fifth wound, he stated, rather than having to contort the body into such a position

as would permit an explanation that a bullet from one of the four injuries in the trunk

of the body deflected into the calf. He observed:

" rhe only way I could see thai as being possible would be for the leg almost

straight, to have been raised parallel with the road, in a sort of high kick

position, which is not a normal running or walking position of a leg . . . like- a

goose step".

An explanation would have been much easier if he had heard that there was a fifth

shot, but, he said, he had heard nothing of a fifth shot. Even in the context of another

bullet it was a difficult wound to explain because if the deceased had been standing

when struck, the bullet would have to have come from above. He also thought that

this was unlikely.

Professor Harbison had heard this type of situation described medically in other cases

as "diagnostically destitute". With no other explanation and only four bullets, he

expressed the opinion that it must have been a re-entry wound. Nevertheless, he

considered that re-examination of John Carthy's jeans might be necessary to throw

light on this.

Having reconsidered the forensic evidence and in the light of examination of the
clothing, he agreed with the contents of the final report and evidence of Professor

Christopher Milroy (a consultant pathologist whose evidence is considered below)

that this wound was caused by the bullet which had entered John Carthy's lower

back and exited through the scrotum; having been deflected downwards on its route.

In chronological terms, this equated with the third bullet which struck John Carthy;
and the first discharged by Detective Garda McCabe.
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Information regarding shooting

Professor Harbison told the Tribunal that it was his practice to seek background

information from the garda in every case before embarking on post-mortem

examination. He stated that such information as he had received in relation to what

occurred at the scene was transmitted to him by members of the Garda, but he could

not recall at the time of giving evidence the precise nature of the information he had

received or from whom he had received it. However, he produced a handwritten note

to the Tribunal which referred to Detective Garda lames Campbell and "info re

shooting". There was also a short written reference to Superintendent Michael Byrne.

Professor Harbison had no recollection of speaking to Garcia Campbell or of the

information which was imparted. Further, he had no recollection of when he first

became aware that the gardai had indicated or accepted that four shots had been

discharged. He thought that assuming normal procedures were followed by him, it

would have been at, or even before, the post-mortem examination.

2.    Evidence of Professor Christopher Milroy

Professor Milroy is a Professor of Forensic Pathology at the University of Sheffield

and a Consultant Pathologist to the Home Office in the United Kingdom. At the time

of giving his evidence to the Tribunal, he was also the Chairman of the Royal College

of Pathology. He prepared a number of reports which were submitted to the Tribunal.

In one of his early reports he expressed the opinion that the wound to the right calf

was problematic. He felt that this wound might represent a fifth, probably ricocheting

bullet. Professor Milroy described the appearance of "more holes than bullets fired"

as a "not uncommon problem" presented to pathologists from time to time.

He thought that for this to be a re-entry and re-exit wound and in order to account

for its vertical anatomical track, John Carthy's right leg would have to be held in a

high position with the leg extended horizontally. He expressed a preliminary opinion

that if it was a re-entry and exit wound, an explanation was that the right leg was

brought up following the infliction of the wound to the lower sacrum. This, however,

also seemed unlikely given the nature of the slope of the road and the body position

that would have to be adopted. In an initial report he stated that the source of the

fifth wound "is likely to be a matter of conjecture".

Subsequently, Professor Milroy, when attending the Tribunal, and in course of his

evidence examined the jeans and other items of clothing. He also reviewed

photographic evidence of x-ray examinations of the pelvic area. Following that

examination, he reported to the Tribunal and concluded as follows:

"In my opinion, the wound present on the right calf, injury number 9, in

Professor Harbison's report, has resulted from the same bullet that has caused

injuries, numbers 2 and 6. This bullet has entered the back of the body through

the sacrum. It has then traversed the pelvis, before striking the front of the

pelvic bone. This has resulted in the bullet being deflected steeply downwards

and has exited the body through the right testes before continuing downwards,

damaging the jeans above the level of the knee and has entered and exited

the calf before exiting the jeans."
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He continued:

"Further evidence for this pathway is shown in the examination of the clothing.

The defect in the underpants and the jeans would suggest a quite steep

trajectory through the pelvis, which is inconsistent with the position of the

gardai who fired the guns. Although Professor Harbison records the exit wound

injury number 6, as being some 2.5 inches below the entrance wound, it is

likely that this was measured from the scrotum and not the symphysis pubis. If

one considers the pathway of the bullet through the pelvis, it is clearly more
horizontal than the distance as recorded above the heel for the entrance and

exit wounds. I have considered the possibility that the calf wound represents a

fifth bullet having been fired. However, as this must have been fired from in

front of lohn Carthy and then ricocheted off the road, it would then have

caused further injury to lohn Carthy in view of the findings in the jeans. That

is, it would have travelled upwards and struck the thigh pelvic area and no

such additional damage was present. Therefore, having considered the post-

mortem finding, in combination with the damage to the clothing, it is my

opinion that all the injuries on lohn Carthy have occurred from the result of

the discharge of four bullets. The medical evidence does not support a fifth

bullet having been fired."

Professor Milroy demonstrated this by reference to the clothing. The bullet which

was discharged at the lower sacrum (i.e. the first shot fired by Garda McCabe) exited

through the jeans, and instead of being somewhat towards the top of the fly area, it

was a number of inches below that point. This further indicated that the bullet must

have been deflected downwards:

"That also fits the fact that it went through the root of the penis and then

through the scrotum and the scrotum lies lower than the symphysis pubis."

This bullet struck the pelvic bone, he concluded. It struck the symphysis pubis, as

was evidenced in the photographs which were produced to the Tribunal. The bullet

came out low down, struck the symphysis pubis and deflected downwards steeply.

This deflected bullet thereafter entered and exited John Carthy's right calf. The

direction of this bullet had to be downwards, because if it was travelling in the other

direction, an injury to the subject's thigh would have been expected.

He also stated that this explanation was consistent with a normal walking motion

rather than what had been described earlier in the Tribunal as a "high stepping gait"

or a "goose step". Entry wound No. 2 and exit wound No. 6, accounting for the

wound in the calf, did not entail any exceptional leg movement. Ordinary walking

was sufficient to account for that movement. In addition, the nature of the calf

wounds on entry and exit were indicative of an "unstable bullet". The holes were

too big to be an initial impact from an undetected bullet. Professor Milroy explained

as follows:

"A bullet that is discharged from a rifled weapon, by which I mean all the

weapons used in this, the Sig Sauer pistol and the Uzi machine-gun, they have

rifling in the barrel. In other words, these are grooves cut into the barrel so that
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the bullet will come out and it will spin. It is spinning and that will give it

gyroscopic stability and that is why you do it. It makes the bullet much more

accurate and the bullet going much straighter. Now a normal bullet will spin

... once it has entered this tissue, because you have got forces then dragging

on it, it becomes unstable and it begins to tumble. It will tumble in a straight

line but it will cause more damage, a bit more damage than the flat end and

also because the bullet is tumbling as it comes out of the skin, it causes a larger

exit wound, and that is how we pathologists often work out exit and entrance

wounds, because the entrance wound is regular; because it is the end of the

bullet that is going in and the tumbling bullet indicates that it is a larger wound.

Now this wound in the calf is irregular and therefore a tumbling bullet might

tumble and actually go in head first or it might be at an angle like that, say 45

degrees where you get a large entrance wound".

If this was a fifth bullet, it had to be a ricochet and it must have hit an intervening

target, he contended. Having considered all the circumstances, Professor Milroy

concluded that there was no evidence of John Carthy having been struck by a fifth

ricocheting bullet. The wound was accounted for by deviation of one of the four

bullets which were discharged at John Carthy; being the bullet which went through

his pelvis. As the bullet causing wound No. 2 crossed the pelvis it was relatively

horizontal and was in a similar direction to the thigh wounds. As it exited the front

of the pelvis it was deviated. The fact that the bullet exited through the testes
indicated that it must have exited through the crotch area in the jeans. This further

indicated a change in the pathway of the bullet by way of a sharp diversion

downwards. The bullet trajectory was essentially horizontal to a point near the

symphysis pubis. When it emerged, it went downwards, almost 90 degrees in a

change of direction.

Professor Milroy stated that had one carried out an autopsy on a person about whom

the pathologist knew nothing other than that he had been shot by people in a

laneway, a "blind autopsy", that it would have been "quite right to have considered

the possibility of a fifth bullet having caused that injury to the calf". Had he no

information regarding the number of bullets discharged, he would have considered

the possibility of a fifth bullet. The examination of clothing, he said, "is not always

readily available when a forensic examination is being carried out, given the fact that

clothing may be required for other forensic purposes". The examination of the

clothing, in this case, had been instructive:

"Q. In summary, therefore, on this portion of your evidence, you are saying

that it would have been correct to consider the possibility of a fifth bullet
at the time of the autopsy?

A.    In my opinion, it would be.

Q.    But that you, having considered the medical evidence and the evidence

in relation to clothing, that you have discounted that possibility?

A.    I have".
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Had the bullet been discharged from the front of John Carthy, additional damage

would have been detected on the body. There was, therefore, no medical evidence

that John Carthy had been shot from the front. The possibility of a bullet having been

discharged from the front was also excluded because of the nature of the injury and

the damage to the clothing. Professor Milroy stated that the wound could not have

been a ricochet from behind given the leg position. Therefore, the possibility of a
fifth ricocheting bullet from behind could also be excluded. Professor Harbison,

having had the opportunity to consider the revised report of Professor Milroy, agreed

and accepted his opinion.

3.    Ruling of the Tribunal

Following consideration of the foregoing revised evidence given by Professors Milroy

and Harbison, the Tribunal issued an interim ruling excluding the possibility of John

Carthy having been struck by a fifth bullet. In the light of Professor Milroy's ultimate

opinion, with which Professor Harbison agreed, the Tribunal is satisfied that John

Carthy was struck by four bullets only. The full content of the ruling is contained in

Appendix 7.F to this Report.

SECTION B: — Forensic and Ballistic Examination

1.    Introduction

The evidence of what occurred when John Carthy emerged onto the roadway, in

relation to the actions taken by members of the Garda Síochána, primarily and almost

exclusively, derives from the direct evidence of those who participated in the events

or their superiors. What happened was not video recorded, as CCTV equipment had

not been brought to the scene. Neither were they audio recorded, as tape recorders

were not utilised.

Detective Sergeant lackson and Detective Garda McCabe confirmed that they

discharged their weapons. All other armed officers who were present at the scene,

(ERU and local members) were questioned on whether they had discharged their

weapons and all stated that they had not. All officers, including Sergeant Jackson and

Garda McCabe, were questioned on whether they were aware of any other persons

discharging their weapons and all stated that they were not.

The evidence of the pathologists establishes that John Carthy was struck by four

bullets, one of which caused his death. As part of the forensic examinations which

took place, John Carthy's shotgun and 13 weapons of the ERU were examined but

the weapons of local armed officers were not. Such ballistic examinations as took

place revealed that bullets were discharged from two weapons which were the

property of the ERU. These weapons were the Sig Sauer pistol used by Sergeant

Jackson and the Uzi sub-machine gun used by Garda McCabe. That examination

excluded the possibility that shots were discharged from weapons, other than the
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two aforementioned; thus corroborative of their evidence in this regard. The bullets

issued to members of the ERU have been accounted for in evidence.

John Carthy's weapon was found to have recently been discharged. There was one

live c artridge in the left barrel and the safety catch was discovered to have been off.

Certain further ballistic evidence which was readily capable of being ascertained,

however, was not pursued. The weapons of local armed gardai were not examined.

Some of these gardai had their weapons drawn; and in one case, according to the

evidence of Detective Sergeant Foley, he was a split second from discharging his

weapon at the subject. The Tribunal considers it not only appropriate, but necessary,

to consider the evidence regarding absence of examination of these weapons and

the explanations proffered therefore.

The Tribunal has also considered the weapon and ammunition records discovered

to the Tribunal and maintained by garda stations in the Longford/Westmeath division

at which various officers at the scene were based; Longford, Athlone, Granard and

Mullingar. In the case of Granard, the records are complete; in the case of Athlone,

the ammunition and issuing records are not complete. The Tribunal has not had sight

of any records for Longford or Mullingar garda stations.

Chapter 25 of the Garda Code provides for regulations in relation to record keeping

and the issuing of firearms. The code also imposes an obligation to provide a duty

report whenever firearms are produced or used on duty. No such formal duty reports

were prepared. The explanation given for this was that such reports were not

completed by reason of the investigation which was undertaken by Chief

Superintendent Culligan in the course of which all the local armed officers at

Abbeylara had made statements recorded in writing which contained the information

which would have been specified in formal duty reports.

2.    Preservation of crime scene

Shortly after the shooting, Superintendent Shelly ordered Inspector Martin Maguire

to preserve the scene, which was being treated as a crime scene. Preservation

commenced almost "immediately". Within hours of the shooting, the Garda

Commissioner announced that an investigation was to be conducted by Chief

Superintendent Culligan.

A cordon tape was put in place between a point on the roadway outside Burke's

house and, at the far end of the Carthy house, a further tape was placed across the

road. A qualified Scene of Crime Examiner, Sergeant Sean Leydon, who was stationed

in Athlone, was contacted at approximately 6:00 p.m. by Detective Garda Campbell

and was requested to bring a scene of crime tent to the scene. He arrived at

Abbeylara at 7:25 p.m. At that stage he did not meet any senior officer and his

contact was mainly with scene of crime preservation personnel. He stated in

evidence- that he did not receive any instructions from any senior officer when he

initially attended at the scene. He observed the deceased lying on his back at an

angle with his head close to the grass margin on the right hand side of the road as
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one faces towards Abbeylara. lohn Carthy, he said, was wearing a multicoloured

green, white and blue rugby jersey, navy blue nylon jacket, blue wrangler denim

jeans and a pair of black laced shoes. A shotgun was noted to be on the road close

to the deceased. Sergeant Leydon noted two 9mm. cartridge cases on the road a

short distance from the body. There was a cartridge gun belt on the road. Sergeant

Leydon proceeded to erect and place the crime scene tent over the body. He then

placed plastic sheeting over the shotgun and plastic base plates over the two empty
cartridge cases lying on the road.

At approximately 9:00 p.m. Sergeant Leydon met Superintendent Shelly who
informed him that personnel from the Technical Bureau in Dublin were on their way

to the scene. He had no conversation "whatsoever" with any senior officer regarding

what had occurred when lohn Carthy exited the house. However, he was aware

generally from news bulletins and from members in Athlone garda station of what

had occurred. His principal duty at the scene was to preserve anything of evidential
value. He did not inquire into the circumstances of the fatal shooting as this was a

"unique situation" and certain things that had happened, he said, were "obvious".

He did not become aware that an inquiry under Chief Superintendent Culligan had
been announced until the following Monday, 24lh April, although to him it was

obvious that there was going to be an investigation as it was a serious matter; a life

had been lost. Sergeant Leydon did not, himself, make any inquiry of the local officers

and was aware only of what he had been told by Garcia Campbell when he was

requested to come to the scene — that lohn Carthy had been shot by members of

the ERU.

At 10:30 p.m. the body was conveyed to the general hospital at Mullingar and

Sergeant Leydon travelled in the hearse to the hospital. Prior to leaving the scene

Superintendent Shelly directed him to collect "all of the ERU weapons and

ammunition". He was told that arrangements had been made for them to be handed

in later that night to Mullingar garda station by the members of the ERU who were

present at the scene. He stated that he followed these instructions.

Removal of the jeep

The evidence establishes that the ERU jeep (which had been used as the command

post, and near which were located local armed members who stated that they feared

for their lives when John Carthy proceeded up the roadway) was removed from the

area by Detective Garda Carey shortly after the shooting. He was instructed to gather

up his equipment and leave the scene by Detective Sergeant Russell. He left in the

jeep with Detective Garda Ryan. No instruction was issued to keep the jeep in

position. The significance of the position of the jeep was considered by the Tribunal.

Senior officers were questioned on its removal and on whether it was considered to

be part of the crime scene to be preserved.

Superintendent Shelly stated that he did not consider the jeep to be part of the

scene. He did not give any instruction "one way or the other" in relation to the

removal of it. After the incident he directed Inspector Maguire to immediately take

steps to have the scene preserved. He regarded the scene as the area between the
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ESB pole and Farrell's house. He stated that he issued specific instructions at the

scene to Inspector Maguire as to what area was to be preserved. The jeep was in

place at this stage. He stated that he had been informed by Sergeant Foley, before

the jeep was moved, that no local armed garda had discharged his weapon. Had

one of the local gardai taking cover behind the jeep discharged his weapon, then

the jeep would have become part of the scene, he contended. He accepted that the

jeep was gone before the crime scene examiners from the Technical Bureau arrived.

He believed that he had identified the correct area to be cordoned off. It was his

view that it was open to the crime scene examiners to widen the search area if they

wished, as happened on the Saturday morning when the scene under examination

was extended towards Abbeylara.

Superintendent Shelly provided a written explanation as to why he did not consider

the jeep to be part of the scene. This was, he said, for a number of reasons:

i.    The distance of the jeep from the area where John Carthy was shot was, he

said, "substantial";

ii. The distance to the jeep from where the ERU members discharged their

shots was substantial;

iii. From his observations and enquiries at the scene there was no evidence to

suggest that the jeep had been struck by a shot; and,

¡v. No shots were discharged either from or at the jeep. Superintendent Shelly

stated in evidence that he did not give instructions in relation to the jeep

"one way or the other".

He confirmed that the jeep was in position when he gave the instructions to

Inspector Maguire to preserve the scene. He believed that the jeep was gone when

he spoke to Sergeant Foley some half an hour later; when he was informed that

Sergeant Foley had had his weapon drawn and was about to fire at John Carthy.

Even if he had this information while the jeep was still there, he would not have

considered it to be part of the scene. He accepted that the jeep was within range of

John Carthy's weapon. He accepted that if there had been shots discharged from

that area, it would have been in the scene — but, he said there were no shots fired

from there. He felt that the decision he made in this regard, concerning the area of

the crime scene to be cordoned off, was correct, and that the evidence was found

within that scene.

Chief Superintendent Tansey stated that he gave no directions in relation to the

preservation of the scene. He left that task to the scene commander. He had no

recollection of being at the scene when the jeep was moved. He believed that he

was down at the church when this occurred. He did not believe, however, that the

jeep formed part of the crime scene. An innocent explanation for the action in

removing the jeep was suggested to him; that someone may have just driven the

jeep away in order to convey members of the ERU back to Dublin and was accepted
by him as a possibility. Assistant Commissioner Hickey stated that he had no

involvement in the preservation of the scene and gave no directions in relation

thereto. He would not have directed its preservation as part of the scene.
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It will be seen, therefore, that the senior officers maintained that the jeep was not

positioned in such a way as to be- part of the scene which required to be preserved.

II is fortunate that earlier on the morning ol the shooting, when the media were

brought to the scene, the jeep was photographed in position, thus enabling the

Tribunal to make a reasonable estimate oí its location when John Carthy emerged

onto the roadway. During the course of evidence to the Tribunal, the Chairman

expressed surprise that it was not regarded as part ol the- scene for examination

purposes. Officers who were in the vicinity of the command vehicle at the time

stated in evidence that they were put in fear of their lives by John Carthy as he

advanced towards them holding his gun in what was perceived to be a threatening

way. Had it been maintained in position for such examination, and appropriate

measurements taken, it would have further facilitated the assessment of the positions

of all persons at the scene in relation to eac h other.

3.    The Garda Technical Bureau

Ballistic Section

The ballistic section is one of a number of technical units that make up the Garda

Technical Bureau. Other sections include the fingerprint, photographic, mapping and

criminal records sections. In April, 2000 Detective Superintendent Liam Coen was in

overall charge of the Bureau. Detective Inspector Edwin Handcock was the officer in

charge of the ballistic section which comprises a detective inspector, three detective

sergeants and approximately ten detective gardai. The staff included Detective

Sergeant Seamus Quinn and Detective Sergeant Patrick Ennis.

Detective Sergeant Seamus Quinn (since retired)

On 20lh April, 2000 Sergeant Quinn was informed by Inspector Handcock that there

was a siege in progress in Abbeylara; that shots had been discharged from a particular

house and that when the siege was over, irrespective of its outcome, he was to travel

to Abbeylara to examine the scene. At 6:30 p.m. he was contacted at home by

Inspector Handcock and directed to attend at the Technical Bureau to collect the

crime scene van. He there met Detective Sergeant Patrick Ennis and travelled with

him to Abbeylara. Inspector Handcock briefed Sergeant Quinn to the effect that John

Carthy had been fatally shot by the ERU.

Detective Sergeant Patrick Ennis

Sergeant Ennis was appointed crime scene manager. Evidence to the Tribunal

suggests that it is normal practice for a detective sergeant from one of the disciplines

to be placed in charge of the crime scene.

Attendance at scene

Sergeant Quinn and Sergeant Ennis arrived at Granard garda station at approximately

8:45 p.m. They were directed to the scene by the station orderly and informed that
Superintendent Shelly was there. On arrival, shortly after 9:00 p.m., he (Quinn) met
Superintendent Shelly. Moments later Assistant Commissioner Hickey joined them.
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Sergeant Quinn was informed that John Carthy had come out of the house; he had

walked towards Abbeylara; had been called upon to stop; had failed to do so, and,

was shot by the ERU. Sergeant Quinn had not learned of the presence or positioning

of local armed gardai at that time. He stated that he was not informed that evening,

at the scene, by either Superintendent Shelly or Assistant Commissioner Hickev thai

local armed gardai had been present. He entered the crime scene at 9:20 p.m. and

he remained there until approximately 10:30 p.m. When at the scene he observed

the following:

"On the opposite side of the road to the Carthy house and at a point near the

end of the garden wall, beside the Burke property, a crime scene tent had been

erected. Near the garden wall a plastic sheet covered some object on the road.

At a point opposite the Carthy entrance on the road, two pieces of red plastic

covered other objects. Having had this scene photographed, I entered the

crime scene tent and saw a body covered with a red blanket. I removed this

blanket for photographic purposes. The body was that of a male, lying on his

back with the feet on the road and the head on the road edge nearest to the

ditch. The body was dressed in a jacket, tee-shirt, vest, jeans, underpants, socks

and shoes. The belt and fly of the jeans were open and the vest and tee-shirt

pushed up revealing a hare mid-area. The left arm was outstretched from the

body at an angle of approximately 30 degrees and the right hand was resting

on the right hip area. The legs were outstretched and the heels were six inches

apart. Eight feet away from the right hand-side of the head of the body lay an

empty leather shotgun cartridge belt. I then marked the outline of the body

with crayon together with the shotgun cartridge belt. Beneath the plastic sheet

outside of the tent I found a shotgun with its stock nearest to the garden wall

and its muzzle facing the road. The stock of the weapon was eight feet nine

inches from the nearest right-hand pier and twenty-two feet from the nearest

left-hand pier of the wall. I lifted the weapon and noted that its safety feature

was in the off position. I broke open the breech of the weapon and found a

live 12-gauge shotgun cartridge in the left barrel. The right barrel was empty. I

handed both items over to Detective Garda Colette Murray, fingerprints

section. In an area on the roadway, opposite the entrance to the Carthy house,

under a plastic cover I found a spent 9mm. cartridge case. This item was fifteen

feet five inches from the right-hand pier. A second 9mm. spent cartridge case

lay beneath the plastic cover, some six feet further onto the road. These items

were photographed in situ and their locations were encircled in crayon. . .. At

10:20 p.m. a hearse arrived at the scene and I assisted in the placing of the

body in a coffin. The hearse left the scene for Mullingar Hospital at 10:30 p.m.

and I immediately rang Professor Harbison and informed him of its departure.

We also agreed that the post-mortem examination would begin at

approximately 9:30 a.m. on the following morning. At 10:50 p.m. I finished
work at the scene and left for Longford."

Search of the scene — cartridges

A combination of live and discharged shotgun cartridges were found. Four spent
9mm. cartridges were also discovered.
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Spent cartridges discovered at scene

Sergeant Quinn gave evidence of finding 30 spent shotgun cartridge cases in or

about the scene. 14 spent shotgun cartridge cases were found in the kitchen, three

in the corridor, two in the lower corridor, two in an empty room off the lower

corridor, six scattered outside the hall door in the grass and three outside the kitchen

window in the grass. Following his examination of the 30 spent cartridge cases

Sergeant Quinn concluded that 17 had been discharged from the left barrel and I !
discharged from the right barrel.

Live cartridges found

Sergeant Quinn found a live 12-gauge shotgun Eley cartridge in the left barrel of John
Carthy's shotgun when he examined it at the scene on 20"1 April, 2000. One live

shotgun cartridge was found in the road ditch opposite the Carthy house. This was

a Fiocchi 12-gauge shotgun cartridge size 8.5. This cartridge was found to be in good

condition. Seven other live shotgun cartridges were found in the house, in the bottom

of a wardrobe in the corridor. They appeared to have been "put aside because of

their condition". This evidence suggests that all cartridges in good condition had

been discharged or were in the breech of the barrels when lohn Carthy left his house,

i.e., he had almost exhausted his supply of usable ammunition.

Examination of John Carthy's weapon

Sergeant Quinn examined the shotgun and gave evidence in relation to the capacity

and properties of the weapon. On examination the weapon was in the closed

position with a live cartridge in the left-hand barrel. The safety catch was off. He

illustrated, in the witness box, that in attempting to pull the trigger with the safety

catch on, he met with resistance. However, when the safety catch was pushed

forward the triggers were free to move. Breaking open the barrel engaged the lugs

on the underside; and on closing, the lugs pushed the safety feature into position.

The weapon was approximately 1 5 years old but was in good condition, and was

well maintained. The trigger pressures were within normal parameters for this type

of weapon at 4.5 pounds for the forward trigger (operates the right barrel) and 6

pounds for the rear trigger (operates the left barrel). Sling rings were fitted at the

time but it did not have a sling. He confirmed that the gun had no defect. The

shotgun, he stated, did not and would not discharge accidentally by dropping it.

Discharge of the weapon required the triggers to be used. The safety catch was in

good condition. While a Baikal shotgun may have an automatic ejector, this was not

a feature of John Carthy's weapon. The cartridges in this weapon presented

themselves, rather than being ejected.

4.    Examination of weapons

Request to acquire weapons — Detective Sergeant Quinn's initial evidence

Sergeant Quinn gave evidence to the Tribunal on two occasions. In his initial

evidence he was questioned about his request to Sergeant Leydon to acquire all

garda firearms at the scene. He confirmed that he was aware that all of the weapons

he received belonged to members of the ERU. He also confirmed that there was no
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discussion with Sergeant Leydon about seeking weapons belonging to the local

armed gardai. He stated that he did not consider looking at the other weapons

because he was aware of the circumstances of the shooting and from where the

shots had come. Sergeant Quinn was asked for clarification of his use of the words

"at the scene" in the context of the request for the collection of all garda weapons

and he responded: "within the actual scene itself, within the inner cordon, outside

the Carthy home". His evidence on recall, considered below, is noted to be

inconsistent with this evidence.

Collection of weapons at Mullingar garda station by Sergeant Leydon

At approximately 12:20 a.m. on 21"' April, Sergeant Leydon went directly from the

hospital to Mullingar garda station where he met the members of the ERU who had

been present at the scene and took possession of 13 firearms and ammunition. He

recorded what he had received. Sergeant Leydon placed all of the weapons and

ammunition in the safe in the garda station. The ammunition was packed into

individual bags along with the weapon to which they related, each gun being

separately packaged with its ammunition prior to being locked in the safe. He handed

all firearms and ammunition collected by him to Sergeant Quinn on Sunday night

23rd April at Mullingar garda station when the Bureau staff had finished at the scene

and were heading back to headquarters. Sergeant Leydon stated that he could not

recollect having any conversation with Sergeant Quinn at that time. Nothing was

said by Sergeant Quinn regarding a change of instructions to have ERU weapons

only examined.

Examination of the ERU weapons

The weapons were brought back to the Garda Technical Bureau and examined by

Sergeant Quinn over the course of the next five days. Two were found to have been

discharged. Out of six magazines from the Uzi sub-machine gun handed over by

Garda McCabe only five had a full complement of bullets. One was missing two

rounds. He also found burned propellant powder in the barrel which is an indicator

of discharge. He concluded that two bullets had been fired from the gun. On

examination of Sergeant Jackson's Sig Sauer pistol, burnt propellant powder was in

the barrel, some in the breech and in or about the firing pin.

Examination of scene

Sergeant Quinn confirmed that he had been at the scene for two days and that

extensive searches were carried out. Only four spent 9mm. cartridge cases were

found, and these had been discovered within a short time of the incident, and plastic

cones had been placed over them. Having taken photographs of the spent cartridges

on the road, he, Sergeant Quinn, took possession of them. He contended that he

would have expected a specially trained search team to have found any other spent
cartridge cases. It was suggested to him that the evidence was dependent upon no
one else removing a cartridge case; to which he replied:

"So now we are reduced to members of the Garda Síochána who may or may

not have purposefully removed a cartridge case from a crime scene. I have

never in 36 years come across it, Chairman, never. I am not saying that it cannot
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happen, ( hairman, bul it should not il it did. I have never < ome across it in 36

years and I would be disgusted and amazed if it did happen".

Initial search area

The search team commenced a search of the area on Friday afternoon, 2T' April,

when Sergeant Quinn returned to the scene following the post-mortem examination.

Both Sergeant Ennis and Sergeant Quinn issued instructions to the sergeant in charge

of the search team as to how the search was to be carried out. The initial search was
conducted in the area that had been cordoned off the previous evening. Sergeant

Quinn showed the sergeant in charge the type of spent cartridges or wads that he

should be seeking. The search commenced on the road and thereafter the hedges

were searched by way of "fingertip search". This covered an area described by him

"as the full extent of the inner cordon". Other than the four spent 9mm. shells and

the live cartridge discarded by )ohn Carthy when he opened his shotgun on the road,

no bullets were found. On completion of searching the inner cordon area, the search

area was extended a distance of 268 feet (to the brow of the hill) in the Abbeylara

direction.

Widening of search area

The decision to widen the search area was taken by Sergeant Quinn on Saturday

morning, 22'"' April. The purpose of the wider search was to attempt to find the

bullets which had been discharged at John Carthy, as none had been discovered on

post-mortem examination. No bullets were found in this area. Sergeant Quinn stated

that only garda personnel were within the area between the outer cordon at the

church and the Carthy residence during this period.

Non-examination of local weapons — Detective Sergeant Quinn's further evidence

The Tribunal requested a further statement from Sergeant Quinn dealing with a

number of issues concerning the non-examination of local weapons. He made a

second statement in response as follows:

"(a) I attended the post-mortem examination and this examination proved

that all shots, which struck the deceased were discharged from his rear.

There were, however, two non-ERU members on the Springtown

|Ballywillin] side of this shooting scene. Had either of these members

discharged a shot, they would have had, in my opinion, have had to

shoot through the ERU members to hit the deceased. In my opinion

there was no question of this as it is against all firearms training and

firearms drill.

(b) I received no instructions from a more senior officer as to what weapons

I should/not examine.

(cj I was not aware whether the incident was likely to lead to an

investigation.

(di I never delegated any of my duties at the scene to another officer except

to show a search team the type of bullet and cartridge which might be

found during the search".
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In his further evidence to the Tribunal he stated that he had no discussion with

Sergeanl Leydon about requests that he, Sergeant Leydon, may have received from

more senior officers. He said that he had a general conversation with Sergeant

Leydon at the scene on the night of 20'" April and that "the most important thing I

asked him to do was to acquire all ERU weapons". It was noted, however, that in his

initial statement to the Tribunal he recounted that he requested Sergeant Leydon to

acquire all garda firearms that had been at the scene. His statement read as follows:

"Within the scene I spoke with Sergeant Sean Leydon who had erected the

crime scene tent and covered other vital evidence which he had encountered.

I asked Sergeant Leydon to acquire for me all garda firearms, which had been

at the scene since the incident commenced. He undertook this task".

It was put to him, and he agreed, that this statement indicated that he had requested

that all weapons be collected. He was therefore asked how this general request was

reduced to a more specific one regarding the acquisition of ERU weapons. He stated:

"It was reduced to ERU weapons before I actually took the ERU weapons back

to the ballistics section in the Technical Bureau".

He stated that the initial request in respect of all weapons was reduced to ERU

weapons only because of "information from the post-mortem and information I had

received and gleaned throughout the examination of the scene". He stated that he

communicated his decision to narrow the weapons for inspection to Sergeant

Leydon on Sunday night, 2.3"' April at Mullingar.

Sergeant Quinn was asked whether following two days of physical examination of

the crime scene he had found any objective further evidence which led him to reduce

his request for weapons that he wished to examine. He responded:

"Apart from the post-mortem results which indicated to me that the shots came

from behind Mr. Carthy and, to my mind, could only have been fired by the

ERU officers. This is what made me reduce it from all weapons to ERU

weapons only".

He discounted the possibility of a shot being fired towards lohn Carthy which

missed him:

". . . for the simple reason that none of the searches that were carried out

discovered any spent cartridge cases other than the four that were on the

roadway. If any member of An Garcia Síochána discharges his firearm, he is
obliged (a) to report it and (b) that firearm must be handed in for examination
by the ballistics section of the Garda Technical Bureau

He further stated that he first became aware of the involvement of armed local gardai

on returning to the crime scene following the post-mortem on the afternoon of 21s'

April, when he observed the garda mapper at work mapping the positions of the
local gardai during the incident. There were, he stated, conferences each evening
either with Superintendent Shelly or Assistant Commissioner Hickey, as he had to
report "what I uncovered during the day".
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He stated that if he was aware of the presence of armed local gardai during the

course of the incident he would have considered ensuring that those weapons were

collected for examination had they been discharged. On arrival at the scene he was

unaware that Chief Superintendent Culligan was appointed to investigate the

shooting. However, he staled that it had "crossed his mind" that the shooting was

likely to give rise to an independent investigation. On Sunday, 23rd April Sergeant

Quinn met Chief Superintendent Culligan at the scene and had a discussion with him

about his general findings. He knew and had met him around the country at different

scenes. He was not aware, however, that Chief Superintendent Culligan was

conducting an investigation at that time; this had not occurred to him then. He

subsequently agreed that Chief Superintendent Culligan was taking an active role in

"some shape or form". He said that he only became aware of Chief Superintendent

Culligan's appointment after he had returned to the Technical Bureau, probably on

the following Tuesday, 25"' April, when he was in the initial stages of examining the

weapons. In later evidence, however, he stated that he was aware before he went

back to Dublin, on Sunday, 23"' April. Sergeant Quinn was asked whether in the light

of this new knowledge concerning the investigation whether he had reconsidered

his decision in relation to the examination of the weapons so as to exclude all the

other officers who were at the scene. He said that he had made a decision and

"stuck by it".

He was questioned on whether he recognised that a crossfire situation may have

arisen and for that reason it was important to rule out the possibility that local guns

had been fired at the scene. He stated that he had not considered the issue of

crossfire at that stage. He was asked why the obvious step of ruling out the local

guns through examination, had not been taken. He replied:

"Chairman, certainly I do agree and hindsight is a wonderful thing but I had

no report of any other cartridge being found during all of the searches that

were carried out, which, to me, would have ruled out crossfire, (A). (B), no

other armed garda reported that he had fired his weapon and no other armed

garda had left in his weapon for examination, having fired it".

It was not until his attendance at the Tribunal that he became aware that one of

the local gardai was within "an ace" oí discharging his weapon. He stated that his

understanding was that as long as John Carthy remained within the inner cordon that

no one but the ERU had "permission" to fire. However, once he left the inner cordon

then armed gardai outside could take whatever action they deemed appropriate. No

one had told him that, but that is what he understood.

Sergeant Quinn accepted, "to an extent" that in the examination of weapons which

may potentially have been used at the scene, the process of exclusion was as

important as the process of inclusion. On examination of the ERU weapons (13 in

all), he had discovered that two of them had been discharged and at the time of that
examination, he knew that )ohn Carthy had been struck four times. It was suggested

to him that given the fact that there were 13 weapons and four wounds, that it was

important to exclude ERU weapons, because they were at the scene. He was

therefore questioned as to whether, had he known that local gardai were at the scene
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and had their weapons at the ready, he would have requested that such weapons be

submitted for examination'' "Not necessarily", he stated, because "to the best ot my

knowledge no other weapons had been discharged, only ERU weapons". He believed

that if any other weapon had been discharged it would have been handed in, as a

member who so discharges his weapon is obliged to do. It was suggested to him

that in so answering, he was in part relying on officers complying with their

obligations under the Garda Code. This he said, was only a second consideration;

the first being the search team missing a cartridge case.

Ultimately, he accepted that he "possibly" would have requested that the weapons

of the local officers be brought forward for examination, had he known that "there

were members present who feared for their own lives and had their weapons at the

ready". Sergeant Quinn said that he became aware on Sunday, 23"' April, following

the incident that there were armed local officers present at the scene at the time ot

the shooting. However, he said that whereas he knew that they were present he also

heard that none of their guns had been discharged. He was asked whether

nevertheless, he should have requested their weapons to be delivered for

examination, if he had not heard that no local gun had been discharged. He stated:

"... if a firearm, and I am going to repeat this for the umpteenth time, il a

firearm is discharged it must be reported, it must be reported. It must be

handed in for examination, and I, for 26 years, depended on both of those

things happening. I honestly can't put it any further."

He had no suspicion, or reason to believe that a shot had been fired by one of

the gardai.

Request to examine weapons — Sergeant Leydon's involvement

When Sergeant Quinn was requested to clarify whether he would have given

consideration to having local armed officers' weapons taken in for examination had

he realised that they were present at the command post with drawn or cocked

weapons, he replied:

"/ may or may not have done. Certainly, my initial instructions to Sergeant

Leydon were to get all weapons. . . .1 discounted all weapons now and only

included all ERU weapons and that is all I examined".

He said that he was unaware of Sergeant Leydon having received instructions directly

from Superintendent Shelly to take possession of all firearms and ammunition of the

ERU. His decision to narrow the request in relation to the weapons to be examined

was, he said, taken on Sunday, 23"' April, before he took the weapons away from
Mullingar station to the Technical Bureau. I le slated that he discussed this decision

to "some degree" with Sergeant Ennis but confirmed, however, that it was he who
had the authority to make this decision and not Sergeant Ennis. Sergeant Leydon,

however, stated that he received his instructions from Superintendent Shelly. This
instruction was to gather in all ERU weapons.

Sergeant Quinn also stated that his decision to reduce the number of weapons to
be   examined   was   made   following   the   post-mortem   examination   and   a   full
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examination of the scene by the search team. At some stage, after the search team

had finished, he- said, "I would have told Sergeant Leydon that I only required the

ERU weapons". In subsequenl evidence he confirmed that this was on Sunday night,

23"' April, in Mullingar. Sergeant Leydon stated, however, that when he handed ovei

the weapons to Sergeant Quinn on Sunday, 23"' April, he did not have any

conversation with him.

Conflict of instructions?

Sergeant Quinn stated that if, on the night of 20"1 April, Sergeant Leydon had only

taken possession of weapons possessed by the ERU that that would have been

contrary to the instructions that he had given him. He further agreed that had

instructions been given to Sergeant Leydon by another officer only to collect the

ERU weapons and ammunition, that that also would have been contrary to his

instruction to Sergeant Leydon.

Sergeant Leydon had no recollection of receiving an instruction from Sergeant Quinn

that he was to acquire "all garda firearms which had been at the scene since the

incident commenced". He would have regarded this as a "crucial" instruction and

one that he- was likely to re-member. He believed that it was on Friday, 215' April that

he became aware that local armed officers had been present during the course of

the incident:

"There was no conversation, it was just that I handed over the thirteen weapons

and the ammunition and that was it."

Superintendent Shelly described Sergeant Leydon as a careful, experienced scene of

crime examiner who would remember and follow instructions.

Detective Sergeant Quinn's reasoning for narrowing of request

Sergeant  Quinn  explained  that he had originally asked for all weapons to be

collée ted because:

"/ was not at the post-mortem examination at that stage. My instructions to

Sergeant leydon was at the scene on the first night at about 9.20/9.30. I knew

ERU weapons were discharged at that stage. I didn't know if any local garda

weapons were discharged but having been to the post-mortem and not having

any reports from local gardai of them having discharged their weapons or there

being no reports into the local superintendent of any local gardai having

discharged their weapons I took it upon myself to only take ERU weapons. I

mean, the search team had also completed the search by Sunday and nothing

was found".

I le was then asked whether he now felt he ought to have looked at the weapons of

the local gardai, if for no other reason than that it was in their interests. He responded

that he believed that he took the right decision at the scene and he was going to
stick by that. He disagreed when it was put to him that an examination of local

weapons was something that should have been done. There was, he said, no

guideline or instruction  in  the manual on criminal techniques,  requiring that  all
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weapons be taken in. You must, he said, take evidence "as a whole". No one, he

said, heard any more than four shots. He also depended on the honesty of those at

the scene that they had not discharged their weapons. He accepted, however, that

a way of corroborating, objectively, the evidence of local gardai, was to examine the

weapons — but that was not the position he took "having taken the evidence as

a whole ".

He accepted that a local garda "might not keep his cool for as long as a trained

officer" and that "he might discharge his weapon where he shouldn't". He also

accepted that this was the sort of criticism that the media might pick up on. However,

he stated that it had not entered his mind to protect the local gardai from that type

of criticism. Sergeant Quinn again confirmed that the decision to narrow down the

weapons which he proposed to examine was taken after he became aware that local

armed officers had been present at the scene. He reiterated that, in making the

decision, he considered the results of the search, the post-mortem, the obligations

on members of the Garda Síochána to report any discharge of their firearms to a

superior officer and to hand in their weapons. Finally, he was asked whether in the

context of an internal garda investigation he thought it sufficient to rely on the garda

regulations and the obligations placed on members of the Garda Síochána and their

compliance with those obligations and regulations rather than objectively

ascertaining whether or not the weapons had been discharged. Sergeant Quinn

replied, "/ took the decision on what I have outlined".

5.    Detective Sergeant Patrick Ennis

Sergeant Ennis has been attached to the ballistics section, Garda Technical Bureau,

for 30 years. At approximately 6:00 p.m. on 20'" April, 2000, he was instructed by

Inspector Handcock to attend as crime scene manager at Abbeylara. He arrived at

the scene at 9:05 p.m. and was accompanied by Sergeant Quinn. In attendance at

that time were Assistant Commissioner Hickey, Chief Superintendent Tansey,

Superintendent Shelly and Garda Joseph Fayne.

He observed the position of John Carthy's body on the ground and he learned from

Superintendent Shelly that the subject had emerged from his house, armed with a

shotgun and that two members of the ERU had discharged shots at him. He was also

told that John Carthy had broken open a weapon and thrown something into a ditch.

He was not informed at that time that there were other local armed members at the

scene. He believed that he was informed of the local armed officers' presence on

either 22'"' or 23"' April.

Sergeant Ennis was not given any instructions regarding what weapons should be

examined. He stated that Superintendent Shelly did not interfere with the way they
were to conduct their examination. Communication with Superintendent Shelly was,

he stated, to receive information rather than to obtain instructions. While they were

told that ERU weapons were available for examination, Sergeant Ennis noted that:

"we weren't instructed to examine them . . . I just want to clear that up. It

would be normal procedure for us to examine firearms that had been
discharged".
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He would, however, have expected Superintendent Shelly to give him all information

relevant to their work. Would that have included being informed of the number

of armed officers at the scene and where they were at the time of the shooting?

He replied:

"Possibly from the point of view of recording exactly where they were on a

map, for instance, and when we have a mapper there, it may have been

advisable or required that the exact location of other armed gardai would be

indicated to the mapper so he could place their position or proper position on
a map. That may be the case".

Sergeant Ennis confirmed that four 9mm. cartridge cases were found at the scene.

He understood that the ERU weapons were being handed in for examination and

that Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant Quinn had made the necessary
arrangements. He subsequently called with Sergeant Quinn to see Superintendent

Shelly in his office in Mullingar, on Sunday, 23rd April. The firearms were handed over

to them there.

He agreed that he had been informed on 20"' April by Superintendent Shelly that

two members of the ERU had discharged their weapons. He did not recall being told
about local armed officers being in attendance. He was subsequently informed, "on

the following evening or the day after", that a total of four shots had been discharged

and he thought that it was then that he learned that local armed officers had been in

attendance when lohn Carthy was shot. Superintendent Shelly, while not questioning

Sergeant Ennis's evidence, thought that he had mentioned to him that local officers

were present.

Sergeant Ennis observed that there is "really no scientific way that one can determine"

whether a firearm has been recently discharged. One can see fouling from burned

propellant, there may be a strong odour or there may be a build up of carbon or

discolouration on the firearm which would indicate that it had recently been

discharged; but if one wanted to conceal that fact, then the weapon could simply be

cleaned. Practically all traces are removed when the gun is cleaned, he observed. He

accepted that in certain cases, "maybe not in this particular case", it may be necessary

to prove that certain weapons had not been fired. Sergeant Ennis said that:

". . . from the point of view of all the weapons from the ERU that Detective

Garda Ouinn received it would be his duty to look at those weapons, examine

them, determine which of them, if any, had been discharged and to link them

with any evidence at the scene. In other words, the discharged cartridge cases".

Sergeant Ennis stated that he did not expect that all of the weapons at the scene

would be taken in for examination "for a number of reasons". These were, he said:

"One, being what I was told, that the only firearms that were discharged were

by members of the ERU, two members. Two, the number of discharged

cartridge cases which were found at the scene agreed with the number of

rounds which I was told were discharged. Three, the number of bullets which

caused the injury and subsequent death of Mr. Carthy were named by Professor
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Harbison as four, so thai tallied with everything that I was told and I saw at

the scene".

Whether the weapons in the possession of local armed gardai at the scene should

be examined or not was, he thought, a matter for "others". He agreed with the

Chairman's question that it was not for him to decide but to examine guns presented

to him.

It should also be noted that Sergeant Ennis had no recollection of a conversation with

Sergeant Quinn in relation to the narrowing down of the request for the gathering of

weapons. He stated that while crossfire was something which had crossed his mind,

in so far as the ERU members were concerned, he was told that nobody else had

discharged their weapons and he believed that "a certain amount of trust has to arise

in relation to this" and it did not occur to him that a shot might have been fired by

a local officer. He contended that he had no suspicion or reason to conclude that a

local gun may have been discharged.

6.    The evidence of Superintendent Shelly

Superintendent Shelly stated that he was informed by Sergeant Russell that two

members of the ERU, Sergeant Jackson and Garcia McCabe, had discharged a

number of shots at lohn Carthy. He also stated that he spoke to Sergeant Foley and

inquired from him "what is the position of our people". Sergeant Foley then went

and made inquiries from the local gardai and reported back to Superintendent Shelly

that none of the local armed officers had fired any shots. Superintendent Shelly stated

in evidence that he received this information within minutes of the shooting. Within

approximately half an hour to one hour later he learned from Sergeant Foley that

they were very much afraid for their own safety, that their lives had been in danger

and that they "feared lohn Carthy ". Sergeant Foley informed Superintendent Shelly

that he had his weapon drawn and "conveyed the message" that he feared he might

have to shoot John Carthy.

While Superintendent Shelly did not see it as his role or function to commence an

investigation, and he was not attempting to interfere with such investigation, he gave

instructions so as to ensure that the best evidence- was preserved. Superintendent

Shelly did not direct the examination of firearms and ammunition in the possession

of local officers at the scene. He explained that he took this decision because he

was satisfied from his inquiries, made at the scene, that only two ERU guns had been

discharged and thai no firearms belonging to local armed gardai had been

discharged.

Why then were all ERU weapons examined for the purpose of elimination, whereas

none of the local weapons had been so examined!' The position of the local armed

gardai was different from that of the members of the ERU, he contended, because
of a number of factors:

i.    their distance from John Carthy when he was fatally injured;
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ii. the fact that the exit plan tasked the ERU to deal with John Carthy and the

specific tasks assigned to local armed gardai as being back up to ERU

members and not having a direct and immediate role with John Carthy in

the uncontrolled exit;

iii. the information from Sergeant Foley that no local armed gardai discharged

their weapons; and,

iv.    his own personal and immediate observations at the scene.

(As to the first point made by Superintendent Shelly i.e., the distances between local

armed gardai and Mr. Carthy when he was shot; it is wrong. The local officers in the

vicinity of the ESB pole at the boundary between the Carthy and Burke properties

were within approximately ten feet of where the subject was when fatally shot and

their evidence indicates that they feared for their lives.)

On further questioning he accepted that John Carthy was within the range of the

weapons of the local gardai. He thought that the fact that the ERU were closer to

John Carthy was "an issue". It was suggested to him that in the context of such

distances, in this case, that explanation was not relevant and he accepted that it might

not be a relevant reason. With regard to the second explanation it was suggested to

him, and he accepted, that there was an assumption underlying this reason that the

exit plan would work; and further that it was assumed that under no circumstances

would local gardai discharge their weapons. He agreed that he could not state that,

because it was an individual decision whether to discharge one's weapon. He

accepted that even though in a back-up role, the fact that the local gardai were

armed meant that it was felt that they should be armed and that therefore there was

a possibility that they might discharge their weapons. With regard to the fourth

reason, he agreed that he had not seen what occurred. He was, he stated, referring

to his "presence" and that from the first information at the scene there was never a

question or dispute about who had discharged their firearms. He stated:

"/ think it incredible that something like that could happen and that I wouldn't

know about it or be told about it".

He had, he stated, no reason to doubt or disbelieve anything he had been told. The

main reason for examination of ERU weapons only was that he was satisfied that two

ERU officers had discharged their weapons. That was something, he said, that was

established almost immediately. He had the names of the individuals who discharged

their weapons and he had, he contended, made "every inquiry possible". Why then

did he feel that it was necessary to examine the other ERU weapons? This was, he

said, due to the fact that they were in the same group and while he accepted what

he was told, they were close by when John Carthy was shot. He disagreed that it

was inconsistent to have adopted a different attitude as far as the local weapons

were concerned. He stated that there was no deception and that it was "beyond

doubt" that none of the local guns were fired. He thought that the Assistant

Commissioner was as satisfied on this issue as he was. He further accepted that

examination of the ERU weapons would provide independent corroborative

evidence of what they had said in relation to the weapons discharged. It was

suggested to him that in this context it was not only a desirable, but an essential step
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to ensure that necessary corroboration was forthcoming. He replied that it was his

wish that everything that could be done would take place but for reasons stated (his

own knowledge and what he had been told) a decision was made not to forensically

examine the local weapons. There was no attempt not to have all the facts brought

out, he said, but he made a judgement call and he was satisfied with it.

On that evening a meeting was arranged at Granard garda station, at which garda

welfare officers addressed most gardai who had been present at the scene. Assistant

Commissioner Hickey, who was in attendance, informed all present that the Garda

Commissioner had directed an investigation and that that investigation was to be

carried out by Chief Superintendent Culligan. At that meeting Assistant

Commissioner Hickey alluded to the fact that the ERU weapons would be taken in

for examination. Superintendent Shelly did not speak to any of the other senior

officers that night about examination of the local officers' firearms but he instructed

Sergeant Leydon to take possession of all the ERU firearms and ammunition and

have them retained for ballistic examination at the Garda Technical Bureau.

Superintendent Shelly stated that he gave no instructions to Sergeant Quinn as to

what weapons were to be examined. He had spoken to Sergeant Quinn and Sergeant

Ennis at the scene at Abbeylara when they arrived from Dublin and had briefed them

on what had occurred. He did not have any discussion with Sergeant Quinn, he said,

regarding the examination of all local weapons. He stated that he told him that two

ERU officers had discharged their firearms as a result of which John Carthy had

been fatally injured. Superintendent Shelly gave his instruction to Sergeant Leydon

sometime after 10:00 p.m. on the night of 20,h April after Assistant Commissioner

Hickey had spoken at the meeting. He stated that he relayed the Assistant

Commissioner's wish that the ERU weapons be retained for examination. He knew

nothing of a broader request or a decision to reduce the number of weapons to be

examined, as suggested by Sergeant Quinn, and he also confirmed that he gave the

instructions as recounted in Sergeant Leydon's evidence. The first that he had heard

of Sergeant Quinn's decision to reduce the number of weapons for examination was

when he, Sergeant Quinn, gave evidence to the Tribunal.

7.    The evidence of Chief Superintendent Tansey

Chief Superintendent Tansey learned directly from Sergeant Jackson that he

(Sergeant Jackson) had fired two shots from his pistol and he also learned from Garda

McCabe that he fired two shots from his Uzi sub machine-gun. A group of ERU and

local gardai were present at the scene and Chief Superintendent Tansey asked the

question "did any one else fire a shot" and in response people in the group shook

their heads. Chief Superintendent Tansey gave no consideration to directing that

local guns and ammunition should be ballistically examined, in view of the fact that

only two ERU weapons were discharged. In response to a question as to whether he

appreciated the significance of corroborative ballistic evidence if no local gun had

been fired, he stated, "/ did not foresee the necessity to prove the negative."
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Chief Superintendent Tansey was instructed by Assistant Commissioner Hickey to

convene a meeting in Granard garda station on the evening of 20"' April. By the time-

that he returned to Granard station that evening, Assistant Commissioner Hickey had

made the decision that all weapons of the ERU should be collected for ballistic

examination.

Chief Superintendent Tansey stated in evidence, that all of the senior officers were

satisfied that no local guns had been fired and this was borne out by the actual

examination of the scene and the results of the post-mortem. It should be noted

however that Professor Harbison had recognised the possibility of a fifth bullet at the

post-mortem. According to the Chief Superintendent the practice in previous cases

where garda guns had been discharged was that only the guns of the members of

the particular unit that discharged their guns were taken for ballistic examination.

Chief Superintendent Tansey had no direct conversation with Sergeant Quinn or

Sergeant Ennis on 20lh April at the aftermath of the incident, but was present when

Superintendent Shelly was giving an outline of the incident to both officers. He stated

that he would have been "shocked if there was any evidence to suggest that any local

member discharged their firearm".

8.    Evidence of Assistant Commissioner Hickey

Assistant Commissioner Hickey learned of what happened from Chief

Superintendent Tansey. He received a phone call shortly after the shooting. He went

to Granard garda station first and then went to the scene. He was told that four shots

had been discharged; two by Sergeant lackson and two by Garda McCabe. He was

given this information, at Granard garda station, by Chief Superintendent Tansey and

possibly also by Superintendent Shelly. He also met the ERU officers. He informed

them that there was to be an investigation which would be conducted by Chief

Superintendent Culligan. He told the members of the ERU to hand over their firearms

to Sergeant Leydon whom he knew had been appointed as exhibits officer. Assistant

Commissioner Hickey said in evidence that he could not see any possible reason for

the local guns to be examined. He did not, he said, inform Superintendent Shelly

"not" to examine the local weapons, but his "frame of mind" was that it was not

necessary to examine the local guns.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey relayed his wishes to Superintendent Shelly. He

observed that it was open to the ballistic officers to extend the examination if they

so wished and that he would not have interfered with such a decision. In view of his

belief that local firearms were not discharged he did not see any logical reason to

consider retaining those weapons on that evening. He was relying on information

from others and had no first-hand knowledge. He confirmed that he met and

exchanged pleasantries with Sergeant Quinn and Sergeant Ennis but did not engage

in any discussion with them and did not give them any specific instructions. The

Assistant Commissioner had no recollection of speaking to Sergeant Leydon after

the incident.
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9.    Cover-up?

Was there a cover-up in relation to the failure- to have local weapons examined?

Senior officers were questioned in this regard.

During the course of his evidence the following questions were put to

Superintendent Shelly:

"Q. Chairman: You see, I am not suggesting that you were part of some sort

of cover-up in this regard, I have formed no view in this matter until I

have heard all of the evidence; hut it does occur to me that some senior

officer perhaps might say when, in the ordinary course of events, all guns

were going to be examined. (In that regard we must bear in mind

Sergeant Quinn's evidence; he had a c hange of mind about this, strangely

enough.) That some senior officer might say, 'well now, look, maybe a

local gun was fired that we don't know about and the tirer put his

cartridge in his pocket. If we have them examined and this emerges

then we are in dire straits if it does. Better accept what they have told

you and we won't have their guns examined at all'. Could anything of

that sort have emerged?

A.    It doesn't hear thinking about. Chairman, that . . . (interjet tion).

Q.    Oh it does.

A. To me, it would be a very serious matter. Even thinking like that, I know

the point you are making, but that never arose, there was never a

question of anything like that. As tragic as it was, from the very minute ¡t

happened, moment it happened, I was satisfied what had happened,

exactly what had happened and I know that all of the people there, the

two people who were senior to me and mv other colleagues, were

satisfied that that is what happened. Those are the facts, Chairman, I

cannot honestly put it any further; but the possibility of somebody

interfering with evidence at that scene or that they ma\ have had,

Chairman, didn't arise.

Q. Chairman: Was there any prat tical diffn ulty in the matter of having the

local guns examined if you had decided that that was the proper course

to take-?

A.    Absolutely not, Chairman.

Q.    Chairman: Absolutely not,

Q.    I would have thought so.

A. We gave the reasons as to why we fell that we had the issue more than
covered."

Chief Superintendent Tansey was questioned on whether it would have been of great

importance to rule out a "blue on blue" situation and that no local gun had been
fired, he reiterated that he "honestly did not see the necessity to actually prove a

negative on that evening". No one present that evening, he said, would have had the
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presence of mind to pick up a shell from the ground and conceal the lac I that they

had discharged a weapon. Further, he contended, no local man was on his own and

had he- fired he would have been seen. If a "cover-up" happened, he slated that he-

would know it:

"If you are suggesting that I and other members like me covered it up, then

the answer is emphatically no, I wouldn't be a parly to something like thai".

lie stated that the decision to examine the ERU weapons was based on "the

evidence and on the situation that we found thai evening". He stated thai ,is far as

he was concerned, there was not a sc rap of evidence to suggest that a local gun was

actually discharged on that evening.

Assistant Commissioner I Ik key stated thai:

"M\ whole experience and m\ ethos and everything we are trained to do

would militate against that [i.e., a cover up]. / have no experience or suspicion

of anv case that I ever knew of or was involved in where some officer

discharged a shot and didn't own up straight away. As I said already, I find it

hard to contemplate anything more serious in all the circumstances".

The possibility ol the- covering up of a "blue on blue" shooting, which might be

regarded as explaining why the second ERU officer fired in the way he did; i.e., that

he was concerned for his own safety from other officers discharging their weapons

rather than from the- threat posed by John Carthy, was raised with Assistant

Commissioner Hickey. He was questioned on the possibility of a motivation being

to avoid evidence, not that he had in fact discharged his weapon, but that a "blue

on blue" situation had occurred and therefore indicative of an error on the part of

the gardai. Assistant Commissioner Hickey stated that he could not see any possible

rationale for such a cover-up:

"/ couldn't visualise a conspiracy of those gigantic proportions being hate heel

there and then and being pursued, and the dangers of making a situation thai

was bad a thousand limes worse would be too appalling to contemplate".

Anyone who did that, he said, would be bordering on lunacy. Whoever embarked

on that road, he said, would not be in a position to predict, clown the- line, what

might happen in relation to forensic evidence or "other people or other witnesses",

he contended. The Chairman further questioned as follows:

Q. "/ am not suggesting that you might have been aware that a shot had

been fired and that there should be a cover-up to hide that fact, I am not

suggesting that. What I am suggesting is might it have been regarded as a

safety precaution lest perhaps any local gun had been fired and best not

to examine their guns at all?

A. That never arose . . . I cannot overemphasize enough that Chief Tansey and

myself and various others, we have disciplined people, we have initiated

inquiries, we have run inquiries where some of our own people have gone

to prison, in some cases without complaint".
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10.    Firearms records and duty reports

The Garcia Code makes provision for maintaining records in relation to firearms and

ammunition issued and returned to officers on duty.

Chapter 25.37 — Issue of firearms and ammunition for official use

This imposes an obligation on an issuing member to make a record of the transaction

in a book kept for that purpose. Particulars of the- issue and return of the weapons

and the condition of the weapon is to be noted on its return. It also prohibits the

passing of firearms from one member to another at a post and imposes an obligation

on the member to whom the firearm was issued to return it to the station officer of

the station from which it issued.

Chapter 25.39 — Inspection of firearms and ammunition

This imposes an obligation on district officers to carry out periodic inspections, at

least quarterly, of all weapons and ammunition held by members or in stations within

their district. Detective sergeants also are obliged to inspect firearms, ammunition

and equipment, of every member under their charge once weekly and a record of

all examinations should be made and produced for inspection.

Chapter 25.42 — Use of firearms by members on duty

This imposes an obligation on members to make a report whenever firearms have

been produced or used on duty on their return to the station.

The evidence

The Tribunal has been furnished with copies of the records maintained at Athlone

and Granard garda stations in relation to firearms issued to local members for the

period 19/20"' April, 2000. Such records were made pursuant to Chapter 25.37 of

the Garda Code. It is noted that the records were not kept in a standard format or

in a bespoke register. The Granard register contains a complete record of the

weapons issued; their serial number; the number of rounds issued; the signature of

the recipient; the signature of the station officer; the date of issue and return of the

weapon; the number of rounds returned; the signature of the returning officer and

the counter signature of the station officer. In contrast, the Athlone register contained

no reference to the make of the weapon or the number of rounds of ammunition

issued or returned.

Formal duty reports were not made by officers who carried weapons at Abbeylara.

The reasons given by them were that an investigation had been announced and that

they made statements to the Culligan investigation team. They were not, therefore,

it was contended, further required or requested to make duty reports. Thus, for

example, Sergeant Foley did not make a duty report pursuant to Chapter 25.42 of

the (¡arda code on his return to Athlone station for the above stated reason. He

confirmed that no one had told him not to make such a report, (¡arda Campbell,

stated that following the event in Abbeylara he made a statement but he did not

make a duty report. Detective Sergeant lohn Quinn signed out three firearms on 19lh
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April at Athlone garda station. He did so on the instruction of Sergeant Foley. these

were two Uzi sub-machine guns and a Smith and Wesson revolver. One of the sub-

machine guns was for Garda Boland's use. This weapon was subsequently given to

Garda Mulligan during the course of the operation. Garda Mulligan returned it to

Athlone early on the morning of 20"' April.

With regard to the periodic inspection of weapons, évidence was given that no

specific inspection was carried out on the weapons following the incident, but that

they were checked periodically. Thus, it was stated that on the occasion when the

district officer carried out a general inspection he would check the weapons and

ammunition stored there and also those personal issue weapons held by detectives

attached to that station. Sergeant Foley said that such inspections were not

necessarily carried out quarterly in Athlone garda station. 1 le periodically inspected

the firearms and ammunition of members under his charge. He could not recall

however whether he had done so In the week prior or subsequent to 20"' April,

2000. Garcia Campbell said that it was not the practice in Granard garda station to

carry out a weekly inspection of the firearms and ammunition held by detectives.

Instead, once a year the sergeant in charge in the station requested him to produce

his firearm and ammunition for inspection.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions

In the light of the facts found by me which are specified in chapters  I - 7 herein,

and in this chapter, I have reached the following conclusions:—

SECTION   A: — John   Carthy  —   his   Family   History;   his   Life;
Background; Health; Behaviour and Personality

Abbeylara is a small rural village in county Longford not far from the town of Granard.

About a mile from the village on a minor road in the townland of Toneymore there-

are several adjoining dwellings each on a modest parcel of land. The original houses

were built by the local authority in the first decade of the last century and were

rented to various tenants. Four of the dwellings feature in subsequent events. The

first of these on the Abbeylara side is Walsh's house; the next is Burke's dwelling;

then the Carthy property, and finally, Farrell's house. The road climbs from Farrell's

towards the parish church which is near the village on the side opposite the houses.

The road is narrow (being 17 feet wide) but with a hard shoulder along the

boundaries of the dwellings.

It appears that over the years the original tenancies were bought out by the

occupiers. John Carthy's grandfather was the original tenant of their holding. The

house was built in 1906 and was subsequently purchased by the family under a

tenant purchase scheme in 1961. On the death of the grandfather, the property

passed to John Carthy's father and it was the family home from the time of his

parent's marriage in 1972. Save for periods away in agricultural college and while-

working in Galway in 1999/2000, John Carthy lived all his life in Abbeylara. The
house had particular significance for him because of its association with his

grandfather and his father who died in 1990. By coincidence both ancestors died at

about the same time of year on a Holy Thursday. As it transpired, 20'" April, 2000,

the date of John Carthy's own death, was also Holy Thursday.

In the latter part of the 1990's the Carthy dwelling was showing its age; it had

become dilapidated and had ceased to be fit for occupation as a house. It had

reached the stage that in practical terms it required to be replaced by a new house.

In August, 1998, Mrs. Carthy wrote to the county council requesting it to provide a

new dwelling on the site. The local authority agreed to do so but on terms that, when

replaced, the original dwelling would be demolished by the council. In a further letter

dated 25"' August, 1998 (which was actually written by her son, John, but signed by

her) Mrs. Carthy proposed retention of the original dwelling in addition to the new

house. The reasons which she advanced in support of that proposition was that the
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old house had been the family home- since 1902 and they would put forward

proposals for the improvement and future maintenance of the building. Although it

has not been specifically established in evidence, as )ohn Carthy was the actual

author of the letter and the old house was of some importance to him by reason of

its association with his late father and earlier ancestors, it is probable that it was

primarily his idea to seek that concession from the county council. The latter

responded by pointing out that approval for provision of the new house was granted

because it was uneconomical to repair the old one; but if Mrs. Carthy proposed to

take on that task and repair the house herself, the council would not proceed with

providing a new dwelling. That created an obvious difficulty for the Carthy family

and the request to retain the old house was not pursued. Its significance is that in

1998, when provision of a new home was in negotiation with the county council,

John Carthy appears to have been reluctant to have the original dwelling demolished,

notwithstanding its dilapidation and the fact that the new house would be a far

superior dwelling for his mother and himself. It underlines the fact that, at times but

not always, the old home appears to have had particular importance in his life — a

point which re-emerged spectacularly at the time of the siege leading up to his death.

A contraindication emerges from the evidence of his cousins, Mrs. Patricia Mahon

and Ms Ann Walsh. Mr. Carthy told each of them separately a matter of days before

19"' April, 2000 when the siege commenced at the old house, that he was looking

forward to going back to Galway after his mother was settled in to her new home;

that he had no desire to stay in the old dwelling and looked forward to "getting rid

of it". However, the manifestation of major mental illness which emerged on 19,h

April, allied to the imminent tenth anniversary of his father's death, referred to by Dr.

Shanley, seems to have revived a compulsive concern about retention of the old

house and the perceived need to defend it against all comers which he intimated to

his mother soon after the commencement of his violent conduct on 19th April.

John Carthy's history up to the age of 18 years was unexceptional. He was born on

9"' October, 1972 and was the elder of two children. His sister, Marie, was two years

younger. He had good health and the benefit of primary and secondary education.

However, his father became terminally ill and died on Holy Thursday, 1990. This

event had a major effect on him. Subsequently, in 1992 and 1993 when treating

John Carthy for mental illness at St. Loman's hospital, Dr. McGeown, psychiatrist,

concluded that his patient had never got over his father's death and continued to

blame himself for it in some way. It is of interest that the records of University College

Hospital, Galway where he was treated for a manifestation of his mental illness in

lanuary, 1999, under the heading "Significant Life Crisis" it was recorded "death of

father eight years ago".

In 1991 Mr. Carthy decided to enter third level education and to study agriculture

as a boarder at Warrenstown College, Co. Meath. This seems to have been his first

time living away from home and it was in the shadow of his father's death. It was

not a success. While there he suffered from depression for the first time. Dr. Cullen,

his general medical practitioner, found that his condition was severe. He had no

interest in activities; was feeling low and had poor self-esteem. He was preoccupied

with his father's death and was worried about his sister's Leaving Certificate. His
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distress was such that he agreed to enter St. Loman's psychiatric hospital as a>-\ in

patient where he came under the c are of Dr. McGeown. A history of depression,

hopelessness and suicidal ideation was recorded. The latter comprised one threat of

drowning himself. He was described as sometimes feeling completely hopeless and

under what he described as a "terrible burden". His energy was impaired and he-

lost interest in his studies and in his usual recreational activities. Dr. Me Geown made

a diagnosis of endogenous depressive illness in a person who he described as "a

somewhat diffident sensitive young man". He remained under treatment as an in-

patient for two weeks after which he returned to college-. However, he suffered

further bouts of depression there and eventually decided to give up studies al

Warrenstown. He gravitated into assorted unskilled employments, notably in the

building trade.

John Carthy's mental illness became exacerbated from time to time and he required

three further periods of psychiatric in-patient treatmenl in St. Loman's hospital under

Dr. McGeown, i.e. in |uly, 1993; August, 1993 and January, 1995 — all as a voluntary

patient. The psychiatrist diagnosed a relapse of unipolar depressive illness in a young

man with a fairly strong history of manic ele-pression. The assessment of lohn Carthy's

personality which the specialist made was again that of a rather sensitive, insecure,

diffident young man probably relatively easily upset by any kind of emotional or

physical trauma.

The various medical personnel who treated John Carthy endeavoured to keep him

in a stable mental state through a range of medication and in general he collaborated

in taking the medicines prescribed for him. He appears to have had a significant

interest in his illness to the extent of voluntarily attending lectures about it. However,

he suffered occasional relapses and in time he also developed hypomania and mania

with occasional manifestations of delusion. The latter included an allegation that his

mother and sister were seeking to deprive him of land which he thought was his

property. In fact the land belonged to his mother and had been promised to him on

her death. I am satisfied that there never was any dispute in the family about

ownership of the land in question.

In April, 1995 John Carthy was concerned about what he perceived to be lack of

progress in his mental treatment and he consulted Dr. Cullen about referral to Dr.

David Shanley, a senior psychiatrist at St. Patrick's hospital in Dublin. The latter

carried out a detailed examination and concluded that John Carthy's unipolar

depression had developed aspects of mania or hypomania and he diagnosed bipolar

affective disorder from which he continued to have manifestations from time to time

for the rest of his life. In short, he had become subject to attacks of elation and also

at other times to bouts of depression which might include suicidal ideation. He was

liable to swings from "highs" to "lows" or vice-versa, but with substantial periods of

normality between them when ongoing medication achieved an appropriate balance

in his mental state. He did not have the rare condition known as rapid cycling

disorder where the patient does not have periods of normality between bouts, lohn

Carthy's problems were also exacerbated by excessive consumption of alcohol

occasionally which appears to have been associated with manifestations of bipolar
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affective disorder. Dr. Shanley introduced ein additional medication, lithium, which is

a mood stabiliser and an agent for treatment of manic depression. It achieved good

results for lohn Carthy who Dr. Shanley believed was doing his best to overcome his

difficulties. It appears that he remained well until 23"1 February, 1997 when he was

involved as a passenger in a serious car crash. His arm was trapped under the vehicle.

He suffered substantial physical injuries and also significant psychological symptoms

which related to the accident and not to his mental illness. His legal action arising

out of the accident ultimately settled for 122,000.

SECTION B: — The Shotgun — Fears and Allegations

From 1992 lohn Carthy possessed a licence for a shotgun which he used to shoot

game with friends. It was a Russian-made 12 bore, double-barrelled weapon,

maintained in good condition. Mr. Patrick Reilly, a fellow member of the Abbeylara

gun club with whom Mr. Carthy shot occasionally, described him as being very

careful with his firearm. Mr. Bernard Brady, another member of the gun club, who

had also shot game with the subject on several occasions confirmed that he handled

his gun with care and attention. Mr. Brady stated in evidence that he had confidence

in Mr. Carthy and never fell in danger when rough shooting in his company.

lohn Carthy's other sporting activity was handball for which he had a substantial

reputation. In ll)()7;8 he- was involved in rebuilding the handball court in Abbeylara

which had become dilapidated and unlit for use. It appears that a problem emerged

alter its rehabilitation in that the court was frequently occupied by children and John

Carthy had difficulty in finding a convenient slot in which to play. This upset him and

appears to have caused him significant annoyance. It was alleged that he threatened

to shoot the- children but it was not suggested that he took any step to carry out that

threat or to frighten the children with his gun. In fact the alleged threats were based

on hearsay and, although followed up by the police, it was not possible to trace

anyone who had actually heard such a threat. Mr. Carthy denied having threatened

anyone. At or about that time he also had a row with a local employer whose wife,

Evelyn McLoughlin, complained to the gardai at Granard garda station (where she

was a part-time employee), that she feared tor her husband's and her own safety as

Mr. Carthy had a gun and was .illc-gecl by her to be mentally unstable. She also had

heard about his alleged threats to the children. Mrs. McLoughlin made no formal

complaint to the gardai. At that time Mr. Carthy had caused his solicitor to write to

Mr. McLoughlin alleging wrongful dismissal by him and that appears to have given

rise to her fears. Her complaints are referred to in another e ontext later in this chapter

at section Q.

The end result of the foregoing situation was a decision by relevant garda officers

that Mr. Carthy's shotgun should be taken from him pending further investigation of

the allegations. Garda Cassielv was deputed to do so and on 10"' August, 1998 he

succeeded in obtaining possession of the gun by having resort to a subterfuge. He

alleged to Mr. Carthy thai a direction had been issued by higher authority that all
licensed guns in the area were to be taken into garda custody tor inspection. Garda
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Cassidy did nol inform Mr. Carthy of any allegations made againsl him aboul

threatening to shoot anyone or about his alleged mental instability. I le ac c epted the

alleged explanation and handed over his gun as requested, (¡arela Cassidy's reason

for adopting a course of deception to obtain the gun from Mr. Carthy was thai if he-

disclosed to him the true reason (i.e., the complaint made and the fear expressed by

Mrs. McLoughlin) it is probable that the subject would have re-fused to voluntarily

hand ewer his gun and a difficult situation would thereby emerge. Mr. Carthy spenl

much time thereafter endeavouring to recover possession of the weapon from the

police. Eventually on 13'" November, 1998 he succeeded in doing so, having

obtained a letter of support from Dr. Shanley. Thereafter the gun was licensed

annually by the gardai in the usual way without any further complaint or allegation

about it. As already stated, the gardai c arried out an investigation about the foregoing

complaints but failed to establish any evidence in support of them. No formal

complaints were made and the gardai were unable to trace any witness who actually

heard John Carthy threaten to use his gun against anyone. It seems likely that if he

said any such thing, it was not intended to be taken seriously and was no more than

a manifestation of annoyance. There is no doubt that he was upset and distressed

by the conduct of Garda Cassidy in taking possession of his shotgun in 1998 for

what he later discovered was a spurious reason and it was one of the grounds why

he distrusted the Garda Síochána.

SECTION C: - The Burning of the Goat Mascot

There was also another reason for John Carthy's deep animosity towards and distrust

of the police. It arose out of a criminal damage offence in September, 1998. The

Abbeylara G.A.A. club had reached the Longford county football final. A local

publican called William Crawford, who was not well disposed to lohn Carthy, had

obtained a large wooden effigy of a goat and a car transporter having an estimated

value of £2,000 on loan from a friend. It was dressed in the club colours and erected

at the village green on the transporter where a week later on the night of 22'"'/23r''

September the entire was destroyed by fire. Garda records at Granard station

indicate that at about 1:00 p.m. on the following day John Carthy called and reported

that William Crawford was wrongly accusing him of having burnt the goat mascot. It

appears that later on that day Garda David Martin from Smear garda station was

informed by William Crawford that he had been reliably told by two eyewitnesses

that lohn Carthy was the person who had destroyed the mascot. The location of the

offence was not in Garda Martin's area and he reported it to Garda Turlough Bruen

of Granard station to be dealt with by him. The information which he gave (¡arela

Bruen contained little detail and was simply that he, Garda Martin, had confidential

information that John Carthy had burnt the mascot and transporter. Without further

detail or any investigation by him, Garda Bruen was satisfied that )ohn Carthy was in

fact the guilty party and he decided to arrest and interrogate him accordingly. He

called to the Carthy home but Mr. Carthy was not there. He asked Mrs. Carthy to

tell her son to report to the station at Granard that evening but did not say why. On
receiving the message Mr. Carthy thought that it was probably about his gun which

was still retained by the police at that time. He called to the station at about 7:30
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p.m. where to his surprise he was immediately accused by Garda Bruen of burning

the goat mascot which he vehemently denied. It is evident that Garda Bruen

accepted without question the information he had been given by Garcia Martin

despite its paucity of detail and without any investigation by him, and that he firmly

believed that Mr. Carthy was responsible for the destruction of the goat mascot on

the previous night — a high profile crime which no doubt was of much interest to

the people of Abbeylara. Garda Bruen did not regard it as necessary to interview any

alleged eyewitness to the offence and appears to have decided that all required of

him was to prevail on John Carthy to confess his guilt. The station records state that

he arrested the latter at 7:36 p.m., detained him there, and subjected him to two

lengthy periods of interrogation in which, throughout, John Carthy proclaimed his

innocence. In addition, he alleged subterfuge by the gardai in obtaining possession

of his shotgun. Garcia Bruen also obtained the assistance of Garda McHugh, who

occasionally acted as a relief detective garda in Granard. He was present for both

interviews. Contrary to police practice and instruction, no notes were taken by either

officer. Garcia Bruen's explanation in evidence was that he intended to take notes

but Mr. Carthy was talking too quickly and he was anxious not to interrupt him as

that might discourage him from giving his account. I do not accept that explanation,

lohn Carthy's response was basic and simple. He vehemently denied having any part

in the burning of the goat mascot. He had already lodged a formal complaint in the

garda station earlier that clay about William Crawford's false allegation. The note

required of Garda Bruen would have been the recording of a simple denial which

would not discourage the arrestee from giving his account as alleged. Furthermore,

there was nothing to hinder Garda McHugh from taking notes. He conceded that

fact in evidence and alleged that he did not remember at the time his duty to do so.

That explanation is also rejected.

Circa 10:30 p.m. Garcia Martin, having made further investigations, phoned Garda

Bruen in response to an earlier call from him. The information originally given by

William Crawford to Garcia Martin was that he, Crawford, had been told by two

reliable named persons that they had witnessed lohn Carthy burning the mascot.

This was the basis of Garcia Martin's belief that Mr. Carthy was the culprit. He did

not contact either of the alleged eyewitnesses but assumed that Crawford and they

were truthful and that John Carthy had in fact been seen committing the crime.

Having contacted in response to Garda Bruen's phone call one of the alleged

eyewitnesses he, Garda Martin, discovered that Crawford's information was untrue.

The alleged witness had not seen John Carthy burn the mascot. It transpired that the

latter had been wrongly arrested and accused of malicious damage by Garda Bruen.

Circa 11:00 p.m. Mr. Carthy was released from custody and made his own way

home from Granard station. He obtained a lift by car from a friend, Mr. Bernard

Reilly. The latter stated in evidence that lohn Carthy told him on the way home

that he had been arrested by the police and charged with burning the goat mascot

notwithstanding his denial of having done so. He was upset and complained to Mr.

Reilly that he had had "a rough time at the station". On the following morning Mr.

Carthy attended Dr. Cullen, his general practitioner, and consulted him about alleged

physical assault by garda officers on the previous night while in detention at Granard

station having been arrested and charged with the burning of the goat mascot. He
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complained to the doctor, that "he was sore around his neck" ant\ had "pain in his

upper neck" which Dr. Cullen specified in his notes as being "along the left side",

but he found thai the range of neck movement was normal. He did not find bruising

on examination but there was tenderness in the area indicated. Dr. Cullen expressed

the opinion that the type of tenderness which he found would be consistent with

some trauma or application oí force. The doctor described John Carthy as being

distressed about his treatment by the gardai. In his, Dr. Cullen's, opinion his patient's

agitation was caused by a combination of being accused in the wrong and oí being

assaulted. He sent Mr. Carthy to Mullingar hospital for x-ray examination. No bony

injury was found. Minor soft tissue injury, such as tenderness, would not be apparent

on x-ray examination.

In the light of Dr. Cullen's evidence on this issue, which I found to be patently fair and

carefully expressed, it appears that John Carthy was probably subjected to physical

abuse while under interrogation by Garda Bruen and Garcia McHugh at Granard

station on the night of 23"' September, 1998 and falsely accused of burning the goat

mascot. Minor injury consistent with the allegations made to Dr. Cullen by Mr. Carthy

of police assault while under interrogation indicates the likelihood that he was in fact

subjected to some physical abuse while in custody and Dr. Cullen's conclusion in that

regard appears to be well founded. I do not accept the evidence of Gardai Bruen and

McHugh that neither of them physically abused the subject while under interrogation

after an unjustified arrest and charging with a substantial crime.

As demonstrated by the immediate arrest and interrogation of Mr. Carthy within six

minutes of his arrival at Granard station, there is no doubt that Garcia Bruen positively

believed that Mr. Carthy was guilty of the offence charged and he rejected his

emphatic pleas of innocence. It is highly probable that, having recruited Garda

McHugh to add further pressure in interrogation, Bruen set about attempting to

extort a confession from the detainee. I apprehend that in these circumstances the

interrogation would have been robust and that when it failed to achieve its purpose

it spilled over into some physical abuse of the accused. When that also failed to

achieve a confession of guilt, Garda Bruen realised that he had no evidence to sustain

the accusation of crime he had brought against Mr. Carthy and shortly afterwards he

learned from Garcia Martin that Crawford's allegation against the accused was untrue

and that there was no justification for his arrest. On discovering that information, it

would have been evident to Garda Bruen that he was in major difficulty (over and

above responsibility for physical assault of a detainee in garda custody) as he was

liable to be in serious professional trouble if his performance in connection with the

interrogation of Mr. Carthy regarding the destruction of the goat mascot came to the

knowledge of his district superintendent, a commander who expected proper

conduct by his subordinates. On his own evidence Garda Bruen was guilty of

indiscipline and negligence (a) in causing a member of the public to be arrested and

accused of a serious crime without proper investigation or cause; (b) in failing to

investigate before arrest the strength of the evidence (if any) which might be relied

upon by the prosecution in establishing the guilt of the accused; (c) failure to

ascertain the identity of and to interview any purported eyewitness to the crime

alleged against the accused; (d) failure to ascertain before arrest that no eyewitness
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to the crime had been interviewed by (¡arela Martin or by any other garda officer;

(e) failure to carry out any investigation into the accusation made by William

Crawford about the alleged destruction of the goat mascot by Mr. Carthy; (f) failure

to comply with garda regulations about making notes of what transpired at and what

was said during the interrogation of John Carthy or to direct Garda McHugh as his

subordinate to take such notes.

The arrest, detention, interrogation and ultimate release of lohn Carthy on 23"'

September, 1998, including the deceased's allegation of physical assault by his

interrogators, was the subject-matter of some investigation by Chief Superintendent

Culligan's enquiry into events at Abbeylara, including the relationship between )ohn

Carthy and the local police. However, the Culligan report contains no criticism of

Garcia Bruen or (¡arda McHugh and is patently sparse on detail. Notwithstanding

obvious serious failures by (¡arela Bruen in particular, to which I have already referred

and which he did not contest in evidence1, Superintendent Byrne, who succeeded

Superintendent Cullinane on his retirement in August, 1999 as area officer at

Granard, did not investigate (¡arda Bruen's performance, nor did he ever interview

Dr. Cullen about the issue as to whether lohn Carthy had been subjected to physical

abuse while in garda custody under interrogation. It is evident that the history of the

subject's arrest and interrogation about alleged responsibility for the burning of the

goat mascot was an episode which was seriously embarrassing for the Garda

Síochána and not one to which the superintendent would wish to draw attention.

Instead, without any further investigation of the matter, Bruen was subsequently

promoted to the rank of sergeant. The Tribunal Terms of Reference do not extend

to an investigation of how that promotion came about. Both scene commanders are

discredited by failure to instruct Detective Sergeant Jackson, the ERU negotiator, fully

about the goat mascot arrest and detention of Mr. Carthy and what followed, and

also the taking into possession and retention of his shotgun by subterfuge shortly

before the mascot arrest and without any evidence in support of hearsay allegations

made against him. lohn Carthy's attitude towards the police and the reasons for it

became of major significance in the conduct of Sergeant Jackson's attempted

negotiations with him during the siege which culminated in his death on 20,h April,

2000. If the negotiator had been properly advised as to the cause and extent of lohn

Carthy's animosity towards and distrust of the police, it might well have had an

important bearing on his approach to the deceased and how he (Jackson) should

handle the crisis at Abbeylara. He was deprived of important information by the

scene commanders.

Another aspect of the misconduct of (¡arda Bruen regarding the arrest, detention

and interrogation of John Carthy and related matters, including accusations of having

destroyed the goat mascot, was of particular significance to Mr. Carthy in the context

of his mental illness. There is evidence that these matters were etched in his mind

and returned many times thereafter, including the period ending in his death. Garda
Bruen has stated that at the time of the arrest he was unaware that John Carthy

suffered or had suffered from mental illness. I do not accept that evidence. It is

unlikely in the context of what had happened in the previous month (August, 1998);

i.e., that complaints had been made to gardai at Granard about alleged threats by
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lohn Carthy that caused Sergeant Nally, to decide that the subject's gun should be

taken from him while the allegations were investigated and also details were obtained

about his mental health of which some information was known to the police at that

time. Gardai Earley, Connolly, Cassidy and Newton and Sergeants Monahan and

Nally, both sergeants in charge, were all aware of the foregoing matters. Granard is

not a large station. It seems probable that unusual events such as the obtaining

possession of Mr. Carthy's gun and information about alleged threats made by him

and about his mental health would tend to become general knowledge in the station.

It would be surprising if Garda Bruen or Garda McHugh had heard nothing about

any of these matters.

As to the allegation of physical abuse of Mr. Carthy while in police custody; it has

been contended that if such abuse had happened on 23rd September, 1998, in all

probability he would have referred to it in the course of his meeting with

Superintendent Cullinane in the following month. In fact he did not mention on that

occasion his arrest about the goat mascot or anything connected with it. It seems to

me that it is entirely credible that he made no such complaint at that time. His

objective at the meeting with Superintendent Cullinane was to obtain the return of

his gun. It is unlikely that he would raise any topic which might militate against that

intention. The same observation applies to the fact that John Carthy did not refer to

the goat mascot arrest or garda abuse in course of discussions about return of his

gun in late October, 1998 with Sergeant Monahan (a sergeant in charge at Granard).

By way of postscript; it is noted that Sergeant Monahan stated in evidence that he

was satisfied that John Carthy had nothing to do with the burning of the goat mascot.

His opinion is interesting in the context of Garda Bruen's performance.

SECTION  D: — December 1998 — a Relapse in Galway, and

subsequent Medical History

At Christmas of that year John Carthy and his mother went to Galway to visit Marie

Carthy and to stay with her for the holiday period. Ms Carthy stated in evidence that

while in Galway her brother had an episode of bipolar depression and "he asked to

be admitted or he asked me to bring him to the doctor or the hospital or whatever,

because he didn't want to be admitted back to St. Loman's again and he knew he

was sick himself". She and her mother brought him to University College Hospital

on 26'" December and he was admitted as an in-patient. He had complaints of poor

sleep for the previous two weeks; feelings of irritability and exhaustion and poor

concentration. It appears that he also had periods of elation and the admission note

describes him as "admitting to abusing alcohol whenever he became elated". His

speech was rapid but he was not suicidal. His mood gradually stabilised and his

speech became more normal and coherent. It was also recorded in the hospital note

"he feels he has let everyone down" and, as already stated, the "death of father eight

years ago" was recorded as a "significant life crisis". He recovered sufficiently to be

discharged on 6'" January,  1999 as an out-patient. On his discharge he denied
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"suicidal ideation, death wish or thoughts of self-harm". He was discharged as an out-

patient at the end of lanuary and attended Dr. Shanley at that time. He saw Dr.

Shanley again on 11"' March, 1999. It was found then that his concentration was

poor and his appetite was fair. He moved to Galway to work in March, 1999 but

was unable to obtain employment for some time. He was living in digs with some-

other men.

Dr. Shanley saw Mr. Carthy on 11lh )une, 1999. This was his final consultation with

him prior to the date of his death in April, 2000. His mood was a little better then,

he was sleeping well and his concentration had improved. His appetite had not yet

returned to normal. He had obtained some employment in Galway and was working

a few days a week. He was drinking occasionally and smoking up to thirty cigarettes

a day. Dr. Shanley was pleased with his progress and thought that his patient seemed

to have adapted to living in Galway and to be getting on well there. He was not

depressed or elated at that time. Marie Carthy phoned in early April, 2000 to make

an appointment for her brother to see Dr. Shanley in Dublin. The date arranged was

20lh April. Dr. Shanley conceded that he may have been contacted by Dr. Meagher

(Dr. Cullen's partner) sometime in early 2000 about a recent period of elation

suffered by Mr. Carthy which caused Dr. Shanley to alter medication for the time

being. He was told that his patient had been off work since 21"' January, 2000.

SECTION E: — Four Events in January/February, 2000

Four important events occurred in John Carthy's life in January/February, 2000. One

of them in particular may well have had a great significance in the context of the

exacerbation of his mental illness in the last two days of his life and the manifestation

by him for the first time of protracted violent conduct of a grievous nature which

involved repeated firing of his shotgun in the direction of garda officers near his

home on 19"'/20"' April.

Before examining these events it is useful to look at John Carthy's character and

personality as they appeared at that time. The two senior psychiatrists, Dr. McGeown

and Dr. Shanley, who treated him on numerous occasions and at some length for

mental illness described their patient as being in the words of Dr. McGeown "a

sensitive, diffident young man, probably relatively easily upset by any kind of physical

or emotional trauma". Dr. Shanley never witnessed John Carthy being aggressive. In

his opinion he did not have an aggressive personality. ("He was a quiet, very sensitive

sort of person"). Dr. Bluett, )ohn Carthy's general practitioner in Galway, assessed

his patient as being "quiet and affable". However, exacerbations of his bipolar

disorder from time to time whether depressive, hypomanic or manic brought about

substantial deterioration in his personality and on occasions led to delusions. The

extent of the deterioration appears to have been related to the gravity of the stress

factors affecting his life at a particular time which in turn might spark off excessive

drinking or might otherwise lead to a serious exacerbation of his mental condition.

Correspondence from )ohn Carthy to which I shall refer presently provides a truly

remarkable  insight  into  the  mind,  nature  and  character of  the  author and  the
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underlying sadness and difficulties in his life which emerged when his mental illness

developed further dimensions as time went on. It also underlines the reality of the

close personal relationships with his sister and his girlfriend both of which were of

fundamental importance to him.

The events in )ohn Carthy's life in January/February, 2000 to which I have referred

are described and commented on in the following passage from a ruling made by

me on 19th November, 2004 in response to an application by counsel for the Garda

Commissioner and certain junior officers relating to the evidence of a particular

person identified as Ms X. The entire of the ruling is contained in Appendix 7.L.

"The Application

The application relates to written statements and a letter, originally furnished

in confidence, which the Tribunal has received from Ms X in which she

describes in detail the history of an intimate personal relationship which she

had with the late John Carthy while they both resided in Galway in lanuary

and February, 2000 and an explanation of how and why it was terminated by

her towards the end of February that year. Associated with the latter documents

are others, including two letters written by Mr. Carthy to Ms X in February and

March 2000; statements obtained by the Tribunal ¡n response made by Mrs.

Rose Carthy and Ms Marie Carthy, the mother and sister of the deceased,

regarding matters arising out of information given by Ms X. There are also the

written responses of Dr. lohn Sheehan, psychiatrist, and Dr. Ian McKenzie,

psychologist, to the information furnished by Ms X. Her personal truthfulness

and the veracity of what she has stated has not been contested by counsel for

any party to the Tribunal, though some information furnished to her by Mr.

Carthy has transpired to be erroneous and may be the product of delusion on

his part arising out of a manifestation of his mental illness. Ms X's counsel, Mr.

Patrick McCarthy, S.C., has informed the Tribunal that his instructions are that

his client can add nothing further to the information she has given in her

statements.

Counsel for both Garda parties submit that the information furnished by Ms X

should be the subject-matter of oral testimony to be given by her in public on

the ground that it is relevant to issues which the Tribunal is required to address

under its Terms of Reference from the Oireachtas. It is further argued that, if

held to be relevant, Ms X's testimony is required by law to be heard in public

notwithstanding her prima-facie constitutional right to privacy as an innocent

party in respect of an intimate, personal relationship and the harm which

publicity is likely to bring about for her.

It is accepted by counsel for all parties that the root issue which I have to

determine on the application is whether or not the statements made by Ms X

are relevant to any issue which the Tribunal has to determine under its Terms

of Reference from the Oireachtas. These are as follows:

"to inquire into the following definite matter of urgent public importance:
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- the facts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of lohn

( arthv at Abbeylara, Co. Longford on 20 April, 2000; and to report

to ¡the Oireachtas! and to make such findings and

recommendations as it sees lit in relation to these matters;

The Ms X Statements

Essentially her statements supplement information already known to the

Tribunal from evident e which it has received. She confirms that in early lanuary,

2000 she met lohn Carthy in Galway; there appears to have been an immediate

mutual attrac lion between two persons of similar age and general background.

An intimate, personal relationship developed rapidly through, it seems, almost

daily contact. She found that lohn Carthy had a friendly, caring, affectionate

personality, lie was working at that time and was happy. She describes them

as getting on well together and it appears thai a real loving relationship was

emerging between them. This is borne out by subsequent correspondence

whit h lohn ( arthv had with Ms X. At or about the end of January Mr. Carthy's

situation changed radically in two respects. First, his lease of accommodation

ended and he had to find an alternative place to live and also temporary

accommodation in the meantime. His friends were unable to help him

originally and he told Ms X that his sister, Marie, was not prepared to let him

share her one room bed-sit as a temporary measure. In a statement furnished

to the tribunal in response Ms Carthy denies that she was asked by her brother

to accommodate him at that time. She stated that she had done so occasionally

in the past The end result was that Ms X provided accommodation for lohn

Carthy with her for a period of weeks. It transpired to be a very distressing time

for her.

The second downturn in Mr. Carthy's life then was the loss of his job and a

dispute in that regard which led to trade union involvement and a one-man

picket mounted In him at his employer's premises. Ele was distressed that his

fellow workers, though offering their support originally, failed to give it.

It is evident that the combined effect of the foregoing events comprised a

serious quite sudden decline in Mr. Carthy's circumstances which lead to a

relapse of his mental illness and the onset of a manifestation of mania which

brought about a major change in his personality and relationship with Ms X.

She described that his altitude towards her changed radically. He became

"domineering, possessive, jealous, argumentative and demanding of her time".

He remained unemployed and she was obliged to provide for him. He was not

physically abusive to her, but he subjected her to ongoing verbal abuse and

insults. The end result was that what seemed to be a beautiful personal

relationship developing between them was destroyed by a manifestation of his

mental illness, probably arising out of the downturn in his life at that time.

Ms X appears to have been shattered by lohn Carthy's changed personality.

Nonetheless she persevered with the relationship for some weeks but, as there

appears to have been no improvement in his behaviour, she decided in the

end that il c ould not and ought not to continue and that it would have to be
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terminated. And so she brought it to a final end on or about 20"  February,

2000.

lohn Carthy's reaction to the termination of the relationship is contained in a

letter written by him to Ms X in an effort to restore- the situation between them.

It confirms her account and he recognised that his conduct towards her, the

product of his mental illness, had brought about what he regarded as a tragedy

in his life. It is appropriate to quote the contents of that letter.as it

not only corroborates Ms X's information but it explains the extent of lohn

Carthy's knowledge and appreciation of his mental illness at that time: It also

makes clear the importance which he- attached to the- severing by her of his

relationship with her and the- fact that he regarded it as a great tragedy in his

life. In all probability it was one of the factors which contributed, with other

major events, to unbalancing his mind at Abbeylara two months later to an

extent far beyond what had ever happened to him he-fore. His letter is in the

following terms:

"26/02/00

Toneymore,

Abbeylara,

Co. Longford

Dear ¡X]

I do not want to get you into trouble with your boss, by phoning you at

work, I just want to let you know, that I am missing you and let you know

how I feel about you.

You know that I believe that a person should not he- with someone unless

thev love them, as I do you. I hope you feel the same, furthermore

whatever decision you make I will respect it and will not be pestering you.

I think tcx) much of you to upset you any further. I give you my deepest

apology for the upset and annoyance I have put you through.

I haven't told you this before but due to the fact that from time to time I

get elated (high) has caused me, not to get deeply involved with someone

until I met you. You are the first I told about this problem I have. I have

been perfect for quite some time and I'm fine again thank God. I am sure

you can understand somewhat.The way I have been

acting in the last few weeks has put a lot of strain both on you and those

closest to me. Marie in particular has been very upset and my friendship

with "Pepper" has been put under strain. To them I owe a lot. But it is

you [X], I have hurt most and it is this that upsets me most.

I do not wish to use this problem as an excuse for my behaviour but it is

this that has made me so impatient and argumentative and so overbearing

over the last while. I admire you for your honesty and you should always

be in the future as trust is always best, in the long run.

I am sure we would be still together were it not for me being elated and

my mood swings.
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Being elated has never got me into trouble really but if it means thai I

have lost you, it has been very costly and ruined my happiness.

When I am "high" everything, must in my mind, be instant. Although it is

usually a pleasurable experience being elated causes a lot of frustration for

loved ones. As for my feelings at the moment. I have never been as happy

with anyone before and I hope all is not lost.

It seemed to me, to be the real thing, "I never thought love could feel so

good". I told you on numerous occasions that I would be honest with you

and I mean every word I say.

I feel something this good, only comes along once in a lifetime and I hope

all is not lost. My friends could not understand why I was so happy when

I met you, they didn't realise how much you meant to me and you still

do. With the elation goes big ideas, racing thoughts that has left me

impatient. I hope you understand. My mood is fine now due to the

emptiness and sadness due to missing you.

Maybe I don't deserve a second bite at the cherry but I believe everyone

deserves a second chance. The way I have been acting irrationally over

the past lew weeks hasn't happened for five years up until now. [That

statement is untrue in the light of evidence relating to in-patient mental

treatment] So while it has caused a lot of hassle to both you and Marie it

is not a persistent problem and I hope you can take this into consideration.

Maybe we could meet to have a chat. I think we owe that to each other.

I will be in Galway probably next Wednesday or Thursday. Maybe we

could meet then "hopefully".

I hope this letter gives you some idea of how I still feel about you. I hope

it also gives you some explanation of the reason for my out of character

behaviour which led to this situation.

No matter what has happened you still mean everything to me and I hope

we can sort things out. By the way I hope you had a good weekend.

Your happiness is most important to me and I mean that. I could write all

night but what I have written, means something to you, hopefully. Its now

1.50 a.m. I should go to bed.

Missing you more than words can say.

Love lohn XXX"

Thal letter, and another to Ms X shortly afterwards, did not bring about

any change and, it seems, did not weaken her resolve that the relationship
should remain terminated.

The next event aller the ending of the relationship as established by
evidence is that it immediately sparked off conduct by lohn Carthy on 20"'
February in Galway which so concerned Mr. Carthy's sister, Marie, that she
orchestrated his arrest by the police for the purpose of an immediate
medical   examination   of  him   by   Dr.   Dymphna   Horgan   (a   general
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practitioner) while he was in police custody. She found him to be elated

but not manifesting signs of serious mental disturbance. She

recommended a referral to Dr. Shanley who she was told by lohn Carthy

had been giving him psychiatric treatment. Ms Carthy made an

appointment for her brother to see Dr. Shanley at St. Patrick's Hospital,

Dublin on Holy Thursday, 20"' April which transpired to be the day on
which he was fatally shot.

Evidence has established that lohn Carthy returned to his home at

Abbeylara. He obtained employment locally but gave it up in the week

before his death — probably because of excessive drinking. Serious storm

clouds continued to gather in his life. These included the fact that Holy

Thursday was the tenth anniversary of his father's death (a relationship

which had been particularly important lo him); it coincided with what

lohn Carthy appears to have understood as an imminent disaster i.e. the

demolition of the original family home by the local authority as a new

house on site had been provided to replace it. The old house had been

the Carthy family home for generations. He associated it particularly with

his father and grand-father. He did not want it to be destroyed and he

seems to have indicated an intention to defend it against all comers,

including the Gardai, if necessary. It has been clearly established, and it

does not seem to be in dispute, that the coalition of perceived disasters

in lohn Carthy's mind on l8/19/20'h April, 2000 finally drove him into a
far more grievous manifestation of mental derangement than he had ever

displayed before. In particular, it entailed for the first time physical violence

and that in an extreme form over a protracted period of about twenty-

seven hours, which involved firing from his house thirty shots with his

shotgun which were mostly directed at Garda officers who were in his

vicinity. It is evident that the manifestation of mental illness displayed by

lohn Carthy at Galway and on other occasions during the previous ten

years were of minor significance by comparison with what transpired at

Abbeylara and it is evident also that what happened at Galway and/or

elsewhere earlier did not constitute an advance warning of the profound

change in lohn Carthy's conduct which became manifest in the last two

clays of his life. In short, a further in-depth investigation of his

comparatively modest manifestation of mental illness at Galway or earlier,

and of the intimate personal relationship between John Carthy and Ms X,

are not remotely likely to furnish relevant new information or shed any

significant light on the huge manifestation of mental illness displayed by

Mr. Carthy at Abbeylara and how the Garda should have dealt with it in

the light of the information then at their disposal or information and

assistance which might have been available to them if they had sought it

at that time.

I am satisfied that the foregoing assessment is an accurate description of John

Carthy's situation in the final days of his life. In summary, the following events

coalesced to create for him an appalling situation with which he was unable to

contend.
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i. Exacerbation of his mental illness which he realised had destroyed an

intimate personal relationship with Ms X which was of fundamental

importance to him.

ii. Ms X's inability to contend with his illness, in particular his changed

personality occasioned by it, and her termination of their relationship. His

letter to her reveals that because of his mental difficulties since 1990 he

had previously refrained from having a close relationship with any other

woman. Ms X, therefore, was of very great significance in his life. We know

from the family that at the time of the siege, which was two months after

Ms X had terminated the relationship, it was known that he was still greatly

distressed about it to such an extent that Detective Sergeant (ackson was

asked not to refer to Ms X in negotiations with )ohn Carthy as to do so

would upset him. The negotiator agreed to that request and did not raise

the matter with him.

iii. The tenth anniversary of his father's death was at hand. By coincidence it

coincided with the imminent demolition of the old family home which, as

already stated, was intimately connected in the mind of John Carthy with

his father and grandfather. He may have been motivated by a desire not to

fail them and, in their memory, to defend the old home from destruction.

The evidence indicates clearly that the combination of the foregoing tragedies carried

lohn Carthy into a massive manifestation of his bipolar mental condition and, as

already stated, introduced protracted violent conduct which he had never engaged

in before. Defence of the old home against all-comers appears to have become the

vehement objective of his behaviour. The arrival of the police and commencement

of the siege added another dimension of distress and resurrected in )ohn Carthy's

mind his deep animosity towards the Garda Síochána arising out of the wrongful

seizure of his gun and the goat mascot episode in 1998, including his allegation of

physical assault by police interrogators at that time. The end result was readily

apparent from his conduct in shooting frequently in the direction of garda officers

and his negative response to the repeated efforts of Detective Sergeant lackson, that

John Carthy would not negotiate with the police and, in particular, that he would not

surrender his gun to them or be seen to capitulate to the gardai. Did the scene

commanders, their superiors and the negotiator understand the realities of the

situation as it emerged and how should they have responded to it?

SECTION F: — The Response of the Garda Síochána at Abbeylara

After the first few shots were fired by )ohn Carthy (it seems at no particular target)

he told his mother to go to her sister, Mrs. Nancy Walsh's house nearby. She did so

and there met her sister, her niece Ann Walsh, and Ms Alice Farrell, her next door

neighbour. All were much upset by John Carthy's conduct. It was decided that the

aid of the police should be sought. Rose Carthy phoned Granard station and

informed (¡arda Gorman of what was happening. Mrs. Mahon, another daughter of

Mrs. Walsh, was also telephoned by the family. She notified Dr. Cullen and asked
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him to come to the scene which he did shortly afterwards. Three gardai then arrived

from ( iranard, int luding two armed detectives. Detective Garcia Campbell and Garda

Gibbons. They parked their patrol car in the Carthy driveway, took cover and

endeavoured to negotiate with John Carthy. His response was to fire at and damage

the police car. No one was in it at the time, (¡arda Gibbons, one of the officers who

had arrived at the scene, spoke to Dr. Cullen and was warned by him aboul John

Carthy's animosity towards the police. He did not seek any further detail from the

doctor relating to the warning but he did inform Superintendent Shelly, the scene

commander, of w hat he had been told. The latter took no steps to obtain any further

information from Dr. Cullen about his warning or regarding Mr. Carthy's mental state,

or medical advice on how the situation might be dealt with.

When first informed of the incident by Mrs. Carthy, Garcia Gorman contacted

Superintendent Byrne, the area commander at Granard, who was then in Dublin

attending a meeting in Garda headquarters. It was arranged that Superintendent

Shelly, the area commander in Mullingar, would take charge, |3ending Superintendent

Byrne's arrival later that night. The former agreed to do so and set about assembling

a detachment of ten armed detectives recruited from various stations in the general

area and also a group of unarmed uniformed gardai. Superintendent Shelly's plan

was to mount an armed cordon around the Carthy house to contain the gunman,

and to use uniformed officers lo set up roadblocks to prevent traffic from entering

the area and also to patrol outlying fields to forestall members of the public from

approaching the scene. Occupiers of houses in the immediate vicinity were also

moved elsewhere for their safety.

The foregoing plans comprised an appropriate immediate response to the situation

and were put in place. However, a practical difficulty was that neither Superintendent

Shelly or Superintendent Byrne, who rotated as scene commanders, had prior

experience of dealing with any form of armed siege or with dangerous conduct

which was motivated by mental illness. The local armed officers had no such

experience either. This problem was averted to by Chief Superintendent Tansey and

Assistant Commissioner Hickey, the area superiors of the scene commanders. They

decided that it was advisable to obtain the benefit of assistance from the Emergency

Response Unit, a specialist body which is specifically trained in dealing with armed

siege situations. However, the ERU also had no training in contending with a

dangerous armed person motivated by mental illness. Detective Inspector (now

Superintendent) Hogan of the ERU dispatched to Abbeylara a unit of six officers who

were fully armed and equipped to deal with a siege situation. All had been already

on duty elsewhere that day. The group comprised a tactical unit of four men under

Detective Sergeant Russell; Detective Sergeant (now Superintendent) Michael

Jackson as negotiator and Detective Garda (now Detective Sergeant) Sullivan whose

function was to assist the latter as messenger and note-taker. Sergeant lackson had

no prior experience as a siege negotiator, but in the previous month had attended a

two-week negotiation course organised by the London Metropolitan Police relating

to siege situations involving armed criminals with hostages and crisis intervention.

Garda Sullivan had no training in negotiation.
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Superintendent Shelly, the original scene commander at Abbeylara, who had

assembled the local armed officers and uniformed men and had set up the original

cordons, was not consulted by his superiors about replacing his armed personnel by

the ERU unit — nor was Superintendent Byrne. I do not criticise the decision to recruit

the services of a specialist ERU unit to deal with what was obviously a difficult and

unique situation, but the risk to morale through implicit criticism of local officers who

were already in place should have been reduced by giving their own commander

encouragement to prepare his men for the proposed change by an appropriate

explanation for it. Evidence emerged subsequently of disquiet of at least one local

armed officer, Detective Sergeant Foley, about the ERU performance.

The ERU unit arrived at Abbeylara circa 10:00 p.m. on 19"' April. Superintendent

Shelly accepted Sergeant Russell as tactical commander at the scene, subject to his

(Superintendent Shelly's) overall authority and that of Superintendent Byrne as scene

commanders. It was accepted that the primary tactical objective was to contain John

Carthy in his house and to negotiate his surrender. The possibility was adverted to

that he might elect to leave his home, armed with his gun in a threatening way, and

proceed in a direction determined by him. In that event (which is what ultimately

transpired) he would be the object of moving containment by the ERU tactical unit.

How this would happen and how it would come to an end was never clearly defined

in evidence.

It was also decided, apparently without any objection by Sergeant Russell, that the

scene commanders' personal headquarters would be a police jeep which had been

parked on the road between Burke's gate and the Carthy entrance by the ERU. Other

police vehicles, such as the car in which Ms Marie Carthy, Dr. Shanley, Tom Walsh

and Martin Shelly were sitting when John Carthy was fatally shot as he walked

towards them, were also parked on the road in that area. From time to time,

uniformed men and others came to view the scene in the vicinity of the command

vehicle. Some were present there when Mr. Carthy vacated his house.

Soon after their arrival, the ERU tactical unit replaced the local armed officers around

the Carthy house. The latter group when withdrawn seem to have been left largely

to their own devices. They remained in the general vicinity with a vague instruction

issued by Superintendent Shelly through Sergeant Foley that their function was to be

on stand-by to assist the ERU if required, e.g., to replace any of the latter if injured

or killed by John Carthy. If the local armed officers had any significant function at the

scene after their replacement by the specialist unit, it was limited to the retention of

three or four of them at most. On any view, the remainder had become superfluous.

Furthermore, when three additional ERU officers arrived at the scene and took up

tactical duty at circa 1:30 p.m. on 20"' April, even allowing for rest periods, the

requirement for continued retention of any local armed officer appears to have come

to an end. All should have been withdrawn then. The continued presence of some

of them on and about the road in the vicinity of the command vehicle near Burke's

gate created a potential disaster situation which ought to have been adverted to by

the scene commanders and by Sergeant Russell. The account which emerged in

evidence about what took place when John Carthy walked up the road in the
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Abbeylara direction carrying his gun in what was perceived to be a threatening

manner before he was fatally shot, establishes that there was substantial contusion

and some panic at that time. This was borne out by Sergeant Russell and others, who

were well placed to see what was happening on and about the road in the vicinity

of the command vehicle. It is evident that all concerned were taken by surprise and

many local (armed and unarmed) and some ERU officers suddenly found themselves

in what they perceived to be potentially dangerous situations and some of them

appeared not to know what to do.

It is evident that the implications of a sudden emergence of lohn Carthv armed in a

threatening way on the road outside his dwelling had not been thought out and no

spec ¡tic preparations were made for that eventuality. The situation at the scene which

had pertained from the beginning was allowed to prevail and, as stated already, it

had an obvious potential for disaster in the following respects:

i. The command vehicle and those on the road in its vicinity were vulnerable

to attack by Mr. Carthy. Superintendent Shelly, the scene commander,

who had to run for cover was one of those exposed to potential clanger.

ii. Various armed and unarmed uniformed police on and about the road in

the vicinity of Burke's and Walsh's properties were exposed to potential

danger.

iii. A possibility of a "blue on blue" situation existed as Mr. Carthy walked up

the road and there was an obvious risk of it developing into a shooting

involving a local gun or local guns on the Abbeylara side of the road and

ERU men in the vicinity of John Carthy as he walked towards the village.

iv. Sergeant Foley, who was with Garda Boland (both of whom were armed

and on the road near the command vehicle), has stated in evidence that

he feared for their lives. He drew his gun and was within an instant of

firing at lohn Carthy when shooting by ERU men commenced and the

deceased was fatally injured. Sergeant Foley stated when examined in the

Culligan investigation, and repeated in evidence to the Tribunal, that he

felt compelled to shoot lohn Carthy because the ERU were taking no

action against him and he believed that the specialists had left it to Boland

and him to defend themselves. He denied having fired at or in the direction

of Mr. Carthy before the ERU opened fire on him. It is surprising to find a

garda officer gratuitously criticising the conduct of other officers from a

specialist unit in the course of their duties in a dangerous, difficult situation.

On his own evidence the end result was that, although they were in his

opinion dilatory, the ERU men did fire on John Carthy and one of them

fatally injured him, thus obviating the need for him (Foley) to open fire. He

offered no explanation for his apparent criticism.

On any view the incident described by Sergeant Foley and the evidence of Detective

Garda (now Sergeant) McCabe that he shot John Carthy in the back because he

feared that the deceased would shoot some officer in the vicinity of the command

vehicle, establishes beyond doubt that the presence of Sergeant Foley, Garda Boland

and others on and about the road in the vicinity of Burke's and Walsh's houses when
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John Carthy appeared on the scene created the ingredients of a tragedy which in the

event culminated in the deceased's death.

The scene commanders, in fairness, probably through inexperience and lack of

sufficient training in dealing with the difficult situation with which they were

confronted, did not appreciate the potentially grievous situation of danger which

they allowed to prevail on and about the road to Abbeylara. It is evident also that

they did not realise the implications of their failures in that regard. Surprisingly, the

senior officers, Chief Superintendent Tansey and Assistant Commissioner Hickey also

did not appreciate the potential gravity of the situation which was allowed to persist

for many hours.

SECTION G: — Where the ERU is Engaged who should Command?

The fatality which was allowed to happen opens up another major shortcoming in

the command structure at Abbeylara and casts serious doubt on the traditional

hierarchy of command in the Garda Síochána. The scene commanders had little

training in that capacity and no practical experience of an armed siege situation —

far less one motivated by major mental illness. However, the tactical commander

provided by the ERU did have experience of armed sieges and, by an ironic

coincidence, he also had some experience of mental illness, having qualified as a

psychiatric nurse before joining the police service. It is reasonable to assume that he

should have realised the potential danger of siting the command vehicle and garda

cars where they were on the Abbeylara road and in having various armed and

uniformed police on and about the road in that general vicinity, including casual

bystanders. Should he not have foreseen a potentially disastrous situation as

eventuated when )ohn Carthy left his house without warning and walked towards

Abbeylara? It is not clear to what extent Detective Sergeant Russell appreciated the

foregoing dangers and there is no evidence that he took any steps to have vehicles

removed; to keep the road clear of police and other personnel and to have all

unnecessary officers, in particular the local armed men, dispatched from the scene-

after arrival of his own reinforcements. However, in fairness to Sergeant Russell, it

must be recognised that his superiors put him in a very difficult, if not untenable,

situation. It surely must be extremely invidious to find oneself as a junior officer in

the position of having to direct senior but inexperienced officers who are scene

commanders on how they should do their work and cause them to change structures

which they had already put in place at the scene — and all of that happening to the

knowledge of loe al officers and, therefore, adding to the embarrassment of the scene

commanders. That situation was liable to be further aggravated by any unhappiness

there might be at local level about the introduction of the ERU to the scene and the

way that had come about.

The evidence in this case clearly indicates that where it becomes apparent to the

local police- that one or more armed persons have embarked on continuing grievous

violence in a siege situation and it is decided by the highest ranking officers in the

area that, after discreet consultation with the local scene commander, to place the
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event in the hands of an appropriate unit of the ERU then, in my opinion, command

of the operation should pass lo an ERU officer preferably of superintendent rank but

at least one with the rank of inspector. It seems to me that he should have unfettered

responsibilitv for the following primary mailers:

i. The control, placement and direction of all armed officers at the scene.

Any local armed officer already at the scene and any other local police

who are not required by the ERU commander should be withdrawn.

ii. An instruction that all officers at the scene shall remain in places of safety

which are concealed from the building and its environs where the subjec t

is located should he choose while armed to vacate the property in a hostile-

way. The crucial importance ot avoiding the disastrous situation which was

allowed to exist and continue at Abbeylara should be impressed on all

officers at the scene, including avoidance of any possibility of the

happening of a "blue on blue" situation.

iii. The concept of "moving containment" should be carefully planned by the

ERU commander in the light of the particular circumstances, recorded in

writing and then fully explained to all participating officers. The plan must

include how moving containment may be ended. As pointed out by

Superintendent Matthews of the New Zealand police in his report, it

cannot go on indefinitely. Other supplementary aids, such as trained dog

teams may be required.

iv. If not provided by the ERU, the local area superintendent should appoint

an intelligence officer to keep records and to interview and take

statements from relevant witnesses. In a case such as )ohn Carthy where

there is the added complication that the subject is motivated not by

criminal ideation but by major mental illness, that function would include

an urgent consultation with the subject's medical practitioner to ascertain:

(a) the nature and extent of his mental illness;

(b) relevant medical records;

(c) the identity of any specialist who is treating or has treated the

subject;

(d) advice on how the crisis presented by the subject might best be

dealt with and the reasons for it if known to the doctor;

(e) problems which the doctor perceives might cause difficulty for a

negotiator — such as antagonism towards the police; and the

reasons for it if known to the doctor;

(f) whether reasonable requests made by the subject, such as one for

cigarettes by a heavy smoker, and a request to be put in touch

with a solicitor, should, in the interest of calming the situation, be

acceded to simply and without conditions, rather than using such

requests as bargaining counters which might be appropriate when

dealing with a criminal in a siege situation who is not mentally ill;
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(g) Whether the primary objective of the negotiator should be to

calm the subject?

(h)    If so, how that might be achieved.

(i) Whether a negotiating strategy designed to calm the subjee t by

orchestrating apparent "victories" and "advantages" might be

appropriate for him and might have a reasonable prospect of

success.

All of these matters would have been of great interest to the negotiator in the instant

case. Surprisingly, Superintendent Shelly, contrary to advice in the training as scene

commander he had received, elected not to appoint a specific intelligence officer

but to take on that role himself — even though in Inspector Maguire he seemed to

have had a good role model for that task. Why neither he or Superintendent Byrne

did not interview Dr. Cullen was an extraordinary omission. Even allowing for lack of

prior experience, I am satisfied that basic common sense would point to the

importance of meeting Dr. Cullen as soon as possible and seeking his advice on the

foregoing matters. If that elementary step had been taken in the early evening of 19"'

April, Dr. Shanley's involvement as psychiatrist would have been ascertained. It is

probable that he could have been brought to Abbeylara before midnight. His advice

at the scene on the foregoing points in conjunction with Dr. Cullen and Ms Marie

Carthy (who was in a position to provide him with family information and details

of recent difficult events in Galway) is likely to have been of great assistance to

the negotiator.

It also would have been a matter for the intelligence officer to contact Mr. Regan,

the Department of Justice psychologist, with a view to having him brought

immediately to Abbeylara to speak to Dr. Cullen and Dr. Shanley in their own

professional language and to raise the foregoing and other relevant matters with

them which the negotiator and scene commanders as laymen probably would not

appreciate. Detective Sergeant Jackson did have the foresight to contact Mr. Regan,

a psychologist attached to the Prison Service, but he, probably through no prior

experience of, or training in the context of a siege situation not associated with a

prison, was unable to offer any assistance and he did not advert to the desirability of

coming to Abbeylara or of contacting Dr. Cullen or Dr. Shanle>y.

Local Command

I envisage that an ERU officer having been appointed from garda headquarters to

take charge of the operation, the function of the area superintendent would be to

provide the uniformed outer cordon and traffic check points together with logistical

support such as the provision of food etc. and other back-up services which the ERU

commander might require.

Where the ERU is introduced as the primary component in a crisis situation, the

experience at Abbeylara clearly indicates that a command structure on broadly the

foregoing lines is most desirable in the interest of avoiding major problems such as

those which happened at Abbeylara and led to the death of lohn Carthy. This is an
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area which requires urgent radical attention. It is also dealt with elsewhere in this

report (see Chapter 15).

SECTION H: — Criticism of the Garda Síochána Response

In fairness to the officers concerned, it is appropriate to preface my assessment of

their response to the dangerous crisis situation presented by John Carthy at his home

in Abbeylara on 19"'/2()"' April, 2000 by emphasising the following points:

1. The police were called upon to deal with a volatile dangerous situation in a

rural area presented by an armed man who appeared to be out of control

and who was motivated by a manifestation of acute mental illness. The

problem presented by Mr. Carthy was grave and also unique in Irish police

experience.

2. Only one officer, Detective Sergeant Russell, the tactical commander of

the ERU unit had any significant prior knowledge of mental illness. He had

professional experience as a psychiatric nurse prior to entering the police

service. There is no evidence that any advice in that regard was sought from

him or was given by him during the event.

3. Neither of the scene commanders (Superintendents Shelly and Byrne) had

any prior experience of dealing with an armed siege or of any event

involving a dangerous armed person. Their training as scene commanders

comprised one short course only at the time of promotion some years

before the event. They had no training in or experience of dealing with

violent conduct motivated by mental illness. The local armed officers at the

scene were similarly inexperienced and none had had any prior occasion to

use a firearm while on active duty.

4. Detective Sergeant (now Superintendent) Jackson of the ERU, whose

function was to act as negotiator at the scene, had no prior experience in

that role in an armed siege situation, and, as stated, his training in

negotiation comprised a recent two week course which related primarily to

negotiations in the context of sieges involving armed criminals. He also had

no significant training in dealing with manifestations of mental illness.

The performance of the particular officers concerned should be considered in the

light of the foregoing inhibiting factors.

The essence of my investigation of the police performance at Abbeylara and related

matters has been to ascertain what was done; to consider whether the structure of

the police response was appropriate; whether the scene commanders, the negotiator

and other officers had sufficient experience and training to deal with the dangerous,

unique situation presented by )ohn Carthy which had no criminal ideation. Were all

reasonable steps taken in an effort to diffuse the impasse with )ohn Carthy? If not,

what more ought to have been done? Should the circumstances have been avoided

which lead to the fatal shooting of the subject? Did the scene commanders and the
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negotiator have a sufficient number of appropriate trained personnel and equipment

at their disposal and did they have the benefit of expert advice to deal satisfactorily

with the situation? If so, did they avail of that advice? Are there lessons to be learned

from the Garda Síochána response at Abbeylara? These are the issues which I am

required to address in this report.

SECTION I: — The Scene Commanders

The officer primarily involved in that role was Superintendent Shelly, then stationed

at Mullingar. Superintendent Byrne was the Granard area commander and, as already

stated, on 19"1 April, 2000 he was attending a meeting at Garda headquarters in

Dublin. In his absence Superintendent Shelly was deputed to go to the scene at

Abbeylara and to act as scene commander until relieved by Superintendent Byrne at

midnight. Thereafter the two superintendents alternated as scene commander. As

already stated, Superintendent Shelly was responsible for assembling a group of ten

armed detective officers in plain clothes from Granard, Athlone, Mullingar and

Longford together with a group of unarmed uniformed officers. His immediate

objective was to detain lohn Carthy in his house pending the outcome of

negotiations with him. He deployed the armed local officers as an inner cordon at

vantage points around the property. The uniformed officers were deployed to form

road blocks for control of vehicle traffic in the area and as an outer cordon to prevent

unauthorised persons approaching the Carthy property. An ERU police jeep was

parked on the road between the Burke and Carthy entrances about fifty yards from

the Carthy dwelling on the Abbeylara side. It was and remained at all times from

arrival of the ERU the command post for the operation. Other police cars were

parked in that area from time to time during the siege.

At or about the time of John Carthy's first armed confrontation with the police, they

became aware that the subject suffered from mental illness; that he was on regular

medication in that regard; that he had had in-patient treatment at St. Loman's

psychiatric hospital, Mullingar and that his general medical practitioner was Dr.

Cullen, who, at the behest of the Carthy family, was at the scene when the first

garda officers, Gibbons and White, arrived from Granard. The doctor warned Garda

Gibbons that John Carthy was antagonistic towards the police. He was not asked to

elaborate on his warning. In fact what Dr. Cullen was referring to was the goat

mascot episode which, as already stated, involved the arrest of )ohn Carthy; his

detention and interrogation at Granard garda station which resulted in complaints

made by him to the doctor on the following morning about physical assault by the

interrogators while in police custody.

As already referred to herein, another event occurred shortly before the goat mascot

episode which fuelled John Carthy's antagonism towards and distrust of the gardai,

i.e., the taking and retention of his gun by the police.

As Granard station is a comparatively small garda unit, it would be surprising if the

erroneous detention, arrest and interrogation of John Carthy regarding the goat
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mascot burning and the obtaining of his gun by subterfuge was not known to most

officers stationed there at the time. It is also surprising that the relevant gun licence

file was not promptly referred to Superintendent Shelly or Superintendent Byrne as

scene commanders bearing in mind that it disclosed the interest of Dr. Shanley as

the subject's treating psychiatrist. In fact, the evidence is that the gun file did not

come to light until the morning of 20'" April when sought by Assistant Commissioner

Hickey. Early contact with Dr. Shanley soon after the police involvement at Abbeylara

would have been highly desirable. All of the experts who were questioned on the

matter were of that opinion. It was also part of garda training to do so. All were

agreed that when dealing with a subject activated by a manifestation of mental illness

it is imperative for those endeavouring to deal with the situation, i.e., scene

commanders and negotiators that they should as soon as possible consult with

medical experts who are or have been treating the individual and obtain medical

advice on how the situation might best be dealt with. Furthermore, Dr. McKenzie

and Mr. Lanceley referred to the desirability of having an independent mental health

professional at the scene who would have the benefit of "peer to peer" contact with

the subject's own doctors.

At an early stage in the event, the situation presented by lohn Carthy at Abbeylara,

and what was known about him, was reported to Chief Superintendent Tansey, the

area commander. He arranged for Superintendent Farrelly, head of the Garcia Press

Office, to attend at the scene and to deal with the anticipated extensive media

interest there. As previously stated, Chief Superintendent Tansey also consulted his

provincial superior, Assistant Commissioner Hickey, and they decided that in all the

circumstances it was appropriate to obtain the benefit of a team of officers from the

Emergency Response Unit. Appropriate arrangements were made. A group of six

ERU officers were dispatched to Abbeylara and arrived in the late evening. It

comprised four tactical officers under Detective Sergeant Russell; a negotiator,

Detective Sergeant lackson, and Detective Garda O'Sullivan who had no training or

experience as a negotiator and whose function was to act as messenger and

occasional note-taker for Sergeant Jackson. The ERU tactical team replaced the inner

cordon of local armed officers. The latter remained at a further remove from the

Carthy house and some took up positions on or about the roadway at the Abbeylara

side near the command vehicle parked between the Burke and Carthy entrances.

Some uniformed officers were in that vicinity also. The purpose of having local armed

officers in the area was not specified, other than a general instruction that they might

be called upon to provide a back-up for Sergeant Russell's tactical team if events so

required. They remained under local command. Superintendent Shelly and Sergeant

Russell discussed what should be done if John Carthy emerged from his home in

three particular circumstances. First, that he emerged without his gun; secondly that

he emerged armed but immediately surrendered his gun when called upon to do so;

or, thirdly, that he emerged with his gun and would not surrender his weapon. In the

latter event it was decided that there should be a policy of "moving containment",

i.e., the ERU tactical team would move with the subject in whatever direction was

taken by him. They should endeavour to persuade him to surrender his gun and,

failing success in that regard, follow him wherever he elected to go. The possibility

that John Carthy might decide to leave his house and walk along the road towards
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Abbeylara carrying his gun in a threatening way does not appear to have been

considered by either scene commander or Sergeant Russell or any other police

officer in any meaningful way. No plan was recorded and the implications of the

subject's conduct as it subsequently happened was not considered by anyone in any

detail. This was a fundamental mistake. Numerous armed and unarmed local officers

were on and about the roadway in the vicinity of the command vehicle. All of them,

including the scene commander himself, were at risk of being shot by John Carthy

as he walked in their direction holding his gun in what was perceived to be a

threatening way. Several of them feared for their lives and were regarded by some

ERU officers as being in grave danger and this led to the fatal shooting of John

Carthy. The command vehicle and other garda cars in the area should not have been

where they were and none of the local gardai, armed or unarmed, should have been

visible to John Carthy and close at hand as he walked towards Abbeylara. If the road

had been clear at the time there would have been no need to shoot the subject in

the back. Furthermore, as previously stated, there was an unnecessary proliferation

of officers, armed and uniformed, on and about the roadway, some of whom were

bystanders who had no business being there.

SECTION J: - A Cover-Up?

The possibility that a local armed officer might have fired his gun at but missed lohn

Carthy as he walked up the road was positively ruled out in evidence by all senior

officers, i.e., Superintendent Shelly, Superintendent Byrne, Chief Superintendent

Tansey and Assistant Commissioner Hickey although only two of them were present

at the time — Superintendent Shelly and Chief Superintendent Tansey who ran for

cover when John Carthy appeared on the scene. They all unreservedly accepted at

second hand what each of the local officers were alleged to have said, i.e., that none

of them had fired his gun. The veracity of that contention is called into question by

the following:

1. Why did Detective Sergeant Foley make a crucial observation to Garda

Boland (both local armed officers) which was critical of the ERU response

to the crisis? In the event, if no local gun had been fired, the criticism was

unnecessary as the ERU, though in Foley's opinion slow to do so, did fire at

lohn Carthy and shot him dead thus removing the need for him or any local

gun to fire at the deceased. The criticism of the ERU was first recorded by

Sergeant Foley in his statement to the Culligan Inquiry, made soon after the

event. It is remarkable to the point of being incredible to find one policeman

gratuitously making a major criticism of other officers who comprised a

specialist tactical unit. However, Sergeant Foley's contention would be

credible if it was made in the context of laying the ground for his own

defence or the defence of a local officer who had fired his gun at lohn

Carthy — an action which he may have perceived would not have been

necessary if the ERU officers had been prompt in taking action against the
subject.
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2. If the senior officers were in fact completely satisfied to at cepl thai no lo« al

gun had been fired, then why not remove any possible allegation of a "blue

on blue" shot by having all the local guns immediately taken in charge and

ballistically examined and proved not to have been fired? This would have

been a simple exercise which could have been promptly carried out by one

ot the ballistic s experts.

3. The need for ballistic examination of the local garda guns was also pertinent

in the context that, contrary to regulations, station records relating to

weapons and ammunition brought to and from the scene by local officers

were incomplete. In consequence there were insufficient records to account

for all ammunition brought to the scene. In the light of this difficulty it is

surprising that no senior officer adverted to the desirability in that context

of having the local guns ballisticly examined, and that they all concluded

there was no need to do so.

The evidence on this issue is open to the interpretation that a senior officer may

have had some concern that a local gun had been or may have been fired at the

scene and, to avoid the risk of confirmation, the ballistics expert was instructed not

to examine the local guns. However, that contention is denied and the evidence,

though substantial, does not go far enough to establish that there was a cover-up on

the part of the police regarding the possible firing of any local gun. However, the

real issue about which there is coercive evidence relates to the failure of the scene

commanders and Detective Sergeant Russell to advert to and prepare for the

possibility that )ohn Carthy while armed might leave his house and walk towards

Abbeylara.

Whether or not a local gun was actually fired at or in the direction of )ohn Carthy as

he walked from his house towards the village is not, per se, a primary matter. The

essence of this issue is that Mr. Carthy walked towards the command vehicle in the

vicinity of which the scene commander was at that time and there were several local

armed and unarmed officers on the roadway, including Sergeant Foley and Garda

Boland. The subject is stated by several witnesses to have carried his gun in a

dangerous threatening way which put some officers in fear of their lives. There were

also three armed ERU officers on the road behind but close to John Carthy as he

walked forward, and Sergeant Russell was standing nearby on the Carthy boundary

wall. All the ERU men were ignored by the subject. Sergeant Foley's evidence

indicates that he regarded the ERU officers as having failed to protect him and that

he and Garda Boland were left with no alternative but to shoot at the subject.

Sergeant Foley stated that he had aimed his gun and was within an instant of firing

al his targel when ERl flAflpl officers commenced shooting al the deceased and

it became unnecessary for him (Foley) to fire also. The foregoing evidence coercively

establishes that a "blue on blue" situation had emerged, i.e., one which put the ERU

and local officers who were on the road in the vicinity of the deceased in danger of

being shot by one or more of the local armed officers who were facing them near

the command vehicle or in the vicinity of the Burke property — a risk which was all

the greater as none of the local officers had prior experience in firing their weapons
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in course of duty in such circumstances and all had been caught unawares by Mr.

Carthy and, it seems, most did not know what to do.

The root of the problem which was allowed to happen at the scene was the presence

of the local officers, including the scene commander, on and about the road close by

and in the direction where John Carthy was heading. Detective Garda (now Sergeant)

McCabe, who fatally shot the deceased, believed that he was obliged to fire at him

because it appeared to him that the local officers on the road were in danger of

being shot by the subject. That situation would not have arisen if the Abbeylara road

had been kept clear of vehicles, police officers and others at all times. There should

have been no local officers or anyone else visible to the deceased and at risk of

being threatened or shot by him if he elected to leave his house and do what he did.

If there had been no vehicles or police or anyone else visible to John Carthy as he

walked towards Abbeylara, there would have been no reason or justification for

shooting him in the back. In those circumstances there would have been no one

there who might have been threatened by the subject.

Assistant Commissioner Hickey and all of the senior officers concerned denied in

evidence that the failure to have the local guns ballistically examined related to a

cover-up of an active "blue on blue" situation as lohn Carthy walked towards

Abbeylara, or that it was insurance against a possible discovery that a local gun or

guns had been fired at that time. It is not in dispute that the immediate ballistic
examination of the local guns would have ruled them out and would have established

that in fact none had been fired at the scene, if that was the case. In the end result

there is insufficient evidence to establish a "cover-up" relating to the firing of any

local gun or a policy of insurance against the possible discovery that a local gun or

guns had been fired at the scene. However, there are features to which I have

referred which are surprising and cause disquiet.

Detective Sergeant Foley has provided coercive évidence, which has not been

disputed, that an actual "blue on blue" situation was about to happen and that he

was within an instant of firing at John Carthy when the ERU officers opened fire and

fatally injured him, thus obviating the need for Sergeant Foley to carry out his

intention. Furthermore, primary police negligence at Abbeylara was failure to prepare

for the eventuality that )ohn Carthy might emerge from his premises and do what he

did. In particular, in not keeping the Abbeylara road clear of personnel and vehicles

at all times in consequence of which a situation of major potential danger was

allowed to persist. If a local gun had been fired in confusion or panic it would have

been no more than an addition to an already grievous situation which should never

have happened.

SECTION K: — Four Crucial Command Mistakes

(a)    Investigating urgently Dr. Cullen's potential importance

Superintendent Shelly's negligence in not personally interviewing Dr. Cullen (the

subject's general medical practitioner) as a matter of urgency during the evening of
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19th April or, alternatively, having him interviewed in depth at that lime by an

experienced senior officer, is extraordinary. (His explanation for nol doing so, i.e., his

belief that (¡arda Gibbons had obtained all information available from Dr. Cullen is

patently untrue as the superintendent must have been well aware. Among other

things, Gibbons did not enquire from the doctor whether the subject was under

specialist care. He learned nothing about Dr. Shanley's involvement, nor did he ask

for or receive any of the hospital records and reports in the doctor's possession and

he sought no advice about dealing with the subject having regard to the nature of

his mental illness. Garda Gibbons alleges that he sought no explanation for Dr.

Cullen's warning about Mr. Carthy's antagonism towards the police.) Knowing as he

did from very early in his involvemenl as se ene commander at Abbeylara that John

Carthy suffered from mental illness which had entailed periods of in-patient treatment

at a psychiatric hospital, and that Dr. Cullen was his long-time general medical

practitioner, it ought to have been apparent to Superintendent Shelly that in the

interest of devising an appropriate negotiating strategy, urgent medical advice from

Dr. Cullen and any specialist psychiatrist involved in the case was likely to have been

of major importance. This point was emphasised by police and medical experts in

evidence. As previously stated, it also was advice given in garda training. He, the

scene commander, knew that an ERU strategic group and a negotiator had been

dispatched to the scene from Dublin. It is hardly credible that he would not have

realised the importance of providing the negotiator immediately on his arrival at

Abbeylara with full medical information about the subject and his mental state — yet

he failed to ascertain the requisite details in consequence of which Detective

Sergeant Jackson, the negotiator, was deprived of a range of information, including

the reasons for Mr. Carthy's vehement distrust of and antagonism towards the police,

which was important to the establishment of meaningful rapport with the subject and

the structuring of a viable negotiating strategy — neither of which in fact was ever

achieved. It seems probable that if properly advised (on the basis of information

available from Dr. Cullen but not obtained) Sergeant Jackson would have realised in

the first few hours of his attempted negotiation with Mr. Carthy that, having regard

to his distrust of and violent attitude towards the gardai, the likelihood was that as a

police officer he had little or no prospect of establishing any significant rapport with

the subject and that an alternative strategy was required. Subsequent events made

that very clear. Why was the negotiator deprived of crucial information by

Superintendent Shelly's inaction in having Dr. Cullen fully interrogated by a

competent senior officer? There appears to be only two possible explanations. First,

the scene commander's failure was a product of gross negligence — which is hardly

credible even allowing for the fact that he had no prior experience as a scene

commander in a siege situation — particularly one involving a mentally ill man. The

alternative explanation is that the superintendent learned at an early stage of his

involvement at Abbeylara that Dr. Cullen's warning about )ohn Carthy's antagonism

towards the gardai arose out of his arrest, detention and interrogation at Granard

garda station when he was wrongly accused of having burnt the goat mascot in

September, 1998. He had also alleged then that he had been assaulted by his

interrogators and required medical assessment by Dr. Cullen on the following

morning. The burning of the goat mascot at Abbeylara was a cause célèbre at the

time.  Granard  is  not  a  large  police  station.  Mr.  Carthy's  arrest,  detention  and
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interrogation there, having been wrongly accused of the crime by Detective Garda

Bruen, is likely to have been well known to officers at Granard and it would be

surprising if Superintendent Shelly was not told about it soon after taking on the role

of scene commander. The goat mascot episode was obviously embarrassing for the

Garda Síochána and, if he learned about it, which seems likely, Superintendent Shelly

may have decided that, to avoid the risk of public disclosure at a later date, it was

preferable not to go down that road and that the matter of Mr. Carthy's distrust

of and antagonism towards the police should not be pursued with Dr. Cullen. An

extraordinary decision made by the scene commander gives credibility to the latter

explanation for failure to have Dr. Cullen properly interviewed. Although

Superintendent Shelly had the pivotal role of scene commander in a difficult situation

of which he had no previous experience, he decided, contrary to his training, to take

on personally the important function of intelligence co-ordinator rather than to

appoint Inspector Maguire, or some other experienced senior officer such as

Sergeant Monahan, to perform that task. The unexplained and unnecessary decision

to burden himself with a major additional chore which could have been performed

by other competent officers, is credible if his motivation was to ensure as well as he

could that embarrassing information was not obtained from Dr. Cullen by another

intelligence co-ordinator if one had been appointed. That explanation, unlike the

alternative, has a ring of credibility about it. Be that as it may, on any view

Superintendent Shelly was negligent in not having Dr. Cullen properly interviewed in

depth. Important information urgently required about the subject's mental illness and

treatment was not obtained. As indicated already, experts who were questioned

on this matter emphasised the important priority of obtaining all available medical

information relating to a situation where a person's violent behaviour is likely to be

the product of mental illness.

(b)    Another failure as intelligence coordinator

It is pertinent to state also that Superintendent Shelly appears to have done very

little, if anything, in his adopted role of intelligence co-ordinator. As far as the

evidence goes, the only person who had meaningful contact with )ohn Carthy during

the entire of the siege was his friend, Kevin Ireland, who he phoned by mobile at

about noon on 20th April, i.e., six hours before his death. The subject told his friend

that he had no intention of shooting any garda officer or himself. He indicated that

his purpose in firing his gun was to keep the ERU officers away from his house.

Superintendent Shelly and the negotiator learned about Mr. Carthy's telephone

conversation with Mr. Ireland by way of an inaccurate and garbled fourth-hand

version of it. Nothing was done about obtaining directly from Kevin Ireland a detailed

account of his conversation as it ultimately emerged in evidence at the Tribunal. Mr.

Ireland had phoned Granard garda station and had spoken to Sergeant Monahan.

Unfortunately, the latter had not been involved in the Abbeylara siege situation at

the scene and he did not interrogate Mr. Ireland as he might have done if he had

realised the full significance of the phone call or if he had been specifically instructed

to de-brief him in that regard. He failed to ascertain important information about

the subject's motivation and intentions. Sergeant Monahan concentrated on another
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aspect of the phone call, i.e., Mr. Carthy's request to his friend to contact on his

behalf a solicitor called Finucane whose- address or phone number was not specified

by him. The end result was that the negotiator was not apprised of crucial information

which emerged from the conversation between Mr. Carthy and his friend, Kevin

Ireland — particularly his reason for requiring a solie itor at the scene (i.e., in the

context of the possible negotiation of an end to the impasse).

(c)    Preparing for the possibility that John Carthy might make an
armed uncontrolled exit from his house

It ought to have been apparent to all concerned that Mr. Carthy's particular agitation

and violent conduct within the house during the late afternoon of 20"' April probably

indicated that he regarded himself as being near the end of his tether at that time.

Bearing that in mind, the possibility that he might leave the house armed with his

gun became a more likely reality. That being so, the importance of clearing the road

to Abbeylara of vehicles, including the command jeep, and all personnel, not only

police but civilians also, ought to have been apparent to the scene commander and

to the ERU tactical commander. During the afternoon there was plenty of time to

take that course and to issue appropriate instructions to all concerned, including

emphasising the particular importance that officers in the area should remain

concealed and safely under cover at all times. In fact, the enhanced possibility that

the subject might do what he did was not adverted to and very little was done to

prepare for what actually happened. Members of the ERU inner cordon were not

instructed in any detail on their function as moving containment in that event. It is

clear that, like other officers at the scene, they were taken by surprise. It would have

been of particular interest to members of the cordon and local gardai that John

Carthy had told his friend that he had no intention of shooting them — as was made

abundantly clear by him when he subsequently emerged from his gateway and

ignored several armed ERU officers including three on the road in his immediate

vicinity. In the light of Mr. Carthy's assurance to his friend, Mr. Ireland, that he did

not intend to shoot any police officer, allied to his conduct when he emerged onto

the road and headed towards the command vehicle in ignoring ERU officers, the

apparent risk in overpowering him by rushing him from the rear became less serious,

though, of course, it still remained. For example (assuming that the foregoing steps

had been taken to clear the road), it occurs to me that as Mr. Carthy walked past

Burke's gate a distraction from the other side of the road might have facilitated

rushing him from Burke's direction. These are no more than possibilities, but they

appear to be realistic in the context of the Kevin Ireland conversation, the contents

of which was not known to any of the officers at the scene, including Detective

Sergeant Russell, the ERU tactical commander. It is likely that he would have been

particularly interested in Mr. Ireland's information in the context of planning some

credible means of terminating the intended moving containment if that strategy

became necessary. This is a factor to which Superintendent Matthews of the New

Zealand police has referred in evidence.

There is no doubt that the scene commander, the tactical commander, the

negotiator, the ERU officers and other local gardai, armed and unarmed, at the scene
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were taken entirely by surprise when John Carthy suddenly emerged from his house

without any prior warning. The consequent confusion and the negligence of those in

command led to the tragedy of his death which would not have happened if the

Abbeylara road had been kept clear of vehicles and all personnel, which ought to

have been the case. Everyone at the scene should have been safely under cover and

not visible to the subject. The possibility that John Carthy might leave his house with
his gun and walk towards Abbeylara was not realistically planned for and, it seems,

was not adverted to at all in a meaningful way. Having the command vehicle on the

road near Burke's entrance and allowing local armed and unarmed uniformed gardai

to clutter the road in that area, whether required at the scene or not, amounted to a

high degree of negligence. Detective Garda McCabe's evidence has established that

there would have been no justification for him (or any other armed officer, ERU or

local) to shoot the subject if no one had been visible to the latter and in apparent

danger of being shot by him as he walked towards the command vehicle.

Superintendent Shelly was primarily responsible for allowing that situation to happen.

He indeed was one of those caught unawares who had to run for cover at Burke's

gateway when Mr. Carthy emerged onto the road and walked in his direction.

The greatest Garda mistake at Abbeylara was not preparing for an uncontrolled exit

by Mr. Carthy from his house as actually happened; in not keeping the road clear of

vehicles and all personnel and in not ensuring that all officers at the scene remained

safely concealed and under cover at all times. It is evident that the foregoing failures

gave rise to the fatal shooting of Mr. Carthy by presenting him with apparent targets

which should not have been there, i.e., allowing a situation to exist whereby exposed

officers appeared to be in clanger of being killed or injured by the subject, thus

causing Garda McCabe to shoot him with fatal consequences in order to remove

that risk. Superintendent Shelly and Superintendent Byrne as scene commanders had

primary responsibility for the circumstances which lead to Mr. Carthy's death. Their

failure to appreciate the risks involved, not least to the subject himself, if officers are

exposed to potential danger underlines the major flaw in the command structure at

Abbeylara in having a difficult, dangerous situation commanded by officers with

minimal training and no prior experience of what was required of them or of the

potential difficulties involved. Unfortunately, they did not receive sufficient guidance

in that crucial area from the ERU tactical leader, Sergeant Russell. As already pointed

out, major difference in rank and perhaps attitudes may have been a contributory

factor in that regard.

(d)    Failure to provide a solicitor for John Carthy at the scene as

requested by him

The request made by the subject, and repeated by him about which he was insistent,

relates to the provision of a solicitor at the scene. There is no doubt that he was

confused about the identity of the person he wanted. He referred to a man called

"Mick Finucane" but did not provide an address or phone number for him. It

ultimately transpired that Mr. Finucane was at that time an apprentice solicitor

working in Dublin who had never met Mr. Carthy and did not know him. Whatever
about identity, the evidence indicates (particularly the Kevin Ireland phone call) that
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i ontacting a solicitor was in John Carthy's mind in the context of ending the- impasse.

It seems to have been his primary purpose for phoning Mr. Ireland about noon on

20'" April. If the scene commander had caused an inquiry to be made with the Law

Society, it would have emerged immediately whether or not there was a solicitor

called "Finucane" practising in this State at that time. If there was none, the next

obvious step would have been to ascertain from Mrs. Carthy and/or her daughter,

Marie, whether the subject had a local solicitor (which he had) or, if the latter could

not be traced, the identity of the family solicitor. Mr. Carthy's local attorney, or if

necessary the family solicitor, should have been contacted urgently and brought to

the scene for attempted negotiation with the subject, preferably by mobile phone,

or, if not, by megaphone. Before contact, the solicitor should have been briefed by

the scene commander, or the negotiator, on the matter of obtaining co-operation

from the local authority for postponement of the demolition of the old family home,

pending further discussions after Mr. Carthy had received proposed medical

treatment as offered by Dr. Shanley at St. Patrick's hospital. The solicitor should have
been briefed also about anticipated co-operation from the DPP regarding postponing

arrest pending the outcome of medical treatment and a subsequent report from Dr.

Shanley, but subject to Mr. Carthy agreeing to leave his house unarmed and going

forthwith to St. Patrick's for in-patient treatment there as offered by his psychiatrist.

The backing and encouragement of a solicitor he trusted for ending the stand-off on

the foregoing basis, without the humiliation of arrest at the scene, may have provided

a catalyst for achieving success. It is surprising that so little was done to respond to

John Carthy's apparently insistent request to provide him with a solicitor. It was

patently negligent not to contact the subject's own local attorney or, failing that, the

family solicitor, as a matter of urgency and to secure the assistance of that person at

the scene. It is evident that the scene commander, the negotiator and both senior

officers all failed to recognise the importance of responding to Mr. Carthy's efforts

to obtain the benefit of a solicitor at the scene and none of them realised the

potential for a breakthrough in ending the impasse which, appropriately orchestrated,

that might have brought about. It is most unfortunate that none of those officers

were made aware that Mr. Carthy had intimated to his friend, Kevin Ireland, that if

he had the benefit of a solicitor at the scene he might end the impasse. Failure to

have Mr. Ireland fully debriefed was a major mistake.

SECTION L: — The Performance of other Senior Officers

Superintendent Michael Byrne

This officer is superintendent for the area which includes Abbeylara and he is

stationed in Granard. On 19'" April, 2000 he was in Dublin at a meeting in Garda

headquarters when Mrs. Rose Carthy phoned Granard station and informed Garda

Gorman about her son's dangerous behaviour with a gun in his home at that time

which was late afternoon. Soon afterwards, Superintendent Shelly, area

superintendent in Mullingar, took over the situation as scene commander in

Superintendent Byrne's absence. The latter attended at the scene in late evening and

he succeeded his colleague as scene commander at midnight and remained on duty
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in that capacity until relieved by Superintendent Shelly on the following morning. In

short, they shared the function of scene commander, but the burden of that task as

it transpired fell on Superintendent Shelly's shoulders. As previously stated, he was

responsible for the siting of the command post in a garda jeep on the road between

the Burke and Carthy entrances. Superintendent Byrne did not advert to any potential

danger in the siting of the command vehicle, or having the negotiation point at the

Carthy boundary wall and both continued in use during his period as scene

commander. He ought to have realised each was inappropriate and potentially

dangerous.

It is proper to observe that having, in effect, inherited a command structure at

Abbeylara which had been established before his arrival at the scene, Superintendent

Byrne was less culpable than his colleague for aspects of it which were mistaken.

Furthermore, he too had no prior experience of an armed siege situation and had

minimal training in that regard. He also had no experience of violent conduct by a

person motivated by mental illness. Nonetheless, as joint scene commander he had

responsibility for how command was exercised and for the structures which were in

place at the scene, including the need for a planned response to the situation

(recorded in writing) which would arise if John Carthy made an uncontrolled armed

exit from his house and headed towards Abbeylara, as ultimately happened. No such

response was planned in any real sense by either scene commander or by any other

officer. There is no evidence that Superintendent Byrne considered that possibility or

how it should be dealt with if it arose during his watch. He did not advert to the
need for keeping the Abbeylara road free of vehicles and all personnel or the

importance of instructing all officers at the scene to remain out of sight and in safe

cover to avoid creating a possible crisis for Mr. Carthy in such circumstances. On

the contrary, Superintendent Byrne expressed approval of uniformed unarmed

officers being in the vicinity of the command vehicle on the basis that they would

be a comfort to Mr. Carthy in contrast to the presence of armed, plain-clothes police.

That reasoning indicates that he did not realise the potential danger of gardai,

whether armed or uniformed, confronting the subject and perhaps stimulating him

into a violent reaction with his gun. It is evident that, like his colleague and other

senior officers, he failed to appreciate that there ought not to have been any potential

garda or civilian target visible to Mr. Carthy as he proceeded towards Abbeylara with

his gun if he decided to take that course. Like the other senior officers,

Superintendent Byrne appears to have given no thought to the implications of

moving containment and of the event which happened.

In addition to the foregoing criticisms, Superintendent Byrne's conduct as scene

commander was also at fault in the following respects:

i. Failure to have Dr. Cullen interviewed in depth personally or by a

competent, experienced officer. As area commander stationed at Granard

(though I appreciate not at the time of the goat mascot episode or when
Mr. Carthy's gun was obtained from him and retained by subterfuge), it

seems likely that he would have learned on 19* April, if not earlier, from

some officers stationed there what had happened on those occasions.

Even if he was not so advised, he would have learned at the scene that
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Garda Gibbons had patently failed to interrogate Dr. Cullen realistically

and that a competent officer should have been detailed to do so as a

matter of urgency. Was his failure in that regard evidence of negligence

or did it indicate a reluctance on his part to have Dr. Cullen's warning of

the subject's antagonism towards the police investigated?

Failure to examine Mr. Carthy's gun licence file and thus learn about Dr.

Shanley's involvement and, in aid of the negotiator, to have him brought

to the scene immediately.

Failure to appreciate the- importance of calming Mr. Carthy by complying

with reasonable requests made by him — such as the provision of

cigarettes. In that regard, failure to instruct Detective Sergeant Russell to

deliver a supply of them at the house when he went there to cut the TV

cable during the night while Mr. Carthy was resting.

Failure to consult with Detective Sergeant Russell and have recorded in

writing details of a moving containment strategy to be adopted by the

ERU and others as preparation for the possibility that Mr. Carthy while

armed might make an uncontrolled exit from his house and head

towards Abbeylara.

In preparation for the latter possibility, failure to have all vehicles, including

the command jeep, removed from the Abbeylara road; to keep the road

clear of vehicles and personnel and to have all officers at the scene

specifically instructed to remain concealed from the road and in safe cover

at all times.

Superintendent Byrne's attitude towards Ms Carthy, the subject's sister,

while at the scene in the early hours of 20lh April is the subject of comment

elsewhere in this report. Failure to arrange for her to be interviewed in

depth by a competent, experienced officer early on 20"' April for the

purpose of ascertaining her assessment of her brother's conduct, including

what reasons he might have had for defending the old home; what ideas

she might have on how the impasse could be resolved, and also her

preparation by the gardai for contact with her brother as part of the

negotiation process, should have been put in hand.

Failure to appoint a competent, experienced officer with knowledge of

what was happening at the scene as liaison officer with the Carthy family

and for the purpose of interviewing each person separately to ascertain all

relevant background information, including details about any negotiations

with the local authority regarding the future of the old home which was

being replaced.

Failure to take any action in response to Mr. Carthy's request to provide

him with a solicitor at the scene; including ascertaining from the immediate

family whether he had a local solicitor or, if not, the identity of the family

solicitor.
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Chief Superintendent Patrick Tansey and Assistant Commissioner

Tony Hickey

The scene commanders were answerable to Messrs. Tansey and Hickey who

between them had overall garda command of a large area which included Granard

and Abbeylara. They both took an active interest in what was happening there,

including spending significant time at the scene, but they did not make command

decisions though entitled to participate in that regard if they considered that they

should do so.

Chief Superintendent Tansey and Assistant Commissioner Hickey learned about the

crisis at Abbeylara soon alter the gardai were notified about it. They ascertained that

Mr. Carthy was dangerous and appeared to be motivated by mental illness. Without

consultation with Superintendent Shelly or Superintendent Byrne they decided that

it was an appropriate case to arrange for the ERU to provide a tactical unit and also

a negotiator at the scene. That decision appears to have been well founded. As

already stated, the ERU is a specialist unit having specific training and experience in

siege situations, whereas the local armed gardai had no such experience or training.

However, it seems to me that three factors should have been taken into account by

Messrs. Tansey and Hickey. First, the desirability of consulting the scene commanders

and giving them an opportunity to explain to the local officers why they were being

replaced as the inner cordon. Secondly, to arrange that the proposed ERU tactical

commander should be of commissioned rank. It is difficult for a sergeant to find

himself having to argue with an inexperienced scene commander of superintendent

rank about decisions already made by the latter before arrival of the ERU which the

tactical sergeant may consider to be unwise, e.g., the siting of the command vehicle;

failure to reallocate local armed officers and the proliferation of armed and uniformed

men on the road near the Carthy property in the vicinity of the command vehicle.

Thirdly, they ought to have ascertained that Detective Sergeant Jackson had no prior

experience as a negotiator in a siege situation and they should have realised that the

event might continue for many hours or perhaps days. For those reasons it should

have been apparent from the beginning that at least one experienced negotiator

should have been provided to work with Serge-ant lackson.

In my opinion the senior officers ought to have adverted also to the following

problems, though primarily the responsibility of the scene commanders:

(a) The absence of a detailed plan recorded in writing to meet the possibility

that Mr. Carthy might make an uncontrolled armed exit from his house.

(b) Failure to appreciate the potentially dangerous positioning of the

command vehicle.

(c) Failure to appreciate the dangerous and unsuitable siting of the negotiation
point at the Carthy boundary wall.

(d) Failure to advert to the fact that the road in the vicinity of the command

vehicle was frequently cluttered by armed and uniformed officers, including
bystanders who had no business being there.
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(el Failure to advise removal by the scene commanders of all or most of the

original inner cordon ol local armed gardai.

(f) Failure lo advise that the Abbeylara road should be kept clear oí vehicles

and personnel up to the roadblock near the Churc h.

(g) Failure to advise the scene commanders to ensure that all officers at the-

se ene had good reason lor being there and that they remained under safe-

cover eincl out oí sight from the road and the Carthy properly ,it all limes.

(h) Failure lo appreciate the importance of avoiding the potential risk of a

"blue on blue" situation between local armed gardai and ERU officers in

the vicinity of the Carthy property, and failure to realise (eis Mr. Burdis

stated in evidence) that both groups were far too close to each other in

the event ot a crisis situation such as that which occurred.

(i) Failure to ascertain that no viable negotiating strategy had been devised

and implemented.

(j) Failure to advise the scene commander to have Dr. Cullen interviewed by

a competent, experienced, fully briefed officer as a matter of urgent priority.

(k) Failure to ascertain on the morning of 20"' April or earlier whether

appropriate- steps had been taken to interview Mrs. Rose Carthy and Ms

Marie Carthy to ascertain further information they might be able to supply

for the benefit of the negotiator, and to prepare Ms Carthy for participation

in negotiation with her brother.

(I) Failure to ascertain that the garda officer provided lor liaison with the Carthy

family was a newly qualified recruit with no experience and who was given

no instruction on what her function was in that regard.

(m) Failure to advise the urgent debriefing of Mr. Kevin Ireland by a competent

senior officer, who was familiar with events at Abbeylara, about Mr.

Ireland's phone conversation with the subject.

(n) Failure to advise the scene commanders of the urgency of providing a

solicitor tor John Carthy at the scene in response to his repeated requests

in that regard.

Assuming that the senior officers were told that John Carthy had expressed fear to

Sergeant Jackson about receiving a long prison sentence for his dangerous conduct

at the scene, either or both of them ought to have adverted to the possibility of using

the subject's fear of imprisonment to advantage by inviting the Director of Public

Prosecutions to agree to postpone arrest of Mr. Carthy until conclusion of his hospital

treatment under Dr. Shanley and receipt of a report from him on the outcome,

provided that the subject vacated his house without his gun and agreed to travel

immediately to hospital with Dr. Shanley for the proposed treatment. As Mr. Carthy's

conduct was not criminal in any real sense but was motivated by severe mental

illness, there would have been nothing to be lost in taking that course. Without his

gun, Mr. Carthy appears to have presented no risk. If that had happened it might have-

ended the impasse and, for the subject, it would avoid the humility of surrendering to

the police. In fact, the only evidence about plans for the arrest of the subject relates
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to a discussion between senior officers as to whether arrest should be made for a

firearms offence or under the Mental Health acts. The idea of postponing arrest on

the foregoing terms was not adverted to by anyone.

SECTION M: - The Negotiator

Soon after the police involvement in John Carthy's armed stand-off at his home, it

was established that his violent conduct was probably the product of a severe

manifestation of mental illness. Should Detective Sergeant Jackson have realised that

his first priority as a novice negotiator with little knowledge of psychiatric disturbance

was to be fully briefed by the subject's general medical practioner and by a specialist

psychiatrist if one had been involved? I am satisfied that the negotiator's first priority

should have been to meet and have a detailed consultation with Dr. Cullen. Apart

from providing valuable information on the nature and history of )ohn Carthy's

mental illness and an explanation for the doctor's warning about the deceased's

antagonism towards the police, it would have led to the early discovery of Dr.

Shanley's involvement. In that event Sergeant Jackson should have immediately

contacted the latter and informed him of the gravity of the situation and the risk to

life, including his own, which )ohn Carthy presented. Arrangements should have been

made to transport the doctor immediately to Abbeylara by police car. At the scene,

Dr. Shanley, having consulted Dr. Cullen and interviewed members of the family, in

particular Ms Marie Carthy (who would have been in a position to advise him about

recent major difficulties which had occurred in Galway, including the ending of the

relationship with Ms X), is likely to have derived some insight into his patient's

motivation for violently defending the old home against all comers. The greatest

advantage from Dr. Shanley's presence would have been that as a specialist in mental

illness, with particular knowledge of John Carthy, he would have a far greater insight

than a lay negotiator could have into the mind of his patient; in particular in

discerning the likely motivation for his conduct and in deciding how that information

might best be utilised to devise a scheme for resolving the impasse. I apprehend thai

Dr. Shanley would have advised the negotiator about the importance of creating a

calming situation to defuse the subject's mania (advice which other medical experts

have also confirmed in evidence). To that end he is likely to have proposed that the

request for cigarettes should be complied with promptly and with no strings attached.

It was patently counter-productive to allow the subject's severe mental state to be

aggravated by nicotine withdrawal. (The subject was a heavy smoker and it is

probable that he had run out of cigarettes.) As John Carthy's request for a solicitor

was reasonable and was one to which he attached major importance as he had

explained to his friend, Kevin Ireland, Dr. Shanley might have advised also that it

would be potentially helpful to arrange for the presence at the scene of the subject's

own solicitor (if his identity could be ascertained) or, alternatively, the family's

solicitor - again as a gesture of cooperation and good will. Bearing in mind that

several civilians were brought to the negotiation point to speak to lohn Carthy, there

is no reason why a solicitor should not have been brought there also. One possible
explanation for failure to respond to Mr. Carthy's request for a solicitor is that such
a person, unlike the other civilians, could not be orchestrated by the police regarding
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the line he should lake with the subject and there was some risk that his participation

could be discomforting for the gardai. The dilatory response of the police to the

repeated request by the subject is surprising.

Dr. Shanley, if his services had been availed of promptly, is likely to have learned

about the significance for John Carthy of Holy Thursday and the tenth anniversary of

his father's death, a person who had been intimately associated with the old home

which was soon to be demolished.

Was there any possibility of creating a "victory" for the subject which might

encourage him to end his stand-off? There is abundant evidence that he was an

intelligent man and, notwithstanding the major exacerbation of his mental illness at

the time, his capacity for reasoning does not appear to have been seriously impaired.

His telephone conversation with Kevin Ireland supports that assessment. It seems

likely he appreciated that he could not maintain his armed defence of the old home

indefinitely. It is probable that there would have been strongly in his mind a

conviction that he would not surrender to the police, but he had also expressed a

fear of long-term imprisonment for what he had done. Bearing all of these factors in

mind was there any possibility of orchestrating an apparent "success" which he

would accept as a justification for bringing the siege to an end without personal

humiliation? Such a possibility does not seem to have been addressed by the

negotiator or the scene commanders or their superiors. It is probable that early

collaboration between the negotiator, Dr. Shanley and Dr. Cullen would have been

advantageous in devising a viable negotiating strategy.

Although he was involved in attempted negotiation with lohn Carthy for about

sixteen hours, Sergeant lackson failed to make any significant progress in that regard.

He made very real efforts to achieve a resolution of the impasse, but lack of resources

and experience militated against his prospect of success. Lack of background

information which ought to have been available to him (notably the subject's

vehement antagonism towards the police and his assurance to Kevin Ireland that he

had no intention of shooting himself or anyone else) was also a crucial disadvantage.

An assessment of the negotiator's performance indicates the following mistakes on

his part:

1. Failure to ascertain and to understand the effects on John Carthy of his

mental illness.

2. Failure to realise the importance of defusing the situation and calming the

subject's mental state. In particular, not realising that reasonable requests

made by him should be responded to positively, without delay and with

no strings attached — notably the supply of cigarettes and the provision of

a solicitor at the scene.

3. Failure to obtain expert medical advice from Dr. Cullen and Dr. Shanley as

soon as possible on the foregoing matters and other points to which I have

previously referred. He had no direct contact with either doctor, or any

other medical person, and, apart from receiving documentation from Dr.

Cullen at about 4:00 a.m. on 20* April per Detective Garda Campbell, he
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had no medical assistance in dealing with John Carthy's major mental

illness manifested by potentially lethal behaviour at the scene.

4. Dr. Shanley should have been brought to Abbeylara as soon as his identity

became known which ought to have been before midnight on the first day.

5. Failure to take any part in arranging for Kevin Ireland to be fully debriefed

about his telephone conversation with John Carthy which was the only

known meaningful communication between the subject and any other

person during the stand-off. It is proper to add that the fault in that regard

primarily lies with the scene commander.

6. Persisting in the use of the external negotiating point at the Carthy

boundary wall even though little or nothing of value was achieved there

and one-way communication by megaphone was patently unsatisfactory.

In so doing, a dangerous opportunity was given to lohn Carthy to amuse

himself by causing Mr. Jackson and others to duck up and down at the

wall over a period of many hours. That situation would have militated still

further against the possibility of establishing a meaningful rapport with

the subject.

7. Failure to devise and put into effect any meaningful strategy and plan to

end the impasse successfully.

8. He placed an over-reliance on the rule of thumb that "no concession is

made without getting something in return". That concept is inappropriate

when dealing with a subject who is demonstrably affected by serious

mental trauma — particularly failure to comply with a reasonable request

from a heavy smoker to supply cigarettes. As already stated, it ought to

have been readily appreciated that the subject's mental distress would be-

further aggravated by the deprivation of nicotine. Superintendent Byrne

confirmed in evidence that Sergeant Jackson hoped to use the provision of

c igarettes "in a positive manner later on". Assistant Commissioner Hickey

informed the Tribunal in evidence that Sergeant Jackson in his report to

the Culligan Inquiry had expressed an opinion that "the giving of cigarettes

may also entice him into giving something in return; maybe to throw out

some ammunition or maybe even the gun ....". The negotiator ought also

to have realised the futility of alleging to John Carthy, that in the interest

of the safety of gardai delivering cigarettes to the house, it would be

necessary for the subject to put his gun down on the floor and display his

hands at the kitchen window. He (Jackson) knew or ought to have realised

at that stage that Mr. Carthy was greatly antagonistic towards and

distrustful of the police. His conduct during the siege made that abundantly

clear. Accordingly, that particular ploy was bound to fail. The strong

probability is that the subject would be fearful that the true objective of
that strategy may have been to create a situation which would enable a

garda to jump through the kitchen window, or, having gained entry to the
house unknown to Mr. Carthy, an attacker might burst into the kitchen
while the gun was on the floor and in either event the subject would be
overpowered before being able to retrieve his weapon. The explanation
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given in evidence that in the interest of police safety it was in fact necessary

to prevail on Mr. Carthy to put his gun down on the floor is, quiet frankly,

absurd. I have no doubt that cigarettes could have been delivered by

leaving them at the hall door at any stage during the siege while John

Carthy was under observation in the kitchen where in fact he spent nearly

all of his time. Furthermore, Detective Sergeant Russell could have placed

the cigarettes on the windowsill while he was at the house during the first

night for the purpose of disconnecting the television cable. He stated in

evidence that he looked into the room and saw the subject resting on a

couch. He expressed no difficulty about responding to Mr. Carthy's request

by leaving cigarettes on the kitchen windowsill at that time.

An opinion has been expressed in evidence by Dr. Ian McKenzie, forensic

psychologist, that a difficulty in connection with the delivery of cigarettes

to the house (excluding any risk for the deliverer) was that it might be

regarded by the subject as an unjustified invasion of his personal space

and privacy. Dr. lohn Sheehan, consultant psychiatrist, who has advised

the Tribunal on John Carthy's behaviour and mental illness, stated in

evidence that he recognised the importance which the subject probably

attached to his privacy and personal space during the stand-off, but he

drew a distinction between an invasion of space by the police to achieve

an advantage for them over the subject and an invasion of space

consequent upon a response to a reasonable request made to them by the

subject in his own interest. The essence of the distinction is that in the

latter case, unlike the former, the benefiting party is the subject whose

space is invaded. Dr. Sheehan indicated that the request by John Carthy

for delivery of cigarettes at his house necessarily entailed, as he would

appreciate, some invasion of his space. In his opinion that would have

been acceptable to the subject as being appropriate in order to meet his

request. The logic of Dr. Sheehan's opinion on this topic is very clear. I am

satisfied that John Carthy would not have regarded delivery of cigarettes

(probably urgently required) to his house in response to his request to the

gardai as being an unjustified invasion of his space. None of the other

experts have advised otherwise.

9. Having been unable to make meaningful communication with the subject

by house telephone or mobile phone, failure to advert to the possibility that

written communication, if carefully constructed and orchestrated, might be

the most effective way of laying the ground-work for a peaceful resolution

of the impasse — one which had a much greater prospect of success than

reliance on loud, one-way communication by megaphone.

10. Failure to appreciate that, having regard to the depth of lohn Carthy's

antagonism towards the police and the negotiator's failure to achieve

meaningful rapport with him, there was a strong probability he would

never surrender to the gardai. In these circumstances it was imperative to

utilise Dr. Shanley and Ms Marie Carthy to the best advantage in

negotiations with the subject bearing in mind that he had great respect for
and trust in both, and in the case of his sister was particularly close to her
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as subsequently emerged in his letter to Ms X of 26'" February, 2000

(referred to earlier in this chapter). There is also a reference in the Culligan

Report confirmed by phone records that he endeavoured to contact his

sister by mobile phone on the afternoon of his death, after his call to Kevin

Ireland, but was unable to do so because he had used an incorrect number

which had been changed shortly before then.

11. On the morning of 20th April, or at any time, failure to have appropriate

steps taken to prepare Ms Carthy for participation in the negotiation; to

ascertain her assessment of her brother's conduct and whether she had

any helpful advice to offer the negotiator. It would have been obviously

useful to have her personally interviewed by an experienced policewoman

who herself had been properly instructed on the facts. This was primarily

a matter for the scene commander, but its importance is such that one

would expect the negotiator to prompt his inexperienced superior if

necessary. In fact there is no evidence that anything was done to derive

benefit from the presence of Ms Carthy — particularly during the morning

or afternoon of the second day.

12. Failure to respond to John Carthy's expressed fear of a long prison

sentence by arranging with his (Jackson's) superiors to obtain a written

assurance from the Director of Public Prosecutions that if the subject were

to relinquish his gun it would not be necessary to arrest him, and that that

course of action, if subsequently taken, could be postponed until after he

had had immediate in-patient treatment at St. Patrick's hospital under Dr.

Shanley (as offered by him) and a report had been received by the DPP

from the latter regarding the outcome of treatment and the psychiatric

assessment of the cause of the deceased's behaviour at Abbeylara, and

whether, if his gun licence was withdrawn and he disposed of his weapon,

he would cease to be a danger to anyone.

13. A crucial matter which John Carthy had on his mind during the siege as

indicated to his mother, and which appears to have been the primary

motivating factor that precipitated his violent conduct in apparent defence

of the old family home, was his fear that it was about to be demolished by

the local authority as the new dwelling provided by it had been completed

— a fear accentuated by his association of the old home with his

grandfather and father, the tenth anniversary of whose death on Holy

Thursday, 1990 was at hand. It would have been potentially helpful to
obtain as a matter of immediate urgency a letter from the county manager

addressed to John Carthy confirming that the local authority was willing to

postpone its decision about demolition of the old house until after his

hospital treatment and he was in a position to consult his solicitor and to

take up the matter again with the county manager. Such a postponement

would not inhibit the local authority in its ultimate decision, but it would

lay the groundwork for an apparent "victory" by John Carthy which, in

conjunction with postponement of arrest might encourage him to accept
it as such and end his stand-off.
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14. Failure to appreciate that lohn Carthy's insistence on having the benefit of

a solicitor at the scene might be turned to advantage by providing the

subject's local solicitor, or if not traceable, the family solicitor, having first

briefed him/her about possible postponement of the demolition of the

old house by the local authority to allow further discussion after hospital

treatment; also the question of a decision by the DPP to postpone Mr.

Carthy's arrest if he agreed to leave the house without his gun and proceed

immediately to hospital with Dr. Shanley for treatment and thus avoid

humiliation of the subject. (This point is amplified elsewhere in this

chapter).

The negotiator does not appear to have tried to look into the mind of

the subject and to attempt to assess his possible motivation. Mr. Carthy's

insistence on production of a solicitor at the scene appears to indicate

that he was contemplating ultimate surrender and required advice and

participation in the negotiation of terms. Such thoughts are reflected in the

Kevin Ireland phone conversation six hours before the subject's death

when he told his friend that "he would give himself in if he got a solicitor".
He was described by Mr. Ireland as being "calm" and he appears to have

been lucid at that time. It is most unfortunate that a major opportunity was

not ascertained and pursued.

Having recited what I find to be the downside of Sergeant Jackson's performance

as negotiator at Abbeylara, it is important to emphasise that anyone assessing his

performance should also take into account the major difficulties in which he was

working which are as follows:

(a) He had no prior experience as a siege negotiator.

(b) There were twenty-seven other experienced police negotiators in service

in this jurisdiction at that time. One of them should have been provided to

collaborate with Sergeant Jackson. Apart from the benefit of expert help

and advice, this would have enabled both to have reasonable rest periods

in succession and to carry out part of their work from an adjacent house,

i.e., Farrell's or Burke's or the Carthy new house. With the benefit of some

rest and an occasional modicum of creature comfort, both negotiators

would have had also some reasonable opportunity to communicate with

each other; to think and to plan meaningful strategy. In fact Sergeant

lackson was obliged to work on duty in the open for a total of about 20

hours from the evening of 19th April up to the time John Carthy was fatally

shot at 6:00 p.m. on the following day. During that period he had two

hours sleep and another two hours off duty having been on duty from 7:00

a.m. on the first day i.e., a total of 30 hours excluding rest periods. It is

unfair and unreasonable to expect optimum performance in a unique
situation from an inexperienced negotiator in those circumstances. This

should have been apparent to the scene commanders, and to Chief

Superintendent Tansey and Assistant Commissioner Hickey. From the

beginning they should have provided a second trained negotiator to work
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with him. If the need for such assistance was adverted to by any of the

senior officers as ought to have been the case, there may have been some

reluctance to introduce an experienced negotiator who was not a member

of the ERU — a self-contained elite- unit which may have regarded itself as

being capable of resolving the situation without help from elsewhere. The

ERU involvement in this case was high profile with the media. Failure to

appreciate the obvious need for having an experienced negotiator to work

with Sergeant Jackson is surprising.

(c) Through serious failures in intelligence gathering by the scene commanders,

Sergeant Jackson was not informed about John Carthy's allegation of garda
assault while under interrogation after wrongful arrest in connection with

the destruction of the goat mascot, or that his gun had been taken from

him by the police through subterfuge without any corroborative evidence

to sustain nebulous hearsay allegations made against the subject which he

denied. The failure of Superintendent Shelly to have an in-depth

consultation with Dr. Cullen soon after commencement of the siege led to

the fact that Dr. Shanley's involvemenl was not known until circa 4:00 a.m.

on 20'" April. The psychiatrist's involvement would not have been

discovered until many hours later but for Sergeant Jackson's initiative in

having the doctor seen by Garda Campbell in the early hours of 20"' April

when he was asked for medical records in his possession. These included

a report from Dr. Shanley.

(d) As already pointed out, another serious failure in intelligence gathering was

not having Kevin Ireland properly debriefed in detail about his telephone

call with the subject at noon on 20'" April. That call is the only evidence of

what was in John Carthy's mind during the siege about use of his gun and

his requirement for a solicitor. He made clear to his friend that he had no

intention of shooting himself or anyone else and that his purpose in

shooting at the police was to keep the ERU at bay.

Sergeant Jackson also would have learned from the Kevin Ireland phone call that

John Carthy's purpose in phoning his friend was to obtain the benefit of a solicitor

at the scene apparently in the context of negotiating possible surrender. If fully

briefed in the matter, it is likely that the negotiator would have realised that providing

a solicitor could have been of great importance in achieving success.

As already stated in the Introductory Chapter, the evidence has established that

Sergeant (now Superintendent) Jackson preformed his duties to the best of his ability

at Abbeylara. He demonstrated a high degree of dedication, humanity and a real

effort to resolve the impasse created by John Carthy, who was a sick man. I note in

particular that when the deceased emerged onto the road from his house; removed

one cartridge from his gun and then commenced walking towards Abbeylara with

his weapon apparently at the ready, Sergeant Jackson observed that the deceased

had not threatened any of the nearby ERU officers and he (Jackson), who was first

to fire, elected to shoot at John Carthy's legs and he was struck twice in that area.

Unfortunately, both bullets passed through soft tissue. If a bone had been struck it is
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probable thai the subject would have fallen immediately thus removing any need for

further shots. I commend Sergeanl Jackson for his course of action in contending

with the final clinic nit situation presented by John Carthy. I have no doubt th.it

throughout the evenl he did his best.

SECTION N: - The Shooting of John Carthy by Detective Garda
(now Sergeant) Aidan McCabe

Detective (¡arda Me (abe was one of three ERU officers who arrived at the Abbeylara

scene circa 1:00 p.m. on 20"' April to reinforce the tactical detachment of four

officers under Detective Sergeant Russell. His knowledge of John Carthy probably

would have- been limited.

When the subject made his sudden, unexpected exit from the house arme-el with his

shotgun, (¡arda M< Cabe w as on duty with Detective Sergeant lac kson and I )ete< tive

Garda Sisk on the road in the vicinity of the negotiation point at the Carthy boundary

wall. He was armed with an Uzi sub-machine gun. He saw |ohn Carthy walk from

his house with his gun broken open. He called on him to put the gun down. Other

ERU officers in the vicinity shouted "armed gardai, put your gun down" and this was

repeated by the officers, including Garcia McCabe, but there was no response from

the subject. The witness also indicated in evidence that John Carthy was aware of

the presence of ERU officers on the road in the vicinity of his gateway and elsewhere,

but he did not threaten any of them. The evidence has established that he passed

within a few feet of four or five officers before turning to proceed in the Abbeylara

direction. It is likely that Mr. Carthy also would have seen Sergeant Russell standing

on the boundary wall, near where the subject was when fatally shot. Sergeant Russell

presented a spectacular target but was also ignored by Mr. Carthy.

Garda McCabe did not see the subject close his gun, but observed that he had clone-

so before entering the roadway. He also stated in evidence that he saw Mr. Carthy

stop on the road near his entrance; open the gun; remove one cartridge; throw it

away and close the gun again. When the subject proceeded in the Abbeylara

direction Garda McCabe saw local officers running in different directions and

scattering on the road ahead in the vicinity of the command vehicle near Burke's

gate. He stated that he feared for their lives as lohn Carthy approached them with

his gun held in what he perceived to be a threatening way. The subject did not raise

the gun to his shoulder or point it at any particular officer. Nonetheless, in the opinion

of Garda McCabe, Mr. Carthy constituted an immediate lethal threat to those gardai

as he was in a position to fire the gun instantly and was so close to the local men

that it would not have been necessary to raise the gun to his shoulder to take aim at

any particular target. Garda McCabe believed that the subject was about to pull the

trigger and possibly kill or injure officers in proximity to the command vehicle. He

decided that all other means of stopping John Carthy had been exhausted and that

in the interest of saving the lives of local officers in the immediate area, he should

prepare to discharge his own weapon at the subject. He was about to do so when

Sergeant Jackson fired  his first shot which  (¡arda  McCabe observed  struck the
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subject's upper leg. It did not seem to disable him. He took one or two further paces

forward and was then shot in the same leg again by Sergeant Jackson — though on

that occasion the witness did not know whether or not the bullet had struck its target.

According to Garda McCabe it also seemed to have no effect on Mr. Carthy who

took another one or two paces forward. (As already stated, it emerged subsequently

at post-mortem that both the Jackson bullets had caused soft tissue injury only in the

upper leg.) At that point (¡arda McCabe decided that his duty was to fire at John

Carthy in accordance with the instructions and training he had received as an ERU

officer which included a direction that, where possible, the target should be the

central body mass or torso of the subject. The first Uzi bullet fired by Garda McCabe

struck lohn Carthy's lower back. The witness stated that it also did not seem to have

an effect on him and he was not sure whether the bullet had hit the target. For that

reason he then fired a second shot which struck the subject at a higher point in the

back. This caused him to collapse on the road mortally wounded and he died almost

immediately afterwards.

The Tribunal heard an amount of expert medical testimony from Professor Phillips,

neurosurgeon, and Professors Harbison and Milroy, pathologists (see section D in

Chapter 5) on John Carthy's body position at the time when the fatal shot was

discharged and the probable effect of the other three bullets which had struck him.

The experts were in broad agreement that when considering John Carthy's response

to the shots an important factor was the effect of his highly charged mental state at

the time. It is likely that he would not react as a normal person would to the injuries

inflicted on him and to the grievous pain which would have been caused by the third

bullet in particular. The opinion was expressed that his mental state may have caused

his responses to have been significantly delayed. In the light of that evidence it

follows that Garda McCabe's description of the effect on John Carthy of the first

three shots is credible and I accept the veracity of his testimony in that regard.

The crucial issue is whether in all the circumstances (¡arda McCabe was lawfully

justified in firing two shots into John Carthy's back, the probable consequence of

which would be the death of the subject as actually happened. The law provides that

a garda officer may shool an armed subject only as a last resort to save the life or

bodily integrity of some person or persons who are in immediate danger of grievous

attack by the subject and are liable to be killed or seriously injured by him. Garda

McCabe stated in evidence that he shot the deceased because he believed that the

latter was about to shoot and possibly kill or injure some of the local officers who

were on the road in the vicinity of the command vehicle as the subject, carrying his

gun in what was perceived to be a threatening attitude, walked towards them. He

believed that all other means of stopping John Carthy had been exhausted and that

he had an immediate duty to protect the local officers from death or personal injury.

(There is no doubt that there were at least five local armed detectives and also

unarmed uniformed officers on or about the road in the general vicinity of the

command vehicle near Burke's entrance as John Carthy walked towards them

carrying his gun in what was perceived to be a threatening way. They were vulnerable

lo being shot by the subject if he decided on that course of action).
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When Sergeant Jackson shot Mr. Carthy twice in the leg and failed to stop his

progress forward, Garcia McCabe then decided that he had no alternative but to

shoot the subject in the back in accordance with his ERU training. He would have

known that such shots, if they struck the intended target, were likely to have fatal

consequences for Mr. Carthy.

There are two exceptional factors for consideration in reviewing whether Garda

McCabe was justified in firing potentially fatal shots at the subject. First, the fact,

known to the witness, that Mr. Carthy did not threaten any of the armed ERU officers

(including McCabe himself) who he had encountered at close quarters after leaving

his house. If his intention was to shoot a police officer the rhetorical question is

posed why did he not shoot one of several armed ERU men who were in his vicinity

initially and at close quarters? Having ignored them, why would he shoot a local

officer as he walked towards Abbeylara in their direction? Was it not reasonable to

take into account that he may have regarded possession of his shotgun armed with

one cartridge as being essential for protecting himself from being overpowered by

the police and that it was not his intention to use it, at least without provocation.

Most unfortunately, Garda McCabe, like all the other officers at the scene, was not

aware that a few hours earlier Mr. Carthy had informed his friend, Kevin Ireland, in

a phone call that he did not intend to shoot anyone. That information, allied to Mr.

Carthy's conduct in not threatening any of the ERU officers he encountered after he

left the house, might well have caused Garda McCabe to reconsider whether the

subject did in fact constitute a real threat to the life or safety of anyone. If Mr. Ireland

had been properly de-briefed by an experienced intelligence gatherer the foregoing

information would have been available to all concerned, including the local armed

officers at the scene. In all the circumstances it may have coloured their response to

Mr. Carthy and their assessment of the actual threat he posed to others as he walked

towards Abbeylara.

The second factor which was known to Garcia McCabe was that his superior,

Sergeant lackson, the ERU negotiator, was first to fire at the subject and had elected

not to aim at his torso but to shoot him in the leg. In doing so he had thereby

indicated that he did not regard it as necessary to kill Mr. Carthy but simply to disable

him. In the circumstances should the witness have consulted his superior, who was

close to him at the time, before deciding to fire potentially fatal shots into lohn

Carthy's back?

There is also another factor which requires consideration. Was Garda McCabe fearful

that he and his ERU colleagues who were on the road near John Carthy were at risk

of becoming victims of an imminent "blue on blue" situation caused by local armed

officers on the road ahead of them in the vicinity of the command vehicle who were

likely to shoot at the subject. Sergeant Foley has stated in evidence, and I accept,

that he had aimed his gun and was within an instant of shooting at John Carthy when

Sergeant Jackson opened fire on the subject. Protecting himself and others from the

possible consequences of a "blue on blue" situation would not, per se, have been a

sufficient ground for fatally shooting Mr. Carthy. There is no doubt that if the road

from the Carthy to the Walsh properties and beyond had been kept clear of vehicles
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and all personnel there would not have been a potential "blue on blue" situation as

all vehicles and personnel would have been cleared from the road before Mr. Carthy

emerged from his house and there would have been no possible garda target for him

in the vicinity of the command vehicle or further along the road towards Abbeylara.

In reviewing the culpability of Garda McCabe and the legality of what he did in

fatally shooting )ohn Carthy, one must decide the issue on the basis of the nature of

the crisis situation which the witness was obliged to contend with and his state of

knowledge at that time. Although Mr. Carthy had not threatened any of the ERU

officers he had encountered after leaving his house, objectively he constituted a

potential real threat to local police on the road in the vicinity of the command vehicle

which was close by. The training which gardai receive is that it is a matter for the

individual armed officer to decide in each case whether the subject constitutes an

immediate threat to the lives of others. Garda McCabe was not aware of what Mr.

Carthy had said to his friend, Kevin Ireland, a few hours before he vacated the house

that he had no intention of killing anyone. Sergeant Jackson's shots had not stalled

the subject. The risk he presented had then become acute and immediate. In those

circumstances it was not unreasonable for Garcia McCabe to decide that his duty

was to shoot Mr. Carthy. The witness denied that he had been motivated by possible

personal risk from a "blue on blue" situation. Bearing in mind that there is no

evidence that a shot had been fired at the scene by any local officer at that time and

also the apparent urgency and gravity of the situation which the witness felt obliged

to resolve, he may not have been aware of, or actuated by, personal risk from a

"blue on blue" situation. In all the circumstances it is proper to conclude that there

was insufficient evidence which might establish that Garda McCabe, on the basis of

the information available to him and the circumstances he had to contend with,

acted unlawfully in shooting John Carthy. I am satisfied that responsibility for his

death rests primarily with the scene commanders and to a lesser extent with the ERU

tactical commander for reasons stated elsewhere in this chapter.

SECTION O: — A Summary of Command Failures at Abbeylara

Failures by the scene commanders and others which contributed to the disaster at

Abbeylara are briefly summarised as follows:

(a) Failure to have Dr. Cullen interviewed in depth by a competent,

experienced, fully briefed officer as a matter of urgency early in the first
evening of the siege.

(b) Failure to ascertain promptly the involvement of Dr. Shanley, Mr. Carthy's

psychiatrist, and to have him brought to the scene as a matter of urgency

to advise the negotiator and scene commanders, i.e., circa midnight on
19720"'April or earlier.

(c) Failure to have Mrs. Rose Carthy, Ms Marie Carthy and other friends and

close family of the subject interviewed individually as a matter of urgency

by competent experienced officers, who were themselves properly briefed

on the known facts, for the purpose of ascertaining information about the
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health, family background and history of Mr. Carthy and to ascertain why

he told his mother that he intended to defend the old home againsl all-

comers, which appears to have been his primary motivation for doing what

he did. It was also important to ascertain whether there had been any

negotiations with the county manager about the old house.

(el) Failure to have the Longford county manager interviewed about the

intended demolition of the old house and about any negotiations there

may have- been with the Carthy family regarding retention of it, and also to

negotiate postponement of demolition pending further discussion with Mr.
Carthy and his solicitor after hospital treatment.

(e) In response to the subject's fear (expressed to Detee tive Sergeant |a< kson)

that his violent conduct would result in a prison sentence of ten years,

failure to arrange with Assistant Commissioner Hickey to request the

Director of Public Prosecutions to agree to postponement of the arrest oí

the subject pending completion of the in-patient psychiatric treatment

offered by Dr. Shanley at St. Patrick's hospital and a report on its outcome-,

provided that Mr. Carthy vacated his house without his gun and was

brought to hospital by the doctor forthwith. (It is noted that an ambulance

was available at Granard.)

(f) Failure to have Mr. Kevin Ireland promptly and competently debriefed

about his telephone conversation with the subject.

(g) Failure to provide as a matter of urgency an experienced negotiator to act

with Sergeant lackson.

(h) Failure to advise that the negotiators should operate from Farrell's house,

Burke's house or the Carthy new house and to negotiate from there.

(i) Failure to appreciate that it was unsafe to negotiate from the (arthv

boundary wall having regard to the subject's violent conduct with his gun

and that persevering with use of that place afforded him continuing

opportunities to humiliate the gardai by forcing them to cluck up and down

behind the wall. Apart from the risk of garda injury, this undermined the

possibility of establishing rapport with the subject. Police experts were

highly critical of the use of the selected negotiation point.

(j) Having regard to the importance in the mind of the subject of having the

benefit of a solicitor at the scene as expressed by him to Mr. Ireland, and

to be derived also from his earlier requests for a solicitor, failure to ascertain

the identity of the Carthy family solicitor, or the subject's own local solicitor,

and to bring such a person to the scene for the purpose of speaking to Mr.

Carthy by mobile phone or megaphone there as a matter of urgency.

Failure to appreciate that a solicitor probably could secure, if necessary, the

co-operation of the DPP (if not already obtained by the gardai) regarding

the arrest of the subject; and of the county manager in postponing
demolition of the old house pending further discussion after medical

treatment - thus opening the door to a real possibility for ending the

impasse without humiliating the subject by having to surrende-r to the- police
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and lace- arrest and detention by them. Failure to appreciate that his

repeated requests for a solicitor might indicate that the subject may have

been contemplating the ending of the siege on negotiated terms.

(k) In the interest of calming the situation and of avoiding a further escalation

of distress lor a person already suffering from an exacerbation of serious

mental illness, failure to respond to the subject's request as a heavy smoker

for cigarettes.

(I) Locating the vehicle used as the command post on the Abbeylara road a

short distance from the Carthy property.

(m) Permitting the vicinity of the command vehicle to be a focal point where

local armed officers and uniformed men gathered from time to time,

including some spectators who had no purpose in being there.

(n) Failure to maintain a sterile area between the ERU inner cordon and the

local uniformed outer cordon free of personnel and vehicles at all times,

save onlv gardai having a specific official purpose for being at the scene.

(o) Failure to reassign all armed local officers when replaced by the ERU

tactical unit.

i pi Failure- to instruct all officers in range of the Carthy property and those

within the sterile area between cordons to remain safely under cover at all

times and to keep the Abbeylara road free of vehicles and personnel.

(q) Failure to devise with Sergeant Jackson and put into operation a viable

strategy for negotiating with the subject for the purpose of bringing the

siege to a successful conclusion.

(r) Exposing Ms Marie Carthy, Dr. Shanley, Mr. Martin Shelly and Mr. Tom

Walsh to the risk of danger while waiting in a police car parked on the

Abbeylara road near the Walsh propertv at the time when the subject,

armed with his shotgun, vacated his house and headed in their direction.

(s) Failure to devise with Detective Sergeant Russell, the ERU tactical

commander, and have recorded, a detailed, viable plan for moving

containment if the subject, while armed with his gun, made an uncontrolled

exit from his house.

(t) Failure to park the command vehic le in the c urtilage of a house over the

brow of the hill near the Abbeylara Church and have it fitted with (i) CCTV

equipment to provide comprehensive views of the old Carthy dwelling, and

(ii) radio equipment for contact with all officers at the scene (ERU and

local). Alternatively, failure to utilise accommodation in Walsh's or Burke's

house, or other appropriate location, as a command centre and fit it with

similar TV and radio equipment. (See evidence of Mr. Bailey and Mr. Burdis
in Chapter 6, section A3, part 2).

(u) Failure to appoint a full-time log keeper to have and maintain logs, for the
benefit of the scene commanders and others, of information obtained and
decisions made.
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(v)    Failure to have and maintain a comprehensive negotiator's log.

(w)   After the event, failure to have the guns and ammunition which local armed
gardai had at the scene, collected and examined by ballistics experts.

I have no doubt that the garda management of the siege at Abbeylara and related

matters were defective in the foregoing respects and fell far short of what was

required to contend with the situation successfully and to minimise the risk to life.

SECTION P: — What might have been done at Abbeylara

As already stated, the focal point of John Carthy's violent behaviour appears to have

been a decision on his part to defend the old family home against all comers,
including the Garda Siochána. It seems clear that he had what his mental state at

that time caused him to perceive to be a coercive reason for taking that course, i.e.,

the imminent demolition of the old house which was intimately associated in his

mind with his late father. That situation was aggravated by the fact that his father had

died on Holy Thursday and the tenth anniversary of his death was at hand. Holy

Thursday, 2000 was the second day of the impasse, lohn Carthy's fear after his
father's death that he had failed him was a factor which cropped up in some

manifestations of his mental illness over the years. It also emerged that, as his

mother's scribe, but more likely on his own account, he had endeavoured in 1998

without success to persuade the local authority to sanction retention of the old home

in addition to the provision of a new dwelling. In the end these facts appear to have

coalesced in John Carthy's mind around what he perceived to be a central tragedy

waiting to happen, i.e., destruction of his father's home. No one can know what

exactly was in his mind. Arising out of his mental state he may have perceived having

a duty towards his father's memory to defend the old home and this has some degree

of confirmation from his explanation to his mother of having an intention to defend

it against all comers. There is no doubt that the accumulation of serious adverse

events in the life of John Carthy at that time led eventually in the days immediately

before Holy Thursday, 2000 to a major escalation of his bipolar disorder and a

manifestation of violent conduct which had never happened previously. The arrival

of the police, although anticipated by the subject on 19lh April in an observation to

Ms Alice Farrell, was a seriously aggravating factor in the light of his apparently

pathological antagonism towards them. His violent conduct vis á vis the gardai from

the beginning clearly points to the fact, which probably would have been apparent

to the negotiator if he had been properly instructed, that the subject would not

voluntarily surrender his gun to the police. Protracted efforts made by Detective

Sergeant lackson also established the probability that lohn Carthy would not

negotiate with him or any other police officer.

It emerged during the siege that two important factors were on the subject's mind

which might have been utilised by the negotiator to good effect. First, as already

indicated, his fear of the imminent demolition of the old family home and, secondly,
a fear that his conduct in carrying out his stand-off would result in receiving a long

prison sentence. These points allied to obvious difficulty in communication, and what
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should have been a realisation by the negotiator that it would be advantageous that

the police should be seen by the subject as apparently dropping out ol the

negotiating equation and being replaced by others in whom he had confidence,

ticist and respect. It is evident that it was desirable to utilise an alternative means of

c ommunk ation and to create a scenario in the nature of a "victory" for John Carthy.

The evidence indicates that he appeared to have remained capable ot constructive

thought - vide his communication with Kevin Ireland. He knew that he was low in

cartridges and probably realised that he could not continue the stand-off indefinitely.

It is likely that he was aware in the afternoon of the second day that time was running

out for him and that possible capitulation to the police was beginning to loom large

- a situation he would have abhorred. I apprehend that by the afternoon of 20"' April,

if not before, lohn Carthy may have become amenable to meaningful negotiation —

in particular if structured in the form of a "victory" which he might regard as justifying

to himself his violent conduct.

It seems to me that two steps should have been taken to deal with the subject's

fears. First, I apprehend that there would have been no difficulty in obtaining the

cooperation of the county manager in writing a letter to lohn Carthv stating that the

local authority would not demolish the old home but would await further

consultation with him and his solicitor after hospital treatment. As indicated already,

this would not commit the authority to anything more than temporary postponement

of the proposed demolition. I also apprehend the likelihood that the Director of

Public Prosecutions would be prepared to assist in defusing the situation by writing

a letter to Assistant Commissioner Hickey (or to arrange with the State Solicitor for

County Longford to write on his behalf) informing him that if the subject agreed to

abandon his gun and to take- up immediately Dr. Shanley's offer of treatment at St.

Patrick's hospital, the director would postpone any action in the- matter pending the

outcome of hospital treatment and a report from Dr. Shanley on lohn Carthy's future.

Accordingly, there would be no need to arrest or charge the subject with any offence

pending the outcome of medical treatment and Dr. Shanley's report. Bearing in mind

that the subject was not a criminal in any real sense and that his conduct was

motivated by serious mental illness, I apprehend that in the interest of humanity the

DPP probably would have agreed to postpone arrest on the foregoing terms. He-

would lose nothing by so doing and might save life.

The advantage of having the foregoing major problems in John Carthy's mind dealt

with in correspondence is that letters may be read and re-read before the subject

decides how he will respond. Viva voce communications, even by private phone,

may trigger an immediate negative response which might not happen if there is
time for reflection as would be the case where writing is utilised as the means of

communie ation. I have in mind that, the foregoing letters having being obtained, Dr.

Shanley would write to John Carthy expressing his understanding of the two crises

on his patient's mind and explaining that there had been an encouraging response

from the county manager and from the Director of Public Prosecutions. He would
enclose the letters from both of them and comment that the subject's fear of

imminent demolition of the old home had been met and nothing would be done

until a further consultation was held by the manager with John Carthy and his solicitor
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after conclusion of his treatment at St. Patrick's. Furthermore, his tear of arrest and

of a prison sentence- had been defused. Dr. Shanley would go on to confirm his offei

of immediate treatment at St. Patrick's hospital and end by recommending his patient

to avail of what had been achieved by leaving his house without his gun at an

appointed time; meet the doctor and his sister on the road at his gateway and then

travel with them to St. Patrick's hospital to commence treatment there. I have in

mind also that, if Dr. Shanley approved, Ms Carthy would write to her brother telling

him how happy she was about what he had achieved and encouraging him about

his future after treatment at St. Patrick's.

As already pointed out, an alternative way of presenting the foregoing scenario

would have been through the provision of an appropriately briefed solicitor at the

scene as required by the subject. As already stated, the advantage of so doing does

not appear to have been adverted to by the negotiator, the scene commanders or

their senior officers.

It seems likely that a negotiating strategy on the foregoing lines would have had the

following positive aspects in John Carthy's mind:

(a) It would achieve at least a postponement of the demolition of the old family

home and open the possibility of persuading the county manager to permit

the family to retain the old house. (A concept it is probable in the end he

would not wish to pursue assuming that the proposed in-patient treatment

by Dr. Shanley was successful).

(b) He would avoid immediate arrest and detention by the police.

(c) After hospital treatment and, if successful, a favourable report from Dr.

Shanley, the DPP might decide that, if his gun licence was withdrawn and

he disposed of his weapon, John Carthy would not present a future risk

and that his conduct at Abbeylara was the product of mental illness and

was not criminal in nature. In those circumstances it would not be

unreasonable for the subject to hope that no criminal charge would be

brought against him.

(d) It would avoid the humiliation of the surrender of his gun to the police or

any need to negotiate with them.

In the context of the foregoing scenario, it seems likely that if Dr. Shanley had been

brought to the negotiating point and had briefly explained to lohn Carthy by mobile
phone or by loudhailer what had been achieved with the county manager and the
DPP, he would have accepted delivery of the letters at his hall door, or at some other

convenient part of the house, and would not regard it as an unacceptable invasion

of his privacy. The letters would have been confirmation of important advantages
which had been obtained and, therefore, factors which were positively in his favour

and perhaps, in his mind, justification for his conduct.

As already stated elsewhere in this chapter, lohn Carthy's repeated insistence on
obtaining the benefit of a solicitor at the scene, and particularly his statement to
Kevin Ireland that he would give himself up if he got a solicitor, were factors that
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had potential for being turned to major advantage which ought to have been realised

and explored by the scene commander and the negotiator. Provision of a solicitor at

the scene — if necessary the family solicitor — should have been regarded as a matter

of urgent priority. It seems to me that postponement of arrest and also demolition of

the old home, if presented and recommended to the subject by a trusted solicitor, is

likely to have had a reasonable prospect of opening the door to a successful ending

of the impasse — particularly as Mr. Carthy's mind may have been moving towards

the possibility of a negotiated settlement at that time.

Sadly, it is not possible to do more than speculate on whether or not there may have

been a successful outcome to any plan on the foregoing lines. In the event, no

realistic negotiating strategy had been devised or attempted. Essentially all that had

been done was to bring several close friends of the subject, one by one, to the

negotiating point with instructions to try to persuade him to surrender. None of them

had any success — probably because that ploy was naive. It gave the subject nothing

in return. In the end, John Carthy took matters into his own hands by leaving his

house and walking towards Abbeylara with only one cartridge in his gun and having

ignored the armed ERU men around him. Was his intention simply to buy cigarettes

or perhaps to meet Dr. Shanley and his sister who he knew were at the scene and

surrender his gun to them or had he some other motive in leaving the house? We

will never know the answer to those questions either. For reasons which I have

already expressed, his death should not have happened.

SECTION Q: — The Confiscation and Return of the Gun — Dr.

Shanley's Letter

I have referred to the evidence on this topic earlier in this chapter in the context of

informal complaints made by Mrs. Evelyn McLoughin to gardai at Granard station

(see Section B). However, there are other aspects of it, and related matters which

require consideration regarding the confiscation and return of John Carthy's firearm

in 1998. My observations thereon are as follows.

The first issue with which I am concerned is whether it was appropriate for Dr.

Shanley, the subject's psychiatrist, to write a letter to Superintendent Cullinane of

Granard supporting the return of Mr. Carthy's shotgun to him. As already stated, in

August, 1998 Garda Cassidy, acting on instructions from a superior, caused Mr.

Carthy to hand over his shotgun for an alleged reason which was untrue, i.e., a garda

directive that all licensed guns in the area were to be taken in for examination. Garda

Cassidy's instruction arose out of a complaint made by Mrs. McLoughlin about Mr.

Carthy. She had been a near neighbour of the Carthy family for many years and is

the wife of Brendan McLoughlin, a local building contractor, who had employed John
Carthy in 1998. They had had a "falling out" which had lead to the ending of Mr.

Carthy's employment and subsequently a claim by him for wrongful dismissal. Mrs.
McLoughlin had known the subject all his life and was aware that he had a history
of mental illness. On 11'" August, 1998 she made an informal complaint about the
subject to Garda Newton at Granard station where she was a casual employee. She
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expressed concern that the subject was in her view "mentally unstable". She had a
fear that the dispute with her husband might cause Mr. Carthy to harm both of them

with his shotgun. She was invited to make a formal complaint but declined to do so

because of the long relationship as neighbours between the two families. She was
also concerned that any formal complaint might appear to be "in retaliation" for Mr.

Carthy's threat of legal proceedings regarding the employment dispute. I do not

doubt Mrs. McLoughlin's boi7a fides in expressing her fears to the gardai. She raised

the topic separately with two officers. Mr. McLoughlin gave evidence that the subject
had never made any threats to him. His wife also informed the Tribunal in evidence
that in 1998 "somebody" had mentioned to her that Mr. Carthy "was supposed to

have gone down to the local handball alley and threatened the children". She agreed
that that allegation was third-hand information. There was no evidence that her own

children, who were occasional users of the handball alley, had made any such

complaint to her. In consequence of the allegation made against Mr. Carthy, it was

decided by Station Sergeant Nally that pending completion of investigations into it,
the subject's shotgun should be taken into custody and his licence should not be
renewed. Garda Cassidy was instructed to recover the gun. He feared that Mr. Carthy

might not voluntarily hand over the weapon and for that reason, he (Cassidy) resorted

to the subterfuge that all licensed guns in the district were required for checking.

That explanation was accepted by Mr. Carthy and the gun was voluntarily handed

over by him. Garda Cassidy did not inform the subject about the allegations made

against him by Mrs. McLoughlin. Although, in a strict sense, subterfuge should not be

resorted to by the gardai in their dealings with members of the public, nonetheless, it

is reasonable that practical realities should be taken into account. Garda Cassidy's

fear that there might be difficulty in persuading Mr. Carthy to hand over possession

of the gun on the basis of the alleged complaints about him was understandable and

what he did to surmount the difficulty was not unreasonable in all the circumstances.

The subsequent obtaining of a letter of support from Mr. Carthy's psychiatrist was

also an appropriate factor in persuading Superintendent Cullinane to direct return of

the gun to the subject and the renewal of his licence. However, it is also pertinent

to note that the superintendent, or any other garda officer, did not contact Dr.

Shanley or Dr. Cullen then or at any time before events on 19lh/20"' April , 2000,

and also that no subsequent complaints were made against Mr. Carthy until 19th April

of that year at the commencement of the fatal event.

Mr. Carthy called to Granard garda station and raised the issue of the return of his

shotgun on numerous occasions. It appears that he was not told the true reason why

the weapon had been taken from him. Eventually on 6"1 October, 1998 he had a

meeting with Superintendent Cullinane, since retired. It appears that he learned from

him for the first time about the allegations which had been made against him. He

denied to the superintendent that he had ever threatened anyone and that, while he

did have depression in the past, he had attended a psychiatrist in Dublin and was

then in good health. Superintendent Cullinane explained to him that before the

firearm could be returned he had to be satisfied that he would not pose a danger to

anyone if he possessed a gun. In the light of the foregoing requirement, Mr. Carthy's

first move was to contact Dr. Cullen, his general practitioner, to obtain a letter of

support from him. His response to him was that "in the even! that he became unwell
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and the- gardai needed to get the gun back . . . what would he feel about that?" The

re-ply he received was that "the gardai would have to take the gun off him", i.e., that

he would not hand it over voluntarily in those circumstances. Dr. Cullen stated in

evidence that he didn't refuse to support his patient but indicated that he would

postpone a decision in the matter. This caused Mr. Carthy to raise the requirement

with his psychiatrist, Dr. Shanley, when seen by him for treatment on 8'" October,

1998. There was no evidence of depression or elation found at that time. He

explained to Dr. Shanley that a letter was required to indicate thai he (the

psychiatrist) was of the view that Mr. Carthy was fit to possess a firearm at that time.

Dr. Shanley was not aware until then that his patient had a gun. He was told by the

subject that the police had taken in all the guns from "all over the county for a

routine check". (It will be noted that by then the subject had been made aware by

Superintendent Cullinane of the true reason for obtaining possession of his gun. He

did not inform his doctor of the allegations made against him, nor that he had been

arrested shortly before then in connection with the burning of the goat mascot). Dr.

Shanley's letter of 13th October, 1998 addressed to the Superintendent at Granard

garda station is in the following terms:

Dear Superintendent,

Mr. lohn Carthy has given me permission to write- to you. He is a patient of

mine for some years and in my opinion is fit to use a firearm. When last seen

on 8"' October, 1998 he was very well. He has been treated for depression

and elation in the past and should the situation change his general practitioner

will be in touch with your office.

Yours etc.

This letter was not copied to Dr. Cullen. Dr. Shanley accepted in evidence that he

should have done so. Before writing the letter of support he did not contact the

general practitioner or the gardai in Granard. He was not aware of Dr. Cullen's view

about John Carthy's fitness to hold a firearm at that time.

Dr. Shanley stated in evidence that he "gave this letter of support on the basis of

knowing lohn over a number of years; on the basis that he had been stable from a

psychiatric point of view; on the basis that he was conscientious about coming to see

me which involved long distance; on the basis that he took his serum of lithium

regularly and that it was always within therapeutic range". He stated that if he had

been aware on 8'" October, 1998 of the allegations of threats allegedly made by Mr.
Carthy involving possible use of the shotgun his action would have been to see his

patient again and make a further assessment.

On 30"' October, 1998 John Carthy completed his application for a firearms
certificate. It was accompanied by a letter of consent from his mother to the holding

of the firearm in her house. On 13'" November, 1998 the shotgun was returned to

Mr. Carthy together with the requisite firearms certificate. No further complaints were

made to the gardai and the certificate was renewed in the following year in the
ordinary way.
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In all the circumstances was it reasonable for Dr. Shanley to write the letter to

Superintendent Cullinane in support of Mr. Carthy's application to have his shotgun

returned? The expert psychiatric opinions on this topic are divided.

Dr. Sheehan's opinion was that, in the light of the evidence which ultimately

emerged, he would not have supported the application for return of the gun to Mr.

Carthy. However, he agreed that, given the information available to Dr. Shanley at

the time when he wrote the letter, his assessment and the factors which he took into

account when deciding to support the application for return of the gun were

appropriate. He believed that the letter should have been copied to Dr. Cullen and

that if that had happened it probably would have led to a pooling of their information

and perhaps a different assessment by Dr. Shanley.

Dr. Kennedy stated in evidence that he would not have written the letter of support

if he had known the true reason why the gun had been obtained by the police, i.e.,

the allegations of threats made by Mr. Carthy (though ultimately unsubstantiated).

Professor Fahy's opinion was that as John Carthy had a history of bipolar affective

disorder and of episodic alcohol abuse, such reasons alone should on medical

grounds, have disqualified him from holding a firearm. In his opinion such conditions

place an individual at risk of erratic, aggressive or uninhibited behaviour. There is at

least a ten per cent risk of suicide which is increased by alcohol abuse. He expressed

the opinion that if such an individual has possession of a gun he/she has a convenient

method of suicide available that increases the overall risk. He stated that he would

have had "little hesitation" in refusing to supply a letter of support in the

circumstances. He was critical of Dr. Shanley's reasoning for writing the letter.

Professor Malone expressed the opinion that most psychiatrists, having the

information that was available to Dr. Shanley, would have come to the same view

and would have provided the letter of support. He commented that Dr. Shanley had

taken into account the subject's past history — the absence of any suicidal behaviour;

the fact that he was stable from a psychiatric point of view and compliant with his

treatment regime. He believed that John Carthy had a degree of insight and

understanding into his condition and was motivated to attend Dr. Shanley and to

adhere to his treatment. Professor Malone concluded that that was indicative of the

therapeutic alliance that existed between Dr. Shanley and his patient. He thought

that Dr. Shanley was probably the person best placed to make the assessment he

made in October, 1998, having regard to his in-depth understanding of his patient

and his expertise.

It is noted that Professor Malone emphasised the importance of the therapeutic

alliance which he stated was the essence of the doctor/patient relationship: "It

involves empathy, basic trust present in a non-judgemental, unconditional, positive

regard ...". He considered that the letter of support from Dr. Shanley was a vote of
confidence in his patient and he felt that if the psychiatrist had failed to provide the

letter of support it may well have fractured the therapeutic alliance, which could

have the consequence of John Carthy being less inclined to reach out when he was
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in difficulty. Professor Malone's conclusion as expressed to the Tribunal in evidence

was that:

"based on all the clinical evidence that Dr. Shanley had in his possession in

1998, [he] made a recommendation to the gardai that there was no medical

contraindications to Mr. Carthy having a gun licence at that time . . . obviously

Dr. Shanley was factoring primarily the suicide risk, and in this regard Mr. Carthy

had never made a suicide attempt previously during which time he experienced

several severe depressive episodes. With regard to the homicidal risk, Mr.

Carthy had not been involved as far as Dr. Shanley was aware, or I am aware,

in any significant interpersonal violence, nor had he made any threats of a

homicidal nature to anybody at the time of assessment in October, 1998 . . .".

In reviewing the foregoing evidence, it is important to appreciate that Dr. Shanley's

decision to write the letter of support for return of the shotgun to Mr. Carthy must

be assessed in the context of the information available to him in October, 1998 and

not that which has since emerged. He was not aware of allegations made against

Mr. Carthy at third-hand which the police were unable to substantiate on

investigation. He had substantial experience at that time of treating his patient over

a period of three years; he had no evidence suggesting a suicide attempt previously;

there was no evidence that he had been involved in any significant interpersonal

violence previously and, though in possession of a shotgun for the previous seven

years, there was no evidence, known to Dr. Shanley, that there had been threats to

anyone of a homicidal nature by Mr. Carthy. It seems to me that Professor Malone's

concern for preservation of the therapeutic alliance between doctor and patient

which he regards as being the essence of their relationship, is a factor of particular

significance. In the light of the information available to him when being asked to

write the letter of support, was it reasonable for Dr. Shanley to take into account the

preservation of the therapeutic alliance between him and his patient, including its

importance in the interest of the latter. In my view it was appropriate to do so and

to furnish the requisite letter of support. There is one other aspect of the matter, i.e.,

not copying the letter to Dr. Cullen. Dr. Shanley accepts that he should have done

so. However, there is no evidence that if he had received a copy of the letter, Dr.

Cullen would have sought to influence a change of opinion on the part of the

specialist.

Finally, one other matter regarding the confiscation of Mr. Carthy's gun should be

considered. The garda investigation appears to have established that there was no

substance to the fears expressed by Mrs. McLoughlin for her own safety and

particularly that of her husband arising out of Mr. Carthy's possession of a gun and

the dispute he had with Mr. McLoughlin about alleged wrongful dismissal from

employment. As already stated, the latter gave evidence that he had received no
physical threats from the subject. The other contention about possible threats to
children also appears to have had no foundation. It follows, therefore, that there was
no apparent justification for obtaining possession of Mr. Carthy's gun and for

retaining it. The facts indicate that having learned about the fears expressed by Mrs.

McLoughlin, the local gardai were premature in immediately securing possession of

the  subject's  gun  by  subterfuge  before  investigating the  matter.  Ultimately,  it
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emerged that the only possible justification for taking the gun was that Mr. Carthy

had previously suffered from mental illness and that step was taken without seeking

any medical information or opinion to justify it. An important consequence of the

garda conduct is that the creation oí one cause for Mr. Carthy's distrust of and

antagonism towards the gardai (which loomed large at Abbeylara) would not have

arisen. That might have improved the possibility of successful negotiation with him.

The evidence of Mr. Patrick Reilly establishes that the garda recovery of the gun by

subterfuge, prior to the investigation of alleged complaints, had a major lingering

effect on Mr. Carthy. Mr. Reilly, a neighbour of the Carthy family who had known

the subject all his life, was also a member of the same gun club and had experience

of shooting with him. He gave evidence on two matters. First, that John Carthy was

a person who was very careful with his firearm and was not one who would take

chances with his gun (evidence which was supported by Mr. Bernard Brady also).

Secondly, he stated that Mr. Carthy told him about the gun being taken from him by

the police and he believed that his friend had "a lingering sore" about what had

happened. He stated that Mr. Carthy's pride was seriously injured and that the taking

of the gun was a big issue for him. Mr. Reilly thought that Mr. Carthy bore a grudge

against the gardai and blamed them for wrongly taking his gun. It was a topic

mentioned to him several times by the subject.
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CHAPTER 9

The Media

SECTION A: - RTÉ "Five/Seven Live" Broadcast on 20,h April,
2000

Background

The siege at Abbeylara was a major item broadcast soon after the commencement

of the "Five/Seven Live" news and current affairs radio programme on 20"' April,

2000. "Five/Seven Live" is a programme on RTÉ (Radio Telefis Éireann) Radio 1. RTÉ

is the national broadcaster. The programme included, for the first time on RTÉ (or in

any other broadcast), publication of John Carthy's name. It also included interviews

about him with Fr. Fitzpatrick, the Abbeylara parish priest and two local people, Mr.

Michael Heaney, a neighbour, and Mrs. Mary McDowell. The latter provided details

of an intimate personal relationship between Mr. Carthy and a young woman which

had been recently terminated by her. Mrs. McDowell was also asked in course of

her interview by Niall O'Flynn, the RTÉ reporter concerned, "If you could talk to lohn

now, have you a message for him?" She replied: "Well, lohn, lohn, if I was you, lohn,

come out. Everybody loves you and everybody is thinking about you and worrying

about you, and you are a good friend and you have lots of friends here. So, please,

lohn, please, come out". A similar question was put to Mr. Heaney and he also urged

Mr. Carthy to surrender to the police.

Ruling by the Chairman on 9th July, 2004

The propriety of the foregoing "Five/Seven Live" broadcast is an issue which the

Tribunal is required to consider. In response to an application made by counsel for

RTÉ, the parameters in that regard were specified by the Tribunal in a Ruling made

on 9'" July, 2004, in the following terms:

"Counsel for RTÉ has made an application to the Tribunal seeking clarification

of its Terms of Reference regarding investigation of broadcasts made by RTF

on 20"' April, 2000 concerning events at the home of the late lohn Carthy at

Abbeylara on l9"'/20'h April and related matters.

Brief Background Facts

At the relevant time there were two dwellings on the Carthy family holding at

Toneymore, Abbeylara, i.e., the original single-storey building where

generations of the family had resided for upwards of sixty years and a new

house. The original was in generally poor condition and required to be

replaced. The local authority recognised that fact and built a new dwelling

nearby which on 19"' April, 2000 was almost ready for occupation. The

intention was that lohn Carthy and his widowed mother, Rose, the only regular
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occupants, would transfer to the new home and the original building would

be demolished by the local authority.

For upwards of ten years lohn Carthy had suffered from a bipolar mental

disorder which from time to time had required in-patient psychiatric treatment.

His condition had deteriorated in the weeks prior to his death and he had

arranged to consult his psychiatrist at St. Patrick's Hospital, Dublin on 20"' April.

Mr. Carthy was unhappy about the proposed demolition of the old home

which had strong family associations for him. In the months prior to his death

he had also other stressful circumstances in his life which appear to have added

to his general distress at that time.

On 19th April lohn Carthy indicated that he proposed to occupy and defend

the old house against all comers. He was armed with a shotgun and a

substantial quantity of ammunition. During the afternoon he sent his mother to

her sister's house nearby and he commenced firing the shotgun in the air. The

family were very concerned for his safety and the safety of others. The matter

was reported to the police at Granard. Officers came shortly afterwards to

investigate and further shots were fired by Mr. Carthy. Substantial police

reinforcements were sent to the scene, including armed officers, under

Superintendent Shelly. It was decided to obtain the assistance of the Emergency

Response Unit (ERU). A detachment of ERU officers arrived at the scene at

about 10.00 p.m. on 19"' March. They included a trained negotiator. Thereafter

occasional shots were fired by lohn Carthy and protracted efforts were made

by the negotiator to have a meaningful dialogue with him. Chief

Superintendent Tansey, the divisional officer, requested that Superintendent

lohn Farrelly, national press officer of the Garda Síochána, attend at the scene

as a large media presence was anticipated. I le duly arrived later that evening

and acted as Garcia spokesman with the media. A substantial number of

journalists attended at the scene. RTÉ was represented by Mr. Paul Reynolds,

its chief crime reporter, who came with a television crew. He was responsible

for news broadcasts about the event. Mr. Reynolds has not yet given evidence,

but il appears that he was requested by Superintendent Farrelly not to publish

Mr. Carthy's name or personal details about him. The police do not have power

to prohibit the media from publishing such details but in the interest of saving

life and or property and/or in the interest of the common good such requests

are frequently made to the media and in the case of RTÉ it appears to have

been their practice to comply when asked to Like that course. In subsequent

news bulletins up to the death of John ( arthy Mr. Reynolds did not publish

the deceased's name or personal details about him.

As it transpired, RTÉ was doubly represented at Abbeylara as from the morning

of 20"' April. By coincidence Mr. Niall O'Flynn, a senior member of the Current

Affairs section and editor of the programme entitled 'Five/Seven Live' which is

broadcast each weekday evening on RTÉ Radio I, was driving to work in

Dublin from Sligo. While listening to the radio, he heard his colleague, Mr.

Rodney Rice,  referring to what was happening at Abbeylara  but without
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mentioning Mr. Carthy's name or personal details about him. Mr. O'Flynn was

near Granard at the time and realised that he was in the- immediate vicinity of

the event which he regarded as one of substantial public interest. He decided

that it would be advantageous to investigate it with a view to preparing an

appropriate item for inclusion in the 'Five/Seven Live' programme to be

broadcast that evening. He obtained authority from a superior in RTF and drove

to Abbeylara where he met Mr. Reynolds and had the benefit of the television

crew which he already had at the scene. Mr. O'Flynn interviewed a number of

local people. His intention was to arrange vox pops for inclusion in the

programme. Two of those interviewed were a neighbour of the Carthy family,

Mr. Michael Heaney, and a casual friend of lohn Carthy's, Mrs. Mary McDowell,

who gave him lifts to or from work at Longford from time to time. Each

described their impression of the deceased and their association with him over

the years. Each was asked if they could talk to lohn Carthy now had they a

message for him. Both responded and, in effect, urged him to surrender to the

gardai. Mrs. McDowell referred to certain intimate personal details in the light

of the recent break-up of a relationship with a girlfriend and the alleged reasons

why that had happened. The latter topic had not been raised by the Garda

negotiator, though known by him, as he had been advised by the Carthy family

that it would be stressful for Mr. Carthy to do so and he had been asked by

them not to introduce that subject. He had complied with the request.

Mr. O'Flynn did not give Superintendent Farrelly, or any member of the Garda

Síochána, prior notice about the content of the proposed item on Abbeylara

which he had devised for inclusion in the 'Five/Seven Live' programme. He

intended that it would be the first feature after the usual news headlines and

that he would also participate in the broadcast which was to be presented by

Mr. Myles Dungan. It was intended to name Mr. Carthy and to publish

substantial personal details about him, including the recently terminated

intimate relationship which he had with his girlfriend.

I laving regard to the present state of the evidence it is not entirely clear when

Mr. O'Flynn became aware of the Garda request not to publish Mr. Carthy's

name or personal details about him. Suffice to comment presently that he-

would have been aware from the item broadcast by Mr. Rodney Rice that no

personal details were given by him about Mr. Carthy. Was ¡t reasonable to

assume that that arose out of a Garda request? It is also not in dispute that

minutes before the 'Five/Seven Live' broadcast Mr. O'Flynn had a meeting with

Superintendent Farrelly who then learned for the first time that it was intended

to publish Mr. Carthy's identity and personal details about him. He expressed

strong disapproval but Mr. O'Flynn pointed out that it was then too late to

change the programme which was on the point of broadcast. It proceeded as

planned without any alteration.

The Tribunal's Terms of Reference

The Tribunal was established in April, 2002 on foot of resolutions by both
Houses of the Oireachtas which resolved that a Tribunal be established under
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the tribunal of Inquiry (Evidence) Acts, 1921-2002 to enquire into the

following matters of urgent public importance:

"The facts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of John

Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford on 20"' April 2000. ..."

The RTÉ Application

In course of my ruling on 24"' March, 2004 in response to an application by

RTÉ that although lohn Carthy had the benefit of a radio in his kitchen which

was frequently turned on during the siege, there was insufficient evidence to

establish that he had listened to the 'Five/Seven Live' broadcast, or even if he

had done so, that he had been affected by it. Having considered all relevant

evidence I accepted that submission and held as follows:

'The end result would appear to be that even if John Carthy heard the

'Five/Seven Live' broadcast, it would be very difficult indeed to be

satisfied as a matter of probability that it significantly influenced his

subsequent conduct in leaving the house.

However, that is not the end of the matter. Mr. Hanratty ¡counsel for

RTÉ| concedes that there are two other issues which his clients must

address. First, whether RTÉ personnel were asked by Superintendent

Farrelly, or anyone on behalf of the Garda Síochána, not to broadcast

lohn Carthy's identity or personal details relating to him in course of the

siege. In all the circumstances was it reasonable for such a request to

have been made to RTE and other interested media? Should it have been

complied with?

Secondly, what was the purpose of Mr. Dungan's broadcast on 20th April

regarding the siege of John Carthy at Abbeylara? Why were Mr. Heaney

and Mrs. McDowell recruited to address personal messages to John

Carthy, one of which included a statement on air of intimate personal

details regarding a romantic relationship which had been terminated by

the other party concerned?

Was the- purpose of the broadcast to reach and influence John Carthy? It

appears from the transcript of it that RTÉ, and in particular its

correspondent at Abbeylara, was aware that throughout the siege Garda

negotiators were endeavouring to establish a rapport and meaningful

contact with Mr. Carthy.

The motivation of RTÉ as to the 'Five/Seven Live' broadcast requires to

be investigated by the Tribunal regardless of whether or not the

broadcaster was successful in reaching lohn Carthy. Furthermore, the

issue as to whether the conduct of RTÉ amounted to an unjustified

interference with An (¡arda Síochána in their efforts to negotiate with

lohn Carthy also requires consideration.
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The foregoing are the issues which will be addressed, inter alia, in the

media module in due course. They will not include the question as to

whether lohn Carthy is likely to have heard the 'Five/Seven Live'

broadcast.

Having quoted the foregoing extract from the Tribunal's Ruling, the written

submission furnished on behalf of RTÉ continues as follows:

'20. Perhaps, again for the avoidance of doubt, it is important to

emphasise that RTÉ fully accepts that the matters described in the Sole-

Member's ruling fall properly within the Tribunal's Terms of

Reference. . ..' However, it was urged that: 'The present submission is

limited to the proposition that the ethics or propriety of RTÉ's journalism

falls outside the Terms of Reference of the Tribunal. Nor is it correct to

suggest that an inquiry into the full range of issues already enumerated

by the Tribunal would be banal, mechanical or trite in the absence of a

further "ethical propriety of RTÉ's editorial and journalistic decision-

making" module. It need hardly be said that RTÉ cannot and does not

contend that in respect of those matters that concern it within the

Tribunal's Terms of Reference, it is entitled to immunity from criticism.'

RULING

I laving considered all of the submissions furnished by various parties on

the RTÉ application and all relevant evidence introduced to date, I am

satisfied that the facts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of

lohn Carthy as specified in the Tribunal's Terms of Reference include

matters which add to or could have potential for aggravating the

deceased's apparently serious mental distress which became progressively

more severe as the episode at Abbeylara continued (vide the evidence of

Dr. lohn Sheehan and other psychiatrists given at the Tribunal), and in

consequence the potential for undermining the possibility of successful

dialogue between the Garda negotiator and lohn Carthy which might have-

avoided the circumstances that gave rise to his death. In that regard details,

particularly those relating to the recent termination of an intimate personal

relationship, could lead to significant additional harm - a matter

specifically drawn to the attention of the Garda negotiator by members of

the Carthy family. Their advice had been accepted by the negotiator and

acted on by him.

There are a number of questions which it is proper for the Tribunal to

consider in the context of the media module — the net issue being whether

Mr. O'Flynn's conduct in orchestrating the 'Five/Seven Live' broadcast in

the form in which it was made was reasonable and appropriate in all

the circumstances.
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The cjuestions which require to be addressed are as follows:

Was Mr. O'Flynn, or any other senior RTÉ person at the scene,

requested by Superintendent Farrelly not to broadcast lohn Carthy's

identity or personal details? Ought Mr. O'Flynn have been aware of

any such request? If such a request was made was it reasonable in all

the c ircumstances and should it have been complied with? Was Mr.

O'Flynn aware, or ought he to have been aware from reasonable

enquiries, of the following facts:

(a) that lohn Carthy suffered from mental illness and that his

conduct at Abbeylara was likely to have been motivated by

thai condition;

(b) that from arrival of the ERU negotiator on the evening of 19,h

April there had been ongoing efforts to have meaningful

dialogue with lohn Carthy directed towards ending the

impasse;

(c) that a successful outcome of such negotiations was of crucial

importance in bringing the event to the desired conclusion.

Should Mr. O'Flynn have informed Superintendent Farrelly of what was

intended by him regarding the proposed 'Five/Seven Live' broadcast so

that he might consult with the Garda negotiator and the scene

commander. It is noted that Mr. O'Flynn appears to have been unaware

of the Carthy family concern about the harmful effect on the deceased if

his severed intimate relationship had been referred to in course of

negotiations. It follows thai the effect on lohn Carthy would have been

substantially more serious if the information in question was made public

by RTÉ and he had heard the broadcast. It is probable that if Mr. O'Flynn

had consulted Superintendent Farrelly and the latter had referred

information about the proposed broadcast to the negotiator and scene

commander, he, Mr. O'Flynn, would have been then informed about the

potential risk of aggravating Mr. Carthy's mental state if his personal details

were made public by RTÉ. If Mr. O'Flynn had been so informed by

Superintendent Farrelly and had been specifically requested by him not to

broadcast the proposed vox pops would he, as editor of the programme

and the orchestrator of its contents about events at Abbeylara, have had

an obligation on behalf of the national broadcaster to accede to

Superintendent Farrelly's request and to delete the proposed vox pops in

the light of all relevant circumstances? What objective did Mr. O'Flynn

have in including the vox pops in the Abbeylara item? Had he known, or

ought he to have ascertained, that lohn Carthy had the benefit of a radio

which he played frequently during the siege? Was he genuinely hopeful

that Mr. Carthy might listen to the proposed 'Five/Seven Live' programme

and hear the vox pop messages to be broadcast by Mr. Heaney and Mrs.

McDowell? Alternatively, was Mr. O'Flynn's primary objective to inject

personal drama and interest into the Abbeylara story for the benefit of the

listening public at large? Did Mr. O'Flynn confide in Mr. Paul Reynolds as
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to what his intentions were regarding the content of the- proposed

'Five/Seven Live' broadcast? If not, should he have- clone so as Mr.

Reynolds was a senior broadcaster with long experience- of dealing with

the police? Was Mr. O'Flynn aware that Mr. Reynolds had received a

request from Superintendent Farrelly not to divulge Mr. Carthy's identity

or personal details? If not, should he have been aware- of that fact? Should

he have ascertained what the attitude of the police was regarding the

publication of details about lohn Carthy? On the basis of information

which Mr. O'Flynn had or ought to have known, did the 'Five/Seven Live'

broadcast constitute a significant risk of aggravating lohn Carthy's mental

distress if he heard the broadcast, and/or of undermining Garda

negotiations with the deceased?

As already specified in the Tribunal's Ruling on 24"' March, 2004, the fact

that an analysis of evidence which has subsequently emerged relating to

the activities of lohn Carthy at or about the time of the 'Five/Seven Live'

broadcast indicates the probability that he did not listen to it, does not

determine the issue which the Tribunal is required to address. The essence

of the latter is an analysis of Mr. O'Flynn's state of mind and decisions

made by him in the knowledge that his programme when broadcast might

reach lohn Carthy and appears to have been intended so to do.

I am satisfied that all of the foregoing matters should be investigated and

ruled upon by the Tribunal and that they are properly within its Terms

of Reference.

Finally, I wish to state that I do not regard the Tribunal's Terms of

Reference as including a requirement to investigate RTÉ's statutory

obligations under Section 18 (IB) of the Broadcasting Act, 1960 as

amended in the context of the Abbeylara item in the 'Five/Seven Live'

broadcast on 20"' April, 2000 or a general investigation of editorial policy

or internal rules regarding the conduct of RTÉ personnel. Basically the

Tribunal's concern is to investigate in the context of RTÉ broadcasts what

happened at Abbeylara on 19"'/20'h April, 2000 relating to such broadcasts

and whether anything different should have happened in that regard in

the light of all relevant circumstances."

"Five/Seven Live" broadcast — the circumstances

John Carthy's name was not broadcast until the Abbeylara item in the "Five/Seven

Live" radio programme on RTÉ 1 shortly after 5:00 p.m. on the second day of the

siege. Although his involvement in the event was well known to people in Abbeylara
and in the locality where he lived, Superintendent lohn Farrelly, the Garda Press

Officer and in charge of the Garda Public Relations Office (also known as the Garda
Press Office), explained in evidence that the reason why the gardai did not wish to
have the subject's name disclosed publicly was that once that detail emerged it
would tend to open a floodgate of personal information by elements in the media.
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Although the disclosure of identity in Mr. O'Flynn's broadcast had potential for harm

as explained by Superintendent Farrelly, it was not a serious matter per se in the

context of the particular broadcast. Disclosure of his identity would seem to have-

been unlikely to have caused significant distress to John Carthy if he had heard the

disclosure in the context of a news bulletin concerning events at Abbeylara.

However, it is probable that the promulgation of intimate personal details about his

love life by Mrs. McDowell in her vox pop is likely to have caused him substantiell

distress if he had heard the broadcast and also distress for his family who had

requested that such information should not be the subject-matter of Garcia

negotiations with him. That topic clearly had the potential to interfere with the

negotiations and would have been a source of embarrassment for the negotiator

with the subject and with Ms Marie Carthy, with whose request for non-disclosure

he had complied.

The Garda Press Office and the Garda Code

The relevant Garda obligations as to press relations, are contained in the Garcia

(Ode, chapter 18.3.e, which provides:

"(e) When an incident occurs which is likely to attract national or

international media attention, the Carda Public Relations Office will

be contacted immediately so that this office can arrange to liaise with

press representatives, arrange press briefings and organise press

conferences. Where it is decided to hold a press conference, the

public relations officer present will take charge of the arrangements

and conduct the conference. Divisional and District Officers, in

particular, should ensure that the Garda Public Relations Office is

promptly notified in all appropriate cases and kept informed on

developments. It is the responsibility of local personnel to give all

available information to the Carda Public Relations Office, where the

staff shall in turn be responsible for the dissemination of the

information to the media."

The Garda Press Office operates on a daily basis between 7:30 a.m. and 11:00 p.m.

At the relevant time it had 16 staff comprising Superintendent Farrelly as officer in

charge, one Inspector, four Sergeants, nine gardai and one civilian office

administrator. Gardai in this office work on a shift basis. Approximately four members

of staff are in the office at any given time. Superintendent Farrelly was on call 24

hours per day, seven days a week.

On 19"' April, (¡arda Roñan Farrelly was on duty in the office from 3:00 p.m. to

11:00 p.m. At approximately 6:55 p.m. he received a call from Chief Superintendent
Tansey, the Divisional Officer for Longford/Westmeath, who gave him certain

information about the incident which was unfolding at Abbeylara. He was informed

that a man had fired a number of shots at gardai and that he was in a house which
Weis surrounded by police.
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(¡arda Roñan Farrelly informed his colleagues, who were working with him, of the

incident. At 7:50 p.m he- contacted Superintendent Farrelly, who was at his home.

He informed him that Chief Superintendent Tansey had reported an ongoing incident

at Abbeylara where a man in his 20s was "holed up" in a house with a shotgun.

SujDerintendent Farrelly was informed thai the man had had an altercation with his

mother at around 5:30 p.m. that day. She was out of the house and no one else was

present. The- gardai had been called to the scene earlier and a number of shots had

been discharged by the man, one of which damaged a patrol ear. Superintendent

Farrelly could not re« all w hen he received information regarding John Carthy's,mental

illness. I le was told that the media were aware- of the situation. It was agreed that

a verbal statement would be given informally to media personnel who requested

information. It would not be distributed in the form of a press release. The initial

information which it was agreed could be given out was "probably in line" with a

document discovered to the Tribunal which read:

"Siege in Longford, Wednesday 19"' of April, 2000. Gardai called to a house

in Abbeylara near Granard County Longford following an altercation there

around 5.30 p.m. Man aged in his late 20s. lias a shotgun. On his own in

the house. Has discharged a number of shots. Nobody reported injured. Area

surrounded In gardai and road closed off to traffic".

This information was "put on a clipboard, so another officer would take the call

and he would re-peat what was on this without having full knowledge of what was

going on".

Superintendent Farrelly immediately drove to Abbeylara.

Media contact with the Garda Press Office

Prior to Superintendent Farrelly arriving in Abbeylara in the late evening of 19"' April,

a number of journalists contacted the Press Office seeking information. Sergeant

Farrelly confirmed to the callers, what he described as, "basic facts only". Calls were

logged, kept in clipboard fashion and were available to all members in the Press

Office (numbering between three and five at any one time). He recalled having

obtained the name of the person at the centre of the incident, John Carthy. However,

the identity of individuals in such cases is not information which persons in the press

office issue, or would issue, to callers. Mr. Carthy's identity was not disclosed to

anyone.

Portion of a TV3 News item concerning the incident which was broadcast between

7:12 p.m. and 7:13 p.m. on 19'" of April was played to the Tribunal. Garda Ronan

Farrelly agreed that it was possible that confirmation of the circumstances of an

incident emanated from his office. However, he had no specific recollection of

speaking to anyone. He had no recollection of discussing a request to see a doctor

and he certainly would not have given out that information had he had it in his

possession.
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The evidence indicates that from a very early stage, perhaps within the first hour, the

media, including national organizations, were aware of the incident and soon

afterwards many were represented at the scene.

With regard to the Garcia policy on how journalists deal with identities, Garda Roñan

Farrelly stated that from his experience, journalists would know or ought to know

immediately that the Garda Press Office would not be naming the person concerned

"in this particular type of situation". If a journalist asked him to identify the individual,

that would signify to him that a very inexperienced journalist was dealing with the

matter. The question of naming )ohn Carthy did not arise during the series of initial

phone calls to the press office. He believes that he did not record details of the

subject's medical condition, or the fact that a doctor had been called because "we

would not have been issuing those details". He has no recollection of Chief

Superintendent Tansey informing him that the man involved had manic depression.

The Garda Press Office was updated subsequently on 19* April (probably before

10:00 p.m.) and learned that the area had been sealed off, that a trained negotiator

was at the scene; and that about 20 shots had been fired from the house.

Garda Roñan Farrelly confirmed that he did not contact the media in an unsolicited

way nor was he aware of any of his colleagues so doing. He confirmed that the Press

Office would be proactive if required. In this case, nothing was issued or volunteered.

The Press Office did not handle many inquiries after Superintendent Farrelly arrived

at the scene as most were addressed to him there. Garda Roñan Farrelly did not

recall receiving any queries to the press office on the morning of 20,h April seeking

confirmation of the name of the individual. He did not see the newspapers that

morning and stated in evidence that if he had received a request from the media to

confirm Mr. Carthy's identity, he would not have complied with that request. He also

stated in evidence that he was satisfied, from experience, that this was not an

appropriate case in which to name the individual at the heart of the ongoing

operation.

Media blackout

The Garda Síochána has no power to direct the media to maintain a blackout on

information on a particular matter which is the subject of police investigation or to

refrain from publishing details which are regarded by the police as being sensitive,

e.g., the name and state of health of a person under siege. However, up to the

Abbeylara event the practice had been that there was an informal arrangement

between the Garda Press Office and the media that in relevant cases particular

information would not be published where it was intimated that the police believed

that it would not be in the public interest so to do. Previously, such requests had

been almost invariably complied with by the media: an effective de facto voluntary

arrangement was in being which worked satisfactorily in practice.

During the course of his evidence to the Tribunal, Mr. Paul Reynolds, an RTÉ

journalist who specialized in crime reporting, confirmed that in cases where human
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lite was al stake, such as a kidnapping, the police might request a complete news

blackout. It was his experience that all such requests would be referred either to

senior management or editorial personnel and were normally complied with. From

time to time, however, circumstances may arise where it is considered thai public

news overrides other considerations and that therefore people might be named.

Overall, Mr. Reynolds confirmed that the ethos and tradition in RTÉ is to comply with

any reasonable requests made by the gardai, while retaining the station's overall

independence and editorial discretion. Mr. Tom Maguire, who was the daytime

editor of Radio 1 in April, 2000, confirmed in evidence that where a formal request

is made for a complete media blackout, such a request could go to the Director

General, "who is our editor in chief"; it could go to one of the output heads being

the director of radio, director of news, director of television or a duty editor, and in

that way a formal request makes its way down through the system to each of the

programme producers. According to Mr. Maguire it is the practice within RTÉ that if

such a formal request is made, then, generally speaking, it will be complied with.

When asked whether it was a matter for the producer of each programme to decide

whether or not to comply with such requests, he confirmed that the decision was in

fact made at a higher level. However, the decision is subject to review during the

course of the day.

With regard to less formal requests for sensitivity, Mr. Maguire confirmed that

whether such a request is complied with depends on the circumstances. Generally

speaking, the producer or the editor of a programme will be guided by the person

on the ground, i.e., the person who is in possession of the information and who is

running with the story.

Chief Superintendent Tansey stated in evidence that Superintendent Farrelly would

not have regarded the Abbeylara incident as one which would warrant a request for

a media blackout. Nevertheless it was an incident in which the evidence indicates

that Superintendent Farrelly called for sensitivity by the media.

It is not part of my remit to consider the general nature of the relationship between

the Garda Síochána and the media regarding the publication of information in

conjunction with potentially sensitive events; or whether there should be specific

statutory power to control media publication in such circumstances. My function on

this issue is limited to a review of the structuring of the RTÉ "Five/Seven Live"

broadcast on 20'" April relating to the Abbeylara item and its content. Suffice to

reiterate in passing that the evidence which I have heard establishes that although

the police have no power to prevent media publication of information, there is a de

facto arrangement between the Garda Press Office and the media whereby, inter

alia, the latter may be requested not to publish certain sensitive details in connection

with a police investigation of an incident and it is normal practice to comply with

such requests on a voluntary basis.
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Superintendent Farrelly's attendance at the scene

On his arrival in Abbeylara, at 9:30 p.m. on 19,h April, Superintendent Farrelly went

into a local shop to seek directions. While there he met Ms Ann Walsh, cousin and

neighbour of John Carthy. He agreed in evidence that Ms Walsh may have said

something to him about the presence of the media, but had no specific recollection

of what she said. Ms Walsh, in evidence, said that she told Superintendent Farrelly

that the media presence was not going to be of any help to lohn Carthy; he told her

"that was what he was there for. . . to keep them at bay".

Superintendent Farrelly then proceeded in the direction of the local church. A

television satellite broadcast van was parked in its vicinity. Approximately five

members of the media were present at that stage. He spoke briefly to them. They

sought interviews but he informed them that he would not give an interview until he

was fully briefed and that he would return to them in due course.

He received his first on scene briefing from Chief Superintendent Tansey and from

Superintendent Shelly, the scene commander. It was agreed between them that

Superintendent Farrelly would handle all media related issues from that point on until

the incident was concluded. It was also agreed that he would control information

flow to the media, insofar as that was possible.

In evidence, Superintendent Farrelly stated that meetings which he had with

Superintendent Shelly or Chief Superintendent Tansey were of short duration. He

was very conscious of time, which was a huge element with the media. In evidence,

he stated that he did not have the luxury of lengthy briefings because of his

awareness of the media time constraints as to broadcasting and print publication.

Superintendent Farrelly informed Chief Superintendent Tansey that it was not his

intention to give the media details of the contents of ongoing negotiations with )ohn

Carthy. The reason for not so doing was that he did not wish to invite a running

commentary by the media on every aspect of what was happening. He accepted in

evidence that there is a practice/policy within the Garda Press Office to liaise with

the police at the scene before releasing statements to the media.

He returned to the vicinity of the church at approximately 10:00 p.m. He spoke to a

number of media people "off the record". He informed them that he would not be

giving them details of the- contents of negotiations. There were between ten and

twelve media people present at that stage. He informed them that there was a

possibility that the subject could be listening to radio or watching television
broadcasts. He stated that members of the media present already knew John Carthy's

name, but he requested them not to publish it. He informed them that John Carthy

had depression and that from a safety point of view he did not want anything

broadcast or published which would exacerbate the situation. According to

Superintendent Farrelly, the media agreed to this: during the course of the next 24

hours, when different media personnel arrived at the scene, he repeated his request
to them.
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He was first approached by Ms Jenny McCudden of TV3 on the night of 19'" April.

She was about to go live on air. She requested Superintendent Farrelly to participate

in the- broadcast, which he did. During the course of his interview he confirmed that

it was not his intention to broadcast details of the- negotiations. He left the scene

shortly after midnight and returned on the following morning at 8:00 a.m. During

that morning he participated in a number of live television and radio interviews. He

took part in another live television interview with Ms McCudden and was interviewed

also on the "Pat Kenny Show" (which on that morning was being hosted by Mr.

Rodney Rice). Superintendent Farrelly was interviewed by Mr. Paul Reynolds, RTÉ

crime correspondent; he also participated in many other radio interviews during that

day. Up to 25 journalists were present at Abbeylara during the morning of 20'" April.

RTÉ personnel at the scene

There were two senior RTÉ persons present at the scene:

(a) Mr. Paul Reynolds, Senior Crime Correspondent who arrived at Abbeylara

on the morning of 20"' April having had phone contact with Superintendent

Farrelly on the previous night. The news division did not, at any stage prior

to the death of lohn Carthy, publish his name or any significant personal

information about his health, employment or personal relationships.

(b) Niall O'Flynn, a senior editor and series producer of the "Five/Seven Live"

programme which is part of a separate current affairs division in RTE and

not attached to the news section.

)ohn Carthy's name and certain intimate personal details were broadcast on the

"Five/Seven Live" programme.

Mr. Paul Reynolds

Mr. Reynolds was appointed Crime Correspondent with RTÉ in December, 1996.

The job entails the reporting on crime for all RTÉ outlets, radio and television. His

primary responsibility is to the RTÉ newsroom. He researches, writes, files and

broadcasts crime stories for news and also current affairs programmes such as

"Five/Seven Live", which have news content. He broadcasts hourly radio bulletins for

both RTÉ 1 and 2FM, when necessary. He also works for the radio news programmes

"Morning Ireland", "News at One" and Sunday's, "This Week". It is part of his

function to contribute or report, when requested, to other RTÉ radio and television

programmes such as the "Pat Kenny Show", "Live Line", "Five/Seven Live", etc. In

many instances, these programmes also use their own contributors. Generally

speaking, information which Mr. Reynolds gathers is put on an internal RTÉ news
system known as "Newsstar". Information on this system is available to all authorized

RTÉ personnel.

Mr. Reynolds confirmed that when dealing with an Abbeylara type incident, there
are no written guidelines in RTÉ as to how personnel should deal with the Garda

Síochána. Nevertheless, under newsroom custom and practice, the coverage of

events such as sieges or kidnapping is informed by a number of factors including
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pasl experiences of similar incidents, a clearly defined path of editorial reference

upwards for advice and guidance, and common sense. There is a defined chain of

editorial command within the newsroom up to the Director of News and "higher" if

necessary. According to Mr. Reynolds, factors which are taken into account include

potential interference with Garda investigations. In evidence, he stated that he was

perhaps "more aware than most" oí the need for sensitivity to ensure that information

which was placed in the public domain would not have the effect of interfering with

a Garda operation or investigation. Such awareness is borne from his experience and

position and the high level of contact which he has with members of the Garda

Síochána and its Press Officer.

Mr. Reynolds had access to Superintendent Farrelly's mobile phone number and he

confirmed that the superintendent was very accessible. It was his practice to respect

requests from Superintendent Farrelly not to use certain information of a confidential,

or off the record nature, when so requested.

Mr. Reynolds first heard of the Abbeylara incident while watching the early evening

news on Wednesday, 19'h April, 2000. He telephoned the Garda Press Office which

confirmed the basic details of the incident. He was subsequently interviewed for RTÉ

television news by phone from his home. Prior to that broadcast, Mr. Reynolds spoke

to Superintendent Farrelly on his mobile phone. This conversation took place some

time before 9:00 p.m. Superintendent Farrelly stated that he had no recollection of

having had a discussion with Mr. Reynolds prior to the 9:00 p.m. news on

Wednesday, 19"'April. However, in evidence, he accepted that Mr. Reynolds may

indeed have contacted him by phone. He is certain that other media outlets rang

him while he was on his way to Abbeylara. Mr. Reynolds believes that Superintendent

Farrelly told him at that time, "off the record", that John Carthy was suffering from

depression. From an early stage, he was satisfied that there was not a criminal

motivation as such for the incident and that it looked more like a "domestic incident".

Mr. Reynolds stated that he regarded information concerning John Carthy's

depression as being "for guidance". He also received information from the Garda

Press Office that the subject had had a dispute with his mother and that he had

ordered her out of the house. It was clear to him that the man was agitated, upset

and volatile. The fact that the subject had ordered his own mother out of the house,

"set off alarm bells in his head" that this was some kind of domestic incident. Mr.

Reynolds confirmed in evidence that "we would be particularly sensitive in reporting

domestic matters" and that Superintendent lohn Farrelly had stressed that the gardai
were taking a "softly softly" approach.

During the course of his television news interview on the 9:00 p.m. News on 19"'

April, Mr. Reynolds reported that the subject had requested to see a doctor whom

he knew and that the doctor was on his way. He reported that there was a question

as to whether the gardai would actually allow the doctor into the house on the

grounds of safety. Superintendent Farrelly has no recollection of imparting such

information to Mr. Reynolds. Mr. Reynolds has no recollection of speaking to any

member of the Garda Síochána other than Superintendent Farrelly and the Press

Office. The Tribunal has not had any other evidence to suggest that John Carthy did
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In fact make such a request prior to 9:00 p.m. on that evening or indeed that he

made such a request al am stage. Nevertheless, it is clear that from early on the

evening of 19'" April, it was reported that )ohn Carthy is alleged to have asked to

see his doctor. Mr. Reynolds was also aware that the subject was suffering from

depression, a point which was generally known to the media from an early stage. Ms

Noeleen Leddy, a reporter with Shannonside Radio, a local station for the Longford

area confirmed that she was aware from the night before his death, that lohn Carthy

had depression.

Mr. Reynolds did not attend the scene on Wednesday night. He believes that he

made further inc|uiries of Superintendent Farrelly overnight by telephone. He filed

reports for morning bulletins on Radio 1 and 2FM from his home and stated that the

subject was in an agitated state. Prior to attending at Abbeylara on the following day,

Mr. Reynolds was not aware of the seriousness of John Carthy's depression.

When he arrived at the scene on the morning of 20'" April, Mr. Reynolds spoke with

Superintendent Farrelly in the presence of other members of the media. According

to Mr. Reynolds a briefing took place at which approximately ten journalists were

present. Superintendent Farrelly was the principal source of information.

There is an element of doubt as to whether Superintendent Farrelly may have

specifically asked Mr. Reynolds not to name John Carthy or to broadcast personal

details about him, though it is to be noted that a news broadcast made by Mr.

Reynolds at 6:00 p.m. on 20'" April (following the fatal shooting of John Carthy)

specifically confirms Superintendent Farrelly's recollection of events. Mr. Reynolds

does not dispute the evidence of the latter but he does not now recall the request

being made to him. There is no doubt that the Superintendent did spell out to other

members of the media at the scene (particularly those with whom he had no previous

dealings) that the gardai were anxious that John Carthy's identity and personal details

would not be published. While Mr. Reynolds had no recollection of any discussion

with Superintendent Farrelly about not naming )ohn Carthy, he confirmed in

evidence that this was never an issue between them because he, Mr. Reynolds,

would have known from the outset not to name him. He gave evidence to the effect

that he would have been aware that the gardai would not have wanted him named

because it was a volatile situation and the man was upset and agitated. Mr. Reynolds

stated that he made the decision himself not to name lohn Carthy. Nevertheless, he

accepted that Superintendent Farrelly may have said something in conversation to

the effect "you know, we are not going to name him". He could not recall such

conversation but agreed that perhaps the reason why he did not expressly recall it

was that it would not have been a matter of great significance in his mind, as he

assumed that such was the Garda approach to the case. He further confirmed that

once he became aware of Mr. Carthy's name he did not divulge it because he did

not think it was appropriate to report it. According to Mr. Reynolds, it did not add

to nor was it a "necessary part" oí the story.

Despite the lack of specific recall on Superintendent Farrelly's part, I am satisfied that

the evidence indicates that he made it clear to all media persons to whom he spoke,
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including Mr. Reynolds, that the garda policy and desire was that Mr. Carthy should

not be named. It is evident that Mr. Reynolds understood from the beginning what

the police attitude was in that matter.

During the course of his interview on Mr. Gerry Ryan's radio show on 2FM, on the

morning of 20"' April Mr. Reynolds reported that there was no question of the gardai

storming the house. The police were adopting a "softly softly" approach and that

"the message that the gardai wanted to get across to this man was that he was safe;

and that they 'wanted to stop him from harming himself and they wanted to stop

him from harming anyone else' ". It was reported that no damage had been clone-

that the garda car had been hit the clay before but that this was "no big deal". No

one was injured and no long term damage was clone. When conducting this

interview, Mr. Reynolds was conscious that lohn Carthy may have been listening to

the broadcast. He was asked by Mr. Ryan whether the man had made any demands

and he replied that he had not. During the course of that interview, Mr. Ryan brought

up the question of the subject of the siege being on medication for a psychiatric

illness. Mr. Reynolds was taken a little bit off guard by this question and did not really

wish to discuss it in any great detail with Mr. Ryan. Although the report in a

newspaper that Mr. Carthy had been seen by a psychiatrist did not surprise him, it

was not an area into which he wished to go. He also did not dispute the evidence

of Ms Noeleen Leddy of Shannonside Radio that it was common knowledge among

journalists at Abbeylara that lohn Carthy suffered from depression.

Mr. Niall O'Flynn

Mr. O'Flynn is a senior journalist with over 20 years experience. In evidence, he

stated that a great deal of that time was spent as a reporter. He worked as a full-time-

journalist in both local and national newspapers. He was a news editor in a national

newspaper and also has been a news editor in RTÉ. He has held the position of Head

of News 2FM in RTÉ. Mr. O'Flynn was the series producer of the "Five/Seven Live"

radio programme, from |une, 1999 to May, 2000. As such, his job was to lead a

team of reporters, producers, researchers, broadcast assistants and presenters in

publishing and broadcasting the news and current affairs programme for two hours

a day, five days a week. Mr. O'Flynn stated in evidence that the "Five/Seven Live"

programme was specifically organised in such a way that everyone involved could

carry out a variety of functions including interviewing. As series producer, Mr.

O'Flynn had overall charge of the editorial content of the programme; he made the

decision as to what should be included in the broadcast on 20"1 April. At that time

the "Five/Seven Live" programme was part of the radio division and was separate
from the news division.

It was by chance that Mr. O'Flynn attended at Abbeylara on 20"1 April. He had been

at a funeral in Longford on the previous day and had stayed in Sligo overnight. When
returning to Dublin in his car he listened to the "Pat Kenny Show", which on that
day was presented by Mr. Rodney Rice. He heard Mr. Rice's interview with
Superintendent Farrelly. As he was near Longford, he stopped and listened to the
interview. He then contacted Mr. Tom Maguire, the daytime editor of Radio 1. It was

agreed that he, Mr. O'Flynn, would visit Abbeylara and cover the story. No details
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were given regarding John Carthy's identity or personal background during

Superintendent Farrelly's interview with Mr. Rice.

Mr. O'Flynn arrived at Abbeylara at approximately 11 :()() a.m. He introduced himself

to Superintendent Farrelly. According to Mr. O'Flynn this was one of at least three

occasions that day prior to the "Five/Seven Live" broadcast that he met

Superintendent Farrelly — once in the morning, once in the afternoon and once

before commencement of the broadcast. With other press journalists and

cameramen, he was taken to observe the scene- by Superintendent Farrelly. On arrival

at the scene he also met Mr. Reynolds.

Mr. Reynolds had no advance knowledge that Mr. O'Flynn would attend the scene.

He had no recollection of briefing Mr. O'Flynn and indeed in his evidence stated

that it was not his function to brief other reporters. He could not recollect Mr.

O'Flynn asking him any particular question. There may have been a general

discussion and he may have offered or volunteered information to Mr. O'Flynn but

any discussion between them was of a general nature. He accepted that Mr. O'Flynn

informed him of his intention to go around the locality and talk to local people and

to get some background information to use as material for a feature piece.

Mr. O'Flynn stated in evidence that he discussed with Mr. Reynolds how the news

programmes would report the incident, and, he stated that they had agreed to "split

roles". Mr. O'Flynn knew that Mr. Reynolds' priority, as correspondent, would be the

6:00 p.m. and the 9:00 p.m. news. While Mr. Reynold's role was to contribute to

news bulletins on an hourly basis, Mr. O'Flynn had six hours to prepare his

programme before its deadline. Mr. Reynolds was operating on a quarter to half hour

deadlines. Mr. O'Flynn, in evidence, stated that it was agreed with Mr. Reynolds that

he (Mr. O'Flynn) would take one of the two cameramen who were at the scene; that

he would canvass local opinion and see what he could ascertain, and that it was

agreed that he would carry out interviews for both radio and television. All interviews

would be available to both media. While Mr. Reynolds accepted that there was a

discussion with Mr. O'Flynn regarding the latter fulfilling a complementary role, he

would not classify this as involving the "splitting of roles".

It is clear from the evidence that Mr. Reynolds was not given any information

ascertained by Mr. O'Flynn prior to 4:55 p.m., i.e., five minutes before the

"Five/Seven Live" programme went on air. Mr. Reynolds indicated that he was not

focusing on what Mr. O'Flynn was doing. He stated that whatever he broadcast

would have been made available to Mr. O'Flynn. He presumed that Mr. O'Flynn may

have listened to what he was broadcasting and may have "taken a cue from him".

It appears to be common case from the evidence of Mr. O'Flynn and Mr. Reynolds

that there was no express discussion between them regarding the newsroom's

approach to the naming of )ohn Carthy or the publishing of intimate personal details,

prior to 4:55 p.m. It did not occur to Mr. Reynolds to discuss this, as he stated in

evidence, he was too busy and Mr. O'Flynn was the senior producer and reporter

who was making his own decisions for his own programme. He did not tell Mr.
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O'Flynn that he was not naming John Carthy in his bulletins. He did not consider

doing so, as he presumed that Mr. O'Flynn was already aware of that fact. This

presumption arose from the way in which he had been broadcasting from the

previous evening, but he did not make any inquiries as to whether Mr. O'Flynn had

heard any news bulletin. He presumed, however, that he would have heard at least

one of the broadcasts. I refer to the following question to Mr. Reynolds:

"Q. Was it your view that given that you had not named lohn Carthy that it

was reasonable for him (Mr. O'Flynn) to assume that that was the stance

that was being adopted by the news room?

A.    I would have said it was reasonable for him to conclude that".

Mr. Reynolds had no editorial responsibility or authority over what Mr. O'Flynn was

doing. He understood that his colleague was going to carry out a vox pop and he

presumed that those recordings would be transmitted in an edited package form. He

did not believe that he informed Mr. O'Flynn of any confidential information which

he received from Superintendent Farrelly (in relation to John Carthy's depression).

Mr. Reynolds did not have an expectation that Mr. O'Flynn would discuss the vox

pops before they were broadcast. It was suggested to Mr. Reynolds that in those

circumstances it was important that Mr. O'Flynn be absolutely aware of the

information which he had regarding depression and other related details. However,

Mr. Reynolds disagreed with this because he did not have editorial responsibility for

what was being broadcast by Mr. O'Flynn. He thought it was obvious from the

manner in which he was reporting that anybody who had listened to his reports

would conclude that the person was agitated and that there was "enough information

there to put two and two together".

The vox pop interviews

Vox pops have been described in evidence as pre-recorded interviews with people

in the locality of a reported event.

It appears that without any prior discussion of any detail with Mr. Reynolds, Mr.

O'Flynn set about interviewing a number of local people in the area and he

conducted vox pops with, inter alia, Fr. Fitzpatrick, the parish priest; Mrs. McDowell

and Mr. Heaney. He obtained information from Mrs. McDowell regarding a recently

ended intimate personal relationship between Mr. Carthy and Ms X in Galway. Both

Mrs. McDowell and Mr. Heaney were asked what they would say to )ohn Carthy if

they had an opportunity to speak to him. Both intimated that they would urge him
to leave his house and surrender. There is some controversy over the time at which

these interviews with Fr. Fitzpatrick, Mrs. McDowell and Mr. Heaney took place.

Mrs. McDowell resides at Renroe, Granard. On the afternoon of 20,h April, she was

approached by what she described as one of three people who asked her to indicate
whether she knew anything about lohn Carthy. She was asked whether she would
like to say something on the radio. She thought it might help. According to Mrs.
McDowell, the man who spoke to her did not identify himself or the radio station
that he was with. This person was Mr. O'Flynn. Mr. O'Flynn disputes that he did not
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identify himself. Mrs. McDowell stated that she did not ask who he was. She was

unaware that Mr. Carthy had a mental illness. The entire of Mrs. McDowell's vox

pop as broadcast is as follows:

"Mary McDowell: Actually lohn Carthy, he is a really nice bloke. I picked him

up a couple of times from Longford, you know, he was

hitchhiking a lift and I picked him up.

Niall O'Flynn: Ele works in Longford, isn't that right'?

Mary McDowell: Yeah, he works in Longford, lie is a very, very easygoing

lad, he's a smashing person.

Niall O'Flynn: So, no doubt, you are very surprised to hear about all this?

Mary McDowell: I am very, very shocked actually, because lohn, you know,

he is so easygoing it is unbelievable, you know.

Niall O'Flynn: Did he have any problems in his life?

Mary McDowell:      No, no, he was always laughing and joking, you know.

Niall O'Flynn: What did he do for a living?

Mary McDowell: Well, when I spoke to him like, I picked him up last week

on the way from Longford and he was telling me that he

was working on a building site or something, you know.

He was up in Mayo, he was going out with a girl in Mayo

and he split up from the girl or something, because the girl

— he smokes and he has a drink. The girl says if he packed

in the drinking and packed in the smoking, they would get

back together again.

Niall O'Flynn: So is it still on maybe?

Mary McDowell: Yeah, it is still on, but he was going to go back this week

actually, he was going to go back up.

Niall O'Flynn: If you could talk to lohn now, have you a message for him?

Mary McDowell: Well, lohn, lohn, if I was you, lohn, come out. Everybody

loves you and everybody is thinking about you and

worrying about you, and you are a good friend and you

have lots of friends here. So, please, lohn, please, come

out."

It is pertinent to point out that in fact the family had informed the gardai that to raise

with John Carthy his recent personal relationship with Ms X would probably upset

him and would be counter-productive. They were asked not to raise that topic with

him; the negotiator agreed and did not do so.

Mr. Heaney is a native of Abbeylara. He resides opposite the parish church. He knew

John Carthy all of his life. He became aware of the incident at approximately 7:20

p.m. on Wednesday 19'" April. Mr. Heaney states that he was approached, outside

his house, by an RTÉ reporter between 12:30 and 12:45 p.m. In evidence, he stated
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that he was aske-el would he like to say a few words about John Carthy. He did not

recollect Mr. O'Flynn introducing himself by name. However, he did recall that Mr.

O'Flynn indicated that he was a reporter from RTÉ. As with Mrs. McDowell, Mr.

Heaney did not receive advance notice regarding the questions he might be asked.

Mr. Heaney did not understand that the interview would be broadcast and he

thought that it was just for the general knowledge of the reporter. He did not have

any specific understanding that the broadcast might be presented in a way that it

might be heard by )ohn Carthy, but had he known that it was to be so broadcast, it

would not have changed what he did or said.

The interviews were played to the Tribunal. One of the questions which Mr. Heaney

was asked by Mr. O'Flynn was if he had a chance to talk to John Carthy what would

he say to him. The question, as phrased by Mr. O'Flynn to Mrs. McDowell, was "if

you could talk lo lohn now, have you a message for him?" Mr. O'Flynn described this

in evidence as a standard journalistic question. He did not concede that the

interviewee might regard it as an invitation to address John Carthy if he listened to

the broadcast. Having listened to the interview, and noting the content and tone of

Mrs. McDowell's response, I find it surprising that Mr. O'Flynn was not prepared to

concede that Mrs. McDowell appeared to have made a direct plea to John Carthy.

It is also of note that while Mr. O'Flynn had no details of the negotiations, he

presumed that the ERU negotiator was attempting to communicate with the subject.

Mr. Reynolds obtained information between 5:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. that a

psychiatrist had been called by the gardai and that he was on his way to the scene.

He had been told by Superintendent Farrelly that there was "a psychiatrist who was

known to lohn Carthy on the way". He thought that the Superintendent may also

have said something about St. Loman's hospital in Mullingar. He confirmed that he

had a good working relationship with Superintendent Farrelly and that the latter was

not the type of person that "I would have to drag information out of". The reference

to the psychiatrist coming down to the scene was not information which was

imparted in confidence or "off the record". Mr. Reynolds also confirmed that it would

have been quite obvious to any person following the story (on television, radio or in

the newspapers) that the person at the centre of the siege was not well and that

there was something troubling him. The information regarding the psychiatrist was

broadcast on Radio 1 news bulletins at 4:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Mr. O'Flynn did not disclose the content of the vox pops or the nature of the

proposed "Five/Seven Live" broadcast to either Mr. Reynolds or Superintendent

Farrelly until two or three minutes before its commencement. At about 4:55 p.m.,

while passing the open door of the broadcasting caravan Mr. Reynolds by chance

overheard part of Mrs. McDowell's vox pop and learned for the first time that John

Carthy's name was being disclosed. He was surprised. He informed Mr. O'Flynn that

the news room was not identifying John Carthy by name. According to Mr. Reynolds

the conversation which he had with Mr. O'Flynn was in or near the satellite van. Mr.

Reynolds stated to Mr. O'Flynn "you are not going to name him, are you?" to which

Mr. O'Flynn replied, "yes, why not?". Mr. O'Flynn, according to Mr. Reynolds,

informed him that Mr. Carthy had already been named in the newspapers, that the
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package was now in Dublin and that it was too late to change it. Mr. Reynolds

appears to have taken the view at that time that a differenl editorial decision had

been taken by the "Five/Seven Live" programme.

About two minutes later, Superintendent Farrelly entered the broadcast area, as he-

was scheduled to be interviewed on Radio 1 shortly after the 5:00 p.m. news bulletin,

and learned from Mr. O'Flynn that it was intended to name John Carthy and that

a vox pop had been conducted which would be played as part of the package.

(Superintendent Farrelly had no specific recollection of requesting Mr. O'Flynn not

to name John Carthy at any point earlier in the day.) Superintendent Farrelly in

evidence stated that he was "very annoyed". He asked in a surprised manner "you're

not going to name him, are you?", which he thought was sufficient as a protest

bearing in mind that realistically the broadcast was not going to be altered and that

it was going to be made. In evidence he stated that he said to Mr. O'Flynn that

everybody else, including RTÉ news, was respecting the request not to broadcast his

name. He gave evidence that Mr. O'Flynn's response was that an editorial decision

had been taken to broadcast it and that this was now done. Mr. O'Flynn, in evidence,

stated that while Superintendent Farrelly was unhappy "and even annoyed" he made-

no attempt to dissuade him from broadcasting and that nothing of significance was

said. It was intimated by Mr. O'Flynn that it was then too late to stop the broadcast.

Superintendent Farrelly was upset about what had happened. He described himself

as being:

"caught in a trap, that either I could walk away and leave it or continue on in

the vein that I was doing the interviews, in the hope that it would not be a

significant departure from what was happening, but then when I heard the vox

pops afterwards I was quite annoyed then, on top of that."

Mr. O'Flynn stated in evidence that he would not have broadcast personal details

about John Carthy — in particular about his recent relationship with his girl friend —

if he had known the difficulties which might ensue if the subject heard the broadcast.

He was unable to explain why he did not consult Superintendent Farrelly earlier, or

even his colleague, Paul Reynolds, who was aware of the garda attitude regarding

non-disclosure.

It is not credible that Mr. O'Flynn, the series producer of "Five/Seven Live" from

lune, 1999 and a long-time experienced news and current affairs reporter who had

spent six hours at the scene investigating events at Abbeylara, did not learn from any

of the large number of media personnel present or from locals who he interviewed

in connection with his proposed programme, that John Carthy was suffering from

depression. He stated in evidence that he did not know if he knew it that day at all:

"/ don't believe I did".

Mr. Donal Byrne

Mr. Donal Byrne was one of two news editors attached to the RTÉ news division.

His job involved assigning reporters, correspondents and other journalists on a day-

to-day basis in the course of preparation of news programmes. In evidence he stated
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that there were two editorial conferences each day; one at 10:00 a.m. and the

second at 2:30 p.m. In the context of such a meeting, he had a telephone

conversation with Mr. Reynolds on the morning of 20lh April. Mr. Byrne did not

recollect specifically how the issue of the naming or non-naming of John Carthy

arose. Nevertheless, it was his view that John Carthy should not be named. Having

heard the background to the siege he felt that this was not a critical detail of the

story. If it was a bank robbery, a different decision might have been taken. The

incident at Abbeylara was also extensively covered on the Radio 1 "Morning Ireland"

programme on 20lh April. He was aware that John Carthy's name was not disclosed

in that programme. Mr. Byrne felt that the situation in Abbeylara was not

conventional. There were no demands or hostages. There was no message emanating

from the house. At that time he was of the view that the shots discharged by the

subject were more random or in anger than with purpose. Although he had no

specific knowledge of John Carthy's medical situation, he formed the opinion that he

was dealing with a troubled individual and he had his suspicions that he may have

had a psychiatric illness. In evidence, he stated that Mr. Reynolds made the

journalistic decision not to name John Carthy and that he concurred with him. He-

was unaware of any discussion between Paul Reynolds and Superintendent Farrelly.

He was unaware of any requests made by the Garda Síochána not to name John

Carthy. As far as Mr. Byrne was concerned, this was an internal decision within the

RTÉ news division not to name the subject. He confirmed that if a decision was to

be made to reverse the original intention, that was most likely to have been made in

consultation with a person in a more senior position. In any event such a decision

would not have been taken without consulting the reporter at the scene. This was

especially so when there was a "fairly senior correspondent" present.

The evidence establishes that no request of a formal nature was made directly to

RTÉ headquarters not to broadcast John Carthy's name or personal details. Had a

request been made to the RTÉ news division by the garda press office, this would

have been dealt with immediately and it would have been placed in large block

capitals on the "Newsstar" system. He further confirmed that any division was

answerable to their own chain of command. The fact that lohn Carthy's name

appeared in the "Irish Independent" newspaper that morning would not have

influenced Mr. Byrne's decision. However, it possibly crossed his mind in making

such a decision that John Carthy may not have had access to the newspaper but

could have had access to the broadcast media. There was no discussion about

reviewing that decision during the course of the day as nothing had occurred which

prompted a change. Further, there was no discussion between Mr. Reynolds and Mr.

Byrne as to what the other arms of RTÉ were doing in relation to the naming of

the subject.

Mr. Myles Dungan

Mr. Dungan, the presenter of the "Five/Seven Live" programme, in course of his

evidence confirmed there had been a reference to a psychiatrist in the Abbeylara

item at the commencement of the 5:00 p.m. news. Although a reference to "a

psychiatrist known to John Carthy" did not ring any bells with him at that time, he
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accepted that "a psychiatrist known to lohn Carthy was on the way" is very different

to "a psychiatrist is cm the way to assist the- gardai". I lowever, he did not analyse it

in that way at the time. He had limited time- and did not have editorial responsibilities.

Mr. Dungan felt that if he or any of his colleagues had been aware that John Carthy

was suffering from serious mental problems, that their approach would have been

different. The fact that he was suffering from mental illness was not something which

was communicated to Mr. Dungan by any of his colleagues.

Mr. Tom Maguire

Mr. Tom Maguire, the daytime editor of Radio 1 in April, 2000, also gave evidence.

He expressed the opinion that:

"Mr. O'Flynn's broadcast was reasonable given the information he had at the

particular time. But never would we want to broadcast to someone in a siege

situation, or in a crime situation without full consultation with the authorities

involved."

Should Mr. O'Flynn have broadcast personal details about John

Carthy, including aspects of his intimate private life, without prior

consultation with the police?

I am satisfied that the answer is an emphatic "No" for the following reasons:

(a) Mr. O'Flynn had been at the scene for about six and a half hours prior to

the "Five/Seven Live" broadcast. He had met various media personnel

there, including his colleague, Paul Reynolds, and had also interviewed

numerous local people. I believe that in all probability he knew or, at the

very least, ought to have ascertained that John Carthy's protracted violent

conduct may have been motivated by mental illness. It was well known

among the journalists present that he was suffering from depression. They

had been told so by Superintendent Farrelly at a briefing on the previous

night and it emerged in the 4:00 p.m. news bulletin on RTE that a

psychiatrist, known to John Carthy, was coming to the scene. It was also

generally known that the motivation for his violent behaviour was not of a

criminal nature and did not appear to have any rational explanation. Mr.

O'Flynn, as a senior experienced reporter and broadcaster ought to have

investigated as a matter of priority why John Carthy was patently distressed

and upset; why he was behaving violently and irrationally over a protracted

period since the afternoon of the previous day and why he was not

responding to the garda negotiator but was persisting in his violent conduct.

That apparently irrational behaviour pointed to mental illness as a likely

cause of his distress. A competent experienced journalist/investigator ought

to have come to that conclusion and to have borne it in mind in completing

his investigations and in preparing his broadcast.

(b) He was aware of ongoing negotiations between the gardai and John Carthy

which after 16 hours had failed to resolve the situation.
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(c) Although Mr. O'Flynn maintained in evidence that he was unaware whether

John Carthy had a radio in his house, I am satisfied that he was aware, or
ought to have been aware, that the subject had the benefit of a radio and,
therefore, might listen to the proposed "Five/Seven Live" broadcast. This

was a tac tor which he should have taken into account.

(d) In the light of John Carthy's mental illness and dangerous violent behaviour,

otherwise unexplained, Mr. O'Flynn should have realised the importance

of not inadvertently inflaming the situation by introducing any matter which

might aggravate the subject or which could potentially interfere with

difficult negotiations which the gardai were endeavouring to conduct with

him.

(e) Bearing in mind the foregoing, it was imperative for Mr. O'Flynn, as

orchestrator of the programme, to apprise Superintendent Farrelly in good

time as to the content of the broadcast and the line which it was proposed

to take — in particular regarding intimate personal details which it was

intended to introduce through Mrs. McDowell's vox pop. Superintendent

Farrelly in turn would have consulted the scene commander and/or the

negotiator and would have learned, inter alia, about the apprehension

expressed by the family regarding the danger of referring to the recent

termination of an intimate personal relationship which lohn Carthy had had

with Ms X, and Detective Sergeant lackson's agreement with the family not

to raise that topic in the course of negotiations. Mr. O'Flynn conceded in

evidence that if he had had the latter information he would not have

touched that particular topic in the broadcast "with a barge pole".

Evidence regarding )ohn Carthy's violent conduct at and about the time of the

"Five/Seven Live" broadcast indicates a strong probability that he did not in fact hear

it and, therefore, was not motivated by it to leave- the house, as he did, at about 5:45

p.m. that evening. However, in considering Mr. O'Flynn's conduct the issue is not

whether John Carthy heard the broadcast and might have been motivated by it to

leave the house, but whether in preparing the broadcast Mr. O'Flynn should have

taken into account that it might be heard by the subject and harmful consequences

could be influenced by it, not least the possible or potential fracture of, or

interference with, on-going negotiations which Sergeant Jackson was endeavouring

to conduct with a man who was motivated by serious mental illness. I have no doubt

that the latter matters should have been taken into account by Mr. O'Flynn. He

should have advised Superintendent Farrelly as to the proposed format and content

of the broadcast in sufficient time for the latter to respond, having consulted the

garda scene commander and/or negotiator, and thus bring about a radical

restructuring of the Abbeylara item. I am satisfied that there was adequate time to

do so before commencement of the broadcast. Even if there was insufficient time to

devise a new structure for that item prior to 5:00 p.m. it is highly unlikely that there

would have been any real difficulty in postponing it until later in a two-hour

programme.
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The purpose of the broadcast

Regarding the purpose of his proposed broadcast, Mr. O'Flynn emphasised in

evidence that ¡I was a story of national interest: '"Five/Seven Live' was there to

augment the news room reports as is normal in any major news event". He denied

that there was any ulterior motive lor broadcasting Mrs. McDowell's vox pop. He

regarded it as an opportunity to portray the human side of John Carthy. It was not

the purpose of the broadcast to reach and influence him - although, as the subject

had the benefit of a radio, it was conceded that thai possibility was present. He did

not think that the broadcast would damage (¡arda negotiations even though he did

not know what form they were taking or what decision may have been made by the

negotiator regarding any particular topic. He assumed that the gardai were

endeavouring to establish a rapport with John Carthy. Surprisingly, Mr. O'Flynn stated

in evidence that he was quite certain he had not heard the news headlines at 4:00

p.m. on Radio 1 where reference was made to the subject's psychiatrist at the scene.

He agreed that if he had been aware of that information it might have put him on

further inquiries as to why a psychiatrist was required. He denied specifically that it

was his objective to inject personal drama and interest into the story for the benefit

of the listening public, though he did concede that he wanted to give a rounded

pic lure and to refer lo the human side of John Carthy. He rejected the suggestion

made by Superintendent Farrelly in evidence that there was an element of

dramatisation in the broadcast. Surprisingly, he did not regard it as a feasible

proposition to advise Superintendent Farrelly in advance about the structure of his

proposed "Five/Seven Live" broadcast to ensure that it did not contain any

information which might exacerbate an already difficult situation involving a man

who was suffering from mental illness. It is also of interest that he does not seem to

have been aware of the Gerry Ryan radio broadcast on the morning of 20'" April in

which reference was made to the subject being on medication for a psychiatric

illness.

Mr. O'Flynn conceded that it was al the back of his mind that the proposed broadcast

might be heard by John Carthy, but, on the basis of information available to him at

the time, he did not think that its contents might bring anything other than comfort

te) the subject if he heard it. Mr. O'Flynn was asked whether he considered a person

in a siege situation should be asked in a radio broadcast to surrender and come out

of his house while police were down at the front line trying to do the same thing in

a controlled way, and whether such a broadcast might create a serious difficulty. He

responded that he had no concerns about it at the time but he reiterated that had

he been aware of John Carthy's mental illness then, there would have been a different

decision taken. He also confirmed in evidence that it would have been possible,

though difficult, to postpone comment on the Abbeylara incident until later in the

"Five/Seven Live" programme — to facilitate, if necessary, the restructuring of that

item.

Mr. ( )'Flynn's conduct seems to indicate the likelihood of a desire on his part to steal

a march on his news colleagues in RTÉ and the media generally by titillating his

"Five/Seven Live" audience with some details of John Carthy's recent, unhappy love

life and to suggest that a lost intimate relationship might be revived. If that was in his
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mind then it would explain why he was loathe to consult with Superintendent Farrelly,

or even his colleague, Paul Reynolds, in sufficient time to restructure the proposed

broadcast it it had emerged that that should be done. It also explains why in six hours

at Abbeylara he appears to have failed to address one of the major issues emerging

from the event, i.e., what was the probable cause of )ohn Carthy's irrational violence

and behaviour throughout the siege. However, I make no specific finding in that

regard.

Criticism of TV3

It has been submitted on behalf of RTÉ that as TV 3 broadcast lohn Carthy's name

and some personal details about him in course of their news bulletin at 5:30 p.m. on

20"' April, their broadcast also should have been investigated and reviewed by the

Tribunal. I do not accept that submission for two reasons. First, prior to

commencement of the Media investigation the only complaint about the media

made to the Tribunal relates to the "Five/Seven Live" broadcast and, secondly, the

TV3 item was first raised on behalf of RTÉ at a late stage in the hearing of the module

at which TV3 were not represented. I am satisfied that it was then too late to open

up any allegation against that organisation and it would have been unfair to do so in

all the circumstances.

In so observing I am also conscious of and accept the evidence of Superintendent

Farrelly and of Ms Leddy that once one news organisation discloses information

others may feel free to do the same.

Conclusion

I have no doubt that in the circumstances which prevailed at Abbeylara prior to the

"Five/Seven Live" broadcast and in particular the information available to the media

about John Carthy's mental health and the likely connection between it and his

violent conduct over a protracted period (all of which was or ought to have been

known to Mr. O'Flynn long before the proposed broadcast), he had a clear duty to

consult with Superintendent Farrelly in good time and to radically restructure his

programme in the light of the probable response he would have received from the

police. The "Five/Seven Live" Abbeylara broadcast as orchestrated by Mr. O'Flynn

was irresponsible and should not have happened.

SECTION   B: - The   Sunday   Independent   Published   on   31st
October, 2004

An article stated to be an exclusive story written by Maeve Sheehan was published

on the front page and page 3 of the Sunday Independent of 31s1 October, 2004. It
appeared under a banner headline "Dramatic New Evidence in Abbeylara Case"
with beneath it a subsidiary headline "Abbeylara family row over land may have
affected siege victim Carthy's state of mind prior to his death". Beneath that are
pictures of the late John Carthy and of his sister, Marie. The four-column article is
continued on page 3 under another large bold type caption which reads "Dramatic
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new evidence in Inquiry into Carthy death". Under that is a colour picture of the

old Carthy home with beneath it a caption in block bold type "Family Friction?"

The article purported to be based upon information furnished to Ms Sheehan which

suggested that, inter alia, the relationship between Ms Marie Carthy and her mother

with her late brother, John, was contrary to evidence in that regard adduced at the

Tribunal. The article, and in particular the circumstances surrounding its publication

and the source of the information from which it was derived, was the subject matter

of a substantial investigation by the Tribunal.

The primary thrust of the story was derived from a written statement furnished by a

woman who had terminated in February, 2000 an intimate relationship which she

had had with John Carthy, consequent upon his behaviour towards her which

emanated from an outbreak of his mental illness. Her statement contains the

following passage: "lohn gave out about his sister saying his mother wanted him to

sign over some of his land that he inherited from his uncle. He was outraged." Ms.

Sheehan's story includes the following passages:—

"The former girlfriend of lohn Carthy, the Abbeylara siege victim, has given

dramatic new evidence to the Barr Tribunal which gardai claim could shed new

light on his mental state in the months before his death. The woman known as

[Ms X| claims that Carthy had a dispute with his family over land and had as a

result a strained relationship with relatives."

"Her account is regarded as hugely significant by gardai because it apparently

conflicts with testimony given to the Tribunal that there was no friction

between Carthy and his relatives. The family could not be contacted."

"In her new statement |Ms X| is understood to suggest that Carthy and his

sister, Marie, had a dispute over a plot of land which lohn had inherited from

a relative and was allegedly under pressure from relatives to share. His former

girlfriend suggests that the alleged disagreement was a source of distress to

him. This is strenuously denied by the Carthy family."

Further investigation and documents of title established that the land in question

never had been the property of John Carthy and at all material times was owned by

his mother, Rose Carthy. The Tribunal was informed that it had been her intention to

leave the land to her son on her death and he had been informed of what she had

in mind in that regard. Mr. Carthy's observations to Ms X about the land may have

been the product of delusion arising out of the exacerbation of his mental illness at

that time (a conclusion referred to in expert testimony). What he said was untrue

and had no basis in fact.

Solicitors acting for various parties, including the respective garda interests at the
Tribunal, were aware of the foregoing information. Prior to publication of Ms

Sheehan's story they had been furnished with copies of the statement made by Ms
X and of the title to the land in question. They were provided on a daily basis with
copies of the transcript of evidence given at hearings of the Tribunal. Ms. Sheehan's

article also contained other information apparently favourable to the garda case that
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the connection between the deceased and his sister, Marie, was not the close caring

relationship indicated in evidence by various witnesses.

Ms Sheehan and Independent Newspapers refused to divulge the source of her

information but it was conceded her informant did not tell her that the Tribunal had

conclusive evidence (disclosed to the garda parties) that Mr. Carthy's contention that

he owned the land in question was untrue and that it was at all material times the

property of his mother who had told her son that she intended to leave the land to

him on her death. Ms Sheehan was not informed either that statements from Mrs.

Carthy and her daughter had been obtained by the- Tribunal (and also furnished to

interested solicitors) that there had been no dispute between John Carthy and any

member of his family about land.

Having reviewed the evidence and considered the matter in detail, the Tribunal came

to, inter alia, the following conclusions:

(a) That the article was probably orchestrated by an unidentified member or

members of the Garda Síochána or a person or persons close to them, who

deceived Ms. Sheehan and caused her to write in the Sunday Independent

a story the essence of which was untrue, incomplete and misleading; the

purpose of the deception being to provide information supportive of the

case the gardai wished to establish about what they alleged was the actual

relationship between the deceased and his sister, Marie, (whose services

had not been availed of by them in negotiations with Mr. Carthy). It also

appeared that another purpose in orchestrating Ms Sheehan's article

probably was, contrary to the specific directions of the Tribunal, to publicise

the statement made by Ms X.

Although, having regard to the content of the story, the Tribunal was

satisfied about probable garda involvement in the matter of furnishing to

Ms. Sheehan information on which it was based, there was insufficient

evidence to establish beyond reasonable doubt complicity of either garda

party, or any of them, or of the garda representative bodies who instructed
Mr. Murphy on behalf of his clients.

(b) In the light of the foregoing details the Tribunal did not consider that there

was a likelihood of any useful purpose being served in devoting time and

funds in pursuing the matter any further.

Ms. Sheehan's story in the Sunday Independent on 31s' October, 2004 is the subject

matter of a detailed ruling by the Tribunal made on 19"' November, 2004 which is
contained in Appendix 7.K. A preliminary ruling made on 3"' November, 2004 is
contained in Appendix 7.J.

By way oí postscript, it is noted that a libel action brought by Ms Marie Carthy
against Independent Newspapers arising out of Ms Sheehan's story was settled prior

to trial and an apology to the plaintiff relating to the story was published in the
Sunday Independent of 21"' May, 2006.
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CHAPTER 10

Rank and Structure in the Garda Síochána and the Role

of the Emergency Response Unit

1.     Rank structure within the Garda Síochána

Chapter 3 of the Garda Code provides a structure of command within the Garda

Síochána which is rank based. The Commissioner is in overall command and is

responsible for the direction and management of the organisation. The Commissioner

is appointed by the government and is directly responsible to the Minister for Justice,

Equality and Law Reform. The Commissioner is assisted in the management of the

force by a team of senior officers comprising two deputy commissioners and ten

assistant commissioners.

The organisation is divided into two sections for management and administrative

purposes. One deputy commissioner is responsible for operational matters and the

other for strategic and resource management. In addition to these functions, deputy

commissioners advise the Commissioner on policy matters.

At the time of the events at Abbeylara, the Deputy Commissioner Strategic and

Resource Management co-ordinated the activities of Assistant Commissioner "A"

branch (responsible for Finance, Services & Community Relations) and Assistant

Commissioner, "B" Branch (responsible for Human Resource Management and

Research). The Deputy Commissioner Operations co-ordinated the activities of the

Assistant commissioner "C" Branch, (responsible for Crime, Security and Traffic), and

each of the Assistant Commissioners in charge of a region. The Assistant

Commissioner "C" Branch was responsible for the ERU which was part of the Special

Detective Unit based in Harcourt Street, Dublin. Since 2000 the activities of "C"

Branch Crime Security and Traffic have- been divided into two parts, presided over

respectively by the Assistant Commissioner, Crime and Security and Assistant

Commissioner National support services.

The state is divided into six regions: the Dublin Metropolitan, Eastern, Northern,

Southern, South Eastern, and Western regions. Each region is commanded by a

regional assistant commissioner. Each of the regions is divided into divisions

commanded by a chief superintendent (divisional officer). In turn the divisions are

divided into districts commanded by a superintendent (district officer).

District officers act as the operational and administrative commanders of their district.

They have overall charge and responsibility for all serious incidents which occur

within their district. In addition, they have a number of specific functions under law,

such as the issuing of firearm certificates. A district officer is assisted by a number of
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Inspectors. Every district has a Detective Unit and a Traffic Unit attached to it; all

under the command of the district officer.

The districts are divided into sub-districts which are the responsibility of a Sergeant.

Each sub-district usually has one garda station. The number of officers attached to

each station may vary from three to 100.

Rank structure, as a matter of practice, has been confirmed in evidence by a number

of senior officers. Thus, in his evidence to the Tribunal, Chief Superintendent

Tansey stated:

"the system structure/structure of command in An Garda Síochána is rank

based. In a siege situation, the Superintendent/District Officer, as siege

commander, has overall charge and responsibility for the management of the

scene as the incident unfolds. He/she implements a strategy of the Assistant

Commissioner and Chief Superintendent and develops their own strategies at

the scene as circumstances dictate. The overall siege strategy was formulated

jointly by the Assistant Commissioner and Chief Superintendent. The strategy

employed was the strategy established by the Commissioner of An Garda

Síochána for resolving incidents of this nature. The goal was one of peaceful

resolution by isolation, evacuation, containment and negotiation with the

subject. The strategy was not committed to writing."

Prior to the appointment of regional assistant commissioners, it was the responsibility

of the divisional officer, being the chief superintendent, to establish strategy.

However, Chief Superintendent Tansey observed that now regional assistant

commissioners have overall responsibility for the operations in their particular region.

The strategy is devised by the divisional officer. It is based on consultation between

the divisional officer and the assistant commissioner. In the event of any

disagreement, the senior officer's view will prevail.

At Abbeylara, the Emergency Response Unit provided assistance but at all times it

was directly accountable to and under the control of the scene commander,

Superintendent Shelly or Superintendent Byrne, as district officers.

2.    Emergency Response Unit — origins

In an extensive report to the Tribunal, Detective Superintendent Hogan related the
origins of the ERU. He said that:

"On 15"' December 1977, the Commissioner of An Garda Síochána authorised
the formation of the Special Task Force, STF. This decision followed an
agreement between member states of the EEC requiring each state to maintain

a specially trained group, capable of responding to terrorist incidents, such as

hijacking and hostage taking. During 1977 garda officers visited special police
groups in Germany, (GSG9), and Belgium (Gendarmerie), where selection,
training and operation methods were observed. Their report formed the basis
on which the STF was established and developed throughout the following
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decade. Core skills included physical fitness, enhanced firearms training and

driving skills.

Duties were performed in support of regular garda units and consisted of

operations to suppress armed e rime, through ground air ¡ratrols along with anti-

subversive initiatives, conducted in border regions. In conjunction with these

deployments, a response element was maintained to major incidents

throughout the State".

He also told the Tribunal that:

"In 1984, personnel from within STF underwent additional training with the

army ranger wing, the specialist intervention unit of the Irish Defence Forces.

From this process, the Anti-Terrorist Unit was established and later renamed

the Emergency Response Unit, in 1987. This Unit operated under the control

of the Detective Chief Superintendent, Special Detective Unit and was based

at Harcourt Square, Dublin. An emphasis was placed on dedicated training and

development of the core skills and operational tactics. During this phase the

methodologies relevant to hostage rescue and siege incidents were introduced

to the unit's projected development.

Common within the international fraternity of specialist units, the development

of response techniques was initially derived from the military experience. This

was due to the indigenous availability of expertise, training facilities and

political support in maintaining dedicated resources capable of responding to

terrorist actions".

During its formative years, emphasis was placed on military experience, however:

"The situation changed in the early 1980s, when an emphasis was placed on

a police rather than a military response to major incidents. From within this

historic context, the principles of siege management and negotiation emerged.

Training and development of Emergency Response Unit personnel was

orientated towards providing a primarily police response to such incidents".

Superintendent Hogan explained to the Tribunal that the Emergency Response Unit

developed in the context of anti-subversive activity and issues surrounding the

security of the State. He stressed that the Garda Síochána does not have a military

role, nor are they based on military structures. This is contrasted with units in some

other countries, such as Italy and Spain. Between, 1978 and 1984, the tactics and

skills of the STF (Special Task Force) were developed and there was considerable

contact with other European units. At that time, the Garda commenced to break

away from military training and moved towards police orientated training and

response.

The duties of the Emergency Response Unit were set out in a report of a Working

Group established in 1998 to review its operation. Such duties included:

i.    Armed support during criminal/subversive operations;

ii.    Specialist search techniques, including forced entry;
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iii.    To assist in the execution of high risk warrants;

iv.    To provide regional ground/air patrols;

v.    To provide specialised patrols within the Dublin area as directed by the

Assistant Commissioner;

vi.    VIP protection;

vii.    Skills training and development.

Since 1998, the Emergency Response Unit has developed its capabilities in a number

of fields including:

i.    Intervention, including hostage rescue methods;

ii.    Emergency medical response;

iii.    In-house  training  (the   unit   possesses  its  own   instructors  in   firearms,

tactics etc.);

¡v.    Cold breaching entry techniques;

v.    Observer marksmanship.

3. Composition and membership of the Emergency Response Unit

The ERU is part of the Special Detective Unit under the command of the Detective
Superintendent of Operations. The Tribunal was informed that the lull strength of the

unit is 49 members, broken clown by rank as follows:

• One detective inspector;

• Eight sergeants;

• 40 detective gardai.

The unit is divided into four working groups of two sergeants and ten gardai. It works

a two relief system from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and from 3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.

ERU personnel are serving members of the Garda Síochána. Applicants are required

to have completed at least three years service following attestation. As in other areas

of the Garda Síochána, members who are promoted to sergeant rank are required

to serve at least one year in a uniformed staff section before being eligible for return

to the unit.

4. Pre-selection, pre-allocation courses and training

The selection of applicants to be members of the Emergency Response Unit is based

on a two week selection course, conducted by the specialist school at the Garda

College. An ERU member of supervisory rank participates in the selection process.

Successful candidates then undergo an induction training course at the specialist

school. This induction/training course, which is known as the pre-allocation course,

is six weeks in duration. The core content consists of two weeks' firearms training,
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two weeks' tactical training and two weeks' driving instruction. Members, who

successfully complete their induction training, when allocated to the Emergency

Response Unit, are further assessed for a period oí six months, followed by an

eighteen-month probationary period before appointment as detective.

Training is described as being ,1 vital and significant element of ERU operations. The

unit is required to achieve and sustain a high level ol physical titness. Each unit is

required to dedicate one working week in tour, to training. In addition, each unit is

required to attend the (¡arda College for bi-annual training.

Members are required to qualify three times yearly in all firearms that are on issue
to the unit. They must maintain proficiency in five firearms and the Tribunal was

informed that there is considerable- time spent in training in achieving minimum

standards. Firearms training is undertaken in two modules which are: (1) in-house

tactical training on an ongoing basis from the ERU's own tire-arms instructors; and (2)

refresher range practice. Practical training is undertaken at the specialist school

utilising a purpose-built building and structural designs for scenario training.

According to information submitted to the Tribunal, a substantial portion of each

training week is dedicated to tactical procedures which include operational planning,

containment of armed situations and barricaded incidents and hostage rescue

methods. The unit utilises FX Simunition, a marker system for simulated scenarios

during tactical training.

A number of members of the unit have received specialist training at overseas

centres. Some have participated in a 16 day tactical and firearms training course at

the training camps of the FBI hostage rescue team in Quantico, Virginia, USA.

5.    Operational support/training role

Superintendent Hogan told the Tribunal that, in the Irish context, the operational

support of regular garda units is a primary function of the Emergency Response Unit.

The Tribunal was also informed by Superintendent Hogan that another source of

knowledge and experience is "the participation of (the) Emergency Response Unit in

the training and development of the various garda ranks, from Inspector to Chief

Superintendent, in the role of siege management and negotiation".

Since its establishment, the Emergency Response Unit has participated regularly in

siege scenario training in the (¡arda specialist school. Exercises have required ERU

command elements to liaise with scene commanders, advise on tactics and perform

intelligence gathering functions including aid, delivery and primary containment

duties. Surrender and arrest scenarios and training in the resolution of hostage

situations are undertaken in training.
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6. Emergency Response Unit — rank structure

When called to an incident, the Emergency Response Unit operates under the scene

commander. In many situations, the scene commander is unlikely to have the same

level of experience or training in relation to such incidents as members of the ERU.

7. Evidence of Detective Inspector John Gantley

Detective Inspector Gantley, the detective inspector in charge of the ERU, gave

evidence to the Tribunal in relation to the Garda Hostage Negotiation Course which

he delivered in 2001. The purpose of his lecture on this course was to provide

officers with knowledge of the part the ERU plays in a siege type situation or firearms

incident. With regard to command and control, he informed the Tribunal that the

district officer (being the superintendent of the district) must be responsible for all

aspects of policing within his or her area. He stated that following the general

guidelines within the Garda Síochána, at an incident such as that at Abbeylara, a

member of the operational team is answerable to the district officer, who in turn is

answerable to the appropriate divisional officer who is a chief superintendent.

8. Role or rank based responsibility — other jurisdictions

In certain respects the rank and role structure within the Garda Síochána

approximates to structures which have been adopted in other jurisdictions, such as

the United Kingdom, where a rank and role system known as Gold, Silver and Bronze

is applied. There are, however, differences. In that jurisdiction, the system is as

described in the "Manual of Guidance on Police use of Firearms" prepared in

January, 2001 by the Association of Chief Police Officers of England, Wales and

Northern Ireland (ACPO), which provides that the division of responsibility is "role

and not necessarily rank based". Operational responsibility rests always with the Silver

Commander. The arrival of a more senior officer to the scene does not remove or

shift that responsibility. In relation to the role carried out by the Gold Commander,

Inspector Gantley agreed that the function of the divisional officer, or chief

superintendent, is analogous to that of the role performed by the Gold Commander

in the UK system. That officer retains strategic responsibility.

United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom the ACPO Manual deals with command structure as follows:

"In normal circumstances an effective- command structure has three levels:

strategic; tactical and operational. These command functions are commonly

referred to as gold, silver and bronze respectively and the commanders

performing these roles need to be carefully selected, trained and updated on

a regular basis.

Gold — strategy — the overall intention to combine resources towards

managing and resolving an event or incident;

Silver — tactics - the way that resources are used to achieve the strategic

intentions within the range of approved tactical options;
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Bronze — action - organises the groups of résonnes to carry oui  the

tai In al plan.

The structure can be used for both pre-planned events and spontaneous

in< idents and can offer the degree of flexibility required to cope with a varied

and developing range of ein umslain es. It relies on the paramount principle of

flexibility and as such is role-specific, not necessarily rank related, [emphasis

added]

In particular a gold, silver and bronze command structure requires that each
participant understand the parameters of their own role whilst accepting the
relationship with others in the command team. Officers of senior rank cannot

assume primacy solely on the basis of rank or territorial responsibility, without

taking up the appropriate role within the command structure. This change

should be discussed before it is undertaken and it should be documented

should it occur.

Similarly, if an officer senior in rank to the gold commander, quality assures an

operational plan, offers advice or makes decisions, they are likely to be held

accountable for all actions taken under the plan.

There is a need on protracted operations for command resilience to be

addressed — suitable, qualified replacements should be identified and briefed

in good time."

Victoria, New Zealand and Canada

In Victoria command of an incident such as that at Abbeylara vests in the Scene

Commander who is the local superintendent having overall responsibility for

resolving the crisis with the minimum use of force. In New Zealand such

responsibility rests with the local Inspector or Superintendent, as Scene Commander,

depending on the scale of the incident. In Canada the command structure at an

incident is not designated according to the rank of the officers but reflects their roles

within the team; the command structure is role based and not rank based —

suitability, more than rank, is the determining factor. A detailed discussion of the

experience in these jurisdictions is set out in Chapter 12.

9.    The decision to deploy the Emergency Response Unit to the scene

No criticism was expressed by the international policing experts who gave evidence

to the Tribunal of the decision to deploy the Emergency Response Unit to the scene

at Abbeylara. Similar firearms response teams would have been engaged in other

countries. Mr. Bailey told the Tribunal that in light of international comparison it was

appropriate to deploy the ERU as a specialist firearms team to Abbeylara. Most police

services have such a unit. They bring specialist skills and equipment to firearms

situations. There is a higher level of shooting accuracy required from ERU members

than other gardai. This higher level of shooting skill is, he observed, one reason to

deploy the ERU to higher risk operations, such as at Abbeylara. They must also be

able to devise and use tactics to resolve incidents and also to make judgments about

the appropriateness of discharging a weapon. Team tactics may be required to
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enhance the safe resolution of an incident. Mr. Bailey noted that although local

officers may work in the same geographical area, they may not have trained together;

nor might they have responded to firearms incidents as a team. It is often the case

that a specialist firearms unit is deployed to the scene to provide personnel who are

trained anc\ experienced as a team. The increase in level of skill required from

firearms team officers reflects the more difficult task that that team may be asked to

fulfil. In order to deal with such tasks, officers are trained to work in concert. Further,

he believed that as a matter of practicality, given normal policing demands, it would

not be possible to train local officers to such a high level of skill in shooting, tactics

and judgement.

Mr. Bailey also observed that specialist firearms units may have access to equipment

which is rarely required, expensive to purchase and which entails practice in usage.

He believed that this was a further reason to deploy a specialist unit. In this regard it

is to be noted, however, that the evidence to the Tribunal indicates that specialist

equipment possessed by the Garcia is available to the force as a whole through the

Technical Support Unit.

One other typical reason why specialist firearms teams are deployed to incidents, is

to release local first responders to resume normal policing duties. In this regard Mr.

Bailey observed that there was a lack of clarity aboul whether this had been the

intention at Abbeylara when the ERU were deployed. Nevertheless, he expressed

the opinion that supplying additional personnel from headquarters to support the

local officers was an appropriate reason for the deployment of the Emergency

Response Unit to Abbeylara.

10.    Summary

The structure of duty and responsibility within the Garda Síochána is rank rather than

role based. Command of an incident is the responsibility of the district officer.

Members of the Emergency Response Unit who are detailed to provide assistance at

a scene come under the overall control of the district officer, regardless of the extent

of their respective experience or training. While the system of command at an

incident such as that at Abbeylara approximates to the Gold, Silver and Bronze

system operated in the United Kingdom, it differs in at least one significant respect;

responsibility in that jurisdiction is not necessarily rank based but is role specific.

In other jurisdictions similar specialist firearms response teams would have been

deployed in an Abbeylara type incident. In Victoria and in New Zealand, overall
command is retained by the equivalent of the scene commander. In Canada, when

called to an incident, the inspector in charge of the Emergency Response Team
assumes control of that incident; local responsibility effectively "lapses".
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CHAPTER 11

Less lethal options1

Introduction

Part of the remit of the Tribunal is to consider whether alternative measures could

have been taken to deal with the threat posed, either when John Carthy was in his

house, or when he emerged from it. This involves an examination of what are known

as "less lethal" options and particularly, in the first instance, what options were

available to the Garcia; and secondly, what options, if anv, were available

internationally in April, 2000. Section A is a consideration of less lethal "devices".

The potential use of dogs as a tactical option at a firearms incident is considered in

section B. This includes an examination of the availability of appropriately trained

dogs to the Garda Síochaná.

SECTION A: - Less Lethal Devices

The Tribunal heard evidence on this topic from Detective Superintendent Hogan, the

officer in charge- of the Emergency Response Unit.

Issues relating to less lethal options have been exhaustively considered in Northern

Ireland by the Independent Commission on Policing for Northern Ireland, whose

report entitled "A New Beginning: Policing in Northern Ireland" was published in

September, 1999. This Report and the Commission are referred to herein as the

"Patten Report" and the "Patten Commission", the names by which they are more

commonly known.

The Patten Commission in its initial report made two recommendations in connection

with alternative measures to the use of fire-arms. They can properly be described as

"less lethal options" rather than "less than lethal options", in that no weapon is

without risk of injury, including fatal injury.

The Patten recommendations include the following:

Recommendation 69 states that "an immediate and substantial investment

should be made in a research programme to find an acceptable, effective and

less potentially lethal alternative to the Plastic Baton Round (PBR)".

' The Tribunal wishes to thank the Northern Ireland Office for permission to eise- the Patten Report;

The Police Scientific Development Branch of the I lome Office in the United kingdom for permission
to utilise the Donnelly Review ,\\u\ Evaluation: the Association of Chief Police Officers in England,
Wales and Northern Ireland for permission to use' ¡is "Manual of Guidance on Police Use of
Firearms"; the Police Complaints Authority of England mO Wales for permission to use ils "Review
of Shootings by Police in England and Wales from 1998 to 2001", and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police for permission to use ils "Major Case Management Task Force Repon".
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Recommendation 70 postulates that "the police should be equipped with a

broader range of public order equipment than the RUC currently possess, so

that a commander has a number of options at his/her disposal which might

reduce reliance on, or defer resort to the PBR. "

In the summer of 2000, the then Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, having

consulted with Cabinet colleagues and others, "established a UK wide Steering Group

to lead a research project aimed at establishing whether a less potentially lethal

alternative to the Baton Round is available; and reviewing public order equipment

which was then available or could be developed in order to expand the range of

tac tn al options open lo operational commanders".

The implication in the recommendations is that they relate primarily to public

disorder involving groups of individuals, but, as made plain in the Patten Report, such

an examination overlaps with incidents involving single individuals who are armed

with a firearm or other offensive weapon. It is therefore of relevance to the Tribunal.

Interestingly the Patten Report stated at paragraph 9.14 that:

"In view of the fatalities and serious injuries resulting from PBRs and the

c ontroversy caused by their extensive use, we are surprised and concerned that

the government, the Police Authority and the RUC have collectively failed to

invest more time and money in a search for an acceptable alternative. We were

able to discover very little research work being done in the United Kingdom

(except in the development of more accurate PBRs), by contrast, we were

impressed by the efforts being made and commitment to develop non-lethal

weaponry alternatives in the United States, partie ularly at the Institute for Non-

Lethal Defense Technology at Pennsylvania State University and the National

Institute of justice in Washington. Nevertheless, although this work appears to

hold some promise, we are advised that as yet, no non-lethal alternative to the

PBR exists which can effectively intercept the petrol bomber while protecting

the police and the public from injury. "

The first steering group paper was published in April, 2001. The group comprised

representatives of Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary, the Home Office, the

Association of Chief Police Officers of England, Wales and Northern Ireland (ACPO),

the Ministry of Defence, the Police Authority for Northern Ireland, the Police

Scientific Development Branch of the Home Office (PSDB), and the Royal Ulster

Constabulary (RUC). The steering group was chaired by the Northern Ireland Office.

At the stage of the first report, the group had concentrated on Phase I of the terms

of reference and in accordance with Recommendation 69 of the Patten Report,
addressed the following specific areas:

i.    Acceptability,

ii.    Effectiveness, and

iii.    Lethality in minimum force.
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The importance of the first report, from the point of view of the inquiry conclue led

by this Tribunal, is that it sets out what the state of literature and research was at its

establishment in |une, 2000 and the completion of Phase I in mid-February, 2001,

i.e., broadly speaking the literature and research that would have been available

internationally at the time of events at Abbeylara in April, 2000.

The steering group took steps to ensure- that its work was consistent with the

approach adopted by ACPO. In addition it made contact with a range of other bodies

with relevant experience and expertise, including, for example, the National Institute

of Justice in the United States, a body which comes under the aegis of the United

States Department of Justice, and Pennsylvania Stale University.

In relation to the first topic reviewed i.e "acceptability", three aspects were

considered by the steering group; the human rights and legal requirements; the

ethical and cultural grounds, and the medical issues.

While the consideration of the group was primarily directed towards the possible

alternative to baton rounds, or what are colloquially but rather inaccurately called

"rubber" or "plastic bullets", a number of operational requirements were considered

in the context of providing a means of keeping at a safe distance those posing a

serious threat to life which would otherwise require the intervention of police officers

at close quarters, potentially placing them at great risk. These requirements included

repelling an individual attacker with potentially life-threatening weapons — and in

certain circumstances, incapacitating temporarily those intent on violent attack.

The Unitod States National Institute of lustice has dese ribed less lethal options as:

"Devices or agents used to force compliance with law enforcement personnel

without substantial risks of permanent injury or death to the subject".

Importantly the steering group contended that the performance data on commonly

available products provided in their paper originated from manufacturer's data which

had not yet been verified by a PSDB testing programme. It also cautioned that little

evidence of independent medical assessment was available for much of the

commercially obtainable equipment covered by that review.

The technologies then available were divided by the steering group into the

following categories:

• Chemical

• Diversion and Distraction

• Electrical

• Impact

• Mechanical.
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Chemical Agents

CS (O-Chlorobenzylidene Malononitrile), OC (Oleoresin Capsicum), CN

(Chloroacetophenone) and CR (Dibenz(b.f.)-1:4-oxazepine), and PAVA (Pelargonie

Acid Vanillylamide) delivered by grenade or projectile, or used as a personal

incapacitant spray together with olfactory agents were considered. The various

agents were analysed in depth in the report.

Diversion and Distraction Devices

Diversion and Distraction devices include agents intended to utilise methods of

overloading the senses by sound, light, smell or a combination of these to promote

a distracting or disorienting effect. In this category the group considered sound and

flash grenades, and smoke grenades.

Sound and flash grenades include "stun grenades" that emit one or more loud bangs

or flashes of bright light. They are hand thrown and are typically used in rapid entry

situations where police officers need to gain access or apprehend individuals before

they can injure themselves or others. The ERU at Abbeylara were in possession of

"two bang" and "nine bang" distraction devices. These were the only such devices

available to the Garda in April, 2000.

As entry of the Carthy house had been ruled out by the scene commander and the

ERU tactical commander, it appears that the potential use of these devices was not

considered. It seems that that was reasonable in all the circumstances.

Light devices which use distraction or disorientation by virtue of dazzle effect were

considered by the steering group but concerns existed on the question of eye safety.

Additionally in bright sunlight, the power needed for such devices to be effective

could lead to exposure above safe or admissible limits, and on that account those

devices were eliminated from consideration by the- group.

Electrical Devices

Electrical devices include any weapons which use the effects of electricity to

incapacitate the subject or target. There were a variety of different devices available

in the year 2000 but their principle of operation was the same. They are battery

powered and use a low current, high voltage shock for incapacitation. The electrical

stimulus delivered by the device temporarily interferes with the normal electrical

signal generated by the human nervous system. Incapacitation by electrical means

appears to be a virtually instantaneous method with almost instant recovery, although

some questions remained on delivery methods and on health effects.

The most widely used electrical device, at this time-, was the Taser. This was first used

in 1976 and has been used by hundreds of police departments in the United States

for many years. Taser is an acronym for "Thomas A. Swift Electric Rifle".
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Put in simple terms, a cartridge attached to the front end of the weapon contains

two barbs, each of which is fixed to a coiled length of wire. The barbs are fired at

the target and attach themselves to the skin or clothing of the individual. They are

propelled by a small cylinder of compressed gas which is ruptured by a pyrotechnic

mechanism within the cartridge. When the barbs strike a subject, a current can be

sent down the wires and through a person's body between the two barb points.

This current interferes with and overrides the body's neuromuscular system and thus

voluntary muscle control is lost between the two dart points, which usually results in

the subject falling to the ground or "freezing" in place.

The maximum range of a Taser is 21 feet (6.4 metres), with some devices having a

maximum range of only 15 feet (4.6 metres).

There were a number of potential problems with the Taser in its then original design

and tests have shown its effectiveness to be between 55% and 86 %. There are a

number of potential reasons for this which are summarised below:

i.    One of the wires failing to attach or falling out would render the device

ineffective;

ii.    Poor contact with the barbs;

iii.    Excessively thick or insulating clothing;

iv. Flat batteries (batteries need replacing and are vulnerable to extreme cold)

or other electrical problems;

v. Operator difficulties (missing target, failing to hold down button or

discharge current);

vi. Abnormal physiological resistance to the electric shock. Some individuals

have been found to have a potential to fight through the effects of the

Taser.

Over and above this, there are concerns about the effect of the Taser current on the

body with potential for a number of secondary injuries occurring. This matter is dealt

with at some length in the First Steering Group report.

The use of Taser guns was widely publicised in the media in July, 2005 in connection

with the capture of a suspected suicide bomber as he fled from the police in the city

of Birmingham. Its use in that particular case was criticised on the grounds that the

incidence of success is less than 86% at best and, even if successful, the potential

bomber, though disabled, might not be prevented from detonating his bomb. (In the

event it transpired that the subject was not in possession of a bomb at the time.)

However, in an Abbeylara type situation, use of a Taser gun, if available to the ERU

officers who were close to John Carthy when he vacated his house, would seem to

have given them good prospects of success in disabling and apprehending him

without resort to a lethal option. In fact no such weapon was available to the Garda

Síochána at that time.
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Impact Devices

The first steering group report also considered the effect of Impact Devices, such as

bean bags, soft rounds, powder filled rounds, sponge grenades or rubber ball rounds,

the fin stabilised rubber projectile, multi-ball rounds and baton rounds.

That report summarised the effect of these as follows:

"This type of equipment probably comprises the majority of commercially

available less lethal products and includes bean bag rounds, sock rounds,

sponge grenades and baton rounds (polymer, plastic, rubber or wood). There

are many different manufacturers producing different types of round - for

instance, there are at least twenty different types of bean bag round — and

product accuracy, range and quality differed tremendously. Recent tests in

America have shown more than half of various types of impact rounds on the

market are unable to hit an 18" (455 mm) diameter target at 25 yards (23

metres). In assessing impact rounds, a complex balance between effectiveness

and unintended consequences is likely to have to be taken into account. It is

currently believed that, in order to be effective, the impact is such that striking

vulnerable areas of the body runs a risk of causing serious injury or death. To

be effective and sale requires control of the impact point. Hence, accuracy is

one of the most important attributes of these types of round, if unintended

injuries are to be minimised. For example, the manufacturers of one type of

round recommend that it is not fired at the head, neck, heart or spine; if the

round is inaccurate it may be impossible to do this with certainty. Recent

innovations in baton round design and delivery systems have produced greater

consistency at longer ranges, whilst reducing injury potential, particularly at

closer ranges. This is a significant development. Some types of impact rounds

attempt to spread the energy and impact; sponge grenade, sock round and

liquid filled rounds are examples. This could reduce the seriousness of injuries

but the accuracy, effectiveness and other attributes of these rounds needs to

be verified".

The steering group commissioned the Police Scientific Development Branch of

the British Home Office to carry out extensive examination and research by way

of review of the then commercially available and near market, less lethal

technologies.

The steering group thought it essential to distinguish between systems that might

have potential for use in the UK and those that were judged not to be suitable. The

group and ACPO identified three separate categories arising from their research. This

analysis was based substantially on the review carried out in February, 2001 by the

Police Scientific Development Branch referred to as the Donnelly Review. It has been

summarised in the second report of the steering group published in December, 2001

and provides a good overview of the benefits and drawbacks of the various

technologies:
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3.    Category A

Devices, which may be subject of immediate, more in depth research:

(i)    Medium-Range (5-20m) to Long-Range (over 20m) Devices

(a) Kinetic Energy Rounds

This generic category includes sponge grenades, beanbags,

sock rounds and single and multiple ball rounds. (Note - the

L21AI [plastic baton round] has not been included in this
study as extensive testing has already been carried out for
this round.}

(b) Discriminating Chemical Delivery Devices/Rounds

These devices/rounds can be used to deliver a quantity of

chemical irritant (e.g. CS) to a target at an extended range,

i.e., further than is possible using conventional hand held

sprays (10-14ft). These tend to combine kinetic impact effects

with chemical irritant effects to produce incapai itation of the

target. The degree of each effect varies with each system and

is dependent on the velocity, size, shape, material etc. of the

round and also the quantity of irritant contained within it.

(ii)    Water Cannon

Conventional vehicle mounted water cannon are in use throughout

Europe and in other parts of the world. Work has been carried out

by the Home Office between 1981 and 1987 but was discontinue-el

by the then Home Secretary. A review of all currently available

vehicle mounted and portable water cannon is underway to

identify those systems which most closely meet the operational

requirements of the UK police.

(Hi)    Electrical Devices (e.g. Tasers)

Electrical devices include any weapons that use the effects of

electricity to incapacitate the target. There are a variety of different

devices but their principle of operation is the same. They are

battery powered and use a low current, high voltage impulse shock

for incapacitation. The electrical stimulus delivered by the device

interferes with the normal electrical signals generated by the human

nervous system. Incapacitation by electrical means appears to offer

a virtually instantaneous method of incapacitation with almost

instant recovery, although some questions remain on deliver)

methods and on health effects. Priority has been given to those

devices that can be used at an effective range, for example the

Taser.

(iv)    Laser/Light Devices

The effects of bright light/laser devices can range from dazzle or

glare to image formation, flash blindness and irreversible damage.

Generally, these devices do not incapacitate a person, although

there may be some deterrent effect as the target becomes aware

that he/she has been picked out. A device that dazzles at large
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distances may cause irreversible damage at close range. These

devices are considerably less effective in daylight or in the presence

of strong artificial light.

(v)    Noise Generating Devices

The potential of loud noise to distract and disorient is well known

and can be incorporated into devices that are either hand thrown

or fired from weapons. The requirement is for a non-fragmenting

and non-pyrotechnic device that will provide a potentially less

injurious alternative to the more traditional stun grenade.

4. Category B

Devices warranting further research over a more extended time frame:

(¡)    Malodorants

Malodorants may be of assistance in dispersing crowds although

they are unlikely to prevent a determined assailant at short range.

There may be issues about decontamination following deployment,

especially in residential or heavily populated areas. The possibility

of developing malodorous devices appears not to have been fully

explored and exploration of this technology will necessarily be

longer term. There may also be toxicological considerations for

these types of device.

(ii)    Tranquillisers

It has been suggested in some quarters that in a broadly similar

way to that in which vets and game wardens are able to tranquillise

animals, the police should have the capability to tranquillise

subjects. However, the speed of reaction to any anaesthetic or drug

will be an important factor in its use, as will the possibility that

different people will react differently to it and the dose required to

incapacitate one person may prove harmful to another.

5. Category C

Devices, which presently do not require further research:

(i)    Stun Grenades

I hese devices could be considered to be too indiscriminate and

potentially dangerous.

(ii)    Smoke
These devices could be considered to be too indiscriminate and

potentially dangerous.

(iii)    Acoustic Devices

This is not yet a mature technology and there is a lack of scientific

evidence on the effectiveness and risks of infrasound and acoustic

shock wave devices.
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(iv)    Electromagnetic Waves

This device is still subject to further development. It may also be

potentially easily countered by adequate protection by the subjet ts.

(v)    Nets and Wire

Potentially injurious due to the indiscriminate nature of Un-

necessary weights attached to the devices.

(vi)    Glue, Foam and Grease

Problems would appear to exist with respect to potential

suffocation of subjects, decontamination and exclusion of

emergency services as well as disorderly/dangerous individuals. "

The Donnelly report indicates that the United Kingdom experience is significant. A

major driving force in research in the UK has been the Patten Commission and ACPO

operating through the PSDB.

It can be seen that at the end of 2001, CF spray, which had been introduced in I996,

was in use in 41 of the 43 constabulary areas in England and Wales. Its use is more

appropriate to police officers on the beat or patrol, ¡ts effective use being at close

quarters. Interestingly, the second report prepared by the steering group, published

in December, 2001 makes the following points at paragraphs 95 and 96 under the

heading "Armed and Violent Individuals":

95. The threat posed by individuals armed with sharp and bladed weapons was

one of great concern to officers who were interviewed in the study both in

Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Unarmed officers considered this one

of the most hazardous threats to deal with. Whilst armed officers have the

re-assurance that ultimately they could utilize their firearms to defend

themselves from lethal attack, there is both a desire and requirement to

have a viable less lethal alternative. Such an alternative would need to be

effective in bringing about immediate incapacitation at ranges out to 10

metres.

96. Officers considered the maximum range of the personal incapacitant sprays

to be too restrictive in these situations and they wished the ability to

maintain a distance of in excess of 7 metres. They also realized the

importance of being at a distance which enabled effective verbal

negotiation to take place.

This report found that sprays require to be used at relatively close quarters (1-3

metres) and are not 100% effective.

In the third report prepared by the steering group, published in December, 2002, il

referred to the fact that PSDB had recently become a member of the European

Working Group on Non-lethal Weapons and also continued to strengthen relations

within Europe itself. In the US there was little consideration of the evidence from

Europe concerning any detailed evaluation of less lethal technologies or weapons

prior to their introduction in that jurisdiction. The European Working Group was
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impressed by the UK methodology and expressed particular interest in the results

that were being obtained by the PSDB research.

Police in Europe are generally armed, as they are in the US. In Europe and the US

the introduction of less lethal weapons may be seen primarily as an attempt to defer

resort to firearms. This may explain why the public and governments in those

countries are prepared to accept a less structured and researched implementation of

these weapons. The police here, as in Great Britain, are generally unarmed and any

additional weaponry, even less lethal weapons, may be seen by some as an erosion

of that concept.

Accordingly it would seem that from the Irish perspective caution should be

exercised in adopting technologies that have been embraced more readily in some

police forces in North America and in Europe.

Paragraphs 21 and 22 of the third report of the steering group under the general

heading of "An overview of this Report" deal with the fact that the search for a safe

and effective alternative to the baton round then in use in Northern Ireland, the

L21A1, had not identified at that stage any suitable round, despite an extensive

review and evaluation of commercially available and near market products.

Paragraph 22 went on to state that:

"The Steering Group is aware that in Europe, North America and elsewhere, a

wide range of commercial products, including impact and chemical delivery

rounds, is used. Often the only testing for safety and medical purposes is that

reported by the manufacturer which we do not believe is a sufficiently

thorough test for the acceptance and deployment of use of less lethal options.

The criteria are set high in the United Kingdom — the accuracy threshold

(described again in detail in Chapter 6) in the independent medical evaluation

are exacting by any standard. The Group does not consider it could credibly

recommend at this stage any existing commercial round as they have not yet

been shown to have met our criteria. One impact round — a 12 gauge sock

round — is being further evaluated against medical (and effectiveness criteria);

but its range limit of 25 metres is a significant limitation. Moreover the sock

round is fired from a shotgun; there may be issues relating to the use of

conventional firearms to fire a less lethal projectile in a public order situation."

The third report of the steering group also makes the point that there is less public

resistance to the use of less lethal options fired from weapons in the US and Canada

because police forces there are armed and that concept is widely accepted in

those jurisdictions.

The Taser is the weapon most frequently referred to by the public when speaking of

issues such as that at Abbeylara. It has been adopted by a large number of police

forces world-wide, particularly in the United States and Canada and studies of the

experience in those jurisdictions is set out in the steering group's third report.
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The Taser is now being researched in England and Wale-s and year-long operational

trials are in progress in Northamptonshire, Lincolnshire, the Metropolitan Police,

North Wales and the Thames Valley Police, which are being backed by the Home

Office in Britain. A considerable volume of research and development information,

together with experience in the use of the Taser, is referred to in great detail in the

Steering group reports.

The Commissioner of the Garda Síochána undertook in the report that he submitted

to the Minister concerning the events at Abbeylara, to carry out a review and

evaluation of "less than lethal" weapons and to this end established a Working

Group to make recommendations on their use. This was established in September,

2001 and on 14lh September, 2001 various companies that produce less lethal

devices came to Dublin and a one-day demonstration took place. A report was

submitted to the Commissioner on 1S| November, 2001. The working group focused

on the following weapon types or categories:

i. Physical — blunt impact from projectiles.

ii. Chemical — gas aerosol projectors.

iii. Electrical — Taser.

iv. Non-lethal entanglement technology (Nets).

An implementation team was established by the Commissioner of which Detective

Superintendent Hogan was a member. This team completed its work and reported

on 10"' |une, 2002. The report was sent to the Minister on 30th July, 2002. The

Commissioner sought Government approval for the implementation of the

recommendations therein contained.

The following options were recommended in the original Working Group report:

• 12  gauge  2x2  Square  "Bean  Bag"  shot,  shotgun and  cartridges  (Fin

Stabilised);

• 12 gauge Ferret 12 gauge OC/CS shotgun cartridge;

• OC/CS Multi-purpose Grenade-.

In Chapter 8 of the Working Group Recommendations these devices are described

as follows:

" 12 gauge 2x2 square "Bean Bag" shot, shotgun cartridge

12 gauge 2x2 square "Bean Bag" shot, shotgun cartridge is a high energy.

single target round for incapacitation or the distraction of a non-compliant,

armed aggressive suspect. The "Bean Bag" round is widely used both in the

U.S. and Europe. It has been successfully used against a broad range of

individuals and in a variety of scenarios. A 12 gauge "Bean Bag" is intended to

be direct fired. The |sic| must be adequately trained in the use of Specialty
Impact Munitions and have a  thorough understanding of the round and
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considerations for selecting shot placement such as level of threat,  target

distance size and clothing.

12 gauge Ferret 12 gauge CS/OC shotgun cartridge

The 12 gauge Ferret 12 gauge CS/OC shotgun cartridge is a fin-stabilised,

frangible projectile filled chemical agent. It affords stand off distance for safety.

It is used primarily by tactical teams. It is designed to penetrate barriers, such as

windows and hollow core doors. On impacting the barrier the small chemical is

released inside a structure or building. It is primary [sic] used to dislodge

barricaded suspects from small confined areas. Shot placement and trajectory

are important considerations for use.

OC/CS Multi-purpose Grenade

OC/CS Multi-purpose Grenade is designed for indoor or outdoor use. The

Grenades can be hand-held or launched. A variable delay mechanism for either

two or five seconds allows the user to effectively discharge the chemical within

the target area. It is used primarily by tactical teams . . . to dislodge suspects

from confined areas. Shot placement and trajectory are important

considerations for use."

The implementation team availed of the opportunity to revisit the preferred options

in light of additional information which became available since the original report. It

recommended the acquisition of:

• A Bean-Bag cartridge incorporating a "drag stabilised" projectile. This is

considered to be aerodynamically superior to its square counterpart, thereby

providing greater accuracy.

• 12 gauge Ferret 12 gauge OC/CS shotgun cartridge.

• DEFTEC, MK-21 Aerosol Projector. It comprises a pressurized aluminum

canister (rechargeable and refillable) equipped with a nozzle which allows

for the directional, high volume discharge of Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) to a

target at distances of up to 25-30 feet. Its target-specific stream allows for
controlled delivery, whilst minimising the effects of wind and rain on

accuracy. It is more disc riminating than other options.

The net effect of these reports is that the Commissioner proposed to the Minister
that the three devices recommended by the implementation team be introduced.
The Minister approved their introduction in November, 2002.

Conclusion

The Tribunal's remit is not to investigate current effectiveness and safety of "less

lethal" weapons but to examine what was available in April, 2000; whether any such

weapon then widely available could have been used at Abbeylara; and whether they
would have been safe and effective from an operational point of view.
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Detective Superintendent Hogan told the Tribunal that 25 yards is the effective range

of the most common police firearms. If a subject is armed any activity within such a

distance from him or her leaves both the subject and the armed police officer in a

very dangerous position. He also told the Tribunal that the use of less lethal options

against a fire-arm is not regarded in every case as an appropriate first choice bearing

in mind the right to life of the officer and his right to protect either himself or the

public.

No instrument of force is 100% effective each time it is used. The response of an

individual depends not only on physiological but also on psychological conditions.

Therefore the only available comparisons of various weapons are generalisations.

When a police organisation considers adopting a certain type of instrument it must

check medical data and consult experts to make sure that all relevant aspects and

issues involved are known and considered.

It seems clear from the evidence of Detective Superintendent Hogan that the less

lethal equipment now authorised for use by the Garda Síochána was not available

to it in April, 2000 and was not then generally available to other European Union

police forces. Some of the devices were used by certain North American police

forces, but it appears from the reports available to the Tribunal, and particularly the

first and second Steering Group reports of the Patten Commission, that at the time of

their publication no less lethal weapon then available had passed safety and medical

considerations which would have been acceptable in this jurisdiction.

The Tribunal does not regard itself as being sufficiently informed to have an

authoritative opinion on whether the three options in the area of less than lethal

weapons recommended by the Commissioner and authorised by the Minister in

November, 2002, are likely to have been effective in disarming John Carthy after he

left his house on the evening of 20lh April, 2000 and headed towards Abbeylara. It

appears that all of them could have been advantageous in achieving that purpose,

but the Tribunal has insufficient information to assess the prospect of success in

each case.

The fourth less than lethal option, the Taser gun, referred to earlier in this chapter

would seem to have had a greater prospect of success than any of the other three

options if available at Abbeylara. It is of particular interest that use of the Taser

weapon is presently being researched in depth by five police forces in the UK under

the auspices of the British Home Office. I recommend that the Garda Síochána

should carry out similar research with a view to deciding whether the Taser should

be adopted as part of the armoury of the ERU and the inclusion of instruction in its

use in their training regime.

SECTION B: - The Potential Use of Dogs at the Scene

There were in fact no police dogs at Abbeylara. Should a team or teams of specialist

dogs and handlers have been available to the ERU and, if used, what benefit (if any)

is likely to have ensued?
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The following expert witnesses gave evidence on this subject: Sergeant David Lee, a

police clog specialist supervisor attached to the West Mercia Constabulary in the UK;

Mr. Alan Bailey, former superintendent of the West Mercia Constabulary and an

expert in the police use of firearms who is also familiar with the use of dogs; Mr.

Michael Burdis, former detective chief superintendent of the South Yorkshire Police-

Superintendent Neville Matthews of the New Zealand police; Mr. Ray Shuey, former

assistant commissioner of the- Victoria police, Australia, and Superintendent Aidan

Re-id who is the officer in charge of the Operational Support Unit of the (¡arda

Síochána which ine ludes the specialist clog unit. The following conclusions are drawn.

General Background

Broadly speaking there are two types of police dog — known as compliant and non-

compliant. All are under the individual direction of police officers who are specialist

dog trainers and handlers. There are three categories of compliant dogs. The first are-

general purpose dogs (usually Alsatians) which in Ireland are used for beat patrols;

crime prevention; tracking criminals; searching for missing persons; and, pursuit of

fleeing criminals. The second category (usually Labradors) are used for tracing drugs.

The third category (usually Spaniels) are for tracing explosives. All compliant dogs

are under the strict control of their handlers. They work in collaboration with other

police units, such as the ERU in this jurisdiction. Where a compliant general purpose

dog is used to pursue and overpower a fleeing criminal, the concept is that it will be-

faster than the subject who is running away and also faster than pursuing police

officers. Through training the dog is aware that it will reach the fleeing subject first

and that its function is to jump on and overpower him or her. However, if the subject

stops, or walks rather than runs from the scene a problem arises. The clog is trained

not to attack in such circumstances but to stand off and leave it to police officers to

apprehend the subject. Superintendent Reid has indicated in evidence that if the

fleeing subject walks from the scene and does not run, a compliant dog may not

attack the person because such a situation does not accord with its training. In

practical terms this problem does not arise in many instances because criminals

fleeing from the scene on foot usually do so by running away as fast as they can in

order to avoid capture.

Non-compliant police clogs (usually Alsatians or Dobermanns) are specially trained

.is firearms support clogs. They are taught to bite or attack people on command.

Sergeant Lee explained that the objective is to make the clog aggressive and to

achieve a situation where it will attack and bite a person when instructed to do so

even it he she is standing still and making no noise. Once the non-compliant dog is

instructed lo overpower a subject, it will attempt to do so whatever the conduct of

that person. It is common practice in most parts of the UK, in New Zealand and in

Victoria, to avail of firearms support clogs and to provide a minimum of two with

handlers for use at firearms incidents such as that at Abbeylara. Where a criminal

attempts to escape from the scene, non-compliant dogs are often successful in

bringing about the capture of the subject, thus avoiding the use of lethal force. There

are some problem areas, but the general experience in the foregoing jurisdictions

appears to be- that the use of firearms support dogs is a valuable less lethal option
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with a substantial incidence of success in an Abbeylara type situation. All of the

experts were of opinion that use of non-compliant dogs would have been a valuable-

less lethal option for contending with John Carthy when he made an armed

uncontrolled exit from his house and failed to respond to officers who called on him

to surrender his gun. However, in the context of events at Abbeylara, it is very

unlikely that compliant general purpose clog teams (being the only type then

available to the gardai) would have been of practical value. John Carthy at no stage

ran on leaving his house but at all times walked in an apparently normal way. The

evidence indicates that compliant general purpose dogs would not attack him unless

he had appeared to them to be running from the scene. However, non-compliant

dogs would have attempted to attack and overpower him whatever course of action

he might have taken. If two such dogs were available at the scene, as postulated by

Sergeant Lee, Mr. Carthy, having a single cartridge in his gun after discarding the

other one, could have shot only one dog if he had been attacked by two. It seems

likely that in such circumstances either the uninjured dog would have overpowered

him or he would have been overpowered by one or more of the nearby ERU officers

as some of them were aware that he had only one cartridge in his gun having

discarded the other one on reaching the road. In the light of the foregoing, it will be

appreciated that potentially in the future it is likely to be of great value for a scene

commander and an ERU tactical unit to have the benefit of two non-compliant

firearms support dogs and handlers in close proximity to the stronghold for use in

the event of an uncontrolled armed exit by the subject from the premises.

Conclusion

The expert evidence received by the Tribunal on the use of police dogs establishes

beyond doubt that the ERU should have the benefit of non-compliant firearms

support dogs and handlers for use in contending with armed criminals and also

dangerous persons who may be motivated by mental illness. The training of such

dog teams should include regular work with the ERU officers so that all may learn to

operate successfully together and to create the "pack" concept referred to by

Sergeant Lee in his evidence. I also apprehend that the use of firearms support dogs

might well be of crucial importance in the context of "moving containment" which

arises if the subject makes an uncontrolled armed exit from the stronghold. Such

dogs could be invaluable in bringing "moving containment" to a successful

conclusion without resort to lethal violence.
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CHAPTER 12

Police Practice in Other Jurisdictions

Introduction

The Tribunal has had the benefit of expert reports and oral testimony from eight

senior police officers (serving or retired) from other jurisdictions, all of whom have

had particular experience and expertise in the area of siege situations, i.e., Mr. Alan

Bailey, Dr. Ian McKenzie, Sergeant David Lee and Mr. Michael Burdis (UK); Mr.

Frederick Lanceley (US — FBI); Mr. Ray Shuey (Victoria, Australia); Mr. Robert

Leatherdale (Royal Canadian Mounted Police), and Superintendent Neville Matthews

(New Zealand). Messrs Bailey, Burdis, McKenzie and Lanceley have commented on

particular problems encountered by the Garda at Abbeylara and relevant practice in

their own jurisdictions. Their opinions are already stated elsewhere in the report (see,

in particular, Chapters 5 and 6) and it is not intended to reiterate them here. Sergeant

Lee gave evidence regarding the use of police dogs as a less lethal option at firearms

incidents and how such dogs would be utilised in the UK in an Abbeylara type

situation; his comments are incorporated in Chapter 11.

Messrs Shuey, Matthews and Leatherdale have based their evidence on how an

Abbeylara type situation would be dealt with in their respective jurisdictions and they

have also commented on other related matters. Their testimony is referred to

hereunder in sections dealing with police practice in Victoria, New Zealand and

Canada respectively.

SECTION A: - Victoria

1.    Mr. Ray Shuey

Mr. Shuey retired from the Victoria police force in July, 2003 after 41 years service.

He held the position of assistant commissioner for the last 14 years of his service.

During that time he also performed the role of acting deputy commissioner in

operation, policy and standards for a cumulative period of two years.

Mr. Shuey holds a Batchelor of Arts (police studies) and a diploma in criminology

and police studies. He is a fellow of the Institute of Public Administration Australia

and the Australian Institute of Police Management. He is a member of the

International Association of Chiefs of Police; the International Police Association and

the Australian Police Education Standards Council. He is also a member of the

Australian Sporting Shooters Association. He is currently a director of his own

company "Strategic Safety Solutions Property Limited".
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As Assistant Commissioner, Mr. Shuey had overall responsibility for the Special

Operations Group (the Victoria equivalent of the Emergency Response Unit) and

acted as operations commander for numerous siege/barricaded persons incidents.

He had direct responsibility for the establishment of a specialist training facility and
initiated the establishment of an operational safety training and tactics facility at the

police academy.

In September, 1994, Mr. Shuey was appointed to lead Project Beacon (discussed

below) and to coordinate the Victoria police response to critical incidents. In 1996

he was awarded the Australian Police medal for distinguished police service. He also

has been awarded, at national and state level, medals for diligent and ethical service.

In 1996 he undertook an eight week overseas study tour examining best practice in

ten police organizations including the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Hong Kong,

the Netherlands, The London Metropolitan Police and Scotland. He has also been

conferred as "senior adviser" to the Liaoning Institute of Public Security and

Judicature Management Cadre during an official visit to China in 1998. In 2002, in

conjunction with Superintendent Peter Marshall of the New Zealand Police, he

undertook a review of the New Zealand police operational safety and tactics training

and provided advice in respect of operational best practice.

Mr. Shuey played an extensive role in furthering the understanding between police

forces and persons with mental illness. He was the police representative on the

National Mental Health Crisis Intervention Ad Hoc Advisory Group and the

Interdepartmental Liaison Committee. He has also played an important role in the

promotion of Crisis Assessment Treatment Teams (discussed below). He told the

Tribunal that "liaison is seen to be critical with psychiatric services and the-

understanding of psychology involved in dealing with the mentally ill".

Mr. Shuey has undertaken extensive research in relation to less lethal options and

was responsible for the introduction of Capsicum spray and the extendable baton to

the Victoria police force. He identifies himself as a strong proponent for the use of

the Air Taser by police forces. He described his professional aim as being "to achieve

the best possible equipment, facilities and training for operational members, so they

have the confidence and competence to deal with critical incidents and the dynamics

under which they unfold".

2.    Structure of the Victoria Police

The Victoria Police has 10,800 sworn members and 2,000 public service support

staff. There is one chief commissioner, two deputy commissioners and six assistant

commissioners. There are 323 police stations and a significant number of these are

within the city of Melbourne. Mr. Shuey thought that this was not dissimilar to Ireland

in structure. The Victoria police is an armed force where weapons are openly

displayed. All members are trained to c arry arms and do carry them as a matter of

course during their daily duties. Officers also carry a range of equipment including

less lethal options such as the extendable baton, O.C. spray and handcuffs. "They

are- not allowed just to take out a firearm and say that is good enough," Mr. Shuey
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explained, "they must have the range of less lethal options with them, so they are able

to tactically respond to am un nient as the need arises". The use of sue h weapons is

part of ongoing training.

The Special Operations Group (SOG) is similar in structure and numbers to the ERU.

It operates from a central base in Melbourne deploying to any regional location

where a critical incident involving a firearm is taking place.

3.    Project Beacon

The establishment of Project Beacon followed a number of shooting incidents

involving the use of tire-arms by the- Victoria police. Between 1987 and 1994, officers

were involved in operational incidents which resulted in the deaths of 29 offenders

or suspects. Police were required to attend 15 to 20 incidents per day where use of

force was employed and up to three- "critical incidents" per week. A critical incident

is defined as "any incident requiring police management whit h involves violence or

a threat of violence and is, or is potentially, life-threatening". By mid-1994 this trend

became the catalyst for fundamental change in operational safety tactics and training

within the Victoria police. Expert analysis revealed that a number of factors may have

contributed to this increase; namely, a feeling of vulnerability within the police force,

a desire on the part of the community for instant solutions and a belief within the

force that "there was no one else to solve these problems".

It was also felt that this trend was in part contributed to by the de-institutionalisation

of patients with mental illness in Victoria in the early 1990s. Six of nine fatal shooting

incidents in 1994 by police (and one in 1995) involved persons with a mental illness.

Statistics revealed that such persons were involved in 44% of all critical incidents

reported to Project Beacon between October, 1994 and December, 1995. It was

further noted that persons with mental illness were involved in approximately 4% of

all "use of force" incidents, i.e., where force is used or threatened by or against

the police. Emotionally disturbed persons attempting suicide and/or self-mutilation

constituted a further 3.5% of use of force incidents. In general, a significant number

of emotionally disturbed persons and people with behavioural problems, who may

not have had histories of mental illness, regularly came to the police attention.

A number of reviews, both internal and with the assistance of international policing

experts, were undertaken in an attempt to identify solutions. On 6th April, 1994, the

Commissioner of the Victoria police, Mr. Neil Comrie, wrote to all commissioned

officers emphasising the philosophy that "the success of an operation will primarily

be judged by the extent to which the use of force is avoided or minimised".

On 19lh September, 1994, Project Beacon was established and involved the

standardisation of training so that all officers were trained to the same level of

competence. The core principles of Project Beacon inform the response to every

incident and the planning of operations which may involve any potential use of force.

These core principles may be summarised as follows:
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"Safety First — the safety of police, the public and the offender or suspect

is paramount

Risk Assessment — is to be applied to all incidents and operations.

Take Charge — effective command and control must be exercised.

Planned Response — every opportunity should be taken to convert an

unplanned response into a planned operation.

Cordon and Containment - unless impractical, a cordon and containment

approach is to he- adopted.

Avoid Confrontation - a violent confrontation is to be avoided.

Avoid Force — the use of fore e is to be avoided.

Minimum Force - where the use of force is to he avoided, only the- minimum

amount reasonabl) nee essary is to be used.

Forced Entry Searches - are to be use-d only as a last resort.

Resources — it is accepted that the "safety first" principle may require the

deployment of more resources, more complex planning and more time to

complete".

The primary principle of Project Beacon is "safety first". The safety of the police-

officer is paramount, followed by the safety of the public and the safety of the subject.

Mr. Shuey utilised the example of a doctor attending a collision to treat a patient:

"the doctor wouldn't stand in the middle of the road to do the treatment of the

patient because he would be exposing himself to the risk of being run over by a ( ar".

If the police officer is in a position of security, he or she will be more competent and

capable of handling the situation. If a police officer is not involved in anything which

is unsafe, he will have a clearer perspective ot what is happening and be able to deal

with the situation accordingly. If you expose a police officer to a "kill or be killed"

situation, the risk of a fatal confrontation increases.

A significant objective of Project Beacon was to assist police in dealing with persons

with mental illness, emotionally disturbed individuals and persons with behavioural

problems. Project Beacon, in collaboration with the Victoria Department of Health

and Community Services, developed a comprehensive integrated approach for

dealing with such persons which was incorporated into police training courses. The

training involved video scenarios anc\ role-playing and in December, 1995, a video

called "Similar Expet talions"was produced. It offered a range of methods for dealing

with persons with mental illness, and provided advice from mental health experts.

The video received widespread acceptance in law enforcement and mental health

agencies and was automatically incorporated into every police officer's training; it

was not confined to the training of those who participated in dedicated negotiators

courses. Further training programmes were developed by persons with expertise in

psychiatric mental health with the assistance of a police psychologist.

8,500 police officers, student and operational, were placed on an initial, five day

training course complemented by mandatory two-day refresher training every six
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months. It is now pari of ongoing training of police officers in the state of Victoria.

Training for the Special Operations Group is rigorous and ongoing, taking place on

most occasions when its members are- not involved in operational response duties.

A 'Lise of force register" is now maintained by the Victoria Police. Use of force

incidents range from the forcible obtainment of fingerprints and handcuffing, through

to riot situations. All such incidents are recorded in the register. This enables the

police force in Victoria to track the number of incidents where force is a fa< tor, and

enables trend analysis in relation to the type of force and weapons that are used. This

acts as a "catalyst" for the- next six months of training. The information is analysed and

if there is an excessive increase in crimes involving firearms or knives etc., the training

in the following six months will be highlighted in that direction.

4. Special Operations Group (SOG)

The Special Operations Group of the Victoria Police is the equivalent operational

unit to the Emergency Response Unit in Ireland. It is a full-time unit and is centralised

in Melbourne. It has been in operation since 1977. The SOG has a responsibility to

respond to, and assist in, critical incident resolution for all matters ranging from

domestic violence (including life-threatening siege situations) to full counter-terrorist

response. Given the size of the state, Victoria Police has three helicopters and fixed-

wing services available to enable it to deploy quickly.

In Victoria, the structure system within the police force is rank based. In a siege

situation, overall command is vested in the operations commander (i.e. the local

superintendent) who has ultimate responsibility in resolving a crisis situation with the

minimum use of force. Once deployed, a member of the SOG will act as the forward

commander taking charge of the inner cordon. The operations commander will also

have ultimate responsibility in respect of the actions of the forward commander.

From a central base, the officer in charge of the deployment of the SOG, being the

assistant commissioner, will provide a SOG team to assist in resolving the situation.

As with the Emergency Response Unit, considerable emphasis is placed on training

both at home and abroad. Special Operation Group members must go through a

psy< hological profile every few years. Psychologists are engaged in the selection

process of Special Operation Group members.

5. Negotiators

Negotiators do not form part of the SOG, but are members of the Force Response

Unit. However they undergo a considerable amount of training with the SOG.

Negotiators undertake other policing activities unless and until they are called upon

to negotiate. They are effectively part-time force negotiators, attending incidents as

required. They operate on a 24 hour basis on-call system. Negotiators, generally

speaking, are based in Melbourne; there are also a number of regional negotiators.

General members of the force receive training in tactical communications such as
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the need to talk calmly and softly to persons with mental illnesses, but do not receive

training as one-to-one negotiators.

The negotiator works under the control of the tactical commander who is a member

of the Special Operations Group. The tactical commander reports to the operations

commander (the local scene commander).

Negotiator training focuses on crisis intervention rather than hostage negotiation as

incidents involving hostages are minimal in Victoria compared to incidents requiring

suicide intervention and crisis intervention. It is essential that negotiators are

proficient in communication, cognitive, and relationship skills, and have personal and

professional competence. Newly qualified negotiators are not normally used as

primary negotiators in Victoria. Initially they are teamed with a person who has

previous experience in acting in that capacity. They may be used as the secondary

negotiator or as the fourth person in the team in order to gain experience and

confidence.

6. Critical Incident Response Team

Melbourne has 24 hour response capability consisting of two teams known as Critical

Incident Response Teams (CIRT). These teams are distinct from the Special Operation

Group. Generally speaking, they will respond to non-firearm incidents, for example,

they may attend at knife incidents. They "basically take the pressure off SOG in terms

of responding to those incidents". If a firearm is involved, the SOG will be called in

to assist. The CIRT may attend at a scene with a negotiator and will be responsible

for providing cordons and containment. There are usually four members in a CIRT

team, including the negotiator who attends alongside local, uniformed police officers.

They possess a number of less lethal options including O.C. spray, batons and shields

etc., as well as their standard issue firearm.

7. Crisis Assessment Treatment Teams

In the years prior to the establishment of Project Beacon, as stated above, the issue

of the de-institutionalisation of patients with mental illness was becoming a significant

contention for the police force. A number of responses and options were considered

and attempted. The first was to place a police officer and a psychiatrist on duty in a

dedicated car, to attempt to facilitate a joint response to critical incidents. This was

available on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays in some suburbs of Melbourne.

However, it was found to be prohibitively expensive. Further, incidents did not

necessarily occur in the locations where the service was available. It also raised

questions in relation to where the responsibility lay in dealing with persons with
mental illness.

There was a general concern in society in relation to a perceived lack of community

care from a mental health perspective. The increase in the number of critical incidents

involving persons with mental illness in 1994 raised the ante in the health area as

well as in the police environment. Further consideration was given in relation to
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the establishment of a 24 hour response team from the Department of Health and

Community Services. The result was the establishment of the Crisis Assessment

Treatment Team. They were created to treat people in the community who had

serious mental illness, as an alternative to psychiatric in-patient admission, where

such treatment would be appropriate. The CAT teams' primary role is in relation to

the welfare of clients in their area. ( )ne such responsibility is to deal with any situation

involving critical risks. CAT teams comprise a number of psychiatric nurses who are

generally funded by the Department of Health and Community Services. They are
on-call on a 24 hour basis.

CAT teams have been involved in numerous situations, including those where the

subject is known to have a mental illness and a prior history of violence, is known to

have been a threat to the safety of another, or has shown significant self-neglect or

a high level of distress. Alternatively, it may be a person who presents with a history

of, or displays a current threat of, deliberate self-harm or attempted suicide and who

is behaving in an erratic manner.

In 1995, a National Crisis Intervention Ad Hoc Advisory Group was established by

the Commonwealth Minister for Health to provide expert advice to the Australian

police on good practice approaches to liaison between police and mental health

services in the management of critical incidents involving people with mental

illnesses. The primary recommendation was that the safety of all parties involved is

paramount. According to Mr. Shuey, the relationship between police and mental

health authorities has improved dramatically since formalising the interface between

the agencies and focusing attention on the issue of safety first; a principle also at the

heart of Project Beacon.

To further strengthen the interface between the police and the mental health services,

an Interdepartmental Liaison Committee was established. Representations were

received from the Chief Health Officer, the head of psychiatry, assistant

commissioner of operations and assistant commissioner of training; the police

medical officer and the head of CAT services. According to Mr. Shuey, this proved

very effective in establishing the necessary rapport between the various agencies,

streamlining progress and providing a professional service to those most in need of

care and attention.

As a consequence of the workings of the Interdepartmental Liaison Committee, a

series of protocols were established between the Victoria police and the Department

of Health and Community Services Psychiatric Services Division in that State. Under

these protocols, CAT teams attend at the scene of high-risk, mental health crisis

situations and provide consultation to police members as soon as practicable. In

certain high-risk situations, trained police negotiators, Special Operations Group

members or police psychologists might also be involved. Responsibility for

management of the situation remains with the police at all times. CAT teams do not

perform a face to face assessment until given clearance from the police and they do

not act as negotiators. If a CAT team is requested to provide assistance in such

situations, the police, at the time of request will provide as much information as
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possible. The CAT team service staff may need to clarify a number of matters with

the police, namely (a) procedure for gaining access if the scene is secured; (b) how

to identify themselves to the person in command of the scene; (c) where they should

position themselves at the scene; (d) expectations about their role, and (e), where

the individual is charged with an offence, the advice of the- forensic medical officer.

Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that CAT teams had proven to be highly beneficial as a

service in both high-risk and routine matters requiring the professional intervention

of a CAT team and the police. In non-life-threatening situations strong rapport and

co-operation has developed between the local police and the CAT teams. Thus, for

example, in the context of a domestic situation where there was a "hint" thai

somebody may have a mental difficulty, the police would automatically request the

attenclane e of the on-c all CAT team to assist them, resulting in positive early

intervention. In life-threatening incidents, CAT teams have attended in conjunction

with the police to provide background advice to negotiators or forward commanders

on such matters as the emotional and psychiatric history of a subject or patient

known to them; such information may be invaluable in assisting in the peaceful

resolution of an incident.

The team may have had a prior involvement with the patient betöre any incident

occurred or they may be in a position to access case histories due to their

participation in the health area; even though they may not have particular or specific

involvement with the individual in question. In circumstances where- the subject may

not be known by the health authorities prior to the incident, CAT teams may also

attend on request. They may be of assistance in analysing behaviour and may arrive

at the conclusion that such behaviour is symptomatic of a psychiatric problem. Such

analysis may assist the negotiator to get a "better feel for what is happening at the

scene". They will also provide advice to the negotiator as to how to deal with the

behavioural manifestations of the subject. In addition the CAT team might ascertain

information regarding medication which the subject is taking. A simple but useful

example is where a particular tablet is mentioned; the nurse will know ¡ts purpose

and may be able to deduce whether the subject is likely to have been in psychiatric

care. Members of the team may also contact the subject's own general practitioner,

or treating psychiatrist and act as a conduit for any information received. They may

also act in conjunction with the polie c- psychologist.

CAT team psychiatric nurses have been involved in the training of members of the
police force.

CAT teams may also be valuable- in providing follow-up assistance in circumstances

where the conclusion of an incident necessitates a mental health response rather

than a law enforcement response. Where an offender was committed to a mental

institution, and is due for release, CAT teams will work on a rehabilitation programme

in conjunction with the local station commander to ensure effective re-introduction

into the local community; thereby hopefully preventing the recurrence of a similar
incident.
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In praising the resourx e that the CAT team provides, Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal thai

the real benelil in a siege type situation is that there is ".) mix of expertise provided

to the forward c ommander and the tac tic al commander, again just an option, it may

not work, bul il is seen that il is best lo have all the resources at your disposal rather

(han not have them".

8. Structured call taking

The Victoria police has a centralised command and control call taking facility. In

Melbourne it is part of an outsourced contract for emergency servie es while in rural

areas it is manned by police- personnel. There is a high focus on eliciting all relevant

information from the caller in a structured way so that the first respondéis are not

exposed to unnecessary risk when attending a e ritical incident. As such, the taking of

the initial call is part of the early stages of risk assessment and intelligence gathering; it

captures quality information which police need in order to safely and effectively

attend emergency situations.

9. Deployment of Special Operations Group and Negotiation Team

Authority to call out the SOG rests with the assistant commissioner. However, in an

emergency situation, the unit may self-activate, obtaining endorsement from the

assistant commissioner while en route to the incident. Before deployment is

authorised the assistant commissioner will go through a checklist with the operations

commander at the scene to ensure that the call-out of the SOG is justified. In certain

circumstances deployment will be automatically justified (where an offender has

been discharging his weapon), however, the assistant commissioner will ensure that

the local commander has carried out an adequate risk assessment of the incident.

Explaining the role of the assistant commissioner in charge of the SOG, Mr. Shuey

said: "you are more likely to withhold authorisation until the justification was

completely provided to your satisfaction". He further explained that the assistant

commissioner would not normally offer advice at the incident: "if you have not been

there for the totality of the incident, then you have not got a full appreciation of what

is happening there at the time. It would be unusual to provide any critical advice".

Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that in the Abbeylara type situation, in Victoria,

negotiators and the Special Operational Group would have been rapidly deployed

to the scene. A minimum of fourteen Special Operation Group members would be

deployed. In addition a team of four negotiators and two to three dog teams would

be deployed, according to availability. Given the rural location, a regional negotiator

may have been available to attend and the balance of the team would be deployed

from a central location in Melbourne. If this were not the case then a full team of

four negotiators would have deployed from the capital city to the location. A

qualified police psychologist would also have been requested to attend to provide

expert advice to the team and the forward commander, together with a member ol

the local mental health Crisis Assessment Treatment Team. A specialist Technical

Support Unit would also attend to assist the SOG in containing and observing the

premises by setting up monitors and cameras as appropriate. A relief team would be
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automatically provided owing to the duration of the siege, and a roster

programmed accordingly.

En route to the incident the SOG commander would provide advice to the local

superintendent. The negotiator would also be available to give advice. On arrival a

full briefing would be undertaken. An "officer's checklist" is used in order to obtain

a full briefing. This checklist is a written pre-prepared document based on likely

scenarios and likely resources that will be required. Logging is regarded as a critical

part of the operation. Mr. Shuey observed: "we work on the premise that the shortest

note is better than the longest memory". All incidents will be recorded, including the

logging in and out of every member from the scene. Therefore there is total

accountability in terms of the participation of each member.

Upon arrival at a critical incident, the police officers, whether they be first responders,

or a Special Operation Group member, will employ a strategy, similar to that

employed in Ireland of isolation, containment, evacuation and negotiation. Emphasis

is also placed on the conclusion of the incident and rehabilitation of the area to its

original order.

The negotiation team consists of the primary negotiator, secondary negotiator, team

leader and a fourth person as assistant. Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that the

complexities of an incident, such as at Abbeylara, would have made it very difficult

for one member to do the job of negotiating on his own. Accepting that resourcing is

an issue in any jurisdiction, Mr. Shuey explained that the Victoria police had adopted

resourcing as one of the ten core principles of Project Beacon which led to

appropriate resources for negotiating teams creating a "team approach" to

negotiations. He could not say, however, whether the outcome would have been

any different at Abbeylara had a full team of negotiators been used.

In Melbourne, there is a psychology unit comprising, at varying times, between four

and six qualified psychologists. They are full-time employees of the police

department. They provide for the police a range of services including advice on
welfare matters. If an incident occurs involving a person with a mental illness or

behavioural problem, they are automatically requested to attend. In some remote

locations, other psychological services are available to the police on an on-call

basis.

The role of the police psychologist at a critical incident is primarily to provide support

to the negotiation team. However, it is important to note that they have no role in

direct negotiations with a subject; they are there in an advisory capacity only. They
may advise the principal negotiator on the highs and lows of what is happening. They
may also advise in relation to particular tactics which may be beneficial in the context
of negotiation. They consult with medical personnel who may be looking after the
subject and would act as a contact and conduit to other medical services. They also
provide an oversight function to the welfare of individuals at the scene, and are
responsible for psychological debriefing following an incident, particularly where it
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has been traumatic. The police psychologists are involved with negotiation teams to

a high degree, providing input into training courses by way of lectures and briefings.

10.    Isolate, contain, evacuate and negotiate

The response of isolate, contain, evae uale and negotiate is the core principle of siege

management in Victoria. Upon arrival at any critical incident, police officers, whether

they be first responders or members of the Special Operations Group, are trained to

isolate or secure the incident site and to ensure that the stronghold or premises used

by the subject is completely contained and escape is not possible. The area will also

be evacuated whereby all civilian bystanders will be removed from within the inner

and outer perimeters. Negotiation may then commence.

The basic concept is to isolate the offender from an external environment, said Mr.

Shuey: "that means that you cut off their supply of electricity, gas, water, phone lines,

television, anything at all whereby the person that is causing the problem has creature

comfort facilities so to speak and access to communicate with the outside world. You

are basically providing both physical and psychological isolation". However, Mr.

Shuey noted that this requirement is not rigid and inflexible but more a guiding

principle for the management of operations. Telephone communication can be

isolated on a one-to-one basis both in terms of land lines and mobile phones. The

assistant commissioner effectively has the power to provide a warrant to the

telecommunications company to provide such isolation; it does not require a legal

request through a court process.

The Victoria police do not force confrontation as a matter of policy. They take all

steps available to negotiate a peaceful resolution to an incident.

11.   Time, distance and cover

Mr. Shuey referred to the taking of protective action in the context of "time, distance

and cover". These are strategies which are operationally employed to minimise risks.

It is, he said, a simplistic approach to incident resolution which is drilled into

members.

In the context of time it is probable that, if the offender is affected by drugs or

alcohol, time may help in the resolution of the incident; the longer the time the

greater the advantage the police officers have of obtaining a peaceful resolution. In

the context of distance it is necessary to maintain a distance from the immediate

threat, e.g., if it is a knife incident, the minimum distance required is 21 feet. The

police officer must make sure that he or she is not in that minimum distance and

must assess any barriers such as a chair or table that may impact on that distance. In

the context of cover, members are trained as to what is appropriate ballistic cover

and how not to position oneself as a target for the offender to shoot at.
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12. Mobile command centre/command post

The SOG establishes a command centre (or post) at the scene. There are a number

of designated command caravans available in metropolitan areas that are fitted out

specifically for this purpose. In other areas a police vehicle such as a "booze bus"

may be commandeered. These are vehicles available locally that are used in

roadblock checks to intercept people driving under the influence of alcohol. They

have automatic generators and provide- a good working environment.

13. Cordons

In Victoria two cordons are put in place: an outer cordon which looks outwards and

an inner cordon which looks inwards in order to monitor and contain the stronghold.

A sterile area is maintained between the two areas. The circumstances of the incident

will dictate the distance between the cordons. It will depend on whether it is an

"edged weapon incident" or a "firearms incident" with cordons being placed

appropriately. Any person coming in or out of either cordon is formally logged on

and off the cordon.

Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that when the Special Operations Group contain an

incident, an armed offender is not allowed to exit through the inner perimeter, which

is seen as the proverbial "line in the sand". A conscious decision is made that will

ensure the safety of all persons outside the inner perimeter; namely, that the subject

not be permitted through the inner cordon. If the subject approaches at that point,

they must be challenged by the police tactical operations team and if violent

confrontation results, as a matter of last resort, it is met with lethal force. Therefore

an important part of any incident is the devising of an emergency action plan which

necessarily includes an unexpected exit from the stronghold. Such a plan will be

discussed between the various commanders, committed to writing and signed off.

The plan is based on a thorough risk assessment of the possible tactical options in

relation to an unexpected exit by the subject, to forcible entry of the stronghold, to

the utilisation of less lethal options.

14. Negotiations

Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that in Victoria a negotiating cell consists of four persons,

namely a primary negotiator, a secondary negotiator, a team leader and an assistant.

It is usually located outside the inner cordon in a specially designated vehicle or a

house, as appropriate. It is important that the negotiations are not carried out in "an
area of compromise."

The primary negotiator's function is to establish negotiations with the subject by

establishing and maintaining rapport and working towards a peaceful resolution. The

secondary negotiator acts as back-up to the primary negotiator. He or she may take

over negotiations if the primary negotiator requires a rest break. The secondary

negotiator will also be responsible for feeding intelligence to the primary negotiator;

it is felt that primary negotiators should never have to source that information

themselves. The team leader is responsible for co-ordinating the activities within the



negotiation e ell. I le or she is in the role of supervisor and observer. The team leader's

responsibilities ¡ne lude ensuring thai a proper log is maintained and will also include

overseeing the- welfare of the officers in the cell. He or she also acts as the interface

between the negotiation cell and the other commanders, providing briefings as

appropriate. The role of the fourth person is one of assistant to the negotiation effort.

He or she will be responsible for the recording and maintenance of the negotiation

log and the- re-cording ol the negotiations. Communications may be recorded within

the negotiation cell. Negotiators have a responsibility to brief and debrief at various

stages during their engagement. This is especially important at the end of an incident
where they are expected to do an "honest debrief about what worked and what

didn't work" with the focus on continuous improvement.

Mr. Shuey accepted that the practicality of life is such that if you have face to face

negotiations you have better communication, but he stated that the safety first

principle usually overrides this. Not placing the negotiator in the front line is the

result of a saletv tirst policy that supersedes every operational objective:

"We wouldn't put anybody in a position where they are subject to a threat, a

serious threat lo life and again, working on the concept of taking somebody

from a position of safety lo a iiosition of risk, would not be seen to be the best

way lo do it from our point of view, so the negotiation cell would be placed

by the tactical commander in a location that was safe but [from which] they

are able to do the communications effectively."

The- face to lace- concept "wouldn't be undertaken unless there was a reduced threat"

from the individual and particularly not if they had possession of a firearm; with a

fire-arm "you can't get the safety factor". Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that, in principle,

he did not have a difficulty with the idea of face to face negotiations where there is

ballistic cover and where other attempts at communication have failed. Ballistic cover

is any situation where the member was protected by buildings or any other

intervention material such as a safety rescue vehicle — "any situation where basically

it was impossible for them to be injured".

It the subjecl has already built up a rapport with a local member of the police by the

time the negotiator arrives, the local member will be permitted to continue

negotiating. However, the trained negotiator will always be responsible for

controlling the negotiations.

In Victoria, when the subject is not receptive to negotiations, a number of appliances

are used, such as the landline, mobile phone or field phone, until such time as the

subject responds. In circumstances where there is difficulty in communication, an

armoured vehicle with a loudhailer may be used and in this way safety is maintained.

However, if the offender fired shots at the vehicle it would be removed as it is

seen as a "pointless exercise" in that it provides another target of aggression for

the individual.

The principles of negotiation are based on gaining empathy, providing feedback and

developing  rapport.  A  core  principle  of negotiation  is  trust  building and  that
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therefore, as a rule, one would not allow a situation where the negotiator misleads

the subject.

Negotiators are considered operational police members. They are armed in the

normal course of their duties, but will not be placed in a position where they might

be required to discharge their firearm.

15. Negotiator rest breaks

Mr. Shuey stated that, in Victoria, the timing of rest breaks depends entirely on the

circumstances of the incident as they unfold. If one were at a critical stage of positive

negotiation, a break would not be contemplated. On the other hand, if there was an

element of "down time" in the negotiations then it might be considered appropriate

to provide for extended breaks. The responsibility of the negotiator is to establish

and continue a rapport with the individual; from that perspective, a rest break may

become irrelevant. However, Mr. Shuey stressed the overriding consideration of the

welfare of all members during the siege, including the negotiator. Members of a

negotiation cell would be relieved from duty in a staggered fashion so that there is

always an element of continuity to the cell and impetus is not lost. "It is a matter of

degrees and a matter of assessing the situation at that particular time," Mr. Shuey

explained.

16. Third party intermediaries (TPIs)

The experience of the Victoria police is that the use of third party intermediaries is

fraught with danger as the results are unpredictable. Sometimes, they have been the

catalysts for a dramatic ending to an incident. Every situation is viewed on its merits

and the value of TPIs adjudged accordingly. He explained:

"Family members tend to think that they can negotiate effectively with the

subject/individual and the reality of life is that they can't . . . Colleagues may

also think they have a good rapport with the individual and, again, the reality

of life says that they are not good at negotiating; they don't necessarily do what

they are told. They are probably what I classify as a "loose cannon" in the

context of what gains may have been made; you sometimes get a setback with
introducing a third party".

However, all third parties are automatically interviewed for the purpose of obtaining

advice, opinions and recommendations. This information is examined and an

assessment made as to whether it is more beneficial to simply utilise the intelligence

gleaned rather than introduce the individual into the negotiating process. TPIs have
an important role, Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal, but they are most effective as
providers of intelligence rather than being involved in direct negotiations.

In circumstances where there is difficulty communicating with the subject, the use of

non-police persons to speak to the subject is given serious consideration. They are
assessed in relation to their demeanour, and the benefit they may be in resolving the

situation is also analysed. Mr. Shuey agreed with counsel for the Commissioner that
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it is probably better to try something rather than nothing and that, if nothing else is

working, TPIs are an option that may be considered. However, particular concern is
exercised for their safety.

17. Cigarettes and solicitors

Mr. Shuey was aware that lohn Carthy had requested cigarettes and a solicitor. He
told the Tribunal that in Victoria these would have been considered "irrelevant" in a

physical sense but would be viewed in a positive light as a means of building trust;

they would be seen as "negotiable avenues". However, the safety aspects of the

operation would have primacy over a response to any such requests.

Mr. Shuey explained that there is no drama in providing the cigarettes so long as

they may be delivered without compromising the safety of any of the individual

members. Delivery would be an exercise of goodwill on behalf of the negotiator to

assist in rapport building. In normal circumstances a controlled delivery is carried out.

Mr. Shuey was asked if it would be necessary to communicate with the subject in

relation to such delivery. He replied that the more communication you have with the

subject, the better it is in the context of rapport building: "it really does not matter

what the context of the conversation is or the constructive delivery, whether it is

clothing or equipment or a meal or whatever, that does not matter; as long as you

have communications going on effectively then you are in a positive line".

He accepted that having a solicitor available, when requested, indicates that "at least

you have gone to the extent of showing good faith and it may be a position where

you can get to the bottom of whatever is causing the trouble". Where a specific

solicitor was not known or available, Mr. Shuey expressed the opinion that any

solicitor may have assisted, at least for the purpose of showing that the police were

trying to help. However, he was adamant that a solicitor would not be permitted

within a stronghold; no one would be permitted within the stronghold.

Mr. Shuey thought that the benefit of the negotiation cell in Victoria, with its four

members, may have influenced the manner in which these requests would have been

considered by the Victoria police. He observed:

"While it is an easy comment to make in hindsight, the provision of a team to

handle this situation may have allowed for these requests to be provided rather

than rely on one qualified member assisted by an untrained member who had

to take over when the primary member needed rest".

18. Intelligence gathering

Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that intelligence is gathered as a means of supporting

decision-making in relation to the best tactics to resolve the situation. As a first means

of gathering information the police in Victoria look at a number of background

matters relating to the subject, for example, whether he was known to the police or

had any criminal history record or mental health record. They also gather information

to try and assess what had happened in the preceding days or weeks which is causing
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or contributing to the behaviour of the individual. As discussed above, potential third-

party intermediaries are a helpful resource in this regard.

19. Line in the sand and moving containment

As already stated, in Victoria, that an armed offender, once contained, will not be

permitted to exit through the inner perimeter. This is what he described as a

proverbial "line in the sand":

"A conscious decision is made that will ensure the safety of all persons outside

the inner perimeter. No offender will be permitted to exit through the cordon.

Should the suspect approach that point they must be challenged by police

tactical operators and if a violent confrontation results, as a matter of last resort,

it will be met with lethal force."

A subject exiting the house and acting in a bravado fashion may not necessarily be

regarded as a breach of the inner cordon. However, if the subject made a deliberate

attempt to breach a line in the sand, which may be fifty or one hundred metres away

from the house, then an officer has "automatically a responsibility to make sure the

offender didn't breach that area". The situation has then changed from one of a

reasonable degree of control over the subject to a situation which is completely

unknown. The risk level is raised dramatically by the offender's action.

In Victoria, the concept of moving containment is not considered safe or effective in

circumstances where the subject is armed with a firearm. Mr. Shuey classified such

a moving containment situation as "high risk" and "fraught with danger". If it arises

you have to attempt to communicate in a dynamic environment in a situation where

the outcome is totally unknown — "so from our point of view, the moving

containment is not really an accepted practice". It is something which may happen

when you are following, rather than trying to contain; for example, where an offender

is on the loose with a weapon and you have not already contained the individual.

Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that the SOG do receive some training in moving

containment "in terms of the hypothetical and the risk assessment".

20. Warning

In Victoria, the warning which is used is either: "police, don't move", or "police,

drop your weapon". The subject is not warned that he is likely to be shot if he does

not drop his weapon or if he moves, but Mr. Shuey was certain that "the intonation

in what is being given would leave the offender or suspect in no doubt that there

would be some dramatic consequences for failure to comply with the action".

21. Training in relation to where to shoot

Mr. Shuey explained that as a firearm is used as a weapon of last resort, officers in

Victoria are trained to shoot at the central body mass, so as to cause instantaneous

incapacitation and stop the immediacy of the threat to life.
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The decision by an officer in Victoria to discharge or not to discharge a weapon is

an individual one and does not involve a situation of a junior officer following the

direction or lead of a more senior officer.

22. "Use of force" models

Use of force mode-Is are used by police forces to provide guidance to the- appropriate-

response in any given situation and to ensure that only force which is necessary to
resolve a situation is used. Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that there were a number of

such models which have been considered in the past by the Victoria police. Three

categories or models were considered: namely, incremental, situational anc\ tactical.

The traditional use of force model which was developed in the United States was

"incremental" in nature. Effectively, this dictates that the required police response is

one level higher than the threat posed. For example, if an offender draws a knife, the

police respond with a firearm. This concept was rejected in Victoria on the basis that

it had the capacity to escalate a situation; once a firearm is drawn the incident

automatically becomes a firearms incident and it is difficult for an officer to then de-

escalate or change that dynamic.

The "situational" model involves police choosing a tactical response based on a

consideration of the circumstances confronting them. Mr. Shuey noted, however,

that this model was not satisfactory and did not take into account all options that

may be employed, such as the continuous use of communications as a primary

response to incidents.

The Victoria Police elected to adopt a "tactical" options model, following closely the

experience of the Canadian police. This model allows for a range of different tactical

responses to be attempted, in an effort to resolve an incident. Its attraction lies in

its simplicity and emphasis on effective communication as an ongoing requirement

throughout an incident. The need to constantly assess and reassess the risks involved

in incidents is a priority in this model. As circumstances change throughout the

incident, so may the appropriate response:

"the police response is not a one way continuum . . . de-escalation, including

tactical disengagement, is just as necessary as escalation in response to the

evolving nature of the incident. The options refer to a range of competencies

such as an appreciation of command and control principles, communication

skills, conflict resolution skill, less than lethal equipment and firearms as a very

last resort. . . there is no hierarchy in the whole exercise because you could at

one minute have your firearm drawn, the next minute, you could be back into

a resolution situation without any hurt or any sort of threat."

23. Less lethal options

Mr. Shuey gave evidence that the less lethal options that have been considered and

used in Victoria are not always suitable when responding to a subject armed with a

firearm. Although the Victoria police are trained to always try and avoid a direct
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"firearm approach equals firearm response" model, the practicality is that often the

only way to resolve such a situation may be police use of firearms. Commanders are

trained to employ continuous risk assessment throughout an incident looking at all

tactical options that are available, and if less lethal options may be deployed then

they should be.

SOG members have a number of less lethal options available. At an incident such as

Abbeylara, they would have the use of a safety rescue vehicle. Such a vehicle has

complete ballistic cover and may have O.C. sprays (both foggers and streamers)

attached to it. There have been circumstances where it has been driven at the

offender and O.C. spray released or dogs deployed from it.

In a non-firearm incident they have a range of less lethal options to deploy, including

bean bags and O.C. spray canisters. In the context of a firearm incident, less lethal

options are generally speaking not employed because they are "not seen to be

effective in the concept of counteracting a firearm". This is generally because of the

distance involved and the dangers associated with a firearm incident. However, they

are not discounted from consideration and the SOG are trained to always consider

less lethal options as a primary response together with the use of police dogs. Less

lethal weapons are usually operated in conjunction with other such weapons and

often in conjunction with a safety rescue vehicle. However if the subject is going

through the inner cordon, and is perceived as a threat to life, and there are no other

means available of reducing or minimising that threat, then lethal force may be used

to resolve the situation.

At the time of giving evidence to the Tribunal, Mr. Shuey reported that the Victoria

police were in the process of introducing the Air Taser which he believes to be a

highly effective less lethal option. However, he noted that it has the same limitations

as other less lethal options in being unsuitable for dealing with firearms incidents

involving confrontation with an armed offender. The Taser was not in use in Victoria

in 2000.

24.    Dogs

Dog teams automatically attend all incidents involving siege or siege/hostage

situations. Dogs are not part of the SOG team. They are an additional operational

response unit to assist members in the field to handle whatever situation arises.

However, once deployed, the dog unit comes under the control of the Special

Operations Group officer. Dog units and the SOG regularly train together.

In Victoria, there are a number of dogs that are used in various applications. They

are housed in a domestic environment with children so that they respond to orders

rather than to natural aggression. Siege dogs are classified as "grade 3 dogs" and

receive extra specialist training. There are 21 operational, general purpose canine

teams (five of which are rated as grade three dog teams) in Victoria.

Mr. Shuey noted that there are problems with deploying police dogs in firearm

incidents including the risk to the dog, the risk to the handler, the inability of the dog
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to penetrate locked or closed door situations, and a difficulty in getting the dog close

enough to the subject to attack without exposing the handler to the subject's

weapon. Dogs are not foolproof and cannot always be relied upon to achieve a

desired result. Provided the dog handler gets the dog to appreciate that the individual

is a threat, a dog may be advisable. Dogs are trained to react to fleeing or rapidly

moving subjects who will automatically be a target for a dog, or two dogs as the

case may be. However, if the subject is quiet or is walking in a measured way then

it might be difficult for the handler to persuade their dogs that such a person should

be attacked. In such circumstances the deployment of dogs is a low option and may

not be appropriate. Much depends on the distance between the handler and the

subject, whether a line of sight can be obtained, whether the dog can be distracted

and whether there is a possibility that the subject might have time to close his gun

and discharge it at an officer. The practicality is that the tactical commander enquires

of the dog handler if, in his view, the dog could be used to take down the offender.

A judgement is then made within what may be a very short time-frame. On any risk

assessment, one goes for the least high risk response and if deploying a dog might

escalate the situation or provoke a reaction it would be discounted.

In the context of the Abbeylara situation, he noted "the fact that ERU members were

calling out to drop the weapon and this would be a confusing situation for the dog

because the dog really responds to a reaction and is trained to work in that way".

Therefore, the dog may act in an unpredictable fashion and one could not guarantee

that the dog would automatically go for the offender. It is the function of the tactical

commander to assess the value of deploying clogs at any given time.

In Victoria, the two dog approach has been proven to be "extremely successful". The

dogs may be sent from two separate locations at the subject creating an element of

surprise that makes this approach successful.

Victoria police also have the use of a "dog cam", that is, a camera which is secured

to the top of the dog's head. The dog can be commanded to enter a designated

building or environment and the camera may be operated and viewed from a remote

location. These dogs are frequently used for searches but they can, if necessary, be

deployed in high risk situations for surveillance purposes. Dogs are trained to bite

on command.

25.    Media officers

There are a number of full-time media officers in the Victoria police. They

automatically attend an incident such as Abbeylara. A media liaison individual leader

is appointed. He or she would assist the operations commander in the preparation

of a plan to make sure that the media did not create a problem at the scene.

There is a general policy within the Victoria police to provide limited and controlled

access for the media to a particular incident. They are also provided with information

by way of briefings which are the responsibility of the media liaison officer. Where

necessary an exclusion zone may be declared. This may involve a request from the
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operational commander to the air safety authority, for example, to establish a no-fly

zone. If it is breached, a pilot may lose his licence. However, Mr. Shuey told the

Tribunal that they "would very rarely get any situation at all where there is even a hint

of a breach of that declaration". To direct the media not to report certain matters,

goodwill is relied upon.

26. Welfare officers

Unit leaders oversee the welfare of their members and are responsible for rostering

and providing appropriate rest periods. However, the operations commander has

overall responsibility for the welfare of all personnel at a scene.

27. Police helicopter

The Victoria police have a helicopter based in Melbourne city which can be used in

the context of extended sieges within close proximity to Melbourne. Such helicopters

are equipped with thermal imaging and lighting capabilities. Whilst such equipment

may not necessarily be beneficial to resolution of the incident, it is at the operational

commander's disposal if required. It provides another strategic option. It may prove

to be particularly useful in intelligence gathering in relation to topography and an

assessment of possible escape routes available to the offender. Further, the thermal

imaging provides that images can be relayed from the air to the command vehicle in

circumstances where an incident is occurring within a 100km. radius of Melbourne.

28. "Suicide by Cop"
Mr. Shuey told the Tribunal that the concept of "suicide by cop" is something that

the Victoria police have been aware of for the last ten years or so and that that

awareness has been heightened by some of the work that is being done in this area

in the United States.

29. Ethical Standards Department

If a fatality occurs as a result of an "in-custody" incident it is automatically

investigated by the police homicide squad and the ethical standards department. In-

custody incidents include all situations where the police have some form of control

or intervention in the circumstances and would include a siege situation such as

occurred at Abbeylara. The ethical standards department is a group of personnel

operating within the police environment whose task is to conduct internal reviews

and internal investigations as the need arises. This body investigates all incidents from

allegations of assault, adverse behaviours of police officers, corruption and anything

at all involving death or injuries to civilians. It is a body which has a responsibility to

report incidents through to the State Ombudsman. A critical incident review of any

in-custody incident is automatically conducted by an assistant commissioner and all

information is furnished to a Coronial Inquiry as appropriate.
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SECTION B: - New Zealand

1. Superintendent Neville Matthews

Superintendent Matthews is a serving member oí the New Zealand Police Force. At

the time of his evidence to the Tribunal he had served as a member of the force for

32 years, in the last ten years of which he held the position of National Manager

( )perations and National Commander of the Special Tactics Group. As the National

Manager Operations, Superintendent Matthews had national responsibility for issues

relating to the uniformed branch of the police force. His areas of responsibility included

emergency management, counter terrorism exercises; tactical groups including the

Armed Offender Squads, the Special Tactics Group and the Police Negotiation Team;

police firearms and related equipment; and, community liaison. As National

Commander of the Special Tactics Group he had command responsibility for serious

criminal incidents involving firearms, acts of terrorism, hostage taking or any incident

beyond the c apability of the- Armed Offender Squads. He has commanded the Special

Tactics Group in a number of such operations and terrorist exercises.

Superintendent Matthews is also the leading New Zealand police expert in less lethal

weapons. In 1996, he pie-pared a paper entitled "Less Than Lethal Weapons, A Study

of Current Weapons and Recommendations for Enhancement". The paper resulted in

the introduction of O.C. spray as a defensive tool for all front-line officers. In May,

2003, he completed a research and evaluation paper on current less lethal weapon

tec hnology entitled "Project Lincoln: a review of less lethal weapons and related

issues". It considered not only less lethal weapons but also armoured protected

vehicles for police, police firearms and an enhanced differential response to critical

incidents involving dangerous weapons.

At the time oí giving evidence to the Tribunal, Superintendent Matthews was the

only New Zealand police officer qualified as a United Nations Training Team Adviser.

He has been awarded the New Zealand Operation Service Medal; the East Timor

Medal and the New Zealand Police Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. In 2000,

he was awarded a Commissioner's Commendation for work done with the first New

Zealand Police Deployment to the United Nations Mission in East Timor. In 2002,

he was awarded an FBI Certificate of Appreciation for exceptional service in the

public interest. In March, 2004, Superintendent Matthews was appointed the police

luisón officer ,it the New Zealand Embassy in Washington, USA. He is a Colonel

Commandant of the Royal New Zealand Military Police and holds the rank of

Honorary Colonel in the New Zealand Army.

2. The New Zealand Police Force

New Zealand has a population of 4.1 million people. The New Zealand police force

consists of 9,500 staff of which 7,400 are sworn and 2,100 non-sworn. The police

force is headed by a police commissioner who is supported by two deputy

commissioners. There are four assistant commissioners. The next rank is that of

superintendent; the rank of chief superintendent no longer existing in the New

Zealand police force.
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New Zealand is divided into 12 policing districts, each under the command of a

superintendent with a number of additional superintendents operating from

headquarters.

The New Zealand police force is, in general, an unarmed force. However, up until

the early 1960s its detective branch carried firearms as a matter of course. In 1962,

an incident occurred where two officers went to a domestic dispute. They were

unarmed. Both were shot by an offender who discharged a rifle from the house. As

a result of an inquiry, "Armed Offender Squads" were established in each police

district. With the creation of the Armed Offender Squads, general duty officers

(including detectives) do not carry firearms as a matter of course.

3. Armed Offender Squads (AOS)

Armed Offender Squads operate on a part-time basis with members of the squads

holding full-time positions within the New Zealand police force. They are called

together as and when necessary to deal with incidents involving firearms. There are

1 7 squads throughout the country. They have a total of approximately 250 officers.

Members of the squad receive training additional to that received by the general

police in New Zealand. Candidates must go through a selection process, conducted

in their local area. Initially, they will be used in non-forward roles until such time as

they have attended an AOS national training course. This course is of 1 7 days'

duration and at the end of the course officers qualify as AOS members.

4. Special Tactics Croup (STG)

The Special Tactics Groups developed from the Anti-Terrorist Squad formed in 1978

in response to a government requirement for police to have a capability to deal with

armed and barricaded terrorists. At this time there were a number of high profile

airplane hijackings around the world. The function of the STG is to provide a tactical

response, including command, control, intelligence, information technology, tactical

operators, including snipers, for the most serious critical incidents which may involve

heavily armed and barricaded offenders, hostage taking or any other such incident

that is beyond the capability of Armed Offender Squads. The Special Tactics Group

has 39 members. As at July, 2003 it is a full time force within the New Zealand police.

Given the geographical size of the country, the Special Tactics Group is divided into

three units based in the cities of Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. Units train

locally, with all coming together three to four times per year for national training.

There are also a number of specialist courses. Officers are required to return to

general policing duties for a minimum of three weeks each year.

5. Police Negotiation Teams (PNT)

Superintendent Matthews advised the Tribunal that approximately 70% of all armed
offender situations in New Zealand are resolved through negotiation. The role of the

police negotiator is to establish contact with the subject and, using negotiation tactics

and experience, to resolve incidents with as little risk to all parties as possible. The
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training of New Zealand police officers in crisis negotiation is based on the principles

taught at the FBI academy.

Police Negotiation Teams comprise a supervisor, a primary negotiator and a

secondary negotiator. Sometimes a fourth negotiator is employed as a log keeper.

The Police Negotiation Team works on a part-time, on-call basis. Even in domestic

siege type situations, where there are no hostages and perhaps just one person in

the house, it is policy to have three members of a negotiation cell present; all are

trained negotiators.

The role of the supervisor is to ensure that the primary and/or secondary negotiators

are negotiating in a proper manner. He or she develops the negotiation tactics based

on the strategy decided by either the forward commander or the operation

commander and is responsible for overseeing its appropriate implementation. This

will include attending tactical meetings that are held by the operation commander

to provide updates as to what is occurring. The supervisor is also responsible for

overseeing the welfare of the other members of the negotiation cell. If a fourth

person is not available to the negotiation cell, the secondary negotiator will be

responsible for keeping a log. Primary and secondary negotiators work closely as a

team and they may in fact swap roles during the course of an incident if it is

considered advantageous to do so.

Members of the Police Negotiation Team are not armed.

PNT members are recruited and trained in the following way. When a vacancy arises,

local PNT members will normally approach a particular officer and invite him or her

to train as a PNT member; it is "a local, self-selection process" that matches

negotiators to the requirements of the AOS. Normally a non-commissioned officer,

such as a constable or a detective, will be selected. The officer then undergoes a

police negotiation course, at the National Police College, of 14 days' duration. He

or she continues training locally, at least one day a month. Some of this training

consists of working alongside the Armed Offender Squad. At the time of giving

evidence to the Tribunal there were approximately 45 trained police negotiators in

New Zealand.

6.    Police training in use of firearms

All members of the New Zealand police force are trained in the use of firearms and

are required to re-qualify each year in the use of such weapons. While all officers are

trained in the use of firearms, they do not carry them unless there is a particular

requirement. Further, no officers carry firearms while they are wearing general duty

uniform. Members may carry police issue firearms on their person if there is clear

and specific evidence that there is a risk of encountering a firearm type incident; thus

a principle of minimum personal carriage and minimum visibility is applied. Firearm

carriage is usually authorised by a commissioned officer. District commanders may

also authorise the carriage of approved firearms in police vehicles, where

appropriate, to ensure members have ready access to firearms should circumstances
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dictate. As part of the initial response, general duty police officers will attend,

equipped with arms, pending the arrival of the Armed Offender Squad.

Under Section 62 of the Crimes Act, 1961 a police officer is criminally liable for
excessive use of force. By statute, membe-rs are prohibited from using firearms save

in the following circumstances:

• To defend themselves, or others, if they tear death or grievous bodily harm

to themselves or others, and cannot reasonably protee t themselves, or

others, in a less violent manner.

• To arrest an offender if they believe, on reasonable grounds, that the

offender poses a threat of death or grievously bodily harm in resisting arrest

and the arrest cannot be reasonably effected in a less violent manner; and

the arrest cannot be delayed without danger to others.

• To prevent the escape of an offender if it is believed, on reasonable grounds,

that the offender poses a threat oí death or grievous bodily harm to any

person (whether an identifiable individual or members of the public at large);

and he or she takes flight to avoid arrest, or he or she escapes after arresl

and such flight or escape cannot reasonably be prevented in a less violent

manner.

In each and every case, the offender is not to be shot until called upon to surrender

(unless impracticable to do so) and it is clear that he or she cannot be disarmed or

arrested without first being shot; and in the circumstances, further delay in

apprehending the offender would be dangerous or impracticable-.

7. Warnings

AOS members are trained to use very clear and distinct warnings which simply say

"Armed police. Put your firearm down now". This will be repeated as many times as

necessary until there is compliance or until such time as some other overt action is

taken. It is not the policy of the New Zealand polie e- to follow up such warnings with

a further warning of "or you will be shot".

8. Training — shooting to incapacitate

The New Zealand policy is that when it is necessary to shoot a person, the shots arc-

to be placed to incapacitate that person as c|uiekly as possible and thereby neutralise

the threat. Incapacitation is best brought about by shots to the chest area or central

mass. It is also the easiest place to hit. There is no policy of shooting to wound.

9. Project Lincoln

Project Lincoln was established to review less lethal technology and related issues in

New Zealand. It also included a review of resources such as armoured, protected

vehicles for police, police firearms and enhanced differential responses to critical

incidents involving dangerous weapons.
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Proje< t Lincoln was initiated for two main reasons. First, it was felt that a thorough

review of the use of O.C. spray was required to see it it was the most appropriate

less lethal option for officers; it had been introduced into the- force in 1998 for all

front-line officers to carry while on duty. Second, an incident occurred in which a

police- officer shot a person who was armed with a golf club which led the

Commissioner to believe that it was appropriate tor the overall response to armed

or potentially armed incidents to be reviewed.

In relation to the use- of O.C. spray the report analysed its use on 4,186 occasions

over a period of 21 months. On some of these occasions it was used on persons

with mental disabilities. The report found that the use of O.C. spray is an effective

tool in appropriate circumstances and that it is usually effective on persons with

mental disabilities. In general, officers .ire provided with a small canister of O.C. spray

which they carry on their belts as a matter of course. Superintendent Matthews told

the Tribunal that it is as much a part of their uniform as their handcuffs. If an offi< er

considers that a subject poses a threat to the officer or a member of the public and

there is no less violent means available to protect them from that threat, then O.C.

spray may be used to provide the necessary protection. Superintendent Matthews

was of the view that the New Zealand police use the spray quite liberally, by world

standards, because the officers have no ability to fall back on lethal options as they

are not armed with firearms. He informed the Tribunal that the effective range of the

spray is between one and five metres, with three metres being the most effective

and safest range for use. It is released at the subject's face and results in involuntary

closure of the eyes and the subject feeling overwhelmed, as a consequence of which

they will normally be unable to take any offensive action. In these circumstances the

officer may then approach the person and secure the situation. The only

decontamination that is required with O.C. spray is the application of water to clear

the eyes. The spray is not designed to deal with armed subjects.

Superintendent Matthews told the Tribunal that it is his view that "there is no less

lethal weapon that is designed to be used against an offender carrying a lethal

option, firearm".

Project Lincoln considered the use of 42 less lethal weapon options that could be

available to the police. The report concluded that five of these were worthy of further

consideration by the Commissioner, namely O.C. spray, the Taser, the drag stabilised

beanbag or sock round, encapsulated rounds (similar to a paintball gun that can fire

little ball-bearings filled with O.C. or some other substance) and large capacity O.C.

sprays for use by tactical groups to debilitate more than one offender at a time.

Project Lincoln also considered the use of Armoured Protected Vehicles. These are

used more in relation to recovery operation (perhaps of persons injured close to the

scene) than as a less lethal option. They provide protection for officers to enable

them to move closer to the scene and to provide a rescue and/or recovery capability.

Such vehicles may have other potential uses such as acting as a means to move

negotiators closer to the subject (depending of course on the specific capability of

the vehicle).
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As at May, 2004, at the time of giving evidence, the O.C. spray and the AOS rated

dog unit were the only less lethal options actually in use within the New Zealand

police force.

10.    Call out and deployment to an incident involving firearms

The response to an incident involving, or potentially involving firearms, will depend

on the severity of the incident and may involve any or all of the following:

• Unarmed police response;

• Armed, general duties police response;

• Armed Offender Squad response; and/or

• Special Tactics Group response.

It is important to note that this is not a continuum of response. Where a firearm is

suspected the usual response is initially for armed, general duties officers to respond,

to cordon and contain while waiting the arrival of the Armed Offender Squad.

All incidents reported to the police go to one of three call communication centres.

There is a set procedure to follow when taking the call. The person receiving the call

must take all applicable information, especially the number and the type of firearms,

any injuries, details of a safe approach point and rendezvous point. This is assisted

by the use of a computerised checklist.

The communications centre will take initial command of the incident until local

command is established. If a firearm is involved the call taker will automatically notify

his or her supervisor. The supervisor then contacts the Armed Offender Squad

supervisor in that area. The AOS supervisor, based on the advice given, will activate

the AOS or decide that it is not a case for the AOS. However, in circumstances where

the incident involves, or potentially involves, a firearm, the AOS will be deployed. For

safety and tactical effectiveness AOS squads should have a minimum of 12 members.

However this does not always prove practical, with some smaller squads having only

eight members and some larger squads having 25. The recommended minimum

number of 12 excludes any police negotiation team members and AOS rated dog

handlers. The local fire brigade and ambulance services are also alerted.

In circumstances where the situation is beyond the capability of the AOS to provide

a tactical resolution, the Special Tactics Group will be called out. Such instances

include hostage situations or circumstances where there are multiple subjects with

high-powered weaponry. However, the Special Tactics Group have been deployed

to domestic sieges where the need is warranted. A decision to call in the Special

Tactics Group is based on a consideration of the tactical resolutions necessary to

achieve a peaceful outcome. Superintendent Matthews explained that it is the

"tactical resolution of that incident and how that is going to be achieved, which is the

issue". The Special Tactics Group is primarily an assault body as opposed to a

containing body. If the Special Tactics Group is activated, the AOS remain and are
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responsible for maintaining inner cordon duties. The Special Tactics Group then

gather and plan tactically to resolve the situation "usually by an assault on the

stronghold". Assault on a stronghold requires the authority of the Deputy

Commissioner Operations. If he or she is unavailable, the authority of an assistant

commissioner is required. Having Special Tactics Group and AOS officers together

at an incident occurs probably no more than once or twice a year.

The AOS in conjunction with a Police Negotiation Team resolve most of the critical

incidents involving firearms without the participation of the Special Tactics Group. It

is now almost automatic that PNT will be called out as part of the AOS response.

Any situation where there is a person in a location requiring some form of

communication will result in the PNT being called out.

In New Zealand, the AOS are trained in "voice appeal" techniques. This enables

them to communicate with the offender in the absence of the negotiation team, and

to undertake rudimentary negotiations. Voice appeal techniques essentially are those

which enable the AOS to make it known to the person in the house that there are

armed police surrounding the property and that it is in their best interests to put

down their firearm and to come out in a manner that is appropriate to the AOS

arrest procedures. The AOS may also be used to inform the offender of actions he

or she must take when surrendering; this may be done by way of a loudhailer. This

is not viewed as a negotiation capability within the AOS, but as a means of informing

the subject what the police intend to achieve and why they are at the scene.

The Armed Offender Squad also operates in conjunction with AOS rated police dogs.

It is policy to call out AOS dog teams to all armed incidents. These dogs are trained

to deal with armed offenders and are used extensively to resolve such incidents.

If the incident is minor in nature and does not involve a siege type situation, the AOS

commander may take charge of the entire operation. If, however, the situation is in

the nature of a siege, the New Zealand police are moving towards a command

model where the AOS commander will be solely responsible for the inner cordon

and an operation commander will be appointed separately to command the overall

operation. In areas such as Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch, the AOS

commander may hold the rank of inspector. An operation commander may in some

circumstances be a non-commissioned officer, depending on the availability of

members. A larger operation would invariably come under the command of an

inspector and in rare circumstances, a superintendent.

In an incident, such as that at Abbeylara, the AOS would have been automatically

deployed together with a Police Negotiation Team and an AOS rated dog team.

11.   The principles of dealing with an armed incident

In New Zealand, the overriding principle in dealing with an armed offender is the

principle of "cordon, contain and negotiate" for as long as is necessary or possible,

to bring about a peaceful resolution.
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rhe applicable principles to be used when dealing with an armed offender are

contained in a "Manual of Best Practice". However, Superintendent Matthews

emphasised that each incident is different, with its own dynamic, and that

commanders are required to modify their approach depending on the circumstances.

Command of incidents is more of an art than an exact science, he told the Tribunal,

and the- experience of the commander plays a large part in determining the outcome.

I he Manual states that when dealing with an armed offender:

• "It is better to take the matter too seriously than too lightly;

• Treat all armed suspects or suspects believed to be armed as dangerous and

hostile unless you have definite evidence to the contrary".

The Manual also states that "caution is not cowardice". According to Superintendent

Matthews, this highlights the conservative approach that the New Zealand police

take to armed offenders. Thus, rather than satisfying themselves that the person is

armed, the officer is required to satisfy himself that the person is not armed; police

should never go unnecessarily into danger. However, if the suspect is acting in a way

that makes casualties likely, the police must take immediate action to prevent this.

Any force used should be the minimum necessary to achieve the objective, and be

reasonable in the circumstances.

The officer commanding the scene must determine what is known as a "sale arrival

point", and establish an outer cordon manned by uniformed staff. The safe arrival

point will not be visible to the offender and will not be in close proximity to the

scene. The police will not directly approach the stronghold. Superintendent

Matthews told the Tribunal that it has been a long established practice, as a result of

two police officers being shot and killed in the early l()6()s, that officers do not park

outside an address if there is any concern; rather, they park away and approach on

foot. On arrival, the AOS will set up a mobile command post inside the- outer cordon

anc\ establish an inner cordon which they will maintain and control. Only AOS or

Police Negotiation Team personnel, or others specifically authorised by the office of

commander of the AOS, may operate within the inner cordon. Persons operating in

the inner cordon must be logged and accompanied at all times by an AOS member.

The outer cordon may or may not be armed, depending on the circumstances; its

role is to keep people from entering the scene. The inner cordon is invariably armed

and serves to contain the subject.

In most scenarios the operation commander will establish a command post

somewhere between the inner and outer cordon. It is distinct and separate from the

AOS command post. The operation commander will approve a tactical plan.

However, the principles of "cordon, contain and negotiate" are given the utmost

priority — together with the requirement to evacuate the area as appropriate.

A direct assault on the stronghold will not be contemplated unless life is at risk am\

there is no alternative. If direct assault is a possibility, the Special Tactics Group is

activated (as discussed above).
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I he \( )S commander prepares action plans lo provide for eventualities such as

surrender; the offender attempting to leave the inner cordon; the offender firing on

police; stronghold clearance alter the surrender, and suicide within the stronghold.

The operation commander must approve any such plans. The plans may be verbal

bul are usually written clown in a brief format. The operation commander will

commence a written log on arrival which would be taken over by the A( )S on their

arrival and carried on by them until the incident was resolved. The AOS have a

dedicated log keeper available to them.

12.    Negotiations

In New Zealand a negotiation team will be placed close to, but separate from, the

AOS command centre, in a house, police vehicle or other suitable accommodation.

This facilitates direct communication between the negotiation team and the AOS

commander, allowing for immediacy in the relaying of information from one lo the

other. Intelligence gained by the negotiation team while dealing with the subjec I is

automatically passe-el to the AOS and operation commander. No negotiations are-

attempted until the AOS inner cordon is established.

A high priority of any negotiated incident is for the negotiator to establish

communication with the subject through a dedicated telephone link. In New

Zealand, there is a policy of isolating the subject from the outside world, especially

in relation to communications. If the subject has access to a landline it will be

captured to ensure that the only communication that he or she can have is with the

polie e negotiator. Similar action will be taken in respect of a cellphone with necessary

technical measures being c arried out by the telephone service provider at the request

of the police. If these forms of communication are not possible, the insertion of a

direct hard-line telephone link, or field phone, will be attempted. All oí these methods

require some co-operation from the subject. If there is no co-operation forthcoming

they must revert to reliance on a loudhailer, or what has been developed in New

Zealand as a loudspeaker system which is easier to use and a little more powerful

than a straightforward loudhailer. One of the disadvantages of the loudhailer system

is that there is little opportunity for spontaneous conversation between the two

parties. Further, it may be difficult to hear any responses from the subject. It also may

place the PNT members within the inner cordon and may therefore place them at

risk. In such circumstances the PNT usually would not be permitted within the inner

cordon, and the loudhailer would be utilised by a member of the AOS in a "voice

appeal" role.

Superintendent Matthews told the Tribunal that the New Zealand police have never

allowed face to face negotiations as part of the resolution of a critical incident as it

places whoever is doing the face to face negotiations at an unacceptable risk from

the offender. The New Zealand police force operate a doctrine of "maximising safet)

and minimising risk".

There are no fixed or firm rules in respect of the length of time that a negotiation

team should continue to operate and remain on duty at an incident. One of the first
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considerations of the operation commander is the relief of staff. That applies to all

members of the PNT and AOS. After eight hours, they will look to bring in other

resources to relieve the members on the ground. At the twelve hour mark "we would

( ertainl) be replacing both AOS — PNT", Superintendent Matthews told the Tribunal.

Issues such as the amount of rapport built up between the negotiator and the subject

will always influence the decision. The operation commander ultimately makes the

dec ision to change the negotiator, based on the advice of the negotiation supervisor.

13. Use of Third Party Intermediaries (TPIs)

As .1 general rule, the New Zealand police do not use TPIs to communicate with

subjects mainly because there is little control over what they may say and the police-

do not know how the subject may react to the third party. As TPIs have no training

in negotiations they may unwittingly inflame the situation by saying the wrong thing.

However, Superintendent Matthews was of the opinion that notwithstanding this

caveat, it has become more acceptable to utilise third parties it it is considered that

they may assist in the resolution of the incident. He told the Tribunal that an

operation commander may give careful consideration to their use especially in

c ire umstances where the subject has a mental illness, as the use of persons known

to the subject may be beneficial. However, the safety of the TPI is a priority and they

will not communicate from within the inner cordon on a loudhailer, especially if that

is a point that has come under fire from the subject. Therefore, unless the TPI can

communicate from an area that does not involve such risk, which invariably will

involve the use of a dedicated phone line, it is unlikely that they will be used.

The PNT supervisor will speak with the proposed TPI to ensure that the parameters

of the conversation are very clearly laid out.

14. Intelligence gathering

The primary purpose of intelligence gathering is to assist the operation commander

and others in dealing with the incident from a tactical perspective. On arrival at the

scene, initial responders will speak with family, associates and neighbours in an

attempt to gather as much information about the incident, the firearms involved, the

state of the subject's mind and other relevant factors.

If a police psychologist is available to the operation commander he or she will be

requested to attend the scene. The operation commander will consider the need to

speak to a subject's treating psychiatrist as a high priority in circumstances where

information in relation to a mental illness comes to light. The police psychologist is

considered to be a helpful conduit for this sort of information.

15. The subject exits the stronghold

Superintendent Matthews was asked how the New Zealand police would respond

to a subject exiting the stronghold with a shotgun broken open in circumstances

where there was an inner cordon in place around the house. He told the Tribunal
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that the first thing that would happen is a repeated appeal from the AOS lo the

subject: "armed police, put the firearm down now, armed police, put the firearm

down now." AOS rated dogs would be- at the scene ready to be deployed. If there

was no response to the above appeal, very cjuickly after the subject had left the

house, two dogs would be released by way of a "two dog attack" from different

directions in the hope of resolving the situation without recourse to other tactics.

Superintendent Matthews said that, if such dog units did not exist within the New

Zealand police1, the only means of resolving the incident that would be open and

available to them is lethal force. Officers in New Zealand are trained to continually

assess the situation and to determine the varying levels of threat. A decision by an

officer to use lethal force is an individual decision and is not dependent on any

other officer.

Superintendent Matthews also told the Tribunal that in New Zealand an offender is

not allowed to leave the inner cordon because to do so "places a whole lot of other

people at risk". The tactic of "moving containment/moving cordon" is not used. It is

considered to give rise to a risk of crossfire and to place officers at unnecessary risk:

"The other principle that would concern me in respect of the moving cordon

is once you have started the moving cordon, where do you stop? So no, we

don't train it and we don't employ it".

16. Dogs

There are approximately 30 Armed Offender Squad rated dogs in the New Zealand

police force. The dog units train with the AOS on a regular basis. All dog handlers

have undergone the full training for every AOS member and the dogs have gone

through particular training — over and above the training given to a general duties

dog — to ensure that they are capable of dealing with somebody who is armed with

a firearm. Accepting that there is always a degree of unpredictability associated with

the use of dogs, Superintendent Matthews stated that in his experience the dogs are

extremely focused provided the dog handler sets them up correctly and ensures that

the dog knows who is the offender to attack. If the inner cordon has been properly

controlled then there should be no extraneous people or other things to distract the

dog or interfere with the deployment of a dog as a tactical solution. In Superintendent

Matthew's experience the subject would not have to be fleeing or behaving in an

erratic way for the dog to attack provided the above conditions are in place. Tactical

police dogs of that sort have been trained in New Zealand for the past 20 years.

17. Media officers

The New Zealand police have designated media relation officers. In any incident that

might attract media interest such an officer is deployed and forms part of the

operation command. He or she will facilitate any reasonable needs of the media and

will organise press conferences at appropriate intervals. Press conferences are usually

fronted by the operation commander or the second in command. Any statements

that are given to the media will usually be prepared by the media officer and
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approved by the operation commander. In a prolonged siege, negotiators may have

an input into the content of such a statement if they believe it may further the

negotiation effort in some way. The media is not permitted inside the inner cordon

but may, in certain circumstances, be allowed within the outer cordon. "We tind it

easier to manage the media than not manage them," Superintendent Matthews

explained.

18. Exclusion zone

As in Victoria, the New Zealand police may place an exclusion zone around a

particular critical incident site. This exclusion zone may apply to aircraft or

helicopters. In such circumstances it will be established in conjunction with the Civil

Aviation Authority and there are sanctions for breach of the order.

19. Mental health professionals

In the past, the police have employed full-time medical doctors and full-time

psychologists who were primarily responsible for any internal medical or

psychological issues that arose within the police force. However, the psychologists

were used on occasion to provide profiles of offenders and to give advice to the

Police Negotiation Team on the likely reactions of an offender to a particular tactic.

They were also involved in training exercises in this regard. Though the role of the

psychologist was viewed, over time, as a benefit to a tactical commander in the

resolution of incidents, resource issues brought about a change. Cost analysis

showed that it was more cost-effective to buy whatever expertise was required on

the open market, rather than to retain persons with such qualifications within the

organisation. In New Zealand, it has not generally been a requirement to call in the

assistance of a psychiatrist or psychologist in dealing with incidents. The last full-time

psychologist left the New Zealand police force in 2003. Superintendent Matthews

told the Tribunal that his understanding of the current position is that there are a

number of psychologists in private practice who may be called upon, if necessary,

for use internally or for use in a tactical situation, but that their deployment as a

tactical option for a commander at the scene of an incident has not been developed

further since the last full-time psychologist left the force.

Superintendent Matthews was familiar with the Crisis Assessment Treatment Teams

that operate in Victoria, Australia. The New Zealand health services have also

developed a similar response to the treatment of persons with mental illness in the

community. As in Victoria, this was initiated by way of response to the move to de-

institutionalise many persons with mental illness. The New Zealand teams may attend

incidents with the police or they may attend on their own. Police officers will usually

be requested to attend where there is a concern that the person may be violent. The

use of a crisis assessment treatment team in a firearms incident had not been

developed within the New Zealand police force as at May, 2004. "That is not to

say it is not a good idea," he told the Tribunal, "it is just something we have not

currently addressed".
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SECTION C: - Canada

1.    Mr. Robert Leatherdale

Mr. Robert Leatherdale is a former assistanl commissioner of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (RCMP). He joined the RCMP in 1962 and there-after gained varied

investigational experience in municipal, provincial and federal areas of responsibility.

He progressed through the force- in rank and responsibility in areas such as general

investigation, commercial crime, drug enforcement, policing tor aboriginal

communities and a variety of criminal investigations.

He was in charge of a number of detachments before being commissioned as

Inspector to Officer Commanding Labrador Sub-division at Goose Bay, Labrador.

This was a three-year posting with administrative and operational responsibility for

eight remote and isolated detachments and three support services, the most critical

of these being air services, as travel to all detachments and outposts was almost

exc lusively by air. Another major responsibility which he had was ongoing liaison

with military air forces from Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and

West Germany.

In 1985 he was transferred to Red Deer, Alberta as Assistant Officer Commanding,

holding the rank of inspector. This entailed having responsibility for operations in a

sub-division that stretched from British Columbia to Saskatchewan incorporating the

central portion of the province and having over 400 employees. He was responsible

for large support units such as drugs, general investigation, national crime intelligence

and the federal unit, all of which conducted sensitive, high profile and undercover

operations. In 1985, he also underwent a commander course and a hostage/

barricaded persons course in the Canadian Police College in Ottawa. Mr. Leatherdale

was Operations Commander for the Emergency Response Team located in Red Deer.

The Emergency Response Team is, in Canadian terms, broadly equivalent to the

Emergency Response Unit in Ireland. He held that position for approximately five

years.

He was the lead venue commander for security at Calgary airport during the Winter

Olympic Games in 1988 as well as being the co-commander for the opening and

closing ceremonies. He was the alternate commander for the Emergency Response

Team for the Olympic contingent in Calgary.

He was promoted to the rank of Superintendent, Officer Commanding of the Peace

River Subdivision in 1990. This is the northwest portion of Alberta from Beaverlodge

and Grande Prairie on the west to the North West Territories in the north.

He was promoted to the rank of Chief Superintendent in 1993 and assumed the

position of Officer In Charge of criminal operations for the province of Saskatchewan

in that year. This involved responsibility for the overall management of all aspects of

operational issues within the RCMP jurisdiction in the province.
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Mr. Leatherdale represented the Royal Canadian Mounted Police- in 1994 as part of

the review of the "Use of Force" by the Victoria Police in Melbourne, Australia. Mr.

Leatherdale is the co-author of a report which, with other input, ultimately led to the

retraining of the- majority of members of the Victoria Police in the use of force and

firearms. This review was part of the preliminary work that led to the introduction of

Project Beacon, which is dealt with in detail in the evidence of Mr. Shuey. In 1997

he was promoted to the rank of assistant commissioner with responsibility for the

Major Case Management Task Force (discussed below) which he managed from

1997 to 2000. Mr. Leatherdale retired from the RCMP in June, 2000.

2. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)

The RCMP is the Canadian National Police service. It is unique in the world in that

it is a national, federal, provincial and municipal policing body. The RCMP provides

a total federal policing service to all Canadians and policing services under contract

to three territories, eight provinces, 198 municipalities and, under 172 individual

agreements, to 192 First Nation Communities. In short, aside from Ontario and

Quebec (which have their own provincial police forces) the RCMP is in effect the

provincial polie ing service for Canada. However, the RCMP has the responsibility for

enforcing federal statutes in all states, including Ontario and Quebec. The RCMP

is headed by a Commissioner who is under the direction of the Solicitor General

of Canada.

In 1996 the RCMP moved towards a more regional management system under the

direction of deputy commissioners. Four new regions were developed — Pacific,

Northwestern, Central and Atlantic — to ensure greater grass-roots involvement in

decision making and to allow more investment in front-line services. The force is

divided into 15 divisions with its headquarters in Ottawa. As at May, 2001, the force

was 20,866 in number. There is one commissioner, seven deputy commissioners

and 23 assistant commissioners. Chief superintendents (of which there are 52) have

operational responsibility for their divisions and superintendents (of which there are

122) have geographical responsibility for their relevant subdivisions. A

superintendent of a sub-division equates, broadly speaking, with a superintendent or

district officer in Ireland.

The RCMP is an armed police force.

3. Major Case Management Task Force (MCMTF)

In 1997, Mr. Leatherdale was appointed by the Commissioner of the RCMP to form

and manage a task force to evaluate the "state of readiness" of the RCMP. Its brief

was to review the RCMP's approach to managing a major or critical incident,

including command, negotiation and emergency response. The task force was called

the Major Case Management Task Force or MCMTF. It was established in response

to a request by the then Commissioner Mr. Philip Murray, following an incident

which took place in British Columbia, involving a major confrontation between police

and an aboriginal group over rights to perform traditional ceremonies on privately
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owned land. Some 16 emergenc y response teams were engaged in the e onfrontation

over the course of a number of months culminating in an exchange of gunfire

between the aboriginal group and the police. The RCMP had encountered problems

in obtaining required resources and difficulties were encountered in attempts to carry

out negotiations. The Commissioner thought that a review of the state- of readiness

of the RCMP was required to assess whether the- policies that were in place and the

abilities and skills of the members were adequate to deal with what they were

presently being confronted with and what they might be confronted with in the

future.

The MCMTF examined best practices then in existence within and external to the

force. They assessed the strengths and weaknesses of their existing contingency

plans, available resources (both material and human), and conducted a complete-

review of recent major incidents, existing contingency planning apparatus, methods

of operation and organisational structure. As part of the brief, Mr. Leatherdale

researched best practice in other police forces in England, Scotland, Northern Ireland,

the United States and Canada and liaised with various experts in the relevant fields.

Following the publication of the task force report a permanent group was

immediately established to implement its recommendations. This group is still in

existence and continues to implement and update the work of the task force; the

state of readiness of the RCMP is seen as a "constant evolution". Many of the

recommendations relate to the administration, training, information management and

operations of the RCMP's critical incident responders who are identified as incident

commanders, negotiators, major crime investigators and emergency response teams.

Mr. Leatherdale emphasised that one of the goals of the MCMTF was to disseminate

the information on the role of the task force to all those interested in its work. A

copy of the task force report was sent to all police forces that were contacted in

relation to the work of the task force so that its benefits might be considered in a

wider context. Mr. Leatherdale stressed the need for "a spirit of continuous learning".

4.    Emergency Response Teams

An Emergency Response Team of the RCMP is comprised of an assault group, a

sniper group (used primarily as an intelligence gathering source), negotiators, a dog

master and dog and a technical person (proficient in intercepting or cutting

telephone wires and the use of field phones and other such equipment). All the

members of the Emergency Response Team are police officers who are ordinarily

engaged in other functions, either plain-clothes or uniformed police duties. They

operate on an on-duty pager system.

An incident commander has overall responsibility for an Emergency Response Team.

The most senior member of the team is likely to be the team leader at an incident.

The nomenclature of "gold, silver and bronze" for levels of command is not

recognised in Canada. However, for ease of reference Mr. Leatherdale described the

incident commander as being the equivalent of a gold commander with the team
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leader being the equivalent of a silver commander. A bronze commander may be

the senior sniper or the assault group leader. It is important to note that such

command positions are not designated according to the rank of the officer but are

reflective of their roles within the team. In this regard, the command structure of an

incident in Canada is role based and not rank based; suitability, more than rank, is

the- determining factor.

5. Call out/deployment of the Emergency Response Team

When a call reporting a critical incident is received, it is up to the operations

commander to decide whether the Emergency Response Team should be- deployed

to the scene. The request to deploy an Emergency Response Team usually comes

from a superintendent of the relevant sub-division, but Mr. Leatherdale told the

Tribunal that rank was not a consideration and that the request could come- from

ranks of a lower level. It was preferable, he noted, if the request came through the

local rank structure as this provided lor some form of tillering or assessment.

Icle-ally, there are twelve- me-mbers in an Emergency Re-sponse Team. However, not

all people are available on every occasion. If an appropriate number is not available

another Emergency Response-Team is deploye-d. Normally, the incident commander

goes ahead of the team to the incident. The team members gather at sub-division

headquarters to collect appropriate attire and equipment before proceeding to the

inc ¡dent.

On arrival, the incident commander and/or the team leader will meet the local unit

commander or the person who is in charge of the situation on-site for a full briefing.

Overall command of an emergency response inciden! rests with the incident

commander.

6. Command and control: isolation and containment

Immediately on arrival, the Emergency Response Team establishes a cordon around

the site. Also, it is responsible lor the establishment of a command post. As the

majority of the Emergency Response Team's call-outs are rural the command post

may be a nearby barn, the back of a car or even a car seat, depending on what is

available; "you don't always have an ideal situation", Mr. Leatherdale reminded the

Tribunal. In certain areas such as Edmonton and Calgary, the police have specially

designed vehicles which may be utilised as command posts but they are more likely

to be utilised for negotiations and telecommunications.

From the moment ol arrival at the incident, the Emergency Response Team assumes

command of the situation and the local personnel "back off". Local personnel

become a resource and are available to the Emergency Response Team to assist in

any peripheral issues such as intelligence and information gathering. Overall

responsibility for the tac lie al and negotiation element of the incident resides with the

Emergency Response Team.
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The team leader of the Emergency Response learn puts together an immediate-

action plan and, from there, a further plan is developed as to how the incident may

be resolve-el; such plans m.iv be (leveloped in conjunction with the incident

commander who must ultimately approve and sign off on every plan. Therefore, it is

the role of the incident commander to assess the incident priorities, determine the

incident's slrate-gic goals and tac tie .il objectives and develop and/or implement an

action plan. Also, he or she develops an inciden! c ommand slruc ture appropriate lo

the incident and asse-sses and deploys the resources needed. The incident

commander is responsible tor coordinating overall emergency activity, coordinating

with outside agencies and making information releases available to the media. He or

she will also serve <is the ultimate safety officer at the scene.

The MCMTF established operating guidelines to ensure high quality command during

a critical incident. These guidelines ensure that when an incident occurs the incident

commander and relief incident commander are identified and that the relief incident

commander takes over the duties alter a period of 8 to 12 hours. Following an

incident, the incident commander will participate in operational and critical incident

stress debriefing.

7. Negotiations

The objective of the RCMP in barricaded incidents is to achieve a negotiated

resolution.

Negotiators would probably be armed in Canada .is all officers carry arms, but, in

Mr. Leatherdale's experience, negotiators would remain outside the inner cordon

and would not be at risk. Consequently, they would not be in a position where they

may find themselves having to draw their weapons.

An aide-mémoire, in the form of a handbook prepared by a psychologist associated

with the Canadian Police College, is a resource that negotiators are encouraged to

bring to the scene of any incident. It serves as a valuable checklist for the negotiator.

8. Intelligence gathering

As mentioned above, the role of information and intelligence gathering is usually

delegated to local officers as they "know the people that are involved - at least they

would probably know them better than us and they certainly know the community

and the feelings in the community and all those things that you have to take into

account", Mr. Leatherdale explained.

9. Log keeping and the written plans

All information and activities are logged. One person is designated as being

responsible lor this function. Such a person may be the secondary negotiator — "if

we were fortunate enough to have one" — or a technical person. They would have a

flip chart somewhere in the command post, preferably next to the negotiator. This

will also be in view of the commander so that he or she is in a position to outline
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and highlight some of the developments and the decisions made. Certain individuals

are expected to keep personal notes. The information that is required to be

documented, or logged, is information relating to occurrences at the scene,

developments that are taking place and plans that are made. Although much of an

incident may be taped, particularly telephone and radio communications, there is an

emphasis on the requirement for written documentation of what is happening at

the- scene.

The immediate action plan, designed at the outset by the tactical aspect of the
Emergency Response Team, must be signed off by the incident commander before

il is implemented. The same procedure occurs in relation to other plans formulated

throughout the incident or regarding any alteration made to the immediate action

plan. Actions therefore are documented and accountability arises.

10. Mental health professionals

Mr. Leatherdale told the Tribunal that there are no standing arrangements between

the RCMP and public or private health services in relation to the attendance of

mental health professionals at an incident. He stated that if such a person were

considered to be of assistance at an incident then it would be the responsibility of

the incident commander to call them to the scene. The RCMP does have

psychologists attached to their health service directorate but they are exclusively for

such matters as psychological de-briefings and do not engage in on-site duties at

an incident.

11. Use of force

Questioned on whether a "line in the sand" approach was adopted by the RCMP in

relation to a subject breaching a police cordon, he replied that "philosophically

speaking, the- line in the sand is probably there. It is crossed, I suppose, when the

police officer's life is put in danger or another individual's life is put in danger or

where there becomes a danger to someone in the area, which cannot be stopped

another way".

There is no standard warning procedure adopted by the RCMP when the use of

force is to be used, but Mr. Leatherdale explained that the use of deadly force would

undoubtedly be preceded by warnings to drop a weapon or to stop or to surrender,

or something of that nature.

Mr. Leatherdale told the Tribunal that the decision to use lethal force is an individual

decision for each officer.

12. The Media

In major incidents a media relations officer is appointee! to liaise with the media. Mr.

Leatherdale explained that information is usually released to the media that may be

helpful to them but which will not interfere with the incident itself; it is disseminated

to them in a controlled and managed fashion.
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13.    Training

Much of the training undertaken by members in the Canadian Police College is by

way of computer-based simulation which allows those in command roles to explore

complex issues associated with critical decision making in crisis situations. The

situational stimuli occur in real time and have real-time consequences as well as the

automatic triggering of subsequenl actions based on prior decisions or in some-

instances, the failure to make- decisions.

By way of example, Mr. Leatherdale explained that one of the many tasks that must

be dealt with in a major crisis is the media. Should the commander not take steps to

address this issue at the appropriate time, the computer will simulate a major incident

involving the media that will affect not only his or her command, but will adversely

affect other units such as the negotiator and the Emergency Response Team

personnel. The further benefit of such computer simulated training is that it allows

for constant refresher courses without the associated cost of running large-scale

practical on the ground exercises on a regular basis. However, it was acknowledged

that the start-up costs of such a "virtual training" training environment may be

significant. Members are selected for training based on their skills and experience-

rather than their rank. The selection, administration, training and mentoring of

commanders and negotiators is overseen by a National Co-ordinator.

Certain criteria have been established for selection of an incident commander. First,

the member must want to participate at this level; secondly, he or she must have no

physical or mental health restrictions (psychological assessments are- carried out);

thirdly, he or she must have appropriate experience with incidents, prior training, self-

study or have participated in a mentoring programme; and finally, the agreement of

the Criminal Operations Officer is required before the member may be put forward

for selection.

Incident commanders are categorised and trained as either Level I divisional

commanders with responsibility for such incidents as hostage or barricaded incidents

or Level II national commanders who are responsible for major incidents such as air

crashes or national disasters. The MCMTF identified in particular the need for a

mentoring programme for incident commanders. Such a mentoring programme

envisaged a Level II commander (i.e., a commander who is utilised for an incident

other than a local incident, such as a major airline crash or hostage incident)

requesting that another Level II commander be brought in to observe the operation

at a high level. By so doing, the second commander gains experience in how to run

such an incident. Mr. Leatherdale described such a person as being in the role of an

"understudy". This was especially valuable if a trained Level II commander had not

had an opportunity to be- involved in such an incident before.

The MCMTF noted that there were no national standards or programmes for

negotiators and therefore developed administrative initiatives such as national

standards for negotiators, selection procedures, national coordination and refresher

courses. An audit or "skills inventory" was carried out of existing negotiators. A crisis

negotiators refresher course was established to standardise the skills and training of
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all negotiators. An important locus of this training was to ensure that criteria were

developed so that only suitable personnel were selected to train as negotiators, and

that, after initial training, these would be exposed to further training on a regular

basis to refresh their skills.

Emergency Response Team training focuses primarily on shooting and activities

surrounding tactical entry. Such training takes place at lc-ast once a month. However,

at least once a year a full training seminar takes place where all members of the

team, including negotiators, are involved in decision-making and training scenarios.

The RCMP incident management intervention model is another valuable resource in

training first responders to an incident such as occurred at Abbeylara. Mr. Leatherdale

described it as one of the "core building blocks" in training given to cadets or trainee-

officers in the Training Academy. This model focuses on training the cadets to choose

the appropriate means of intervention in any given incident by assessing the level of

risk to the public and themselves and the potential for preventing or reducing it

through a range of tactical options. At the core of this training model is the overriding

principle of officer safety: "The role of the police in an intervention is to ensure that

the public is sale Police safety is essential to public safety. If harm comes to the police

officer, they will not be able to help others."

A member is not trained to view options in a linear way, starting at the least lethal

and working their way up. Instead, a range of options is considered based on the

subject's behaviour and the situational factors viewed in their totality. The member

must assess the risk and select the best option in an attempt to control the situation

as quickly as possible. Risk assessment is stressed as being a continuous process for

each officer during the course of an incident. Such decisions are often difficult to

make, Mr. Leatherdale explained; the more adept the officer is at assessing risk the

more readily and appropriately he or she will respond under operational

circumstances.

Officers are taught that for the use of force or intervention to be justified the

following criteria must be considered:

/.    "Did the subject have or reasonably appear to have the ability to behave

as the oiln er perceived?

n.    Did the subject demonstrate intent. Did words and/or actions lead you to

believe that the subject had the intent to behave as perceived?

iii.    Did the subjec I have the means to demonstrate or deliver the perceived

behaviour?"
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CHAPTER 13

Gun licensing Law and related matters

Introduction

This chapter comprises a review of gun licensing law in this State and a comparison

with the law in certain other comparable jurisdictions. It entails, inter alia,

consideration of proposed improvements in our law. Much assistance has been given

by a wide range of interested professional and sporting organisations in Ireland which

have furnished submissions and in several instances details have been amplified by

oral testimony. The Tribunal also has had the benefit of reports and expert testimony

relating to the law and the experience of the police in the area of licensing and

control of guns held by members of the public in the United Kingdom; Canada; the

State of Victoria (Australia) and in New Zealand. In addition, a range of important

reports, police guidelines and other related documentation has been furnished to the

Tribunal. The expertise, generous support and assistance provided by police and

others in the foregoing jurisdictions have been of outstanding value to the Tribunal

and are much appreciated.

Existing Irish law and comparable law in other jurisdictions

The following acts and statutory instruments contain the relevant Irish statute law

regarding sporting gun licences granted to members of the public and the renewal

thereof.

1. Firearms Act, 1925

2. Customs-Free Airport (Extension of Laws) Regulations, 1962, S.I. 186 of 1962

3. Firearms Act, 1964

4. Firearms (Proofing) Act, 1968

5. Firearms (Proofing) Act, 1968 (Commencement) Order, 1969, S.I. 64 of 1969

6. Firearms (Shotguns) (Proofing Methods, Marks and Fees) Regulations 1969,

S.I. 65 of 1969

7. Firearms Act, 1971

8. Firearms (Temporary Custody) Order, 1972, S.I. 187 of 1972

9. Firearms (Dangerous Weapons) Order, 1972, S.I. 251 of 1972

10. Wildlife Act, 1976

11. Criminal Law (Jurisdiction) Act, 1976 (Commencement) Order 1976, S.I. 112

of 1976

12. Firearms Regulations, 1976, S.I. 239 of 1976
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13. The Wildlife Act 1976 (Section 44) (Recognised Bodies) Regulations, 1977,

S.I. 335 of 1977

14. The Wildlife Act 1976 (Section 44) (Recognised Bodies) Regulations, 1980,

S.I. 233 of 1980

15. Firearms and Offensive Weapons Act, 1990

16. Firearms and Offensive Weapons Act,  1990 (Part  II)  (Commencement),

Order, 1990, S.I. 313 of 1990

17. Firearms and Offensive Weapons Act,  1990 (Offensive Weapons) Order,

1991, S.I. 66 of 1991

18. European   Communities   (Acquisition   and   Possession   of   Weapons   and

Ammunition) Regulations, 1993, S.I. 362 of 1993

19. Wildlife Act, 1976 (Firearms and Ammunition) Regulations, 1977, S.I. 239

of 1997

20. Firearms (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1998

21. Firearms (Temporary Provisions) Act, 1998 Continuance Order from 1999,

S.I. 189 of 1999

22. Wildlife (Amendment) Act, 2000

23. Firearms (Firearm Certificates for Non-Residents) Act, 2000

24. Firearms Certificates for Non-Residents Order, 2002, S.I. 48 of 2002

25. European   Communities   (Acquisition   and   Possession   of   Weapons   and

Ammunition) (Amendment) Regulations, 2002, S.I. 49 of 2002.

A summary of the relevant provisions is as follows:

1. Sporting guns and related ammunition in the lawful possession of members of

the public resident in the state require to be licensed by the Garda Síochána.

Firearm certificates are renewable annually. Certificates are issued by a Garda

superintendent for the area where the applicant resides pursuant to section 3

of the 1925 Act. It provides that the superintendent of any Garda district may,

subject to the limitations and restrictions imposed by the Act, upon the

application of any person residing in such district and on payment of the fee (if

any) for the time being required by law, grant to such person a firearm

certificate. The issuing of firearm certificates is a function conferred on Garda

superintendents who are area officers as personae designatae. Separate

provisions apply to the granting of firearm certificates to persons not ordinarily

resident in the State (See paragraph 1 2 hereunder).

Section 3 (4) of the 1925 Act (as amended by section 16 of the 1964 Act)

provides:

Every firearm certificate shall be in the prest ribed form and shall operate and

be expressed to authorise the person to whom it is granted:
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(a) to have in his possession, use and carry the particular lirearm

desi ribed in the < ertificate, and

(b) to use ammunition in the firearm and lo have in his possession at

any one time and carry so much ammunition loi the firearm as

shall be spe< ified in the c ertificate.

Section 12 of the 1964 Act states that where the firearm described in a

certificate is a shotgun the certificate may be expressed, and in such eise shall

operate to authorise such firearm to be used only for killing animals or birds

(other than protected wild animals or protected wild birds within the meaning

of the Wildlife Act, 1976 as amended by section 65 of that Act) on land

occupied by the person to whom such certifie ate is granted or on land occupied

by another person. In the latter event, it shall not be granted unless the oc cupier

of the land has given the applicant a nomination in writing for holding the

certificate as provided for in section 12 (2). Where such a nomination is

revoked, the limited certificate to which it relates shall not, if it is then in force,

be capable of being renewed.

The power vested in the issuing superintendent to grant a certificate is subject

to his/her being satisfied as to the requirements of section 4 of the 1925 Act

which provides that:

Before granting a firearm certificate to any person under this Act the

superintendent of the Garda Síochána or the Minister (as the case may

require) shall be satisfied that such a person —

(a) has a good reason for requiring the firearm in respect of which the

certificate is applied for, and

(b) can be permitted to have in his possession, use and carry a firearm

without danger to the public safety or to the peace, and

(c) is not a person declared by this Act to be disentitled to hold a

firearms certificate.

Section 8 of the 1925 Act (as amended by section 17 of the 1964 Act) sets out

an exhaustive list of persons declared by the act to be disentitled to hold a

firearm certificate. They include, inter alia, any person of intemperate habits,

any person of unsound mind and any person who is subject to the supervision

of the police. A person of "unsound mind" is not defined in the firearms

legislation. However, it is referred to (rather than defined) in the Mental

Treatment Act, 1945 as a person who requires detention for protection and

care and who is unlikely to recover within a six month period. The Mental

Health Act, 2001 does not utilise the term "unsound mind".

Section 5 of the 1925 Act provides that the superintendent of the Garcia

Síochána of the district in which the holder of a firearm certificate resides may

revoke the certificate at any time if he/she is satisfied that the holder:
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(a) has no good reason for requiring the firearm to which the certificate-

relates, or

thi is a person who cannot, without danger to the public safety or the

peace be permitted to have a firearm in his possession, or

(c) is a person who is declared In this Act to be disentitled to hold a

firearm certificate, or

ich where the firearm certificate limits the purpose for which the firearm to

which it relates may be used, is using such firearm for purposes not

authorised by the certificate.

6. Section 9 of the 1964 Act provides for the renewal of a firearm certificate. It

may be renewed by a member of the Garda Síochána not below the rank of

sergeant in the district in which the holder resides if he or she is so authorised

in writing by the superintendent of the district. The power of renewal contened

by the section shall be subject to such reservations (if any) which may be

specified in the written authority of the superintendent. The refusal to renew is

ultimately a matter for the- superintendent, as the delegated officer cannot

refuse to renew a particular firearm certificate unless he or she is authorised by

the superintendent of the district to refuse renewal. Therefore, in relation to

renewals the Garda superintendent is again persona designata subject to a right

of delegation.

7. Section 23 of the 1925 Act provides that a court may order the forfeiture of

firearms or cancel a firearm certificate in circumstances where a person is

convicted of an offence under the Act, is convicted of any crime for which he

or she is sentenced to penal servitude or imprisonment, is ordered to be the

subject of police supervision, or is ordered to enter into a ree ognisance to keep

the peace or to be of good behaviour, a condition of which is that the offender

shall not possess, use or carry a firearm. Where the court causes a firearm

certificate to be cancelled under this section notice of the cancellation shall be

sent to the Garda Síochána for the area in which the certificate was granted.

8. Under section 4 of the 1964 Act the Minister may, on the grounds of public

safety, or public security (see also Regulation 12 of S.I. 362/93) make an order

requiring every person in a specified area to surrender a particular class of

firearm or ammunition to the Garda Síochána. On foot of such an order the

police may seize any firearm to which the order relates and retain it in their

possession. The Garda Síochána has no other statutory right to confiscate

licensed firearms pending revocation ot the relevant certificate.

9. Save for the exception referred to hereunder, there is no statutory right of

appeal under existing Irish law against a refusal by an issuing superintendent to

grant or renew a firearm certificate, or a decision to revoke a firearm certifie ate.

The only relief open to a person who has been refused a certificate or whose

licence has been revoked is to seek an order of certiorari in the High Court by

way of judicial review. This is a limited remedy which relates to fairness of
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procedures. However, a right of appeal to the District Court applies in the i ase

of licences granted under the Wildlife Acts, 1976 to 2000 — see paragraph

12 hereunder.

The Firearms Regulations, I976 (S.I. 2 Î9 of 1976) set out the form oí

application lor and renewal of a firearm certificate ant\ the form oí the

certificate to be issued by the Garda Síochána. The garda officer signing the

application form meist be satisfied about the requirements set out at section 4

of the 1925 Act. The applicant does not need lo verify compliance with these

requirements, and that omission should be remedied by statute and in the

application form lor a ne-vv licence or a renewal thereof. The renewal form does

not require the issuing Garda officer to state that he or she is satisfied that the

conditions stipulated by section 4 remain applicable, and I recommend that

that omission also should be remedied.

An interesting comparison arises in relation to applications for driving licences.

These are governed by the Road Traffic (Licensing of Drivers) Regulations, 1999

(S.I. 352 of 1999). Pursuant to article 15 the application form for a driving

licence contains a health and fitness 'checklist' which the applicant is obliged

to complete and sign by way of declaration. This is in contrast to an application

for a firearm certificate where the applicant is under no such obligation. In an

application for a firearm certificate it is the Garda officer dealing with the

application who must sign the document that he or she is satisfied that the

applicant is not a person who is disentitled to a gun licence under the

Firearms Acts.

Article 42 of the driving licence regulations provides that if the application does

not contain the foregoing health and fitness declaration, it shall be accompanied

by a report from a registered medical practitioner indicating that the applicant

meets the minimum health standards set out in Schedule 6 to the regulations.

This article also contains a provision that the registered medical practitioner

shall state that the applicant does not appear to require medical review during

the period in respect of which the licence is sought.

In relation to non-residents, the appropriate superintendent of the Garda

Síochána may grant a firearm certificate pursuant to section 2 of the Firearms

(Firearm Certificate for Non-Residents) Act, 2000 where the firearm is intended

only for hunting or sporting purposes or for shooting species the shooting of

which is not proscribed by law. If the intended use is for other purposes the

application is to the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform. Such a

certificate authorises the licensee to:

i.    have in  his or her possession,  use and carry the particular firearm

described in the certificate for the purpose specified in the certificate,

ii.    purchase and use in such firearm during the currency of such certificate

such quantity of ammunition as shall be specified in the certificate, and

iii.    have in his or her possession at any one time and  carry so much

ammunition as shall be specified in the certificate.
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The issuing authority must be satisfied regarding compliance with the conditions

stipulated by section 4 of the Firearms Act, 1925 before granting the firearm

certifie ate in question.

It is of interest to consider the factors which the Minister or the issuing

superintendent shall have regard to in the issuing of firearm certificates to non-

residents pursuant to the- Firearms (Firearm Certificates for Non-Residents) Act,

2000. A superintendent or the Minister, may only grant a firearm certificate

pursuant to sec tion 2 of the 2000 Act. Section 2 (5) provides that an applicant

shall furnish to the issuing person the information requested in the standard

application form together with suc h further information as the issuing person

may request for the purpose of his or her functions under that section, and if

the applicant fails to comply with the subsection the issuing person may refuse

to grant the firearm certificate. He/she must be of the opinion that the

application is bona fide and that there is no good reason to refuse it. Section 2

(9) of the 2000 Act provides that the issuing person may make such inquiries

as he or she considers appropriate regarding the suitability of any applicant for

a firearm certificate under that section. Under section 2(10) the issuing person

may attach such conditions as he or she considers necessary to a firearm

certificate granted under that section. There is no right of appeal from a decision

of the Minister or a superintendent under section 2 of the Act.

The Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government has the

power to grant a licence to hunt and kill with firearms to Irish residents and also

to persons not ordinarily resident in the State under section 29 (1) of the

Wildlife Act, 1976 as amended by section 4 of the Firearms (Firearm Certificates

for Non-Residents) Act, 2000. Under section 29 (3) (a) of the 1976 Act the

Minister, before granting a licence or renewing a licence, "shall be of the

opinion that the application is bona fide and that there is no good reason to

refuse to grant the licence or renew it". Under section 29 (3) (c) the Minister

may make such inquiries as he or she considers appropriate regarding the

suitability of any applicant for a licence.

A person who applies to a superintendent for a firearm certificate under section

3 of the 1925 Act, section 2 of the 2000 Act or a renewal under section 9 of

the 1964 Act, and who makes the declaration required by section 29 (1) of the

1976 Act, as amended by section 4 of the 2000 Act, is entitled by virtue of

section 29 (8) of the 1976 Act to an endorsement on the certificate entitling

the person to hunt prohibited wild birds and hares.

Unlike other comparable aspects of the gun licensing code, section 29 (7) of

the Wildlife Act, 1976 (as amended) provides that a person aggrieved by a

decision of the Minister to refuse to grant or renew a licence to hunt with

firearms may apply to the District Court in the area to which the appellant

ordinarily resides or, where he or she is ordinarily resident outside the state,

temporarily resides. See order 89, rule- 2 of the District Court Rules 1997.

13.    There  are   no   guidelines   in   this  jurisdiction   for  the  assistance  of  issuing

superintendents   on   the   exercise-   ot   their   discretion   under   the   firearms
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legislation. The absence of guidelines militates against consistency and

uniformity in the processing and granting of gun licences and renewals thereof.

14.    There  is  no  provision  in  the  application  form  for a  firearm  certificate for

furnishing any information regarding the applicant's mental or physic .il fitness.

Superintendent Philip A. Lyons, who gave evidence on behalf oí the Garcia

Síochána, told the Tribunal that in exceptional e .íses issuing superintendents will

require some medical information from an applicant's medical advisor. There is

nothing in the current application form or in the gun licensing code tor the

provision of consent by an applicant that his or her medical advisor may be

consulted by the issuing authority. As already stated, this is in contrast to the

position regarding an application tor a driving licence.

1 5. An exhaustive examination of respective gun licensing systems has been carried

out in the United Kingdom and New Zealand. They are contained in the Report

of Lord Cullen' regarding the shooting dead of eighteen people at Dunblane

primary school in Scotland on 13"' March, 1996 and the report of the Inquiry

carried out by Judge Thorp,2 being an independent review of firearms control

in New Zealand following two police shootings in September and November

of 1995.

An examination of procedures in the United Kingdom, Victoria and Canada

establishes that comprehensive application forms are utilised which contain

certain safeguards in requiring applicants, inter alia, to answer questions

regarding their mental and physical health, thus identifying cases which may

cause concern in that area. The latter provision is supported by a system of

referees, generally two in number. In the United Kingdom the referees must be

of good character, and, in general, neither can be a member of the applicant's

immediate family. In Victoria the application provides for one referee, who

should come from within certain categories of persons in good standing in the

community, and who should not be a family member. In Canada, two referees

are required, neither of whom can be the applicant's spouse. By way of

comparison, in New Zealand two referees are required, one being the

applicant's spouse/partner or next of kin, and the other unrelated. The referees

are obliged to complete forms containing a series of questions regarding the

applicant's fitness to hold a firearms licence, and their state of knowledge about

his/her mental and physical health, demeanour and disposition. Underpinning

the foregoing safeguards is the provision in those jurisdictions of detailed

guidelines, some statutory, regarding the interviewing of applicants, referees

and other involved persons, by suitably experienced and trained police officers.

In the United Kingdom, Victoria and Canada the application forms also give the

applicant's consent to the licensing authority to contact his or her medical

advisors for such further information as may be required in connection with the

The Public Inquiry into the Shootings .it Dunblane Primary School on 13"' March 1996 [The Scottish

Ottice. Cm i $86, presented to Parliament in October 1996.]

Review of Fireams Control in New Zealand, Report oí .in Independent Inquiry, commissioned by

the Minister of Police ||une 1997].
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applicant's mental or physical health. The position in New Zealand is also

referred to at paragraph 16 (d) hereunder. The Tribunal is of opinion that the

application form currently used in this jurisdiction requires radical amendment.

A proposed revised draft is contained in Appendix 8.

Each of the foregoing jurisdictions has rejected the introduction ol a

requirement that an application lor a firearm certificate or licence shall be

accompanied by a medical certificate or report as a matter of course. Such a

requirement has been criticised also by the various legal and medical

organisations who have furnished submissions and/or have given evidence to

the Tribunal. It is perceived to be unworkable from an administrative point of

view. Mental health organisations object to it also on the ground that it

stigmatises persons with mental health difficulties or illness. Shooting

organisations in their submissions were also of the view that such a process

would be unworkable administratively. The point was strongly made by various

medical organisations that if any future amendment of the existing law made

provision for the furnishing of medical certificates or reports that the contents

thereof should be limited to factual matters concerning the applicant's health

rather than the expression of an opinion by the medical advisor on whether or

not in the context of his or her state- of health the applicant was a fit and proper

person to hold a firearm certificate. The medical bodies were of the opinion

that the decision to grant or refuse a gun licence should remain one for the

licensing authority only and medical advisors should not be required to

participate in that function. The opinion was also expressed that if any such

requirement was introduced into our law, it would have significant potential for

damaging the therapeutic relationship between the applicant and his or her

medical advisor. On this issue it is noted that the "Firearms Law Guidance to

the Police, 2002" issued by the Home Office in the United Kingdom makes the

point strongly that it is for the police to make the decision on an application for

a gun licence or renewal thereof and in particular the applicant's medical

advisor "should not be asked to either endorse or oppose applications, though

it is open to them to do so".

The Irish College of Psychiatrists furnished a submission to the Tribunal dated

29"' )une, 2004 in which it is stated:

"In summary it is the view of the college that the role of medicine, and

psychiatry in particular, should be limited to providing advice on a

selected minority of cases. The issuing of firearms [certificates] is primarily

a matter for political and social policy makers".

The college submission refers to difficulties relating to the time required by a

psychiatrist to make an appropriate risk assessment in the context of a patient's

application for a gun licence or renewal thereof. Objections expressed are

similar to difficulties adverted to by Lord Cullen in his Dunblane report referred

to hereunder. The college is of the opinion that psychiatric assessments in

Firearms Law Guidance to the Police, 2002 |l lome Office, United Kingdom], paragraph 10.22.
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relation to gun-licence applications as a statutory requirement are not

appropriate. I share that view.

The issue about whether British statute law should be amended to provide for

the furnishing of a medical report from a general practitioner in respect ol e.ic h

application for a gun licence was considered by Lord Cullen in his Dunbl.ine

Report at paragraphs 8.84 to 8.87 in the following terms:

"8.84    It was submitted thai a significant improvement in the elimination

of the unsuitable applicants could be achieved by the following

as ,i matter of routine:

(i) a report on the applicant by his general practitioner, with

or without the disclosure of his or her medical records;

and

(ii) the carrying out of a psychiatric examination or a

psychologic al test of the applicant.

8.85 I am entirely satisfied thai general practitioners cannot reliably

assist in the identifie ation of those who pose a risk of violence and

those who do not. There is at present no scientific evidence which

would allow this to be determined. It is clear that forensic

psychiatrists and clinical psychologists doubt their own ability to

predict violent behaviour. A generalist such as the applicant's

doctor, who lacks specialist expertise, is even less able to reach

soundly-based judgment as to his potential for violence. As regards

menial illness, it was pointed out by the Royal College of

Psychiatrists in their submission thai this of itself does not indicate

the risk of violence since only a small proportion of those who

suffer from such illness commit such offences. Severe mood

disturbance or instability or alcohol abuse or a history of violence

might suggest that the patient should not be permitted to possess

a firearm, but this is based on common sense rather than on

scientific grounds. Quite apart from these considerations there are

cases, of which Thomas Hamilton is an example, where the

general practitioner has no adequate personal knowledge of the

individual patient. There may, of course, be cases in which a

doctor is under the duty of disclosure in the interests of others.

Such cases are covered by paragraph 18 of the Guidance on

Confidentiality issued by the General Medical Council which

states: "Disclosures may be necessary in the public interest where

a failure to disclose information may expose the patient, or others,

to risk of death or serious harm. In such circumstances you should

disclose information promptly to an appropriate person or

authority". For such cases a confidential telephone advice and

information service is offered to doctors by the DVLA. In his letter

to the Home Affairs Committee dated 24 May 1996, which

formed part of the BMA evidence to the Inquiry, the Secretary,

Dr. E. M. Armstrong, stated: "Our conclusion, sadly, is that until
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such time as methods are developed to provide reliable

predictions, firearms policy needs to be based on the

understanding that, from time to time, unpredictable behaviour

will occur".

8.86 As regards carrying out of a special examination or test, essentially

the same considerations apply. The carrying out of risk

assessments by psychiatrists and clinical psychologists who were

trained for this type of work would involve considerable expense,

and the use of resources which are in short supply. Such

assessments would require to be carried out at least annually. On

the basis that firearm certificates have a life of 5 years

approximately 35,000 applications require to be dealt with each

year. The corresponding figure for shot gun applications is

145,000. Professor Cooke in his evidence said that it would be

possible to identify individuals who had a propensity to violence

but that this would require 2 days' work interviewing the

applicant, seeking to build up rapport and trust and using

collateral information. However, there would always be errors,

which would tend to be errors on the side of regarding the person

as unsuitable rather than the other way round. Extreme violence

was very rare and was virtually impossible to predict. Mental

illness, as distinct from traits of personality, could come about

rapidly and unexpectedly; and accordingly it could not be taken

that this would be picked up in an examination. The remarks

which Professor Cooke made about a psychological examination

applied also to psychometric testing. In any event there is a danger

that applicants would discover what were the "right" answers.

8.87 In the light of the above I am satisfied that neither of these

approaches is practicable. In each case there are grounds for

considerable reservations as to its effectiveness".

Questions posed on issues raised in the Sixth Module specified in the

Chairman's Opening Statement on 7th January, 2003, and certain proposed

amendments to Irish law.

16.    Five questions relating to the existing gun-licensing law and practice in Ireland

were raised by me and are as follows:

(a) Whether or not there should be a statutory requirement that applicants

for gun licences shall furnish medical certificates concerning their

fitness to possess and use the type of firearms for which application
is made.

The submissions and evidence on this issue from a wide range of

experts to which I have already referred, when considered in
conjunction with Lord Cullen's opinion in his Dunblane Report (with

which there appears to be general agreement) establishes that there

should not be any statutory requirement for the mandatory provision
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of medical certificates by applicants for gun licences or renewals

thereof. In the light of the evirienc e presented on this topic, it is evident

that there are major practical difficulties in implementing such .1

statutory requirement. These include the fact that in many instances

a gun licence applicant's general medical practitioner may not have

sufficient knowledge of his or her patient, or specialist expertise to

make an appropriate assessment and the time factor (and expense)

involved in making a realistic psychiatric specialist assessment of the

applicant. In my opinion it is not a workable proposition.

However, the position of an issuing superintendent should in my view

be strengthened by adoption oí the provision in the UK as specified

in the "Firearms Law Guidance to the Police, 2002" referred to in

paragraph 15 hereof that the consent of an applicant to the licensing

authority regarding contacting his or her medical advisors should be-

an ongoing and enduring one.

The second question posed concerns a provision lor the withdrawal

of gun licences where the issuing authority has reasonable grounds tor

believing that a licensee is temporarily or permanently unfit to hold a

licence and to possess a firearm by reason of mental or physical

disorder or other such disability.

The general consensus of the submissions and evidence received by

the Tribunal on this issue indicates that sufficient powers at present

exist. I agree with that view. (See in particular section 5 of the 1925

Act.)

The third question posed in my Opening Statement concerns whether

the licence holder's medical or legal advisor should have an obligation

to inform the police or other appropriate authority of his or her belief

that a licensee is temporarily or permanently unfit to hold a licence or

possess a firearm by reason of mental or physical disorder in

circumstances where the advisor has good reason to believe that such

a situation exists and may constitute a danger for the licensee or

others. The submissions and evidence from all of the medical and legal

organisations which appeared at the Tribunal was strongly against the

introduction of any such specific statutory requirement. Their concern

was that it would undermine the confidential relationship that exists

between solicitor and client, and the confidential and therapeutic

relationship between a medical advisor and patient. It seems, however,

that an informal guideline such as that contained in paragraph 18 of

the "Guidance on Confidentiality" issued by the British General

Medical Council is acceptable to medical practitioners in Ireland. It is

in the following terms:

"Disclosure may be necessary in the public interest where a

failure to disclose information may expose a patient, or others,

to risk of death or serious harm. In such circumstances you
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should disclose- information promptly to an appropriate person

or authority".

In course of his evidence to the Tribunal Dr. John Hillery, consultant

psychiatrist, who is president of the Irish Medical Council, elaborated

on a report furnished by him on its behalf. He stated that the Council

publishes an Ethical Guide for the benefit of all medical practitioners.
Section E of the 6"' edition, published in 2004 deals with confidentiality

and consent. It contains, inter alia, the following directions:

"76.7    Con f¡den tiality

Confidentiality is a time-honoured principle of medical ethics. It

extends after death and is fundamental to the doctor/patient

relationship. While the concern of relatives and close friends is

understandable-, the doctor must not disclose information to any

person without the consent of the patient, subject to paragraph

16.3.

16.3    Exceptions to Confidentiality

There are four circumstances where exceptions may he- justified in

the absence of permission from the- patient:

1. When ordered by a judge in a court ot law or In   a

Tribunal established by an act of the Oireachtas.

2. When necessary to protect the interest of the patient

3. When necessary to protêt t the welfare of society.

4. When  necessary  to  safeguard  the  welfare  of another

individual or patient".

Dr. Hillery indicated that Irish medical practitioners have obligations

similar to those of their colleagues in the United Kingdom in the area

of patient confidentiality and public duty. For example, in

circumstances where a doc tor has good reason to feel that his or her

patient who possesses a firearm has become a danger to himself or

others in that regard by reason of mental illness, he or she has an

obligation to the patient and/or members of the public to report such

concern to the appropriate authority.

Dr. Hillery stated that in the area of confidentiality medical

practitioners have an ethical duty to their patients and to the public. If

such duties are in conflict, the doctor must balance the interest of the

patient and of the public and make his or her own judgement on

where their duty lies in the particular circumstances. The Medical

Council believes that such decisions should be left to the judgement

of the individual practitioner rather than to the introduction of statutory

obligations in that area. It seems to me that that opinion is well

founded. I do not believe that there is a reasonable case for

introduction of a mandatory requirement having regard to the stated
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difficulties involved. However, it occurs to me that in the interest of

clarity it is desirable that the Medic al Council should elaborate on

section E of its Guidelines by including an explanation of the neec\ for

disclosure in particular circumstances on lines similar to that in

paragraph 18 of the British General Medical Council's "Guidelines on

Confidentiality" to which I have already referred.

A point of significance, in Ireland, in the context of any possible

exception, formal or informal, to a health professional's obligation of

confidentiality to his or her patient is that the State of Victoria has in
place legislative protection for health professionals who voluntarily

advise the gun licensing authorities (though under no specific statutory

obligation to do so) that they believe that a person who is in

possession of a firearms licence and to whom they have been

providing professional service is not a fit and proper person to possess,

carry or use a firearm. The law in Victoria provides that in so advising

the licensing authority, the health professional is not subject to any civil

or criminal liability in that regard if the advice is given in good faith.

A statutory provision on the foregoing lines was one which Dr. Hillery,

on behalf of the Medical Council, believed would be desirable in the

interest of health professionals in Ireland. I agree with that opinion and

recommend the introduction of such statutory protection for health

professionals.

The next question in the Opening Statement relates to consideration

of whether or not an obligation should be placed on the immediate

adult family of a licence holder to seek the removal of a firearm where

there are reasonable grounds for believing that a licensee is unfit to

possess such a weapon and that it may constitute a danger to him/her

or to others.

All of the organisations who commented on this issue thought that it

would be unworkable to introduce a statutory requirement of that

nature. It is regarded as an unreasonable imposition to impose on

family members. Inspector Green of the New Zealand Police touched

on the essence of the problem in his report, where he expressed the

opinion that "any criminal culpability would be near impossible to

establish given the emotional and family dynamics existing in such

situations ...".

Inspector Green went on to state that:

"/ suggest it is preferable that the licensing and other authorities

establish credibility so that family members, and others, trust the

processes that might be applied in such situations.

As part of the licensing process the spouse/partner/next of kin of

the applicant are interviewed. This is the person who will be

closest to the applicant and will know them best. New Zealand

Police have found these people to be quite forthcoming with
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any concerns they might have about the fit and proper status ol

the applicant."

In New Zealand the underpinning of this process is provided by a

combination of the Declaration in the application form for a firearms

licence, and the comprehensive Vetting Guidelines issued to police

officers who deal with applications. They comprise an impressive,

helpful yardstick for the benefit of such officers. I recommend that

similar "Vetting Guidelines" should be introduced in this jurisdiction.

I agree with the general opinion that it is not practicable to impose a

statutory obligation on adult family members to inform the police or

other authority if they have reason to believe that a family member

who possesses a licensed gun is unfit to have possession of it by

reason of mental illness or other such disability and may be a danger

to himself/herself or others. In my opinion it would be unfair and

unworkable to do so. In practical terms it seems that it must be left to

the good sense of an adult family member to report to the police or

other authority in such circumstances.

(e) The final question on this module raised in my Opening Statement is

whether in the event of an amendment of statute law to provide that

a gun licence and right to possess a firearm may be revoked by the

issuing authority in circumstances where the holder is believed to

suffer from mental illness or disability, should the licensee have a

statutory right of appeal?

In the course of submissions and evidence on this issue it was

broadened and consideration was directed to whether there should

be a general right of appeal by an applicant against any decision by

the licensing authority either to refuse or revoke a gun licence.

As already stated, the present position is that in the event of refusal to

grant or renew a gun licence the only possible right of redress which

an applicant or licensee has is to pursue expensive judicial review

proceedings in the High Court which of their nature are limited to an

assessment of the fairness of procedures rather than an examination

of the merits of the application or the decision.

The four comparable jurisdictions all provide a mechanism for an

appeal in such circumstances; in England and Wales to the Crown

Court; in Scotland to the Sheriff's Court and in Northern Ireland to the

Secretary of State. In New Zealand the appeal is to the District Court;

in Victoria to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal and in

Canada to the Provincial Court for a Reference Hearing.

In the United Kingdom (other than Northern Ireland) it has been

specifically provided by statute that such an appeal shall be

determined on the merits, and not by way of review, and that the

court may consider any evidence or other relevant matter, whether or
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not it was available when the decision of the deciding officer was

made.

In Northern Ireland on appeal from a decision of the Chief Constable

to the Secretary of State, he may make such order as he thinks fit

having regard to the circumstances.

As to the Canadian position, Mr. William Baker, Commissioner for

Firearms, indicated in his report to the Tribunal that in making a

determination the Provincial Court judge will hear evidence which may

include hearsay and opinion. The applicant must prove to the

satisfaction of the judge that the decision at issue was not justified

based on the information available to the Chief Firearms Officer in

making his/her decision to refuse or revoke a firearms licence.

Regarding the current situation in this jurisdiction, it was urged on

behalf of the National Association of Regional Game Councils that the

right of appeal should be to a tribunal which includes in its

membership a medically qualified person. In my opinion that would

be an unnecessarily cumbersome appeal court. It has not been

established that the inclusion of a health professional as a member of

it is necessary — even in cases where the matter at issue is the health of

the applicant. I believe that the most desirable approach is to provide a

right of appeal to the District Court, which already hears appeals from

the decisions of other bodies and authorities in the granting of

statutory licences. I recommend that the ambit of such appeals should

be similar to that in the United Kingdom (other than Northern Ireland).

It is desirable that they should be determined on the merits and not

by way of review.

I appreciate that the remit of this Tribunal concerns possible

amendments in law relating to applicants and licensees who are

alleged to suffer from mental illness or disorders which may give rise

to licensing problems for the issuing authorities. However, it might well

be regarded as unreal to limit a right of appeal to those who have

been refused gun licences or the renewal thereof because of perceived

mental illness or disorder. The probability is that if a statutory right of

appeal is provided in respect of refusal of a gun licence or renewal

thereof by the issuing authority it will include all refusals for whatever

reason. Gun licences may be refused or revoked on many grounds

which have no connection whatever with mental illness. Constitutional

justice would seem to indicate that if a statutory right of appeal is

granted it should be against the refusal of a gun licence or renewal

thereof by the issuing authority for whatever reason. It would be

surprising if the Oireachtas did not recognise the parameters of that

right.

I note that in his submissions on this module, counsel for the Minister indicated

that consideration is being given at present to the introduction of a statutory

right of appeal in relation to the refusal of gun licences or renewal thereof for
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whatever reason. It was intimated that appeals to the District Court in the first

instance and then to the Circuit Court are in contemplation. I support that

proposal.

Other proposed changes in the existing Statute Law and Procedure in Ireland

relating to sporting firearms.

1 7. In addition to the foregoing issues which were raised in my Opening Statement,

the Tribunal also considered other proposed amendments of the existing statute

law and procedure. They are as follows:

i. That there should be a revised detailed application form (in accordance

with the specimen contained in Appendix 8 to this Report) to be

completed by the applicant for a new or renewed gun licence in which

he or she is asked questions about, inter alia, medical history, including

mental health. Where information in that area is revealed, the applicant

is required to furnish the names and addresses of his or her general

medical practitioner and specialist responsible for the provision of

relevant treatment (see existing procedures in New Zealand, Victoria

and the United Kingdom). The applicant may be requested to obtain

a medical report from a doctor who treated or is familiar with his or

her condition.

A difficulty in adopting the foregoing method of obtaining relevant

information (as opposed to a requirement to furnish a certificate of

fitness from a general practitioner or other medical advisor) is that the

applicant may not disclose medical or other such information which

he/she perceives may militate against obtaining the required gun

licence.

ii. The evidence indicates that the foregoing apparent weakness may be a

rarity in practice and that it can be avoided in many instances by a

further requirement that the applicant shall furnish two referees' reports,

one from an adult close relative and the other from a person over thirty

years of age resident in Ireland who has known the applicant for

upwards of five years and is a person of good standing and repute. (See

the specimen form in Appendix 8. It includes a part referable to

referees.) It is anticipated that this requirement is likely to inhibit the

applicant from omitting relevant medical details which may be known

to a referee.

In view of the provisions in the specimen form relating to declarations

by the applicant and the referees, I recommend that the proposed

application form in Appendix 8 be supported by an amendment to the
licensing code to provide that the provisions of section 3 of the Firearms
(Firearm Certificates for Non-Residents) Act, 2000, relating to penalties

for any person who knowingly gives false information in connection
with an application for a firearm certificate sought by a non-resident, be

extended to all applications for firearm certificates and renewals thereof.
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Consistency in the operation of the gun licensing code is of fundamental

importance. Mr. Desmond Crofton, Director of the National Association

of Regional Game Councils, (NARGC) the primary body representing

the public in the area of game shooting gave evidence (on behalf of

NARGC and also the Irish Shooting Association and the National Rille

and Pistol Association of Ireland), that a practical difficulty which exists

presently is an occasional lack of uniformity in approach by licensing

superintendents, in consequence of which there are unexplained

inconsistencies in rulings on licensing applications, perhaps in adjacent

Garda areas, which gun clubs and others may regard as unfair and

difficult to understand.

In the interest of avoiding inconsistency in rulings on licensing

applications I recommend that appropriate formal guidelines should be

devised for the benefit of superintendents who have responsibility for

issuing new gun licences and renewals thereof. The guidelines should

be reviewed regularly and revised when necessary. They should be

published, and thus become available to interested parties. The

guidelines presently in operation in New Zealand and the United

Kingdom comprise valuable models in this area.

It is also desirable that an officer of Chief Superintendent rank or higher

should have overall Garda responsibility for the scheme relating to the

issuing and renewal of gun licences to members of the public, including

the preparation and revision of guidelines. I envisage that it would be

his or her responsibility to liaise with the issuing superintendents and

with NARGC, representing the public interest in this area, including that

of local gun clubs.

Regarding the proposed guidelines; the judgement of the Supreme

Court in Dunne and others-v-Donoghue and others |2002| 2 IR 533

does not appear to inhibit promulgation of guidelines which are

intended to assist issuing superintendents in the performance of their

functions and, where possible, to avoid inconsistencies in decision

making. I note that the relevant concern expressed by the Supreme

Court is that issuing superintendents should not be directed on how they

shall carry out their functions. It seems to me that there is a fundamental

difference between direction and recommendations which do not

impinge on the issuing superintendent's function to decide each case as

he or she sees fit in the light of its own particular circumstances. It is

highly desirable that there should be consistency in the performance of

the issuing authorities and it seems that this is best achieved by

appropriate guidelines. As to the content thereof: it is pertinent to

indicate that several of those envisaged (e.g., the desirability of regular

meetings between superintendents and representatives of gun clubs in

their areas) do not relate to the superintendent's licensing function as

issuing authority in individual cases.
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vi. Another practical difficulty of some importance which, it is submitted

on behalf of NARGC exists currently, is the absence of consistent public

relations between the issuing superintendents and the local gun clubs

which represent interested members of the public. It has not been

contended that that difficulty exists in all areas. It has been specifically

stated by Mr. Crofton that some issuing superintendents (including

Superintendent Lyons) are concerned to maintain good relations with

gun clubs in their areas and to consider any problems the latter may

indicate from time to time. The difficulty is a contention that some

superintendents are not disposed to liaise with local gun clubs or to

collaborate with them in dealing with problems which are perceived to

exist. It occurs to me that it would be helpful to expand the proposed

guidelines to include a recommendation that each issuing

superintendent shall meet, not less than twice each year, representatives

of all gun clubs in their respective areas for the purpose of considering

any problems which there may be regarding gun licensing in the

relevant distric t.

vii. At a higher level, it is desirable that the Chief Superintendent or superior

officer who has overall Garda responsibility for gun licensing, having

consulted with the issuing superintendents, shall meet, at least once a

year, a delegation from NARGC, which as already indicated, is the

primary body representing gun clubs in Ireland and members of the

public who are interested in shooting as a sporting activity. It is noted

that gun clubs already have statutory recognition and, therefore, their

umbrella association is the appropriate- body to liaise with the Garda

Síochána in the matter of gun licensing. For example, it may emerge

from time to time that NARGC and the Garda Síochána agree that a

certain change or changes are desirable in the existing statute law. The

strength of the case for change in the context of presentation to the

Minister would be much enhanced if it had the combined support of

the association and the police.

viii. Another area in which there is a coercive case for the restructuring of

Irish statute law in the area of gun licensing is the introduction of a

requirement that before a full licence is issued to an applicant who has

not had that benefit previously, he or she shall satisfy the issuing

authority that he or she is competent in the use of the type of gun and

ammunition for which the licence is sought and generally regarding ¡ts

maintenance and storage. There is presently no such statutory

requirement and a new applicant may have no experience whatever in

the proper handling, use and maintenance of his or her gun and

ammunition.

Mr. Crofton has stated in evidence that the great majority of gun clubs

are affiliated to NARGC. Many clubs and also the association provide

training courses, and/or operate a probationary system, for new

licensees.   His   organisation   has   27   qualified   instructors/examiners
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throughout Ireland which include 1 7 experts who are qualified up to the

highest European standard. NARGC believes that there would be no

difficulty in providing novice gun-applicants with appropriate

professional instruction; to subject them to independent expert

examination and, where appropriate, to certify the novice as being up

to a minimum standard of proficiency acceptable to NARGC and the

issuing superintendent. I envisage that a novice applicant who is deemed

to be a person suitable to hold a gun licence shall be issued with a

provisional licence for, say, six months which would entitle him or her

to shoot the gun for which a full licence is sought only when under the

direction and guidance of a qualified gun club instructor or NARGC

examiner. In due course, if competence is certified on behalf of the

latter to the satisfaction of the issuing superintendent, a full licence shall

thereupon be issued to the applicant.

If following consultation between the Minister, the Garda Síochána and

NARGC, it is decided to adopt the foregoing recommendation and

introduce a limited provisional licence for novice applicants pending

certification of his or her proficiency in the use, maintenance and storage

of their firearm and ammunition, it will be necessary to amend question

12 in the proposed revised application form to include reference to a

supplementary application form for a temporary provisional licence with

limited user pending certification of the applicant's competence to the

satisfaction of the issuing superintendent.

In my opinion it is imperative that the Garda Síochána and NARGC

should collaborate in establishing an appropriate firearms safety course

of instruction, including safe storage of guns and ammunition. Applicants

for gun licences should be obliged to attend and pass such courses and

be duly certified as having done so.

In this area there is a real need for a fundamental improvement in Irish

law which can be brought about by meaningful collaboration between

the Garda Síochána, NARGC and the Minister. Mr. Crofton has made it

clear in evidence that his body is ready and willing to play its part and

that it has the resources and expertise to provide the requisite structure.

Sporting guns are vulnerable to robbery by criminal elements. It is

important that licensed weapons are securely stored by the owners. It

is desirable that all licensed guns should be examined annually in situ

on behalf of the licensing authority to ensure that they are maintained

in good condition and securely stored in an appropriate place. It is noted

that section 30 of the Criminal Justice Bill, 2004 proposes to amend

section 4 of the Firearms Act, 1925 by adding a requirement that the

applicant shall satisfy the issuing superintendent that he or she has

secure accommodation for the firearm at the address where it is to be

kept. It is recommended that section 30 should also provide for an

annual inspection of the licensed firearm and of its secure

accommodation.
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Conclusion

The reports and other documentation furnished to the Tribunal and the evidence

which I have heard on this module indicate that a review of statute law on gun

licensing and the creation of a revised administrative structure in that area, as

outlined herein, are matters which require urgent consideration by the Minister and

the Garda Síochána in collaboration with the various interested parties in Ireland, in

particular NARGC whose assistance has been of great value to the Tribunal. It is

hoped that the proposals which are made in this chapter will provide the framework

for a viable revised structure which will resolve the problems in existing law.
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CHAPTER 14

Victim Provoked Police Shooting — "Suicide by Cop"

SECTION A: - Background

1. Origins

Mr. Frederick Lanceley, formerly of the FBI stated In evidence that he coined the

term "suicide by cop", in response to a situation he witnessed where he believed

that individuals who were clearly suicidal were demanding that the police kill them

and were manipulating situations lo the point where the police had no choice but

to use deadly force. He explained to the Tribunal "the instrumentality of their deaths

was not drugs, a gun, a rope or jumping from a bridge but the police. The incident

was not a suicide by gun or suicide by jumping it was a suicide by cop." In his view,

suicide by cop refers to a suicide where the person wants to die but prefers to have

the police kill him or her as opposed to killing himself or herself.

2. Definitions and terminology

Dr. Ian McKenzie found that the various definitions described in the literature on this

phenomenon to be, in his view ¡nadec|uate. He instanced definitions such as "victim

precipitated homicide", "police officer assisted suicide", "law enforcement forced

assisted suicide" as being unsatisfactory in that these definitions did not take into

account non-lethal events. The term suicide by cop, he thought, should be avoided

in that in its "crude vernacular form, it carries strong emotional overtones."

Dr. McKenzie preferred the term "police involved victim provoked shooting".

Whereas in some cases the term "suicide" may be appropriate, in that there is a

degree of intentionality on the part of the victim, the term becomes more

problematic when the victim's actions derive from emotional confusion.

During the course of evidence to the Tribunal the phenomenon was most frequently

referred to by experts and others by its colloquial term, "suicide by cop" and is

accordingly referred to as such in this chapter.

3. Incidence of suicide by cop

Studies in the United States suggest that suicides by cop account for at least 10% of

police involved homicides. Dr. McKenzie, in his analysis of current available literature,

suggested that the true figure may be as high as 46%.

Prior to 1998 suicide by cop in the United Kingdom was sporadic, with only one or

two suspected cases per year. Dr. Douglas Turkington, consultant psychiatrist, gave
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evidence that currently the United Kingdom experiences some 10-12 incidents ol

victim precipitated shooting per annum.

4. Suicide by cop and behaviour

In 2003 the then Police Complaints Authority of England and Wales conducted a
review of 24 police shootings there between 1998 - 2001, and stated the following:

"in as many as I / of the 24 cases inc hided in the review, there are behavioural

indicators that some element of deliberate self-harm may have been involved.

For several, this was linked to significant mental health problems, while the

factors that led to this suicidal objective may also have included some

combination of domestic disputes, ale ohol or illicit drug consumption, and an

interest in or obsession with firearms. In other words their behaviour may have

been rendered irrational by life stress factors that exacerbated pre-existing and

underlying mental health problems such as depression or psychosis".

Dr. McKenzie in evidence to the Tribunal, concluded that the presence of mental

illness, a history of substance abuse and contemporaneous intoxication, were key

factors in circumstances where individuals become the subject of a police involved

victim-provoked homicide. Dr. Turkington agreed that factors co- relating with suicide

by cop include domestic violence; relationship breakdown; the prospect of lengthy

imprisonment; alcohol and drug misuse, and history of psychiatric illness and

suic ielal attempts.

5. Suicidal intent

Presence of intent

Dr. Turkington stated that, in his view, it is important to bear in mind that although

suicidal intent is a necessary ingredient in cases of suicide by cop, high suicidal intent

is present in only a small percentage of cases. He stated that most suicides by cop,

and indeed cases of suicide generally, are not planned in advance. In contrast, Dr.

lohn Sheehan, consultant psychiatrist, was of the view that whereas occasionally

suicide can be a spontaneous event, mosl genuine attempts are planned events.

Communication of intent

In the past a suicide attempt was usually accompanied by a written note which

served to communicate the victim's suicidal intent. According to Dr. Turkington

suicide notes are becoming less frequent and are now present in only about 30% of

cases. Other forms of communication are now more common such as text messaging

and verbal communications. This change adds to difficulty in recognising the

presence of suicidal intent, or gauging the level of that intent, so as to understand
the motives driving a victim's behaviour.

The evidence adduced at the Tribunal indicates that in a significant number of
suspected suicides by cop, victims exhibit either low levels of suicidal intent, which
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may be as a result of illness or other motivating factors, or that the subjects are

ambivalenl or indifferent to the outcome of their contact with the police.

Mental illness and suicidal intent

As already noted, suicidal intent is a necessary ingredient in cases of suicide by cop.

Dr. Turkington confirmed that people with mental illness have the capacity to form

a suicidal intent. The difficulty arises in interpreting the nature of the intent in the

context of the particular form of mental illness. Dr. Turkington gave as an example a

person with a persecutory delusion involving the police who is involved in an

apparent suicide by cop incident and suggested that it may be "difficult to know

whether they are actually trying to get themselves killed or trying to fight back against

the people who they believe are persecuting them".

6. Indifference

In suspected cases of suicide by cop one must also consider whether the actions

of the victim are motivated by a desire to bring about his or her own death or

simply the result of indifference to the outcome of the event. For example in four

out ot the five unsuccessful suspected suicide by cop cases encountered by Dr.

Turkington the victim was indifferent. In his words it was "Russian Roulette, if they

were shot, so be it."

7. Categories of suicide by cop

Evidence to the Tribunal indicates that the circumstances surrounding most cases of

suspected suicide by cop differ greatly. There is, as yet, no standard or uniform

categorisation of suicide by cop. Dr. Turkington and Professor Tom Fahy, categorised

such incidents as follows:

Dr. Turkington

Dr. Turkington stated that suicide by cop is categorised, according to the level of

suicidal intent present, into three sub-groups:

i. Suicide by cop with direct confrontation (the highest level of suicidal intent).

In this sub-group, as the label implies, the victim orchestrates a situation to

bring himself or herself into direct confrontation with the police. Prior

warning has usually been given to others.

ii. Suicide by cop with disturbed confrontation (a medium level of suicidal

intent).

This accounts for up to 50% of cases and comprises situations where persons

behave in an irrational and emotionally disturbed manner. They

unintentionally attract the attention of the police, and a stand-off ensues. Dr.

Turkington indicated that there are present within the sub-group three further

sub-types:
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(a) Suicide intervention

This relates to a bona fide suicide attempt, which has been hesitant

or ambivalent. An example given is where an individual is unsure

whether or not they want to end their life. The individual may have

a weapon in the house. They take an overdose and the police attend

at the scene. The individual reacts to the rescue by training a

weapon on the police who are attempting to assist. This is a suicide

bid, which has failed and ends up as a potential suicide by cop.

(b) Disturbed domestic

In this sub-type the police are called out in response to a domestic

disturbance and the aggressor turns on the police when they arrive.

(c) Disturbed person type

Dr. Turkington told the Tribunal that the "disturbed person type

accounts for 20.3% of all cases and in such a situation there is a high

irrational and desperate quality to the behaviour of the armed

individual."

iii. Suicide by cop with criminal intervention (the lowest level of suicidal intent).

This sub-group typically arises following a failed crime. The victim is

surrounded by the police and knows that he has no realistic chance of escape

but is not willing to face the prospect of a long prison sentence and makes

an escape attempt, knowing that it will probably result in his death.

Professor Fahy

Professor Fahy in his evidence referred to a paper by Mohandie and Meloy which

was published in the Journal of Forensic Science in 2000 in which two categories of

suicide by cop are classified:

i. The victim has an instrumental goal, in that he or she attempts to escape or

avoid the consequences of criminal or shameful actions or solve another

type of problem (e.g. avoiding exclusion clause of suicide in a life assurance

policy, rationalising that it might be morally wrong to commit suicide, but

maybe more acceptable to be killed; or use a confrontation with the police

in an effort to reconcile a failed relationship). In other cases the individual

may seek what they believe to be a highly effective means of

accomplishing death.

ii. The victim has an expressive goal, and may be communicating hopelessness,

depression and despair; a statement about his or her ultimate identification

as "victim"; his or her need to save face by dying or being forcibly

overwhelmed rather than surrendering; their intense power needs; rage and

revenge; or their need to draw attention to an important personal issue.

8.    The identification of a suicide by cop incident

The intending suicide by cop victim, in addition to having the necessary suicidal
intent, must in the view of the various witnesses also be in possession of a "weapon"

in order to achieve the goal of being shot by the police.
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Criteria

In cases where suicide by cop is suspected, ¡ts identification can only be confirmed

where there has been a prior communication of the suicidal intent, such as a suicide

note. In other cases the best that can be achieved is a probable diagnosis from an

examination of the circumstantial facts surrounding the case. Dr. Turkington spoke

of conducting a "psychological autopsy". Dr. McKenzie spoke of examining a "chain

of behaviour" and other experts referred to carrying out an "equivocal death

analysis". Broadly speaking such an autopsy or analysis involves examining a suicide

victim's behaviour prior to his or her death. In 1993 an American psychologist, Clint

Van Zandt, proposed a list of behavioural indicators to assist in the identification of

suicide by cop cases and against which experts carry out an initial examination of

the available evidence. This list dése i ibes types of behaviour which have the potential

to lead to a police involved victim provoked shooting:

• The individual is a subject of a self-initiated hostage or barricade situation

and refuses to negotiate with the authorities.

• The subject has just killed a significant other person in his/her life (particularly

important if the victim was a child or the subject's mother).

• The subject demands that the police kill her/him.

• The subject sets a deadline for the authorities to kill him/her.

• The  subject  has  recently  learned   that   he/she   is  suffering  from  a   life-

threatening illness or disease.

• The subject indicates an elaborate plan for his/her own death; one that has

taken both prior thought and preparation.

• The subject indicates that he/she will only "surrender" (in person) to the

officer in charge.

• The subject indicates that he/she intends to "go out in a big way".

• The subject makes no demands that include those allowing his/her escape

or subsequent freedom.

• The subject comes from a low socio-economic background.

• The subject provides the authorities with a verbal "last will and testament".

• The subject uses language which tends to indicate that he/she may be

looking for a manly or macho way to die.

• The subject has recently given away money or personal possessions.

• The subject has a criminal record, which includes evidence of assaults upon

other people.
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• The subject has recently experienced one or more traumatic events thai

affected him/her, or subject's family or career.

• The subject expresses feelings of hopelessness and helplessness.

Cautious approach to application of criteria

Mr. Lanceley and Professor Fahy, in their respective reports, provided lists of

behaviour indicators which are variations of the Van Zandt list. The experts at the

Tribunal agree that the presence or absence of behavioural indicators may assist in

the formation of a judgement as to the victim's motivation in a police shooting.

However, they are of the view that their use should be treated with caution.

According to Dr. McKenzie, their use is based on subjective qualitative analysis of

cases rather than quantitative scientific analysis. Dr. Turkington expressed a warning

as follows:

"every suicide is absolutely unique in relation to a person's own biological

vulnerability, their life events, their relationships, they are all completely

different. So you find these small statistical weighting factors, it doesn't help

you very much with the suicide that you were trying to understand."

Professor Fahy also cautioned that none of the Van Zandt features are diagnostic of

suic iele by cop and that that diagnosis would be a matter of opinion or consensus.

SECTION B: - Experts' Opinions

1.    Dr. Sheehan

The Tribunal posed the following written question to Dr. Sheehan:

"Having regard to all the facts relating to lohn Carthy and his irrational

behaviour on the 19"' and 20th April, 2000, is there anything that might establish

or suggest that his motivation for leaving home with his gun and heading

towards Abbeylara was to have himself shot and killed by the police, a

phenomenon which has occurred in the United Stated of America, where it is

known as 'suicide by cop'?"

John Carthy's mental state

Dr. Sheehan believed that it was unlikely that the subject was suicidal at the time of

the siege because, in his opinion, it appeared that he was elated during this period.
He noted that in past psychiatric history the only documented incidence of suicidal
ideation was associated with a depressive episode.

Suicidal ideation or intent, Dr. Sheehan said, is closely associated with depression
and is rare in the context of mania/hypomania. In concluding that the subject lacked
suicidal intent over the course of 19*/20th April, 2000 he referred to the conversation
between Kevin Ireland and )ohn Carthy. In response to a request from Mr. Ireland

that he should not do anything foolish, he (John Carthy) replied, "/ haven't a notion".
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Dr. Sheehan made the point that these were nol words expressed by a person

wishing to kill himself.

Dr. Sheehan slated that John Carthy's behaviour during the siege was more

consistent with mania. The taunting behaviour by the subject was consistent with

mania and was an example of bravado rather than an expression of suicidal ideation.

He was, he stated, elated and paranoid at the time of the siege:

"Suicide, by and large is associated with depression and hopelessness, so the

exact opposite to what we were seeing. When you look at assessing risk, the

patient who is depressed, hopeless, sees no way out, no future for themselves,

in the context of depressive illness, that is the risk factor. Whereas Mr. Carthy's

mental state was that he was elated and paranoid."

Dr. Sheehan placed significance on the fact that although John Carthy possessed

many of the risk factors for suicide, i.e., gender, age group, loss of a job, relationship

problems and history of alcohol abuse, he had never attempted to kill or harm

himself. In other words there was an absence of a history of attempted suicide. He

also pointed out that John Carthy was in possession of a shotgun for many years,

and thus had a means of killing himself. Most attempts at suicide, he said, were

planned events, accompanied by what he termed "final acts" e.g., the preparation of

a will in advance of the suicide attempt and also the writing of suicide notes.

Frequently, the person takes measures to ensure that they will not be discovered or

interrupted during the act. Dr. Sheehan felt that there was an absence of planning

in the events of 19"'/20"' April, 2000 and that John Carthy's behaviour was erratic

and irrational.

The exit from the house

In considering the subject's exit from the house and his subsequent actions, Dr.

Sheehan returned to the issue of John Carthy's mental state. In his view his behaviour

was consistent with his elated and paranoid state. John Carthy had displayed

unpredictability, impulsiveness and invincibility after he left the house.

In walking out past the armed gardai the subject was again acting in a manner

consistent with his elated mental state. Dr. Sheehan felt that he would have been

aware of the presence of the members of the ERU and that it was signifie ant that he

walked past them. The opening of the gun and the removal of the cartridge was a

clear signal that he (John Carthy) was armed and able to protect himself; to defend

himself.

Dr. Sheehan stated that it was his belief that the subject was delivering a loud and

clear message when he opened the gun and removed one cartridge, the message

being "/ am armed, I am dangerous". He did not see John Carthy as having reduced

his firepower but rather demonstrating to those observing, that the gun was loaded,

closed and could be used. Had John Carthy wished to be killed he would have

precipitated a confrontation with the first ERU officer he encountered, but that what
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he- was doing was protecting an area around him. In those circumstances remaining

armed and potentially dangerous was consistent with paranoid ideas.

Lack of suicidal intent and/or indifference

Dr. Sheehan disagreed with the opinion of Dr. McKenzie that John Carthy's actions
in walking past the armed members of the ERU were as a result of his failure to

perceive them; and his view of the fact that he didn't fire on those members was
something of a "red herring". On the contrary, Dr. Sheehan placed considerable

weight on the fact that he had walked past the armed officers. He was also asked to

comment on Dr. MeKenzie's view that the subject's behaviour had to be viewed as

a chain of significant behaviours over the proceeding 22 hours. While not

disagreeing, he emphasised that the subject's behaviour had to be viewed in the

context of his mental state; that he was manic and grandiose, and oblivious to danger.

Dr. Sheehan reiterated that, in general, suicide is a planned event, which relates to

severe depression and that there is a prior communication of suicidal intent. These

factors were absent in lohn Carthy's case, he stated. What he observed was in a

sense disorganised and chaotic behaviour associated with a very disturbed agitated

mental state and not a planned, organised goal directed scenario which would

provoke a situation whereby he would be shot.

Suicide note

Dr. McKenzie expressed the view that only about 30% of people who kill themselves

leave a suicide note and that generally speaking the figures range from somewhere

in the range of 1 5% to 35%. Dr. Sheehan said that he believed that between 10%
and 45% of suicide victims left suicide notes.

In his evidence to the Tribunal, Mr. Lanceley agreed with Dr. Sheehan that suicide

was generally a premeditated event. He said that people who commit suicide

generally have a plan and usually that plan is a very fixed plan. However, he went

on to say that if the plan was interrupted that they would want to improvise. Mr.

Lanceley was of the view that John Carthy had a plan, and that that plan was to be

shot by the Garda in his ancestral home. However, he believed that over the course

of the incident Detective Sergeant Jackson disrupted this plan and John Carthy

therefore had to improvise, leading him to exit the house. Dr. Sheehan, invited to

comment on this evidence, stated that, in his view, Mr. Lanceley had not considered

John Carthy's mental state and in particular the fact that he was paranoid at the time

of the incident. Dr. Sheehan stressed that without considering the subject's mental

state vou could not make sense of his behaviour.

Dr. Sheehan's conclusion

In summary, Dr. Sheehan concluded:

"/ do not think that Mr. Carthy's behaviour on leaving the house is consistent

with a suicide attempt. It appears that he walked past three or more armed

ERU men. Had he wanted to commit suicide, it is likely that he could have
precipitated a confrontation immediately on leaving the house. Rather, he

behaved in a reckless fashion, exiting the house unexpectedly and clearly
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underestimating the perilous situation he was in. His behaviour is consistent

with an elated mood, demonstrating impaired judgement and false self-

confidence."

2.    Dr. Turkington

Medical history

Dr. Turkington examined evidence of the subject's medical history. He noted that his

manic depression was initially predominately depressive, with repeated depressive

episodes interspersed with a lesser number of manic episodes. He noted that at

times he experienced mixed altee live states (i.e., episodes with mania and depression

present at the same time). He also opined that, in addition to the likelihood that

John Carthy suffered from psychosis during his illness, he had a paranoid trait to his

personality, which led him to have paranoid ideas and ideas of reference as part

of his personality. Dr. Turkington's elaboration on this is contained in section I of

Chapter 4.

John Carthy's mental state

According to Dr. Turkington, the subject was suffering at the time of the siege from

a mixture of hypomania, irritability, intermingled lowering of mood, and anger with

some suicidal ideation. He was further disinhibited, overactive and with pressure of

speech. He also appears to have intermingled paranoid ideas concerning the gardai.

Further he believed that the subject's suicidal intent was evidenced by his request to

the gardai to "shoot me, shoot me."

Dr. Turkington stated that John Carthy's suicidal intent was personality driven and

did not arise solely from his depression. He was of the opinion that had it arisen

solely out of his depression he would, more than likely, have just shot himself as

soon as he possibly could. He stated:

"on balance I think the lead up to this; I would take it as seventy per cent

personality and only thirty per cent the emergence of this mixed affective

picture. So I think a lot of what happened here was driven by his personality,

life events, the slagging, all the various things that were accumulating at that

point in time. "

The subject, he said, was exhibiting signs of suicide by cop of a disturbed type and

that his request to the gardai to shoot him was a typical development of this type. In

the "disturbed type" a moderate level of suicidal intent is present together with a

degree of ambivalence. The outcome, he said, depended on how the situation was

handled, i.e., whether steps were taken to diffuse the situation or whether matters

were allowed to escalate.

Suicidal intent

Dr. Turkington believes that John Carthy did have a plan at the back of his mind that

his life would be ended in the siege. His view is that his suicidal intent increased
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throughout the incident and changed from moderate suicide intent to high suicidal

intent with direct confrontation.

Dr. Turkington believes that the death of John Carthy is an example of suicide by cop

predominantly by direct confrontation of a manipulated type, i.e., he orchestrated the

situation which resulted in the attendance of the police. He believed that the

subject's interaction with the gardai over the course of the siege failed to escalate

the situation. John Carthy's request to be shot and his watch looking were statements

indicating that his suicidal intent was increasing. Dr. Turkington interpreted the

looking at the watch as being a clear communication that "something is about to

happen".

The exit from the house

Dr. Turkington's view is that by the time John Carthy exited the house, his level of

suicidal intent had risen; he knew that in coming out of the house he was creating a

dangerous situation. He was asked if the actions of the subject on leaving the house

were those of a rational person doing what an experienced gunman would do, or

those of somebody trying to get himself killed:

"/ think it could well be the act of somebody who is trying to get themselves

killed but not the actions of somebody with severe psychotic mania. These acts

are purposeful, they are organised. He communicates a very clear message; he

looks at the gardai quite clearly as he goes out there. He either thinks that he

can just walk out of there and have no problem, but then again he is cradling

the gun and his finger is on the trigger mechanism, so he knows that he is

giving out all the information that he is going to be a danger to other people.

The only conclusion I can make is that he is doing this to be shot. "

He expressed the opinion that the removal of the cartridge by John Carthy was a

communication to police marksmen that he was going to fire one deadly shot. It was

a very meaningful and clear thing to do which was highly compatible with the

escalation observed in suicide by cop situations. John Carthy walked past the ERU

men because his desire was not to shoot the police but to be shot by them.

Dr. Turkington was asked to comment on Professor Malone's view, that in

circumstances where there had been no clinical cases of suicide by cop to date in

Ireland, in the absence of a precedent, it reduced the likelihood that lohn Carthy

thought the police would actually fatally shoot him. Dr. Turkington responded that

because something had not happened before, it did not follow that it will not now

happen.

Dr. Turkington was also asked to comment on the view expressed in other evidence

to the Tribunal that in cases of suicide, one is dealing with something that is planned,

and premeditated, something that usually relates to severe depression, and further

that a person would have communicated what they were going to do in advance.

He responded as follows:
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"well, this, I think, is an older idea, that most suicides are planned and their

current assessment is severe depression. In actual fact most of the suicides we

see don't have severe depression, people can commit suicide when they are

very angry; they can commit suicide when they are psychotic. They can commit

suicide in all manner of mental states. So I would take issue with this fact

that people are usually severely depressed and they would normally have told

somebody about it and planned it. The epidemiology in suicide just doesn't

support that."

Conclusion

Dr. Turkington concluded by stating that when John Carthy left the house, he was in

a disinhibited, angry and moderately depressed state, and that he was intent on

completing suicide through the mechanism of police shooting.

This conclusion was based on the balance of probabilities but he accepted that the

mental state as described could also lead to other possible conclusions in relation to

the siege. Thus although Dr. Turkington was of the opinion that John Carthy's actions

were motivated by a desire to have himself shot at the hands of the police, he

conceded the possibility, that, those actions were a product of his mental state which

rendered him indifferent to the outcome.

3.    Dr. McKenzie

Dr. McKenzie observed that while it was not possible for him to carry out a

"psychological autopsy", or "equivalent death analysis", the statements and

testimony of the parties involved in the life and death of John Carthy provided an

evidential basis for the making of an assessment in relation to suicide by cop. He

analysed what he described as the "chain of behaviour" which could be used to

indicate intention on the part of the subject.

John Carthy's mental state

Dr. McKenzie noted that the subject's life circumstances were:

"in some disarray in the period immediately before the incident leading to his

death ... He was concerned, possibly distressed, about the slagging he had

been receiving about the goat incident and its reporting in a Sunday

newspaper. He was concerned about the impending move to new property

and had some financial difficulties following the loss of a job, was concerned

about providing financial support to his mother, to furnish the new house, and

had experienced some difficulty in personal relationships".

Dr. McKenzie considered that John Carthy was likely to have been experiencing

extreme subjective stress (from his life circumstances) and a contemporaneous failure

of his medication to deal with the resulting anxiety and/or a shift in the presentation

of his illness to rapid cycling or mixed bipolar disorder. Dr. McKenzie was of the view

that this combination might explain why John Carthy was "on a high" in April, 2000.
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Suicidal intent or indifference?

Dr. McKenzie expressed the opinion that the subject had the intention, from the

outset, to bring about a situation that would result in his own death. However he

was of the view that the specific plan was only formulated during the course of the

afternoon of 20,h April. John Carthy, he stated, had made a number of attempts to

provoke the police into shooting him, such as, standing at the window and calling

on the police to "shoot me, shoot me". These attempts proved unsuccessful and

there was, he believed, a need for him to do "something else". This resulted in his

decision to exit the building. When he did so it was with a view to bringing about

his own demise, Dr. McKenzie believed.

By 5:30 p.m. on 20,h April, the subject was deeply disturbed and probably heavily

confused. This state of affairs might, Dr. McKenzie observed, give rise to questions

whether he was so emotionally aroused as to be in a state of indifference to his fate

when he exited the house. However, he believed that his behaviour in opening the

gun and throwing aside one of the cartridges, was highly significant. This action,

coupled with the switching off of the safety catch on the shotgun, represented what

Dr. McKenzie described as "linked behaviours". These linked behaviours indicated

that John Carthy intended to open fire upon the command post, or possibly on

the garda members close by. Dr. McKenzie thought that this behaviour deliberately

demonstrated to the gardai that the shotgun was loaded and it moved his behaviour:

"well beyond the phase of indifference and firmly into the area of intentionalitv.

This can, in my view, only mean that it was lohn Carthy's goal to behave in

such a way that he would be shot".

Dr. McKenzie was asked for his opinion on the subject's failure to confront the

members of the ERU on his exit from the house. He believed that his senses and

perceptions were impaired and his concentration was focused on the grouping of

police at the command post, and that although he may have seen the members of

the ERU, he was not aware of them:

"bearing in mind . . . the highly anxietous state which lohn Carthy found himself

in at thai moment. I think even if he turned his head, there is no guarantee

that he saw at all the men who were in the road because his concentration

was elsewhere."

Dr. McKenzie was asked to comment on Dr. Sheehan's view, that )ohn Carthy's

behaviour in leaving the house was inconsistent with a suicide attempt, in particular

in the way he ignored the ERU men. Dr. McKenzie stated that he did not believe

that it was John Carthy's intention to kill, maybe even not to hurt anybody, but what
he wished to demonstrate to the gardai was that he had a clear intention of shooting

at somebody. Dr. McKenzie's conclusions that Mr. Carthy intended to demonstrate

to the gardai an apparent intention to open fire on the command post or on police

who were in the vicinity of that vehicle is difficult to accept. It ignores a reasonable

conclusion to be drawn from the evidence that he did not threaten or shoot at the

armed ERU men who were close to him as he walked towards his gateway, and

others who were nearby on the road. More importantly, it ignores what he said to
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his friend, Kevin Ireland, a few hours earlier, namely, that he had no intention oí

shooting anyone. It is also credible that a reasonable conclusion to be drawn from

the discarding of one cartridge was that the subject was retaining only the minimum

fire power to keep the police at bay as he walked towards his destination. If he had

discarded both, he would have been immediately overpowered as in all probability

he would have appreciated. Dr. McKenzie has not addressed that alternative

explanation.

The psychologist has postulated that there is "no guarantee" that Mr. Carthy "saw at

all" the ERU men who were on the road near the gateway "because his concentration

was elsewhere." That conclusion ignores vital supporting evidence, i.e., that six or

seven ERU officers who were close to him on his route to the road and while

discarding a cartridge having got there, were all shouting at him to drop his gun (i.e.,

to surrender). Would it not be unreal to conclude that the loud shouting probably

did not direct his mind towards the ERU men. He looked at them but ignored them.

If he had been intent on "suicide by cop" he could have achieved that instantly by

turning his gun towards anyone of them — but he did not do so.

The identification of suicide by cop

Dr. McKenzie identified eight of the 16 Van Zandt criteria as being present in the

subject's situation. These criteria related to matters which took place at the scene

and also matters arising in lohn Carthy's life prior to the siege. While an equivocal

death analysis could not be conducted (as this required the investigating psychologist

to interview all of the key figures involved in order to come to a conclusion), he was

satisfied that the evidence presented to the Tribunal, and from other sources, enabled

him to put together a picture which could be examined against the Van Zandt

criteria. He further believed that there existed a chain of significant behaviour which

told "something about John Carthy's state of mind". Dr McKenzie said:

"Although the Van Zandt criteria are useful, they are I think only indicators.

They are what are sometimes referred to in the research domain as necessary,

but not sufficient conditions. In other words, there has to be something to be

added to it, that is my view. For that reason, I have chosen to create this chain

of intent which ... goes beyond the events which are the core of this incident,

in fact, includes aspects of John Carthy's life which are outside the period of

time that the Tribunal is specifically considering."

The eight Van Zandt criteria present, according to Dr. McKenzie, were as follows:

i.    "The individual is a subject of a self-initiated hostage or barricade situation

and refuses to negotiate with the authorities.

ii.    The subject demands that the police kill her or him.

¡ii.    The subject indicates that he or she intends to 'go out in a big way'.

¡v.    The subject makes no demands that include those allowing his or her

escape or subsequent freedom.
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v.    The subject comes from a low socio-economic background." |Which  I

assume includes education.|

vi.    "The subject uses language which tends to indicate that he or she may be

looking for a manly or macho way to die.

vii.    The subject has recently experienced one or more traumatic events that

affect him or her, or subject's family or career.

viii.    The subject expresses feelings of hopelessness and helplessness."

There is no evidence to support the criteria at 3 and 5. Regarding the latter point:

Mr. Carthy's correspondence with Ms X makes clear that he had an exceptional

capacity to express his thoughts clearly in articulate, fluent language. He had the

benefit of a full course in secondary education. His socio-economic background was

not "low".

Dr. McKenzie told the Tribunal that:

"While the match of 8/15 (>50%) of the circumstances of the Abbeylara case

with the Van Zandt criteria might be seen as conclusive, it is my view that, as

is the case in some criminal prosecutions, a chain of behaviour, not limited to

the event itself may be identified, thus demonstrating a degree of mens rea

beyond that of most reports of similar events [i.e. suicide by cop incidents]."

This led Dr. McKenzie to look at a "chain of intent", which involved looking at

statements made by )ohn Carthy and exchanges between him and others (including

Detective Sergeant lackson) commencing at approximately 8:30 p.m. on 18lh April

when he commented to Ms Farrell, "the party's over; no more laughing. The Guards

won't be here any more" ending with his exit on to the roadway. Dr. McKenzie

categorised these under four headings, date/time, the stimulus, the response and

the source.

Conclusion

Dr. McKenzie concluded that John Carthy placed himself deliberately in the line of

fire of armed members of the Garda Síochána, with the intent that in so doing he

would bring about his own death. Having failed to entice the police to shoot him

inside the house, he chose this deliberate and conscious act, to advance upon police

positions with the loaded and operational shotgun. He observed, "In my opinion

there is ample evidence that lohn Carthy was the provocateur in a victim provoked,

police involved death."

4.    Professor Fahy

John Carthy's mental state

Professor Fahy thought that at the time of the incident John Carthy was in a
predominantly hypomanic state with some depressive themes interwoven, consistent

with a mixed affective disorder, exhibiting a mixture of elation, anger, irritability with
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some depressive features. His hypomanic state deteriorated over the course of the

incident.

Suicidal intent or indifference?

Professor Fahy was of the view that )ohn Carthy was indifferent as to his welfare. He

differentiated this from the subject being reckless as to his welfare. With indifference,

he said "the person may have an appraisal of the risk, they may have an understanding,

they may be competent, mentally competent and have capacity to appraise the risk,

but they may not care about it". Professor Fahy said that such a person would be

indifferent to the possible consequences of his actions and also about his own

welfare and life.

Professor Fahy observed that lohn Carthy's request to the police to shoot him was

not a straightforward indicator of suicidal ideation or intention. It had significance,

however, as he believed that lohn Carthy was somehow willing to consider his own

death and willing to consider he was going to be shot.

The exit

Professor Fahy opined that John Carthy was in a manic phase at the time he exited

the house. He felt that his mental state had deteriorated so much that at the- time he

exited he had perhaps only a limited awareness of what he was doing and was no

longer capable of being reasoned with in a rational manner. Not alone was he manic

at the time of exit but he was also angry and irritable.

Professor Fahy's view is that the removal of the cartridge was an ambiguous gesture,

which pointed to a lack of clarity and a lack of clear purpose or strategy on John

Carthy's part. The signal was ambivalent, confusing and open to a wide variety of

interpretation. He also expressed the view that by the removal of one cartridge from

the gun, he had communicated a very mixed message which had not been reinforced

"with any verbal reassurance or any other gesture that might be viewed as conciliatory

or that might allow an observer to come to a better judgement about the purpose of

that behaviour".

Dealing with the subject's mental state at the time of his death, Professor Fahy

expressed the following view:

"Mr. Carthy's behaviour immediately prior to his death is difficult to

understand. His last comments to the police constituted an explicit invitation

to shoot him, but it is not clear that this was a coherent expression of suicide

intent. He walked out of the house without warning, carrying a shotgun. . . .

Mr. Carthy ignored instructions to put down his we\tpon. . . . Without

explanation, he removed one cartridge from the chamber, and left one

cartridge intact. This act was both reassuring (reducing the number of

cartridges) and provocative (retaining one cartridge). Possible explanations for

keeping one cartridge in the gun include an effort to raise the guards' concern

about his dangerousness, or an intention to use this cartridge to shoot at the

guards or to kill himself. Alternatively the action may not have been the result
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of logical thought processes, and in this case could be viewed as ambivalent

and confused behaviour, resulting from a psychotic mental state. . . . Mr.

Carthy's actions were extremely reckless. He paid scant attention to his own

safety. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that such behaviour was motivated

by conscious or unconscious self-destructive impulses."

As already noted, Professor Fahy referred to two categories of suicide by cop. In the

first category the victim is defined as having an instrumental goal, while in the second

the victim is defined as having an expressive goal. The witness viewed John Carthy's

behaviour as more compatible with the second category, in that, for example he may

have been communicating hopelessness, depression and despair; or some or all of

the other examples of expressive goals referred to by Professor Fahy.

From the literature he had studied the witness noted that verbal and behavioural

clues to suicide by cop risk include:

• Demands or sets a deadline for authorities to kill him.

• Threatening to kill or harm others, or indicating that he will not be taken alive.

• Gives a verbal will.

• Tells hostages and others that he wants to die.

• Offers to surrender to person in charge.

• Indicates elaborate plans for his own death.

• Expresses feelings of hopelessness.

• Emphatic that jail is not an option.

• Makes biblical references, e.g. to resurrection.

• Demonstrative with weapon, points weapon or apparent weapon at police.

• Shoots at the police.

• Reaches for a weapon or apparent weapon with police present.

• Attaches weapon to body.

• Countdown to kill hostages.

• Assaults or harms hostages or others with police present.

• Forces confrontation with police.

• Advances on police when told to stop.

• Suspect calls the police to report crime in progress.

• Continues hopeless acts of aggression even after incapacitated.

• Points weapon at self or self-mutilates when police present.
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• Refuses to negotiate, no escape demands, no demands.

• Gets intoxicated with "chemical courage".

Professor Fahy expressed the view that John Carthy exhibited some of the features

noted in suicide by cop cases. He pointed out that none of the above features

are diagnostic of suicide by cop and that diagnosis would be a matter of opinion

or c onsensus.

Professor Fahy thought that suicide by cop was a possible motivation and explanation

for John Carthy's behaviour when he left the house. However, he agreed with the

solicitor for the Carthy family that unless one could see into the mind of the subject

one would not know what his actual intention was. He further expressed the view

that in the absence of documentation, a suicide note, or a verbal communication,

one's ability to interpret John Carthy's precise motivation was limited. While he was

of the view that suicide by cop was a possible motivation for John Carthy leaving

the house, he stated that this explanation was only one of a number of possible-

explanations and that he was unable to state what the correct explanation was.

5.    Dr. Kennedy

Dr. Kennedy considered John Carthy calling on the gardai to "shoot me" to be angry

defiant behaviour on his part and not supportive of a suicide by cop attempt. He

further told the Tribunal that he did not believe that suicide by cop itself could

account for John Carthy's actions at any stage during the time when he was in

the house.

The Exit

Dr. Kennedy was of the view, that at the time of his death John Carthy was in an

abnormal state characterized by arousal, anger and escalating threatening behaviour:

"His capacity to perceive and correctly interpret his social interactions, his

capacity to reason and to make rational decisions would all have been

profoundly impaired. It is more likely than not that he was deluded and he

may have been suffering hallucinations."

From a psychiatric point of view Dr. Kennedy did not believe it possible to infer any

causal explanation or meaningful understanding of John Carthy's acts at the time he

left the house. "On the contrary", he explained, "such attempts at interpretation only

indicate how many different interpretations might be offered with equal validity." By

way of example, he listed a number of such interpretations in no particular order:

• John Carthy may have intended to shoot a specific person;

• He may have intended to shoot a particular category of persons;

• He may have intended to shoot himself in a public place;

• He may have intended to provoke others to shoot him; and,
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• He may have been acting in an impulsive, unpremeditated way which lacked

any premeditated plan or purpose, other than the expression of some

strong emotion.

Dr. Kennedy thought that "in a highly aroused state perception is narrowed and

focused in an arbitrary way." Consequently, he thought that it would never be known

whether John Carthy was aware of the ERU members who were close to him on the

roadway. He said that "be may have been aware of them, he may not have been, he

mav have been, as they say, looking through them and preoccupied with some other

matter. It is highly likely under those circumstances, but we will never know."

Under these circumstances Dr. Kennedy felt that the act of stopping, withdrawing

the cartridge from the right barrel, throwing it away, closing the gun and removing

the safety catch, might (a) have no significance at all or (b) have been heavily laden

with delusional, symbolical significance, unique to himself at that time, which could

never be capable of being understood by anyone but himself.

6. Dr. Shanley

Dr. Shanley did not become familiar with the term suicide by cop until after the

incident. He stated that his knowledge of suicide by cop was informed by literature

that had been sent by a colleague and also some that he had received from the

Tribunal. Nevertheless he stated that lohn Carthy was never suicidal in his dealings

with him:

"There is no reason to think that he emerged with the expectation that he

would be shot by the gardai, in my view."

In relation to John Carthy's request to "shoot me, shoot me", he observed:

"/ think we are in the realms here ot a high degree of speculation, because

you certainly would want to know exactly what lohn Carthy was thinking of

the incident at the precise time that he emerged from the house, and I think it

is unfair to lohn and his memory to imply that he had every deliberate intention

of getting himself killed, particularly when there were numerous opportunities

in the past for him perhaps to kill himself by other means."

7. Professor Malone

Professor Malone, while aware of the phenomenon of suicide by cop or "victim

perpetrated shooting", had never from a clinical or research viewpoint encountered

such a case. He observed that the absence of a precedent of suicide by cop in

Ireland reduced the likelihood that John Carthy believed the police would actually
fatally shoot him. Professor Malone noted the evidence of Dr. Sheehan and Dr.

Shanley that John Carthy had not previously been actively suicidal or homicidal. He-

thought that on the information he had seen and his own research of predictive

models of broad suicidal behaviour in major psychiatric disorders that the likelihood
of suicide by cop in John Carthy's case was low.
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8.    Mr. Frederick Lanceley

In his evidence Mr. Lanceley listed a number of indicators of suicide by cop which

he felt were present in John Carthy's case:

i. Demand — the subject may demand or challenge the officer or agency to

kill him.

ii. Deadline — John Carthy may have had a deadline for his own death but

the Garcia did not know it. According to Garda personnel lohn Carthy
kept looking at his watch towards the end of the incident.

iii. Precipitating event or events — often, some traumatic, precipitating event

has happened in the recent past. Mr. Lanceley identified "multiple Stressors

. . . that would cause even a more stable individual a great deal of distress."

iv. Clues as to suicidal intent — any time the negotiator hears talk of suicide,

he or she should assume that the subject means what he says. Mr. Lanceley

was of the view that "with one possible exception, when asked about

suicide, Mr. Carthy never denied his suicidal intent ... He challenged the

Garda to shoot him."

v. An elaborate suicide plan — detail in a suicide threat, plan or fantasy is

always a factor about which to be concerned. Mr. Lanceley was of the view

that )ohn Carthy had a plan which was to be shot in his own home by

the Garda.

vi. Hopelessness and helplessness — any time a negotiator hears expressions

of hopelessness and helplessness, he or she should be thinking about the

possibility of suicide. Mr. Lanceley directed the Tribunal's attention to John

Carthy's concern, as expressed to Detective Sergeant Jackson, that he-

would "get ten years [imprisonment]."

vii. Going out big — if the subject indicates that he wants to "go out" big,

killing an officer is "going out big". US negotiators are taught to never allow

a situation to develop to the point where the subject has an opportunity to

kill an officer in an effort to provoke other officers into killing him. Mr.

Lanceley pointed to John Carthy's comments to Ms Alice Farrell on the

evening of 18th April.

viii. The "double whammy" — Mr. Lanceley described this as follows — when

a man loses his job, he has the support of his family to fall back on. When

a man loses his family through death, desertion or divorce he has the

support of the men he works with to fall back on. When a man loses both

his job and family over a short period, he has lost his two primary sources

of support that many men count upon and he does not have much left.

Some experienced negotiators refer to this situation as the "double

whammy" and often find that they are talking to individuals who see no

point in living because of this experience. Mr. Lanceley pointed to the fact

that John Carthy had lost his job and his girlfriend in the recent past.

ix. Refusal to talk — an individual contemplating suicide by cop may refuse to

talk to the negotiator. He may refuse to talk to the negotiator because his
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mind is made up and there is nothing left about which to talk. Mr. Lanceley

pointed to the fact that John Carthy "refused to talk in any meaningful

way. He rebuffed numerous offers of assistance and reassurance by Garda

personnel and TPIs."

x. Arranging an incident — the suicidal individual may arrange a dangerous

situation for the police and/or innocent persons. He may orchestrate

circumstances so the police will have little option but to kill him. In Mr.

Lanceley's view, lohn Carthy arranged for the Garda to come to the scene

by firing his weapon.

xi. Escalation — the suicidal individual may also escalate the situation until the

police must take tactical action to stop him. The escalation may be in the

form of homicidal threats, shots being fired, and movement toward the

police with his weapon pointed at them or other dangerous actions. This

escalation in the incident will be in clear-cut, well-defined steps of which

in Mr. Lanceley's view there were many examples.

xii. Prior suicidal behaviour — persons committing suicide by cop often will

have demonstrated prior suicidal behaviour.

Mr. Lanceley set out in his report a detailed questionnaire which the Los Angeles

County Sheriff's Department provide to their communications operators. The

communicators are required to consider the questionnaire "when taking a report of

a disturbance, an emotionally disturbed person, threatened suicide, or other situation

that may result in a direct police/subject confrontation". These are:

• Has the subject been drinking today?

• Has he/she taken any drugs today or yesterday? What drugs?

• Has he/she been violent today or in the recent past?

• Has he/she ever been  in a psychiatric hospital or treated for a  mental

disorder?

• Has he/she ever attempted suicide?

• Does he/she have guns or knives now? What kind?

• Has he/she pointed a weapon at anyone today?

• Has he/she made a threat to kill the police or be killed by the police?

• Are there personal or family problems that he/she is feeling sad about?

• Has  he/she   been   screaming  or  yelling  with   extreme  rage  during  this

situation?

• Has he/she ever been in prison?
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Conclusions

Having   applied   this   questionnaire   to   John   Carthy's   behaviour   Mr.   laneeley's

conclusion was:

"In this writer's opinion, Mr. Carthy's actions and demeanour during the siege-

were fully consistent with a classic suicide-by-cop scenario."

SECTION C: — Conclusions
I do not favour the pro "suicide by cop" arguments led by Dr. McKenzie. I prefer the

contra opinions expressed by Dr. Sheehan, Dr. Shanley, Professor Fahy and Professor

Malone. I note that Dr. Turkington, who also supports the "suicide by cop" theory,

considers that his view does not extend beyond the balance of probabilities and that

there is room for an alternative explanation of Mr. Carthy's conduct.

The following points occur to me:

1. All of the contra opinions, with the exception of Dr. Turkington, are from

leading psychiatrists. Dr. McKenzie does not have their expertise in the area

of mental illness. He is a psychologist, not a psychiatrist. He is, of course,

an expert of high standing in his own subject, but he is at a disadvantage in

his assessment of problems emanating from mental illness by comparison

with his psychiatric colleagues. It is important that the contra opinions

include Dr. Shanley who is the only psychiatrist who had the actual

experience of knowing and treating John Carthy over a protracted period.

He knew him well. Dr. Turkington conceded that the mental state described

could lead to other possibilities. I must also take into account that, although

an experienced negotiator and a major expert in negotiation techniques,

Mr. Lanceley is not a qualified medical professional.

2. If lohn Carthy intended to bring about a situation that the police would

shoot him dead, it is probable that he would have provoked the first ERU

man he encountered on leaving his house. In fact he walked past that officer

with his gun open. He also had a choice of three ERU officers to provoke

who were close to him when he emerged on to the road. He did not

provoke them; he walked by them. He also did not engage with Detective

Sergeant Russell, standing close by on the Carthy boundary wall as he

commenced walking towards Abbeylara.

3. His conflict with the gardai at Abbeylara had been solely with the ERU

contingent from the time of their arrival at the scene. He knew that they

were present nearby and were armed. On leaving his home he did not seek

to provoke any of them. It is also consistent with his attitude towards the

ERU men that he would ignore other gardai on the road near the command

vehicle. There is no evidence that he intended to provoke one of them to

shoot him dead. Why not take the obvious easy option of provoking an

ERU officer to shoot him if "suicide by cop" was his intention!'
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4. John Carthy's phone conversation with Kevin Ireland a íe-vv hours before he

left the house included a positive statement that he had no intention of

shooting himself or anyone else and he explained his violent conduct to his

friend. In Dr. Sheehan's opinion, these were not words expressed by a

person wishing to kill himself and I would accept his opinion in that regard.

5. There are credible explanations for John Carthy's conduct in removing a

cartridge from his gun; one of them being to show the ERU that he still had

<i capacity to shoot and that they should keep their distance from him. If

he had discarded both cartridges he would have become defenceless and

thwarted from achieving whatever he had set out to do. There also were

credible reasons for proceeding in the Abbeylara direction, e.g., to locate

his sister and Dr. Shanley who he knew were in the vicinity and perhaps

surrender his gun to them. One thing is certain he would never have

surrendered it to the police. He would have known that time was running

out for him. Another credible explanation is that he was going to the village

for cigarettes — his nicotine craving would have been very acute at that time.

As many of the experts have frankly conceded, it is impossible to assess

with conviction why )ohn Carthy le-ft his house and what motivated him to

walk towards Abbeylara. Having regard to the foregoing opinions expressed

by Dr. Shanley, who had long experience of treating the subject, Dr.

Sheehan and Professor Malone in particular, and other reservations

expressed herein, I am satisfied that "suicide by cop" was probably not in

Mr. Carthy's mind at any time during the siege and was not a motivating

factor in causing him to leave the house.

6. It is pertinent to bear in mind that in the context of the Tribunal's assessment

of Mr. Carthy's conduct in leaving home armed with his shotgun and

subsequent events, it is not his motivation for doing so, whatever it may

have been, but the crisis situation which was presented to him on and about

the Abbeylara road at that time and how the gardai contended with it, is

the kernel of that issue.

7. Awareness of the concept of "suicide by cop" has been heightened by the

evidence at the Tribunal. It is a concept which I recommend should be taken

into account in garda training courses.
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CHAPTER 15

Recommendations

A summary of failures at Abbeylara

Failures by the scene commanders and others which contributed to the disaster at

Abbeylara have been examined in depth in this report. They are briefly summarised

in Chapter 8, section O, to which the reader is referred.

Learning from the mistakes

The restructuring of the Garda response in siege situations

I recommend that the Minister and the Commissioner, in collaboration with police

experts from other comparable jurisdictions, should review the situation which

pertained at Abbeylara as found in this Report and the criticism of Garda

performance there, including that of expert police witnesses, with a view to devising

a revised structure for command and an appropriate scheme for dealing with similar

siege situations — particularly where a dangerous gunman is believed to be motivated

by mental illness. Such a review should include consideration of and, where

perceived to be appropriate, recommendations on the following matters:

i. Where it is decided that a specialist unit of the ERU be engaged to take

over tactical command at the scene, which may include also provision of

the principal negotiator:

(a) Should the commander of the unit have full responsibility for all

tactical and negotiating decisions, having advised the local

superintendent of his intentions in that regard, and should he have

the minimum rank of inspector?

(b) In such circumstances, should the local district superintendent's

command function be limited to the provision of ancillary services

such as food, accommodation and other supplies not provided

by the ERU; the appointment of an experienced local officer as

intelligence co-ordinator to liaise with the ERU commander;

provision of an outer cordon of uniformed gardai and any other

additional officers the ERU commander may require, including

armed detectives if necessary; the organisation of special services

such as that of the Garda Technical Bureau, the Garda Press

Office and the provision of police dogs and handlers at the scene;

provision of additional trained, experienced negotiators (if not

supplied by the ERU) and provision of equipment and non-lethal

options which may be necessary if not possessed by the

specialist unit?
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Should local area superintendents undergo refresher training as scene-

commanders for one week annually — such training to include the

importance of making plans; keeping records; intelligence gathering;

liaising with negotiators regarding strategy; ensuring the provision of a

sufficient number of experienced negotiators at the scene; the

establishment of inner and outer cordons; the maintenance of a strict

sterile area between cordons; basic instruction on mental illness and the

need for prompt consultation, in depth, with the general practitioner or

psychiatrist treating such a person, including the importance of calming

the subject and of obtaining, as a matter of urgent priority, medical advice

in dealing with the mental and other problems displayed by him or her?

Should ERU officers having the rank of inspector or superintendent have

the benefit of similar refresher courses?

Should all garda negotiators have detailed courses of instruction of not

less than two weeks' duration which include particular reference to siege

situations generally and also those where the subject is believed to be

motivated or affected by mental illness. (Instruction on how to deal with

that type of situation should include the desirability of consulting with a

psychologist attached to the Department of lustice, Equality and Law

Reform.) Is it also desirable that negotiators should have the benefit oí

regular refresher courses?

The desirability that the training of garda recruits (and all officers by way

of refresher courses) should include basic instruction on mental illness and

how a person so afflicted should be dealt with, including the need for

urgent consultation with his/her medical advisor and the importance of

calming the subject.

What specific training in negotiation strategy and on how to assist the

gardai, if the subject of a siege is believed to suffer from mental illness, is

required for state psychologists?

How many psychologists should be employed by the State in providing

the service of expert assistance in siege and other similar situations?

The importance of establishing a formal working arrangement (including

periodic training of both sides) between the Garda Síochána and state

psychologists; no such arrangement having been in existence at the time

of Abbeylara or now.

The desirability of devising and adopting a retraining model based on that

in Victoria, Australia — Project Beacon. The Tribunal is aware that it has had

exceptional success and has been highly acclaimed in other jurisdictions.

The desirability of utilising teams of appropriately trained police dogs and

handlers for use in siege and other comparable situations if required.
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xi.    The desirability of equipping ERU units with Taser stun guns.

xii.    Further investigation ol other non-lethal options.

xiii. The need for providing a sufficient number of appropriately equipped

specialist command vehicles for use of the Garda Síochána throughout

¡ts jurisdiction.

As already stated, I am of opinion that the review of Garda command structures and

training, particularly in the context of utilising the ERU in siege and other comparable

situations, including those having mental illness as a factor, is a subject which should

have urgent attention.
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CHAPTER 16

Costs

Applications for costs have been made by solicitors for parties to whom

representation at the Tribunal was granted by the Chairman on 10"' January, 2003

(see Appendix 3). An application also has been made on behalf of Mr. Kevin Ireland

relating to representation by solicitor and counsel at a hearing of the Tribunal on Is1

October, 2003. In addition, solicitors have applied for costs regarding discovery of

documents made on behalf of the following parties:

• Beaumont Hospital;

• Dr. Desmond Bluett;

• Midland Radio Group trading as Shannonside-;

• Midland      Health      Board      now      the      Health      Service      Executive,

Longford/Westmeath General Hospital;

• Midland   Health   Board   now  the   Health  Service  Executive,  St.   Loman's

hospital; and,

• Western Health Board now the Health Service Executive, University College

Hospital Galway.

In deciding whether a party is entitled to an order providing for the costs of

representation at the Tribunal and related matters, the primary function of the

Chairman in ruling on such applications is to decide in each case whether the party

has cooperated with the work of the Tribunal and has not sought to frustrate or

hinder the due performance of its function. The Chairman is mindful of the following

observations of McCarthy J. in course of his judgement in the Supreme Court in

Goodman International -v- Mr. Justice Hamilton |1992| I.R. 542 at p. 605:

"The liability to pay costs cannot depend upon the- findings of the Tribunal as

to the subject matter of the inquiry. When the inquiry is in respect of a single

disaster, |as at Abbeylara] then, ordinarily, any party permitted to be

represented at the inquiry should have their costs paid out of public funds. The

whole or part of those costs may be disallowed by the Tribunal because of the

conduct of or on behalf of that party at, during or in connection with the

inquiry. The expression 'the findings of the Tribunal' should be read as the

findings as to the conduct of the parties at the Tribunal..."

I have considered the applications for costs in the light of the foregoing legal

principles. It has not been established in evidence or otherwise that any of the parties

who seek costs have failed to honour their obligations to the Tribunal. Accordingly,

it is proper that I should by order provide that each of them is entitled to costs of
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representation at the Tribunal (including that relating to the discovery of documents,

if made) on a party and party basis subject to taxation. Such costs shall be paid by

the Minister for Finance out of public funds.

Two parties, i.e., the Minister and the Commissioner, were represented by the Chief

State Solicitor and counsel instructed by him. They are state bodies for whom the

Minister for Finance has an obligation to discharge legal fees and expenses relating

to representation at the Tribunal. In the course of submissions made on behalf of the

Minister for Finance to the Mahon Tribunal regarding, inter alia, the costs of state

bodies, ¡t was urged that "bodies funded from public funds ought not to be awarded

their costs unless the Tribunal is satisfied that special circumstances exist which make

it equitable to do so."

The foregoing submission on behalf of the Minister for Finance was to the effect that

in the absence of exceptional circumstances there is no useful purpose in seeking

orders for the costs of state bodies who were represented at a Tribunal because the

Minister for Finance has an obligation to discharge such costs and the making of a

formal order in that regard is in the ordinary course irrelevant. It would appear that

the only circumstance in which it might be appropriate is where the state is entitled

to an order for such costs against another party. No such situation has arisen in this

Tribunal and the Attorney General has not sought to make that case. Accordingly,

no order for costs will be made regarding the Minister's or the Commissioner's costs

of representation at the Tribunal or related matters.
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APPENDIX 1

Opening Statement of Mr. Justice Robert Barr, the Sole

Member of the Tribunal, made on 7th January, 2003

This is the first sitting of the Tribunal of Inquiry created by Resolutions passed by Dáil

and Seanad Éireann on respectively 17lh and 18"' April, 2002 and by Instrument

entitled Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act, 1921 (Establishment of Tribunal)

Instrument (No. 2) 2002 made by the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform

on r July, 2002.

There are three functions which the Tribunal will perform at this sitting. The first is to

open and define the terms of reference contained in the foregoing Resolutions of

the Houses of the Oireachtas. In that regard the Tribunal will specify in broad outline

the questions and issues arising out of the fatal shooting of John Carthy which it

proposes to address, including a review of relevant statute law and professional

procedures in the light of the circumstances of Mr. Carthy's death and his history of

psychiatric disturbance.

The second function is to outline procedures which the Tribunal proposes to adopt

in the conduct of its work.

Finally, the Tribunal will hear applications from parties seeking authorisation for

representation at the Tribunal.

Before opening the Terms of Reference I wish to express my appreciation and thanks

to the President of the High Court for his permission to sit in this court today and on

next Friday, 10"' instant when I will rule on applications for representation. The

Tribunal is working from temporary premises in the Bar Council's Distillery Building in

Church Street pending the reconstruction and renovation of premises in the adjoining

Jameson Building in Bow Street which it is hoped will be ready for occupation circa

the end of this month. That premises includes a place for public hearings similar to a

courtroom and other facilities for the public and media.

The Tribunal is represented by Mr. Michael MacGrath SC; Mr. Raymond Comyn SC;

Mr. Patrick O'Dwyer BL and Ms Jennifer Bulbulia (researcher). The solicitor to the

Tribunal is Mr. John V. Nolan and the registrar is Mr. John McGreevy. They are

available to answer queries which any member of the public (whether a prospective

witness or not) or organisation may have regarding the work of the Tribunal. Our

telephone and fax numbers are 01 817 5290 and 01 817 5501 respectively. We

hope to have email facilities and a web site shortly.
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The Terms of Reference

Resolutions in the following terms were passed by Dáil Éireann and Seanad Éireann

on respectively 1 7"1 and 18"' April, 2002.

"That Dáil Éireann |Seanad Éireann in its Resolution] resolves that it is

expedient that a tribunal be established under the Tribunals of Inquiry

(Evidence) Acts, 1921 to 2002, to inquire into the following definite matter of

urgent public importance:

- the facts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of John

Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford on 20 April, 2000;

and to report to the Clerk of Dáil Éireann and to make such findings and

recommendations as it sees fit in relation to these matters;

And further resolves that:

(I) The Tribunal shall report to the Clerk of the Dáil on an interim basis

not later than four months from the date oí the establishment of the

Tribunal and also as soon as maybe after the tenth day of any oral

hearings of the Tribunal on the following matters:

(a) the number of parties granted representation by the Tribunal,

(b) the progress which will then have been made in the hearings

and work of the Tribunal,

(c) the likely duration (so far as might then be capable of being

estimated) of the proceedings of the Tribunal,

(d) any other matters that the Tribunal considers should be

drawn to the attention of the Houses of the Oireachtas at

the time of the report (including any matters relating to ¡ts

terms of reference);

(II) the Inquiry shall be completed in as economical a manner as possible

and at the earliest possible date consistent with a fair examination of

the matters referred to it;

(III) all costs incurred by reason of the failure of individuals to co-operate

fully and expeditiously with the Tribunal should as far as it is consistent

with the interests of justice and the provisions of the Tribunals of

Inquiry (Evidence) Acts, 1921 to 2002, be borne by those individuals."

Pursuant to the foregoing resolutions the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law

Reform established the Tribunal by Instrument given under his seal on 1"' July, 2002.

Having recited the foregoing resolutions of Dáil Éireann and Seanad Éireann, the

instrument continues. "Now, I, Michael McDowell, TD, Minister for Justice, Equality
and Law Reform, in pursuance of those resolutions and in exercise of the powers

conferred on me by Section 1 (1 ) (as adapted by the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence)
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Act 1921 Adaptation Order I936(SR&0 No. 25 of 1936)) of the Tribunals of Inquiry
(Evidence) Act 1921, make the following instrument:

1. This Instrument may be cited as the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act 1 921

(Establishment of Tribunal) Instrument (No. 2) 2002.

2. A tribunal (hereinafter called "the Tribunal") is established to inquire into,

report and make such findings and recommendations as it sees fit to the

Clerk of Dáil Éireann on the definite matter of urgent public importance

specified in the resolution passed by Dáil Éireann on 1 7 April 2002 and the

resolution passed by Seanad Éireann on 18 April, 2002 the text of which

resolutions is sel out in the- recital to this Instrument.

3. The Honourable Mr. Justice Robert Barr is appointed to be the sole member

of the Tribunal.

4. The Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Acts 1921 to 2002 shall apply to the

Tribunal."

Facts and issues which the Tribunal perceives arise out of the fatal

shooting of John Carthy and are covered by the foregoing Resolutions

of the Houses of the Oireachtas

The Tribunal has received in excess of 200 witness statements relating to the matters

under investigation and also certain medical reports, including the State Pathologist's

report on John Carthy's injuries at the time of death. Certain police and professional

reports on procedures for adoption in relation to situations such as that which

pertained at Abbeylara and culminated in the fatal shooting of lohn Carthy will be

considered in evidence.

It is proposed to address the foregoing facts and issues in a series of modules the

contents of which are as follows. The proposed contents are set out in broad outline

hereunder but do not purport to be exhaustive.

First Module: Background to the fatal shooting of John Carthy

(a) Personal history, including his state of health and, in particular, his psychiatric

condition at all material times.

(b) His family circumstances and work history.

(c) The deceased's history as to the ownership and use of firearms.

(d) The history of licences granted to him in respect thereof.

(e) His dealings with the Garda Síochána in connection with his shotgun and the

renewal of the licence in respect thereof from time to time.

(f) Complaints made to local gardai about Mr. Carthy's possession of a firearm and

alleged threats made by him.

(g) His detention and questioning by local gardai in September, 1998. The reason

for his detention at that time; what transpired while he was in custody; the
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period   of   detention   and   the   outcome   thereof.   Was   he   previously   or

subsequently arrested, detained or questioned by the police?

(h) The effect (if any) on Mr. Carthy of his detention and questioning on that

occasion in 1998 as to his attitude to the Garda Síochána.

(i) His attitude towards the Garda Síochána in the period January/April 2000, and,

if hostile, the apparent reason for his hostility.

(j)     Mr. Carthy's state of mental health at the time of the confrontation at his home.

(k) Were the local gardai or any of them aware that lohn Carthy had psychiatric or

mental illness?

(I) If so, who was so aware; what did he/she understand the situation to be; where

and how did he/she first learn of the deceased's mental illness or psychiatric

disorder?

(m) As to the deceased's psychiatric condition; when did he and/or his family first

become aware of it? Did he consult a general medical practitioner in that regard?

If so, when, who, and how often? What illness or condition was diagnosed and

what treatment was received by the patient? When was he first referred to a

specialist in mental illness? To whom was he referred? What was his/her

diagnosis? Did he have in-patient treatment for mental illness or psychiatric

disturbance? If so, when, where and by whom? Was he under medical or

psychiatric care as an out-patient or otherwise in the period )anuary/April 2000?

(n) Was the deceased's GP aware that his patient possessed a licenced shotgun? If

so, when did he become so aware? Did he have any professional opinion as to

whether Mr. Carthy was fit to have possession of a shotgun in April, 2000? If

so, was the opinion canvassed by the gardai at that time or at any prior date?

(o) Was Mr. Carthy's psychiatrist of opinion that the deceased was fit to possess a

shotgun at that time? Was that opinion canvassed by the gardai then or

previously?

(p) Did the deceased's GP and/or psychiatrist take any action as to his continued

possession of a shotgun in March/April, 2000 or previously?

(q) Did any member of the- deceased's family, neighbours or friends take any step

to have the shotgun removed from the deceased's possession prior to the fatal
shooting? If so, what was clone in that regard?

Second Module: The circumstances of the fatal shooting of John Carthy

(a) What gave rise to the event?

(b) What was the demeanour and conduct of John Carthy in the week prior to

events at Abbeylara which culminated in his death?

(c) What gave rise to a request for polie e intervention at his home? Who made that

request, when, to whom and what was said by and to the requester?

(d) What was the local garda response?
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(e) Who lead the local gardai at the Carthy house?

(f) Which local garda officers were dispatched to the deceased's dwelling? When

did they arrive there? What instructions were they given? What transpired when

they first arrived? Which garda officer first contacted John Carthy at the scene

after the arrival of gardai? How did he do so? What exactly did he say to Mr.

Carthy and what was the response of the latter?

(g) Who was in overall garda command at Abbeylara?

(h) Did he or any officer at the scene have any particular instructions or training in

dealing with an apparently dangerous man armed with a loaded shotgun who

was not engaged in serious criminal activity per se, but was a person whose

behaviour was likely to be the product of mental or psychiatric illness or other

such disability?

(i) What contacts were made with John Carthy at Abbeylara by his family, friends,

the gardai or anyone else prior to the arrival of the Emergency Response Unit?

What efforts were made to have a dialogue with Mr. Carthy. Who did so, how

and when, and what response (if any) was made by him at that time?

(j)      Who sent for the Emergency Response Unit? When and why?

(k) What was the extent of TV and radio publicity relating to the incident? How

did that come about? Who arranged for the presence of the radio and TV media

at the scene?

(I) What consultations took place between the deceased's mother, sister or other

members of his family, friends or neighbours with the gardai? When was such

contact made? What was said and with what result?

(m)   Was any neighbour or friend of the deceased consulted by the gardai?

(n) Was the deceased's GP, psychiatrist or solicitor consulted by or on behalf of

the gardai or his family during the confrontation at Abbeylara?

(o) If so, were any of them brought to the scene to speak to John Carthy directly

or by megaphone or telephone?

(p) Was he contactable by land phone or mobile? If so, what, if any, efforts were

made to do so; when and by whom?

(q) Was a loud hailer or other such means used to communicate with John Carthy?

If so, who did so, when, what was said and did he respond?

(r) What members of the Carthy family, friends, neighbours, his doctors or solicitor

were present at or near the house when he emerged prior to being fatally shot?

(s) Did any member of John Carthy's family, or any relation, friend, neighbour,

medical or legal advisor offer to approach the dwelling with the intention of

speaking to Mr. Carthy in the hope of calming him down and persuading him

to hand over his shotgun? If so, what was the garda response to any such offer?

Was contact made and, if so, with what result?

(t) Was Mr. Carthy provided with food and medication during the confrontation?

Did he have food and water available to him in the house? Did he ask for

cigarettes? If so, were they supplied? If not, why not?
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(u) Did he appear to be affected by alcohol, drugs or excess medication at any
material time?

(v) How many shotgun rounds were fired by John Carthy at or about his home

during the event? When was each shot fired? Were they fired indiscriminately

or at any particular target? What, if anything, was struck by each such shot?

(w) Did John Carthy attempt to contact the gardai, any member of his family, any

friend or neighbour, any doctor or solicitor during the event? If so, was contact

made, and with what result?

(x) Did any member of Mr. Carthy's family, friend, neighbour, doctor or solicitor

attempt to contact him at Abbeylara? If so, what transpired?

(y) In addition to the Emergency Response Unit, how many other garda officers

were present at the scene, hour by hour, up to the time- of the- fatal shooting?

(z) Where were they deployed and were any of them armed? If so, did any such

officer fire his weapon? In that event, who did so, why, when and what was

fired at? What firearms did such officers have at the scene?

Third Module: The Garda Emergency Response Unit

(a) Its history.

(b) Its relevant training.

(c) The experience of each member thereof who was present at Abbeylara in the

working of the unit. What prior experience did each have of active service with

the unit?

(d) What instructions and training did each member of the unit at Abbeylara have

in the use of firearms against another person or persons?

(e) Did the unit at Abbeylara receive any particular instructions in dealing with an

apparently dangerous man armed with a loaded shotgun who was not engaged

in serious criminal activity per se, but was a person whose behaviour was likely

to be the product of mental or psychiatric illness or other such disability?

(f) What instructions (if any) had members of the unit regarding the shooting of

such a person if circumstances reasonably indicated that he had to be restrained

in that way?

fg)    When did the unit arrive at Abbeylara and how was it deployed there?

(h)    Who commanded the unit at Abbeylara?

(i) What steps were taken by the unit to persuade John Carthy to surrender and/or

hand over his shotgun?

(j) Did the unit seek or have available to it advice from a psychologist, psychiatrist

or other such expert in dealing with a dangerous armed person who was

believed to have and to be motivated by psychiatric disturbance? If so, was any

such assistance sought by or on behalf of the unit, when and with what result?

(k) What was said by John Carthy to members of the unit during the event, in

particular, what, if anything, did he say when he emerged from his home just
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prior to being shot, or when he walked down to the road outside his dwelling

at that time?

(I) What was said to the deceased at that time? Who spoke to him, what means

was used and to what effect?

(m) What firearms did members of the Emergency Response Unit have at the scene?

How many of them were present? Where was each deployed? How many fired

their weapons prior to and up to the fatal shooting of the deceased? All such

shots require to be described.

(n) How many shots in all were fired by garda officers at or about the Carthy

dwelling?

(o) How many bullets struck )ohn Carthy? Who was responsible for each such

bullet, in particular that which appears to have caused his death, and where was

each officer in relation to )ohn Carthy when the various shots were fired?

(p) Having regard to the deployment of members of the unit, was it a feasible,

realistic proposition to tackle Mr. Carthy as he moved from his house towards

the road prior to the fatal shooting?

(q) Was it feasible to use other means to disable the deceased as he walked from

his house? Were such means available to or sought by the unit? Had they any

training in the use thereof?

(r) What was the specific role of the member of the unit who was designated to

negotiate with Mr. Carthy? Who appointed him to that role, where and when?

What function did he actually perform as negotiator? What did he say to Mr.

Carthy and what was his response? What training had the negotiator received

in the performance of his function? Who instructed him; where and when?

Fourth Module: The cause of John Carthy's death and injuries sustained by him

at Abbeylara

This entails an examination of the State Pathologist's report and relevant

documentation from the Coroner's Inquest into the death of Mr. Carthy.

The possibility of an effective alternative approach or approaches which might have

been adopted by the gardai before or after Mr. Carthy emerged from his house prior

to being fatally injured will be examined also as part of this module.

Fifth Module: An examination of how the police in other comparable jurisdictions,

(e.g. Scotland, Canada, New Zealand and Australia) deal with similar situations

where a dangerous armed gunman is believed to be activated by mental illness,

psychiatric disorder or other such disability

Oral evidence will be lead on this topic. In addition, official reports and

recommendations made in other jurisdictions will be considered by the Tribunal,

copies having being furnished to interested parties. Submissions and other evidence

will be entertained in relation thereto.
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Sixth Module: Review of the statute law in Ireland regarding gun licences; the right

of citizens to possess and use firearms and a review of relevant police training

This module entails a review of the relevant statute law in Ireland and a comparison

with that in other comparable jurisdictions. In particular it is pertinent to consider the

following matters:

i. Should there be a statutory requirement that applicants for gun licences

(including annual renewal thereof) shall furnish to the licensing authority
medical certificates in a prescribed form from a medical doctor in active

practice who knows the applicant and certifies that in terms of physical and

mental health he/she is fit to possess a firearm and to be granted a licence in

respect thereof?

ii. Should there be a provision for withdrawal of such licences and the right to

possess firearms in circumstances where the issuing authority has reasonable

grounds for believing that a licencee is temporarily or permanently unfit to hold

a licence and to possess a firearm by reason of mental or psychiatric disorder

or other such disability?

iii. If a medical or legal advisor has good reason to believe that such a situation

may exist regarding a particular patient or client, should the advisor have a

statutory obligation to inform the police or other appropriate authority of

his/her belief and/or opinion?

¡v. Should the statute law provide that the immediate adult family of such a

licenced gun-holder has an obligation regarding the removal of a firearm from

a licencee so disabled, where such family member has reasonable grounds for

believing that the licencee is unfit to possess a firearm and that continued

possession may constitute a danger to the licencee or others?

v. If statute law is amended to provide that a gun licence and right to possess a

firearm may be revoked by the issuing authority in such circumstances, should

the licencee have a statutory right of appeal? Are there comparable statutory

provisions in other relevant jurisdictions?

vi. It is also proposed to examine the statute law, together with official reports

and recommendations published in other comparable jurisdictions which are

pertinent to matters raised in this Tribunal and to the possible amendment of

our law. Copies of all such official documentation will be furnished to relevant

parties. As such official reports and recommendations probably speak for

themselves, it is not presently intended to call the authors thereof as witnesses,

but contra evidence may be introduced by any interested party.

vii. Consideration by the Tribunal of existing statute law and possible amendment

thereof in the light of events at Abbeylara includes an assessment of whether

medical practitioners, or other professional persons such as solicitors, should

have a statutory obligation to report to the licensing authority if they have

reasonable grounds for believing that a patient or client is or has become unfit

to hold a gun licence and to possess a firearm by reason of mental illness or

similar disability (including the effects of drug addiction). This question requires

the   introduction   in   evidence   of  professional   opinion   including   those   of
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appropriate professional organisations, medical and legal. Likewise, possible-

amendment of the existing statute law regarding the licensing of firearms in

possession of members of the public which are of interest to individual gun

holders, gun clubs and other relevant sporting organisations. All such bodies,

individual professional persons and also holders of gun licences are entitled to

be heard on such matters and the Tribunal will accommodate interested parties

when the foregoing questions are introduced in evidence in due course.

viii. Regarding the training of the Garda Síochána in dealing with dangerous

situations involving a mentally disturbed person armed with a loaded fire,inn

such as that which pertained at Abbeylara; the Tribunal will examine all

evidence offered on behalf of the Garda Síochána in that regard, together with

the opinions of experts to be introduced by the Tribunal on the nature and

extent of training, which it is submitted by such experts, police officers require

in dealing with situations such as that presented by lohn Carthy at Abbeylara.

The Tribunal's experts will include police advisors; serving police officers;

psychiatrists and psychologists. In good time before such experts are called to

give evidence, statements and reports furnished by them will be served on

relevant parties who shall be- free to examine the witnesses and propose other

experts in response if they so wish.

The Tribunal's Report

Having considered all of the evidence, including relevant documentation and expert

advice, the Tribunal will publish a report the first part of which will deal with the
matters raised in each of the first four modules referred to herein and the Tribunal's

assessment of the facts and of the performance of those who participated in events

at Abbeylara up to the fatal shooting of John Carthy on 20* April, 2000. The second

part of the report will review and may contain recommendations on two matters

which arise out of the events surrounding the death of Mr. Carthy and matters

pertaining to the fifth and sixth modules:

(a) Changes in statute law relating to gun licences and possession of firearms

by members of the public, including the possible introduction of an

obligation on applicants for gun licences (including renewals thereof) to

furnish written medical reports in a prescribed form completed by a

medical practitioner in active practice certifying the mental fitness of the

applicant to obtain a gun licence and to possess a firearm, and possible-

requirements directed to medical practitioners and others who have

reasonable grounds for believing that a gun licencee has a mental illness,

psychiatric disturbance or other disability which renders him/her unfit to

hold a gun licence and to possess a firearm having regard to the risk of

injury to the licensee and others.

(b) Possible recommendations regarding the training and direction of garda

officers, including the Emergency Response Unit, in dealing with dangerous

situations such as that which was presented by John Carthy at Abbeylara,

arising out of mental illness, psychiatric disturbance or other similar

disablement.
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Procedures which the Tribunal proposes to adopt in the performance of ¡ts work

1. Hamilton C.J. in his judgement in Haughey v Moriarty [1999] 3 I.R. 1 defined

the "proceedings of the Tribunal" as involving the following stages:

i.    A preliminary investigation of the evidence available.

ii. The determination by the Tribunal of what it considers to be the

evidence relevant to the matters into which it is obliged to inquire.

iii.    The service of such evidence on persons likely to be affected thereby.

iv. The public hearing of witnesses in regard to such evidence and the

cross-examination of such witnesses by or on behalf of the persons

affected thereby.

v. The preparation of a report and the making of recommendations

based on the facts established at such public hearing.

2. It is pertinent to make clear that a statutory Tribunal, though having many of

the powers of the High Court, is not a court of law. It is a Tribunal of Inquiry,

the purpose of which in the instant case is to examine and, where possible in

the light of the evidence, make findings on the facts and circumstances

surrounding the- fatal shooting of John Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford, on

20"' April, 2000, and, if thought appropriate, to make recommendations based

on the established facts for:

i. Amendment of the statute law regarding the licensing and possession

of firearms by adult members of the public, and

ii. the devising of appropriate police procedures and the establishment

and regulation of professional and other obligations in circumstances

comparable to those relating to )ohn Carthy, i.e., where a potentially

dangerous person armed with a loaded firearm is, or is reasonably

suspected of being, motivated by mental illness, psychiatric disorder or

other similar disablement to the detriment of his own safety and/or

of others.

3. The Tribunal's Inquiry is not a trial of alleged wrongdoing by any particular

person or group of persons. It is an exercise designed to establish, if possible,

what circumstances brought about or contributed by act or omission to the

death of John Carthy on 20"' April, 2000; why that tragedy happened and what

might be learned from it.

4. All proceedings before the Tribunal shall be conducted in accordance with the

requirements of constitutional and natural justice-.

5. Prior to addressing each of the foregoing modules of evidence the Tribunal

through ¡ts solicitor will contact all persons and bodies known to the Tribunal

who it appears may have an interest in the particular module about to be

examined and any subsequent module, and all such persons and bodies shall
be furnished with copies of statements of relevant witnesses and  related
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documentation in the possession of the Tribunal. In appropriate circumstances,

at the discretion of the Tribunal, copies of all evidential statements and

documents in its possession will be furnished.

6. The operation of the Tribunal is inquisitorial in nature rather than adversarial.

Accordingly, all evidence will be lead by counsel for the Tribunal. Interested

parties or their legal representatives may .it the discretion oí the Tribunal

question witnesses who give evidence. Where a party wishes to have a witness

called on his/her behalf, a statement of proposed evidence and a written

submission explaining the perceived relevance of the witness shall be furnished

to the Tribunal's solicitor. Where possible this should be done in good time

before commencement of (he relevant module hearing. If it appears to the

Tribunal that the proposed evidence is or may be relevant, arrangements will

be made tor the witness to be examined by counsel for the Tribunal at a public

hearing which the Tribunal deems to be- appropriate. Other parties may

question the witness if the Tribunal is satisfied that they have a legitimate

interest in doing so. The party who proposes the witness may also question

him/her immediately after examination in chief or when all interested parties

have questioned the witness. Counsel for the Tribunal will have the right to re-

examine the witness.

7. Relevant documents may be submitted to the Tribunal by any party. Copies of

those accepted for consideration will be furnished to other interested parties.

8. In general, hearings of the Tribunal shall be conducted in accordance with the

rules of evidence applicable to civil actions in the High Court. However, the

Tribunal reserves to itself the right to excuse strict compliance with such rules

where it appears that in the interest of justice it is right to do so. The Supreme

Court has approved of that approach in Goodman International and another v

Mr. Justice Hamilton and another [1992] 2 I.R. 542. See also the judgement of

Diplock LJ. in R v Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner, ex parte Moore

[1965|1A E.R. 81 at p. 94.

9. The procedures of the Tribunal shall be in accordance with the provisions set

out herein and its own rules, copies of which shall be made available to all

interested parties in due course on the Tribunal website.

0. It is the earnest desire of the Tribunal that all persons and bodies who have an

interest in its investigation will fully cooperate in the provision of information

and documentation to enable its work to be brought to an expeditious and

successful conclusion economically and at an early date as enjoined by the

Houses of the Oireachtas in their respective resolutions already referred to

herein.

1. Discovery of documents

The Tribunal hopes that all parties will facilitate its work by making prompt

voluntary discovery of documents and that it will not be necessary to exercise

its powers to make orders for Discovery. In making any order for Discovery of
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documents the Tribunal will give the notice indicated by the Supreme Court in

Haughey v Moriarty supra.

The formal opening of the Tribunal Inquiry

In the- interest of the Carthy family and other friends and neighbours of the late John

Carthy, it has been arranged that the formal opening of the Inquiry by counsel for

the Tribunal will take place at the County Council Chambers in Longford on 12th

February next at 11:0() a.m. The hearing will continue on subsequent days if

nee essary. The Tribunal much appreciates the kindness of Longford County Council

in making available its Council Chambers for that purpose. The courthouse in

Longford is not available as it is closed pending major reconstruction and renovation.

It is not possible to conduct the entire Inquiry in Longford as there is not sufficient

accommodation continuously available there.

The commencement of oral hearings

The Tribunal hopes to commence oral hearings relating to the first and second

modules before the e-ncl of February next, but that depends on the requisite premises

in the Jameson Building being made available to the Tribunal as promised.

Applications seeking authorisation for representation before the Tribunal

This is the final matter to be addressed at this sitting.

1. The Tribunal has power at ¡ts discretion to grant legal representation to

individuals and bodies who appear to be substantially connected or associated

with or affected by the death of John Carthy on 20"' April, 2000 at Abbeylara, Co.

Longford. Such individuals or groups include the family of the late Mr. Carthy; the

Emergency Response Unit of the Garda Síochána and other garda officers who

were present at the scene during events at and about the Carthy home on 19"'

and 20"' April, 2000 or who were in command of officers there at that time;

medical doctors who had some involvement in events at Abbeylara and/or who

had treated Mr. Carthy for psychiatric disturbance prior to his death.

2. There may be other persons whose reputations or interest could be affected by

the circumstances surrounding the death of John Carthy. They also may apply

for representation having specified the reason for their application.

3. In course of its deliberations evidence or allegations may emerge of which the

Tribunal is not presently aware. If that should occur an application for

representation may be made to the Tribunal by or on behalf of any affected

party. This should be supported by a statement in writing specifying the grounds

for the application and, where appropriate, indicating the involvement of the
applicant in any aspect of the investigation.

4. In certain cases it may be appropriate for individuals or bodies to apply for

general representation at the Tribunal i.e. where their interest includes all or most

modules of investigation. Other applicants may have an interest in one or two
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modules only, e.g., 6 relating to possible amendment of existing gun law,

including the possible creation of statutory obligations affecting relevant medical,

legal and sporting organisations. Such bodies may be granted legal

representation limited to possible changes in the law affecting those whom they

represent. In due course when it is indicated on behalf of the Tribunal the

possible changes in existing law which are in contemplation, interested

professional or sporting bodies are requested to furnish to the solicitor for the

Tribunal statements setting out their response to amendments of the law as

contemplated and also statements of evidence from any witness they may wish

to introduce in that regard.

5. When the Tribunal refuses an application for representation that does not

preclude the applicant from applying again at a later date if there are changed

circumstances which justify a further application. In that event a statement should

be furnished to the Tribunal's solicitor specifying the grounds for the renewed

application.

6. The granting of representation to any party does not necessarily imply that an

order for costs will be made at the conclusion of the Inquiry in favour of the

grantee. A party who obstructs or fails to cooperate with the Tribunal may be

penalised in costs and in the end may be found liable for costs incurred by the

Tribunal arising out of such obstruction or failure in cooperation.

7. Without prejudice to the exercise of my discretion, it is proper to indicate in

general terms that where any person or body has realistically and reasonably

incurred legal costs and/or expenses in giving the Tribunal full and prompt

assistance in its work, I would be favourably disposed to provide for such costs

and expenses.

8. Applications for representation at the Tribunal made at this sitting will be ruled

upon in this court at noon on next Friday, 10th January, 2003.

9. In making applications for representation at the Tribunal Inquiry the following

information should be furnished:

1. The name of counsel (or of the applicant if a personal application is

made).

2. The name of the instructing solicitor (if any).

3. The  name and  address of the person or body on whose  behalf

application is made.

4. Whether the applicant seeks full or limited representation.

5. The grounds on which representation is sought.

The Tribunal may require such grounds to be furnished in writing.

The registrar will call the parties who have written to the Tribunal indicating an

intention to apply for representation. Others then may make similar applications.
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APPENDIX 2

Memorandum on Procedures

1. General

1.1 This memorandum contains an outline of the procedures which the Tribunal

will follow. It is not exhaustive or definitive. The Tribunal may add to, alter, or

amend these procedures in the course of its work. The Tribunal may depart

from these procedures to avoid unfairness or to achieve the efficient discharge

of ¡ts business. If the Tribunal departs from these procedures it will state that it

is doing so and why. Nothing in this memorandum shall have the effect of

limiting or removing any powers, functions or discretions vested in the Tribunal

by law. In adopting these procedures, the Tribunal is mindful of the definition

adopted by Hamilton C.J. in delivering the judgement in Haughey v. Moriarty

[1999] 3 I.R. 1 of "proceedings of the Tribunal" as involving the following

stages:

i.    a preliminary investigation of the evidence available;

ii. the determination by the Tribunal of what it considers to be the

evidence relevant to the matters into which it is obliged to inquire;

iii.    the service of such evidence on persons likely to be affected thereby;

¡v. the public hearing of witnesses in regard to such evidence and the

cross-examination of such witnesses by or on behalf of the persons

affected thereby;

v. the preparation of a report and the making of recommendations

based on the facts established at such public hearing.

2. Investigation

2.1 The Tribunal will carry out a preliminary investigation in private of the possible

evidence available.

2.2 The Tribunal will seek to ascertain, as appropriate, from interested persons and

bodies the names of potential witnesses who may be able to give relevant

evidence in regard to the subject matter of the inquiry or who may have

documents relevant to such subject matter.

2.3 The Tribunal will make orders for discovery as necessary against persons or

bodies who may have documents relevant to the subject matter of the inquiry.

Such persons or bodies or other persons affected will be given an adequate

opportunity to make representations to the Tribunal prior to and in relation to

the making of any such order.
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2.4 The Tribunal may invite persons who may be in a position to assist the Tribunal

to do all or any of the following things:

(a) to furnish a statement of proposed evidence;

(b) to answer questions in writing;

(c ) to attend a private meeting with legal representatives of the Tribunal,

where deemed appropriate. In all cases the person requested shall be

under no obligation to comply with the request. A person requested

to attend the meeting with legal representatives of the Tribunal shall

be invited to have his or her legal representatives present if he or she

so wishes.

2.5 The Tribunal will determine what it considers to be evidence relative to the

matters into which it is obliged to inquire having regard to the documents which

it has received, any statements furnished to it and any other relevant

information.

2.6 The Tribunal will serve copies of proposed evidence on parties with full

representation; on relevant parties with limited representation and on other

persons likely to be affected thereby.

3. Interpretation

3.1 It is the function of the Tribunal to interpret its Terms of Reference as necessary.

It is difficult to give meaningful interpretation without reference to relevant

facts. It may not be possible for the Tribunal to do so until it has completed its

preliminary investigation. The Tribunal intends, if necessary, to explain in public

its interpretation of the Terms of Reference before the commencement of the

hearing of oral evidence.

3.2 Any interested person can seek clarification from the Tribunal any time as to its

interpretation of a particular provision in the Terms of Reference. Such request

should be made in writing to the solicitor for the Tribunal.

3.3 The Tribunal may as its work progresses add to, alter or further clarify its

interpretation of the Terms of Reference in the light of facts or information that

has emerged.

4. Oral Hearing

4.1 The Tribunal will hold oral hearings as necessary to allow it to carry out its

work. Such oral hearings shall be in public save as may be otherwise decided

by the Tribunal in accordance with law. Counsel for the Tribunal will make an
opening statement or statements.

4.2 The Tribunal shall decide which witnesses shall be called to give oral evidence

to the Tribunal. Persons are encouraged to suggest to the Tribunal witnesses
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who they feel would be in a position to give relevant evidence. In dee ¡ding

which witnesses shall be called the Tribunal will consider all such suggestions.

4.3 Oral evidence shall be given on oath or by affirmation.

4.4 All witnesses will first be questioned by Counsel for the Tribunal. Parties are

encouraged to inform Counsel for the Tribunal before the evidence of a witness

is given, of matters or questions which they feel should be raised with that

witness. The witness may then be questioned by the legal representative of

parties affected by such evidence. The right to question any witness shall be

determined by the Tribunal having regard to all the circumstances including,

inter alia, the nature of the evidence given, the extent to which such evidence

affects any other person and the obligation to adopt fair procedures. Following

questioning the witness shall be entitled to be examined by his/her own legal

representative. Counsel for the Tribunal may further examine the witness in

regard to any new matters that have arisen during questioning by other parties.

4.5 A witness will be given the opportunity of adopting his or her statement, if any,

as part of his/her evidence subject to any modification or clarification which he

or she may wish to make.

4.6 Counsel for the Tribunal will make a closing submission. The legal

representative of any party granted representation before the Tribunal will be

entitled to make a closing submission to the Tribunal in which he or she will be

given an opportunity to deal with and to comment upon any evidence affecting

his or her client.

5. Evidence

5.1 It shall be a matter for the Tribunal to decide whether any particular piece of

evidence is relevant and/or admissible.

6. Documents

6.1 A person making discovery shall make available to the Tribunal all documents

other than those in respect of which a claim for privilege is asserted and

accepted by the Tribunal.

6.2 Where discovery is made by any party or person he or she shall swear an

Affidavit of Discovery. Such affidavit should contain an individual listing of the

documents with a brief description of each item. When privilege is claimed the

category of document and the ground for so doing should be briefly stated.

6.3 Where documents are to be made available to the Tribunal either pursuant to

an Order for Discovery or for Inspection or voluntarily, the person doing so shall

normally retain the original and make a photocopy available to the Tribunal. The

original should be kept available for inspection if necessary.
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6.4 All doc uments made available to the Tribunal are potentially liable to be put in
evidence in the course of the public hearing of evidence before the Tribunal.

6.5 Doe uments received by the Tribunal shall be treated as confidential unless and

until thev are put in evidence in the course of the public hearing of evidence.

6.6 The Tribunal may make copies of documents received by it available to such

persons as it considers necessary for the purposes of the Tribunal on the strict

basis thai the documents will be used solely for the purpose of the Tribunal

and that neither the documents nor any material contained in them will be

disclosed to any third party without the express permission of the Tribunal. This

requirement will no longer apply in respect of any particular document or part

thereof if and when that document or part thereof is accepted into evidence in

the course of the public hearing.

6.7 On the basis set out herein, the Tribunal will endeavour to provide in advance

to parties with full representation, the relevant parties with limited

representation and to a proposed witness the documents which will be referred

to during the course of the evidence of such witness.

6.8 A party or a proposed witness who believes that a relevant document or

documents has or have been omitted from documents provided pursuant to

paragraph 6.7 should bring this to the attention of counsel for the Tribunal at

the earliest opportunity. If counsel for the Tribunal does not agree to include

any such document or documents in the documents provided pursuant to

paragraph 6.7, an application may be made to the Tribunal for a direction that

the document or documents should be included. Such an application normally

should be made before the witness in question begins giving evidence.

6.9 A witness may not refer in giving evidence or be referred in questioning to a

document which is not included in the documents provided pursuant to

paragraph 6.7 except by permission of the Tribunal. If the Tribunal decides to

grant such permission it may require that arrangements are made for the

witness and relevant parties to have an opportunity of examining and

considering the document before it is referred to in evidence.

7. Sittings

7.1 The Tribunal will carry on oral hearings at such times and dates as may be

determined by it and will give suitable notice of such sittings. The Tribunal shall

decide the order of witnesses which may be called and the order in which

inquiry may be carried out in respect of any fact or circumstance as referred to

in the Terms of Reterenc e.

8. Report

8.1 The Tribunal will prepare a report setting out its findings and recommendations

on matters specified in or derived from the Terms of Reference.
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9.      Definitions

9.1     In this memorandum:

"Document" includes any record in any form

"Person" includes corporate bodies and institutions

"Party"   refers   to   a   person   who   has   been   granted   full   or   limited

representation.
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APPENDIX 3

A.    Individuals or groups to whom full representation was granted

1.    The 36 named garda officers below:

Michael Jackson, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Gerard Russell, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Michael Sullivan, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Aidan McCabe, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

William Sisk, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Ronan Carey, Emergency Response- Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Tony Ryan, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Joseph Finnegan, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Oliver O'Flaherty, Emergency Response Unit, Harcourt Square, Dublin

Martin Maguire, Garda Station, Longford, Co. Longford

Frank Reynolds, Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

Alan Murray, Garda Station, Mullingar, Co. Westmeath

Eugene Boland, Garda Station, Athlone, Co. Westmeath

Sinead Cunniffe, Garda Station, Longford, Co. Longford

Eugene Dunne, Garda Station, Mullingar, Co. Westmeath

James Campbell, Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

Colin White, Garda Station, Longford, Co. Longford

Maeve O'Gorman, Garda Station, Maynooth, Co. Kildare

Gerard Barrins, Garda Station, Longford, Co. Longford

Anthony Foley, Garda Station, Athlone, Co. Westmeath

Tom Dooley, Garda Station, Edgeworthstown, Co. Longford

Peter Early, Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

Mary Mangan, Garda Station, Longford, Co. Longford

Oliver Cassidy (retired) formerly of Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

Daniel Monaghan, Garda Station, Longford, Co. Longford

David Martin, Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

Turlough Bruen, Garda Station, Mohill, Co. Leitrim

Frank McHugh, Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

John Boyle, Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

Bláithín Moran, Garda Headquarters, Phoenix Park, Dublin 8

John Gibbons, (retired) formerly of Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

Justin Browne, Garda Station, Smear, Co. Longford

lack Kilroy, Garda Station, Longford, Co. Longford
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Mary Ann O'Boyle, Garda Station, Mill Street, Galway

Desmond Nally, Garda Station, Granard, Co. Longford

John Quinn, Garda Station, Athlone, Co Westmeath

2. Commissioner of An Garda Síochána on his own behalf and on behalf of any

member not represented at 1 above

3. Dr. David Shanley

4. Ms Marie Carthy and Mrs. Rose Carthy

B.    Individuals or groups to whom limited representation was granted

1. Dr. Patrick Cullen

2. Dr. Gerard Meagher

3. The National Association of Regional Game Councils in association with the Irish

Deer Society, the Irish Shooting Association and the National Rifle and Pistol

Association of Ireland

4. The Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform

5. Aware

6. The Irish College of Psychiatrists

7. The Medical Council

8. Ms "X"

9. RTÉ

10. Radio Ireland Ltd. trading as Today FM

11. Irish College of General Practitioners
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APPENDIX 4

Key Persons

A.    The Carthy family

1. Rose Carthy. John Carthy's mother and widow of the- late John Carthy Senior,

resides at Toneymore, Abbeylara. She is a sister of Ann Nancy Walsh who also

resides at Toneymore, Abbeylara.

2. Marie Carthy. John Carthy's sister and only sibling. At the time of the events at

Abbeylara in April, 2000 she resided in Galway.

B.    The Walsh family

1. Ann (Nancy) Walsh. Rose Carthy's sister and mother of Thomas Walsh, Ann

Walsh, Patricia Mahon, Rosaleen Mahon and Maura Flynn. Resides in the house

referred to in the report as "Walsh's house". Rose Carthy went to her sister's

house on leaving her own home at the beginning of the incident. The house was

evacuated during the incident.

2. Thomas Walsh, lohn Carthy's first cousin. Was based in Cork in April, 2000.

Travelled to Abbeylara on the evening of 19"' April, 2000 following a request

from his family. He was brought to the negotiation point on two occasions during

the incident and attempted to make contact with the subject.

3. Ann Walsh. John Carthy's first cousin. Resides at Toneymore, Abbeylara in the

house referred to in the report as "Farrell's house". Was present in Walsh's

house in the early stages of the incident.

4. Rosaleen Mahon. John Carthy's first cousin. Was present in Walsh's house in

the early stages of the incident.

5. Patricia Mahon. John Carthy's first cousin. Resides on the Coole Road,

Abbeylara. Rose Carthy and the occupants of Walsh's house stayed in her house

for the duration of the incident following their evacuation from Toneymore.

6. Maura Flynn. John Carthy's first cousin.
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C.    Neighbours

1. Alice Farrell. Next-door neighbour of the Carthy's (on the Springtown side).

Resides in the house referred to in the report as "Farrell's house". The house

was evacuated during the incident.

2. Michael Burke. Next-door neighbour of the Carthy's (on the Abbeylara side)

since 1996. Resides in the house referred to in the report as "Burke's house".

His house was also evacuated during the incident.

D.    Friends

1. Martin Shelly. Also known as "Pepper". A friend and former work colleague of

lohn Carthy in Galway. He travelled to the scene from Galway with Marie Carthy

on the evening of 19th April, 2000. He was brought to the negotiation point

during the incident and attempted to make contact with the subject.

2. Patricia Leavy. Originally from Abbeylara. A close friend of the Carthy family.

Accompanied Marie Carthy to the scene on the night of the incident.

3. Sean Farrell. lohn Carthy's second cousin. Described as someone the subject

looked up to. He was brought to the negotiation point during the incident and

attempted to make contact with John Carthy.

4. Kevin Ireland. A friend and former work colleague of )ohn Carthy in Galway.

The subject telephoned him in Galway on 20lh April, 2000. On foot of this call,

Kevin Ireland contacted the gardai in Granard.

E.    Medical personnel

1. Dr. Patrick Cullen, a general practitioner, practising at Coole, County

Westmeath. He qualified in 1980 and spent four years in general hospital

medicine. Apart from general medical training he did not have any specific

training in psychiatric medicine. Dr. Cullen commenced practice in Coole in

1984. John Carthy became a patient of his in 1988.

2. Dr. John McGeown, a consultant psychiatrist, attached to St. Loman's hospital,

Mullingar. St. Loman's is a psychiatric hospital. Dr. McGeown's services formed

part of the psychiatric service provided by the Midland Health Board at that

time, which included St. Loman's in-patient hospital and an out-patient or day

clinic at Granard.

3. Dr. Niall Donohoe, a general practitioner, practising at Granard from 1991. Mr.

Carthy was not a regular patient of his but he attended him on a number of

occasions when Dr. Cullen was unavailable. Dr. Donohoe was aware that the
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latter was John Carthy's doctor. He was called to the scene on 20"' April, 2000

and pronounced John Carthy dead at 6:1 1 p.m.

4. Dr. Gerard Meagher, a general practitioner, practising with Dr. Cullen at Coole.

5. Dr. David Shanley, a consultant psychiatrist, attached to St. Patrick's hospital

and St. James's hospital, Dublin. At the time of his evidence to the Tribunal he

had been a consultant attached to St. Patrick's and St. James's for twenty-five

years, treating public and private patients on a routine basis. John Carthy was

referred to him by his general practitioner, Dr. Cullen, by letter dated 4"' April,

1995. Following this referral, Dr. Shanley saw the subject for the first time on

11"' April, 1995. He diagnosed him with bipolar affective disorder and prescribed

lithium, in addition to the medication he was already taking. He last saw John

Carthy on 11"' June, 1999, though he had telephone contact with persons on his

behalf in January/February, 2000, when his prescription was changed. In early

April, 2000 an appointment was made by Marie Carthy for her brother to attend

Dr. Shanley at 2:00 p.m. on 20lh April, 2000, the second day of the siege. He

was contacted by gardai on the morning of 20"' April, 2000. He came to the

scene in the afternoon. He was in a car on the roadway outside Walsh's house

when John Carthy was fatally shot.

6. Dr. Desmond Bluett, a general practitioner, practising at Castlelawn Medical

Centre, Galway. John Carthy attended his surgery during 1999 and 2000 while

living in Galway.

7. Dr. Dympna Horgan, a general practitioner, practising in Galway. She covered

on an "out-of-hours" basis for Dr. Bluett. She saw John Carthy at a garda station

in Galway on 20lh February, 2000 after his arrest under the Mental Treatment

Act, 1945.

F.    Members of An Garda Síochána

The following is a list of the key garda personnel involved in the incident at

Abbeylara. All references to rank are as at the time of the incident.

1.    Senior officers

1.1 Superintendent Joseph Shelly. A superintendent since 1996 and the district

officer for the Mullingar district since February, 2000. He was the scene

commander at Abbeylara from 7: 00 p.m. until midnight on the 19lh April, 2000

and from 9:00 a.m. up to the time of the ending of the incident on the 20lh

April, 2000. The Mullingar district does not cover the Abbeylara area.

1.2 Superintendent Michael Byrne. A superintendent since 1998 and the district

officer for the Granard district since August, 1999. This district covers the

Abbeylara  area.   He  was   in   Dublin   when   the  incident  commenced  and
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Superintendent Shelly agreed to act in the role of scene commander in his

absence. Superintendent Byrne attended at the scene on the night of 19"' April,

2000 and assumed the role of scene commander between midnight and 9:00

a.m. on the following day.

1.3 Chief Superintendent Patrick Tansey. Chief Superintendent since 1996 and

the divisional officer for the Longford/ Westmeath division based at Mullingar.

Granard, Athlone, Longford and Mullingar districts are within this division. He

attended at the scene and was involved in the decision to request the

deployment of the Emergency Response Unit.

1.4 Assistant Commissioner Tony Hickey. Assistant Commissioner responsible for

the eastern region including the Longford/Westmeath division since 1997.

Based at Mullingar, County Westmeath. He attended at the scene and was

involved in the decision to request the deployment of the Emergency

Response Unit.

1.5 Inspector Martin Maguire. Based in Longford town. Acting district officer for

the Granard district on 19lh April, 2000. He assisted the scene commanders,

having responsibility for the uniformed personnel on the outer cordons at

Abbeylara.

1.6 Superintendent John Farrelly. Garda press officer who was in charge of liaising

with the media at the scene.

2.     Emergency Response Unit Officers

The ERU has its origins in the special task force which was established in 1978,

following a decision of lustice Ministers at the ninth council of the EEC at

Brussels in 1975. The special task force was based in Dublin and it formed part

of the special detective unit. This unit was renamed the Emergency Response

Unit in 1987. The duties of the ERU include armed support during

criminal/subversive operations and specialist search techniques including

forced entry. The membership of the unit consists exclusively of serving

members of An Garda Síochána. The unit undergoes intensive training including

proficiency in firearms, tactics, specialist skills, physical fitness and hostage

rescue. Members of the unit, including those present at Abbeylara, received

training with police torces in other countries, including the United States,

Germany and the United Kingdom.

2.1 Detective Sergeant Michael Jackson. Member of the Garda Síochána since

1980 and the Emergency Response Unit since 1986. Promoted to the rank of

sergeant and subserviently to detective sergeant in 1996. Rejoined the ERU as

a detective sergeant in 1998. Attended a negotiators course at the London

Metropolitan Police in March, 2000. He was the negotiator at Abbeylara. He
discharged two shots at John Carthy, both of which struck him in the leg.
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2.2 Detective Garda Michael Sullivan. Member of the Emergency Response Unit

since 1994 and a garda with over 18 years' service. Was delegated the duty of

negotiator's assistant at Abbeylara. He was not trained as a negotiator. He

attempted to negotiate with John Carthy when the negotiator, Detective

Sergeant Jackson, availed of rest periods during the incident.

2.3 Detective Sergeant Gerard Russell. Member of the Garda Síochána since

1980. From 1986 to 1989 he was a member of the security task force based

at Harcourt Square, Dublin. He joined the Emergency Response Unit in 1989.

In August, 1995 he was promoted to the rank of sergeant. He returned to the

ERU as a detective sergeant in August, 1998. Prior to joining the garda he

trained as a psychiatric nurse at St. Loman's Hospital Mullingar. He qualified

but did not practise as a psychiatric nurse. He was the team leader of the

Emergency Response Unit which was deployed to Abbeylara. He arrived there

at 9:50 p.m. on 19"' April, 2000.

2.4 Detective Garda Oliver Flaherty. Member of the Garda Síochána since 1986

and the Emergency Response Unit since 1993. He was deployed to Abbeylara

and arrived at approximately 9:50 p.m. on 19lh April, 2000.

2.5 Detective Garda Anthony Ryan. Member of the Garda Síochána since 1992

and the Emergency Response Unit since 1998. He was deployed to Abbeylara

and arrived at approximately 9:50 p.m. on 19"' April, 2000.

2.6 Detective Garda Roñan Carey. Member of the Garda Síochána since 1992

and the Emergency Response Unit since 1998. He was deployed to Abbeylara

and arrived at approximately 9:50 p.m. on 19"' April, 2000.

2.7 Detective Garda Aidan McCabe. Member of the Garda Síochána since 1989

and the Emergency Response Unit since 1993. He was deployed to Abbeylara

and arrived there at approximately 1:00 p.m. on 20,h April, 2000. He discharged

two shots at )ohn Carthy, one of which proved to be fatal.

2.8 Detective Garda William Sisk. Member of the Garda Síochána since 1993 and
the Emergency Response Unit since 1998. He was deployed to Abbeylara and

arrived at approximately 1:00 p.m. on 20th April, 2000.

2.9 Detective Garda Joseph Finnegan. Member of the Garda Síochána since 1987

and the Emergency Response Unit since 1998. He was deployed to Abbeylara

and arrived at approximately 1:00 p.m. on 20"' April, 2000.

3.     Local armed officers

3.1 Detective Sergeant Aidan Foley. Based in Athlone. Appointed a detective

sergeant in 1998. He was the senior armed local officer at the scene. He arrived

at the scene at approximately 7:15 p.m. on 19lh April, 2000 and, together with

other local armed officers, formed part of the inner cordon prior to the arrival
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of the Emergency Response Unit. He was on the road near the ESB pole at the

Carthy/Burke boundary when lohn Carthy exited the house on 20"' April, 2000.

Also present in that area at this time were Garda Eugene Boland, Dete< tive

Garda lames Campbell, Detective Garda lohn Quinn and Garda John Gibbons.

3.2 Garda Eugene Boland. Based in Athlone. He was armed at the scene and,

together with other local armed officers, also formed part of the inner cordon

prior to the arrival of the Emergency Response Unit. He too was on the road

near the ESB pole at the Carthy/Burke boundary when John Carthy exited the

house on 20,h April, 2000. Also present in that area at this time were Detective

Sergeant Aidan Foley, Detective Garda lames Campbell, Detective Garda John

Quinn and Garda John Gibbons.

3.3 Detective Garda James Campbell. Based in Granard. Member of the Garda

Síochána for more than 25 years. He was deployed to the scene in the early

stages of the incident and was involved in the second approach to the Carthy

house on that evening. Attended at Dr. Cullen's surgery at approximately 4:00

a.m. on 20th April, 2000 and received a number of medical reports on John

Carthy's medical condition which he passed on to the negotiator. He was also

near the command vehicle when John Carthy emerged from his house.

3.4 Garda John Gibbons. Based in Granard. Member of the Garda Síochána for

more than 27 years. Together with Garda White, he made the first approach to

the Carthy house. He was armed. He was also in the vicinity of the command

vehicle when John Carthy exited his house; Garda Gibbons was unarmed at

that time.

4.    Officers attached to the Ballistics Section

4.1 Detective Sergeant Seamus Quinn. Attached to ballistics section at the Garda

Technical Bureau, Phoenix Park. He had over 24 years' service. Travelling with

Detective Sergeant Ennis, he arrived at Abbeylara after 9:00 p.m. on 20,h April,

2000. He directed the retention of certain firearms for ballistic examination.

4.2 Detective Sergeant Patrick Ennis. Based at garda headquarters attached to the

ballistic section in the Technical Bureau and a member of the Garda Síochána

for over 30 years. He travelled to Abbeylara with Detective Sergeant Seamus

Quinn, arriving after 9:00 p.m. on 20"' April and took up duty as the crime

scene manager.
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G. The media

1. Mr. Niall O'Flynn. Editor and producer of the RTÉ "Five/Seven Live" radio

programme on 20lh April, 2000. Conducted vox pop interviews on the afternoon

of 20"' April, 2000 in Abbeylara.

2. Mr. Paul Reynolds. RTÉ Crime Correspondent.

3. Mr. Myles Dungan. Presenter of RTÉ "Five/Seven Live" radio programme on

20,h April, 2000.

4. Ms Noeleen Leddy. Reporter with Shannonside radio. Attended at the scene in

her capacity as a journalist. During the course of the incident she received

information relating to the telephone call between John Carthy and Kevin Ireland

which she brought to the attention of the gardai at the scene.

H. Expert witnesses (also described in detail elsewhere in the Report).

1.   Police experts

Mr. Alan Bailey. Consultant on the police use of firearms, specialising in the

analysis of shootings by police and the provision of expert advice and opinion.

Mr. Bailey is the advisor to The Police Complaints Authority of England and

Wales and has also provided advice to the office of the Police Ombudsman for

Northern Ireland. He retired with the rank of superintendent having completed

30 years police service with Thames Valley Police and West Mercia

Constabulary in England, 25 of which were involved in police use of firearms as a

tactical firearms team member, a tactical advisor, firearms instructor and firearms

incident commander. Mr. Bailey has taught firearms at operations and command

levels in England and overseas. He was chief instructor of a national firearms

school and managed the secretariat of the Association of the Chief Police

Officers sub-committee on the police use of firearms. During his career as a

police officer he was seconded to the Home Office to establish and command

the critical incident management team which had national responsibility for

command training and advice in the areas of firearms, sieges, disaster and civil

emergencies. He holds a Bachelor of Education (honours) in the management

of Firearms Training and a Master of Arts (Education) in judgment training for the

police use of firearms. His PhD research is entitled "Analysis of Police Shootings:

Learning Lessons for Commanders and Armed Officers." He is the co-author of

a Parliamentary Report into shootings by police in England and Wales between

1998 and 2001.

Dr. Ian Mackenzie. Chartered forensic and occupational psychologist working

under the aegis of his own consultancy company Mándala Associates. Served

as a police officer with the Metropolitan Police in London from 1960 to 1985,

retiring with the rank of superintendent. From 1980 to 1987 he lectured on the

metropolitan police negotiators course. Dr. McKenzie was also chief instructor
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of policing skills at the Metropolitan Police Training School in Hendon, London.

In addition he has been staff psychologist with the Fort Worth Police

Department, Texas, USA where he was involved in training on matters of mental

health and trained alongside the special weapons and tactics personnel (similar

to the ERU in Ireland). On occasions he was deployed with SWAT teams and

negotiating teams to siege situations. He holds a Bachelor of Arts (honours) and

a Master of Philosophy in psychology and a PhD in the field of psychology and

criminal justice. Dr. McKenzie has been a member of the committee of the

Division of Forensic Psychology, the American Psychological Association and

the American Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences. At the time of giving

evidence to the Tribunal, Dr. McKenzie lectured on ethics and human rights in

policing to senior investigating officers in England and Wales. Dr. McKenzie

has published widely in his area of expertise. He is the managing editor of the

International Journal of Police Science and Management and a member of the

editorial board of the Journal of Police Crisis Negotiations.

Mr. Frederick J. Lanceley. Director of Crisis Negotiation Associates which

provides instruction on crisis negotiation and related topics. He was a serving

member of the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) from 1972 to 1993. Mr.

Lanceley served as programme manager for the FBI's Crisis Negotiation In-

Service for 13 years and was a founder of the FBI's Critical Incident Negotiation

Team. His work included training, research and operational practice. Mr.

Lanceley has participated in the resolution of several hundred domestic and

international aircraft hijackings, barricade and suicide situations, prison riots,

hostage-takings and kidnappings. He is a member of the American Foundation

for Suicide Prevention, the American Society of Law Enforcement Trainers and

an honorary life member of the Californian Association of Hostage Negotiators.

Mr. Lanceley's many publications include a book entitled "On-Scene Guide for

Crisis Negotiators."

Mr. Michael Burdis. Retired detective chief superintendent, South Yorkshire

Police. In addition to other duties Mr. Burdis trained as a hostage negotiator

and was a member of the national negotiation team established in the wake of

the Iranian Embassy siege in London. He was also trained and qualified to

manage incidents where firearms were being used by offenders or hostage

takers. He has been appointed to numerous Home Office working parties and

committees mostly in relation to the investigation of crime and, in particular,

homicide. In 1997 he was appointed as special advisor to the MacPherson

Inquiry; the inquiry into the death of Stephen Lawrence, following which he was

appointed to assist Her Majesty's Inspector of Constabulary in reviewing over

230 undetected cases of murder ranging over a ten year period in the London

area. Mr. Burdis has lectured on the subject of major crime investigations to

officers of all ranks throughout England and Wales. In 1983 Mr. Burdis received

the police long service and good conduct medal; in 1994 he received the

Queen's commendation for brave conduct; and, in 1999 he was awarded the

Queen's police medal for distinguished service. Since retiring, Mr. Burdis has
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been engaged by the Home Office as an independent consultant. Mr. Burdis

was proposed to the Tribunal as an expert witness by the Carthy family.

Mr. Ray Shuey. Former assistant commissioner of the Vic loria Police in Australia.

Superintendent Neville Matthews. Superintendent with the New Zealand

Police.

Mr. Robert K. Leatherdale. Former assistant commissioner of the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police.

Sergeant David Lee. A specialist police dog supervisor with the West Mercia

Constabulary. He has been a police officer since 1981 and a dog handler since

1986. Sergeant Lee is a Home Office, police dog instructor and has been

involved in the development of police dogs as a less lethal tactical option at

firearms incidents.

2.    Medical experts

Dr. David Shanley. Consultant psychiatrist, attached lo St. Patrick's hospital and

St. James's hospital, Dublin. John Carthy was referred to him by his general

practitioner, Dr. Cullen, in 1995. He was lohn Carthy's consultan! psychiatrist at

the time of the incident, lohn Carthv was due lo se-e him in I )ublin at 2:00 p.m.

on 20'" April, 2000.

Professor Jack Phillips. Consultant neurosurgeon at Beaumonl hospital, Dublin

and Associate Professor of surgery in the Royal College of Surgeons in Dublin

with expertise in injuries and diseases of the brain and spinal cord.

Professor Christopher Milroy. Professor of Forensic Pathology at University of

Sheffield, and a consultant pathologist to the Home Office. At the time of giving

his evidence to the Tribunal, he was also the Chairman of the Royal College of

Pathology. Professor Milroy is regularly instructed by the police federation and

families in cases of deaths involving the police. He was proposed to the Tribunal

as an expert witness by the Carthy family.

Dr. John Sheehan. MRCPsych., FRCPL, Consultant psychiatrist, Mater hospital,

Dublin. Dr. Sheehan is also a lecturer in psychiatry in the department of adult

psychiatry in University College Dublin. As a consultant he provides psychiatric

care to both in-patients and out-patients in the Mater hospital. He lectures inter

alia, on the assessment of suicide and deliberate self-harm and depression.

Dr. Douglas Turkington. M.D., FRC Psych., Consultant Psychiatrist and Senior

Lecturer in Liaison Psychiatry, based at the Department of Psychiatry, Royal

Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K. In an academic capacity he is

attached to the Department of Psychiatry, School of Neurosciences, Neurology

and Psychiatry, University of Newcastle upon Tyne. His research and teaching
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are based around self-harm and suicide as well as the treatment of psychotic

disorders with CBT. As part of his clinical responsibilities Dr. Turkington heads
the "Self-Harm Team" and has knowledge of incidents where the issue of

homicide initiated by the victim i.e. 'suicide by cop' has arisen. He delivers risk
assessment and risk management training across the Tyne and Wear area

(including training on the management of patients expressing suicidal ideation)

to mental health staff, local authority staff, Samaritans, general practitioners and

to the local police force. As part of his training of the police, he gives specific

focus to the recognition and management of victim initiated homicide.

Dr. Harry Kennedy. MD., FRCPsych., FRCPL, Consultant forensic psychiatrist

and clinical director at the National Forensic Mental Health Service, Central

Mental hospital, Dublin and visiting psychiatrist at Mountjoy and Cloverhill

prisons. Dr. Kennedy is also a clinical senior lecturer in forensic psychiatry at

Trinity College Dublin. He has training and experience in the assessment and

treatment of those who are violent and mentally disordered. He has published

work on homicide and suicide, hostage takers, the therapeutic uses of security,

and on the relationship between fear and anger in abnormal mental states. He

is the principal organiser for teaching in risk management and personal safety

for psychiatrists in training and as part of continuing professional development

for consultants. Dr. Kennedy was proposed to the Tribunal as an expert witness

by the Commissioner of An Garda Síochána.

Professor Tom Fahy. MD., MRCPsych., MPhiL, Professor of Forensic Mental

Health, Department of Psychological Medicine, Institute of Psychiatry, King's

College, London and consultant psychiatrist with the Lambeth Community

forensic team. His academic work is largely focused on evaluating new

treatments and methods of service delivery for community based patients at

high risk of violence to others. As a consultant with the Lambeth Community

Forensic Team, he has responsibility for a caseload of community based patients.

He also has a liaison role to the Lambeth psychiatric intensive care unit. He is

honorary consultant in psychiatry to the British army since May 2002. Professor

Fahy was proposed to the Tribunal as an expert witness by the Commissioner

of the Garda Síochána.

Professor Kevin Malone. MD., MRCPsych., FRCPL, Professor of Clinical

Psychiatry, Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health Research attached to

St Vincent's hospital, Dublin and University College Dublin. Professor Malone

has a special expertise inter alia in the following clinical and research areas:

mood disorders — psychopharmacology of treatment resistant depression;

maintenance therapies in the treatment of bipolar disorder; the assessment and

treatment of suicidal behavior in major psychiatric disorders; and, the

psychobiology of suicidal behavior in major psychiatric disorders. Professor
Malone was proposed to the Tribunal as an expert witness by Dr. David Shanley.

Professor John Harbison. State Pathologist, (now retired), who carried out the
official post-mortem on the subject.
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3.    Other experts

Mr. Tony O'Keeffe. Consultant civil engineer and partner in the firm of Tony

O'Keeffe & Partners, Kanturk, Co. Cork. Mr. O'Keeffe provided information to

the Tribunal in relation to engineering matters, mapping and topography of the

scene at Abbeylara.
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APPENDIX 5

Index to photographs

1. View of patrol car in the driveway of Carthy's property

2. View of the front gable window of Carthy's old house

3. View of the boundary wall from the road outside Carthy's old house, x marks

the negotiation point

4. Inside view of the front boundary wall of Carthy's property showing impact

damage from the discharge of John Carthy's shotgun at 1, 2, 3 and 4

5. Close-up inside view of the front boundary wall at the negotiation point showing

impact damage from shotgun pellets at 1

6. Close-up inside view of the front boundary wall showing impact damage from

shotgun pellets at 2 and 3

7. Close-up inside view of the front boundary wall showing impact damage from

shotgun pellets at 4

8. View from outside the Carthy property illustrating the incline of the road

heading in the Abbeylara direction. The negotiation point is marked with an X

on the front boundary wall of the Carthy house

9. View of the roadway outside Walsh's house

10. Aerial view towards Abbeylara showing: (a) Farrell's house; (b) Carthy's old

house; (c) Carthy's new house; (d) Burke's house; (e) Walsh's house

11. Frontal aerial view of (a) Farrell's house; (b) Carthy's old house; (c) Carthy's

new house; (d) Burke's house; (x) marks the negotiation point; and (y) marks

the ESB pole

12. View of the negotiation point from the kitchen of the old Carthy house as seen

through the front gable window

13. Members of the ERU in position outside the front boundary wall of the Carthy

property
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14. View of the roadway showing the command vehicle and the ESB pole on t

right-hand side in the foreground. The entrance to the Carthy property

marked (Z).

[Souri e: Photographs 1-12 Garda Photographie Sc-e tion, photograph 1 3 Irish Times and photograph
14 RTÉ]
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APPENDIX 6

Floor plan of the Carthy house
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[Source: Garda Mapping Section]
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APPENDIX 7

Rulings and Statements

A. Ruling, 20"' May, 2003

"Five/Seven Live" broadcast

B. Ruling, 18"' July, 2003

Expert testimony and further evidence from Dr. Shanley

C. Ruling, 7"' October, 2003 (modifying Ruling of 18'h July, 2003)

Modules 1 and 2

D. Ruling, 29"' October, 2003
Ascertaining and assessing evidence

E. Ruling, 13"' January, 2004

Chairman's function in questioning and assessing witnesses

F. Ruling, 16"' January, 2004

Fifth bullet

G. Ruling, 24'" March, 2004

RTÉ application

H. Statement by the Chairman, 27,h May, 2004

Proposed review of gun law

I. Ruling, 9"' July, 2004

RTÉ module

J. Preliminary Ruling, 3rcl November, 2004

Improper press publicity

K. Ruling, 19"' November, 2004

Front page article published in the Sunday Independent on 31s'

October, 2004 and stated to be an exclusive story written by

Maeve Sheehan

L. Ruling, 19"' November, 2004
The application made by counsel for the Commissioner and the

group of junior garda officers relating to the evidence of Ms X
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APPENDIX 7.A

Ruling of the Chairman made on 20th May, 2003, re

"Five/Seven Live" broadcast

Mr. Rogers, on behalf of ERU officers, in particular the negotiators, Detective

Sergeant Jackson and Detective Garda Sullivan, has applied for liberty to examine

Chief Superintendent Tansey on an RTÉ radio broadcast, part of the "Five/Seven

Live" programme on 20"' April, 2000, which purported to be a report on the ongoing
events at the Carthy home in Abbeylara at that time. The broadcast has been played

to the Tribunal. Mr. Rogers makes three c ritic isms of it:

1. lohn Carthy's name was referred to several times.

2. Details were given as to the extent of garda activities around and about the

Carthy home, and including reference to the number of armed gardai who

were in the vicinity at that time.

3. A friend who lives in the district, when interviewed, gave certain intimate

personal details about )ohn Carthy. She also assured him that everyone

loved him and she encouraged him to come out of his house and, by

implication, to surrender.

It was submitted:

(a) that John Carthy was likely to have heard the broadcast, bearing in mind

that he had a large radio in the kitchen where he spent, it seems, most of

his time and that in fact, he left his house soon after being urged to do so

by his friend:

(b) that although the Garda Síochána had no legal power to interfere with

media coverage of events, (I should add, of course, other than to keep

reporters and others away from the immediate scene in the interest of their

own safety) they, the gardai, did have power to urge particular restraint on

the part of the media in the interest of saving life and to avoid interference

with garda negotiations. Mr. Rogers wishes to investigate what restraint, if

any, was sought to be imposed by the Garda Síochána on RTÉ. (I should

add that strictly that is a matter for Superintendent Farrelly of the Garda

press office, but I accept that it is reasonable to question Chief

Superintendent Tansey also in the matter as the senior divisional garda

officer at the scene.)

(c) it is also submitted by Mr. Rogers that RTÉ as the state broadcaster, had a

particular obligation to exercise care and restraint in its reporting of the

event at Abbeylara, and that in the premises it failed in its obligations in

that regard. In response to the latter submission, Mr. David Keane of

counsel has applied on behalf of RTÉ for representation at the Tribunal. Mr.
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Cageby, senior counsel for the Carthy family, also indicated to the Tribunal

that his clients had other complaints about the RTÉ coverage of events at

Abbeylara which he proposes to raise when the subject of media coverage

is under review. In the light of the foregoing, I make the following rulings:

1. In all the circumstances, it is fair and reasonable that RTÉ be granted

representation at the Tribunal by solicitor, senior and junior counsel

limited to its coverage of events at Abbeylara and its obligations in

that regard.

2. Mr. Rogers is entitled to examine Mr. Tansey on matters arising out

of the "Five/Seven Live" radio broadcast on 20"' April, 2000.

3. As RTÉ have a right to defend any allegations made against it by Mr.

Rogers and/or counsel for any other party, it ¡s proper to allow it

time to prepare its defence in that regard and also to have reasonable

knowledge in advance as to what particular allegations are being

made against it.

4. I am satisfied that the appropriate course which I believe is fair to all,

is that the "Five/Seven Live" broadcast and other relevant radio and

TV broadcasts should be dealt with as a separate module. Parties

who are critical of RTÉ and/or the Garda Siochána as to any

broadcast relating to Abbeylara should furnish to the Tribunal

solicitor brief details of such complaints for transmission to the

solicitors for RTE. They in turn should furnish a response together

with statements from witnesses they may wish to have called on

this issue.

5. It is the Tribunal's intention that the media module shall be brought

on for hearing at an early date. In the meantime, examination of

Chief Superintendent Tansey should continue, but excluding media

matters. He will be recalled in the course of the media module for

further examination in that regard.
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APPENDIX 7.B

Ruling of the Chairman made on 18th July, 2003, re

expert testimony and further evidence from Dr.

Shanley

I am surprised to learn from Mr. Rogers that he does not know the parameters of

what is being investigated in the segment of this Inquiry which is presently underway.

To clarify any doubt there may be in the matter this segment of investigation on

which we are now engaged is an examination of what happened at Abbeylara on

19"' and 20"' April, 2000; John Carthy's state of mental health and the history relating

thereto; how he behaved; what appeared to have caused his behaviour; how the

Garda Síochána responded to the situation and dealt with it and whether their

response was appropriate in the prevailing circumstances. This aspect of the Inquiry

is likely to include reports and testimony of qualified experts by way of commentary

on the garda performance in dealing with the situation presented by lohn Carthy at

his home and such reports would also take cognisance of the training relevant officers

had received. Such experts may make recommendations as to guide-lines which

might be adopted by the Garda Síochána in dealing with any similar situation

involving a mentally ill person whose behaviour is motivated by his/her mental

condition. This is what the present segment of the Tribunal's work is about.

Expert Testimony

I have already intimated, and I now make a formal ruling, that opinions expressed by

experts should not be referred to in the examination of witnesses unless and until

they are furnished in reports provided by such experts which have been duly

circulated to all relevant parties.

The modus operandi on which experts have been briefed to advise the Tribunal and

have agreed to do so is that before furnishing final reports they shall consider the

transcript of evidence of all relevant witnesses, statements and pertinent

documentation. As mentioned already, such final reports will be furnished to the

solicitors for the parties concerned. All witnesses and others referred to in such

reports, or by inference implicated therein, will be entitled to be heard in respect

thereof if they so request. Furthermore, if a party challenges any aspect of such

reports they may apply to the Tribunal to have called in evidence any expert or

experts as nominated by them to deal with matters contained in or arising out of the

report or reports furnished by experts briefed on behalf of the Tribunal or any other

party. (This includes the evidence of relevant witnesses such as medical experts) Such

an application will be granted on terms that a report from the proposed expert will

be furnished to all interested parties; counsel for the Tribunal will examine the

proposed witness who may be cross-examined on behalf of other interested parties
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eitter which counsel for the proposing party will examine the witness. The foregoing

arrangement as to the introduction of witnesses who any party might wish to call

was agreed at the commencement of proceedings. I repeat it now in the specific

context of expert evidence lo remove any possibility oí doubt in the matter.

Mr. Rogers has sought not merely the final reports of the Tribunal's expert witnesses

but also interim notes and preliminary documentation made by them prior to the

furnishing of final reports. For the reasons advanced by Mr. McGrath in his

submission I have no doubt that it would be wrong and patently unfair to experts to

require them to provide preliminary documentation which they may have furnished

before having the opportunity of considering all relevant evidence. The basis on

which they have agreed to ac cept briefs on behalf of the Tribunal is patently fair and

reasonable. I refuse Mr. Roger's application that experts shall be obliged to furnish

any documentation other than their final reports and, where appropriate,

documentation referred to therein.

In course of this Inquiry, like most others, new relevant evidence emerges from time

to time not previously flagged in statements furnished by proposed witnesses as, for

example, that Detective Sergeant Russell had trained as a psychiatric nurse including

service in a mental hospital for several years before entering the Garda Síochána. It

is proper that such evidence should be investigated and taken into account in the

same way as other information of which notice had been given. However, the

Tribunal recognises that new unflagged evidence or information may create a

difficulty in that witnesses called prior to the emergence of new evidence will not

have had an opportunity to comment on it and may wish to do so. I understand that

some time ago it was intimated to Mr. McGuinness by counsel for the Tribunal that

it was proposed that at the conclusion of evidence in each segment of Inquiry

witnesses would be asked whether they wished to give further testimony and, if so,

on what matters. The Tribunal would then rule upon each such request and, if

granted, the witness would be called to give further testimony on the matters

concerned. I understand that this proposal may not yet have been raised with all

other parties. It seems to me that it is reasonable and fair lo eill concerned and I

propose to adopt it. The criteria in dec iding whether a witness may be recalled, when

and on what matters will relate, inter alia, to whether they arise out of evidence« or

reports which were not known to the witness when giving evidence originally or

relate to matters which were not put to him/her originally.

Dr. Shanley

The part played by Dr. David Shanley, a leading specialist in psychiatry, in the

treatment of John Carthy's mental condition has loomed large in this investigation —

not least because it has emerged in evidence that for some weeks prior to his death

Mr. Carthy had been concerned about his mental health; so concerned that he had

asked his sister, Marie, to contact Dr. Shanley and arrange an appointment to see him

<it St. Patrick's Hospital in Dublin. She complied with that request and the psychiatrist

arranged to see Mr. Carthy on 20"' April which in the event was the day he was

killed. This is one of the points on which I would welcome further evidence from Dr.

Shanley. Is John Carthy's apparent concern in March/April before his death about his
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mental state and need for treatment by a psyc hialrisl in whom he appears to have

had confidence and trust indie ale that if Dr. Shanley had been able to make contact

with him at Abbeylara, or by phone there-, he would have had a reasonably good

prospect of persuading his patient to co-operate with him and lo avail of the

immediate in-patient psychiatric treatment which he, Dr. Shanley, was ready and

willing to provide for him at St. Patricks hospital. I assume that if Dr. Shanley had been

successful in persuading |ohn Carthy to leave his house unarmed for the purpose of

availing of the doctor's offer of in-patient treatment in hospital the police would have

collaborated fully and would have arranged for the doctor and his patient to be

conveyed immediately to St. Patrick's for treatment there as promised, and that any

question of action by the police or the Director of Public Prosecutions would be

postponed at least until Mr. Carthy's treatment had been completed and a report on

the outcome and the events at Abbeylara had been received from Dr. Shanley. It

appears that without his gun John Carthy presented no risk to anyone. This is a matter

on which the opinion of the Garda Síochána and of the DPP also should be- obtained.

Other matters on which I believe it would be- helpful to obtain the opinion of Dr.

Shanley include the following:

i. The apparent gravity of Mr. Carthy's mental state and his perception of it

on 19"'/20'h April in the light of his actual behaviour in and about his house

including shooting at members of the gardai and at a police car; the

episode about six weeks earlier in Galway and his own recognition that

he required mental treatment from Dr. Shanley.

ii. The likely effect of his apparent acute antagonism towards the- gardai, local

and from Dublin. Did Mr. Carthy's failure to respond to Detective Sergeant

Jackson over a period of 22 hours indicate a likelihood that he would not

collaborate with the gardai or any of them?

iii. In all the circumstances, is it likely that a person who John Carthy knew,

had confidence in, trusted and respected would have the best prospect of

meaningful dialogue- with him?

¡v.    Having regard to John Carthy's mental state during the siege:

(a) Should he have been asked as a first step while still seriously

agitated to surrender his gun? Would that be- conducive to

calming him?

(b) Should the emphasis from the beginning have been to calm him?

(c) How important was it to ascertain from him, or through others

what had motivated his irrational behaviour with the gun in his

house?

(d) If his motivation had been discovered is it likely to have been

helpful to accommodate his fears in some way if that were

feasible? For example, if it emerged that the cause of his distress

and violent reaction was the imminent demolition of the old

family home which had long association with his late father and

other ancestors. Would the arrangement of a postponement of
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demolition by the local authority until after John Carthy had had

hospital treatment and was in a position to consult his solie ¡tor in

the matter, have been a possible advantage»1

(e) What approach by the negotiator was desirable in an effort to

establish rapport with John Carthy in the light of his mental
situation?

(f) To that end, and bearing in mind his vehement antagonism

towards the police, was it desirable to meet promptly as a gesture

of goodwill any reasonable, viable request which he might make,

such as the provision of cigarettes and the production of a

solicitor?

(g) Is it likely that failure to meet such requests would aggravate

further his antagonism towards the police and militate against the

establishment by the negotiator of rapport with him?

(h) Assuming that )ohn Carthy, a heavy smoker, had run out of

cigarettes when he had asked the police to supply some to him,

to what extent would his existing hyper-mental state have been

aggravated by nicotine withdrawal over a 22-hour period. From

the medical point of view was it wise to allow that situation to

happen? Might it have been a motivating factor in causing him to

leave the house when he did and head towards the village of

Abbeylara where he normally purchased cigarettes?

(i) As it was obvious to all that )ohn Carthy was a mentally sick man

who was then displaying manifestations thereof, would it have

been desirable to seek medical advice about compliance with his

request for cigarettes?

(j) Having regard to all of the facts relating to John Carthy and his

irrational behaviour on 19lh and 20"1 April, 2000 is there anything

that might establish or suggest that his motivation for leaving

home with his gun and heading towards Abbeylara was to have

himself shot and killed by the police — a phenomenon which has

occurred in the United States of America where it is known as

"suicide by cop"?

It has been suggested that Dr. Shanley should be recalled as a witness before

Sergeant lackson testifies. I do not accept the validity of that proposition for this

reason. It appears that Sergeant lackson never made contact with Dr. Shanley directly

or by telephone, prior to the shooting of Mr. Carthy. Accordingly, his conduct was

unaffected by any information, opinion or advice he might have received from the

doctor if he had made contact with him. However, I have intimated to the parties

that there are matters which I wish to have raised with Dr. Shanley, details of which

are referred to herein. I recognise that Sergeant Jackson as designated negotiator,

had a pivotal role on the garda side at Abbeylara and I am concerned that he should

have no doubt whatever as to the fairness of the Tribunal's procedures and for that

reason I am willing to have a concession made. A further report will be obtained
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from Dr. Shanley and circulated to the parties. He will be recalled to give further

evidence prior to Sergeant Jackson.

As to the scene commanders and other senior officers referred to by Mr. Rogers who

he submits also should be recalled prior to Sergeant Jackson's evidence I refuse

that application. Superintendents Shelly and Byrne, the scene commanders, were

questioned at length about the siting of the negotiating point. Their evidence has

been referred to by Mr. MacGrath in his submission. Both specifically stated that

they approved of Sergeant Jackson's proposal as to the position of the negotiating

point even after shots had been fired at the megaphone and cement block which

had been placed on the wall in that area. It has been noted also by Mr. MacGrath

in his submission that Superintendent Byrne was questioned specifically about

whether Dr. Shanley should have been contacted as soon as his identity had been

ascertained. Needless to add, if relevant evidence emerges which was not known

when the foregoing senior officers gave evidence, application may be made for their

recall to deal with any such matter on which they may wish to comment.

It is intended that the work of the Tribunal will continue until the end of July. There

are a number of garda and civilian witnesses whose evidence is likely to be short

and uncontroversial. An itinerary will be furnished presently to the solicitors for the

parties so that witnesses will be available when required. Mr. Tom Walsh and Mr.

Martin Shelly also will be called to complete their evidence. Dr. Shanley, Sergeant

lackson and other ERU members will give evidence in that order when the Tribunal

hearings resume in September.
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APPENDIX 7.C

Ruling of the Chairman made on 7th October, 2003, re

Modules 1 and 2

Before continuing with today's proceedings, I want to refer to the ruling which I

made on 18lh )uly last, relating to evidence to be adduced at the Tribunal; notably in

this segment of it. You will recall that Modules one and two relate to, first, )ohn

Carthy, his family background and education, his health, social and work history and

his relationship with the Garda Síochána. Secondly, the events at and about the

Carthy home at Abbeylara on I9,h and 20'h April, 2000, including the background to

such events and the response of the Garda Síochána thereto. The latter aspect

includes tactual information regarding the training received by relevant police

officers, eis outlined in their statements, in dealing with situations such as that

presented by lohn Carthy at the time.

When making my ruling on 18"' July, I had in mind that in the interest of saving

significant time and costs, it would be desirable to expand Modules one and two to

include expert testimony on the issue of appropriate police training in dealing with

such events and expert evidence on how a similar situation might be dealt with in

other broadly similar jurisdictions.

The ruling was made on the premise that all relevant reports from experts to be

introduced by the Tribunal would be circulated to the parties concerned in good

time before Detective Sergeant, now Inspector, Michael Jackson and other ERU

members were called to give evidence.

In the event that has not been possible, because experts have informed the Tribunal

that they would not be in a position to furnish final reports until they had an

opportunity of studying the transcript of Sergeant Jackson's evidence and that of

other relevant officers who have not yet testified.

In these circumstances, it is necessary to revert to the Tribunal's original intention as

to the content of Modules one and two. Accordingly, Sergeant lackson and other

police officers, in giving evidence about training, will specify at this stage only factual

information about relevant training received as already outlined by them in

statements furnished to the Tribunal. Cross-examination on such training and an

analysis of ¡is adequacy will be postponed to a later stage within Modules three and

four, which will be separately considered. Garda witnesses who have already given

evidence may be recalled if they wish to be heard on the issue of training.

Accordingly, the order made on 18"' July is modified in the light of the foregoing

ruling.
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APPENDIX 7.D

Ruling of the Chairman made on 29th October, 2003
on ascertaining and assessing evidence

Before we commence the business of today, there is a matter which I want to deal

with. Mr. Rogers made an allegation yesterday which has caused me very great

concern. He has intimated that his clients are concerned that they are not getting a

fair hearing at this Tribunal and that I appear to be in some way prejudiced against

them.

I want to assure all that these fears are totally groundless. There are two matters

about which I am giving you now a preview of my report because they will be, I can

assure you, contained in it in due course. The first point is this: I have approached

my task in this Tribunal, in investigating the death of John Carthy, from the premise

that the crisis presented by him at his home in Abbeylara was unique in Irish police

experience; was potentially extremely difficult to contend with and was a very far cry

from the crisis situations for which the ERU and the Garda Síochána are trained to

deal with.

I fully appreciate the gravity and unique difficulty of the problem which faced the

scene commanders and the ERU, who were the officers primarily concerned in

contending with it.

Secondly, the pivotal police witnesses at this Tribunal have been Detective Sergeant

Jackson, as he then was, the negotiator; and Detective Sergeant Russell, the strategic

tactician, both of the ERU. They have given evidence at great length and have been

subjected to in-depth searching examinations by counsel and by me. Two points

emerge beyond doubt in my mind arising out of that evidence. Both of these officers,

I am absolutely satisfied, did their best to bring the situation at Abbeylara to a

peaceful end without loss of life or injury, and worked with, I believe, great devotion

in attempting so to do.

Second, both emerge as honourable, courageous police officers who have

endeavoured to give a fair, balanced account of what they did at Abbeylara, which

is, if I may say so, an object lesson for others to follow. In clue course, I will have to

assess their evidence and that of other officers and decide whether the situation that

was presented by Mr. Carthy at Abbeylara was correctly handled and/or what should

or should not have been done in that regard. I have made no decision on such

matters and I await further evidence, including expert police testimony in that regard.

In considering the evidence of police officers who were eyewitnesses to the fatal

shooting of John Carthy, it will be appreciated by all, I am quite sure, that I must live
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in the real world and appreciate the possibility that some such officers might colour
their testimony in a way designed to justify or support the shooting of John Carthy.

This entails a careful dissection of their evidence to test its credibility. If I did not take

that course, I would be failing in my duty in this Tribunal. In so doing, it ought not

to be regarded in any sense as an indicator of prejudice, and I hope I have now

made that point abundantly clear to all concerned.
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APPENDIX 7.E

Ruling of the Chairman made on 13th January, 2004 on

his function in questioning and assessing witnesses

Before we continue the work of the Tribunal I wish to respond to submissions made

by Mr. Murphy and Mr. McGuinness on 19"' December, the final clay of our

Michaelmas hearings. Mr. Murphy's address arose out of submissions made by Mr.

Rogers, his counsel, on the previous day and my response to them. Mr. McGuinness's

submission relates in the main to a criticism of my response to Mr. Murphy's

submission.

I have considered the transcripts of evidence in their entirety from the

commencement of Professor Harbison's testimony and I have several observations

in that regard. However, before introducing them, there is one fundamental matter

which it is evident needs to be addressed once more so that it is fully understood by

the parties and by their legal advisors. As stated many times previously, the Tribunal

is not a court of law but, in accordance with the legislative instruments from which

it derives its authority, it is a Tribunal of Inquiry into the facts and circumstances

surrounding the fatal shooting of John Carthy at Abbeylara on 20lh April, 2000 and

related matters. I have been appointed to conduct the Inquiry as Sole Member of the

Tribunal and to report to Dáil and Seanad Éireann as soon as reasonably practicable. I

have been provided with the services of a solicitor and team of counsel to assist me

in my work. Their contribution in that regard has been of enormous value to me and,

I believe, to all parties concerned in the investigation. To facilitate the conduct of the

Tribunal's work, rules of procedure have been devised by me under which, inter alia,

a broad framework has been laid down regarding the calling and examination of

witnesses. In short, all witnesses are examined in the first instance by counsel for the

Tribunal and are subsequently examined on behalf of other interested parties,

including the party who introduced the particular witness. There is nothing in the

Tribunal's procedures or otherwise which preclude me from questioning witnesses

as they give their testimony on any matter which I perceive requires clarification or

elaboration or any matter which seems to me to be pertinent to the particular witness

in the context of the module under investigation. It has been, and will continue to

be, my practice to take that course. I believe that in the interest of conducting an

efficient inquiry and the establishment of all necessary facts it is proper so to do. It

is also time saving. In some types of court trial it may be a useful approach by the

trial judge to postpone any intervention he might wish to make until the witness

has given his evidence in full, including examination by interested parties and re-

examination. In my opinion that is not the best course for a Tribunal chairman and I

prefer the procedure to which I have referred for the reasons already stated. A

number of witnesses in this Tribunal have each given evidence over a period of

several days and some such testimony, particularly of a professional or technical
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nature, may not be immediately understandable in full and may require elaboration

to establish clarity. Furthermore, in connection with a particular strand ol evidence

there may be an additional matter relating thereto which I perceive should be

investigated with the witness. It is far easier for the examiner and the examinee to

deal with such matters as they arise, thus enabling the evidence to retain an

appropriate structure. If the examiner is obliged to pile up his queries until the end

of the witness's evidence and then go back over testimony given perhaps several

days earlier to elucidate further information, the end result is likely to confuse the

witness and to give rise to an unnecessary repetition of large parts of his or her

evidence again — thus wasting time and devaluing the evidence of the witness. The

difficulty of time loss and confusion may be aggravated if it transpires that one or

more counsel wish to re-examine the witness, as they are entitled to do, arising out

of answers given by him/her to the Chairman. All of these problems are likely to be

avoided by the structure I have laid down and which I intend to pursue.

Turning now to my observations on the transcripts:

(1) My questioning of Professor Harbison was designed to help me to follow

and to understand his evidence as he gave it. Regarding the calf wound

sustained by Mr. Carthy; the witness was unable to remember when and

by whom he was informed that only four shots were fired at the deceased,

all from behind. He does not seem to be aware that in addition to ERU

officers, there were numerous local armed gardai in the vicinity of Mr.

Carthy as he walked towards Abbeylara, including Detective Sergeant Foley

and Garcia Boland who were on the road near the command vehicle.

Professor Harbison regarded the- calf wound as indicating either an

independent fifth shot or, alternatively, a re-entry emanating from wound

no. 3 in the deceased's left calf, although he stated that that would

postulate a high-stepping straight leg action by Mr. Carthy. The witness

preferred the latter hypothesis but accepted the former as another

possibility.

Previous evidence had established that Detective Sergeant Quinn, a

ballistics expert of long experience, had been instructed soon after the

event to carry out a ballistics examination. In that regard he examined all

the ERU guns which had been at the scene and checked on the issue to

and return of ammunition by each such officer. He found that two shots

had been fired from two guns, making four shots in all. He found that no

other shots were fired from ERU weapons. He had attended the post-

mortem of which he had many years previous experience. He did not

examine any of the guns which local gardai had at the scene; neither did

he check on ammunition issued to and/or returned by such officers to their

stations in accordance with Garda regulations in that regard, or held in

their possession. No records have been furnished regarding ammunition

which had been held in the possession of Sergeant Foley, Garda Boland or

Detective Garda Quinn (among others) at the scene.

Sergeant Foley and Garcia Boland were in close proximity to Mr. Carthy as

he walked towards Abbeylara carrying his shotgun in what was perceived
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by them to be a threatening manner ready for immediate firing. Both

officers stated in evidence that they feared for their lives or the lives of

others in the vicinity. Sergeant Foley reiterated what he had already

specified in his statement to the Culligan Inquiry that as Mr. Carthy

advanced towards him with his gun in a dangerous, threatening way he

said to his colleague, Boland, "we are going to have to do it". He referred

to ERU officers calling on )ohn Carthy to leave down his gun. They followed

him up the road without firing and he thought that he and his colleague

would have to shoot Mr. Carthy. He prepared to shoot and a split second

later ERU officers fired at the deceased. It appeared that he believed that

he or Garda Boland would have to fire at Mr. Carthy, but they did not do

so as ERU officers then opened fire and fatally wounded the deceased,

thus removing the perceived danger presented by him. Other local armed

gardai at the scene did not give evidence on whether or not they used

their weapons or in corroboration of Sergeant Foley and Garda Boland.

The foregoing is in brief the extent of the information available to the

Tribunal regarding the use or otherwise of garda guns at the scene when

Mr. Rogers made his intervention on 18"' December.

(2)    Mr. Rogers's intervention and submissions made by him in support thereof:

Immediately before the intervention Dr. Harbison had reiterated in

evidence his preferred opinion as to the calf wound (i.e. that it was

more likely to be a re-entry from wound No. 3) then adding "because

that keeps it within the four bullets". I then responded as follows:

"Don't worry about the number of bullets. It is possible that there could

have been a fifth bullet fired by a non-ERU officer." At that point Mr.

Rogers intervened. It was explained to him by me that I was asking

the witness "to postulate for the moment that there might have been

a fifth shot". In the light of the pathologist's own evidence at that time

and the information, or lack of it, available to the Tribunal to which I

have referred, I am satisfied that it was obviously fair and reasonable

to invite the witness to elaborate on his alternative opinion (though

not his preferred one) already expressed that the calf wound may have

been caused by a fifth bullet. Mr. Rogers then went on to accuse me

of leading evidence as to a possible fifth shot and contended that it

was "entirely outrageous" for me to say "It may be that somebody

fired a shot" (meaning a fifth shot). Reference was then made to the

evidence presumably of Sergeant Foley and Garda Boland in which

both denied having fired any shot at the scene. Other local armed

gardai in the vicinity at the relevant time did not give evidence on that

issue and, as previously stated, none of their weapons were ballistically

examined, nor was the ammunition issued to them checked except

regarding two officers who had been stationed at Burke's house. I

commented to Mr. Rogers: "/ have to discover whether they are [telling

the truth] or not." He responded by alleging that that also was an

"outrageous suggestion". In the light of the pathologist's opinions;
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evidence and information before the Tribunal at that time and the

absence of relevant ballistic or other evidence in support, it was wrong

to imply that the Tribunal must accept the veracity of Sergeant Foley's
evidence per se and was not entitled to query its veracity and/or to

investigate the conduct of the local armed officers who might possibly
have been responsible for the "fifth bullet" if there was one- and that
Dr. Harbison cannot be asked to postulate the possibility of a fifth

bullet and to expand on evidence already given by him in that regard.

On reflection, I hope that allegations against me of "entirely

outrageous comments" were made in the heat of the moment and that

perhaps I may have been wrong in interpreting them as attempted

bullying by counsel.

The remaining submission made by Mr. Rogers I construed as an

attempt by him lo advise me on how to conduct the Tribunal in the

matter of vvitne-ss evidence. I lis contention appears to have been that

I am bound by procedure to leave it entirely to counsel for the Tribunal

to ask all questions on my behalf and that I ought not to make- anv

intervention of my own. At the commencement of my observations in

this document I have specified the- role I have' played and will continue-

to play in the conduct of the- Tribunal which I believe is appropriate

and entirely justified. I regard Mr. Rogers's submission and advice as

ill-founded and having no reasonable justification. However, it occurs

to me that it also may have- been an observation made by him in the

heat of the moment or he may not have been fully cognisant of all

relevant facts as outlined herein.

As to difficulties which have emerged from time to time between Mr.

Rogers and I; it occurs to me on reflection that they may arise out of

misunderstandings which he or I may have as to the attitude of the

other. That situation sometimes arise-s in litigation. It needs to be

recognised by those concerned who should make real efforts to avoid

repetition. For my part, I am happy to make that effort. No comments

of mine were ever intended to be of a personal nature. I have not now

and never had any personal animosity towards Mr. Rogers whom I

have known for many years since my days at the Bar. I probably was

less patient with him on occasions than ought to have been the case.

I do sometimes succumb to impatience as I have already conceded to

Mr. McGuinness.

(3)    Mr. Murphy's submission on behalf of certain named gardai lor whom he-

acts as solicitor and Mr. Rogers and other counsel act as banisters.

I have already responded to Mr. Murphy on 19"' December. I have

elaborated herein on the submissions made by Mr. Rogers and why I

regarded them as being unjustifiable. I don't think that it would be helpful

to go over the ground again. However, there are two points on which it is

proper that I should comment.
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First, I am very disturbed, though I readily understand, the concern which

has been expressed to Mr. Murphy by his clients. It is, of course, difficult

for lay people, even for some lawyers, to understand fully the implications

of perceived technical difficulties raised by counsel with a Tribunal

Chairman. Some such submissions may be well founded; some, though

held not to be well founded, may be properly and justifiably brought by

counsel; others may not only be unfounded but have no sustainable basis

and amount to an unwarranted interfèrent e in the working of the Tribunal

and the source of unnecessary trouble and delay. I regarded the

submissions made by Mr. Rogers on 18"' December as being all in the

Litter ceitegory and were so treated by me for the reasons I have already

explained. However, I am very concerned to make absolutely clear that my

response to Mr. Rogers does not imply any criticism whatever of his clients

or any of them. I recognise that it is of fundamental importance that they,

and all others concerned with the final outcome of this Tribunal, shall

receive from me a careful and entirely impartial response All may rest

assured that that is what they are getting and will continue to receive.

Secondly, I have already referred to the lac t that the allegation made by Mr.

Rogers that particular comments of mine on 18"' December were "entirely

outrageous" may have been made by him in the heat of the moment. If

that is so, I was wrong in interpreting them as attempted bullying.

Thirdly, as to the advice given to me by Mr. Rogers that I should leave it

to counsel for the Tribunal to examine witnesses and that I ought not to

make any intervention in that regard I have addressed that point herein.

On reflection, I have steitecl already that perhaps that submission also was

not intended by him to be offensive and that it may have been made in

the heat of the moment. As already stated, I am willing to construe it in

that way.

In summary, I recognise that I may have been unfair in concluding that the

conduct of Mr. Rogers appeared to have amounted to attempted bullying

tactics for whatever motive and that his behaviour is out of kilter with

other counsel appearing at this Tribunal. If I was wrong in harbouring and

expressing such thoughts then I regret having done so. As already stated, I

hope that for the remainder of the Tribunal there will be a better

understanding between Mr. Rogers and I. Both of us should exercise

vigilance in that regard and for my pail I shall do so.

Since preparing this statement I received on Saturday evening, 10lh inst.,

Mr. Murphy's letter to Mr. Nolan of that date and another letter has been

received by him on 12"' January. Much of what they contain is already

dealt with herein. Any remaining matters will be responded to in

correspondence.

The last matter on which I wish to reply is the submission made by Mr.

McGuinness on 19lh December which relates in the main to my response

to Mr. Murphy that morning.
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I don't think that it is helpful te) go over old ground again. It seems to me

that his concerns are covered already in this statement. I hope that he is

satisfied I have made a generous response in all the circumstances in the

interest of restoring harmony in the affairs of the Tribunal.
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APENDIX 7.F

Ruling of the Chairman made on 16th January, 2004

regarding a 'fifth bullet'

There is a ruling which I believe- it is proper to make at this time in the light of

evidence heard by the Tribunal on Wednesday last, 14"' January. I have already made

clear in my statement on 13"' January that on 18"' December when questioning

Professor Harbison I had not rejected the truth of Detective Sergeant Foley's

evidence that he had not shot the late lohn Carthy and had no responsibility for the

possible "fifth bullet". In fact, as indicated in my statement I had reached no

conclusion on 18lh December on the veracity of Sergeant Foley's assertion, but that,

in the absence of corroborative evidence, it was necessary to investigate it and also

the conduct of other local armed officers who possibly could have fired the perceived

"fifth bullet". The- Tribunal's state of knowedge on 18"' December derived from the

evidence of Professor I larbison and reports furnished by Professor Milroy, a

distinguished British pathologist, in which both had postulated, inter alia, the

possibility that Mr. Carthy's calf wound may have been caused by a "fifth bullet".

That was the issue I had embarked on pursuing with Dr. Harbison in evidence when

the first intervention of counsel occurred that day. I was not seeking to identify the

shooter, if there was one, but to probe the strength of the- pathologists' contention

that the calf wound might have been caused by a fifth bullet. I don't think that there

can be any doubt that it was proper to pursue thai line of inquiry.

On 13th January Professor Milroy furnished a supplementary report to the Tribunal

based upon an examination of the late Mr. Carthy's clothing, notably his jeans, which

the witness had carried out for the first time a few days previously. He gave evidence

that in the light of his examination of the clothing he was now satisfied that there

was no evidence that a fifth bullet had struck Mr. Carthy's right calf either directly or

by way of ricochet from the road surface. His analysis of the relevant pathology was

in my opinion cogent and entirely supportive of his revised opinion that the calf

damage was in fact caused by wound No. 2 in the scrotum area and that particular

bullet, having struck and damaged the pelvic bone, was thereby deflected

downwards by about 90 degrees where it entered and exited the right calf (wound

No. 9). That explanation also ruled out the- premise that Mr. Carthy would have to

have been walking in a straight-legged goose-step fashion and in fact it was consistent

with a normal gait. Professor Milroy's revised opinion was put to Professor Harbison

in evidence and he also accepted that the calf wound emanated from wound No. 2

or perhaps wound No. 3 and had no independent existence. I am satisfied that the

evidence of both pathologists on 15"' January, particularly that of Professor Milroy, is

conclusive in ruling out the possibility previously expressed by them that there may

have been an independent filth bullet which caused the calf injury directly or

indirectly  by  way  of ricochet.   It  is  appropriate-,  in  the  interest  of the  officers
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concerned, having heard all relevant evidence, that I should now formally make thai

finding. Accordingly, it transpires at this stage that there is no evidence that Sergeant

Foley, his colleague Garda Boland or any of the armed local officers, in the vicinity

of the command vehicle or elsewhere in that area, shot and wounded Mr. Carthy in

his right calf. It is unfortunate that the foregoing pathology evidence derived from
the deceased's clothing and the change of professional opinion thus brought about

was unknown to anyone on 18th December. If counsel and I had been aware of it

then the difficulties which emerged that clay would never have arisen. I have no

doubt that in the light of the revised pathology evidence, first intimated in Professor
Milroy's statement of 1 3,h January, it is right that Sergeant Foley, Garcia Boland and

other local armed officers should have the benefit of a Tribunal finding as to the

purported "fifth bullet" now rather than at a later date. I am happy to take that

course. The possibility of Mr. Carthy having been wounded by a fifth bullet is no
longer an issue in the Tribunal.
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APPENDIX 7.G

Ruling of the Chairman made on 24lh March, 2004, re

RTÉ application

An application to the Tribunal has been made by Mr. Hanratty S.C ., on behalf of RTÉ

regarding its response to the Abbeylara crisis which led to the death of John Carthy

on the evening of 20* April, 2000 at aboul 6:1 5 p.m. and in particular relating to the

content of a broadcast on that issue during the course of the opening part of its

"Five/Seven Live" news and cement affairs programme which commenced ai 5:00

p.m. that evening on RTÉ 1, the presenter being Mr. Myles Dungan.

The following fads are not in dispute:

1. Mr. Dungan identified Mr. Carthy eis being the man who was under siege

by the police at his home.

2. Mr. Niall O'Flynn, a reporter who was at the scene on behalf of RTÉ,

described the situation there in some detail, including the presence of the

armed ERU unit and other local armed gardai.

3. Mr. O'Flynn had located and interviewed Fr. Fitzpatrick, the parish priest

of Abbeylara, and two friends of )ohn Carthy: a neighbour, Mr. Michael

Heaney and Mrs. Mary McDowell.

4. Mr. Heaney and Mrs. McDowell were interviewed by way of vox pop.

Each described their impressions of the deceased and their association with

him over the years. Each was asked if they could talk to lohn Carthy now

had they a message for him? Both responded and, in effect, urged him to

surrender to the gardai. Mrs. McDowell referred to certain intimate

personal details in the life of the deceased, including the recent break-up

of a relationship with a girlfriend and the alleged reasons why that had

happened. The latter topic had not been raised by the garda negotiator,

though known by him, as he had been advised by the family that it would

be upsetting for Mr. Carthy to do so, and he had been asked by them not

to introduce that subject.

5. Detective Sergeant lackson gave evidence that at approximately 5:00 p.m.

he spoke again to John Carthy by loudhailer. He told him that his sister

Marie was very anxious to speak to him. He also mentioned Dr. Shanley

in the same vein. Mr. Carthy's response was to point his gun and cause

Sergeant lackson to cluck down behind the boundary wall whereupon he

shot at a loose concrete block which had been placed on the top of the

wall nearby and knocked it clown. His level of agitation then increased
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between 5:10 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. approximately. It was more severe than

it had been earlier in the clay. There was ongoing agitation and noise of

damage to property coming from the house during thai period.

6. John Carthy had a substantial portable- radio in his kitchen which was often

switched on during the siege — sometimes for the purpose of drowning

Sergeant Jackson's voice in course of his attempted negotiation by

megaphone.

7. Most of the radio sound comprised music and it is likely that it was, in the

main, tuned to Shannonside Radio, a local station, or some other station

where music predominates.

8. The only evidence that the radio was ever tuned to RTÉ 1 relates to the

news bulletin from that station at 1:00 p.m. on 20"' April in course of which

reference was made to the Abbeylara siege but without mentioning John

Carthy by name or furnishing any personal details about him. Detective

Garda Shane Nolan who was on the roadway at the boundary between

the Carthy and Farrell properties at that time gave evidence identifying the

broadcast. There is no evidence- that anyone identified the "Five/Seven

Live" programme- from Mr. Carthy's radio that evening.

9. A photograph taken in the Carthy kitchen by a garda investigator soon

after the death of John Carthy includes a good shot of the radio in question.

It has been examined by two experts, Mr. James Goulding, the technical

services controller with Sony Ireland, and Mr. Kelly, an RTÉ engineer. Both

are satisfied that the station indicator shows that the radio was not tuned

within the ambit of RTÉ 1 either on the FM or medium wave bands, but

was within the ambit of Shannonside local radio. However, the indicator

could have been reset by John Carthy after the relevant part of the

"Five/Seven Live" broadcast which ended at about ">:l 5 p.m.

10. The Garda Síochána do not have authority in law to prohibit the media

from publishing information about criminal activity. However, in

appropriate circumstances they may in the interest of saving life and in the

common good request the media not to publish the identity of an armed

person who is under siege or any personal information regarding that

individual which might inhibit garda negotiators in dealing with him. It is

alleged that suc h a request was made to members of the media who

gathered at Abbeylara during the siege, including RTÉ personnel.

11. John Carthy armed with his shotgun, left the house at 5:45 p.m. The gun

was broken open but at or about the time when he reached his gateway,

he closed the gun. He walked past three ERU officers who were on the

road nearby, opened his gun again and disc arded one cartridge. The other

c artridge remained and he closed the gun once more. He walked towards

Abbeylara holding the gun in what was perceived by local armed officers

(on the road a short distance ahead of him) to be a threatening way which
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put them in fear of their lives. The ERU officers similarly interpreted his

conduct. Two of them fired at him. He was shot twice in the legs by one

and twice in the back by the other, the Litter causing his death.

It has been submitted on behalf of RTÉ that, in the light of the foregoing,

the probability is thai John Carthy did not hear the "Five/Seven Live"

broadcast on RTÉ 1 on the evening of 20th April and there is insufficient

evidence to establish that he may have done so. Accordingly, whatever the

content of that broadcast, there is no sustainable evidence that it had any

bearing on John Carthy or on his subsequent conduct in leaving his house,

armed as described, and walking towards Abbeylara.

It is further submitted that to direct the calling of all relevant witnesses for the

purpose of examination on behalf of RTÉ and perhaps on behalf of other parties also,

is to embark on a lengthy, costly exercise with very little, if any, prospect ot

establishing a probability, or even a likelihood, that lohn Carthy heard the broadcast

in question.

Having considered all of the information on the foregoing issue presently before the

Tribunal, it seems to me that Mr. Hanratty's primary submission is well founded. No

party has indicated that there is any witness who might establish that John Carthy's

radio was tuned to RTÉ 1 at the material time on 20"' April and that he probably heard

the "Five/Seven Live" broadcast. All the indications are that a detailed investigation in

that regard as urged by Ms Nerney, S.C. for her clients, would not establish evidence

from which I might properly hold that John Carthy had heard the "Five/Seven Live"

broadcast or any part of it. On the contrary, the evidence of Sergeant Jackson

indicates that Mr. Carthy's attention was probably taken up with the negotiator's

attempts to arrange for Ms Carthy's and Dr. Shanley's attendance at the negotiation

point to speak with him. At 5:06 p.m. Mr. Carthy responded to that effort by shooting

the concrete block off the top of the boundary wall behind which Sergeant Jackson

was sheltering and for the next fifteen or twenty minutes he was greatly agitated and

violent within the house. That was the time when the broadcast was taking place.

Even if Mr. Carthy had heard the broadcast and sufficient evidence emerged to

sustain that proposition, a further crucial factor would remain to be established i.e.

that the deceased's conduct in leaving his house as described probably was

motivated by what he had heard in the broadcast. Sadly, we will never know what

prompted him to do what he did. Suffice to comment presently that there are a

number of possible explanations for his conduct which are unrelated to the

"Five/Seven Live" broadcast. He may have been motivated by learning that his sister,

Marie, and Dr. Shanley wanted to speak to him. He knew that they were near at

hand in the Abbeylara direction and he may have preferred to speak to them directly

rather than having the unsatisfactory arrangement of public one-way communication

on a megaphone which he had rejected. Alternatively, the probability is that he was

by then suffering grievously from nicotine withdrawal, no cigarettes having been

provided for him by the police since his request about fifteen hours earlier, and in

his aggravated bipolar hyper state he may have decided to walk to his supplier in

the village of Abbeylara and obtain cigarettes there. In the further alternative, there
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are expert opinions that John Carthy's motivation may have been what is called

"suicide by cop" in the United States; or he may have decided to shoot a local garda

officer, several of whom were on or about the road in the Abbeylara direction.

The end result would appear to be that even if |ohn Carthy heard the "Five/Seven

Live" broadcast, it would be very difficult indeed to be satisfied as a matter ol

probability that it significantly influenced his subsequent conclue I in leaving the

house.

However, that is not the end of the matter. Mr. Hanratty cone odes that there are

two other issues which his clients must address. First, whether RTÉ personnel were

asked by Supt. Farrelly, or anyone on be-half of the Garda Síochána, not to broadcast

John Carthy's identity or personal details relating to him in course of the siege. In all

the circumstances was it reasonable lor such a request to have been made to RTF

and other interested media? Should it have been complied with?

Secondly, what was the purpose of Mr. Dungan's broadcast on 20"' April regarding

the siege of |ohn Carthy at Abbeylara? Why were Mr. Heaney, and Mrs. McDowell

recruited to address personal messages to John Carthy one of which included a

statement on air of intimate personal details regarding a romantic relationship which

had terminated?

Was the purpose of the broadcast to reach anc\ influence- lohn Carthy? It appears

from  the  transcript of it  that  RTÉ,  and  in  particular  its  local  correspondent at

Abbeylara, was aware thai throughout the siege garda negotiators were

endeavouring to establish a rapport and meaningful contact with Mr. Carthy.

The motivation of RTÉ as to the "Five/Seven Live" broadcast requires to be

investigated by the Tribunal regardless of whether or not the broadcaster was

successful in reaching lohn Carthy. Furthermore, the issue as to whether the conduct

of RTÉ amounted to an unjustified interference with the Garda Síochána in their

efforts to negotiate with John Carthy also requires consideration.

The foregoing are the issues which will be addressed, inter alia, in the media module

in due course. They will not include the question as to whether John Carthy is likely

to have heard the "Five/Seven Live" broadcast.
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APPENDIX 7.H

Chairman's   statement   made   on   27th   May,   2004

regarding the proposed review of gun law

Before concluding our activities this term I wish to refer to the 6" Module of the-

Tribunal's Inquiry as outlined in my Opening Statement of 7lh January, 2003. This

module, which concerns a review of statute law regarding gun licences and the rights

of citizens to possess and use firearms, will be considered by the Tribunal, probably

in mid-July.

What it entails is as follows.

A review ol the relevan) statute law in Ireland and a comparison with that in other

comparable jurisdictions. In particular it is pertinent to consider the following mailers:

i. Should there be a statutory requirement that applicants for gun licences

(including annual renewal thereof) shall furnish to the licensing authority

medical certificates in a prescribed form from a medical doc tor in active

practice who knows the applicant and certifies that in terms of physical

and mental health he/she is fit to possess a firearm and to be granted a

licence in respect thereof?

ii. Should there be a provision for withdrawal of such licences and the right

to possess firearms in circumstances where the issuing authority has

reasonable grounds for believing that a licensee is temporarily or

permanently unfit to hold a licence and to possess a firearm by reason of

mental or psychiatric disorder or other such disability?

iii. If a medical or legal advisor has good reason to believe thai suc h a

situation may exist regarding a particular patient or client, should the

advisor have a statutory obligation to inform the police or other

appropriate authority oí his/her belief and/or opinion?

iv. Should the statute law provide that the immediate adult family of such a

licensed gun-holder have an obligation regarding the removal of a firearm

from a licensee so disabled, where such family member has reasonable-

grounds for believing that the licensee is unfit to possess a firearm and that

continued possession may constitute a danger to the licensee or others?

v. If statute law is amended to provide that a gun licence and right to possess

a firearm may be revoked by the issuing authority in such circumstances,

should the licensee have a statutory right of appeal? Are there- comparable-

statutory provisions in other relevant jurisdictions?

vi. It is also proposed to examine the statute law, together with official reports

and recommendations published in other comparable jurisdictions, which
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are pertinent to matters raised in this Tribunal and to the possible
amendment of our law. Copies of all such official documentation will be

furnished to relevant parties. As such reports and recommendations

probably speak for themselves, it is not presently intended to call the
authors thereof as witnesses, but contra evidence may be introduced by

any interested party.

vii. Consideration by the Tribunal of existing statute law and possible
amendment thereof in the light of events at Abbeylara includes an

assessment of whether medical prae titioners, or other professional persons

such as solicitors, should have a statutory obligation to report to the

licensing authority if they have reasonable grounds for believing that a

patienl or client is or has become unfit to hold a gun licence and to possess

a firearm by reason of mental illness or similar disability (including the

effects of drug addiction). The introduction in evidence of professional

opinion, including those of appropriate professional organisations, medical

and legal, is relevant to this question. I ikewise, possible amendment of the

existing statute law regarding the licensing of firearms in possession of

members of the public is of interest to gun clubs and other relevant

sporting organisations. All such bodies are entitled to be heard in that

regeirel anri the Tribunal will accommodate interested parties when the

foregoing questions are introduced in evidence in due course.

Representations have been received from a number of interested parties. I wish to

remind all others (including professional bodies) who may wish to be heard in relation

to this eispec l of the Tribunal's work, that submissions should be furnished to the

Tribunal not later than Friday, 18lh June, 2004.
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APPENDIX 7.1

Ruling  of the  Chairman  on  9th  July,  2004,  re  RTÉ
module

This Ruling is quoted in full in Chapter 9.

)

n
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APPENDIX 7.J

Preliminary Ruling by the Chairman made on 3rd

November, 2004, re improper press publicity

My attention has been drawn to the dominant front page story in the Sunday

Independent of 31s1 October under a large banner headline "Dramatic New Evidence

in Abbeylara Case" with beneath it a subsidiary headline "Abbeylara family row

over land may have affected siege victim Carthy's state of mind prior to his death".

Beneath that are pie tures oí the late )ohn Carthy and of his sister, Marie, and on one

side a small statement in block capitals "Maeve Sheehan Exclusive". The four column

article is continued on page 5 under another large bold type caption which reads

"Dramatic new evidence in Inquiry into Carthy death". Under that is a colour

picture of the old Carthy home with beneath it a caption in block bold type "Family

Friction?" followed by a reference to the house at Abbeylara.

Briefly stated, the bac kground to the article is that last Friday, 29"' October, as part

of its preliminary investigative stage, the Tribunal heard applications from Mr.

McGuinness S.C., counsel for the Commissioner who represents all garda officers

and from Mr. Rogers S.C. who represents certain junior officers who had involvement

at Abbeylara and who have been granted separate representation. Each sought a

ruling that Ms X should be required to give oral testimony in public session. No

counsel challenges Ms X's veracity regarding the contents of detailed written

statements furnished by her to the Tribunal, copies of which have been circulated to

the solicitors for interested parties.

The primary issue for debate at the hearing of the applications was whether or not

the evidence of Ms X might be relevant to any issue which the Tribunal is required

to address under its Terms of Reference from the Oireachtas, and whether, in all the

circumstances, it was entitled in law to disregard, and should disregard, the

constitutional right to privacy which Ms X enjoys as to her personal relationships anc\

private life. How should conflicting constitutional rights be assessed and weighed in

all the circumstances?

Both counsel for garda interests sought to have the application heard in public. This

was contrary to the practice of the Tribunal on other occasions relating to preliminary

investigations. I decided not to depart from previous practice and I ruled that the

applications should be heard in private session. Accordingly, the application

proceeded in private and all persons other than solicitors and counsel for interested

parties were excluded. It was made clear to the solicitors concerned that they were

entitled to inform their clients about what transpired at the hearing but no further

publication beyond that should occur pending my ultimate ruling on the issues. This
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i c learly included the media. Publication to the latter obviously would defeal

ribunal's direction that the applications in question should be heard in private.

Turning now to Ms Sheehan's article; the first two paragraphs are as follows:

"The former girlfriend of lohn Carthy, the Abbeylara siege victim, has given

dramatic new evidence to the Ban Tribunal which Gardai claim could shed

new light on his mental state in the months before his death.

The woman known as [Ms X inserted by me in lieu of the witness's Christian

name used in the article] claims that Carthy had a dispute with his family over

land and had, as a result, a strained relationship with relatives."

The author then goes on to refer to written statements made by Ms X to the Tribunal

(all of which had been copied to the solicitors for concerned parties). She then

continues:

"Her account is regarded as hugely significant by gardai because it apparently

conflicts with testimony given to the Tribunal that there was no friction

between Carthy and his relatives. The family could not be contacted."

Ms Sheehan refers to numerous submissions made by Mr. Rogers on the Ms X

application and at earlier Tribunal hearings. Twice she incorrectly describes his

function at the Tribunal:

"The garda's legal team, led by Mr. lohn Rogers, want Ms X to be allowed to

testify before the Tribunal."

and later:

"lohn Rogers, the garda's senior counsel, has suggested at Tribunal hearings

that there was friction between Carthy and some relatives and that he was

suicidal. "

Interestingly, Ms Sheehan makes no reference to arguments advanced by Mr.

McGuinness and she seems unaware that he is and has been throughout the work

of the Tribunal, counsel primarily concerned in presenting the case for the Garda

Síochána, including the scene commanders, and other senior officers who directed

the police operations at Abbeylara.

It is evident that Ms Sheehan's article is heavily slanted towards the arguments of

Mr. Rogers on behalf of his clients. The general tenor of it strongly suggests the

probability that she has been briefed by one of Mr. Rogers's clients or someone on

their behalf who is privy to information relating to Ms X which has been circulated

on behalf of the Tribunal to relevant solicitors and regarding what transpired on the

hearing of the Ms X application on 29"' October. If that is so, then it amounts to a

serious wrong per se having regard to the privacy attached by the Tribunal to the

applications about the proposed evidence of Ms X. However, it is even more serious

than that. Assuming that Ms Sheehan has utilised all relevant information furnished

by her informant, it appears that she has been seriously misled and manipulated.
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The essence of the case which Ms Sheehan makes about an alleged Carthy family

row over land i.e. "The Dramatic new Evidence" in the page 1 headline, is contained

in the following passage:

"In her new statements, Ms X is understood to suggest that (arthv and his

sister, Marie, had a dispute ewer a plot of land, whh h lohn had inherited from

a relative and was allegedly under pressure from relatives to share. His former

girlfriend suggests that the alleged disagreement was a source of distress to
him.  This is strenuously denied by the Carth) family."

The information about the alleged land furnished by Ms X in her written statement
to the Tribunal is eis follows:

"lohn gave out about his sister saying his mother wanted him to sign over

some ol his land that he inherited from his uncle. He was outraged."

The uncle referred to was his mother's bachelor brother who owned the land and
died intestate in 1987.

It appears that Ms Sheehan's informant did not tell her that the Tribunal had evidence
(also disclosed to interested solicitors) that Mr. Carthy's contention that he owned the

land in question was untrue. The Tribunal ascertained that the property mentioned by

Mr. Carthy to Ms X comprised approximately 1 5 acres of rural land near Toneymore,

Abbeylara, registered under the Registration of Title Acts. The title register establishes

that the owner of the land now and at all material times is and was Mrs. Rose Carthy.

Her son never had any title to the land and did not inherit it from his uncle as he

alleged to Ms X.

Mrs. Carthy had told her son that she intended to leave the land to him on her death.

Statements from mother and sister indicate that there was no dispute with John

Carthy about the land. I assume that if Ms Sheehan had been told by her informer

about the foregoing facts as promulgated to interested parties on behalf of the

Tribunal, it would cause her to realise that the veracity of Mr. Carthy's contention to

Ms X about family pressure on him as alleged owner of the land could not be true.

The end result is that the author of the article has been put in a position, it could well

be unknowingly, of promulgating with major nation-wide press publicity allegations of

a family dispute over land based on an allegation of ownership of the land by Mr.

Carthy which is patently wrong in the light of the true facts as to the ownership of

the land in question. Publication of these unjustified allegations concerning the

ownership of the land has caused substantial distress for Mrs. Carthy and her

daughter, Marie. I hope that the error will be rectified by the Sunday Independent as

prominently as Ms Sheehan's article in its last issue.

Regarding the motivation for misleading Ms Sheehan and for instigating her article

in the Sunday Independent; it seems clear that her informer's primary intention was

to thwart and circumvent my direction regarding privacy relating to the applications

about the evidence of Ms X and, secondly, to promote a contention based on

fundamentally incomplete information that there was disharmony in the Carthy family

as between mother, son and daughter. I do not intend to waste Tribunal time and to
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incur expense in pursuing the matter any further bearing in mind that the informer's

apparent deception of Ms Sheehan has been exposed as the cheap, dishonest ploy

that it is. Those who, it seems, were intended to benefit from it are, I apprehend,

greatly embarrassed by the outcome of the dishonest conduct of Ms Sheehan's

informer.

Since drafting this memorandum my attention has been drawn to a letter received

from Messrs. Garrett Sheehan and Company, solicitors for the Carthy family, referring

to the Sunday Independent article and requesting that I investigate the matter to

ascertain who was Ms Sheehan's informant. Sadly, such investigations are usually

fruitless and are often met with denials and also concealment of truth by some of

those investigated. Furthermore, journalists usually protect their sources. However,

in this case as Ms Sheehan may have been deceived and dishonestly manipulated

by her informer, and her newspaper has been placed in an invidious position on that

account, she may be disposed to disclose her source of information. Accordingly, on

reflection, I have come to the conclusion that Ms Sheehan should be invited to

answer the following questions:

1. Who informed her about the information contained in her article?

2. Was she told by her informer that the contention of John Carthy to Ms X

that he was

(a) the owner of the land which had given rise to a family dispute, and

(b) that he had inherited the land from  his deceased uncle, was

wrong in both respects?

3. Was she told by her informer that the relevant land certificate and entries

in the land register establishes that the land in question is and was at all

material times the property of Mrs. Rose Carthy and that her son, John,

never had any title to the property?

4. Was she told that the previous owner, Mrs. Carthy's brother, had died

intestate without issue in 1987?

5. When her article was written and published was she aware of the foregoing

facts regarding the ownership of the land and that Mr. Carthy's contention

that he was the owner and that he had inherited it from his late uncle

was untrue?

When the Tribunal receives Ms Sheehan's response to the questions asked of her, I

will consider the matter again.
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APPENDIX 7.K

Ruling by the Chairman on 19th November, 2004

regarding a front page article published in the Sunday

Independent on 31st October, 2004 and stated to be

an exclusive story written by Maeve Sheehan

The publication comprises a banner front page headline "Dramatic New Evidence

in Abbeylara Case" with beneath it a subsidiary headline "Abbeylara family row

over land may have affected siege victim Carthy's state of mind prior to his death".

Beneath that are pictures of the late John Carthy and of his sister, Marie, and on one

side a small statement in block capitals "MAEVE SHEEHAN EXCLUSIVE . The four

column article is continued on page three under another large bold type caption

which reads "Dramatic new evidence in Inquiry into Carthy death". Under that is

a colour picture of the old Carthy home with beneath it a caption in block bold type

"FAMILY FRICTION?" followed by a reference to the house at Abbeylara. In essence

Ms Sheehan's story about "new evidence" is based upon a statement furnished by

the late Mr. Carthy's girlfriend who in the interest of anonymity shall be referred to

as "Ms X". It is also based on other information provided by her informant and

certain matters which she is likely to have learned from colleagues who had covered

earlier public hearings of the Tribunal.

As already indicated in a preliminary ruling made on 3rd November the background

to the article is that on Friday, 29"' October, as part of its preliminary investigative

stage, the Tribunal heard applications from Mr. McGuinness, S.C., counsel for the

Commissioner, who represents all garda officers, and Mr. Rogers, S.C. who represents

certain junior officers who had involvement at Abbeylara and who have been granted

separate representation. Each sought a ruling that Ms X should be required to give

oral testimony in public session arising out of her statement to the Tribunal, copies

of which had been circulated to the solicitors for interested parties.

The primary issue for debate at the hearing of the application was whether or not

the evidence of Ms X might be relevant to any issue which the Tribunal is required

to address under its Terms of Reference from the Oireachtas and, whether in all the

circumstances it was entitled in law to disregard, and should disregard, the

constitutional right to privacy which Ms X enjoys regarding her personal relationships

and private life. How should conflicting constitutional rights be assessed and weighed

in all the circumstances?

Both counsel for garda interests sought to have the application heard in public. This

was contrary to the practice of the Tribunal on other occasions relating to preliminary

investigations. I decided not to depart from previous practice and I ruled that the
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applications should be heard in private session. Accordingly, it proceeded in private

and all persons other than solicitors and counsel for interested parties were excluded.

It was made clear to the solicitors concerned that they were entitled to inform their

clients about what transpired at the hearing but no further publication beyond that

should occur pending the Tribunal's ultimate ruling on the issues. This direction

clearly included the media. Publication to the latter obviously would defeat the

Tribunal's direction that the applications in question should be heard in private. It is

pertinent to refer again to the relevant parts of Ms Sheehan's article. The first two

paragraphs are as follows:

"The former girlfriend of lohn Carthy, the Abbeylara siege victim, has given

dramatic new evidence to the Barr Tribunal which gardai claim could shed new

light on his mental state in the months before his death.

The woman known as ¡Ms Xj claims that Carthy had a dispute with his family

over land and had, as a result, a strained relationship with relatives."

The author then goes on to refer to written statements made by Ms X to the Tribunal

(all of which had been copied to the solicitors for concerned parties). She then

continues:

"Her account is regarded as hugely significant by gardai because it apparently

conflicts with testimony given to the Tribunal that there was no friction

between Carthy and his relatives. The family could not be contacted."

Ms Sheehan refers to numerous submissions made by Mr. Rogers on the Ms X

application and other matters at earlier Tribunal hearings. She wrongly described his

function at the Tribunal:

"The garda's legal team, led by Mr. lohn Rogers want [Ms Xj to be allowed to

testify before the Tribunal. "

and later:

"lohn Rogers, the garda's senior counsel, has suggested at Tribunal hearings

that there was friction between Carthy and some relatives and that he was

suicidal. "

The story continues:

"[Ms X's] testimony would appear to lend some support to his argument, which

has been rejected by Carthy's relatives.

Last year Mr. Rogers used the extracts from the letter [what letter is not stated]

to show that Carthy was not well leading up to events at Abbeylara in April

2000, and to show that there was "friction" in his relationship with his sister,

Marie.

Mr. Rogers also challenged the testimony of Mr. Carthy's friend, Martin Shelly,

who said he was "happy" and "very well" at the time of the siege and got on

"brilliantly" with his sister. Carthy's family denies any friction. They blame his

death on garda ineptitude."
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The story then refers to a number of issues previously examined by the Tribunal and

then continues:

"Carthy's family said that gardai had totally mishandled the siege."

A number of grounds advanced in support of the family case are then specified
including the following:

"Carthy also intimated thai he had no intention of killing anyone in a telephone

call to a friend in the middle of the siege. The family has also rejected Mr.
Rogers suggestion that Carthy was suicidal and that he may have planned his

own death by emerging to face the gardai with a loaded shotgun. Mr. Rogers

has argued 'Given this man put his mother out of the house and said goodbye

to her; that he had said to Alice Farrell that the party was over and there would

be no more laughing, given that he came out armed in the way he did to

confront the gardai, it must in fact be conjectured that lohn in fact intended
that he should die'."

The foregoing quotation from an earlier submission made by Mr. Rogers would be

known only to someone with access to the relevant transcript of evidence.

Ms Sheehan's story then continues:

"A majority of the expert witnesses called to testify on Carthy's mental state

reject the 'suicide by cop' theory."

On its face it is evident that Ms Sheehan's story is slanted towards arguments

advanced on behalf of garda interests — in particular by Mr. Rogers. The general

tenor of it suggests a likelihood that she had been briefed by someone associated

with a garda party or someone on their behalf who is privy to information contained

in the Ms X statement which had been circulated on behalf of the Tribunal to relevant

solicitors, and other related information concerning the case of the junior officers

which is retailed in the article. This raises an issue as to whether the Tribunal's privacy

ruling had been deliberately ignored and thwarted.

Assuming that Ms Sheehan used all relevant information furnished by her informant,

it appears likely that she was seriously misled and manipulated by whoever

orchestrated the plot to have the story written and published.

The essence of the case which Ms Sheehan makes about an alleged Carthy family

row over land i.e. "The Dramatic New Evidence" in the page 1 headline is contained

in the following passage:

"In her new statement, [Ms Xj is understood to suggest that Carthy and his

sister, Marie, had a dispute over a plot of land which lohn had inherited from

a relative and was allegedly under pressure from relatives to share. His former

girlfriend suggests that the alleged disagreement was a source of distress to

him. This is strenuously denied by the Carthy family. "
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The information about the alleged land furnished by Ms X in her written statements
to the Tribunal is as follows:

"lohn gave out about his sister saying his mother wanted him to sign over some

of his land that he inherited from his uncle. He was outraged."

The uncle referred to was his mother's bachelor brother who owned the land and

died intestate in 1987.

Solicitors acting for Ms Sheehan and Independent Newspapers have advised the

Tribunal that her informant did not tell her that the Tribunal had evidence (also

disclosed to interested parties) that Mr. Carthy's contention that he owned the land

in question was untrue. The Tribunal had ascertained that the property mentioned by

Mr. Carthy to Ms X comprised approximately 15 acres of rural land near Toneymore,

Abbeylara, registered under the Registration of Title Acts. The title register establishes

that the owner of the land now and at all material times is and was Mrs. Rose Carthy.

Her son never had any title to the property and did not inherit it from his uncle as

he alleged to Ms X. The Tribunal also had information (conveyed to interested

solicitors) that Mrs. Carthy had told her son that she intended to leave the land to

him on her death. Ms Sheehan was not informed of that information either or that

statements from Mrs. Carthy and her daughter had been obtained by the Tribunal

(and also furnished to interested solicitors) that there had been no dispute between

John Carthy and any member of his family about land.

Another fact of which all interested parties would have been well aware from

professional and other evidence given to the Tribunal was that one of the

manifestations of the deceased's mental illness was a risk of being subject to

delusions. That may explain his allegation about an alleged dispute over land. Such

a possible explanation was or should have been apparent to all interested parties in

the light of the reality regarding the ownership of the land.

I assume that if Ms Sheehan had been told by her informer about the foregoing facts

as promulgated to relevant parties on behalf of the Tribunal, it would cause her to

realise that the veracity of Mr. Carthy's contention to Ms X about family pressure on

him as alleged owner of the land could not be true. The end result is that the author

of the article was put in a position, it could well be unknowingly, of promulgating

with major nation-wide press publicity allegations of a family dispute over land based

on an allegation of ownership by Mr. Carthy which is patently wrong in the light of

the true facts regarding title to the land in question. Publication of these unjustified

allegations concerning the ownership of the land has caused substantial distress for

Mrs. Carthy and her daughter, Marie. Surprisingly, notwithstanding the true facts now

known to them, the Sunday Independent did not publish in its issue of 7"' November

or since then an apology to the Carthy family and to the Tribunal or even a correction

of the fundamental errors in Ms Sheehan's story. This is not what is reasonable to

expect from a reputable newspaper.

Regarding the motivation for misleading Ms Sheehan and for instigating her

erroneous article in the Sunday Independent; the story as published would seem to
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indicate that its purpose was to promote a contention based on fundamentally

incomplete information that there was disharmony in the Carthy family as between

mother, son and daughter and to indicate that new evidence had emerged which

challenged testimony to the contrary which had been given to the Tribunal by

various witnesses.

Ms Sheehan appears to have been given sight of a statement made by Ms X to the

Tribunal. She accepted the veracity of the information therein contained about the

alleged family dispute between son, mother and daughter i.e. she accepted the

statement made by Ms X on its face value. She did not check out the matter with

the Tribunal; the Carthy family or their solicitor, Mr. Peter Mullan. It appears that as

purported "proof of veracity" Ms Sheehan's informer introduced her to a copy of

the statement made by Ms X.

In consequence of the information furnished to her and the contrary information

which was withheld, the essence of the story she wrote was fundamentally

unfounded and was obviously harmful to the Carthy family. She would have been

already well aware from evidence at the Tribunal widely publicised in the media that

John Carthy was from time to time afflicted by serious mental illness. The statement

made by Ms X indicates that he was suffering a manifestation of it at the time referred

to by her. As already indicated, there seems to be a probability that Mr. Carthy's

outburst to Ms X about being pressurised by the family to share land he had allegedly

inherited from his late uncle was in reality the product of delusion associated with

his mental state. Parties to the Tribunal would be aware that there was an illustration

of a similar delusion which John Carthy had during the siege about his cousin and

close friend, Tom Walsh, allegedly not having visited him while he was detained in a

particular local psychiatric hospital on occasions prior to the Abbeylara incident. Mr.

Walsh has stated in evidence and the Tribunal accepts that there was no truth in Mr.

Carthy's allegations about his cousin who had in fact visited him in hospital.

The Tribunal has in correspondence put relevant queries to Independent Newspapers

and Ms Sheehan. By letter dated 3rd November their solicitors stated:

"It is the editorial policy of Independent Newspapers (Ireland) to at all times

adhere to honest and accurate reporting in all its publications. It is therefore

with regret that our clients, through your Ruling, have now learned that lohn

Carthy was not the legal owner of land; that his mother had told him he would

inherit the land and that the Tribunal had received evidence from Mrs. Carthy

and her daughter that there was no dispute with John Carthy in respect of

the land.

The article was based on information provided by a source In respect of a

statement [Ms X's statement] furnished to the Tribunal and published by us in

good faith. The journalist (Maeve Sheehan) went to considerable lengths to

verify the information furnished to her. Unfortunately, however, our clients

were unaware of the findings arrived at by the Tribunal in its private

deliberations on Friday, October 29th, 2004. Had this information been brought

to our clients' attention, it would undoubtedly have been published also.
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Our clients take this opportunity to assure the Tribunal that it was certainly not

their intention to interfere in the investigations or decisions of the Tribunal or

in any way obstruct its work. "

It seems that the editorial policy of Independent Newspapers does not extend to

apology for harmful error or even correction of mistakes.

In reply to various questions raised by the Tribunal it was indicated in effect that Ms

Sheehan was in fact deceived by her informant as to the true facts. However, the

identity of the informant was not revealed and it was stated that "Our clients regret

that they cannot reveal the source of the information in question. This policy is in line

with European and NUI guidelines". The Tribunal is surprised that that attitude has

been taken in the present case bearing in mind that the newspaper and its journalist

seem to have been deceived and manipulated by their informant. However, the

Tribunal recognises that the newspaper's failure to identify its source is the traditional

response of the media when asked to furnish such information. Their perceived duty

of confidentiality in that regard and an obligation to protect the anonymity of

informants is recognised as a long-established custom in journalism which it appears

is widely regarded in that profession as sacrosanct. The Tribunal takes cognisance of

the fact that, over the years, many journalists have gone to jail rather than reveal

their sources and have become heroes in their profession on that account. At first

sight it would appear in the present case that exceptional circumstances prevail

which justified disclosure of the informant's identity i.e. that the newspaper and the

journalist were deliberately deceived as a result of which an erroneous and damaging

article was written and widely publicised to the detriment of the journalist and the

newspaper. However, it must be recognised that the situation may not be as straight-

forward as it appears. It is possible that Ms Sheehan's informant was himself/herself

innocent of deception i.e. he/she may have been recruited to act in the interest of a

party to the Tribunal and in that regard was furnished with partial information only —

in particular Ms X's statement, the production of which would appear to establish for

Ms Sheehan an apparent "proof of veracity" for the essence of the case the

informant was seeking to make. He/she may have had no knowledge of the other

information about title to the land which deprives the article of fairness and

authenticity. It is possible that the informer may have had no knowledge of the

Tribunal's ruling regarding privacy of Ms X's statement.

Taking all the foregoing factors into consideration the Tribunal is of opinion that there

is probably no useful purpose in pursuing the editor of the Sunday Independent

and/or Ms Sheehan to ascertain the identity of her source. The Tribunal has neither

the time nor the resources to embark on expensive and probably lengthy litigation

which is most unlikely to achieve the hoped for result of revealing the identity of Ms

Sheehan's informant or even ruling out the responsibility of any particular party in

that regard. However, it has pursued inquiries with all Tribunal parties who could

possibly have had involvement in the matter.

The issue the Tribunal is required to address is who orchestrated the furnishing of

Ms X's statement to Ms Sheehan and other information regarding the importance
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the Garda attached to it and comments on submissions made by Mr. John Rogers

for his clients that the relationship between John Carthy and his immediate family

was not as stated in evidence by a number of witnesses and also that he was suicidal?

Is it possible to draw any conclusion from the article per se other than that its primary

purpose is to promote the garda case? The answer to that question is " No".

Can there be any doubt that the source of the statement made by Ms X which was

given to or shown to Ms Sheehan as apparent "proof of veracity" by her informer

emanated from one or other of four sources associated with the Tribunal i.e. Mr.

Murphy's clients, their legal advisors or their union advisors; the Carthy family, their

advisors or associates; the Commissioner or Ms X and her advisors or associates. As

already indicated Ms X's statement was a private document which the Tribunal

circulated only to the solicitors for the first three parties above referred to and, of

course, Ms X's solicitor would have retained a copy of her statement. It was made

clear by the Chairman at the private hearing relating to Ms X's evidence on 29"'

October that her statements were private and that the solicitors concerned might

discuss them with their clients but no further publication was permitted.

Can there be any doubt that the objective of the informer was to provide the

journalist with a titillating Sunday newspaper story which would encourage her to

write a prominent article on the lines which she did and on the basis that the

information furnished by Mr. Carthy to Ms X as retailed by her was true. I am entirely

satisfied that the answer to that question is also "No".

Contrary to the contention made by her solicitors that Ms Sheehan "went to

considerable lengths to verify the information furnished to her" the Tribunal has

learned from Mr. Peter Mullan, the solicitor for the Carthy family, that neither he or

any of his clients were approached by Ms Sheehan prior to publication of her article.

If she had conducted such an inquiry (for example, if there had been a simple-

telephone call to Mr. Mullan) she would have learned that she was mislead by her

informer. Mr. Mullan's investigation has also established that his client, Ms Marie

Carthy, was for the first time approached by Ms Sheehan after publication of the

article and she was told that the journalist had tried to contact her but had been

unable to reach her by telephone. It is of interest that Mr. Murphy, the solicitor for

the junior Garda officers, ascertained in course of his investigation that on Saturday,

30"' October, at approximately midday, Mr. P.). Stone, General Secretary of the

Garda Representative Association (GRA) contacted Mr. Murphy and told him that

Ms Sheehan had contacted him the previous evening at approximately 8:00 p.m. It

is stated that "Ms Sheehan sought information on what had transpired in the private

session on Friday the 29"' October." Mr. Stone was not aware of what had transpired

and told Ms Sheehan that he was socialising at the end of a busy week and did not

wish to discuss any matter with her. The following morning she left a message on his

mobile phone asking him to contact her. Mr. Murphy advised Mr. Stone about how

he should reply to the journalist but "in the event Mr. Stone considered that the wiser

course of action was not to return the telephone call and he did not have any further

contact with Ms Sheehan or anyone connected to Independent Newspapers". Mr.
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Murphy also informed the Tribunal that "Ms Sheehan contacted Mr. ¡oseph Dirwan,

the President of the Association of Garda Sergeants and Inspectors (AGSI) at

approximately 1:20 p.m. on Saturday, 30"' October. She sought information on what

had transpired in the closed session. Mr. Dirwan had no information on that matter

and made no comment to Ms Sheehan." Ms Sheehan's approaches to the respective

chief officers of the garda associations prompts the question why did she associate

them with the information that had been given to her by her informant? Her conduct

seems to indicate that she had been informed that they had a connection with Mr.

Murphy's clients.

The final matter for consideration is an assessment of the issue as to whether any of

the four parties in question, or anyone associated with them, was, directly or

indirectly the source of Ms Sheehan's information.

Might anyone acting on behalf of the Commissioner or his advisors, directly or

indirectly, have orchestrated Ms Sheehan's article and in particular furnished her with

or have given her a sight of Ms X's statement? In reply to correspondence the Chief

State Solicitor stated that neither he, the Commissioner or any other person to their

knowledge is aware of the identity of Ms Sheehan's informant or the identity of the

person or persons on whose behalf the information was given to her. He also stated

that Ms X's statement was not furnished by him to anyone other than his client and

legal advisors. All concerned were aware of its private nature and that it should not

be disseminated to others. I note that the Commissioner and his advisors had no

knowledge of or connection with the furnishing of information to Ms Sheehan or any

media person. I accept that he and they were aware that that conduct was not only

wrong but I apprehend it is probable that they would also appreciate its potential for

substantial harm to the garda case.

Might anyone acting on behalf of the Carthy family directly or indirectly have briefed

Ms Sheehan, or anyone on her behalf, with Ms X's statement and other information

subsequently referred to by the author in the Sunday Independent article? The partial

information received and accepted by Ms Sheehan and retailed in the journalist's

story is not only false but also patently harmful to the Carthy family. It was widely

publicised in a newspaper which has the largest circulation in Ireland. I cannot

envisage any credible reason why someone on behalf of the Carthy family would

furnish the information to Ms Sheehan on which her story was based and that they

would stimulate the writing of an article in the newspaper which is so obviously

critical of the Carthy family and in particular of Ms Marie Carthy. Can it be credibly

suggested that someone, being a member of the Carthy family or connected with

them, has devised or put in train an extraordinarily devious plan designed to instigate

Ms Sheehan's article in order to cause the Garda to be blamed for doing so? Such

conduct would push the realms of machiavellian deceit into new territory far beyond

the bounds of reality. I am satisfied beyond any doubt that no one associated with

the Carthy family had any connection whatever with Ms Sheehan's article.

I am also satisfied neither Ms X or anyone associated with her did anything to

instigate the story  in  the Sunday Independent or had  any part whatever in  its
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publication. Ms X has made il clear to the Tribunal that she was greatly distressed by

John Carthy's death and by her relationship with him and that she has been

particularly concerned to put these events behind her and to rebuild her future. She

has emphasised frequently thai she does not wish to relive- that tragedy in her life

and it is abundantly clear thai she does not wish lo stimulate media publicity in

that regard.

The- remaining party which had access to Ms X's statement and related statements

obtained by the Tribunal and also knowledge of other matters referred lo in Ms

Sheehan's story comprises Mr. Murphy's clients, their advisors and the union

associations who combined to instruct Mr. Murphy to act for his clients. They start

at a disadvantage in that, as previously stated, the article is clearly slanted in favour

ot the garda and more particularly Mr. Murphy's clients. Their leading counsel is

referred to six times by Ms Sheehan. She does not refer to the Commissioner or to

his counsel at all.

Mr. Murphy was invited to investigate this mailer with his clients, their advisors anc\

the executive of the associations who instructed him to act for his clients originally.

He has done so and has informed the Tribunal in correspondence that neither he,

his staff, his counsel, his clients or the executives of the respective garda associations

concerned had made any contact with Ms Sheehan or anyone connected with

Independent Newspapers in relation to the article; neither did any of them furnish

material connected with the Tribunal including "any material connected with the

statement of Ms X" to the journalist or anyone acting for her. No one consulted by

him has any knowledge of the identity of Ms Sheehan's informer. The only pre-

publication contacts Mr. Murphy has ascertained were the telephone calls which Mr.

Stone and Mr. Dirvvan had with Ms Sheehan to which I have already referred. Mr.

Murphy did not state in his letter whether Ms X's statement and/or other related

material furnished by the Tribunal had been given by him or by his staff to his clients

or their association representatives or any such person prior to publication of the

article.

It has been urged on be-half of Mr. Murphy's clients that notwithstanding Ms

Sheehan's refusal to reveal her source, steps should be taken in an effort to prevail

on her to rule out Mr. Murphy's clients or anyone associated with them as having

provided the information in question. That is an unreal suggestion. It is highly

improbable that Ms Sheehan knows any of Mr. Murphy's clients — far less all of them

and their association and legal advisors and that she could rule out all of them as

being her informant — even if willing to do so which seems highly unlikely having

regard to the uncompromising attitude about disclosure which has been taken on

her behalf. Furthermore, it is credible that if one or more of Mr. Murphy's clients or

associates devised a strategy (a conclusion I have not made) to encourage a Sunday

newspaper to publish an article based on Ms X's statement in the guise of "dramatic:

new evidence" that a couple of months before his death there was a serious dispute-

over land between )ohn Carthy, the alleged owner, and his sister, Marie, who it is

suggeste-d wanted a share in it, and that contrary to other evidence, the reality may

have been that John Carthy was not on good terms with his family, particularly his
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sister, in the period culminating in his death. If such a strategy was embarked upon

it would be highly unlikely that one of Mr. Murphy's clients or advisors would have

been recruited as Ms Sheehan's contact and informer. In such circumstances I

apprehend that it would be much more likely that a third person unconnected

directly with any party to the Tribunal would have been engaged as informer. It

would not have been necessary to tell him/her that Mr. Carthy's contentions about

ownership of the land in question were untrue and may have been the product of

delusion associated with his mental illness at the time. He/she could be appraised

only of information helpful to the garda case. In short, it would have been desirable

that the informer should be an innocent purveyor of dishonest information based on

Ms X's statement. He/she could be clothed in a mantle of credibility by furnishing

him with a copy of Ms X's statement to give to or show to Ms Sheehan and thus

to establish bona fides, veracity and reliability. It would not be necessary in those

circumstances for the informer to reveal full identity but only to indicate to her a

credible connection with the garda case.

The Tribunal is also mindful of another factor emerging from Ms Sheehan's article

which points to complicity by someone .issoc iateel with the gardai i.e. her reference

to "dynamic new evidence which the gardai claim could shed new light on his |Mr.

Carthy's] mental state in the months before his death". The word "new" has clear

significance in the context of the garda case. One of the arguments strenuously

pursued by counsel for both segments of the police in favour of having Ms X called

as a witness in public session is a contention that the garda parties should have been

informed by the Tribunal when it first obtained the information received from Ms X

even though specifically given by her in confidence. This is a matter which will be

dealt with in the forthcoming ruling in the Ms X evidence issue. Its relevance in the

context of Ms Sheehan's story is that it appears to be a further indicator that the

journalist's informer was associated with the garda case.

In fairness to all concerned it is important to take cognisance of the following facts:

i. Mr. Murphy's clients and their association advisors are not lawyers. None

of them were present at the private hearing of the Ms X application on

29"' October and may not have been aware of what transpired on that

occasion.

ii. Although, if they were involved, they appear to have had a copy of Ms X's

statement for transmission to Ms Sheehan as proof of veracity and bona

fides, they may not have been aware of other information furnished to Mr.

Murphy by the Tribunal regarding the actual ownership of the land in

question and related matters. In short, it is possible that they may not have

been fully aware of the wrongfulness and gravity of what they were doing

if in fact they were responsible.

iii. It is likely that they wanted wide media publicity for what was perceived

to be information helpful to the garda case arising out of Ms X's statement

and also for other pro garda information given to Ms Sheehan.

iv. They may have been displeased with the ruling of the Tribunal that the Ms

X application would be heard in private, thus excluding their presence;
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and they may have been informed that their legal team feared that there-

might be a subsequent ruling by the Tribunal, if it was decided to hear viva

voce evidence by Ms X, that that also might be held in private — thus

preventing the gardai from obtaining media publicity for their case

regarding the alleged relationship between John Carthy, his mother and

sister.

If there was such an attitude towards the Tribunal's privacy ruling regarding the

application on 29"' October and a possible future ruling to the same effect about Ms

X's evidence, the perpetrators, without knowing or appreciating the realities of the

case regarding the ownership of the land in question or the wrongful implications of

what they proposed to do or of the harmful implications of it for the garda case,

could have taken the matter into their own hands and proceeded with their plan to

encourage Ms Sheehan to write and publish her article so as to ensure that the public

at large would know what they wrongfully perceived was the apparent strength and

importance of the garda case about the relationship between John Carthy and his

sister.

There is one fact which might be regarded as indicating that gardai or their agents

were not responsible for stimulating Ms Sheehan's article. Her story contains an

amount of information and allegations which are critical of the garda conduct at

Abbeylara. It seems to me that that does not detract from a probable scenario that

the catalyst which generated the article was as the newspaper headline makes clear

alleged "Dramatic New Evidence in Abbeylara Case" derived from the Ms X

statement which in turn bolsters garda allegations about the Carthy family. I

apprehend that Ms Sheehan, as an experienced competent journalist, would not wish

to present a wholly one-sided story to the public but would attempt to balance it by

referring to various contentious issues and submissions to the Tribunal which are

contrary to the garda interest. Such information would have been readily obtainable

by her from journalist colleagues who have been covering evidence at the Tribunal

and would be familiar with such matters which most of them probably had

reported already.

Conclusions

The Tribunal has considered with great care Ms Sheehan's article and also the

foregoing information arising out of its investigation as specified herein. It has

reached the following conclusions:

1. There is a strong probability that Ms Sheehan's informant is associated

directly or indirectly with one or other of the four parties already specified

herein whose solicitors had received from the Tribunal copies of Ms X's

statement and other related information and documentation.

2. It does not seems to be even remotely likely that any individual or group

unconnected with the Tribunal or any of the four parties to which I have

referred   might  be   responsible  for  orchestrating  a  scheme  which  was
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intended to induce Ms Sheehan to write and publish her article. There are

three reasons which lead to that conclusion:

(a) There is nothing to indicate why any unconnected third party might

wish either to gratuitously benefit the garda case through press

publicity or to harm the gardai by orchestrating a situation whereby

they were likely to be blamed for wrongly instigating Ms Sheehan's

article.

(b) Such an unconnected third party would not have had access to Ms

X's statement or to the other details relating to the garda case,

including transcripts of evidence, which are contained in the

journalist's story.

(c) There is nothing to indicate why an unconnected third party would

embark on such a remarkable scheme of deliberate deception.

3. I am satisfied that neither the Carthy family or Ms X, or anyone associated

with them, had any connection whatever, directly or indirectly, in

orchestrating Ms Sheehan's story much of the content of which is so

obviously contrary to their interests.

4. It is probable that the person or persons directly or indirectly responsible

for orchestrating the story and for putting in train a scheme whereby Ms

Sheehan was informed of information helpful to the garda case comprising

titillating "new" evidence likely to be of particular interest to her as a Sunday

Independent journalist, was a member of the Garda Síochána or someone

associated with the police.

5. The information ascertained does not establish whether either of the garda

parties to the Tribunal has any specific involvement or culpability in this

matter. Responsibility for orchestrating Ms Sheehan's erroneous, harmful

story and what may well be a deliberate failure to comply with the Tribunal's

ruling regarding privacy of Ms X's documentation raises an issue of

fundamental importance with far-reaching consequences for the perpetrator.

I have no doubt that the onus of proof in deciding that issue, if it is possible

to do so, is analogous to that in a criminal trial ie. proof of guilt beyond

reasonable doubt. Suspicions, however strong and apparently well founded

they may be, are not sufficient. The information which has emerged does

not go far enough to prove complicity of either garda party beyond

reasonable doubt. Accordingly, I make no findings in the matter against

either the Commissioner or Mr. Murphy's clients.

The Sunday Independent article has caused offence not only to the Carthy family but

also to the Tribunal. However, as already stated, I do not believe that there is any

useful purpose in taking the investigation any further and expending valuable time

and resources in what in all probability would be a fruitless exercise. Accordingly,

the Tribunal has decided to terminate its investigation of this matter.
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I note also the additional proposals made by Mr. Murphy on behalf of his clients.

With respect, to take up more time in further investigations as he suggests would be-

most unlikely to have any practical benefit either for his clients or the Tribunal.
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APPENDIX 7.L

Ruling by the Chairman on 19,h November, 2004

regarding the application made by counsel for the

Commissioner and the group of junior garda officers

relating to the evidence of Ms X

In this ruling I shall refer to the lady who is the subject-matter of the application as

Ms X. All the statements, letters and other documents relating to her which have

been furnished on behalf of the Tribunal to the solicitors for interested parties shall

be returned to the Tribunal's solicitor by the solicitors who received them. They shall

also return all copies made by them and which have been issued to their clients or

any other person or which have been made by any recipient. The Tribunal will

substitute amended documentation in which the person concerned is referred to

only as Ms X and all information which might facilitate anyone in tracing her shall

be expunged.

No one directly or indirectly associated with any party to the Tribunal shall divulge

to the media or any person the identity of Ms X or information which might reveal

her identity or present whereabouts and activities or the content of any document

relating to her or any relevant transcript of evidence shall not be furnished to any

such person. The Tribunal wishes to make it abundantly clear again that the Ms X

documents and other related documentation are private and must not be divulged

outside the confines of the Tribunal.

The Application

The application relates to written statements and a letter, originally furnished in

confidence, which the Tribunal has received from Ms X in which she describes in

detail the history of an intimate personal relationship which she had with the late

John Carthy while they both resided in Galway in January and February, 2000 and

an explanation of how and why it was terminated by her towards the end of February

that year. Associated with the latter documents are others, including two letters

written by Mr. Carthy to Ms X in February and March, 2000; statements obtained by

the Tribunal in response made by Mrs. Rose Carthy and Ms Marie Carthy, the mother

and sister of the deceased, regarding matters arising out of information given by Ms

X. There are also written responses of Dr. John Sheehan, psychiatrist, and Dr. Ian

McKenzie, psychologist, to the information furnished by Ms X. Her personal

truthfulness and the veracity of what she has stated has not been contested by

counsel for any party to the Tribunal, though some information furnished to her by

Mr. Carthy has transpired to be erroneous and may be the product of delusion on

his part arising out of a manifestation of his mental illness. Ms X's counsel, Mr. Patrie k
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McCarthy, S.C., has informed the Tribunal that his instructions are thai Ins clienl can

add nothing further to the information she has given in her statements.

Counsel for both garda parties submit that the information furnished by Ms X should

be the- subject-matter of oral testimony to be given by her in public on the ground

that il is relevant to issues which the Tribunal is required to address under ils Terms

of Reference from the Oireachtas. It is further argued that, if held to be relevant, Ms

X's testimony is required by law to be heard in public notwithstanding her prima-

lac ie constitutional right to privacy as an innocent party in respect ol an intimate,

personal relationship and the harm which publicity is likely to bring about for her.

It is accepted by counsel for all parties that the root issue which I have to determine-

on the application is whether or not the statements made by Ms X are relevant to

any issue which the Tribunal has to determine under its Terms of Reference from the

Oireachtas. These are as follows:

"to inciuire into the following definite- matter of urgent public importance:

— the facts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting ol lohn

Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford on 20 April, 2000; and to re-port lo

¡the Oireachtas¡ and to make such findings anil ret ommendations as it

sees fit in relation to these matters;..."

The Ms X statements

Essentially her statements supplement information already known to the Tribunal

from evidence which it has received. She confirms that in early lanuary, 2000 she-

met John Carthy in Galway; there appears to have be-e-n an immediate mutual

attraction between two persons of similar age and general background. An intimate,

personal relationship developed rapidly through, it seems, almost daily contact. She

found that John Carthy had a friendly, earing, affectionate personality. He was

working at that time and was happy. She describes them as getting on well together

ant\ it appears that a real loving relationship was emerging between them. This is

borne- out by subsequent correspondence which John Carthy had with Ms X. At or

about the end of January Mr. Carthy's situation changed radically in two respects.

First, his lease of accommodation ended and he had to find an alternative place to

live- and also temporary accommodation in the meantime. His friends were- unable

to help him originally and he told Ms X that his sister, Marie, was not prepared to let

him share her one room bedsit as a temporary measure. In a statement furnished to

the Tribunal in response Ms Carthy denies that she was asked by her brother to

accommodate him at that time. She stated that she had done so occasionally in the

past. The end result was that Ms X provided accommodation for lohn Carthy with

her for a period of weeks. It transpired to be a very distressing time for her.

The second downturn in Mr. Carthy's life then was the loss of his job and a dispute

in that regard which led to trade union involvement and a one-man picket mounted

by him at his employer's premises. He was distressed that his fellow workers, though

offering their support originally, failed to give it.
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It is evident that the combined et fee t of the foregoing events comprised a serious,

quite sudden decline in Mr. Carthy's circumstances which le.iel to a relapse of his

mental illness and the onset of .1 manifestation of mania which brought about a major

change in his personality and relationship with Ms X. She described that his attitude

towards her changed radically. He became "domineering, possessive, jealous,

argumentative and demanding of her time". He remained unemployed and she was

obliged to provide for him. He was not physically abusive to her, but he subjected

her to ongoing verbal abuse and insults. The end result was that what seemed to

be a beautiful personal relationship developing between them was destroyed by a

manifestation of his mental illness, probably arising out of the downturn in his life at

that time. Ms X appears to have been shattered by )ohn Carthy's changed personality.

Nonetheless she persevered with the relationship for some weeks but, as there

appears to have1 been no improvement in his behaviour, she decided in the end that

it could not and ought not to continue and that it would have to be terminated. And

so she brought it to a final end on or about 20lh February, 2000.

lohn Carthy's reaction to the termination of the relationship is contained in a letter

written by him to Ms X in an effort to restore the situation between them. It confirms

her account and he recognised that his conduct towards her, the product of his

mental illness, had brought about what he regarded as a tragedy in his life. It is

appropriate to quote the- contents of that letter in full as it not only corroborates Ms

X's information but it explains the extent of lohn Carthy's knowledge and

appreciation of his mental illness at that time. It also makes clear the importance

which he attached to the severing by her of his relationship with her and the fact

that he regarded it .is a great tragedy in his life. In all probability it was one of the

factors which contributed, with other major events, to unbalancing his mind at

Abbeylara two months later to an extent far beyond what had ever happened to him

before. His letter is in the following terms:

"26/02/00

Toneymore,

Abbeylara,

Co. Longford

Dear [Xj

I do not want lo gel you into trouble with your boss, by phoning you at

work, I just want to let you know, that I am missing you and let you know

how I feel about you.

You know that I believe that a person should not be with someone unless

they love them, as I do you. I hope you feel the same, furthermore

whatever c/ec ision you make I will respect it and will not be pestering you.

I think too much of you to upset you any further. I give you my deepest

apology for the upset and annoyance I have pul you through.

I haven't told you this before but due to the fact that from time to time I

get elated (high) has caused me not to get deeply involved with someone

until I met you. You are the first I told about this problem I have. I have

been perlée t for quite some time and I'm fine again thank Cod. I am sure
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you can understand somewhat, . . . The way I have been acting in the- last

few weeks has put a lot of strain both on you and those closest to me.

Marie in particular has been very upset and my friendship with "Pepper"

has he-en put under strain. To them I owe a lot. But it is you ¡X¡, I have

hurt most and it is this that upsets me most.

I do not wish to use this problem as an excuse for my behaviour but it is

this that has made me so impatient and argumentative and so overbearing

over the last while. I admire you for your honesty and you should always

be- in the future as trust is always best, in the long run.

I am sure we would be still together were it not for me being elated and

my mood swings.

Being elated has never got me into trouble really hut if it means that I

have lost you, it has been very costly and ruined my happiness.

When I am "high" everything, must in my mind, be instant. Although it is

usually a pleasurable experience being elated causes a lot of frustration for

loved ones. As for my feelings at the moment. I have never been as happy

with anyone before and I hope all is not lost.

It seemed to me, to be the real thing, "I never thought love could teel so

good". I told you on numerous occasions that I would be honest with you

and I mean every word I say.

/ feel something this good, only comes along once in a lifetime and I hope

all is not lost. My friends could not understand why I was so happy when

I met you, they didn't realise how much you meant to me and you still

do. With the elation goes big ideas, racing thoughts that has left me

impatient. I hope you understand. My mood is fine now due to the

emptiness and sadness due to missing you.

Maybe I don't deserve a second bite at the cherry but I believe everyone

deserves a second chance. The way I have been acting irrationally over

the past few weeks hasn't happened for five years up until now. [That

statement is untrue in the light of evidence relating to in-patient mental

treatment.] So while it has caused a lot of hassle to both you and Marie it

is not a persistent problem and I hope you can take this into consideration.

Maybe we could meet to have a chat. I think we owe that to each other.

I will be in Galway probably next Wednesday or Thursday. Maybe we

could meet then "hopefully".

I hope this letter gives you some idea of how I still feel about you. I hope

it also gives you some explanation of the reason for my out of character

behaviour which led to this situation.

No matter what has happened you still mean everything to me and I hope

we c an sort things out. By the way I hope you had a good weekend.

Your happiness is most important to me and I mean that. I could write all

night but what I have written, means something to you, hopefully. It's now

1.50 a.m. I should go to bed.
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Missing you more than words can say.

Love lohn XXX"

That letter, and another to Ms X shortly afterwards, did not bring about any change

and, it seems, did not weaken her resolve that the relationship should remain

terminated.

The next event after the ending of the relationship as established by evidence is that

it immediately sparked off conduct by John Carthy on 20'h February in Galway which

so concerned Mr. Carthy's sister, Marie, that she orchestrated his arrest by the police

for the purpose of an immediate medical examination of him by Dr. Dymphna

Horgan (a general practitioner) while he was in police custody. She found him to be

elated but not manifesting signs of serious mental disturbance. She recommended a

referral to Dr. Shanley who she was told by John Carthy had been giving him

psychiatric treatment. Ms Carthy made an appointment for her brother to see Dr.

Shanley at St. Patrick's Hospital, Dublin on Holy Thursday, 20lh April which transpired

to be the day on which he was fatally shot.

Evidence has established that John Carthy returned to his home at Abbeylara. He

obtained employment locally but gave it up in the week before his death — probably

because of excessive drinking. Serious storm clouds continued to gather in his life.

These included the fact that Holy Thursday was the tenth anniversary of his father's

death (a relationship which had been particularly important to him); it coincided with

what John Carthy appears to have understood as an imminent disaster i.e. the

demolition of the original family home by the local authority as a new house on site

had been provided to replace it. The old house had been the Carthy family home for

generations. He associated it particularly with his father and grand-father. He did not

want it to be destroyed and he seems to have indicated an intention to defend it

against all comers, including the gardai, if necessary. It has been clearly established,

and it does not seem to be in dispute, that the coalition of perceived disasters in John

Carthy's mind on 18/19/20* April, 2000 finally drove him into a far more grievous

manifestation of mental derangement than he had ever displayed before. In

particular, it entailed for the first time physical violence and that in an extreme form

over a protracted period of about twenty-seven hours which involved firing from his

house thirty shots with his shotgun which were mostly directed at garda officers who

were in his vicinity. It is evident that the manifestation of mental illness displayed by

John Carthy at Galway and on other occasions during the previous ten years were

of minor significance by comparison with what transpired at Abbeylara and it is

evident also that what happened at Galway and/or elsewhere earlier did not

constitute an advance warning of the profound change in John Carthy's conduct

which became manifest in the last two days of his life. In short, a further in-depth

investigation of his comparatively modest manifestation of mental illness at Galway

or earlier, and of the intimate personal relationship between John Carthy and Ms X,

are not remotely likely to furnish relevant new information or shed any significant

light on the huge manifestation of mental illness displayed by Mr. Carthy at Abbeylara

and how the garda should have dealt with it in the light of the information then at
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their disposal or information and assistance which might have been available to them

if they had sought il ai that time.

Other aspects of Ms X's statement to which Mr. McGuinness and Mr. Rogers attach

significance and which they contend are relevant to issues which the Tribunal must

determine are as follows:

1. John Carthy's contention relayed to Ms X that when in need of temporary

accommodation his sister, Marie, had refused to let him share her bed-sit

(not "house" as Mr. McGuinness described it). It is contended that that

bears upon the issue of the closeness or otherwise of a relationship which

is relevant to an assessment of the family circumstances and background.

There are two points which emerge out of that submission. First, the family

relationship between brother, sister and (to a lesser extent) mother in the

context of garda performance at Abbeylara is relevant only in the context

of the possible use of Ms Marie Carthy by the garda as a potential conduit

with her brother during the siege at Abbeylara. This turns upon what the

garda knew or ought to have known about the relationship during the events

at Abbeylara. Any information in that regard, whether true or false, which

emerged ex post facto the event is patently irrelevant to the issue about

whether or not Ms Carthy's collaboration could or should have been availed

of by the negotiator in course of the siege.

Secondly, it is probable that Mr. Carthy was in the process of mental

disturbance when he alleged to Ms X that his sister would not provide him

with temporary accommodation in her bed-sit. Ms Carthy has denied that

contention and it must be recognised that there is evidence that he was

suffering from delusions during that period of illness, vide his erroneous

contentions to Ms X about his ownership of land and an alleged family

dispute in that regard. It is pertinent also to point out that in his letter to Ms

X quoted herein the reality of an ongoing close, caring, loving relationship

which his sister appears to have had with her brother is clearly corroborated

by him. I should add that the delusions which John Carthy may have

displayed in Galway would appear to have little, if any, bearing on the

subsequent explosive escalation of his mental illness as displayed by him

at Abbeylara.

2. The next point relating to Ms X's statement is Mr. Carthy's apparent delusion

about his ownership of certain land and an alleged dispute with his sister

about it which she denies. This, it is submitted, is new information which

should be investigated. For reasons already stated, I am satisfied that it has

no bearing and could not have had any bearing on the police conduct of

events at Abbeylara as the alleged information was not known to them at

that time.

3. The next matter relates to an incident which occurred after the onset of

lohn Carthy's mental illness in Galway which put in train the volte-face in

his conduct towards Ms X.
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The following passage occurs in her statement concerning an incident aftet

the disintegration of their relationship had become manifest.

"We were in the car and lohn started lighting with me and insulting

me. He wanted me to slop the car but I wouldn't. I didn't want

anything to happen to him. I didn't want it on my conscience. When

we arrived back in Galway I gathered John's stuff and threw him out.

I had had enough. It was then for the first time I was told by his sister,

Marie, that lohn thought an awful lot of me, but he suffered from

depression. Again I was sucked in. I fell sorry for lohn and all was

forgotten."

Mr. McGuinness has submitted that a detailed investigation of that incident

was necessary and that it was relevant to inquire into "what were the

consequent es thai she feared so much for John that she was afraid to stop

the car? It seems lo imply that there was some action or intention or

threatened action, one doesn't know until one inquires."

Mr. Rogers took the matter further and submitted that the passage I have

quoted is evidence of suicidal ideation. I have no doubt that these1

submissions have no substance or justification. What emerges is that on a

foggy night while driving from Athenry to Galway after a drinking session

there a row developed between )ohn Carthy and Ms X, the driver of the

car, which included insulting observations about her by him. He wanted her

to stop the car but she wouldn't do so. It seems abundantly clear that his

reason for that demand was that in his volatile rage he wanted to get out of

the car there and then and leave her. Ms X's concern may well have been

that she did not wish to leave him on the side of a country road on a

foggy night somewhere between Athenry and Galway probably having had

alcohol taken and, therefore, at risk of injury from traffic. There is nothing

whatever in her statement to indicate that his reason for demanding that

she stop the car was that he wished to hurt himself, far less to commit

suicide. If that had been his intention it is likely that he would have opened

the door of the car and thrown himself out. It appears that he made no

attempt to do so. The situation at the time was that his relationship with Ms

X was still ongoing though at risk and, indeed, was retrieved through the

good offices of Marie Carthy later that night, and the tragedy for John Carthy

of its termination had not yet happened. The relevance of that particular

episode has not been established and it is not a sufficient ground for

requiring Ms X to undergo oral examination about it in public.

The circumstances relating to the ending of the relationship between Ms

X and the deceased

4. Mr. Carthy's own correspondence makes it abundantly clear why the

relationship came to an end and that has been introduced in evidence.

There is no justification whatever for raking over with Ms X. the intimate

details of a tragic event in her life. I am surprised that such an insensitive

submission should be made.
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5. It is submitted that the reaction of Ms X to lohn Carthy's letters and her

interpretation of them should be investigated in oral examination. Again,

this entails delving into an intimate personal tragedy for no purpose which

might be of use to the Tribunal in addressing any of the issues before it. The

significance of the letters is that they throw light on John Carthy's thinking

on important matters including why a relationship of great importance to

him had foundered. Her interpretation of the letters is not significant per se

in the context of the Tribunal's deliberations. Even if it had any significance,

her interpretation of the letters is also made quite clear in her statement and

further elaboration would be over-indulgence.

6. It is submitted that there should be an opportunity for examination of Ms X

on the subject of whether John Carthy had intimated to her "his hostility to

the gardai in January to April, 2000" and in particular having regard to his

arrest in Galway on 20lh February. It is submitted that Ms X is potentially

capable of giving evidence in that regard.

This submission gives rise to three observations. First, Ms X had no personal

contact with John Carthy after two phone calls made by him at the end of

February and beginning of March. There was nothing about the gardai in

the letters which she received. Secondly, there is no evidence that she had

ever received any information from him about his attitude towards the

police. Thirdly, his arrest on 20"' February at Galway was orchestrated by

his sister, Marie, who was concerned to obtain medical help for her brother

at that time. It is probable that he would have been aware of that and it is

unlikely to have given rise to annoyance by him about the arresting police

in Galway. Even if it had, Ms X probably would not have heard about it as

her relationship with John Carthy was then over. Again, for reasons already

stated, whatever might emerge on that topic now could have no bearing on

the performance of the Garcia at Abbeylara. There is no justification

whatever for exposing Ms X to a trawl for information which might possibly

emerge even though there is nothing to support that possibility. I should

add also that there is already substantial independent testimony about John

Carthy's attitude towards the local police at Granard. It would be quite

wrong to expose Ms X to the publicity of cross-examination on that issue

on the off-chance that something of interest might emerge. Despite Mr.

Rogers's remarkable contention to the contrary, I do not believe that any

competent counsel for the Garda would query Ms X about whether John

Carthy had ever made any adverse observations about the police without

knowing what her answer would be. I am sure Mr. Rogers would agree on

reflection that that is so.

7. It is submitted that oral testimony by Ms X is necessary in order to assess

the opinions expressed by Dr. Sheehan, the Tribunal's psychiatrist, and Dr.

McKenzie, psychologist, that there is nothing in her statements which causes

them to resile from the professional opinions which they have already

expressed. I am satisfied that that submission is also not well founded. Dr.

Sheehan and Dr. McKenzie are professionals of great experience who have
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high reputations in their respective areas of expertise. If either of them

considered that they required more information from Ms. X then they would

have asked for it. Neither has clone so. Furthermore, I have to repeat again

that Ms X's statement was not information known to the garda at Abbeylara

or which could have been discovered by them if they carried out proper

investigations in course of the siege which is the definitive issue I have

to consider.

8. Mr. Rogers contends that lohn Carthy's behaviour towards Ms X should be

investigated by oral examination of her because the conduct to which she

was subjected by him "belies any of the descriptions we have heard before".

That is not so. There is abundant evidence of hyper behaviour by John

Carthy, including putting his mother out of her house; verbal aggression in

pubs which caused him to be barred from attendance and threats to shoot

or injure various people which were such as to cause the gardai to deprive

him temporarily of his shotgun.

Mr. Rogers also contends that Ms X should be required to elaborate on why

she states that she was frightened of )ohn Carthy. Whatever the reasons for

her fear may have been, she does not allege any physical violence by him.

The cause of her fear is obviously a very far cry from the extreme violence

demonstrated by the deceased during the siege at Abbeylara and clearly

has no signifie ant bearing on it.

The foregoing submission by Mr. Rogers is not well founded, not least

because on any view it is ex post facto the event and it is irrelevant to the

issues I have to determine regarding Garda performance at Abbeylara.

9. Notwithstanding the very clear explanation given by Mr. MacGrath, S.C.

leading counsel for the Tribunal at the commencement of the application,

of the reason for the delay there had been in obtaining the ultimate detailed

statement from Ms X and her waiver of confidentiality regarding an earlier

letter to the Tribunal, Mr. Rogers has persisted in wholly unfounded criticism

of the Tribunal's handling of the matter which is unfair and unworthy of him.

I hope that it will be withdrawn. I am well aware that Ms X has been greatly

distressed by the tragedy of her relationship with John Carthy, its termination

and his fatal shooting at Abbeylara two months later. I regard it as entirely

understandable that having furnished her detailed letter to the Tribunal

setting out fully, and it is generally agreed truthfully, an extensive account

of her relationship, she hoped that she would be left in peace to rebuild her

life. Thereafter, she changed her address, her employment and even her

mobile phone number to preserve anonymity and her family were unwilling

to give any information about her. It took many months to trace her after

receipt of the Commissioner's letter in November, 2003 and to prevail on

her to consult a solicitor. Eventually, she did so and very soon afterwards

her statement was obtained through his good offices and she waived

confidentiality regarding the content of her original letter. There is no doubt

whatever that the Tribunal's legal team responded in an exemplary way in
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seeking and obtaining the understandably reluctant cooperation of Ms X

and allegations of unreasonable delay on their part have no justification.

10. Both counsel strenuously pursued a contention that if Ms X's statement is

regarded as relevant I am obliged at law to hear her evidence viva voce in

public session notwithstanding the fact that she is an innocent person in the

context of the Tribunal with a prima facie constitutional right to privacy
regarding an intimate personal relationship and that, if obliged to give public

testimony, she would be exposed to a real risk of harmful media

exploitation.

Various legal authorities were opened by counsel but none of them were

pertinent to the issue of relevance or the issue of the balance between

conflicting constitutional rights.

Conclusions

I have already addressed a number of matters which arose out of the submissions

by counsel for the respective garda parties and I do not propose to revisit them.

There is one pertinent fundamental issue which to my surprise was not addressed by

either counsel and which lies at the root of an assessment of this application

regarding the alleged relevance of the proposed evidence of Ms X. It is this. What

the Tribunal is enjoined by the Oireachtas to investigate and report on is the Garda

response to events at Abbeylara on 19"' and 20"1 April, 2000 from the time when the

police first became involved in the matter on the evening of 19th April up to the fatal

shooting of Mr. Carthy by an ERU officer at about 6:00 p.m. on the following evening.

This entails an assessment of their involvement in the light of all relevant factors at

the time of the siege including the knowledge available to them then; what they

might have learned and advantages which may have been available to them at that

time if the prevailing circumstances had been properly assessed and investigated by

the police.

Nothing which has come to light, whether correct or erroneous, since the shooting

of Mr. Carthy could have had any bearing on Garda conduct during the siege as it

was not then known to any of the officers concerned. Ms X had no contact with the

Garda until a month after John Carthy's death. Accordingly, her evidence could have-

no relevance to police performance during the Abbeylara siege. Apart from that

fundamental matter, there are other reasons for deciding against calling Ms X to

testify viva voce and they are referred to already in this ruling. Ms X is entitled

to vindication of her constitutional right to privacy regarding an intimate personal

relationship with John Carthy and no valid reason has been advanced which would

justify depriving her of that fundamental right.

There is one remaining matter for decision. The written statements and letter

furnished by Ms X to the Tribunal which have been the subject-matter of this

application are not evidence, per se, and the Tribunal cannot, in the absence of

general agreement, give the information contained therein that specific status.

However,   the  statements  and   related   documents   have   been   furnished   to  all
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interested parties. The accuracy of the information provided and the veracity of Ms

X have not been challenged and much of what she has stated is corroborated by

other admissible evidence. Accordingly, it seems to me that it would be unreal to

prevent counsel for any party Horn referring in final submissions to facts stated by

Ms X. However, it must be borne in mind that her information, though apparently

fair and truthful, has not been subjee ted to any oral scrutiny and, therefore, its value

is subject to that limitation. The same observations apply to statements furnished to

the Iribunal by Mrs. Rose Carthy and her daughter, Marie, in response to particular

observations made by Ms X in her statements.
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APPENDIX 8

Proposed application form for a Firearm Certificate

Are you applying for (tick box which applies):

The grant of a firearm certificate

The renewal of a firearm certificate

Part A: Personal Details

1. Title (Mr., Mrs., Ms, etc.)

I I

2. Surname

I

3. Forename(s)

I

4. Previous Names

Have you ever changed your name?

Yes    □ No    []

If you answered "yes" provide documentary proof of such change.

5. Gender

Male-    [~J Female    [~J

6. Date of Birth

I 1Z_Z

7. Residential Address
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8.   Business or Professional Address

If you have lived at an address or addresses other than that stated at 7 above

during the last five years provide details

10.  Telephone numbers

Home

Work

Mobile

Email address

I I. Occupation

1 2.   Have you ever held a firearm certificate?

Yes    Q No    \~~j

If you answered "Yes" provide full details below including the certificate

number(s), and the Garcia district from which the certificate was issued. If you

have retained the certificate(s) they should be attached to this form.
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Part B: Previous History

A "Yes" answer to the questions in this pari does not necessarily mean your

application will be refused. It may lead to further investigation.

13. Offences

Have you ever been found guilty of, or do you have charges pending for, any

offence in Ireland or abroad?

Yes    □ No    □

If you answered "Yes" provide full details on a separate sheet.

14. Firearm Certificate Refusal / Revocation

i.    Have you ever been refused a firearm certificate?

Yes    [J No    fj

If you answered "Yes", state the year and indicate by whom

ii.    Have you ever had a firearm certificate revoked?

Yes    [] No    []

If you answered "Yes", state the year and indicate by whom

I I

iii.    Has any member of your household been refused a fire-arm certificate?

Yes    [] No    []

If you answered "Yes", state the year and indicate by whom

iv.    Has any member of your household had a firearm certificate revoked?

Yes    □ No    []

If you answered "Yes", state the year and indicate by whom

I J

Part C: Medical History

A "Yes" answer to the questions in this part does not necessarily mean your

application will be refused. It may lead to further investigation.

15.   Have you ever had or been treated for?

i.    A mental disorder, depression, stress, nervous disorder or other psychiatric

or psychological condition?

Yes    [] No    □
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ii.    Alcohol or drug related use or conditions?

Yes    □ No   Q

iii. Any medic al condition that may affe< t your possession or use of firearms?

Yes    Q No    □

iv. Do you have any physical disability that may affect your possession or use

of firearms?

Yes    □ No   □

v. In the case of a renewal application, has there been any deterioration in

your health, disorder, condition or disability since you last applied for a

firearms certificate?

Yes    [] No    Q

vi. During the past 2 years have you experienced a breakdown of a significant

relationship, job loss or bankruptcy?

Yes    Q No    □

If you have answered "Yes" to any of the above you may be requested to

provide full details on a separate sheet. Such details may involve a request that

you obtain a medical report from a doctor who treated you or is familiar with

your condition. In the event of such a request you will be required to furnish

the name and address of each such treating doctor and of the general medical

practitioner you have attended during the period of five years ending on the

elate of this application.

Part D: Safety Course and Safe Storage

16.   Have you passed a recognised firearms safety course?

Yes    U No    □

If you answered "Yes" attach the original certificate to this form.

1 7.   Give the addresses of the locations at which it is proposed that the firearm

and ammunition will be stored
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Part E: Details of Firearms

18.   Give full details of the firearm(s) which is (are) the subject matter of this
application

Part F: Reasons for Requiring the Firearm

19.   State in full the reason(s) why you require the firearm in respect of which this

application is made

20. Are you a member of a gun club?

Yes    [] No    [~J

If you answered "Yes" provide details of the gun club and of your membership.

21. Do you propose to shoot over land which you own?

Yes    □ No   □

If you answered "Yes" provide details of the location of the land and of your

ownership thereof.

If you answered "No" provide details of the identity of the owner of lands over

which you propose to shoot, the exact location of the lands together with an

appropriate authority or letter of consent from that person.

22. Do you propose to apply for a licence pursuant to section 29(5)(a) of the

Wildlife Act 1976 authorising you to hunt and kill protected wild birds and

hares?

Yes    □ No    □
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Part G: Conditions of Grant of Firearm Certificate

>.   Have you a good lawful reason for requiring the firearm in respect of which

the certificate is applied for?

Yes   □ No   □

Can you be permitted to have in your possession, use, and carry a firearm or

ammunition without danger to the public safety or to the peace?

Yes    Q No   Q

25. Are you a person declared by section 8 of the Firearms Act, 1925 to be

disentitled to hold a firearm certificate [such persons should be listed in any

explanatory memoranda accompanying this form]?

Yes   [] No   □

Part H: Referees

The applicant shall provide two referees:

i.    An adult close relative;

ii. A person over thirty years of age, resident in Ireland, who has known

the applicant for upwards of five years and is a person oí good standing

and repute.

26. r' Referee

Name of V' Referee

Address of 1s' Referee

Telephone number of 1sl Referee

Home

Work

Mobile
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Email address of Is' Referee

Date of Birth of 1s' Referee

What is your relationship to the Applicant?

How long have you known the Applicant?

1st Referee's Declaration

I declare that:

• To the best of my knowledge and belief the information given in answer

to questions 1 to 22 above is true;

• The photographs enclosed with this application bear a current true-

likeness of the Applicant, and that I have signed the back of one of the

photographs to this effect together with the date on which the likeness

was compared; and

• I know of no reason why, in the interest of safety to the Applicant and

to others, the Applicant should not be granted a firearm certificate on

foot of this application.

In tendering myself as a referee I am aware that I may be the subject matter of

a check of garda records; that I may be contacted and interviewed by a member

of the Garda Síochána; that I may be required to give evidence in Court in

relation to this application and that I understand that it is a criminal offence

knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in order to procure a firearm

certificate-.

Signature of 1st Referee

Date
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27.  2nd Referee

Name of 2nd Referee

Address of 2nd Referee

Telephone number of 2nd Referee

Home

Work

Mobile

Email address of 2nd Referee

Date of Birth of 2nd Referee

What is your relationship to the Applicant?

How long have you known the Applicant?

2nd Referee's Declaration

I declare that:

• To the best of my knowledge and belief the information given in answer

to questions 1 to 22 above is true;

• The photographs enclosed with this application bear a current true

likeness of the Applicant, and that I have signed the back of one of the

photographs to this effect together with the date on which the likeness
was compared; and
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• I know of no reason why, in the interest of safety to the Applicmt and

to others, the Applicant should not be granted a firearm certificate on

foot of this application.

In tendering myself as a referee I am aware that I may be the subject matter of

a check of garda records; that I may be contacted and interviewed by a member

of the Garda Síochána; that I may be required to give evidence in Court in

relation to this application and that I understand that it is a criminal offence

knowingly or recklessly to make a false statement in order to procure a firearm

certificate.

Signature of 2nd Referee

Date

I I

Part I: Declaration

I declare that the information I have supplied for this application is true and

correct. I understand that it is an offence to intentionally supply incorrect

particulars or misleading information. I consent to the Garda Síochána making

inquiries into my fitness to possess or own a firearm and authorise any person

approached by the Garda Síochána in this matter to release or disclose all

relevant information.

Applicant's signature (Signed in front of a member of Garda Síochána)

Witnessed by (member of the Garda Síochána)

Station

Date
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Part J: To be completed by the Issuing Authority

29.   Having regard to section 4 of the Firearms Act, 1925, I am satisfied that the

applicant:

• has a good reason for requiring the firearm in respect of which the

certifie ate is applied for;

• can be permitted to have in his possession, use, and carry a firearm or

ammunition without danger to the public safety or to the peace; and

• is not a person declared by the Act to be disentitled to hold a firearm

certificate.

Signature of issuing Authority

Station

Date
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fílr,     QdlOlZto

Office of Clerk of the Dáil
Leinster House

Kildare Street
Dublin 2

Telephone No. 6183314 or 6183438

20 July 2006

Ms.

Librarian.

I would be obliged if you would arrange to have the enclosed Report
received today from Mr Justice Robert Barr, Sole Member of the Tribunal of
Inquiry (into the facts and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of John

Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford) laid  before the Dáil and Seanad as soon as

possible.

DAIL ÉIREANN

2 7 SEP 2í¿Ubo

Clerk of the Dáil ON-ORDER PAPER



Tribunal of Inquiry
(Into the facts ami circumstances

surrounding the fatal shooting of

John e 'arthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford

on 2Cfh April, 2000)

Sole member:

The Honourable Mr. Justice Robert Barr

RECEIVED

2 0 JUL 2006

CLERK OF THE DAIL

Tribunal Office
Jameson Building,

12 13 Bow Street.

Dublin 7
Tel: 01 8175290

Fax: 018175501

20th July, 2006

Mr

Clerk of Dáil Eireann,
Leinster House,

Kildare Street,

Dublin 2

DÁIL ÉIREANN

2 7 SEP 23C3

ON-ORDER PAPER

Re: Tribunal of Inquiry set up pursuant to the Tribunal of Inquiry (Evidence) Acts 1921 - 2002 by

the Minister for Justice, Equality and law Reform consequent upon Resolutions of Dáil and

Seanad Éireann on respectively 17,h and 18,h April, 2002 to inquire into, inter alia, the facts

and circumstances surrounding the fatal shooting of John Carthy at Abbeylara, Co. Longford

on 20th April, 2000; to report thereon to the Clerk of Dáil Éireann and to make such

findings and recommendations as it sees fit in relation to these matters.

Dear Mr I

I am pleased to inform you that the work of the Tribunal is completed. My report has been prepared

based upon the evidence adduced over a period of 208 hearing days in which 169 witnesses testified viva

voce.   By agreement, written statements made by certain other witnesses were admitted in evidence

without formal proof.

The report contains, inter alia, an analysis of relevant evidence, including international expert advice

and testimony, my conclusions and recommendations based thereon; an assessment of existing statute

law regarding sporting guns and proposed amendments thereto. The Tribunal also examined and mied

upon complaints made to it about Radio Telefis Eireann and Independent Newspapers regarding the

contents of respectively a radio broadcast and an article published in the Sunday Independent about

matters of concern to the Tribunal   Both are unrelated to each other, but occurred while the Inquiry was

at hearing.

I enclose Afee copies of the Tribunal's report. As arranged, 300 copies for distribution to members of

the Oireachtas are being delivered to you also on this date   Copies are being made available now to

parties who participated in the Inquiry, to the media and also to members of the public through

Government Publications

Yours

Chairman of the TriburïàT
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